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PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN LATIN AMERICA

TUESDAY, JANUARY 14, 1964

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTER-AMERICAN ECONOMIC
RELATIONSHIPS OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITrEE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:35 a.m., in room

1202, New Senate Office Building, Hon. John Sparkman presiding.
Present: Senator Sparkman; Representatives Griffiths and Curtis.
Also present: William H. Moore, economist; Hamilton D. Gewehr,

administrative clerk; and Donald A. Webster, minority economist.
Senator SPARKMAN. Let the subcommittee come to order, please.
I have delayed opening the hearing for a few minutes hoping that

our first scheduled witness for this morning might be present. We are
informed that he has arrived in town and will be here any minute.
Two other members of the subcommittee are expected also, but I under-
stand one of them has been held up and the other one is coming in
from out of town. Those of us who have managed to get here are
certainly ready to admit that travel and arrival times are a little un-
certain and difficult in face of such heavy snow and winds.

The Alliance for Progress, which finds its expression in the Charter
of Punta del Este, was signed and agreed to as a cooperative and mu-
tual program. The charter was signed by all of the Latin American
Republics including, it is appropriate to remember, Brazil, Argentina,
Peru, and Panama, as well as the United States. This historic charter
recognized that the cooperation of all parties would be needed if the
measures and hopes for economic and social progress to fulfill the com-
mitments of the charter were to succeed.

These hearings deal primarily with one specific aspect of that pledge
for cooperation; namely, the role of private enterprise in supplying
capital and producing the goods and services upon which a higher
level of living can be based.

The declaration to the peoples of America set out in the charter con-
tains among other worthy goals such as wiping out illiteracy and
bringing about a steady increase in average incomes, two express
objectives which I believe are worth quoting in full as background for
these hearings. The mutual commitments which these sovereign
countries countries agreed to included undertakings-

To stimulate private enterprise in order to encourage the development of Latin
American countries at a rate which will help them to provide jobs for their
growing populations, to eliminate unemployment, and to take their place among
the modern industrialized nations of the world.

To maintain monetary and fiscal policies which, while avoiding the disastrous
effects of inflation or deflation, will protect the purchasing power of the many,
guarantee the greatest possible price stability, and form an adequate basis for
economic development.
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PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN LATIN AMERICA

A basic proposition behind the Alliance was that substantial co-
operation of private capital would be necessary to supplement Gov-
ernment efforts. Since private capital, to use the words of the
Commerce Committee, cannot in a free society be "driven or cajoled
into new fields," investment must be welcomed and, indeed, attracted
by the opportunities for competitive return and the basic safety of
the capital employed. In view of these hopes, one finds much that
is disturbing and discouraging in the record and it is because of these
reasons for concern that these hearings are being held.

The Economic Commission for Latin America of the United Nations
Economic and Social Council reported last year not only a hesitancy
on the part of private capital but an actual decline in the net flow of
external financing to Latin America as a whole. The Commission
notes that "in 1962 no progress was made with respect to net external
financing." And they made this further comment:

The year 1962 witnessed the initiation of a substantial international effort to
increase the flow of such external capital * * * in the course of the next 10
years * * *. It is therefore surprising that concurrently with this international
effort, the data available for 1962 indicate a level of external financing far
below * * * the average for the 2 preceding years.'

Newspapers and magazines throughout the year have, moreover,
been replete with headlines of expropriation and threats of expropria-
tion, and of political uncertainties that cannot help but be deterrents to
the businessman contemplating investment. The magazine Business
Week of December 7, 1963, has an article the title of which is "United
States Still a Bogeyman to Latin Americans-Main Trouble Spot Is
Brazil Where Feelings Run Strong Against Heavy Inflow of North
American Capital and Move Is Afoot To Form Common Policy
Against United States." The magazine quotes a Brazilian as saying:

The biggest sore spot in Brazil is private U.S. capital.

To add to the known preference of the ruling "elite" in these coun-
tries for the status quo rather than accept land and tax reforms, a
Mexican banker back from a tour in South America, where he talked
to businessmen in such temperate, commercial places as Sio Paulo and
Montevideo, interpreted local business views in these words:

These sentiments are not emotional and not ideological. Their reasoning is
economic. They fear U.S. penetration in the Latin American free trade zone
and they fear the United States is taking over their channels of trade.

The text of the Business Week article will be included at the con-
clusion of today's record. Whether these views are representative or
not I cannot say.

In a sincere effort to live up to our Government's commitment under
the Alliance, the Commerce Committee for the Alliance for Progress
(COMAP) was created by the late President Kennedy to help acceler-
ate the contribution of the private business sector to the Alliance for
Progress. The Committee of distinguished U.S. bankers and indus-
trial leaders, after weeks of deliberation, reported to the Secretary of
Commerce on the problem and its recommendations for improving

I Secretariat materials dated Mar. 29, 196X, entitled, "Some Aspects of the Latin Ameri-
can Economic Situation in 1962," for use at the 10th session, Mar del Plata, Argentina,
May 1963, p. 46.
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PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN LATIN AMERICA 3
the flow of U.S. capital. Mr. J. Peter Grace, president of W. R. Grace
& Co., was the Chairman of that Committee. Mr. John D. J. Moore,
vice president of the Grace Co., who was associated with Mr. Grace
on that Committee's work, will be our first witness this morning to
tell us something of the concerns and proposals of this group of U.S.
businessmen.

With the interest and support of Senator Javits, who is a member
of this subcommittee, and Senator Humphrey, Western European
capital also has been stimulated to consider a cooperative program for
investment in Latin America. Dr. Aurelio Peccei, executive director
for Western Europe of the Atlantic Community Development Group
for Latin America (ADELA), and director of the Fiat Motor Co.,
Inc., who was originally scheduled to appear this morning has been
delayed and will appear tomorrow morning to discuss these Western
European attitudes and efforts.

Our second witness this morning will, accordingly, be Mr. Philip
Alexander Ray who has the very difficult task of trying to point up
some of the responsibilities of the Latin American host governments
and Latin American investors themselves in accepting, or at least not
discouraging, private investment from outside sources.

At this point I would like to place the subcommittee announcement
of these hearings in the record.

(The announcement referred to is as follows:)

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

SENATOR SPARKMAN ANNOUNCES HEARINGS ON PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN LATIN
AMERICA

Senator John Sparkman, Democrat of Alabama, chairman of the Subcommittee
on Inter-American Economic Relationships of the Joint Economic Committee,
today announced hearings on private investment and the Alliance for Progress,
and released the schedule of witnesses. The hearings will be held on January
14,15, and 16, at 10 a.m., in room 1202, New Senate Office Building.

In making the announcement, Senator Sparkman commented: "The Alliance
for Progress is in trouble and one of those troubles is certainly the situation
facing private investment capital-the flight of local domestic capital and the
discouragements confronting foreign capital. These hearings will study and
emphasize the important role which private investment plays in the concept and
success of the Alliance for Progress. Unfortunately, the cooperative program
aimed at an accelerated rate of social and economic progress in Latin America
is too often viewed by some persons, both in the United States and abroad, as
essentially a program between governments.

"Government guarantee programs as an incentive to foreign private investment
will also be considered with special reference to their application and success in
Latin America. Opportunities for expanded private investment depend, in part,
upon trade expansion and, in this connection, the regional economic integration
already underway in Latin America will be considered in the broader perspective
of hemispheric integration of the Western Hemisphere as a whole."

Members of the subcommittee are:
Senator John Sparkman, Democrat, of Alabama, chairman.
Senator Claiborne Pell, Democrat, of Rhode Island.
Senator Jacob K. Javits, Republican, of New York.
Senator Len B. Jordan, Republican, of Idaho.
Representative Richard Bolling, Democrat, of Missouri.
Representative Hale Boggs, Democrat, of Louisiana.
Representative Martha W. Griffiths, Democrat, of Michigan.
Representative Thomas B. Curtis, Republican, of Missouri.
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HEARINGS JANUABY 14, 15, 16, 1964: PRIVATE INVESTMENT AND THE ATTTANCE FOR
PROGREsS

TUESDAY, JANUARY 14, 10A.M., ROOM 1202, NEW SENATE OFFICE UILDING

I. Cooperative efforts to encourage private risk capital
"Improving the Flow of U.S. Private Investment in Latin America"-

John D. J. Moore, vice president, W. R. Grace & Co.; chairman,
U.S. Inter-American Council, New York, N.Y.

"Responsibility of Latin American Host Governments and Private
Local Capital"-Philip Alexander Ray, attorney, chairman, Interna-
tional Bond and Share, Inc.; former Under Secretary of Commerce;
senior research fellow, Latin American studies, Hoover Institution
on War, Revolution, and Peace, Stanford University; author, "Our
Hemispheric Crisis: South Wind Red," San Francisco, Calif.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 10 A.M., ROOM 1202, NEW SENATE OFFICE BUILDING

"Improving the Flow of Western European Private Investment in
Latin America"-Aurelio Peccei, executive director for Western Eu-
rope, Atlantic Community Development Group for Latin America
(ADELA) ; director, Fiat Motor Co., Inc., Rome, Italy.

II. Investment Guaranties as an Incentive to Private Investment
"An Appraisal of Programs of Government Guaranties to Foreign In-

vestors by Capital-Exporting and/or Host Countries"-A. A. Fatouros,
professor, University of Chicago Law School; author, "Government
Guarantees to Foreign Investors," Chicago, Ill.

"U.S. Government Guaranties Under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1962
With Special Reference to Latin America"-George Rublee, Assist-
ant General Counsel for Private Enterprise, Agency for International
Development, Department of State, Washington, D.C.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 16, 10 A.M., ROOM 1202, NEW SENATE OFFICE BUILDING

III. Trade Expansion Through Regional Economic Integration as an Incentive
to Private Investment

"Progress Report on Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA)
and Central American Program of Economic Integration (CAPEI)"-
Francis E. Grimes, vice president, area executive, Latin America,
Chase Manhattan Bank, New York, N.Y.

"Canadian-U.S. Free Trade Arrangement: Possible Characteristics"-
Sperry Lea, associate director of research, Canadian-American Com-
mittee, National Planning Association: author, "A Canadian-United
States Free Trade Arrangement," Washington, D.C.

"A Western Hemisphere Common Market-Potentials and Implica-
tions"-William L. Clayton, board of directors, Anderson, Clayton &
Co.; former Under Secretary of State for Economic Affairs, Houston,
Tex.

Senator SPARKMAN. I may say that Mr. Moore's timely arrival has
now made it possible to proceed in the regular order. Mr. Moore, I
had just suggested that both you and Mr. Ray sit at the table and per-
haps we can develop this into a kind of panel discussion.

I am glad that Congressman Tom Curtis has also come in. Con-
gressman Curtis, do you have any preliminary statement you would
like to make?

Representative CuRTIs. No; other than to back up the statements
that you have just made and express our deep interest in this matter
and our appreciation of you gentlemen for taking the time to advise
this committee. We are hopeful that through this updating and fur-
thering of our studies that we have embarked upon, we may be of
benefit to our colleagues in the House and Senate serving on the legis-
lative committees and possibly even, who knows, of some benefit to the
executive branch of the Government.
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Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you.
All right, Mr. Moore. We are glad that you got here. I understand

you took a train so you would be sure to be on time. It reminds meof an incident in my own experience.
One time I was going to speak in Chicago. I was to speak at noonand I was down in Alabama. Rather than take a plane, I decidedto take the train. When I told the head of the organization for whom

I was going to speak that I was going to take a train, he said, "I amcertainly glad because that means there won't be any question about
your being here on time." My train was due in at 8:30 a.m. and got inat 4 :30 in the afternoon instead !

Anyhow, we are glad you got here. We appreciate your coming,and are glad to hear from you at this time.

STATEMENT OF JOHN D. J. MOORE, VICE PRESIDENT, W. R. GRACE
& CO., AND CHAIRMAN, U.S. INTER-AMERICAN COUNCIL

Mr. MOORE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I did exactly as you didand took the night train so there would be no doubt that I would beon time. At the time we were suDDosed to be here the train was stillin motion somewhere between Baltimore and Washington.
I will now proceed with my statement.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, thank you foryour invitation to testify here. I am really appearing, as you know,in the place and stead of Mr. J. Peter Grace, the president of W. R.Grace & Co., who was required to be out of the country on businessat the time of the hearings. I am delighted to have this opportunitybecause I was associated with Mr. Grace in the work of the CommerceCommittee for the Alliance for Progress.
We are all familiar with the work of your subcommittee and theconstructive hearings it has held and the reports which it has issuedon economic development and economic policies concerning LatinAmerica.
I think you could not be holding these hearings at a more timelyhour in our Latin American relations. I am not referring to thedisturbances in Panama because of their mostly emotional and politi-cal nature. They are closer to the economic situation than some otherfacets of the problem with which we deal today, but it is a verycritical moment in our Latin American relations.
President Johnson has already demonstrated his own concurrencein the late President Kennedy's description of the situation in LatinAmerica as "the greatest challenge which the United States now faces,except for the direct matter of our dealings with the Soviet Union."
All friends of better relations between the United States and LatinAmerica know and place great confidence in Thomas C. Mann, whomthe President has appointed as Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs and Coordinator of the U.S. participation in theAlliance for Progress. The business community has known andworked with Mr. Mann for many years and I know that they feel itis good management to have him take charge of all aspects of theLatin American activity of the U.S. Government including his newrole as special adviser to the President.
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The U.S. Inter-American Council, of which I have the honor to
be the chairman, is composed of 154 U.S. corporations, large and
small, which do business in or with Latin America. The businessmen
who make up this group represent many hundreds of years of expe-
rience, living and working in Latin America and many millions of
dollars of investment. One statistically minded member of our coun-
cil calculated that about 80 percent of the U.S. investment in Latin
America is represented in our membership and that goes to a sum
in excess of $6 billion. The basic thing I am talking about is the
experience of these men.

They know Thomas Mann as a thorough and conscientious profes-
sional who operates from deep knowledge and understanding of the
Latin American countries and their people and who is utterly free
of political or economic bias. He has been throughout his career a
friend and willing helper to all who work for better relations between
the United States and the Latin American countries, whether they be
businessmen, labor leaders, government officials, educators, farmers, re-
ligious missionaries, or individuals dedicated to stronger people-to-
people relations and cultural interchange.

Not only was President Johnson's choice of Mr. Mann for all-inclu-
sive responsibilities in the Latin American area a most encouraging
move, but Mir. Johnson's meeting at the White House with the Latin
American diplomatic corps at the earliest possible moment after his
assumption of the Presidency demonstrated to all the world his recog-
nition of the importance of these countries to us. I think also that his
prompt and firm message at the time of the unlawful detention of the
American officials in Bolivia made an excellent impression throughout
Latin America.

Now he has moved swiftly and sure footedly in the Panamanian dis-
turbance, sending Mr. Mann and a top team to Panama, and taking
a firm position as to our treaty rights concerning the canal.

The company which I represent, W. R. Grace & Co., has had, as you
may know, a long and successful business life in Latin America. It
was actually organized in Peru in 1854 and it is engaged in manu-
facturing, distributing, banking, and transportation in a number of
Latin American countries with particular emphasis on the countries
of the west coast. Although in the past decade it has grown into one of
the largest U.S. chemical companies, neither its interest nor its invest-
ment in Latin America has diminished. Under the presidency of Mr.
J. Peter Grace we have entered into a number of new and more ad-
vanced businesses in Latin America. Our Latin American invest-
ments are presently at an alltime high although in terms of the whole
Grace business they constitute a smaller percentage of the entire corpo-
ration. In 1963 we invested about $12 million in Latin America and
in 1964 we expect to invest a considerably larger amount.

In other words, Mr. Chairman, while we see many problems facing
all of us in this hemisphere we also see many excellent opportunities
for U.S. private investment.

In your chairman's letter to me of January 7 he expressed the wish
that in discussing the flow of U.S. private investment to Latin America
I should cover the views and conclusions of the Commerce Committee
for the Alliance for Progress (COMAP), of which Mr. Peter Grace
was the Chairman, and I shall be happy to do so. I was privileged to
be associated with Mr. Grace and his colleagues in this great endeavor
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and I welcome the opportunity to discuss COMAP before your com-
mittee. I feel its work and recommendations should have the widest
possible dissemination.

In any discussion of cooperative efforts to encourage private riskcapital I feel, Mr. Chairman, that the COMAP report is essential
reading. It was prepared by a group of outstanding American busi-
ness leaders after several months of intensive work which they under-
took by appointment of Secretary of Commerce Hodges.

I will not read the list of names, but will present it for the record.
(The names of members of COMAP are as follows:)

William Blackie, president, Caterpillar Tractor Co.
Thomas D. Cabot, chairman of the board, Godfrey L. Cabot, Inc.
T. A. Campbell, vice president, Latin American affairs, the Anaconda Co.Emilio G. Collado, vice president and director, Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey.Dudley T. Colton, vice president and general manager, Johns-Manville Interna-tional Corp.
Charles S. Dennison, vice president, oversea operations, International Minerals& Chemical Corp.
A. W. Elwood, senior vice president, international operations, FMC Corp.Marshall Erdman, Marshall Erdman Associates, Inc.
Fred C. Foy, chairman of the board, Koppers Co., Inc.
William C. Friday, president. University of North Carolina.
John F. Gallagher, vice president for foreign administration, Sears, Roebuck &Co.
Stephen A. Girard, president, Willys Motors, Inc.
Leon E. Hickman, executive vice president, Aluminum Co. of America.
Neil Mallon, chairman, executive committee, Dresser Industries, Inc.
Walter McKee, group director, Latin American operations, Ford Motor Co.Edgar J. Moor, assistant to vice president in charge of foreign operations, UnitedShoe Machinery Corp.
William J. Moreland, James C. Moreland & Sons, Inc.
Charles G. Mortimer, chairman, General Foods Corp.
Peter R. Nehemkis, Jr., Washington counsel, Whirlpool Corp.
David Rockefeller, president, Chase Manhattan Bank.
A. B. Sparboe, vice president, the Pillsbury Co.
J. Wilner Sundelson, planning assistant to the vice president, Ford internationalstaff, Ford Motor Co.
Juan T. Trippe, president, Pan American World Airways, Inc.
Frank X. White, president, American Machine & Foundry International.
Walter B. Wriston, executive vice president, First National City Bank.

Mr. MOORE. The principal task assigned to the Committee was toanalyze the flow of U.S. private investment to Latin America, identify
the obstacles impeding a greater flow, and make recommendations asto how the U.S. Government might help encourage such increased
investment. Their report is fully as timely today as it was when it
was issued by Secretary Hodges last March, and I respectfully sug-gest that it be incorporated in the record of these hearings.

Senator SPARKMAN. I am well aware of the fine report. It will bereceived by this committee for its use.
Representative CuRTis. Mr. Moore, your suggestion was that thisbe put in the record of our hearings, was it not?
Mr. MOORE. Yes, it was, Mr. Curtis, but I don't know enough aboutthe rules of your committee or your printing situation to know whether

that would be feasible. I hope you can print it.
Representative CuRtis. I think it is, and I was just going to suggest

to the chairman after looking at the report that we do include it because
the data in these hearings should be as complete as possible. I would
like to make that request and also that an exchange of letters between
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Mr. Grace, as Chairman, and some of the COMAP members respect-
the report be included as well.

Senator SPARKMAN. Yes. Without objection it will be made a part
of the hearings and will be placed at the end of today's testimony
following the article from Business Week magazine.

(See p. 55.)
Mr. Moopn. The businessmen emphasized at the outset of their re-

port the basic proposition which governs the flow of private capital.
They declare:

In free societies private capital cannot be driven or cajoled into new fields.
There is a free market for private investment and nations, areas, industries, and

institutions must compete for it in a free marketplace. In other words, invest-
ment must be attracted and experience teaches us that it will be attracted

to those fields where the return is most promising and where the safety of its

capital is most assured.

The Committee pointed out the fundamental fact that it is mislead-
ing to consider Latin America as a monolithic entity and stressed that
it must be borne in mind that each country differs as markedly from
the others as do the countries of Europe.

It would be a fatal error to attempt to equate the varying conditions of the

Republics of Latin America with conditions in the United States, just as it would
be a fatal error to equate the Latin American Republics with one another.

These countries today present a mixed picture of advanced stages of develop-
ment side by side with conditions which are centuries behind the times. It
represents a picture of rapid economic growth, of great new cities as modern and
industrialized as any in the world, whose peoples live within an hour's travel of

fellow citizens residing in 12th-century conditions.

They stressed the essential role of private investment, not only for-
eign, but even more importantly, local private enterprise, to the suc-
cess of the Alliance for Progress.

An authoritative estimate indicates that 70 percent of economic activity in
Latin America is in the hands of private owners while 30 percent is controlled
by the Government. Of the 70 percent of privately owned enterprise some 90

percent is estimated to be owned by Latin Americans and only 10 percent by
foreigners.

The fact that the private sector in Latin America is so heavily made up of
local private investors means that the success of the Alliance for Progress de-

pends to a great extent not only on the participation but most of all on the
enthusiastic contribution of these Latin American businessmen. Experience of
all Western countries has shown that the greatest economic progress is achieved
by freemen under conditions of economic liberty when the productive forces

of private investment and individual enterprise are unleashed and given maxi-

mum encouragement and support.

They pointed to the remarkable achievements of Latin American
businessmen whose dedicated efforts have built new industries and new
cities in their countries, recommending:

These creative businessmen are our natural allies in the Alliance for Progress

and they are a main hope for Latin America's future. They should be sought out,

encouraged and enlisted in the program.

We have to get to know the Latin American businessman better.
I do feel myself, Mr. Chairman, that throughout the last 2 or 3 years
that there has been a lot of inexact thinking with regard to the role
of the local Latin American businessman. Your Committee has made
trips around those countries and you have seen great new cities and in-
dustrial centers, and those were not built by foreigners. They were
built by local men, most of whom came from humble origins and built
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up their businesses and their investments in the pattern with which we
are familiar in this country. And this criticizing them generally as
oligarchs and undersirable persons, which is all too common, I think
we are discouraging the very creative responsible element of Latin
America that can make the wheels turn down there.

Naturally they have their undesirables. They have men who don't
measure up to the mark just as we do and every other country in the
world does, but as a business community, I think from your visits and I
know from my long years down there, they are a progressive and
patriotic, basically constructive element.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Moore, Mrs. Griffiths wants to ask a ques-
tion.

Representative GRIiuBS. May I ask you how you feel we are dis-
couraging them? What are we doing that discourages them?

Mr. MooRE. Well, for one thing, we make blanket statements, both
private people and Government officials, perhaps more often in the
executive than the legislative branch of our Government, to the effect
that Latin American businessmen don't pay their taxes. Most Latin
American businessmen do pay their taxes, by far the great majority.
We make statements that they are irresponsible and don't treat their
labor properly, that they keep theirl muney in Swiss banks, and things
of that sort, without any proof and without any indication as to
whether there is any higher proportion of their money abroad than
there was before or that there is in this country.

We are having to enact laws now ourselves to keep our people from
investing in foreign securities by seeking to equalize American and
foreign interest rates through taxes. I can remember 2 or 3 years
ago when I was traveling around Latin America, the Treasury Depart-
ment was campaigning for a bill to deduct at source interest on savings
bank accounts and dividends of corporations and were stating a fig-
ure-I can't remember what it was, but it was an awfully big figure-
and advertising to the whole world how much income taxes the Ameri-
can citizens were failing to report and pay. They had to have these
deductions at source in order to make the American people pay their
just taxes, and the Latins I met couldn't quite understand why we were
calling them a bunch of tax dodgers while advertising to the world
that we at home were having to have legislation to deduct from savings
banks at source.

Also the exclusion, and it was a very pointed exclusion, of the busi-
ness community and private enterprise from the Punta del Este Con-
ference in 1961 which supposedly wrote the charter for the Alliance for
Progress. There were no busines people there and it was principally
through the efforts of two countries, Argentina and Peru, that the
private enterprise language got into that charter at all.

That is the kind of criticism I am talking about of the Latin Ameri-
can business community. It is not calculated to encourage those men
to work with us.

Naturally, as I say, there are irresponsible men of wealth in Latin
America. I know in Paris you can see irresponsible men from every
country in the world including our own. I do not believe there is any
higher proportion of them in Latin America than there is in any other
country.

When we indulge in the kind of criticism I am talking about, I think
we are dampening their enthusiasm for our system.

9
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Representative GRFTHS. May I ask further what is the discour-
agement resulting in, the fact that they do not cooperate with us or
do not invest in their own countries, or just what?

Mr. MooRE. Yes. The fact that I think they would be less inclined
to go into the joint-venture type of thing which we are trying to pro-
mote in this country, that is, one of the great items in the recommenda-
tions for investment in Latin America, that the U.S. investors should
form a partnership with local investors down there.

You take a question like these various reforms we are asking them
to do, social reforms, land reform, tax reform, etc. I think when
they feel that the recommendation is not well founded and the criti-
cism on which the recommendations are based is not well founded, it
is much more difficult to expect them to cooperate and help put in
these reforms.

Representative GRTrHS. Thank you.
Senator SPARKMAN. All right, sir.
Mr. MooRE. Now, we all now that at Punta del Este a goal of

$2 billion a year of money to go into Latin America was established
and of that $2 billion a year, $300 million was to be represented by
net new U.S. direct private investment in Latin America. I don't
know how this $300 million was arrived at but you could arrive at
it by an average of certain earlier years, to 1961, when the charter was
adopted.

In any event, it didn't materialize as we all know. In fact, instead
of increasing, it dropped in 1962 down to a figure below zero;
that is, there was a net flow to the United States from Latin America
rather than net flow into Latin America. And on page 8 of this state-
ment you will see the table showing 1958, $299 million, to 1963, so
far this year, the fourth quarter-the figures, of course, for all of
1963 are not in yet. The fourth quarter was a little better and we
will probably wind up in 1963 with a net inflow into the United
States of $25 million from Latin America in the category of direct
new investments.

The Committee demonstrated that far from meeting the goal an-
nounced at Punta del Este of $300 million of net new direct U.S.
private investment per year in Latin America, the aggregate inflow
into Latin America has been declining at an alarming rate.

In the table that I present to you, you will note that 1957 is a big
year-$1,163 billion-but as you know, there was in that year $700 to
$800 million in oil investment in Venezuela which inflated the figure.
But looking at the normal years, 1958, and so forth, you will see what
has happened to this flow of private investment.

(The table referred to follows:)

TABLE 1.-Net new U.S. direct investment in Latin America

Millions Million8

1957__-____________._________ $1, 163 1962______________.__________-($32)
1958…_____________.__________- 299 1963:
1959…_____________.__________- 218 1st quarter-------------- (11)
1960_------------------------ 95 2d quarter--------------- 15
1961_------------------------ 173 3d quarter--------------- (42)

NoTz.-Flgures in parentheses indicate a negative flow.
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Mr. MOORE. The COMAP analysis of the net new direct investment
revealed that the manufacturing sector has been accounting for a per-
sistently greater share of the total, whereas mining and smelting and
petroleum show declines in both absolute and relative amounts, attrib-
utable in large part to political deterrents to new extractive invest-
ments in Latin America.

Similarly, in the important category of plant and equipment ex-
penditures, the Committee demonstrated a pattern of growth in the
manufacturing sector as compared to a pattern of decline in the pre-
viously substantial expenditure of the extractive industries. The
table showing these comparisons in the COMAP report through 1961
has recently been brought through 1962 -with estimates for 1963 and
1964 by the Office of Business Economics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce.

Now, the COMAP people analyzed these figures as you will see from
tables 2 and 3 and their analysis indicated that presumably for politi-
cal or for whatever reasons, the extractive industries, petroleum and
mining, and the public utilities which used to be the two large cate-
gories of U.S. investment in Latin America, are not flowing southward
as they used to but at the same time there is the evidence of the begin-
ning of a trend to-ward sluaituiacturing, and you will see in table 2
how the manufacturing element has grown whereas mining and smelt-
ing and petroleum have declined.

'Well, this in itself is a very interesting fact because it testifies to
the diversification of the Latin American economies, the growth of
manufacturing plants, presumably replacing imports, and basically
it is a healthy thing for their economy because it means there is evi-
dence of more purchasing power and broader distribution of goods.

You will see that table 3 is the sales of manufacturing affiliates of
U.S. companies in Latin America, and they have gone up a billion and
a half dollars, 66 percent, from 1957 to 1962 which is one of the en-
couraging signs, I believe, in this picture.

TABLE 2.-Plant and equipment eopenditure8 of direct foreign investments in
Latin America, major industries, 1957-64

[Millions of dollars]

Area and industry 1957 1958 1959 1960 19611 1962 1 1963 2 1964 2

Latin America, total 3 - 1,687 1,269 1,003 750 795 840 900 834

Mining and smelting -216 221 147 78 87 95 100 90
Petroleum -1,039 577 449 340 306 319 315 310
Manufacturing -174 202 193 207 250 281 330 288
Trade- 20 31 31 35 45 46 48 58Other industries 238 238 183 90 107 99 107 88

I Revised.
X Estimated on the basis of company projections.
a Includes other Western Hemisphere.

NOTE.-Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economies.

The growth in the manufacturing sector is of great significance and
should be looked at in conjunction with the growth of the volume of
sales of the U.S. direct investment manufacturing affiliates, which is
disclosed by table 3.
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TABLE 3.-Sales of U.S. direct investment manufacturing affiliates in Latin
America, 1957, 1959-62

[Millions of dollars]

1957 1959 1960 1961 1962

Latin America,' total-- 2,435 2,830 3,180 3, 770 4. 190

Argentina-395 426 696 895 865
Brazil -659 764 879 940 1,125
Meco - ---------------------------------- 643 751 770 850 1. 020
Venezuela-268 364 360 390 400
Other -480 525 475 695 780

X Includes dependencies.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics.

Table 3 not only demonstrates the capacity of Latin American mar-
kets to absorb the rapidly growing output of American manufactur-
ing plants, but it also gives an idea of the vast difference in the econ-
omies of the various Latin American countries. In 1962 sales of U.S.
manufacturing affiliates totaled $4,190 billion, an increase of more than

'T percent over the 1957 figure of $2,435 billion, which compares very
favorably with the increase of 17 percent shown by U.S. domestic sales
of manufactured goods in the same period.

It is notable that four countries, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, and
Venezuela, represented a total of $3,410 billion, or 81 percent of the
continental total, while the other 15 Latin American republics repre-
sented only $780 million, or 19 percent. Cuba is omitted.

THE COMAP RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on their analysis of the flow of U.S. private investment, the
COMAP members made a series of recommendations which I will list
here and which are presented in depth in the Committee report. In
establishing the criteria for the recommendations the Committee em-
phasized that proposals regarding U.S. investment should not be made
without reference also to the effect on local Latin American investors.
Local investment is the bulk of Latin America's private investment
and the recommendations were designed therefore to stimulate local
investment as well as the flow of capital from the United States. It
attached primary importance to the encouragement of those enter-
prises most likely to contribute new jobs and upgrading in local skills,
both managerial and technological. It stressed that the individual
parts of the total of its recommendations should be regarded as indis-
pensable parts of a completely interrelated package. The recommen-
dations are summarized as follows:
(a) Localcurrency loans

Provide assistance to meet the problem of currency devaluation by
the creation of a substantial pool of local currency funds for loans to
the private sector to be available to both U.S. and locally owned enter-
prises.
(b) Taxation

(1) Investment incentive credit: Provide an investment incentive
tax credit to encourage U.S. private investment in countries of the

12
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Western Hemisphere similar to the recent investment incentive credit
to U.S. business.

(2) Tax certificate: Provide a tax certificate permitting a minimum
return on capital of 5 percent after tax to be used by U.S. companies
in selected enterprises as a credit against their U.S. income tax liabil-
ity when such minimum return is not achieved.

(3) Tax sparing: To encourage and stimulate new investment in
Latin America, amend U.S. tax law to provide for tax sparing where
the host countries offer tax incentives as part of a program to attract
new basic industries.

(4) Tax allowance for foreign exchange loss: Assist in meeting the
problem of currency devaluation by allowing a tax deduction against
current taxable income for losses due to currency devaluation.

(5) Alliance for Progress Corporation: Provide for a special type
of U.S. corporation to hold investments in, or conduct operations on
its own behalf, in the less-developed countries of the Western Hemi-
sphere, and which would be allowed deferral of taxes on income until
distributed to its shareholders so long as earnings were reinvested in
the less-developed countries of the Western Hemisphere.

(6) U.S. income tax allowance for foreign investment losses:
A. *Where stock becomes worthless.
B. Where stock is disposed of at a loss.

(c) Specific and all-risk guarantees
(1) Extension of investment guarantees to all less-developed coun-

tries of the Western Hemisphere.
(2) Broadened application of extended risk coverage.
(3) Extension of war risk coverage, including revolutions and in-

surrection, to also include damages resulting from riots and civil dis-
turbances.

(4) Revision of present contract procedures and fee schedules to
provide for a multirisk contract where an investor elects to take two
or more specific-risk guarantees.

(5) Standardization and simplification of contract language.
(6) Increase in the authorized statutory limits of different kinds

of guarantees.
(7) Recommendation that processing fee, if adopted, be credited

against initial fee payable by investors entering into final contract.
(d) Other methods of private investor participation

Recommend in very selective cases the use of management contracts,
cost-plus contracts, leasing arrangements, Government equity financ-
ing and consortia arrangements for multiproject developments. This
applies especially where there is political sensitivity in industries close-
ly associated with the public interest, such as electric power, trans-
portation, and other utilities.

The followup on the recommendations: The committee recommen-
dations summarized above were submitted to all appropriate depart-
ments and agencies of Government. They met with varying degrees of
acceptance. The particular recommendation which attracted the most
serious interest on the part of the executive departments was the in-
vestment incentive tax credit, and I therefore quote the full text of the
COMAP recommendation in extenso:

27-779- 4- 2

13
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(1) INvESTMENT INcENflvE TAx CREDIT

In the Revenue Act of 1962 the principle of an investment incentive credit

against a U.S. taxpayer's tax liability was provided to stimulate the economy

through encouragement of investment in productive facilities. An extension of

this principle, modified to meet the problem of stimulating investments in the
less-developed countries of the Western Hemisphere, would, in the opinion of

COMAP, assist as part of a tax incentive package to encourage an additional
flow of private capital under the Alliance for Progress. However, the amount

of credit and the mechanism of its application will have to be tailored to assist

the U.S. investor in meeting the risks under today's political and economic

atmosphere in Latin America. A credit of 7 percent as applied to U.S. domestic
investments in productive facilities is effectively only approximately a 31A-

percent credit after factoring in the reduction in the depreciation base of the
new asset.

As an incentive toward achieving the objective under the Alliance for Progress

of encouraging a substantial increase in the rate of direct private investment
in the private sector of the less developed countries, it is suggested that Con-

gress extend the principle of the investment incentive credit to investments under

the Alliance for Progress. Because of the special problems in Latin America it

is recommended that the credit be on the order of magnitude of at least 25 per-

cent of all new and additional investment. All credits would, of course, apply as

a reduction of the tax-cost basis of the investment for the computation of future
gain or loss on the investment.

Having in mind the high degree of risk and the low rate of return prospects

in relation to the risks under today's investment climate in the Latin American

countries, the following table will serve to demonstrate the need for an investment
incentive credit on the order of magnitude of 25 percent, and possibly as much

as 50 percent, if new and additional U.S. private capital is to be encouraged to

assume the risks of investment in Latin America.

I would like just to concentrate on one of those recommendations

because that is the one that seems to have received the best acceptance

both here on the Hill and in the administrative and executive depart-

ments. That is the suggestion that an investment tax incentive, tax

credit, is given for companies investing in Latin America's underde-

v'eloped countries which are defined by law or by regulation as under-

developed.
This is an extension of the principle that we know of in other areas

for an investment credit tax payment which was done in the Revenue

Act of 1962 to encourage investment in productive facilities in this

country. This is an extension of that into what has been declared by

our Government more than once as a desirable end, that is, the build-

ing up of private investment in Latin America. And, therefore, also
in this presentation this morning we present the recommendation as
was made by COMAP.

We have had a considerably favorable reaction to this and I would

hope that in the course of 1964 that this recommendation may be made

law.
There is going to be a question as to what is the percentage.

COMAP recommended 25 to 50 percent for the tax credit and the

Treasury and others seem to feel that they could live with 30 percent

investment tax credit. I don't know, Mr. Chairman, whether your

committee is going to make legislative recommendations, although I

am sure it will make policy recommendations, and I do wish to com-

mend to you with great earnestness the 30-percent tax credit proposal

as a practical and sound economic measure which will be bound to

stimulate useful private investment, and I hope your committee will

see fit to advance it vigorously.
We have a chart on that which I present to the committee.
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(The chart referred to follows:)

Effective return assuming- Investment
tax creditAssumed actual rate of return per dollar of investment necessary

(percent) 25 percent 50 percent to achieve a
investment investment 15 percent
tax credit tax credit return

Percent Percent Percent
1- 1.3 2.0 93.3
2- 2. 7 4.0 86.7
3- 4.0 6. 0 80.0
4 -------------------------------------------------------------- 5.3 8.0 73.3
5- 6.7 10.0 66.7
6- 8.0 12.0 60.0
7- 9.3 14.0 53.3
8- 10.7 16.0 46.7
9- 12.0 18.0 40.0
1-0 _- _---- 13.3 20.0 33.3
11 -14. 7 22.0 26.7
12 -16.0 24.0 20.0
13 -17.3 26.0 13.3
14 -18. 7 28.0 6. 7
15 - 20. 0 30.0

NOTE.-It will be seen from the above table that a 25-percent investment credit will, in effect, improve the
effective rate of return to the investor by 18 on the net investment after the credit. A 50-percent credit, and
this would be necessary to attract the capital needed to achieve the goals of the Alliance if other tax recom-
mendations are not adopted, will have the effect ofdoublingtheactualreturn. Thus, in the case ofaroieect
where the actual return is only 5 percent after taxes (which is not unusual for new ventures in today's climate
in Latin America) a 25-percent investment credit would increase the effective return to 6.7 percent and a
50-percent credit would increase the return to 10 percent.

WHAT ARE THE PROSPECTS FOR PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN LATIN AMERICA?

As the COMAP report correctly discerned, the growing and shifting
population and the developing social needs of Latin America are work-
ing great changes in the economies of these countries. A notable
change is the switch in emphasis of foreign investment to manu-
facturing and away from the traditional fields of public utilities and
the petroleum and mining industries. The 70-percent growth in sales
in Latin America of U.S. manufacturing affiliates from 1957 to 1962
is a remarkable rise, but even more impressive are the figures which
COMAP developed showing extraordinarily high rates of increase in
a number of key economic indicators such as lubricants, cement, paper,
sulfuric acid, and automobile and bus registrations in various Latin
American countries.

The development of entire new industries such as the banana indus-
try in Ecuador and the fishmeal industry in Peru (each contributing
around $100 million in export sales per year), new chemical, plastic,
automotive, pharmaceutical, electronic, and machinery manufacturing
facilities in Mexico, Argentina, Brazil, and other countries are great
indicators of progress and growth. Each of these in turn has created
satellite industries which supply raw materials, parts, and equipment.
The fishing boat and nylon net industries in Peru, and the banana
box industry in Ecuador, the automobile parts industries in Argentina
and Brazil are examples.

You will be hearing from other witnesses with regard to current
indications of real investment interest in Latin America on the part
of sophisticated European, Canadian, and Japanese financiers, and
particularly with regard to ADELA, which your colleague Senator
Javits, a member of this commnittee, has done so much to bring into
being, so I will confine my comments to investor attitudes here in the
United States. Recent investment surveys have indicated a much
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higher interest in Latin America, citing the recent notable shift in
terms of trade caused by the rising prices of coffee, lead, zinc, sugar,
copper, and other major Latin American export commodities.

While of course there are many persistent problems which plague
the economic scene in various Latin American countries-depreciation
of currencies, balance-of-payment deficits, defects of political leader-
ship, et cetera-there are also some very promising manifestations in
addition to rising prices for Latin American products and the growth
figures I have mentioned in internal business activity.

One is the development, with cooperation of U.S. businessmen, of
capital formation through investment funds. The case of the Brazil-
ian fund CRECINO is notable. Founded in 1957 with a modest in-
vestment by the IBEC group of New York, this fund now has over
44,000 shareholders and total net asset value of $23 million despite the
depreciation of the cruzeiro. This and other IBEC Latin American
funds have more than 65,000 shareholders. The Bavaria group in Co-
lombia has over 60,000 shareholders in a diversified industrial corpora-
tion. Five private investment banks, called Financieras, have come
into being in Colombia and more are operating in other countries.
Saving and loan associations and private low-cost housing cooperatives
are being formed with technical assistance from U.S. businessmen and
others-including even missionaries.

Meanwhile the Latin American business leaders are working more
closely among themselves and with their fellow businessmen of the
other Latin countries and the United States in a manner never known
before in Latin America. The leading Latin American business or-
ganization-the Inter-American Council of Commerce and Produc-
tion-has just elected its first North American president in over 20
vears-George S. Moore, president of the First National City Bank.
Over 200 business leaders of North, Central, and South America will
assemble in Santiago, Chile, in March under Mr. Moore's leadership
to plan cooperative efforts to promote private investment. The im-
portant subject which will come up for discussion at Santiago, as it
did in the Inter-American Economic and Social Council meeting at
Sao Paulo in November, is the question of freer access to U.S. markets
for Latin American manufactured and semimanufactured goods-
"trade, not aid." There are, according to a study by the National
Planning Association, as much as $1 billion worth of potential exports
which the Latin countries could sell here if they were put on a special
basis-comparable to that which applies to Puerto Rico.

These are the men who have the management capacity and capital
to make the wheels turn in Latin America and keep them turning.

Certainly, the more we study the problems involved in the flow of
private investment to Latin America, the clearer it becomes that a
strong, forward-looking local business community and business leader-
ship in these countries is absolutely essential. The problems they and
we face together are, I believe, capable of solution and in confronting
them together in a cooperative manner, we can find the solutions faster
and on a sounder basis.

I believe that the business communities of both the United States
and Latin America can be grateful to your committee for this oppor-
tunity to explore the possibilities of greater investment in this vitally
important part of the world.
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Thank you.
Senator SPARxmAN. Thank you, Mr. Moore. If it is agreeable with

the members of the committee, we will have Mr. Ray present his paper
and then we will have questions directed to either or both.

Mr. RAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SPARKmAN. We are glad to have you with us, Mr. Ray, and

we are pleased to have you proceed in the presentation of your paper
in the way that you see fit.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP A. RAY, ATTORNEY, CHAIRMAN,
INTERNATIONAL BOND & SHARX, INC.

Mr. RAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to have been invited here to discuss the responsibilities

of the host governments and private capital in Latin America. I am
well aware of the fine work your committee has done in this field, and
I am confident this new undertaking will be informative and influen-
tial as well.

Since for formulation of capital into efficient producing or service
units, whether in industry, farming, or distribution, whether in Latin
America or any place else, is the best way to create jobs for people,
the basic function of the host government is to create an environment
hospitable to these formulations. The job supports and houses the man
and his family, and enables him to make his appropriate contribution,
through local or national taxes, to community betterments such as
schools and roads. The man leaves, you might say, a part of his effort
on the job in the form of profits which, combined with those generated
by the capital in use, enables the unit to expand with population
growth and thereby to provide more jobs.

When a man and his family become consumers they create still more
jobs for others. And when they become savers beyond their consum-
ing needs or desires, then they have a chance to recoup the share of
the effort they left on the job, so to speak, by participating in capital
formulation themselves, either indirectly through the loan or invest-
ment of their savings by the banks or other financial institutions in
which they are deposited, or directly through the establishment of
new enterprises or other manifestations of individual entrepreneur-
ship, thus perfecting the cycle of modern capitalism.

Generally speaking, the governments in Latin America are neglect-
these precepts and consequently, in one degree or another, the

cycle fails to work for the mass of the people. Unemployment is 25
to 50 percent in some Latin American areas. Subsistence employment
is the rule. A high percentage of the people are not significantly in-
volved in the consuming, let alone the saving, world.

In examining some of the major failures of governments in Latin
America, we should not forget that we ourselves are not immune from
these troubles, but are only spared in degree by the differences in our
early environment as a nation and by the tenacity of some of our
original ideals concerning the role of government.

Most of the Latin American governments own and operate a huge
and growing array of business enterprises, confiscated, condemned, or
built originally out of tax revenues or Alliance for Progress aid or
Export-Import Bank funds. Mexico owns over 500, including steel,
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oil, chemicals, movies, and autos, and the story can be duplicated in
substantial degree almost everywhere. Many of these projects are
built for prestige purposes and nearly all are losers; hence, they can-
not expand soundly. The state oil monopoly in Mexico loses steadily,
despite having been acquired from private interests on the confisca-
tion platter, and it pays no taxes. In Colombia there is a special tax
to finance the losses of the state-owned steel mill. An official of the
Central Bank in Venezuela told me 2 years ago that the annual losses
from their Government-owned plants is $125 million annually. In Ar-
gentina, the Government still owns a galaxy of industries taken over
in Peron's day. Largely obsolete, either technically or in fact, they
have not been able to find buyers for many of them, and now they are
threatening a new round of confiscation of the petroleum facilities
and concessions that have made that country self-sufficient in petro-
leum products in the short span of 5 years. In Peru, the private oil
properties are threatened similarly, the purchase price or a substantial
part of it to be derived from increasing past royalties. In Bolivia,
the confiscated tin mines, still not paid for, have gone steadily down-
hill despite direct U.S. aid. In Brazil, the so-called Goulart plan for
the takeover of all privately owned utilities is strikingly similar to
the spurious decree by which Castro confiscated $1 billion of private
U.S. properties in Cuba. Some governments indeed have become
regular capital traps, inviting foreign investors to come in with prom-
ises and incentives and then closing the confiscation door.

Inevitably, these things retard or prevent the formulation of new
job-creating facilities in the private sector, due to the threat or the
reality of competition from Government enterprises not playing the
same game of profits and taxpaying and to the fear of outright
confiscation.

Dire as the consequences are from the standpoint of economic devel-
opment, they have an even deeper relevance to the cold war conflict.
Marx erroneously believed that capitalism would fall of its own
internal weaknesses, but he did say often that a high percentage of
state proprietorship would help pave the road to communism.
Through our aid, indeed through approving utterances from high
places in our Government, we are helping to create an unstable half-
wav house along this road.

From the standpoint, however, of the host government in a less
developed country, the usual rationale for this sort of thing is that,
considering the lack of adequate indigenous private capital and the
political unpopularity of foreign ownership, the government has to
step in. This is a real, not an imaginary dilemma for these countries,
but there is a road out and we can help construct it, by helping to
finance the divestment of these enterprises into local private hands
and giving special incentives to enable U.S.-owned enterprises there to
sell a significant share of their stock to the local people also.

Latin American governments should first take a clear stand against
further entrv into the enterprise field, whether by condemnation or
otherwise. Then, to reverse course, they should sell the equity stock
of these state-owned enterprises to the local people. including the em-
plovees concerned, in small lots and on the installment plan and at
prices relevant to their true value from a profit standpoint.

In view of the limited capital available in Latin America on any
widespread and large-scale basis, such as this, however, it may be
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assumed that private loan capital from the United States and other
developed nations, backed by adequate full-risk guarantees from our
Government, would be needed to finance these transactions. The host
government should in turn indemnify the U.S. Government against
loss under these guarantees. In my opinion, like U.S. guarantees
should be made available to any wholly owned U:S. firm operating
in Latin America and willing to offer a substantial portion of its
equity to employees and local people. In this day and age, any wholly
foreign owned enterprise, especially in prominent fields of endeavor,
such as petroleum, is the first object of nationalistic impulses and Com-
munist propaganda.

If our future aid did nothing more than to help finance these popu-
lar divestments and bring from U.S. industry the temporary manage-
ment technology to put them on their feet, while also assisting our
own industries there to take in local partners, so to speak, we would
have made a great contribution to Latin American development.

In the field of taxation, there has been much discussion of late, and
this is a risky subject, Mr. Chairman, about which to generalize. The
Alliance for Progress has laid emphasis upon a kind of tax reform
generally signifying higher and better collected income taxes from
corporations and upper income groups. Yet, generally speaking, less
developed nations need lower taxes, in order to spark private sector
growth. The good taxpaying people of Latin America are, of course,
benefited by better tax collection, but they are unjustly punished by
higher taxes since, to the extent evasion exists, they now already pay a
disproportionately higher tax than their counterparts in our country.

Higher taxes in Latin America will assuredly divert money from in-
vestment in private development into the hands of governments far
more highly centralized, socialistic and authoritarian than ours and
often bent upon control of the jobs and the ownership of the produc-
ing facilities. Latin American taxes are already a powerful adverse
factor in Latin American development and exports in nearly all sec-
tors of enterprise. Nearly 50 percent of the price of Brazilian coffee
ready on the dock for shipment to the United States represents Bra-
zilian tax, yet some now propose that we prop those prices and let
the U.S. household pick up the tax; 70 percent of the oil coming out
of the ground in Venezuela is paid to the Government in the nature of
a tax, and the Venezuelan oil in world markets has to carry the burden
of oil's financing of Government losses of which I have spoken, and
be priced accordingly; Government taxes take 75 percent of the net
profits of private mining operations in Chile, and so on.

The problem of taxation, which is highly discriminatory and often
dealt out by executive decree tailored to fit political urgencies rather
than by careful legislation, needs discussion and study beyond the
scope of this paper. Suffice it to say that, essentially, Latin America
needs less and less discriminatory taxes at the national level, a move
which would spur private development and restrict the absolutist
power of the host governments, permitting the gradual evolution of
a local tax system to support local improvements. As they are levied
and collected now, taxes are another factor that breaks the magic cycle
of development.

Aside from these retarding effects of Latin American taxation, it
is also important to realize that the extent of Government intrusion
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into the business life of most parts of Latin America goes far beyond
anything we experience under our own Federal controls. In many
Latin American countries wages are fixed by decree, without legis-
lative action. Rents are often controlled, frequently on a sporadic
and discriminatory basis. Under the latest employees' profit-sharing
decree in Mexico the Government goes to each company in each indus-
try at the end of each profit year and determines how much of the
year's profits should be allocated to the employees. Even in Mexico,
which we tend to regard as the best developed and most stable republic
in Latin America, the single-party structure gives the President
unusually great decretal powers, the legislature has little independ-
ence and even the press is controlled to a substantial degree through
presidential power over the tariff on the importation of pulp. Fre-
quently, executive decrees in Latin America determine what the hours
of work should be, what days should be taken off, and what the maxi-
mum and minimum wages should be. Such government intervention
fractures the growth cycle at every stage of modern capitalism and
prevents the natural play of the forces of growth in the marketplace.

Any chance for the cycle to perfect itself for the mass of people is
also destroyed by the rampant inflation existing in most areas of
Latin America.

In the 10 years, 1952-62, in Argentina the peso depreciated 1,000
percent vis-a-vis our own dollar, in Bolivia, 2,000 percent, in Chile
300 percent, in Brazil, 2,000 percent, and in 1963 the trend has been
generally worse still. In some countries, Ecuador and Mexico to
name two, the currency value per U.S. dollar has remained relatively
the same as compared to the foregoing fantastic inflationary spirals.
But study reveals that this stability may result from stabilizing grants
and credit from the U.S. Government and financial institutions. Par-
enthetically, this false stability has itself contributed to the flight of
capital from Latin America because it has at any particular moment
enabled the citizens, there being no controls, to get their money out
into stronger currencies without the loss of exchange values.

The uncontrolled inflation in many places in Latin America de-
stroys the cycle of development because it destroys savings and, even
more basically, destroys any incentive to save. In Bolivia, 100 boli-
vianos saved in 1955 have now lost over 90 percent of their purchasing
power; and Argentinian peso or a Brazilian cruzeiro saved in 1955
now has less than 15 percent of the purchasing power it had when it
was saved.

In the first 9 months of 1963 in Brazil the cost of living was up 51
percent, and in Chile, in the year ended October 1963, it had gone up
53 percent.

Inflation on this scale encourages capital flight and repels new for-
eign capital. Further, it drives remaining local capital into non-
productive investment such as land and other undeveloped or specula-
tive assets, as offering the best protection against the devaluation of
savings, rather than into facilities that will produce jobs. To avoid
losses through the depreciation of the value of profits and to accrue
adequate profits for expansion, industry, and agriculture must con-
stantly raise prices, narrowing the number of available purchasers,
while salaries and wages lag behind. It is almost idle to talk of plans
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for the expansion of capital investment in productive facilities, or any
kind of foreign assistance, in the presence of this kind of inflation.
And it can be cured by the host government.

On the question of governmental responsibility in Latin America,
much attention is paid to the question of political stability. Without
any doubt, the political climate prevailing in much of Latin America
at various times is the largest contributor to economic underdevelop-
ment. Nevertheless, there is little we can do within the limits of gov-
ernment-to-government aid or diplomacy to affect the trend in any
particular country. Indeed, it appears that our foreign aid has taken
upon itself a kind of neodollar diplomacy. Thus we suspend aid in
Peru, then restore it; flourish our fleet to help Bosch in the Dominican
Republic, then go in with aid when he is seemingly secure, then deny
it when he is overthrown; hesitatingly court Jagan in British Guiana
with aid because, although a Communist, he was elected to his office;
deny aid in Honduras when the junta is not to our liking; withdraw
our aid in South Vietnam and then as suddenly restore it; first oppose
and then submit to the Brazilian request for more Latin American au-
thority over our Government aid programs: become discouraged with
aid in Haiti while extolling its accomplishments of the moment in some
ot ier place. ITus our foreignl aid tends tO Seemn to me more an instru-
ment of diplomacy than a true expression of our deep desire to help
these peoples.

If our aid were directed largely toward the idea of assisting in the
expansion of the private sector in host countries willing to adopt eco-
nomic policies conducive to private development, we would, in my
judgment, enjoy greater success in the elimination of poverty and
instability, while at the same time helping to counter the Communist
offensive. If this were the direction of things, the balance of our
assistance could be mainly achieved through the impartial offices of the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund.

Since in Latin America, taken overall, approximately 50 percent of
the populace is in agriculture as compared with 10 percent in our own
country, the most pressing problem lies in the area of agrarian reform,
especially since it is on this front that the Communists place their
greatest reliance. The concept of subsistence farming of small plots,
especially in the production of crops in which Latin America excels-
wheat in Argentina, cotton in Mexico, sugarcane in Colombia, coffee
in Brazil and elsewhere, and so forth, may have some political appeal
but it makes economic nonsense. Hence, "land reform" often means
collectivization a la Soviet. It is said that 5 percent of the people
in Latin America own 70 percent of the farms. But in the United
States, 10 percent own all of it.

But this is not to say that Latin American masses can suddenly be
moved from the farm to the factory; nor that means to get capital into
family-size farms should be neglected. The time has come to realize
that the distinction between farm and factory has been largely oblit-
erated. Indeed, the average successful farm, growing a large con-
sumer product, needs as much or more capital per man-hour of labor
as does a modern factory.

Latin American governments have too often drained the farms of
capital through tax punishment, expropriation or the threat of it,
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delivery of subsistence parcels to peasants without capital or know-
how, and outright collectivization. These policies have reduced the
capacity of the farms to support the occupants and to produce exports
at prices meeting modern-world competitive conditions.

In Mexico today the Communists are striving to deny water to
individually owned plots larger than 167 acres, involving crops re-
quiring large capital outlays for machinery, land preparation, fer-
tilization, and irrigation. Over 75 percent of the developed land of
Mexico has been confiscated in the last 30 years and divided into
smaller plots, some of the richest of which have become dust bowls
while large acreages of previously undeveloped land lie untilled
and unbroken. Throughout Latin America, by and large, great tracts
of land are available for colonization, but what incentive exists when
the already developed properties are ready to hand for confiscation
under the banner of land reform, and there is no capital for new land
development. In Mexico, again, and in other places also, land coloni-
zation proceeds at a slow pace because the host government will not
grant a full title to him who will work his land, nor the right to sell
or pass the product of his labor on to his sons, but instead moves
thousands of families onto state-planned, state-owned collectivist
farms.

In place of confiscation, collectivization, and subsistence farming,
Latin American governments should turn to colonization, tax relief,
and private cooperatives for purchasing and marketing.

I should like to mention four additional measures briefly. The
first is exchange controls, suited in each case to the particular needs
of countries willing to pursue a new road to capital formulation. Re-
gardless of the climate for capital, Latin Americans will continue to
send much of their capital abroad through habit, unless prevented by
law. To those who complain, it can be said that the people of every
major European country have endured severe capital controls at
various times since the end of the war.

In our attempts to generate development in the Philippines follow-
ing the war, as a part of the overall independence measures, we in-
sisted upon tight exchange controls. There is no justification in our
providing aid while the Latin Americans refuse to put their capital
to work in their own homeland. Yet, on the other hand, it must be
recognized that new direct foreign capital will not flow to Latin Amer-
ica unless, as to it, there are reasonable provisions permitting the for-
eign owners to repatriate income and capital.

Second, present guarantee concepts have to be entirely revised.
U.S. investment in a country whose government offers adequate guar-
antees against nationalization and like risks and adopts other meas-
ures favorable to private operations should be accorded preferential
treatment under U.S. guarantee programs. As noted earlier, special
guarantee and credit programs should be available, covering all risks,
in cases where an existing or future enterprise will create widespread
local ownership of a substantial portion of the equity.

A third essential to the creation of an improved domestic invest-
ment climate in Latin America lies in a more rapid economic integra-
tion of the Latin American Republics through the Latin American
Free Trade Association and the Central American Common Market
and, hopefully, even more comprehensive mechanisms. Inter-Latin
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American trade is a mere 4 percent of her total world exports whereas,
by comparison, 60 percent of the total world trade of the Common
Market Six was conducted among themselves even prior to their
integration. The rapid elimination of tariff, quota, and other barriers
now existing between the Republics of Latin America would generate
substantial expanded trade, enlarged markets, and new investments in
Latin America.

I might add that the United States should not become a full mem-
ber because this would tend to stimulate our exports to Latin America
rather than new investment in Latin America, but we can take the
leadership in promoting the Latin American Common Market idea
and in helping Latin America to achieve better access to the markets
of the developed world, a concept covered more fully by Mr. Moore,
and I endorse everything he said.

The United States cannot and should not become a part of a hemi-
spheric free trade area because this would further retard the flow
of U.S. private capital into those countries. But the United States
can take the leadership in promoting the Latin American Common
Market idea and in helping Latin America to achieve better access to
the markets of the developed world, including the United States.
But, after all, if the Latin Aintericans will not open their markets to
each other, it is difficult to expect third nations to open theirs to the
Latin Americans. Such expedients as the proposed coffee agreement
will only retard the growth of sound export industries in Latin
America.

Finally, if Latin American nations will forego tax collections to
stimulate foreign investment, we should exercise an equal forbearance.
This concept has been embodied in several measures before this Con-
gress and one measure, allowing a 30-percent tax reduction to those
who will invest in Latin America, is still pending before the Congress.

In recent years there has been a huge flight of capital from Latin
America. No one knows the amount. The figures are not easy to
come by. A recent study concluded that there had been a net $1
billion flight of private capital from Brazil alone since the Alliance
for Progress began. Estimates have been made that there are $10 to
$15 billion of Latin American private capital resting in bank accounts
overseas, not to mention portfolio investments. In an 8-month test
period in 1962 Vision magazine found that Latin American deposits
in New York banks increased 70 to 80 percent while like deposits from
the rest of the world increased only 18 percent.

At the same time, the Alliance for Progress goals for the new flow
of private U.S. capital to Latin America-$300 million annually-
have fallen discouragingly short. In calendar year 1962, the first
full year of the Alliance for Progress, we saw a negative flow of
direct investment from the United States to Latin America, an actual
repatriation of capital, in the amount of $32 million. The flow to
Latin America went from a positive figure of $173 million in 1961
to this negative one of $32 million in 1962, or a reversal of $205 million
in the first year of the Alliance for Progress.

This trend still continues, the comparable figure for the first three
quarters of calendar year 1963 being a minus $38 million. In fact,
some small gain in the first two quarters of 1963 was wiped out by
the repatriation of $42 million of capital in the third quarter, accord-
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ing to figures just released by Commerce. In some degree, the avail-
ability of new government-to-government aid offerings seems to have
harshened the environment for private enterprises in these places.

Of course, it is not to be forgotten that U.S. industry is currently
making over $600 million in annual new investments in plant and
equipment in Latin America from local borrowings and from profits
and reserves derived from their existing $8 billion of direct investment
there, providing new and significant contributions to employment and
growth in Latin America.

The flight of local capital from Latin America, coupled with the
regression of our own private investment capital from these areas,
is in major part a tragic consequence of unfavorable host government
policies. In part also, of course, it is the consequence of the destruc-
tion of private property rights in Cuba and the rapid rise in the
Communists' fortunes in their campaign against all private invest-
ment and private enterprise.

The trend toward Communist solutions in Latin America can only
be reversed if the host governments will assist in adopting a climate
agreeable to the creation of productive and employing units in all
fields of private endeavor. Foremost among the measures needed are
some that I have mentioned. If they were to be adopted, much of the
private capital flight from Latin America would cease, much of the
capital resting overseas would return, and a new flow of private
capital from the United States and other industrialized capital-export-
ing nations of the Western World would be generated.

An ultimate ingredient in any sound plan of assistance by the United
States to those republics of Latin America that will meet us half way
in the creation of the environment needed for the job is the development
in our own country of a purpose to export the best features of our
modern widely shared capital system, founded upon a partnership
between people. Through such a purpose, jointly entertained by the
developed nations and those of the less developed world, we could help
perfect the cycle of modem capitalism for the mass of the people in
Latin America.

Thank you.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Ray. That is a very

interesting and informative and helpful paper.
Mrs. Griffiths, do you have quetions for either or both?
Representative GRIi'rrqs. I would like to clarify one point. You

have mentioned as did the chairman's quotation from reports of the
Economic Commission for Latin America, that there has been a down-
turn in the past 2 years in the amount of foreign capital going into
Latin America. You gentlemen are not suggesting that the Alliance
for Progress itself has caused the flight of capital out of Latin Amer-
ica, are you?

Mr. RAY. No. I am not suggesting that precisely. At some times
and at some places I think it is evident that the availability of large
amounts of government-to-government aid creates a different attitude
on the part of some governments toward the private sector. And to
that extent it harshens the environment of private capital develop-
ment. But I do not say that one can categorically trace this regres-
sion that has occurred, that has taken place essentially at the same
time as the growth in the Alliance fund, is causal in its overall sense.

Representative GainlrHs. And your answer, Mr. Moore?
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Mr. MOORE. No.' I wouldn't say that the existence of the Alliance
for Progress has caused a flight of capital. I don't doubt for a minute
the validity of the figures that Mr. a gave you. I would say that
there have been certain emphasis emanating from institutions con-
cerned with the philosophy of the Alliance for Progress which have
not been particularly encouraging to private investment. Specifically,
an example would be the United Nations Economic Commission for
Latin America known as ECLA with its headquarters in Santiago,
Chile, and which up to recently was under the management of its
executive secretary, Mr. Raul Prebisch. Dr. Prebisch has since become
director general of the Latin American Institute for Social and Eco-
nomic Planning. He was a major architect of the Alliance and is a
man of tremendous influence in the economic policies of Latin
American governments. He has taken some very strong antiprivate
investment positions and has stated that he believes in aspects of the
very emphasis on state ownership-some call it socialization-which
Mr. Ray's excellent statement has demonstrated to have been such a
failure.

I would say that there are elements in the Alliance for Progress
such as the role of ECLA and Dr. Prebisch which would give pause
to an investor. Whether we can say it is a cause, or is simply post hoe
ergo propter hoc, I don't know, but I think Mr. Ray's figures are cor-
rect-investment has declined since the Alliance.

Representative GRIFFITHS. That is, you think that an investor
wouldn't invest in Brazil at least to some extent because of the Alliance
for Progress making it untenable, is that right?

Mr. MOORE. No. I would say exactly the way I tried to put it, that
the state ownership doctrines that are very prominent on the part of
certain leading elements of the Alliance could discourage a private in-
vestor, either in his own country or a country abroad.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Would you not consider that the very
thing which made us feel that it was necessary to do something, such
as creating the Alliance for Progress; namely, the fall of Cuba into
Communist hands, prompted others in Latin America to decide they
had better make their money safe by moving it to a safe country?

Mr. MOORE. Yes. I agree with that. I think that not only Latin
Americans but the decline in U.S. investment in Latin America was
influenced very strongly by the Communist takeover in Cuba on Janu-
ary 1, 1959, and the expropriation of $1 billion of U.S. private invest-
ment plus probably 10 times as much of Cuban private investment.
Cuba was a very discouraging factor to investment.

In fact, in preparing a paper for the Inter-American Development
Bank we made a survey of the professional investment community in
New York, Philadelphia, and Boston on that subject in 1962 and
asked the professional investors what they thought the outlook for pri-
vate investment in Latin America was, and I think 22 or 24 invest-
ment bankers and institutional investors were interviewed. I would
say that certainly two-thirds of them started out with some such state-
ment as, "Any investor who would put money into Latin America until
we have gotten rid of Castro needs a mental examination."

The shadow of Castro and the so-called Goulart plan which Mr. Ray
referred to are terrible obstacles:- In fact, when you think of those
things it is a wonder that there has been as much investment as there
has been.
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Representative GRArrHs. And one of these manifestations has been

additional expropriation of American investment.
Mr. MOORE. Not so very many of them. Brazil is the primary one

and there have been what might be called negotiated expropriations
of utilities in Mexico, Argentina, and Colombia. There is a second-
I don't know whether you would call it expropriation or negotiated ac-
quisition under discussion in the oil industry in Peru. I wouldn't
apply this to all of the countries.

Representative GmpF=rHs. Rapid inflation in most of these coun-

tries also has been one of the deterring factors of American invest-
ment, has it not?

Mr. MOORE. Unquestionably.
Representative GiRTms. So it really isn't all due to the Alliance

for Progress.
Mr. MOORE. No. I don't think either Mr. Ray or I have said that.
Representative GRrFnTms. Well, I think it should be made quite

clear because I do think other factors-the experience in Cuba, in-

flation in Brazil especially-have been primary causes for the reluc-
tance of private capital. I would not want to leave the impression that
you felt the Alliance for Progress was primarily responsible.

Now I would like to ask Mr. Ray, how do you propose, for instance,
that Argentina get rid of that railroad and put it into the hands of
private investors?

Mr. RAY. Well, I think you have to assume, first, that the railroad,
which incidentally now charges something equivalent to 3 cents U.S.
money for a ride of 70 kilometers, would have to-if you assume
a genuine attempt to put those things into the private sector and to
increase private capital markets, then first you have to assess its true
earning capaciy and get some sort of a value based on that, and then
you have to find people who will buy the stock. And as I said in my
statement, if you were-if those governments that would do this sort
of thing, and I am sure they all wouldn't all at one time, would not
be able to find within their country enough capital in the hands of
widespread ownership to finance the acquisition of the stock of the
company. Once it was reorganized and, say, a management team
went down there as part of our AID program to find out what this
railroad needed and how it could be placed on a private basis-ac-
cordingly, in view of the capital lack in the hands of the mass of

people and in view of our desire to create capitalists, we would have

to finance the sale of that equity stock. This is a rather simple thing
to do. It is done in Latin America quite frequently now, and I could
give you some illustrations of where it has succeeded.

You offer the thing in small lots to people on a first-come basis on

the installment plan with little or no interest, and private banks in
the United States then, of course, have to finance that distribution,
and that, of course, they could do by having back of it a Government
guarantee.

Representative GRiFErHs. Do you mean by that that then once our
own private banks stepped in to do this, we are going to have to guar-
antee them that they not lose any money because, of course, they would
worry for fear that their next regime in Argentina, for instance,
would confiscate the whole thing again?
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Mr. RAY. Well, the reason we have to step in is that if the Govern-
ment parts with this asset to the people and they pay us for it over a
long period of time, we are merely a financier in the meantime.

Representative Girvtis. That is the first one. Now, second, you
are going to have to guarantee somebody that it is not going to be
reconfiscated

Mr. RAY. That is right.
Representative GRIFFITHS (continuing). By a new government;

aren't you? So you are going to have to step in twice, aren't you?
Mr. RAY. Well, part of the original guarantee package would be

a guarantee by our Government against future political risks such
as confiscation which we would only do, as we do under our present
guarantee programs, if the host government would cosign that guar-
antee and, in effect, indemnify the U.S. Government. But again I
say you would have to offer this way out of this dilemma and put it
into effect in areas where you had reasonable assurances in the form
of indemnifications from the host government that it was not going
to reoccur.

Now, in my opinion if some such proposal were made, it would be
avidly supported in Latin America. In other words, you wouldn't
be walking into a vacuum. You would be walking into a place where
popular support for it would be very great.

I have asked this question in nearly every country in Latin America
and I am convinced that the people in Latin America feel that these
things should be in the private sector and are hungry for a plan where-
by we could assist them to do it, but they find it difficult to do them-
selves because they don't have the capital in the hands of the people
whom they want to have the ownership.

We don't want to put it in the hands of a few wealthy people. So
we have to think of a plan to diversify the ownership.

Representative GRIFFITHs. What do you think the cost of this plan
would be?

Mr. RAY. Well, I think frankly the plan would not be costly at all.
I think in the end it wouldn't cost us anything. I think the World
War II victory loan figures are an analogy. For example, if you
were making toy balloons and we went to war and they said to you:
"Well, why don't you make gas masks?" you would say: "Well, how
can I retool my plant to make gas masks when they may not be used in
the war or war may be over next week?"

So we generated a victory loan plan which was a Government guar-
antee and you went to the bank and got some money backed by that
guarantee up to 85 percent of the loan so the banker had a risk in it,
and you retooled your plant into gas masks.

Now, we operated that program throughout World War II at a
small interest charge for the guarantee and we never lost a cent.

Now, we could offer those same guarantees to put private industry
back on its feet in Latin America, and in my opinion we wouldn't lose
either.

Representative GRIEFITHS. What chance do you think you would
have, for instance, in getting the Government of Argentina to divest
itself of that railroad?
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Mr. RAY. Well, it is interesting to contemplate what might- hap-
pen there. I talked with a man named Mazzaferi

Representative GRIFFITHs. What is his position?
Mr. RAY. He was president of an outfit called Dinie.
Representative GRIFFITHS. Does he have any connection with the

Government of Argentina?
Mr. RAY. Yes. It was the Government corporation that owned that

railroad.
Representative GRIFFITHS. I see.
Mr. RAY. And also owned a whole string of industries in every

field, farms-confiscated by Peron-newspapers, buildings, everything.
And I sat and talked with him for 2 hours and listened to him tell
me his problems.

He said: "We are trying to get rid of these industries. We know
they are a drain on the budget."

I talked with another man, Otero Monsegur, at that time head of-
Deputy Head of the Central Bank. He showed me some fantastic
figures of what these industries were losing. But Mazzaferi told me
his problem was the industries were rundown, there wasn't enough
technology around in the country to put them back on their feet.
Whom do they sell them to?

I said: "What are you doing in practical terms." He said: "I will
give you an illustration." He named a small shipping company and
said: "What we did was sell 10 percent of that stock for a small sum
to some people that know something about the shipping business and
they went on the board of directors and there is one we think we are
going to get rid of."

But, again, I say to do it on a mass basis you are not going to find
the capital in the kind of hands we want to put it in.

Representative GRIFFITHS. So that in the end it would be a terribly
difficult thing to do, wouldn't it?

Mr. RAY. Yes, indeed, it would be a terribly difficult thing.
Representative GROF'rTTS. And the people who are going to vote

on this in their legislative bodies, or a dictator, even a dictator, would
get quite nervous about it, wouldn't they? I mean one of the first
things any government would do would be to lay off quite a few peo-
ple, wouldn't they? Raise the fares and other such things? So that,
politically, you are asking him to make a tremendous decision.

Now, not that I don't think it would be a great decision, but I think
you meet untold difficulties, don't you? Isn't that really one of the
problems?

Mr. RAY. Well, of course, it is one of the problems but I believe I
am correct in saying that the great mass of Latin American people
would welcome such a plan avidly and after all, the people in the gov-
ernments-whether they are dictatorships or juntas of what-have-
you-are, in the last analysis, sensitive to the popular reaction to
things. And I am as convinced as I am sitting here that while you
are quite correct, this would be difficult, if we made it a purpose of
ours, we would find hands stretching out down there anxious to try
to make it work with us.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Now, isn't this tremendous tax of these
extractive industries really because they are foreign owned?

Mr. RAY. Yes. This is another reason why I suggest that we should
have a plan to popularize the ownership of the equity of large com-
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panies. Anybody who now owns 100 percent of something in Latin
America needs some help to dig out. He could go around door to door
and sell some of his stock on the installment plan. Kaiser has done
that in Brazil. And the Union Carbide recently did it in Mexico.
But if you start doing it on a mass scale, you need some sort of in-
terim banking to finance the installment payments.

Representative GRirrITHs. Now, isn't one of the problems of capital
formulation, though, the fact that you really can't be too smart today
to save money in Brazil? It is losing its value every minute, isn't it?

Mr. RAY. Sure. I tried to say as clearly as I could that unless gov-
ernments will tackle this problem of inflation, there is really very lit-
tle you can do through the Alliance for Proaress, investment incen-
tives, or anything of that character. You will not create capitalists.
The Communists are down there busy trying to create Communists
and our job ought to be to try to create mass capitalists. You don't
do that with this inflation.

Representative GRIFFITHS. I enjoyed both your testimony and Mr.
Moore's. Thank you.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Curtis?
Representative CURTIS. I want to thank you again for your testi-

mony. It was excellent. I just wish I knew some way of getting just
a little bit of this testimony to the American people. I despair of
that.

I was very interested, Mr. Moore, in your comments on the manner
in which we seem to denigrate the Latin American businessman. But
what disturbs me is the manner in which we denigrate our own busi-
inessmen who have been in Latin America.

I recall attending a meeting in my own community of St. Louis of
exchange students at Washington University and listening to some
students who were from various Latin American countries repeat
denigration of businessmen in their own countries. To my surprise,
professors at that university then took what they said as gospel truth
without interrogating them further to find out if indeed this was so.
T am very much concerned lest our business people do use improper
business methods in Latin America or anywhere, including our own
country, but I have found, in trying to get into this in some depth,
that if the American people only knew the business practices that the
overwhelming majority of our businessmen employ in Latin America,
it would be a source of great pride and considerable gratification to
them.

Now, not only do professors in our universities show this lack of
scholarship, but it seems that when our people in Government, the
news media, and the press, find anything that tends to denigrate the
American system they are willing to play it up.

Now, in one sense that is healthy. We certainly don't want to be
complacent. We certainly want to improve our system, and correct
improprieties when they do exist. But this has gotten to such a
point, that in my judgment it can only be termed a "psychopathic
disease of masochism."

Have you experienced that problem in the United States with the
attitude of the general public, our own public, toward American busi-
nessmen doing business abroad? I am not now talking about what
you brought up, with which I couldn't agree more, because I, too, have
run into what I thought were some splendid Latin American busi-
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nessmen. But will you comment on my remarks, because to me this
is almost the heart of this problem.

Mr. MOORE. I happen to share your feeling very, very strongly on
that subject, particularly in the academic community, and a good
many of the businessmen I know in this country who are concerned
with this natter, including myself, and I know Mr. Ray, spend as
much time as we can at the universities and we find exactly what you
said, sir, that the faculty members there adopt the ideas denigrating
American business abroad and the conduct of American business
abroad.

I would like to say that I have spent many years in the Latin Ameri-
can countries, particularly in the western coast countries. I don't
know Central America or Brazil as well as I know the others. And
I have never known any responsible American concern to conduct itself
in a manner that would fit the descriptions that you hear from our
own academic and media editors, and so forth, in talking about them.

I can even recall 2 years ago a very high official of this Government
writing me a letter recommending a book in which these charges were
made, and I wrote to both him and to the author of the book and
asked them what proofs they had of any such conduct, and got no
reply except something to the effect that everybody knows this sort
of thing.

I don't doubt, Congressman, that in the 19th century, in the days
of freebooters, and so forth, when codes of business all over the world,
the British and European and our own, were dog-eat-dog, and so
forth, that conduct of that kind took place not only in Latin America
but everywhere else.

Representative CURTIS. Including our own country.
Mr. MOORE. Including very much some of our country. I would

say this: that our company has been, for example, in Peru for 109
years and we are in business in 27 countries of the world and 30
States of this Union. As far as we are concerned, we find the public
morality-it takes two to make a corrupt bargain-the public morality
of that country is high. I would put it this way: We know of none
higher.

I wish I could understand this attitude-you mentioned that it
was a psychological thing. I wish I thought that is all it was but
I am afraid there are winds of doctrine behind it. Some 2 or 3
years ago a book was published in this country called "The Shark
and the Sardines." This book was written or alleged to have been
written by Juan Jose Arevalo, a former President of Guatemala.
In this book Arevalo made charge after false charge against the Amer-
ican companies in Guatemala and other Latin American countries,
and I did not-I followed this book very carefully. In fact, I wrote
letters to newspapers, and so forth, about it. I couldn't find a book
reviewer in any of our newspapers and magazines of general circula-
tion who pointed out the f alsehoods in this book.

My own daughter at college had the book recommended by her pro-
fessor as an example of the terrible conduct of American business.
It was one of these books that charged that Wall Street dominated
the State Department and that American companies were all corrupt.

A good book, taking a different point of view, was written by a
man named Thomas Aitken, called "A Foreign Policy for American
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Business," and in that book Aitken stood up for the morality ofAmerican business abroad, but the book wasn't widely reviewed. Idon't believe it had a third of the sales, certainly in campus or intel-lectual circles, as did this other book.
Representative CURnS. I want to say this: that I believe that theCommunist International is trying to promote this kind of thinking,and to that extent, there are some plans behind it. I think my obser-vation that it is a psychopathic condition of the American publicbordering on masochism may be stimulated by these endeavors, butit is really unrelated to that.
I think more than anything it is a shocking decline of scholarshipin the United States. As a member of the board of trustees of oneof our distinguished colleges, I feel a deep responsibility to try todo something about it, but it is difficult to know what should be done,other than going right back to fundamentals of scholarship. Wemust seek the truth in these things and get away from these generali-ties. If there are instances of our business people following impropertechniques, we want to know about them. We want to correct them ifwe can. Above all, we want to know about them.But it is equally wrong to promote false charges. In fact, I feelthat this is the difficulty we are experiencing in our own country asfar as the private enterprise system is concerned, because I see thissimilar smear attack here as well.
I want to bring this up because, in typical fashion, there are appar-ently few members of the press in the room. This is the kind ofattendance a hearing of this nature receives from the news media. Itwill go largely unreported, even though the material you gentlemenhave given us is material in depth. It was presented fairly and withan opportunity for those including myself, who may disagree withyou to bring out their points.
On the floor of the House yesterday during a discussion-debate, ifyou please-of the very serious Panamanian situation, I made the re-mark that the tragedy was that what was said on the floor of theHouse, subject to rebuttal by those who disagreed, was not what wewere reading in the newspapers. As far as the American people areconcerned, they still aren't going to get the facts as best we can get atthem or the arguments pro and con involving the situation in Panama.But what they will get is a continued denigration of the United Statesrather than a defense, and where there is a defense I regard it as notbeing put on a very high intellectual plane.
Sometimes it is said that it is just because the United States isthere.
Well, that isn't the argument behind the Panamanian policy, and Isuggest those who advance that argument are doing a disservice tothe United States. Let's get to the fundamentals.
Mr. MooRE. Yes, sir.
Representative CURTIS. It was brought out on the floor of the Housethat a very fine study had been made by a subcommittee of the ForeignAffairs Committee of the House, by one of Senator Sparkman's col-leagues, who was chairman of that subcommittee 2 or 3 years ago.Mr. MooRE. I am familiar with that.
Representative CURTIS. It was an excellent-
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Mr. MOORE. Congressman Selden's study, and it was excellent. I

wish we had listened to some of the things he had said.
Representative CURTIS. But the point is that this study will remain

essentially unreported to the people of this country today. Our State

Department officials made no reference to it. They continually vent

on talking, disregarding the facts and arguments. They didn't even

bother to criticize the report if they disagreed. The net result is that

this situation is going to become worse, not better. I might say-and

I am sorry Mrs. Griffiths isn't here-that I know you genltlemlen didn't

make the charge that things had become wvorse because of the Alliance

for Progress, but I will make that charge myself, because I have made

it before. They have moved in the Government capital, into what

was supposed to have been a balanced program, and have deterred

development in the private sector. Probably-in fact, I am sure-we
are worse off than we were before.

Now. one request, Mr. Moore. As Chairman of the Inter-American

Council, could you submit for the record a series of examples of the

diversified industrial ventures by U.S. capital in Latin America? It

-would be useful to show howrv U.S. capital is being invested outside the

usual channels you mentioned, such as petroleum, by groups such as

IBEC, DETLTEC, Creole Investment, and some others. You have

done that to some diegree. I wonder if you could expand upon that

for the record.
Mr. 1ko0lRI. I would be delighted, and if I may ask you. if I can use

the assistance of my colleagues in the Council-
Representative Cuirris. Yes.
Mr. _MOORE. We would be delighted to do that. We might have a

little material.
If I could mention it, Congressman, I am thoroughly delighted to

hear you talk as you have about the public treatment of the subject of

American business presence, if you will, in Latin America. We have

some material in regard to that. Quite apart from these charges we

hear over and over again against American enterprise, there is the

additional factor of the picture of the United States which is given in

Latin America by the human beings, the men and women, who repre-

sent American concerins down there. There are far more of them, hap-

pily, than there are Government personnel down there. And in many

cases the Latin American, particularly in the back country outside the

capitals, knows the United States more through the Singer sewing

machine salesman or through the reliability of an American product

than he does through the Embassy or the USIA, and I would like to

take this occasion to just mention that.
We have a little material like that in our Council and -we find that

quite apart from this idea of the ugly American which is being spread

with regard to the American businessman, American names like Coca-

Cola and Chesterfield and Reader's Digest and Quaker Oats are sym-

bols not only of an honest product for an honest price in those coun-

tries and full weight for your money, but of an American salesman

who will go down there, learn the language, frequently go as young

men and marry into the local community, and represent their country

-as wvell as their company all the time they are there. And I just want

to take this occas on to speak a word for those same men who are sub-

ject to the same kind of criticism from the same uninformed, to put it
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charitably, sources that we have been talking about, and if I could add
some material on that line I would be delighted to do so.

Representative CURTIS. I would appreciate your adding that mate-
rial.

I have just a comment. Isn't it strange how little reading the public
does? To them the term "Ugly3 American," which is the title of this
book, does not imply a hero, as he was in the book.

Mr. MOOiRE. Correct.
Representative CURTIS. How many people in this country realize

that?
Mr. MOORE. It has been turned around.
Representative CuRTis. It has been turned completely around, which

is so regrettable and so typical.
One other point I would like to develop further. I read a very in-

teresting booklet by Ambassador Nehru of India which has just re-
cently been published and circulated among the Congressmen. It is
a very interesting and worthwhile document, I believe. In it Mr.
Nehru makes a point which I have heard all too many of our prophetic
and honest Americans make. He says that private enterprise cannot
provide infrastructures like schools and roads in these undeveloped
areas. 1..Y consent Is oW unobserving I a sd N- and thos

of that school are in accepting that line of thinking. As history
shows, private enterprise has to provide infrastructures, and it cer-
tainly does exactly that. It does build roads. It does build schools.
For example, the Creole Petroleum Co.'s efforts in the field provide
not only adult education, but primary education so that the children
of their employees can gain an education.

I am familiar, too, with the operations of Aramco in Arabia where
the schools have largely been built by the industry involved because
it is a necessary part of good personnel practices.

Unless I am wrong-and I can be wrong in what I have said be-
cause my observations are based upon a few specifics-has your group
investigated whether or not it is correct, that when an American enter-
prise or any enterprise moves into an area, they have to and do pro-
vide this kind of infrastructure?

Mr. MOORE. Mr. Curtis, when MNlr. Ray was in Government he had
something to do, as I recall it, with the Government assistance that
was rendered to three American companies who formed what I call
a very genuine alliance for progress in the construction of the great
new Toquepala copper mine in southern Peru. In that place alone,
plus the Marcona Mining Co., which is the Utah Construction Co.,
group, they have built miles of paved high-way, grammar schools,
high schools, parochial schools, Catholic-and in the case of the Utah
Construction Co., a Mormon temple. if you will-a port, deepwvater
port, and created a whole new community with all these facilities whici
is infrastructural. as I undlerstand the aifure, with e lwt'9i v i)Lvat a
capital. -%with Ex;mbaiUk 1oa!IU. but t ho e lIive to 1 Pa - 1 l idek. Ist.
nevertlheless Mr. Nehru woul(I get quite a Ku-)prise if he could se, wvhat
t fley put ol a ldesert where literally be Lre tlnes calve there was iwt
an ]nsect-iiothing to support life. -Now there are 3,000 or 4.000 peo-
ple there with kids coming up to this country for training.

Representative CURTIS. It isn't only for Ambassador Nehru that I
would like to see this studv eoclducted. I would like some of our
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American policymakers to do a little homework in this area since
they reach conclusions which. are so vital to our country and so vital
to world peace. In my judgment, it is this kind of pursuit, partic-
ularly the pursuit of truth, that will lead to ultimate peace based
on justice, I hope, and certainly not on this kind of denigration that
seems to be going on.

I have a few specific questions here. One with Mr. Ray.
You suggest in regard to guarantees that those nations which estab-

lish adequate protection against expropriation be granted preferential
treatment under the U.S. guarantee programs. I thought we had our
insurance premiums based on the risk involved. I must be in error,
though, because if they are based upon the risk involved, as a country
improves in protecting against this risk-as the premium that the pri-
vate concern would be paying for insurance against expropriation,
etc.-the premium would be lessened. Would you comment? Am I
in error, or do you think we need to go further? Would you just
discuss it a bit for us?

Mr. RAY. Well, at the present time, Mir. Curtis, the guarantee pro-
gram suffers from two difficulties in my mind. There are more, I am
sure, but in the first place, it is not applicable in a number of countries.
It is not applicable where a majority of the people live in Latin
America, even today, in the case of nationalization. Mexico, Brazil,
Chile-to name three-have not signed the necessary thing. And the
presence of substantial government-to-government aid offers an easy
alternative to not signing a guarantee agreement. So that there is no
incentive that works now because

Representative Cumris. Well, let me dwell on that. Maybe this is
the key. Why isn't there a relationship between the amount of the
premium paid for the insurance and the risk? Maybe they are just
given flat premiums wherever they are. Now, if that is so, then the
point is very well taken. I am shocked to find out that we didn't
set this up in the beginning on a country-by-country basis and let the
premium reflect the risk.

Mr. RAY. My impression has been that it does not.
Representative Ci-R1is. Well, then, this needs looking into, and I

am not surprised. My heavens, I despair of the political bureaucracy
and their understanding and appreciation of the private enterprise
system. Apparently they have never studied it, don't understand it,
and, not understanding it, make decisions that are in conflictv with the
furtherance of it. This is shown by your answer right here about
r elating insurance premiums to risk. It would have been such a logical
thing for anyone who was familiar with the system to do.

Weel, I will look into it. I maybe jumping to conclusions unfairlly.
Mr. RAY. That was the point I was trying to get at there exactly,

that to the extent that a host government will adopt these environ-
mental factors, to that extent the risk is hereby reduced, and it should
be reflected in the rates.

Representative CuIRTis. Of course it should, and this is the way.
This is the incentive that would encourage countries to do this. Also,
it would be automatic and would not require the decisions of political
bureaucrats, who are not well versed in the area, to allow the market-
place to enter in.

Senator SPARICMIAN. I may point out that tomorrow we have a wit-
ness on this very subject.
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Representative CumTis. I have one other thing for the record. I
am not sure whether I am taking your name in vain, John, but I
think you have a bill to permit our savings and loan companies, or
domestic companies, to invest in savings and loan institutions abroad.
I have, and-

Senator SPARKM3AN. Yes. Same bill.
Representative CURTis. Same bill. I don't know why we can't get

this moving forward. Here is one of the most natural ways of moving
the private sector down there instead of Government sector. When
this subcommittee was in Buenos Aires, I was shocked to find out that
our private savings and loan companies, or rather people who are
interested in them-unfortunately it couldn't be our own savings and
loan firms under the restrictions that we are seeking to amend in our
law-couldn't invest down there. They had to set up their own
separately. But even those who were willing to do it, found out that
U.S. Government capital was available if they would set up a non-
profit savings and loan institution. Of course, to me, a nonprofit
organization is one that has poor accounting methods because, econom-
ically, you have to pay for capital and if you are smart, you are going
to put that in as a cost. But, at any rate, this was a specific example, I
found, where Government money was a specific deterrent to what
would have otherwise developed through the private sector.

Now, again putting in one of my own plugs-
Senator SPARKMIAN. I would like to suggest Mr. Curtis, you might

want to put a copy of that bill in the record.
Representative CuRTIs. Yes. Along with the statement I made

when I introduced it and possibly your statement, if you made one,
when you introduced yours, because I think it does fit in here.

(The documents referred to are as follows:)

[H.R. 6203, 88th Cong., 1st sess.]

(Mr. Curtis introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee on Banking
and Currency)

A BILL To authorize the establishment of an International Home Loan Bsnk to assist In
the development of savings associations and building societies in countries where they
do not now exist in order to accomplish improved living standards, to increase employ-
ment, and to better social and political conditions through facilities for savings and
homeownership for the millions of people of modest but stable earning capacity

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Inter-
national Home Loan Bank Act".

DEFINITIONS
SEC. 2. As used in this Act-
(a) The term "Bank" means the International Home Loan Bank incorporated

under this Act.
(b) The term "Board" means the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
(c) The term "member", except where used with respect to a member of

a Federal home loan bank, means a member of the Bank.
(d) The term "stock" means capital stock of the Bank.
(e) The term "foreign mutual thrift and home-financing institution" means

an institution as to which there is outstanding a determination by the Bank
that such institution (1) is a mutual institution, (2) is primarily engaged in
the receipt of savings and the financing of homes, and (3) does not have in the
United States, or in any place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, any
office, agency, or agent for the receipt of savings or the making of loans.

(f) The term "foreign home loan bank" means an institution as to which
there is outstanding a determination by the Bank that such institution (1) is
organized or incorporated under the laws of a foreign country, and (2) is pri-
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marily engaged in making loans or advances to, or investing in, mutual institu-
tions which are organized or incorporated under the laws of such country for the
purpose of receiving savings and the financing of homes in such country.

INTERNATIONAL HOME LOAN BANK

SEC. 3. The Board is hereby authorized and directed to provide without regard
to any other provision of law, except section 4 of the Bretton Woods Agreement
Act, as amended, and provisions hereafter enacted expressly in limitation of
this sentence and except as otherwise provided by the Board, for the incorpora-
tion, organization, operation, regulation, and examination of a corporation to be
known as the International Home Loan Bank, which shall be under the super-
vision of the Board and shall be operated under the direction of a board of
directors as hereinafter set forth. The Board is hereby authorized to prescribe
such bylaws, rules, and regulations as it may deem necessary or appropriate to
carry out the purposes or provisions of this Act, and any function of the Board
under this Act may be exercised by regulations or otherwise. The Board shall
be guided by the Department of State on those two aspects of its operations
affecting foreign policy in order that the actions taken by the International
Home Loan Bank shall be consistent with the foreign policy of this Government.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE BANK

SEC. 4. (a) The board of directors of the Bank shall consist of (1) twelve
persons who, at the time of taking office, are citizens of the United States, and
who (except for the initial directors who shall be appointed by the Board) shall
be nominated and elected by the members, and (2) two ex officio directors, one to
be nominated by the Secretary of the Treasury, and one to be nominated by the
Secretary of State, who shall serve as advisers to the Bank concerning mat-
ters coming within the interests of the Department of the Treasury or the
Department of State. Persons on the board of directors shall receive no com-
pensation by reason of their service as directors. Four of the initial directors
appointed to the Board shall be persons who, at the time of taking office, are
presidents of Federal Home Loan Banks. The Board shall fix the initial terms
of persons appointed to the board of directors, and shall fix, and may, from
time to time, alter other terms of appointive members of the board of directors,
except that no such term shall be fixed for a longer unexpired period than four
years. The nomination and the election of directors shall be in accordance with
such provisions, including without limitation such provisions with respect to
classification of members and the extent of voting rights of members and the
exercise of such rights, as the Board may prescribe.

(b) The Board may establish requirements concerning the eligibility and
qualifications of persons elected to the office of director, and provide for (1) the
selection and functions of a chairman of the board of directors, (2) the exercise,
through meetings or otherwise, of functions of the board of directors or of any
committee or body of said board or of the Bank, (3) the nomination of directors
where members fail to make the requisite nominations, and (4) the appointment
of directors in case of vacancies. Any function of the Board under this Act may
be exercised by such person or persons as the Board may specify, and, to such
extent as the Board may provide, but subject to such prohibitions, restrictions,
and limitations as the Board may prescribe, any function of the Bank, or of the
board of directors, or of the chairman thereof may be exercised by such person
or persons as the board of directors may provide. Any such function or any
function under this Act may be exercised without regard to whether any place
at which it is exercised in whole or in part is within the United States or is
subject to the jurisdiction of the United States.

CAPITAL STOCK AND MEAMBERSHIP

SEC. 5. (a) The Bank shall have such capital stock as the Board shall pre-
scribe, and such stock shall be issued and may be retired, at such times, under
such circumstances, and at such price or prices as the Board may prescribe.
All stock shall be without preference or priority as to dividends or assets. Stock
shall be evidenced in such manner, and shall be transferable only to such
extent, to such transferees, and in such manner, as the Board may prescribe.

(b) Subject to such restrictions, requirements, and exceptions as the Board
may prescribe, (1) stock of the Bank may be purchased or otherwise acquired
and held by any Federal home loan bank or any member of a Federal home
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loan bank, or by any State chartered savings and loan association, or building
and loan association authorized by the law of that State to be a member of a
Federal home loan bank, or by any mutual savings bank duly chartered by any
State whose savings accounts are insured by an instrumentality of the Federal
Government; and (2) while holding such stock any Federal home loan bank or
any such member shall automatically be a member of the Bank.

(c) Notwithstanding and without regard to any provision of any other law,
but subject to such restrictions, requirements, and exceptions as the Board may
prescribe, legal authority to be a member of the Bank and to purchase or other-
wise acquire and to hold stock, obligations, or other securities of the Bank is
hereby conferred on any Federal home loan bank, any Federal savings and loan
association, any State chartered savings and loan association or building and
loan association authorized by the law of that State to be a member of a Federal
home loan bank, any mutual savings bank duly chartered by any State whose
savings accounts are insured by an instrumentality of the Federal Government,
and on any other Federal home loan bank member, but nothing contained herein
shall authorize (1) any Federal home loan bank to invest any of its funds in
the purchase of any such stock if, immediately after such purchase, the par
value of the total amount of such stock owned by such Federal home loan bank
would exceed 1 per centum of its total capital stock, reserves, and surplus, (2)
any such association. mutual savings bank, or member to invest any of its funds
in the purchase of any such stock if, immediately after such purchase, the par
value of the total amount of such stock owned by such association, bank, or
member would exceed 1 per centum of its assets, or (3) any such association or
member (other than an insurance company) to invest any of its fund.,s in the
purchase of such stock if, immediately prior to such purchase, its reserves and
surplus are not at least equal to 5 per centumn of its savings accounts.

FUNCTIONS AND AUTHORITY OF THlE BANK

SEC. 6. (a) The Bank shall have authority (1) to invest in loans or advances
to. or in shares, accounts, deposits, or certificates of indebtedness of, foreign mu-
tual thrift and home financing institutions and foreign home loan banks, or in
interests in any of the same, (2) to promote and assist in the establishment and
development in foreign countries of (i) mutual institutions for the receipt of
savings and the financing of homes and (ii) credit and financing facilities for
such institutions, and (3) to make or procure such studies and investigations
and such reports as it may deem to be necessary or appropriate to assist in the
carrying out of the purposes or provisions of this Act. Funds of the Bank not in-
vested pursuant to the foregoing provisions of this subsection may be invested in
such investments as the Board may approve.

(b) In the exercise of the authority conferred by subsection (a), the Bank-
(1) may issue letters of credit and letters of commitment;
(2) may collect or compromise any obligations assigned to or held by it, and

any legal or equitable rights accruing to it, and, as may be determined by the
board of directors of the Bank, refer any such obligation or rights to the
Attorney General for suit or collection; and

(3) may acquire and dispose of, upon such terms and conditions as the
board of directors of the Bank may determine, any property, including any
instrument evidencing indebtedness or ownership.

(c) With a view to protecting funds of the Bank against certain risks inherent
in foreign investments, the Bank shall, to the extent practicable, and if deemed
advisable by the board of directors of the Bank. seek to obtain guaranties of in-
vestments made pursuant to this section under the guaranty program authorized
by section 221 of the Act for International Development of 1961 (22 U.S.C. 2181).
or, if available, from other appropriate public or private sources.

(d) The Bank shall be deemed an agency of the United States Government for
purposes of section 612 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (22 U.S.C. 2362),
and, subject to the provisions of that section, the Bank may, whenever practicable
and appropriate, utilize foreign currencies purchased from the Secretary of the
Treasury in carrying out its functions under this section.

BORROWINGS AND SECURITIES

SEC. 7. (a) The Bank is hereby authorized, upon such terms and conditions as
the Board may prescribe, to borrow, to give security, to pay interest or other
return, and to issue notes, debentures, bonds, or other obligations, or other secu-
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rities. The Bank shall not make any public offering of its obligations for sale, or
sell any of its obligations otherwise than by private placement, except with the
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury or his designee, but the provisions of
this sentence shall not be applicable to any offering or sale confined to Federal
home loan banks or Federal home loan bank members or both. Any obligation or
security of the Bank shall be valid and binding notwithstanding that a person
or persons purporting to have executed or attested the same may have died, be-
come under disability, or ceased to hold office or employment before the issuance
thereof.

(b) Obligations of the Bank shall be lawful investments, and may be accepted
as security, for all fiduciary, trust, and public, private, or other funds the invest-
ment or deposit of which shall be under the authority or control of the United
States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, or any possession of the United
States, any public, private, or other corporation incorporated by or under any
law of any of the foregoing, any county or municipality of any of the foregoing,
any political subdivision of any of the same, any court or any corporate or other
agency or instrumentality of any of the preceding, or any officer or officers,
employee or employees, or agent or agents of any of the above. Nothing in the
sentence next preceding shall authorize the investment of funds of any Federal
Reserve bank in such obligations or securities, and -nothing in said sentence
shall authorize any national bank, in the exercise of any power vested in it
pursuant to subsection (k) of section 11 of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended,
to make any investment in contravention of any regulation of the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System issued pursuant to said subsection (k).

(c) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, no provision or requirement
of or under any law relating to securities, securities exchanges, investment com-
panies or investment advisers, or relating to indentures or agreements, or proxies
or powers, with respect to securities, shall be applicable to or with respect to any
stock, obligation, or other security of the Bank.

(d) All obligations of the Bank shall plainly state that such obligations are
not obligations of the United States and are not guaranteed by the United States.

DEPOSITARY OF PUBLIC -MONEY

SEC. 8. (a) The Federal Reserve banks and the Federal home loan banks are
hereby authorized to act as depositaries and fiscal or other agents of the Bank,
and the Bank is hereby authorized to use them as such and to pay them compen-
sation therefor.

(b) When designated for that purpose by the Secretary of the Treasury. the
Bank shall be a depositary of public money, under such regulations as may be
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, and may also be employed as fiscal
or other agent of the United States, and it shall perform all such reasonable
duties as such depositary or agent as may be required of it.

USE OF FACILITIES OF OTHER AGENCIES

SEC. 9. The Bank. with the consent of and in the discretion of any department,
establishment, board, commission or corporate or other instrumentality of the
Government, including any field service, all of which are hereinafter referred
to in this subsection as agencies, may utilize and act through any of said
agencies and avail itself of the use of information, services, facilities, and per-
sonnel of any of said agencies, and may pay compensation therefor. and all of
said agencies are hereby authorized, at their discretion, to provide the same to
the Bank as it may request. Any expenses of the Board or of the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation in connection therewith, and any
expenses of the Board in connection with the exercise of any function vested
in or exercisable by the Board under this Act, shall be considered as non-
administrative expenses. Nothing in this Act or any other provision of law
shall be construed to prevent or affect the appointment, employment, or provision
for compensation or benefits, as an officer, director, employee, attorney, or agent
of the Bank, of any officer, director, employee, attorney, agent or member of
any such agency.

EXEMPTION FROII TAXATION

SEC. 10. (a) All notes, bonds, debentures, or other obligations of the Bank, or
other securities (including stock) of the Bank, and the interest, dividends, or
other income therefrom shall be exempt from all taxation (except estate, income,
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inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed by the United Statesor any possession thereof, or by any State, county, municipality, or local taxingauthority. The foregoing exemption from taxation, except as to taxation imposedby the United States, shall include exemption from taxation measured by suchobligations or securities or by such interest, dividends, or other income, andfrom inclusion of such obligations or securities, or such interest, dividends, orother income, in the measure of any such taxation.

(b) The Bank, including its franchise, activities, capital, reserves, surplus, andincome, shall be exempt from all taxation now or hereafter imposed by theUnited States or any possession thereof, or by any State, county, municipality,or local taxing authority, except that any real property of the Bank shall besubject to State, territorial, county, municipal, or local taxation to the sameextent according to its value as other real property is taxed. Nothing in thissubsection shall affect the applicability of the Public Debt Act of 1941, as amended.The provisions of this subsection shall be applicable without regard to anyother law, including without limitation on the generality of the foregoing section3301 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, except laws hereafter enacted byCongress expressly in limitation of this subsection.

AMENDMENTS TO OTHER ACTS

SEC. 11. (a) Title I of chapter 2 of part I of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961,as amended (22 U.S.C. 2161, et seq.), which relate to the Development LoanFund, is amended by adding at the end thereof a new section as follows:"SEC. 206. USE OF THE FACILITIES OF THE INTERNATTONAT, Tfomm T.-N flNES-Whenever the President determines that the purposes of this title or title VIof this chapter can be served by utilizing the facilities of the International HomeLoan Bank, he shall provide for the referral of applications for assistance here-under to such bank for appropriate action."
(b) (1) Section 201 of the Government Corporation Control Act, as amended(31 U.S.C. 8.56), is amended by-

(A) striking out "and (5) " and inserting in lieu thereof " (5) ": and(B) striking out the period and inserting in lieu thereof the following:and (6) International Home Loan Bank."
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of the first sentence of section 202 of theGovernment Corporation Control Act, audits by the General Accounting Officeof the financial transactions of the Bank shall not be limited to periods duringwhich Government capital has been invested therein.

PENAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 12. (a) Except as expressly authorized by statute of the United States orby regulations of the Board, no individual or organization (except the Bank)shall use the term "International Home Loan Bank", or any combination of wordsincluding the words "International" and "Home", as a name or part thereof underwhich any individual or organization-does any business, but this sentence shallnot make unlawful the use of any name under which business is being done onthe date of the enactment of this Act. No individual or organization shall useor display (1) any sign, device, or insigne prescribed or approved by the Bankfor use or display by the Bank or by members of the Bank, (2) any copy. repro-duction, or colorable imitation of any such sign, device, or insigne, or (3) anysign, device, or insigne reasonably calculated to convey the impression that itis a sign, device, or insigne used by the Bank or prescribed or approved by theBank, contrary to regulations of the Bank prohibiting, or limiting or restricting,such use or display by such individual or organization. Any organization vio-lating this subsection shall for each violation be punished by a fine of not morethan $10,000. Any officer or member of an organization knowingly participatingor knowingly acquiescing in any violation of this subsection shall be punishedby a fine of not more than $5,000 or imprisonment for not more than one year,or both. Any individual violating this subsection shall for each violation be pun-ished as set forth in the sentence next preceding this sentence.
(b) The provisions of sections 220, 658, 1011, and 1014 of title 18 of the UnitedStates Code are hereby extended to apply to and with respect to the Bank, and forthe purposes of said section 658 the term "any property mortgaged or pledged" asused therein shall, without limitation on its generality, include any property sub-ject to mortgage, pledge, or lien acquired by the Bank by assignment or otherwise.
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The terms "agency" and "agencies" shall be deemed to include the Bank wherever

used with reference to an agency or agencies of the United States in sections 201,

202, 216, 283, 286, 287, 371, 506, 595, 602, 641, 654, 701, 872, 1001, 1002, 1016, 1017,

1361, 1505, and 2073 of said title iS. Any officer or employee of the Bank shall be

demed to be a person mentioned in section 602 of said title 18, within the mean-

ing of section 603 of said title, and shall be deemed to be one of the officers or

employees mentioned in section ;02 of said title, within the meaning of section

606 of said title.
(c) The term "bank examiner or assistant examiner" as used in section 6:55

of said title 18 shall include any examiner or assistant examiner who is an

officer or employee of the Bank and any person who makes or participates in the

making of any examination of or for the Bank, and the term "bank" as used in

said section 655 shall, without regard to any provision of said section with re-

spect to membership or insurance, include the Bank and any institution examined

by or for the Bank; and the last sentence of said section 655 shall not be applica-

ble to said section 655 as extended by this sentence. The term "bank" as used in

subsection (f) of section 2113 of said title 18 shall include the Bank. and any

building used in whole or in part by the Bank shall be deemed to be -used in whole

or in part as a bank, within the meaning of said section 2113.

(d) The terms 'obligation" and "security", wherever used (with or without

the words "of the United States"), whether in the singular or in the plural, in

sections 471 to 476, both inclusive, and section 492 of said title 18 are hereby

extended to mean and to include any obligation or security of or issued by the

Bank. Any reference in sections 474. 494, 495. and 642 of said title 18 to the

United States, except in a territorial sense, or the Secretary of the Treasury is

hereby extended to include the Bank. Section 477 of said title 1S is hereby ex-

tended to apply with respect to section 476 of said title as extended by the first

sentence of this subsection (d), and for this purpose the term "United States"

as used in said section 476 shall include the Bank.
(e) References in this section to sections of title IS of the United States

Code shall be deemed to be references to said sections as now or hereafter in force.

cONSTRUcTION AND SEPARAILITY

SEc. 13. Except as otherwise provided in this Act or as otherwise provided by

the Board or by laws hereafter enacted by the Congress expressly in limitation of

provisions of this Act, the powers and functions of the Board, the Bank, or the

board of directors of the Bank shall be exercisable and the provisions of this

Act shall be applicable and effective without regard to any provision of any other

law. Notwithstanding any other evidences of the intention of Congress, it is

hereby declared to be the controlling intent of Congress that if any provision of

this Act, or the application thereof to any person or circumstances, is held in-

valid, the remainder of this Act, or the application of such provision to persons

or circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid, shall not be

affected thereby.

[Excerpt from the Congressional Record, May 9, 196.'1

INTERNATIONAL HOmE LOAN BANK

(Mr. Curtis (at the request of Mr. Martin of Nebraska) was given permission

to extend his remarks at this point in the Record and include extraneous mat-

ter.)
Mr. CulTIs. Mr. Speaker, the greatest contribution our country can make in

foreign aid is to help other countries, those who wish to emulate the success of

America, understand the ideas which have guided us on our way to greatness,

and adapt them for their own use. With this thought in mind, I have today

introduced legislation, identical to bills which were offered in the last Congress

and which have been introduced in both the House of Representatives and the

Senate in this session, to establish an International Home Loan Bank.

This proposal, which has the backing of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board

and the U.S. Savings and Loan League, among other groups, has as its purpose

the development in other countries, especially the underdeveloped nations of

Ihe world, of a savings and loan system to promote thrift, encourage homeowner-

ship, and aid in the rise of middle class among these people. The mechanism

of this bill, by which it would accomplish its goals, would be an International

Home Loan Bank through which financial backing could be given to the devel-

,ping savings and loan industry abroad.
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Clearly, the goals which are set for the International Home Loan Bank would
be important in helping homeownership in the underdeveloped countries. This
form of development is meaningful apart from any Communist threat. It is a
real step forward in the entire social structure of the nation establishing these
lending institutions. It meets problems which exist independent of the cold war,
and it envisions the involvement of the people of the recipient nation-indeed
their involvement as the primary force in this matter-in the effort to overcome
these problems.

Late last year, the New York Times published an article on housing needs in
Latin America. This article, which appeared in the Sunday, October 21, edition
of the Times, points up the importance of this problem and I ask unanimous con-
sent that it be made a part of my remarks to help give a clearer understanding
of the bill I have introduced and its goals.

"SPURS ARE SOUGHT IN LATIN HOUSING

" (By Philip Shabecoff)

"In much of Latin America, a penny saved is a rare coin-and therein lies one
of the chief reasons for Latin America's acute shortage of housing.

"'There are 18 million Latin American families now living in urban slums who
can afford some kind of decent housing,' Rodman C. Rockefeller said recently.

"The problem, he explained, is that in most areas of Latin America, a lack of
individual savings means that mortgages simply are not available for middle and
lower class housing.

"Mr. Rockefeller, eldest son of Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, is vice president iil
charge of housing for the International Basic Economy Corp. (IBEC). The
company, a financing development and investment concern controlled by Rocke-
feller interests, soon will build its 10,000th home in Puerto Rico and South
America.

"Although most Latin American governments have set up housing programs,
often with grants from U.S. agencies such as the Agency for International De-
velopment, millions of people continue to live in tin shacks and apartment house
slums. The answer to this blight, Mr. Rockefeller believes, lies in private rather
than Government housing.

"Some 50 percent of South America's urban population earns enough money
to amortize mortgages, he asserted. But mortgages generally are available only
for luxury housing, and on exorbitant terms.

"FEW INDIVIDUALS SAVE

"The reason for this, Mr. Rockefeller explained is that there is little individual
saving in Latin America. Inflation and low income levels discourage savings
in most of the countries there, and virtually no savings institutions exist in an
effective form. And lack of individual savings means a dearth of capital for
mortgages.

"What is needed in Latin America, Mr. Rockefeller said, is a system of insured
savings and loan associations similar to that in this country. But except for
recently organized projects in Chile and Peru, these institutions are rare in
Latin America.

"Help may be on the way, however, as a result of a bill introduced in the
Senate on October 2 by Senator George Smathers, Democrat, of Florida.

"The legislation, which was designed to help Latin Americans save their own
money for private housing, was a casualty of the recent congressional scramble
for adjournment and never got out of the Committee on Banking and Currency.
However, Senator Smathers plans to reintroduce it when the Senate next
convenes.

"The bill, an amendment to previously proposed legislation to alter the Federal
Home Loan Bank Act and the Home Owners Land Act, called for the establish-
ment of an 'International Home Loan Bank.'

"FOREIGN INVESTMENT PERMITTED

"Through this bank U.S. savings and loan companies will have the privilege
of investing up to 1 percent of their assets in similar institutions in Latin Amer-
ica and elsewhere overseas, laying the groundwork for the establishment of
savings and loan systems in those areas.
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"The bill, which also was sponsored by Senator John Sparkman, Democrat,
of Alabama, is reported to have a good chance of passing in the next session of
Congress.

"The U.S. savings and loan organizations which might invest in counterpart
institutions in South America are regarding the Chilean experiment with keen
interest. A little more than a year ago, at the advice of American economic
experts, 18 associations were started there under the supervision of a central
bank, with American capital serving as seed money.

"The associations pay 6-percent interest on savings and charge 10 percent on
mortgages, Mr. Rockefeller said. They also operate under an unusual inflation-
protection mechanism which adjusts interest and principal on both savings and
mortgages on the basis of an index of wages and prices.

"By the end of the first year, 23,000 people were participating in the program,
and 1,780 mortgages had been approved or were in the process of approval.

"DEMAND EXCEEDS BUILDING

"Because of the associations, many new houses are being built in Chile. How-
ever, there is evidence that the mortgage system has grown faster than the con-
struction business. Demand for houses is far exceeding actual production, Mr.
Rockefeller said.

"In most cases, he explained, builders are short of sufficient working capital.
It is also difficult to convince them that the new system is here to stay and that
their profits for building homes will not be wiped out by inflation.

"This is where IBEC steps in. The company has built most of its houses in
Puerto Rico, but it believes the establishment of savings and loan companies
will provide opportunity in South America.

"IBEC already has under construction 750 houses in Santiago, Chile, and plans
to build more. Most of the houses are three-bedroom dwellings that sell for
$7,000 to $8,000. The company also is building in Peru, where two associations
have been established, one by a Roman Catholic priest.

"One of IBEC's basic functions, Mr. Rockefeller said, is to demonstrate that
U.S. industrial methods and techniques are applicable abroad.

"It is not an original idea, but we try to concentrate on businesses, such as
housing, that directly affect people. We also make a profit by doing so," he said.

"One of these techniques is the IBEC method of home construction. This
makes use of a house-sized steel form to mold reinforced concrete on a previously
prepared floor slab. Once a site is prepared, the company can produce six houses
a day on that site.

"PRECAST PANELS HELPFUL

"IBEC also uses precast concrete wall panel and roof systems in its housing
projects.

"Recently, however, IBEC has recognized that its methods are not always
applicable in South America. Often, the absence of materials and large-scale
demand makes the mass construction method too expensive. Construction also
is slowed by government inspection methods and equipment breakdowns. The
company therefore is beginning to turn to local manual labor as the cheapest
method of building in some areas.

"As soon as the new bill is passed, Mr. Rockefeller predicted, at least five U.S.
savings and loan companies will invest in South American countries. IBEC will
be prepared to construct about 2,500 housing units a year to meet the expected
demand for homes.

"Mr. Rockefeller believes that the middle class housing shortage in Latin
America must be alleviated for the security of this country as well as for the
needs of the Latin Americans.

"'The middle class in Latin America, which certainly has the ability to revolt,
has been denied the normal material rewards that the middle class expects in the
United States,' he said. 'While the Latin middle class is loyal to the Western
concept of government, this denial puts a tremendous strain on its loyalty.' "
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[S. 474, 88th Cong., 1st sess.]

(Mr. Smathers (for himself and Mr. Sparkman) introduced the following bill; which was
read twice and referred to the Committee on Banking and Currency)

A BILL To provide for the establishment of an International Home Loan Bank, and for
other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Inter-
national Home Loan Bank Act".

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 2. As used in this Act-
(a) The term "Bank" means the International Home Loan Bank incorporated

under this Act.
(b) The term "Board" means the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
(c) The term "member", except where used with respect to a member of a

Federal home loan bank, means a member of the Bank.
(d) The term "stock" means capital stock of the Bank.

INTERNATIONAL ROME LOAN BANK

SEC. 3. The Board is hereby authorized and directed to provide without
regard to any other provision of law, except section 4 of the Bretton Woods
Agreement Act, as amended, and provisions hereafter enacted expressly in limita-
tion of this sentence and except as otherwise provided by the Board, for the
incorporation, organization, operation, regulation, and examination of a corpora-
tion to be knowvn as the International Home Loan Bank which shall be under
the supervision of the Board and shall be operated under the direction of a
board of directors as hereinafter set forth. The Board is hereby authorized to
prescribe such bylaws, rules, and regulations as it may deem necessary or appro-
priate to carry out the purposes or provisions of this Act, and any function of the
Board under this Act may be exercised by regulations or otherwise. The Board
shall be guided by the Department of State on those two aspects of its operations
affecting foreign policy, in order that the actions taken by the International
Home Loan Bank shall be consistent with the foreign policy of this Government.

SEC. 4. (a) The board of directors of the Bank shall consist of (1) twelve
persons who, at the time of taking office, are citizens of the United States, and who
(except for the initial directors who shall be appointed by the Board) shall be
nominated and elected by the members, and (2) two ex officio directors, one to be
nominated by the Secretary of the Treasury, and one to be nominated by the Sec-
retary of State, who shall serve as advisers to the Bank concerning matters com-
ing within the interests of the Department of the Treasury or the Department
of State. Persons serving on the board of directors shall receive no compensa-
tion by reason of their service as directors. Four of the initial directors ap-
pointed to the Board shall be persons who, at the time of taking office, are presi-
-dents of Federal Home Loan Banks. The Board shall fix the initial terms of
persons appointed to the board of directors, and shall fix, and may, from time to
time alter other terms of appointive members of the board of directors, except that
no such term shall be fixed for a longer unexpired period than four years. The
nomination and the election of directors shall be in accordance with such pro-
visions, including without limitation such provisions with respect to classifica-
tion of members and the extent of voting rights of members and the exercise of
such rights, as the Board may prescribe.

(b) The Board may provide as to (1) the eligibility and qualifications of per-
sons for the office of director, (2) the selection and functions of a chairman of the
board of directors, (3) the exercise, through meetings or otherwise. of functions
of the board of directors or of any committee or body of said board or of the Bank,
and (4) the nomination of directors where members fail to nominate and the ap-
pointment of directors in case of vacancies. Any function of the Board under
this Act may be exercised by such person or persons as the Board may provide,
and, to such extent as the Board may provide, but subject to such prohibitions,
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restrictions, and limitations as the Board may prescribe, any function of the
Bank or of the board of directors or of the chairman thereof may be exercised by
such person or persons as the Bank may provide. Any such function or any func-
tion under this Act may be exercised without regard to whether any place at which
it is exercised in whole or in part is or is not within the United States or subject
to the jurisdiction of the United States.

CAPITAL STOCK AND MEMBERSHIP

SEC. 5. The Bank shall have such capital stock as the Board shall pre-
scribe, and such stock shall be issued, and may be retired, at such times, under
such circumstances, and at such price or prices as the Board may prescribe. All
stock shall be without preference or priority as to dividends or assets. Stock shall
be evidenced in such manner, and shall be transferable only to such extent, to such
transferees, and in such manner, as the Board may prescribe.

SEC. 6. (a) Subject to such restrictions, requirements, and exceptions as the
Board may prescribe, (1) stock of the Bank may be purchased or otherwise
acquired and held by any Federal home loan bank or any member of a Federal
home loan bank, or any State chartered savings and loan association, or build-
ing and loan association authorized by the law of that State to be members of a
Federal home loan bank, or any mutual savings bank duly chartered by any
State; and (2) while holding such stock any Federal home loan bank or any
such members shall automatically be a member of the Bank.

(b) Notwithstanding and without regard to any provision of any other law,
but subject to such restrictions, requirements, and exceptions as the Board may
prescribe, legal authority to be a member of the Bank and to purchase or other-
wise acquire and to hold stock, obligations, or other securities of the Bank is
hereby conferred on any Federal home loan bank or any Federal savings and
loan association, or any State chartered savings and loan association or building
and loan association authorized by the law of that State to be members of a
Federal home loan bank, or any mutual savings bank duly chartered by any
State, and on any other Federal home loan bank member, but nothing in this
sentence shall (1) authorize any Federal home loan bank, any Federal savings
and loan association or any State chartered savings and loan association, or
building and loan association authorized by the law of that State to be members
of a Federal home loan bank, or any mutual savings bank duly chartered by
any State, or any such Federal home loan bank member to invest any of its
funds in the purchase of any such stock if, immediately after such purchase,
the par value of the total amount of such stock owned by such Federal home
loan bank, association, or member would exceed 1 per centum of the total capital
stock, reserves, and surplus of such Federal home loan bank or 1 per centum of
the assets of such association or such member; or (2) authorize any Federal
savings and loan association or any such Federal home loan bank member, other
than an insurance company, to invest any of its funds in the purchase of any
such stock if, immediately prior to such purchase, its reserves and surplus are
not at least equal to 5 per centum of its savings accounts.

OPERATIONS OF THE BANK

SEC. 7. (a) As used in this section, the term "foreign mutual thrift and home-
financing institution" means an institution as to which there is outstanding a
determination by the Bank that such institution (1) is a mutual institution,
(2) has as primary purposes the receipt of savings and the financing of homes.
and (3) does not have in the United States, or at or within any place subject
to the jurisdiction of the United States, any office or agency, or any agent, for
the receipt of savings or the making of loans, and the term "foreign home loan
bank" means an institution as to which there is outstanding a determination by
the Bank that such institution (1) is organized or incorporated by or under
the laws of a foreign country and (2) has as a primary purpose the making of
loans or advances to, or investments in, mutual institutions organized or in-
corporated under the laws of such country and engaged, or authorized to engage,
in such country in the receipt of savings and the financing of homes.

(b) The Bank shall have (1) authority to invest in loans or advances to. or
in shares, accounts, deposits, or certificates of indebtedness of, foreign mutual
thrift and home financing institutions and foreign home loan banks, or in interests
in any of the same; (2) all the powers and authority customary or appropriate to
conduct an international banking organization to serve such institutions and
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banks; (3) authority to promote and assist in the establishment and development
in foreign countries of mutual institutions having as primary purposes the
receipt of savings and the financing of homes and the establishment and develop-
inent in foreign countries of credit and financing facilities for such institutions;
and (4) authority to make or procure such studies and investigations and such
reports as it may deem to be necessary or appropriate to assist in the carrying
out of the purposes or provisions of this Act. Funds of the Bank not invested
pursuant to the foregoing provisions of this subsection may be invested in such
investments as the Board may approve.

BORROWINGS AND SECURITIES

SEC. S. (a) The Bank is hereby authorized, upon such terms and conditions
as the Board may prescribe, to borrow, to give security, to pay interest or other
return, and to issue notes, debentures, bonds, or other obligations, or other secu-
rities. The Bank shall not make any public offering of its obligations for sale,
or sell any of its obligations otherwise than by private placement, except with
the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury or his designee, but the provisions
of this sentence shall not be applicable to any offering or sale confined to Federal
home loan banks or Federal home loan bank members or both. Any obligation
or security of the Bank shall be valid and binding notwithstanding that a person
or persons purporting to have executed or attested the same may have died,
become under disability, or ceased to hold office or employment before the is-
suance thereof.

(h) Obligations of the Bank shall he lawful investments, and may he ae-
cepted as security, for all fiduciary, trust, and public, private, or other funds the
investment or deposit of which shall be under the authority or control of the
United States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, or any territory or pos-
session of the United States, any public, private, or other corporation incor-
porated by or under any law of any of the foregoing, any county, or municipality
of any of the foregoing, any political subdivision of any of the same, any court
or any corporate or other agency or instrumentality of any of the preceding, or
any officer or officers, employee or employees, or agent or agents of any of the
above. Nothing in the sentence next preceding shall authorize the investment
of funds of any Federal Reserve bank in such obligations or securities, and
nothing in said sentence shall authorize any national bank, in the exercise of
any power vested in it pursuant to subsection (k) of section 11 of the Federal
Reserve Act, as amended, to make any investment in contravention of any regu-
lation of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System issued pursuant
to said subsection (k).

(c) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, no provision or requirement of
or under any law relating to securities, securities exchanges, investment com-
panies, or investment advisers, or relating to indentures or agreements, or
proxies or powers, with respect to securities, shall be applicable to or with re-
spect to any stock, obligation, or other security of the Bank.

'MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

SEC. 9. (a) (1) The Federal Reserve banks and the Federal home loan banks
are hereby authorized to act as depositaries and fiscal or other agents of the
Bank, and the Bank is hereby authorized to use them as such and to pay them
compensation therefor.

(2) When designated for that purpose by the Secretary of the Treasury, the
Bank shall be a depositary of public money, under such regulations as may be
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, and may also be employed as fiscal
or other agent of the United States, and it shall perform all such reasonable
duties as such depositary or agent as may be required of it.

(b) The Bank, with the consent of and in the discretion of any department,
establishment, board, commission or corporate or other instrumentality of the
Government, including any field service, all of which are hereinafter referred
to in this subsection as agencies, may utilize and act through any of said agen-
cies and avail itself of the use of information, services, facilities, and personnel
of any of said agencies, and may pay compensation therefor, and all of said
agencies are hereby authorized, at their discretion, to provide the same to
the Bank as it may request. Any expenses of the Board or of the Federal Sav-
ings and Loan Insurance Corporation in connection therewith, and any expenses
of the Board in connection with the exercise of any function vested in or exer-

27-779-64-4
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cisable by the Board under this Act, shall be considered as nonadministrative
expenses. Nothing in this Act or any other provision of law shall be construed
to prevent or affect the appointment, employment, or provision for compensation
or benefits, as an officer, director, employee, attorney, or agent of the Bank, of
any officer, director, employee, attorney, agent or member of any such agency.

(c) All notes, bonds, debentures, or other obligations of the Bank, or other
securities (including stock) of the Bank, and the interest, dividends, or other
income therefrom, shall be exempt from all taxation (except estate, income,
inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed by the United States, by
any territory, dependency, or possession thereof, or by any State, county,
municipality, or local taxing authority. The foregoing exemption from taxa-
tion, except as to taxation imposed by the United States, shall include exemp-
tion from taxation measured by such obligations or securities or by such interest
dividends, or other income, and from inclusion of such obligations or securities,
or such interest, dividends, or other income, in the measure of any such taxation.

(d) The Bank, including its franchise, activities, capital, reserves, surplus,
and income, shall be exempt from all taxation now or hereafter imposed by the
United States, by any territory, dependency, or possession thereof, or by any
State, county, municipality, or local taxing authority, except that any real
property of the Bank shall be subject to State, territorial, county, municipal,
or local taxation to the same extent according to its value as other real prop-
erty is taxed. Nothing in this subsection shall affect the applicability of the
Public Debt Act of 1941, as amended. The provisions of this subsection shall
be applicable without regard to any other law, including without limitation on
the generality of the foregoing section 3301 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954, except laws hereafter enacted by Congress expressly in limitation of this
subsection.

PENAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 10. (a) Except as expressly authorized by statute of the United States
or by regulations of the Board, no individual or organization (except the Bank)
shall use the term "International Home Loan Bank", or any combination of
words including the words "International" and "Home", as a name or part
thereof under which any individual or organization does any business, but this
sentence shall not make unlawful the use of any name under which business
is being done on the date of the enactment of this Act. No individual or orga-
nization shall use or display (1) any sign, device, or insigne prescribed or ap-
proved by the Bank for use or display by the Bank or by members of the Bank,
(2) any copy, reproduction, or colorable imitation of any such sign, device, or
insigne, or (3) any sign, device, or insigne reasonably calculated to convey the
impression that it is a sign, device, or insigne used by the Bank or prescribed
or approved by the Bank, contrary to regulations of the Bank prohibiting, or
limiting or restricting, such use or display by such individual or organization.
An organization violating this subsection shall for each violation be punished by
a fine of not more than $10,000. An officer or member of an organization know-
ingly participating or knowingly acquiescing in any violation of this subsection
shall be punished by a fine of not more than $5,000 or imprisonment for not
more than one year, or both. An individual violating this subsection shall for
each violation be punished as set forth in the sentence next preceding this
sentence.

(b) The provisions of sections 220, 658, 1011, and 1014 of title 18 of the
United States Code are hereby extended to apply to and with respect to the
Bank, and for the purposes of said section 658 the term "any property mortgaged
or pledged" as used therein shall, without limitation on its generality, include
any property subject to mortgage, pledge, or lien acquired by the Bank by assign-
ment or otherwise. The terms "agency" and "agencies" shall be deemed to
include the Bank wherever used with reference to an agency or agencies of
the United States in sections 201, 202, 216, 283, 286, 287, 371, 506. 595, 602, 641,
654, 701, 872, 1001. 1002. 1016, 1017, 1361, 1505, and 2073 of said title 18. Any offl-
cer or employee of the Bank shall be deemed to be a person mentioned in section
602 of said title 18, within the meaning of section 603 of said title, and shall be
deemed to be one of the officers or employees mentioned in section 602 of said
title, within the meaning of section 606 of said title.
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(c) The term "bank examiner or assistant examiner" as used in section 655
of said title 18 shall include any examiner or assistant examiner who is an
officer or employee of the Bank and any person who makes or participates in
the making of any examination of or for the Bank, and the term "bank" as
used in said section 655 shall, without regard to any provision of said section
with respect to membership or insurance, include the Bank and any institution
examined by or for the Bank; and the last sentence of said section 655 shall not
be applicable to said section 655 as extended by this sentence. The term "bank"
as used in subsection (f) of section 2113 of said title 18 shall include the Bank,
and any building used in whole or in part by the Bank shall be deemed to be
used in whole or in part as a bank, within the meaning of said section 2113.

(d) The terms "obligation" and "security", wherever used (with or without
the words "of the United States"), whether in the singular or in the plural,
in sections 471 to 476, both inclusive, and section 492 of said title 18 are hereby
extended to mean and to include any obligation or security of or issued by
the Bank. Any reference in sections 474, 494, 495, and 642 of said title 18 to
the United States, except in a territorial sense, or the Secretary of the Treasury
is hereby extended to include the Bank. Section 477 of said title 18 is hereby
extended to apply with respect to section 476 of said title as extended by the
first sentence of this subsection (d), and for this purpose the term "United
States" as used ih said section 476 shall include the Bank.

(e) References in this section to sections of title 18 of the United States
Code shall be deemed to be references to said sections as now or hereafter in
force.

CONSTPTJaION AND SEP AABILITY

SEC. 11. Except as otherwise provided in this Act or as otherwise provided
by the Board or by laws hereafter enacted by the Congress expressly in limitation
of provisions of this Act, the powers and functions of the Board, the Bank,
of the board of directors of the Bank shall be exercisable and the provisions
of this Act shall be applicable and effective without regard to any provision of
any other law. Notwithstanding any other evidences of the intention of
Congress, it is hereby declared to be the controlling intent of Congress that if
any provision of this Act, or the application thereof to any person or circum-
stances, is held invalid, the remainder of this Act, or the application of such
provision to persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is hnl 1

invalid, shall not be affected thereby.

Representative CuRTIs. I have been trying to plug something you,
Mr. Ray, picked up and emphasized. To me, the importance of devel-
oping a good tax system means basically local taxes. I think we need
to restudy Henry George-not that I am a single tax advocate, but
I don't think there is any question that the most economically bene-
ficial tax is the tax on wealth, the property tax. It is the base of the
growth of this country. It is the base from which local government
derives its essential income. This is its essential source of income,
the tax on wealth, property tax. Thus, it can make its own decisions
on sewers, streets, schools, and so on.

When we were in Brasilia, I was interested to find the mayors from
all over Brazil there looking for money. I thought this was just a
counterpart of what we were beginning to see in this country where the
local officials were running to the Federal Government to try to get
money. But it wasn't. I found out that their only source of income
was whatever the Federal Government handed out. They have never
developed-and this is probably true of all the Latin American coun-
tries-a local tax or a real tax based on property or wealth.

This bears directly on these other problems you mentioned of land
reform and inflation. Land reform is affected because one of the
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aspects of a tax on property is that it is an encouragement to utilize
that property or that real estate economically, because if it is un-
utilized, you still are paying the tax. So it behooves you to get some
income from that property, and the more you can get, the better off
you are because otherwise, these taxes accumulate. This is a tax
that moves with economic growth.

Although we have to use the income tax-and I think we do in this
country for other reasons-we now recognize it is a real deterrent on
growth. It can get so bad that people of different ideological beliefs
will say we have to lower taxes as they are presently in the United
States. But a property tax moves with this. So why do people in
Latin America put money into land? Why not? There is no tax on
it. They just sit and hold it, and the value is unaffected essentially by
inflation. But if a property tax were developed, this would actually
force them to try to get an economic return. They couldn't just hold
it and speculate.

Well, I wanted to bring that point out again in context with what
you have said, Mr. Ray. Thank you for this opportunity,. Mr. Chair-
inan.

Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you. There are a good many questions
that come to mind that I should like to ask, but for my part I am
going to have to leave here in a few minutes. But, Mr. Moore, you
referred to this COMAP ?

Mr. MOORE. These days everything has to be known by its initials.
Commerce Committee for the Alliance for Progress called COMAP.

Senator SPARKMAN. Since the issuance of that report, I don't know
whether there has been time for any reaction yet, but I just wondered
if there have been any indications of any change in investment confi-
dence in Latin America.

Mr. MOORE. I personally think there is considerable evidence of a
change for the better, Mr. Chairman. I don't want to get into a
question again of post hoc ergo propter hoc, whether or not it be
because of the COMAP report. But we do know that since that time
there have been some encouraging manifestations.

For example, in mid-1963 I think for the first time in, oh, it must
be 20 years, I guess, a Latin American bond issue was successfully
marketed and sold in Wall Street-$40 million worth of Mexican
bonds were taken by U.S. private investors.

Another indication that is most encouraging is this question of
commodity prices. After several discouraging years, beginning in
1958 and 1959, the declining trend which has caused terrible economic
dislocations in Latin America seems to have turned for the better.
Coffee, for example, at a price average of 34 cents a pound in 1962,
lowest in a decade, has been rising since last spring at an accelerating
rate and is now in the neighborhood of 47 cents a pound, an increase
of 38 percent, and the impact of this, of course, on coffee-producing
countries is tremendously favorable to them. This will benefit Brazil
and Colombia and the others.
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We all are familiar with the great rise in sugar prices which is of
economic benefit to the Caribbean countries and Brazil, Peru, Mexico.

Copper, which was down to 24 and a fraction cents in 1958, is
approaching 30 cents now, stabilized at about 29.27 cents in 1963,
which was a 14-percent increase.

Tin and zinc- and lead, which had a 1958 low, hove risen a few cents
and this is very important, of course, to Chile, Bolivia, Mexico, and
Peru. I don't like to stress rising prices, but we all know the terms
of trade put these countries in a terrible economic squeeze.

Another verv encouraging thing, in my judgment, was the attitude
adopted at Sao Paulo at the Inter-American Economic and Social
Council meeting last month by the United States in the presence of
Under Secretary Harriman who devoted a substantial part of his
major address at that conference to the importance of private invest-
ment in private enterprise, the first such emphasis to be placed by any
of our high officials in such countries since the beginning of the Alli-
ance for Progress.

Senator SPAREKMAN. I was just going to say that tomorrow, Mr.
Peccei is going to testify and he is, as I said in my opening statement,
with Senator Javits who is a member of this committee, freshly back
from this conference in Paris setting up this ADEL e. v
familiar with that?

Mr. MOORE. Yes, sir. To a considerable degree. This ADELA
developed, as you know, in Europe. I think it came out of the delib-
erations of the NATO parliamentarians of which your colleague, Mr.
Javits, is a member.

Senator SPARKM31AN. That is correct.
Mr. MooRE. He aroused the interest of some Germans and Italians

and others and my company had the privilege of being one of the
sponsors of the organization of the group. We are not yet partici-
pants in the investment, but we did participate financially in the orga-
nization of this group.

It is designed to bring European, Latin American, and United
States and possibly Canadian and Japanese capital together, private
capital, in joint enterprises and joint ventures and investments in
Latin America. I think it is a most encouraging start and I think it
will work.

The First National City Bank of New York, Standard Oil Co.
of New Jersey, the Texas Co., I believe, and others are joining in this
effort and will make investments in varying sizes.

One of the great things about it from the point of view of the Ameri-
can investor is it gives an opportunity to a company that has been in
only one business, let's say oil, to spread out and diversify and get into
other businesses. usingl the management know-how and techniques of
a diversified group. I havent heard any reports of their meeting in
Paris, but I am pretty sure now that they are underway and will
shortly be making their first investments.

Senator SP.ARKMIAN. Do you feel it is an encouraging move, Mr.
Ray?
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Mr. RAY. Very definitely.
Senator SPARK1AN. Of course, when this Alliance for Progress pro-

gram was originally set up, it was contemplated that private enter-
prise would play a very important part. As a matter of fact, I believe,
Mr. Dillon at Punta del Este said that he estimated that there would
be $20 billion spent over the next 10 years, half of which would be
private enterprise. Is that not right?

Mr. RAY. Yes. The figure that sticks in my mind as mentioned by
Mr. Moore was $300 million of new direct capital flow but then, of
course, if you add the reinvestment of reserves and earnings already
down there, you get up to a figure that you were speaking of.

To come back to the European situation, I am delighted about
ADELA and I am delighted at the fact that your committee is going
to hear from a distinguished European because their attitude in my
experience has been a little bit closer to the one that, say, we have been
expressing here this morning than has the United States attitude, and
in Germany they have had a program for 3 or 4 years now where they
will give their small industries full risk guarantee if they will go
establish a small enterprise in Latin America, actually guarantee the
profits of the enterprise for the first 5 years.

Senator SPARKMAN. Well, there are many things I should like to dis-
cuss with you, carry on, some of the specifics that were included in the
Punt del Este, but as I said a few minutes ago, I must go. I am sure
the time of you gentlemen is limited, too.

Let me on behalf of the subcommittee, and the full committee for
that matter, express our appreciation to both of you for meeting here
with us.

I would like to place in the record two tables that were compiled by
the U.S. Department of Commerce. They deal with U.S. direct in-
vestments in Latin America.

(The tables are as follows:)
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TABLE 1.-U.S. direct investments in the Latin American Republics,' capital flows, earnings, values, 1950-62

[Millions of dollars]

Book value 2 Average annual additions, 1961 1962
1950-60 Bo au,

1962
December December Capital Reinvested Capital Reinvested Capital Reinvested

1950 19G0 outflow earnings outilow earnings outflow earnings

Latin American Republics, total ' 3,803 7,431 276 170 173 255 -32 287 8, 472

Manufacturimig, total -726 1,499 63 72 77 95 114 100 1,893

Argentina -161 213 4 12 43 45 73 19 404
Brazil ---- ------------ 285 2 515 29 31 -2 28 10 12 2 611
Mexico ------------------------ - 133 391 14 16 18 7 23 13 448

Other countries -147 380 16 13 18 15 8 16 430

Petroleumn, total -1,213 2,739 123 36 30 36 -115 43 3,159

Venezuela -- ---------------- - 857 1,995 100 22 -44 11 -167 10 2 2,202
Other counitries -356 744 23 14 74 25 52 33 957

Mining and smelting -623 1,093 54 7 32 6 -3 9 1, 090

Other industries -1,241 2,100 36 55 34 118 -28 135 2,321

I Excludes Cuba.
2 Book values arc adjusted from time to time to reflect revaluations, writeoffs, and

changes in curreiscy values.

Source: U.S. Department of Conmnerce, Office of Business Economics.
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TABLE 2.-U.S. direct investments in the Latin American Republics,' earninys and income distributed

[Millions of dollars]

Earnings 2 Income distributed 3

1950 1960 Average 1961 1962 1950 1960 Average 1961 1962
1950-60 1950-60

Latus American Republics, total -546 829 764 964 1,028 470 641 609 730 761
By industry:

Manufacturing -- ------------------------- - 99 146 123 170 167 50 63 53 75 70Petroleum - 262 345 393 449 400 256 311 360 412 447Mining and smelting - ------------ 68 164 100 141 147 64 ISO 93 137 141Other industries 117 174 148 204 224 100 87 103 106 103
By country:

Argentina -- ------- ------ ---- - 17 46 25 100 80 6 10 11 36 45Brazil ---------------------------- - 96 80 87 71 86 62 45 47 35 24Chile 37 72 57 12 72 41 72 54 58 04Mexico -------------------------- 43 54 54 51 63 29 65 38 46 44e 'cru ----------------------- 21 58 32 61 52 IS 48 25 .'17 51Venezuela ----- ---- 232 428 414 497 505 236 371 369 432 477Other countries 100 91 95 162 170 81 30 65 (Hi 56

I Excludes Cuba.
2 U.S. share in total earisings of these enterprises.

)It

I-3

M

C-1
U Dividends, inerest and branch profits, after foreign m ithholding taxes but before any >.S. taxes. o

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Bunsinsess Econ~omics.
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Mr. MOORE. Thank vou, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RAY. Thank vou.
Senator SPARKMAN. The committee will stand in recess until 10

o'clock tomorrow mornini .
(Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the subcommittee recessed to reconvene

at 10 a.m. on Wednesday, January 15, 1964.)
(The following are exhibits that were ordered printed in the record

by Senator Sparkman:)

[Excerpt from Business Week, liec. T. 1963]

UNITED STATES STILL A BOGYMAN TO LATIN AMERICANS

MAIN TROUBLE SPOT IS BRAZIL WHERE FEELINGS RUN STRONG AGAINST HEAVY
INFLOW OF NORTH AMERICAN CAPITAL AND MOVE IS AFOOT TO FORM COMMON
POLICY AGAINST THE UNITED STATES

Latin America-the region that President Kennedy once called "the most
critical area of the world"-will continue high on the emergency list for Presi-
dent Johnson.

For a brief moment, when news of Kennedy's assassination touched some
unsuspected emotional spring, Latin America seemed to be drawn closer to the
United States than at any time in decades. In Alexico. illiterate constrnction
workers sobbed eloquent tributes to their friend in the White House; in Chile.
the Congress met in special session to eulogize the fallen leader; and in Buenos
Aires early this week, Argentinians still stood in a block-long queue outside the
U.S. Embassy, patiently waiting to express their sympathy.
AX areness

Suddenly concerned that the United States might slacken its support for the
Alliance for Progress, Latins expressed more appreciation and support for the
aid and reform program conceived by Kennedy than they ever did in his lifetime.

The outpouring of grief revealed once against the great reservoir of friendliness
to the United States that exists among the people there. But on the political
level, it is doubtful that the emotional outburst will be translated into improved
relations between Uncle Sam and Latin American nations.

Leftists are working to prevent such a development by presenting Kennedy, in
retrospect, as an embattled champion of Latin America who went down before
powerful opposing forces within the United States.
Taking count

A Business Week survey of attitudes toward the United States in Latin capitals
shows that the underlying causes of tensions between the United States and
Latin America are still at work, even though in Venezuela this week, pro-Castro
terrorists were unsuccessful in their attempt to block election of a president who
promises friendly relations with the United States.

There were signs this week that the Argentine Government may be looking
for a settlement of its dispute with U.S. oil companies, and Peru appears to be
moving cautiously toward coming to terms with a subsidiary of Standard Oil
Co. (New Jersey).

I. RAW SPOTS

Yet the tide of resentment against U.S. capital is still rising-particularly in
the bigger and industrially more advanced nations such as Brazil and Argentina.
Latin Americans resent especially an amendment written into the foreign aid bill.
still pending at midweek, which would try to impose U.S. concepts of territorial
limits in disputes over fishing grounds.

Many are reluctant to join the United States in any moves against Fidel
Castro, although few actively support the Cuban dictator. Others throw brick-
bats at the Alliance for Progress, with rightists claiming it only stirs up trouble
with its talk of reform while leftists claim it is only another form of U.S.
imperialism.
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ONE MAN'S VIEW

Here it what a Brazilian businessman has to say about the current state of re-
lations with the United States.

"The basic source of difficulty today is the upsurge of Latin nationalism, which
stems from a desire to be taken seriously. Latin nationalism today is chiefly
economic, though there is a strong emotional undercurrent. And the biggest
sore spot in Brazil is private U.S. capital."

In this Brazilian's view, strong feeling against U.S. companies operating in
Brazil is a reaction against the big buildup in U.S. investment there when former
President Juscelino Kubitschek was in power. Even in a highly industrialized
area such as Western Europe, where U.S. investment is overshadowed by local
industry, it is a source of friction; but in Latin America, it "sticks out like a
sore thumb."

Sticking together
Besides putting the squeeze on foreign companies, Brazil is the chief holdout

in any U.S. attempt to line up Latin support for action against Cuba. As one
Brazilian said: "Castro has few real followers here; most of us regard him as a
black sheep. But he is a Latin and one of us."

In another area-the Alliance for Progress-Brazil is the main recalcitrant.
At the Sio Paulo conference of Alliance ministers last month, Brazil proposed
that control of funds be shifted from the United States to the Inter-American
Development Bank.

"The Alliance for Progress is looked upon as a sort of benevolent colonialism,"
explained another Brazilian. "We want to be given the money to be spent as we
think best. You want to dole it out to suit your own ideas. It is mutual distrust
that is killing the Alliance."

II. CALMER AREAS

Such vehemence is rare elsewhere in Latin America. In Chile, for example,
with its tradition of political stability, relations with Uncle Sam are pitched in a
lower key.

There is some cautious optimism over the Alliance for Progress. but Chileans,
like Peruvians and Ecuadorians, claim fishing rights over a continental shelf that
extends as much as 200 miles to sea. They warn of potential conflict with the
United States over activities of U.S. fishermen operating in waters off the west
coast of South America.

Oil troubles
In Peru, most U.S. companies, and many Peruvian concerns as well, have post.

poned new investment and expansion plans because of the Government's threat
to take over International Petroleum Co., a Jersey Standard subsidiary.

Says the head of one Lima bank: "U.S. private enterprise in Peru and the rest
of Latin America seems to be going through a transition. Joint ventures with a
Latin partner are the safest type of foreign investment today. Petroleum and
public utilities are out."

In Peru, too, conservatives and lefists both criticize the Alliance. One wealthy
manufacturer complains the North Americans are trying to tell South Americans
how to run their countries." You can't make a 3-hour lunch and siesta execu-
tive into a 30-minute hamburger and glass-of-milk man overnight," he says.

A different place
About the only country south of the border where relations with the United

States aren't under some strain is Mexico-a nation that has long stood aloof
from the rest of Latin America, and from the United States as well. In addition,
it has accepted heavy U.S. investments and profited from a flood of American
tourists.

President Johnson knows Mexico better than any other occupant of the White
House, and Mexicans are looking forward to a period of cordial relations.
Newspapers in Mexico City are publishing old pictures of Johnson arm in arm
with President Lopez Mateos.

Cause for worry
Mexicans aren't too worried about their own future; but they are concerned

about what is happening in the rest of Latin America. A Mexican banker, back
from a tour of South America, where he talked with nearly 400 businessmen,
professed surprise at the strong anti-American feelings he encountered among
executives in places like Sio Paulo and Montevideo.
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"These sentiments are not emotional and not ideological," he observes. "These

men are akin to their U.S. counterparts. Their reasoning is economic. They
fear U.S. penetration in the Latin American free trade zone and they fear the
United States is taking over their channels of trade."

Brazil, he adds, is trying to lead Latin America in a common policy toward
the United States, beg-inning with local government control of foreign investments.

Mexico won't go along, this banker believes, because many Mexican business-
men already are in partnership with U.S. companies. "But Brazil," he forecasts,
"may now have the support of other Latin American businessmen-which might
not have been the case a few years ago."

PROPOSALS To IMPROVE THE FLOW OF U.S. PRIVATE INvESTMENT To LATIN AMERICA

Report of the Commerce Committee for the Alliance for Progress

FOREWORD

This report was prepared by the Commerce Committee for the Alliance for
Progress, a group of 25 businessmen chaired by Mr. J. Peter Grace, president
of W. R. Grace & Co., and was presented to the Department on January 4, 1963.
The report presents a wide range of recommendations which, in Chairman
Grace's words, "the majority of the members of the committee feel will go a long
way toward stimulating the flow of U.S. private investment to Latin America,
as called for in the Punta del Este program."

The success of the Alliance for Progress is one of the most important and
urgent objectives of the U.S. Government. Latin America, whose republics have
long enjoyed close, friendly relationships with our own country, is presently
marked by slow industrial development, widespread financial strains, and acute
poverty. In signing the Charter of Punta del Este, we pledged our efforts to
assist the Latin American countries in curing these ills.

Among the targets that we set for ourselves was an annual $300 million of
U.S. private investment in Latin America. The record of the recent past shows
that the actual flow of U.S. private capital is far below this level. If the indus-
trial advance of Latin America is to proceed at the pace required for the Al-
liance's success, I believe that U.S. private investment, with the invaluable
technical and managerial assistance that accompany it, should be encouraged
to contribute to the Latin American development effort on an increasing scale.

This report puts forward COMAP's recommendations as to how the U.S. Gov-
ernment, on its part, might help encourage such increased investment. The
recommendations have been carefully considered in the development of ithe ad-
ministration's policy on private investment overseas. The document constitutes
the fruit of long hours of study and preparation by the COMAP Chairman and
members, and I wish to express my thanks to them for this generous and valuable
service to the Government and to the Alliance.

LUTHER H. HODGES,
Secretary of Commenrce.
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I. BACKGROUND

The Commerce Committee for the Alliance for Progress (COMAP) was created
to help accelerate the contribution of the private business sector to the Alliance
for Progress. This assignment included stimulation of the flow of U.S. private
investment to Latin America not only through identifying and implementing
specific investment projects, but also through pointing out general obstacles to
increased investment and suggesting means for their removal.

The latter task-removal of major obstacles and the creation of a more favor-
able investment climate-was identified, in a letter of the Chairman of July 27
to Secretary Hodges, as paramount. In another letter to COMAP members of
August 23, it was noted that we had accepted the invitation of Secretary Hodges.
Secretary Dillon, and AID Administrator Hamilton to undertake to analyze
the conditions relating to U.S. private investment in Latin America and propose
an action program. This task has been pursued along two lines:

First, to meet the scheduled requirements of the U.S. Government in
formulating its legislative program, we have given priority to recommenda-
tions requiring particular administrative and/or legislative actions relating
directly to encouraging U.S. investment in Latin America;

Second, we have gone beyond this more immediate purpose and examined
a number of problems including the underlying economic difficulties con-
fronting Latin America with an eye toward more fundamental solutions to
growth impediments.

This memorandum is directed toward the first task. that of recommending
immediate remedial actions that, in part, require legislation.

II. THE PROBLEM IN CURRENT PERSPECTIVE

A. The role of private capital in the Alliance for Progress
As businessmen we must emphasize at the outset the basic proposition that in

free societies private capital cannot be driven or cajoled into new fields. There
is a free market for private investment and nations. areas. industries. and in-
stitutions must compete for it in a free marketplace. In other words. invest-
ment must be attracted and experience teaches us that it will be attracted to those
fields where the return is most promising and where the safety of its capital is
most assured.

Based on this essential principle, our study has revealed certain fundamental
propositions. Perhaps the most significant is the fact that in any program
to raise standards of living under the Alliance for Progress the subject of private
investment cannot be treated separately from the special economic. social. and
political conditions which prevail in the Latin American countries today. Neither
can the problems of U.S. priavte investment in Latin America be isolated from
the political posture of the United States in its relations with the other nations
of the Western Hemisphere. Nor can the investment considerations which con-
cern the U.S. business community be entirely separated from those which con-
front its opposite number in the Latin American Republics. the local private
enterprise man.

Our study has demonstrated certain alarming developments in the area of
budget deficits, balance-of-payments deficits, and currency depreciation in some
countries, chronic deterioration in the terms of trade in others, shortages of
local currency availabilities in some, credit stringency and overcommitment in
foreign debt in others. Recommendations of both a short-term and a long-
term nature for dealing with this crippling economic deterioration are contained
herein, but first some general observations are required.

In the first place, as pointed out above, it is clear that the objective toward
the attainment of which American businessmen have joined hands with our
Government through COMAP: i.e., the increase of the private investment flow.
cannot be achieved if we confine our thinking solely to financial and economic
measures.

Latin America is a continent in political and social ferment and this is just
as truly a deterrent to private investment as are the purely economic and
financial obstacles. U.S. investors are not always deterred by currency weak-
nesses in particular countries, or by the lack of completely assured political
stability in others and the current studies of the balance-of-payments section of
the Commerce Department bear this out even today.

It is clear that the current aggregate decline in the net flow of U.S. private
investment has other deep causes as well. New threats are present vhieh, in
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some countries and some industries, seem literally to have destroyed investor

confidence. The political menace of communism, with massive expropriations

such as was the fate of private investments in Cuba when Castro took over,

and the less violent but nevertheless equally crippling takeover of American

investments by local expropriation as in the case of Brazil, are obvious destroy-

ers of confidence. The same is true of the creeping erosion of investment values

through the effect of plunging currency depreciation on working capital (with

no related tax relief) and the tendency toward socialism by default. These

pose new and discouraging problems for corporate management and the pro-

fessional investor.
By the same token, the new Latin American voices of social unrest which

are being heard on every side, together with the call for socialistic solutions of

economic problems, both worry and intimidate the foreign investor, as indeed

they do his local counterpart, the domestic Latin American private investor.

It is against such a spectrum of economic, political, and social unrest that we

have made our study and formulated our recommendations. Our proposals will

be insufficient to complete the task unless the philosophy of economic liberty and

equal opportunity which is the basis of the free enterprise system, and which

has developed the United States to its present greatness, is brought to bear in

every aspect of economic, social, and political life in Latin America.

It would be a fatal error to attempt to equate the varying conditions of the

Republics of Latin America with conditions in the United States, just as it

would be a fatal error to equate the Latin American Republics with one another.

These countries today present a mixed picture of advanced stages of develop-

ment side by side with conditions which are centuries behind the times. It

represents a picture of rapid economic growth, of great new cities as modern

and industrialized as any in the world, whose peoples live within an hour's

travel of fellow citizens residing in 12th-century conditions. For example, in

Brazil it has been estimated that in 1900 there were 54,000 persons employed

in industry. Twenty years later, in 1920, there were 244,000. By 1950 there

were 1,280,000 and the present figure is very close to 2 million. At the same

time, the lot of the rural farmer in some parts of Brazil is untouched by progress

and with deterioration of his land it may be actually worse than the lot of his

grandfather.
Just as in the case of the industrial development of the United States in the

19th century, foreign private capital played a vital and important part in the

industrial development of the Latin American countries. The success and the

prominence of these enterprises have often been permitted to obscure the great

forward surge of local investment and the emergence of an important domestic

business and industrial class in Latin America. An authoritative estimate

indicates that 70 percent of economic activity in Latin America is in the hands

of private owners while 30 percent is controlled by the Government. Of the 70

percent of privately owned enterprise some 90 percent is estimated to be owned

by Latin Americans and only 10 percent by foreigners.

B. The role of Latin American private capital in the Alliance

The fact that the private sector in Latin America is so heavily made up of local

private investors means that the success of the Alliance for Progress depends to

a great extent not only on the participation but most of all on the enthusiastic

contribution of these Latin American businessmen. Experience of all Western

countries has shown that the greatest economic progress is achieved by free-

men under conditions of economic liberty when the productive forces of private

investment and individual enterprise are unleashed and given maximum en-

couragement and support.
In furtherance of COMAP's study, one of our member companies recently

conducted a survey of opinion on the Alliance for Progress among business

leaders in 10 Latin American cities of 7 countries-Venezuela, Colombia, Ecua-

dor, Peru, Chile, Argentina, and Brazil. In every city it was found that the

principal concern of these men, whom the survey team found to be forward-

looking, patriotic, and progressive, was the fact that the Alliance's philosophy,

as they understood it, was based on government-to-government assistance rather

than on the encouragement of the private enterprisers of Latin America.

These Latin American leaders pointed out that higher living standards in their

countries had been achieved only by providing jobs in private enterprise and

creating private payrolls. Although recognizing the vast amount that remains

to be done they pointed with some pride to the achievements of private enter-

prise in raising living standards in their countries in wider employment, im-
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provement in working conditions, advances in collective bargaining, relationships
with organized labor and in the training and upgrading of local employees.

In material benefits to the population, they could show, and did show, private
industry growth rates which are nothing short of remarkable in view of the
extremely serious economic and financial handicaps which they face. These
growth rates were achieved in a variety of significant fields which are accepted
economic indicators of a rising standard of living.

They could point to a number of examples of visible progress. For instance,
in the decade 1950-60. cement production increased in Colombia by 145 percent;
in Ecuador by 250 percent and in Venezuela by 200 percent, compared to an
increase of 45 percent in the United States. During the same period paper
production other than newsprint increased by 75 percent in Argentina, 79 per-
cent in Brazil, and 82 percent in Mexico. The U.S. increase was 53 percent in
the same period.

Lubricant consumption is a revealing indicator. In the same decade this con-
sumption increased 188 percent in Peru, 132 percent in Colombia, 100 percent
in Brazil and Chile. This is in comparison with a 9-percent increase in the
United States.

Automobiles in use increased over the same period 278 percent in Venezuela,
186 percent in Colombia, 185 percent in Brazil, 149 percent in Peru, as compared
with 35 percent in the United States. In developing societies bus transportation
is a key yardstick of social progress. In the decade bus registrations increased
290 precent in Brazil, 180 percent in Peru, 95 percent in Colombia, 87 percent in
Venezuela, as compared with 17 percent in this country.

Other significant indicators such as sulfuric acid production, newsprint con-
sumption, telephones in use, cigarette manufacturing, soft drink and beer pro-
duction also showed increases greatly in excess of those achieved in the more
developed countries. It is true, of course, that the Latin American increases
developed from much lower bases. This demonstrates, however, the overriding
importance of private enterprise which is 90 percent locally owned as the efficient
source of a higher standard of living and the basis for the future growth of
industrialization.

The Comap survey team found the younger business leaders of Latin America
anxious to help the Alliance for Progress succeed but puzzled by what they
regarded as a tendency to "export socialistic ideas to Latin America" when it
seemed clear to them that private enterprise held the key to sound national
development. They pointed to the phenomenal growth of new industries in
Latin America-to the "banana explosion" in Ecuador which in the years since
the end of World War II has seen the creation of an entirely new industry.
putting that country first in the world in banana exports. This new industry's
1962 sales abroad are estimated at $84 million, putting it in first place among
the country's producers of foreign exchange, and creating new farms, new jobs,
new highways, satellite industries, new ports and development of new lands
which previously had been only wilderness-all through private enterprise.

They pointed to the "miracle" of the huge new Peruvian fishmeat industry-
conceived and created 100 percent by private investment and individual enter-
prise. This industry, which did not exist 10 years ago, now provides Peru
with $100 million a year in foreign exchange, markets its products all over the
world and has come to be one of Peru's top dollar producers, along with minerals,
sugar, and cotton. This industry, too, has created new payrolls, new satellite
industries, notable among which is a local boatbuilding industry which has
constructed in Peru some 5,000 steel fishing boats. They told of the many new
industrial companies which have come into existence as suppliers to the growing
infant automobile manufacturing industry of Brazil and Argentina.

These men pointed to the remarkable growth of such relatively new industrial
cities as Medellin and Call in Colombia, Chimbote, Toquepala, and the Lima-
Callao area of Peru, the miles of new factories between Sio Paulo, and Santos
in Brazil, the rapid industrial growth of Mexico City and Monterrey, as evidence
that private enterprise, not government, was the creator of economic growth and
rising standards of living in Latin America for those in urban areas who have
obtained employment through this industrial expansion.

In every country which our survey team visited, they found individuals and
organized groups of businessmen who are devoting a great deal of their time,
effort, and money to the development and carrying out of social programs in
such fields as education, public housing, and job training; to the dissemina-
tion of information about the private enterprise system; to combating commu-
nistic influences in the universities and secondary schools; to community better-
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ment activities; and most importantly, to the management of growing business
enterprises to provide better opportunities for more people.

These creative businessmen are our natural allies in the Alliance for Progress
and they are a main hope for Latin America's future. They should be sought
out, encouraged and enlisted in the program. They want to help but, in too
many cases, they have reason to believe that they are mistrusted and shunned.

One of the best means for correcting these misunderstandings and enlisting
the cooperation of Latin American businessmen would be to set up, in each
country, binational coordinating committees of progressive business leaders to
render assistance to the local AID Director, not only in publicizing the objec-
tives of the Alliance, but in selecting, screening, and advising on desirable
projects and programs. This suggestion was made, again and again, as our
survey team talked with businessmen in the various countries.

One particularly valuable specific advantage which the AID Directors could
gain from the establishment of such local advisory committees would lie in
the area of uncertainty which exists with regard to the significance of the
Alliance for Progress policies with regard to land reform and tax reform. In
each country in Latin America and even between regions within the same
country agricultural and land conditions and economics differ. Since land re-
form has been made such an important concept in the Alliance philosophy, these
local committees could assist the Alliance most significantly in furnishing local
expertise and understanding with regard to land reform problems.

Similarly, it seems clear that in many instances the call for tax reform in
Latin America is more truly a call for more efficient and modern tax adminis-
tration and collection. Already some specialized technical assistance is being
furnished through AID to Latin American governments.

The local committee of businessmen could be invaluable to the AID Directors
in appraising directions in which this assistance could be furnished.

Thus these local committees, by bringing the rather broad concepts down to
specifics in their areas, could do much to dispel uncertainties and doubts which
may well be discouraging to foreign investors and to local private enterprisers.
C. Role of U.S. private capital in the Alliance

The urgent need for private capital-both domestic and foreign-in achieving
the purposes of the Alliance for Progress was recognized at the Punta del
Este meeting where the member nations pledged themselves, among other
things, to the following objective:

"To stimulate private enterprise in order to encourage the development of
Latin American countries at a rate which will help them to provide jobs for
their growing populations, to eliminate unemployment, and to take their place
among the modern industrialized nations of the world."

It was prescribed, moreover, that national development programs of the Latin
American countries should incorporate "* * * the promotion through appro-
priate measures * * * of conditions that will encourage the flow of foreign in-
vestments and help to increase the capital resources of participating countries
in need of capital."

Despite the attention that the Alliance for Progress has commanded since
Punta del Este, there are widespraed erroneous impressions on the way in which
the program is intended to accomplish its objectives. In particular, many people
both in Latin America and in the United States have been under the impression
that the Alliance for Progress is largely a program of U.S. Government financial
aid conducted on a government-to-government basis. This impression has been
unfortunate and all possible steps should be taken to correct it. Government
grants and loans have an important and necessary place but private capital with
its greater effectiveness and far larger potential is of the essence and is the
basic long-term sustaining factor that can maintain a high rate of growth.

The objectives of the Alliance for Progress call for a very sustantial increase
of investment in Latin America. In aggregate terms, investment must be raised
about in line with the increase in the growth rate targeted. The minimum GNP
growth target under the Alliance of 5 percent per year-2.5 percent per capita
with a 2.5 percent population growth-is 32 percent higher than the annual
growth of 3.8 percent' which actually occurred in the period 1957 to 1961, and
this means that the amount of annual investment capital should be rising also
by at least 32 percent.

1 Source: "OAS, Economic Survey of Latin America In 1961." ch. VI.
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While a great deal needs to be done in the areas of public overhead capital
and social and human development, it is clear that the major part of the invest-
ment must come from the private sector, which provided about 70 percent of all
fixed investment in the decade of the 1950's in Latin America. In addition it is
the private sector which must provide the management and technology needed
to raise the living standards of the Latin American people.

Yet in the face of these targets, and the necessity of a rapid increase in
private investment, there is evidence that private investment in Latin America
has fallen significantly. In particular, the aggregate flow of priviate direct in-
vestment from the United States has been in a declining trend. Total net in-
flow of private U.S. investment, including portfolio capital and loans, has fol-
lowed the same general pattern as follows:

U.S. private capital inflow into Latin America

[In millions]

Net new Net portfolio Total U.S.
direct in- and loan private capi-
vestment capital tal inflow

1957 -$1, 163 $164 $1, 327
1958 ----------------------- 299 51 350
1959 -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- --- 21 8 144 362
1960 - - - 95 254 349
1961 --------------- 141 119 260
1962, 1st half --------------------- (29) 111 82

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

While the year 1957 was unusual, primarily due to extraordinary payments
made to Venezuela by petroleum companies, the figures exhibit a clearly de-
clining tendency throughout the period, turning to disinvestment in the first
half of 1962 in the net new direct investment category. What is of particular
significance is that some of the most productive kinds of investment are being
lost to Latin America at a time when special effort is called for to obtain more,
not less, investment from all sources.

The productivity of U.S. manufacturing investments in Latin America is of
a high order. Exact productivity comparisons of U.S. capital with other capital
in similar industries are not available. However, from U.S. Department of
Commerce data, it can be estimated that productivity of U.S. manufacturing
capital in Latin America in 195940 was about 40 percent on assets employed,
while the average productivity of investment3 in Latin America was about 25
percent.

Another striking indication of the contribution which U.S. manufacturing
enterprises have made to Latin American economic growth is given by the rates
at which production of U.S.-owned firms rose as compared with the manufactur-
ing sector as a whole in the period 1955 to 1960.

Average annual percent change, 1955-60

Index of U.S. manu-
total manu- facturing

facturing enterprises,
production sales value

in dollars

Venezuela -9.0 31.0
Mexico -7.6 19. 4
Brazil -14.0 19. 0
Argentina -0 9.7

Source: UNECLA, U.S. Department of Commerce.

Value added to GNP as percent of total assets employed.3
Consists of all capital Including public capital.
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It is clear from these data on most of the larger countries of Latin America

that the advance in manufacturing production-the sector in which Latin
America has done particularly well in the last 5 years-was paced and stimu-
lated by U.S. investment. In each of the major four countries, U.S. manufac-
turers increased sales at very much higher rates than did the manufacturing
industry as a whole. Correspondingly, a drying up of new U.S. capital inflow
cannot fail to have an adverse effect on the economies of Latin America at this
critical time.

A decline in net U.S. investment also affects local private capital directly.
Local capital combines with U.S. equity capital in the assets of U.S. manufac-
turing companies in Latin America; in addition, locally owned enterprises
depend on U.S. firms as users or suppliers for their products. Thus, U.S.
capital either invested or withdrawn is likely to have a direct influence on in-
vestment or withdrawal of capital by local investors. Moreover, when U.S.
private investment tends to withdraw, it is more than likely that local private
investment is also declining and is seeking more secure investment opportunities
in other areas of the world. That local capital outflow from Latin America
has in fact, accelerated in 1961 and 1962 is clearly evident from an analysis
of the balance of payments of the seven largest countries4 which show greatly
increased residual outflows of funds, after taking account of the major known
long-term capital items. These residual capital movements, which are indica-
tive of capital flight, were as follows in the years 1951-62:

7 major Latin American countries, short-term capital inflows or (outflows)
[In millions]

Cumulative Cumulative
from from

Yearly beginning Yearly beginning
of outflow of outflow

in 1953 in 1953

1951 -$259 -- 1957 -($50) ($1,554)1952 -760 1958 - ---------- (647) (2,201)1953 -(666) ($666) 1959 -(191) (2,392)1954 -(263) (929) 1960- (89) (2,481)1955 -- -------- (119) (1,048) 1961 -(653) (3,134)1956 --- -------- (456) (1,504) 1962, estimated-(780) (3,914)

NOTE.-Annual averages: 1951-57, (76); 1958-60, (309), 1961-62, (717).
Source: Calculated from IMF data.

After the large outflow of residual capital in the recession year 1958, there
was an improvement in 1959 and 1960 but a drastically greater outflow in 1961
.and 1962.

It is clear then, that the economic progress of Latin America is directly en-
*dangered by the drying up or flight of uch of its most productive potential
investment. And it is equally clear that a determined and extraordinary effort
is needed to halt or reverse this trend.

The flight of local national capital from Latin America should be considered in
relation to the fact that the Alliance program anticipates raising $4 in Latin
America for each $1 of external capital.

For our present purposes, it would be relatively easy to recommend actions
which, if acceptable to the U.S. Government, could conceivably result in a flow
of U.S. capital to Latin America approximating the total envisioned in the
Alliance program. We might even, through extraordinary measures, offset a
-continuing flight of local national capital. This, however, if it departed from
the need to encourage local Latin American initiative in creating a more favor-

.able climate, would change the entire concept of the Alliance as a plan to promote
sound conditions for economic development for the long run. Fundamentally we

4 Major countries analyzed Include Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, and-enezuela.

27-779-64---Z
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must be able to look to the time when the countries of Latin America can secure
much needed capital by the very fact of a hospitable climate for private invest-
ment. This requires free markets, the rule of law, and respect for capital.
Private foreign capital cannot be driven, it must be attracted, and investors un-
derstandably will shun countries where they encounter currency disorders, ex-
change controls, confiscatory taxation, expropriation, and the like.

Thus, as a first basic requirement for the attainment of our objective of
accelerating the contribution of U.S. investors to the Alliance for Progress, we
must take a strong stand in support of the position adopted by the Council of
Finance Ministers at the recent Mexico Conference of the Inter-American Eco-
nomic and Social Council:

"* * * the private sector should have available incentives to strengthen the
role which it is destined to play in the economic and social growth of Latin
America under the Alliance."

The Council also reminded governments that:
"The flow of foreign private capital to Latin America has diminished and there

is strong evidence of substantial capital flight from Latin America. Taking into
account the limitations to the availability of public funds, it is clear that the
objectives of the Alliance cannot be achieved without the full participation of
the private sector and adequate measures must be taken to assure maximum
contribution to growth by the private sector."

The actions taken by some Latin American governments themselves have been
a prime source of discouragement to U.S. as well as local private investment and
we strongly urge that the stand taken by the Council of Ministers at Mexico
be supported. However, it is concluded that it would be extremely short-
sighted if this Committee went no further than to suggest that the U.S. Gov-
ernment take a strong stand with the Latin American governments against
restrictive actions on the private sector. This course by itself would not coill-
pensate for the fundamental economic conditions in most of the countries in
Latin America which have in considerable degree been responsible for the kinds
of policies that have been unfavorable to foreign private capital.

As a part of the task of developing recommendations, we are analyzing major
influences on economic progress in Latin America. We have concluded that
there is little hope for creating the kind of climate that U.S. investors want
in Latin America without increasing substantially the amount of assistance which
is being extended, and even then it is unlikely that normal conditions attractive
to foreign capital can be created for a number of years. Certainly the continu-
ance of the Castro influence will be a major deterrent.

In the meantime, therefore, and wvhile the risks are so great and the rates
of return so disproportionately small, actions must be taken by the U.S. Govern-
ment to offset a part of these risks and raise the returns in order for the targeted
amounts of U.S. private capital to be invested in Latin America. It is with
these actions, necessary on the part of the U.S. Government, that we are mainly
concerned here.

The approach that has been taken in our recommendations is one which we
believe will provide a degree of assurance that the targets will be attained. Any-
thing short of this, we firmly believe would be a disservice. Rather than fall far
short once again, it would be far preferable to provide adequate authority from
the beginning in view of the emergency nature of the problem. The most de-
sirable course of action appears to be a maximum, early impact program that
will overcome the doubts as to the ultimate success of the Alliance. It is in the
light of these requirements and in the spirit of scoring an early success that
specific recommendations have been formulated.

D. U.S. private investment by major sectors
In formulating action to encourage private investment it is important to

examine the composition of investment by sector. Information is available in
considerable detail for the three major investment sectors: manufacturing,
petroleum, and mining and smelting. These three industries had a total net
new U.S. direct investment, Latin America including Western Hemisphere
dependencies, of $149 million in 1961. In addition to net new direct investment,
the trend of investment activity overall and in the three major sectors can be
appraised particularly in terms of the increase in book value (net new direct
investment plus retained earnings) and in terms of outlays for fixed assets
(property, plant, and equipment).
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Net new direct investment.-For perspective, the following table shows the
breakdown by year over the period 1957-61 for net new direct investment for the
three major industries:

Net new U. S. direct investment

[Dollars in millions]

Latin America including Western Manufactur- Petroleum as Mining and
Hemisphere dependencies ing as percentage of smelting as

percentage of total manu- percentage of
Year total manu- facturing, total manu-

Mining facturing, petroleum facturing,
Manu- Petro- and Total petroleum and mining petroleum

facturing leum smelting and mining and smelting and mining
and smelting and smelting

1957 $99 $867 $137 $1, 103 9. 0 78.6 12.4
1958 -- 70 163 81 314 22.3 51.9 25.8
1959 56 50 90 196 28.6 25.5 45.9
1960 -------- 125 24 (60) 89 140.4 27. 0 (67.4)
1961 73 41 35 149 49.0 27.5 23.5

Total ---- $423 $1,145 $283 $1, 851 22.9 61.8 15.3

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce

It is of interest to the problem of encouraging an increased flow of investment
that, excluding the unusual year of 1960 when there was a net outflow in the
mining and smelting industry, investment in manufacturing has accounted for a
persistently greater share of the total, increasing from only 9 percent in 1957
to 49 percent in 1961. In 1960, manufacturing accounted for 140 percent of the
total net new direct investment and for the last 2 years, 1960 and 1961 combined,
manufacturing accounted for 83.2 percent of the total. Correspondingly, invest-
ment in petroleum has declined from the peak of $867 million in 1957, when it
accounted for 78.6 percent of the total, to only $41 million in 1961, when it
accounted for 27.5 percent of the total. At the same time, investment in mining
and smelting has declined from $137 million in 1957 to $81 million in 1958, when
it accounted for 25.8 percent of the total and to $35 million or 23.5 percent in
1961.

The sharp decline in absolute amounts and in percents of the total in petroleum
and mining and smelting relate, in large part, to political deterrents to new
extractive investments in Latin America and to a lesser degree, to the develop-
ment of resources elsewhere.

Net new direct investment and retained earnings.-In addition to net new
direct investment, the book value of U.S. investments in Latin America is affected
also by retention of a part of earnings. The total of net new U.S. direct invest-
ment and retained earnings of U.S. enterprises in Latin America, including
Western Hemisphere dependencies, can be seen in the next table for the three
major industries.

Net new U.S. direct investment and retained earnings

[Dollars in millions]

Latin America including Western Manufactur- Petroleum as Mining and
Hemisphere dependencies Ing as percentage of smelting as

l percentage of total manu- percentage of
Year total manu- facturing, total manu-

Mining facturing, petroleum facturipg,
Manu- Petro- and Total petroleum and mining petroleum

facturing leum smelting and mining and smelting and mining
and smelting and smelting

1957 --- $166 $965 $150 $1, 281 13.0 75.3 11.7
1958 - - - 129 187 104 420 30.7 44.5 24.8
1959 - -- 127 78 104 309 41.1 25.2 33.7
1960 211 63 (68) 206 102 4 30.6 (33. 0)
1961 -- 157 84 44 285 55.1 29.5 15.4

Total 790 1,377 334 2,501 31.5 55.1 13.4

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.
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It can be noted that the trend in the total of net new direct investment and
retained earnings has followed much the same pattern as net new direct invest-
ment by itself; i.e., the percentage of the total represented by manufacturing has
increased over the period and in 1961 accounted for 55.1 percent of the total for
the three sectors. Petroleum and mining and smelting on the other hand both
have decreased in absolute amounts and in percent of the total over this period.

Plant and equipment expenditures.-In addition to the inflow of net new direct
investment and the retention of earnings by U.S. enterprises in Latin America,
the level of investment activity can be measured meaningfully by expenditures of
U.S. enterprises on property, plant, and equipment. These have shown the
following trend, 1957-61:

Property, plant, and equipment expenditures'

[In millions]

1957_------------------------ $1, 429 1960…--------------__________ $625
1958______________--_________ 967 1961_------------------------ 653
1959_------------------------ 789

1 Including Western Hemisphere dependencies. Including only the following industries-
manufacturing, petroleum, and mining and smelting.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

As can be seen, there has been a sharp decline in property, plant, and equip-
ment expenditures from the peak of 1957 and likewise from the levels of 1958
and 1959. In order to test current investor attitudes on plans for expenditures,
a telephone survey was conducted, by the Department of Commerce on November
14 and 15, of 21 large manufacturing companies, and the results indicate a
moderate cutback from previous plans for 1962 and 1963, with further cutbacks
in 1964. Furthermore, since a substantial part of the investment programs was
conceived in 1960 and 1961, it is the conclusion of those making the survey that
there could be a very sharp decline in the actual outlays as time goes by.

It is significant to note also that the trend of property, plant and equipment
expenditures is very different as between the petroleum and mining and smelting
industries where these expenditures have been declining steadily since 1958, and
manufacturing where some increases have been maintained. The following table
shows the expenditures in relation to their main source of financing, depreciation,
and depletion allowances.

U.S. INVESTMENTS IN LATIN AMERICAN MANUFAcTURING, PETROLEUM, AND
MINING AND SMELTING

Depreciation and depletion compared to plant and equipment expenditures

[Dollars in millions]

Manufacturing Petroleum Mining and smelting

Plant and Plant and Plant and
equip- Deple- equip- Deple- equip-

Plant ment tion Plant ment tion Plant ment
Depre- and expend!- and and expend!- and and expendi-
ciation eouip- tures as depre- equip- tures as depre- equip- tures as
allow- men, percent of ciation ment percent of ciation ment percent of
ances expendi. depre- allow- expendi- depletion allow- expend!- depletion

tures ciation ances tures and de- ances cures and de-
allow- precation predation
ances allow- allow-

ances ances

1957 - $45 $174 386. 7 $224 $1, 039 463.8 $79 $216 273.4
1958 -60 201 335.0 300 548 182.7 75 218 290.7
1959 -70 193 275.7 327 449 137.3 74 147 198.6
1960 -80 207 258.8 350 340 97.1 92 78 84.8
1961-105 249 237.1 404 303 76.5 102 95 93.1

1957-61
totals.--- 360 1,024 284.4 1,605 2,685 167.3 422 754 178.7

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.
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As can be seen, while property, plant and equipment expenditures in manu-

facturing have increased somewhat over the period, there has been a sharp
decline in these expenditures in petroleum and mining and smelting as compared
with the 1957-58 levels. Much of this decline, of course, is the result of the
obstacles placed on investment in the sectors, such as the termination of ne*
concessions for petroleum development and the high tax rates applying. In
addition, the generally adverse political climate for investments in the extrac-
tive industries has been a massive deterrent.

U.S. enterprises in manufacturing have increased their outlays for property,
plant and equipment to levels considerably in excess of depreciation allowances;
e.g., these expenditures were 259 and 237 percent of depreciation in 1960 and 1961,
respectively. The reverse is the situation in mining and smelting where the
expenditures were only 85 and 93 percent of depreciation and depletion in 1960
and 1961. Similarly, in petroleum these outlays were only 97 and 77 percent of
depreciation and depletion. The extent to which depreciation and depletion
allowances have been used for fixed asset outlays has declined sharply in
petroleum and mining and smelting since 1958.

In no one of the major industrial sectors examined can it be said that there
is investment growth of the magnitude required under the goals of the Alliance.
B. The role of European capital in Latin America

In any discussion of the problem of economic development and raising of the
standards of living of the countries of Latin America, it is essential that con-
sideration be given to the role of European private investment as well as that
of U.S. private investment. There are encouraging signs of a healthy interest
on the part of European investors and, in fact, considerable investment flow from
Europe has been evident in recent years. The Economic Committee of the NATO
Parliamentarians, under the chairmanship of Senator Jacob K. Javits, has been
working with the officials of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) as well as with officials of the Common Market and the
inter-American organizations and with private European industrialists, toward
creating a coordinated European-United States-Latin American effort in this
direction.

At the recent meeting (November 16, 1962) of the NATO Parliamentarians
a recommendation was approved which can have major significance. Taking
note of the need for accelerated economic development of Latin America under
the Alliance for Progress, the NATO Parliamentarians recommended the calling
of a conference on private enterprise and public cooperation for Latin American
development to be held during 1963. The organization of the conference would
be in the hands of the Secretary General of the OECD and the President of the
Inter-American Development Bank in coordination with the Secretary General
of the OAS.

Such a conference could well bring to fruition the constructive work done by
the Economic Committee and other European groups and we urge full support
of the conference. Contemporaneously, the private enterprise community of
Europe held a major conference on Latin America in Brussels in November
under the auspices of the International Association of Christian Employers
(UNIAPAC). At this meeting a group of the top industrial and financial leaders
of Europe declared their readiness to join in all forms of constructive effort to
work with both United States and Latin American private enterprisers in the
development of the Latin economies.

It is particularly important that the proposed conference recommended by the
NATO Committee also undertake questions of trade at a time when firm and
long-range policies must be formulated governing the access to the European
Common Market of tropical agricultural products from both Africa and Latin
America.
F. Criteria for recommendations

It is the primary purpose of the recommendations made here to stimulate
action toward the attainment of the targets set for U.S. private investment at
Punta del Este. In the process, a contribution should be made to more funda-
mental goals-the improvement of the basic strengths of these economies with
the collateral advantage in the long-range health of U.S. private investment in
Latin America. With these objectives In mind, a number of principles have been
applied as guides in developing our recommendations.
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(1) Recommendations with respect to U.S. investment should not be made
without reference also to the effect on local Latin American investors. If we
succeeded only in getting U.S. investors to take up the opportunities which are
available and that might otherwise be taken up by the local investors, we would
not have added much to the net situation in Latin America. Furthermore, any
one-sided program in favor of U.S. investors could not help but create un-
favorable local attitudes. The recommendations, therefore, have been made on
the grounds that they will not only stimulate U.S. investment but local national
investment as well, both immediate and long range, without which these econo-
mies cannot hope for sustained growth. They are designed to increase the total
of all private investment.

(2) The recommendations have as a first purpose the stimulation of new in-
vestment. Obviously, however, there is the need in many countries of Latin
America to raise the profitability of existing U.S. enterprises where the returns
are disproportionately small solely due to the unusual conditions specific to these
countries. Profitability on existing investments cannot fail to affect decisions
on new investments. The profitability of existing investments affects new in-
vestment directly since a large part of capital expenditures of U.S. firms in
Latin America comes from plowed-back earnings. Department of Commerce
data show that in 1961, 34 percent of capital expenditures in manufacturing
came from earnings retained in Latin America.

(3) It is of primary importance to encourage those enterprises which will con-
tribute most to providing new jobs and to the upgrading of skills, both managerial
and technological. This means that there must be a rapid buildup, particularly
in the manufacturing and servicing sectors of the economies. As a result of
this need and the realities of investment opportunities in the extractive indus-
tries, our recommendations relate heavily to manufacturing and servicing but
do not exclude the extractive industries.

(4) A guiding principle in developing our recommendations has been recogni-
tion of the mutuality of interest among the United States and Latin American
governments and private investors in the Alliance for Progress. This is a basic
principle of the Alliance itself and should be observed in taking action with
reference to private investment. It provides the basis for cooperation on the
part of the U.S. Government in actions initiated by Latin American govern-
ments. For example, tax sparing is an area of initiative on the part of Latin
American governments to attract new investment. In the spirit of the Alliance,
it seems to us compelling that the U.S. Government not cancel out the benefit of
this initiative on the part of Latin American governments by the inability of
U.S. investors to take advantage of these incentives under U.S. tax laws. There-
fore, where Latin American governments have provided special tax incentives
for new investment, we consider it one of the very highest priorities for action
on the part of the U.S. Government to introduce tax sparing on an across-the-
board basis with respect to all U.S. investments in countries that are partici-
pants in the Alliance program.

(5) Finally, the individual parts of the total of recommendations should be
regarded as indispensable pieces of a completely interrelated package. We sin-
cerely believe that this package of recommendations is critical to the degree of
assurance that the Alliance for Progress should have for its ultimate success.
Any whittling away at individual pieces or their elimination from this package,
we feel, would be highly damaging to the agreed objective.

With the above principles as guidelines, we have included recommendations
in the following areas:

(a) Local currency loans.-Provide assistance to meet the problem of cur-
rency devaluation by the creation of a substantial pool of local currency funds
for loans to the private sector to be available to both United States and locally
owned enterprises.

(b) Taxation.-
(1) Investment incentive credit: Provide an investment incentive tax credit

to encourage U.S. private investment in countries of the Western Hemisphere
similar to the recent investment incentive credit to U.S. business.

(2) Tax certificate: Provide a tax certificate permitting a minimum return on
capital of 5 percent after tax to be used by U.S. companies in selected enterprises
as a credit against their U.S. income tax liability when such minimum return is
not achieved.

(3) Tax sparing: To encourage and stimulate new investment in Latin Amer-
ica amend U.S. tax law to provide for tax sparing where the host countries offer
tax incentives as part of a program to attract new basic industries.
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(4) Tax allowance for foreign exchange loss: Assist in meeting the problem
of currency devaluation by allowing a tax deduction against current taxable
income for losses due to currency devaluation.

(5) Alliance for Progress corporation: Provide for a special type of U.S.
corporation to hold investments in, or conduct operations on its own behalf, in
the less developed countries of the Western Hemisphere, and which would be
allowed deferral of taxes on income until distributed to its shareholders so long
as earnings were reinvested in the less developed countries of the Western
Hemisphere.

(6) U.S. income tax allowance for foreign investment losses:
A. Where stock becomes worthless.
B. Where stock is disposed of at a loss.

(c) Specific and all-risk guarantees.-
(1) Extension of investment guarantees to all less developed countries of the

Western Hemisphere.
(2) Broadened application of extended risk coverage.
(3) Extension of war risk coverage, including revolutions and insurrection,

to also include damages resulting from riots and civil disturbances.
(4) Revision of present contract procedures and fee schedules to provide for

a multirisk contract where an investor elects to take two or more specific-risk
guarantees.

(5) Standardization and simplification of contract language.
(6) Increase in the authorized statutory limits of different kinds of guarantees.
(7) Recommendation that processing fee, if adopted, be credited against ini-

tial fee payable by investors entering into final contract.
(d) Other methodq of prirnate i'1npstor nartipinoatinn"- ownmmend in very

selective cases the use of management contracts, cost-plus contracts, leasing
arrangements, government equity financing and consortia arrangements for
multiproject developments. This applies especially where there is political
sensitivity in industries closely associated with the public interest, such as
electric power, transportation, and other utilities.

We are, of course, conscious of the fact that some of the recommendations that
follow will cost money either in the form of lost revenue to the Treasury or in the
assumption of risks. We are not in a position to estimate these costs. A large
sum does not appear to be involved particularly in relation to the whole AID
program for this area. It is our view that the benefits of the private sector
participation will be much larger than the results of some of the present AID
expenditures and hence more than justify the cost.

III. LOCAL CURRENCY FINANCING

Provide assistance to meet the problem of currency devaluation by the
creation of a substantial pool of local currency funds for loans to the private
sector to be available to both U.S. and locally owned enterprises.

The economic and political risks which confront investments in Latin America
include the very substantial risk of exposure to currency devaluation. The
balance-of-payments problem, inflation, and consequent currency depreciation
have, for many years, been a way of life in most Latin American nations, with
a resulting adverse effect on earnings in terms of U.S. dollars, as well as an erosion
of U.S. dollar investments in Latin American enterprises, particularly manufac-
turing.

The effects of exchange devaluation on U.S. private investment in Latin
America is the subject of a separate memorandum dated November 10, 1962 (see
app. A). This memorandum points up the serious effects of exchange devalua-
tion on the dollar profitability of U.S. investments in Latin America. The losses
incurred are actual and immediate for U.S.-based corporations. Generally ac-
cepted accounting practices and the Securities and Exchange Commission re-
quire that such losses be reflected currently against the profit and loss of the
U.S. parent company.

In any consideration of the problem of stimulating an increased flow of private
investment, the impact of foreign exchange devaluation as a deterrent to invest-
ment in Latin America is a factor which must be recognized, particularly in the
light of the violent exchange depreciation which has taken place this year in the
currencies of major Latin American countries such as Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
and Colombia.
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Basically, there are two ways to meet the problem of currency devaluation
which offer a substantial means of mitigating its impact. These are:

(1) Creation of a substantial pool of local currency capital funds for loans to
the private sector to assist in the financing of working capital and local curency
fixed asset expenditures.

(2) Allowance of a tax credit against the U.S. income tax liability of the U.S.
investor for foreign exchanges losses on Latin American investments resulting
from currency devaluation. (Discussed under the tax recommendations of this
memorandum.)

Institutional funds in Latin America are extremely limited and commercial
banking facilities are inadequate to meet the needs of industry (both local and
foreign owned), let alone an expansion of the private business sector. Ad-
ditional amounts of local currency capital should be made available to supple-
ment the capital of investors, both United States and local.

Public Law 480 has done relatively little to provide the much-needed local
currency capital in Latin America. According to Public Law 480 statistics, only
6.6 percent or $45.5 million, out of a total of $694.6 million of title I, Public Law
480 foreign currency funds provided in Latin America through June 30, 1962, were
allocated to private enterprise. The allocation of the funds as reported was as
follows:

Dollar
Planned use of foreign currencies Public Law 480 equivalent Percent

(millions)

Common defense -Sec. 104(c) 2.3 0.3
Grants for economic development -Sec. 104(e) 28. 5 4.1
Loans to private enterprise -do 45.5 6.6
Loans to foreign governments -Sec. 104(g) --------- 473.2 68.1
U.S. uses -- 145.1 20.9

Total - , 694.6 100.0

Source: 16th Semiannual Report of Activities Carried on Under Public Law 480, 83d Cong., dated Aug. 2U,
1962.

Under the Cooley amendment to Public Law 480, approved August 13, 1957,
up to 25 percent of foreign currency proceeds from sales of agricultural com-
modities can be used for loans to private enterprise. As the above figures show,
this has not produced a substantial pool of funds for private enterprise loans.

A reorientation of the lending procedures under Public Law 480 could make
an increased contribution in those countries where the sale of surplus U.S. agri-
cultural commodities is possible. In the past, these have included Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, and Uruguay. Public
Law 480 proceeds as a source of future local currency loans to private enter-
prise will, of course, depend on agreements with the Latin American countries
for the sale of surplus agricultural commodities.

One example of reorientation occurred in August 1962 when a loan agreement
was finally concluded with Brazil whereby $7 million of section 104(g) funds
under the May 1961 commodity sales agreement with Brazil are to be made
available for local currency loans to private enterprise through Banco Nacional
do Desenvolvimento Economico (BNDE).

In similar fashion, the full 25 percent permitted by the Cooley amendment
to Public Law 480 should be obtained. Such has not been the case in certain
countries. A particular case is Brazil where, prior to the August 1962 agree-
ment, none of the Public Law 480 funds had been allocated to the private sector.
It is our further understanding that no loans under the August 1962 agreement
have as yet been made to the private sector.

If the executive branch of Government wishes to use Public Law 480 as a
means of assisting the private sector in economic development, an amendment
to the law increasing the Cooley percentage from 25 to, say, 50 percent could be
sought. We would recommend a further amendment specifying that up to
one-half of all the Cooley loans be made available for new investment by local
companies, and the balance for investment by U.S.-owned companies similar
to the recent Brazilian agreement. At the same time, loans to foreign govern-
ments (sec. 104(g) ) which through June 30, 1962, accounted for 68.1 percent
of total availabilities, should be reduced. These latter loans are primarily
made for expenditures by governments in the public sector.
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However, Cooley funds can be generated in only those countries in need of,
and interested in, purchasing U.S. surplus agricultural commodities. Even
with the amendments suggested, only relatively moderate sums would be made
available. What is needed are new sources of local currency funds under U.S.
Government control to be loaned to the private sector. While we share the
U.S. Government's reluctance to make pure balance-of-payments loans, we
recognize that such loans will at times continue to be necessary. Where such
situations arise we suggest the following as one method of improving the posi-
tion of the private sector. This is to require the establishment of a local
currency account in the equivalent value of dollar loans such as balance-of-
payments dollar loans, to be used for loans to both U.S. and local private enter-
prise. Thus, when the AID or other U.S. agency makes a loan of this type,
the recipient government should be required to establish an equivalent amount
of local currencies in what might be called a counterpart account. In such
a case, the recipient government will acquire the counterpart local currencies
through the sale of the dollars.

Because of U.S. balance-of-payments problems, it should be stipulated that
the dollars may be used only to finance imports from the United States or to
cover payment of other dollar obligations in the United States.

The local currencies deposited in the counterpart account should be used to
make loans to both U.S. and local private firms, through appropriate commer-
cial lending institutions. By this technique, sizable funds may be shifted to
the much more effective private sector.

Admittedly the U.S. Government would have to use firmness and persuasion
to implement such a plan in certain Latin American countries, and in some it
may not be feasible at all, at the present time. In terms of the ideal, it would,
of course, be preferable if the governments of the host countries were not
involved at all and the funds were made available directly through the com-
mercial banking system. In all events, the availability of the foreign currencies
should be on condition that they are used for business purposes in the host coun-
try and that the local U.S. AID administration retains the right of guidance
and audit.

IV. TAX RECOMMENDATIONS

While taxes are not the only criteria which managements must take into
consideration in weighing each new investment, they are nonetheless an im-
portant factor in the potential profitability of a new investment. At best, many
new Latin American businesses are marginal, especially in the early develop-
ment years. Business managements, recognizing their responsibilities to stock-
holder, must weigh each new investment against the business and political risks
involved, and unless they can foresee a profit commensurate with those risks,
they will not invest. It is quite natural that the tax factor be considered and
it will include the benefits of tax incentives, if any, available to the investor.

Thus, management will be more likely to invest if the profit outlook is im-
proved by tax incentives in the early development years. This being the case,
tax incentives become a vital factor in any decision to commit new or additional
capital funds for investment in the less developed countries of the Western
Hemisphere.

To achieve the objectives of the Alliance for Progress, the following changes
in U.S. tax policy are considered essential:
(1) Investment incentive tax credit

Provide an investment incentive tax credit to encourage U.S. private in-
vestment in countries of the Western Hemisphere similar to the recent
incentive credit to U.S. business.

In the Revenue Act of 1962 the principle of an investment incentive credit
against a U.S. taxpayer's tax liability was provided to stimulate the economy
through encouragement of investment in productive facilities. An extension of
this principle, modified to meet the problem of stimulating investments in the
less developed countries of the Western Hemisphere, would, in the opinion of
Comap, assist as part of a tax incentive package to encourage an additional flow
of private capital under the Alliance for Progress. However, the amount of
the credit and the mechanism of its application will have to be tailored to assist
the U.S. investor in meeting the risks under today's political and economic
atmosphere in Latin America. A credit of 7 percent as applied to U.S. domestic
investments in productive facilities is effectively only approximately a 32
percent credit after factoring in the reduction in the depreciation base of the
new asset.
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As an incentive toward achieving the objective under the Alliance for Progress
of encouraging a substantial increase in the rate of direct private investment in
the private sector of the less developed countries, it is suggested that Congress
extend the principle of the investment incentive credit to investments under the
Alliance for Progress. Because of the special problems in Latin America it is
recommended that the credit be on the order of magnitude of at least 25 percent
of all new and additional investment. All credits would, of course, apply as a
reduction of the tax cost basis of the investment for the computation of future
gain or loss on the investment.

Having in mind the high degree of risk and the low rate of return prospects in
relation to the risks under today's investment climate in the Latin American
countries, the following table will serve to demonstrate the need for an invest-
ment incentive credit on the order of magnitude of 25 percent, and possibly as
much as 50 percent, if new and additional U.S. private capital is to be encouraged
to assume the risks of investment in Latin America.

Effective return assuming Investment
____ ____ ___ ____ ____ ___ tax credit

Assumed actual rate of return per dollar of investment necessary to
(percent) 25 percent 10 percent achieve a

investment investment 15 percent
tax credit tax credit return

Percent Percent Percent
1 ---------------------------------------------------------- - 1.3 2 .0 93 .3
2-- 2.7 4. 0 86.7
3- - 4.0 6.0 80.0
4- - 5.3 8. 0 73.3
5 6. 7 10.0 66.7
6- - 8. 0 12.0 60.0
7-- 9.3 14.0 53.3
8 - - 10.7 16. 0 46.7
9- - 2.0 18.0 40.0
10 - -13.3 20.0 33.3
1 - - 14.7 22.0 26.7
12 16.0 24. 0 20. 0
13 - -17.3 26. 0 13.3
14 - - 18.7 28.0 6. 7
15 - -20.0 30.0 --

It will be seen from the above table that a 25-percent investment credit will,
in effect, improve the effective rate of return to the investor by one-third on the
net investment after the credit. A 50-percent credit, and this would be necessary
to attract the capital needed to achieve the goals of the Alliance if other tax rec-
ommendations are not adopted, will have the effect of doubling the actual return.
Thus, in the case of a project where the actual return is only 5 percent after
taxes (which is not unusual for new ventures in today's climate in Latin America)
a 25-percent investment credit would increase the effective return to 6.7 percent,
and a 50-percent credit would increase the return to 10 percent.

(2) Tax certificate
Provide a tax certificate permitting a minimum return on capital of 5 per-

cent after tax to be used by U.S. companies in selected enterprises as a credit
against their U.S. income tax liability when such minimum return is not
achieved.

In addition, and to direct investments into specific projects considered of im-
portance to the Alliance, a special incentive credit to investors who would under-
take certain qualified projects under the Alliance should be provided in the form
of a certificate credit against U.S. taxes of the investor to be spread over a period
of years. To qualify, each investment would have to be approved by the U.S.
Government and certified as essential to the development of the host country and
as requiring protection, in the form of an incentive credit, against excessive risks
of low or no earnings in the development years.

The prospective investor would be required to submit to the appropriate agency
of the U.S. Government full information as to the location, purpose of the project,
plans for financing, and other pertinent data and, when required, evidence of
approval of the project by the host country.

If the project is approved by the appropriate U.S. Government agency as essen-
tial to the objectives of the Alliance for Progress, a fixed percentage certificate,
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say 5 percent after taxes, would be issued to the investor, certifying the invest-
ment and entitling the investor to the credit against his U.S. income tax liability.

To illustrate, a potential investor considers the projected return after U.S. tax
on a new venure too low to warrant taking the risk involved. To secure the de-
velopment of the project, the U.S. Government would grant a tax certificate for,
say a period of 10 years, equal to a 5 percent after-tax return on the investment
which certificates would be accepted in any year by the U.S. Government as a
credit against the investor's U.S. income tax liability. To the extent the certifi-
cate exceeded the investor's U.S. tax liability, it could be carried forward and
applied against future taxes.

The effect would be to guarantee the investor a minimum return on the invest-
ment. By applying the certificate as a credit against the U.S. investor's overall
tax liability, the investor would receive the benefit of the incentive credit regard-
less of whether the new foreign investment operated at a nominal profit or at a
loss, or whether such earnings as there might be were retained in the business
and reinvested instead of being paid out to the investor. This would assist in
reducing the risk to the investor and provide the U.S. parent company with dol-
lars to meet fixed charges and dividend requirements to public shareholders in
the United States.

The certificate credit procedure would encourage the retention of earnings in
the business abroad for expansion of the business, if needed. To encourage the
reinvestment of earnings during the development years, it is further suggested
that any reinvested earnings during the term of the certificate would provide a
base for increasing the tax certificate credit by the appropriate percentage of any
such reinvested earnings.

To the extent earnings are distributed to the investor, they would be reported
for tax purposes. It would be further provided that the certificate credit for
any given year shall be reduced by the amount of any earnings distributed to
the investor in excess of 5 percent after taxes in such year. The objective would
be for the U.S. Government to share in any loss, or in any shortfall below the
fixed percentage rate during the period of the investment incentive credit. To
insure against any undue accumulation of retained earnings during the period
of the credit, the period of recapture might be extended for a fixed period of
years beyond the term of the tax certificate incentive credit with appropriate
safeguards to the U.S. Government.

(3) Tar sparing
To encourage and stimulate new investment in Latin America amend

U.S. tax law to provide for tax sparing where the host countries offer tax
incentives as part of a program to attract new basic industries.

To develop their economies and put people to work, a number of Latin Amer-
ican countries have introduced tax incentives of one sort or another to attract
new industries. However, they have discovered that their preferred incentives
do not prove as attractive to the U.S. investor as anticipated, because the U.S.
tax laws largely negate the benefits of the incentives. This is quite contrary to
the case in some other industrialized nations, such as France. the Netherlands,
Belgium, and Canada, which by their laws either do not tax foreign earnings at
all, or give them favorable tax treatment, with the result that their investors
obtain some or all of the benefits of local tax sparing on oversea investment.

The position of the Treasury staff which opposes tax sparing is set forth in a
staff paper dated October 18, 1962. The Treasury memorandum is responded to
in a memorandum, a copy of which is attached as appendix B. This memo-
randum (app. B) also sets forth our views on the merit and effectiveness of
tax incentives combined with tax sparing as a means of stimulating the flow
of private capital into the less developed countries.

The need is for rapid U.S. investment in the Latin American countries, and
one important incentive to this end. which is the least costly of all incentives to
both the host country and the United States would be prompt enactment of a stat-
ute recognizing a credit against U.S. taxes for taxes spared by the host countries
as an inducement to new investment. Although the treaty procedure as a basis
for implementing tax sparing is, ideally, to be preferred because of the oppor-
tunity to obtain a quid pro quo, it has proven so unsatisfactory in practice since
1954 that we recommend its abandonment and the substitution of an amend-
ment to the U.S. tax law granting a credit against U.S. income tax for income
taxes spared by less developed countries of the Western Hemisphere. If the
need is felt for some control over the application of the tax sparing amendment,
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such control might be exercised through a provision that it would only apply to
taxes spared by countries designated by the President.

The Treasury staff, in its memorandum of October 18, 1962, expresses the view
that tax sparing will encourage the repatriation of earnings and capital con-
trary to the objectives of the Alliance for Progress. We do not agree with this
conclusion. It fails to recognize the realities that if an increase in the flow of
capital investments in the underdeveloped countries of Latin America is to be
achieved, reasonable returns of the investments must be anticipated. Institu-
tional lenders and shareholders in U.S. corporations who represent the major
potential source of private capital for investment in Latin America expect their
loans to be serviced and reasonable dividends on their shareholdings to be paid
at regular intervals.

The Treasury's apprehension, although not shared by us, could be met by
providing for a carryforward of the benefits of tax sparing where tax incentives
are granted by the host country, and thus eliminate any incentive for rapid
repatriation such as the Treasury fears. This could be accomplished by a sim-
ple amendment to the U.S. tax law, which would presume that any dividends,
when distributed by a company which has benefited from a tax incentive, are
distributed first from earnings accumulated during the period of the tax incen-
tive until such earnings have been fully distributed, after which the current pre-
sumption under the law would again apply; i.e., that dividends were presumed to
be paid first from the latest accumulated earnings. This would eliminate any
possible motive to repatriate profits at an accelerated rate.

Tax incentives have proved effective in attracting capital to Puerto Rico under
Its Operation Bootstrap program, and they can do the same for many of the
Latin American countries if our Government will reciprocate by making the tax
incentives meaningful to the U.S. investor through tax sparing. In the absence
of tax sparing, U.S. investors in Puerto Rico have been able to realize the full
benefit of the tax incentives by operating through a subsidiary U.S. corporation
which could be liquidated after the tax holiday, with the operation continuing as
a branch of the parent thereafter. However, use of a U.S. corporation in other
less-developed areas does not permit taking advantage of tax incentives in this
way. Likewise, State and local tax incentives have done much in the United
States to promote industry in the less-developed sections of the country.

It is our position that tax incentives by the host countries, combined with tax
sparing by the United States, will be most effective in stimulating the flow of
additional investments in Latin American countries and it is therefore our con-
clusion that enactment of tax sparing legislation is essential to the success of
the private sector's contribution to the Alliance for Progress.

It should be noted that recognition of "tax sparing" was recommended in the
report dated April 1959 submitted by Mr. Ralph I. Straus, at the request of the
Department of State on the subject of "Expanding Private Investment for Free
World Economic Growth" prepared pursuant to section 413(c) of the Mutual
Security Act of 1954, as amended.
(4) Tao, credit for foreign ewchange 1os8

Assist in meeting the problem of currency devaluation by allowing a tax
deduction against current taxable income for losses due to currency devalua-
tion.

The effects of exchange devaluation on U.S. private investment in Latin Amer-
ica, particularly manufacturing and service industries, have been discussed in
considerable depth in a separate memorandum dated November 10, 1962. The
effect of currency devaluation, which is a way of life in Latin America, is one
of the most adverse factors affecting the profitability of investments in Latin
America. Although exchange losses are a cost of doing business in these coun-
tries, impairment of investments in subsidiary enterprises incorporated in Latin
American countries, through loss in the value of working capital and the inade-
quacy, in dollars, of local currency provisions for depreciation, is not currently
recognized as an allowable deduction for tax purposes, either in the United States
or in the foreign country. Foreign exchange losses due to currency devaluation
often are the difference between a profit and a loss on an investment in Latin
America, particularly in a year of drastic currency devaluations such as have
occurred in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Colombia in 1962.

It is the recommendation of COMAP that impairment of investments in sub-
sidiary companies incorporated in less-developed nations that are members
of the Alliance for Progress, through loss in the dollar value of local currency
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working capital and through inadequacy, in dollar value, of local currency pro-
visions for depreciation, be recognized as ordinary income deduction allowable
to the parent company for U.S. income tax purposes. It is again of interest to
note that the Straus report recommended that a deduction against ordinary
income be allowed for tax purposes for foreign exchange loss required by the-
Securities and Exchange Commission to be shown in published financial state-
ments.

(5) Alliance for Progress corporation
Provide for a special type of U.S. corporation to hold investments In, or

conduct operations on its own behalf, in the less-developed countries of the
Western Hemisphere, and which would be allowed deferral of taxes on
income until distributed to its shareholders so long as earnings were rein-
vested in the less-developed countries of the Western Hemisphere.

It is recommended that there be created a special regime for taxation of
Alliance for Progress corporations, in order to encourage and facilitate invest-
ments in the less-developed countries of the Western Hemisphere. Such a cor-
poration would be a corporation domestic to the United States, similar to that
contemplated in H.R. 5, 86th Congress (the Boggs bill). This would be a special
type of U.S. corporation which would hold investments in companies operating
in the less-developed member countries or conduct on its own behalf business
operations in this area, or both. The income of such corporations would be free
of U.S. tax so long as it was devoted to expanding investments in the less-
developed countries of the hemisphere, and would be subject to U.S. tax only
when distributed to its shareholders. This would provide a facility for use, free
of U.S. tax, of the cash flow generated by investments in one or more of the
less-developed member countries to develop and expand other investments in
other less-developed countries. Here again, the Straus report recommended a
similar type of domestic corporation to stimulate foreign investments.

(6) U.S. income tax allowance of foreign investment losses

(a) Where stock becomes worthless.-Under present law a U.S. parent com-
pany which owns at least 95 percent of the stock of a foreign operating subsidiary
may deduct from ordinary income its loss on worthlessness of the subsidiary's
stock and securities. However, where the stockownership is less than 95 percent,
the loss is treated as a capital loss deductible only from the parent's capital
gains, if there happen to be any, and if there are no capital gains, it is not
deductible at all.

Today it is frequently desirable, and sometimes required by law, that local
nationals hold substantial, and sometimes controlling, interests in new businesses
established by U.S. investors engaged in operations abroad. We therefore reeom-
mend that losses arising from worthless stock or securities of companies operating
in less-developed countries in the Western Hemisphere be allowed as deductions
from ordinary income regardless of the amount of stock held by the U.S. investor
and regardless of whether the investor is a corporation or an individual.

(b) Where stock is disposed of at a loss.-Under present law, if the U.S. par-
ent company owns at least 80 percent of the stock of the foreign operating sub-
sidiary it may not deduct any loss on complete liquidation of the subsidiary if
the distribution in liquidation is less than the parent's cost of its subsidiary's
stock. Whatever may be said about the propriety of this rule in cases of domestic
subsidiaries which have deducted their own losses for U.S. tax puropses, it is
clearly inappropriate when the subsidiary is one incorporated in and operating
in a foreign country.

If the parent owns less than 80 percent of the subsidiary's stock, a loss on
liquidation of the subsidiary is treated as a capital loss deductible only from
the parent's capital gains, if there happen to be any, and if there are no capital
gains it is not deductible at all. Losses on sales of the subsidiary's stock are
also treated as capital losses. This rule was designed to limit the drain on
the revenue caused by unlimited deduction from ordinary income of the ex-
traordinary losses on securities realized during the great depression of the thir-
ties. It is clearly inappropriate at a time when encouragement of U.S. investment
in less-developed areas has become a part of the official policy of our Government.

We recommend therefore that all losses on liquidation of stock or securities
of companies operating in less-developed countries in the Western Hemisphere
be allowed as deductions from ordinary income even where the stock or securities
are not entirely worthless, and that losses on sale of such stocks or securities
also be allowed as deductions from ordinary income.
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V. INVESTMENT GUARANTEE PROGRAM

A. Oitlinle of the present program
(a) Specific-risk guarantee.-For countries where guarantees are available,

AID offers investors protection against losses arising out of inconvertibility,
expropriation or confiscation, and war, including revolution or insurrection.

Of the 32 Latin American Republics (excluding Cuba) and Western Hemisphere
dependencies, a total of 28 are currently participating in the program. However,
expropriation insurance is not available in 9 of the 28 countries, including
countries such as Argentina, Chile, and Peru. Only five countries-Colombia,
Dominican Republic, Nicaragua, Panama, and Venezuela-participate in all
three specific-risk coverages. Two of the 'Western Hemisphere dependencies-
Jamaica and Trinidad/Tobago which recently received their independence-
have indicated their desire to negotiate agreements on their own behalf to cover
all three risks. The nonparticipating countries include Brazil and Mexico.

Scope of Protection:
(1) Convertibility: Provides insurance against inability to convert foreign

currency investment proceeds (capital and earnings) into U.S. dollars. Unavail-
ability of foreign exchange resulting from blockage of conversion and transfer
of currencies into U.S. dollars or undue delays by law or administrative action
or introduction of discriminatory exchange rates would qualify as a basis for
a claim under the guarantee. However, the convertibility guarantee is not
intended to offer protection against depreciation or devaluation of local currencies.

(2) Expropriation: Protects equity and loan investor against expropriation
or confiscation assuring compensation according to the terms of the contract.
Government action. including revenue raising or regulatory measures whose sub-
stantive intent is to divest, which prevents the enterprise from operating or the
investor from disposing of or recovering the assets is protected. Breaches by
the host government of a contract waith the investor where this materially affects
the continued operation of the enterprise may be considered expropriatory.

(3) War risk: Protects against losses which are deemed the direct result of
international war, revolution or insurrection, but does not protect investors
from damages resulting from riots or civil disturbances.

T'he cost of each type of insurance is one-half of 1 percent of the face amount in
the contract. For any portion of the face amount authorized but not elected for
coverage in any given year, one-fourth of 1 percent "standby" fee is charged.
The maximum term under any of the three types is 20 years.

(b) Extended-risk insuranee.-The 1961 act provides for extended-risk gnlar-
antees to cover up to 75 percent of both loan and equity investments against
loss from such risks (both political and economic) as the President may deter-
mine. Losses from fraud or misconduct for which the investor is responsible are
excluded. Since no guarantees have been issued under the present program
(although approximately $55 million is outstanding under prior Development
Loan Fund "all-risk" authorization), there has not been developed a detailed
program or a rate basis which, in any case, would be subject to negotiation be-
tween AID and the investor. It is understood that a fee of 2 percent is presently
contemplated.

The 1961 act specifies that emphasis in granting extended-risk guarantees be
placed on projects furthering social progress and development of small independ-
ent business enterprises. The act also makes special provisions for investments,
by U.S. citizens or 11.S.-chartered corporations, in pilot or demonstration private
housing projects, particularly in Latin America, but including other under-
developed nations.

B. Recommended changes in the investment guarantee prog/ram
1. Extension of investment guarantees to all less-developed countries of the

Western Hemisphere.
2. Broadened application of extended risk coverage.
3. Extension of war risk coverage, including revolutions and insurrection, to

also include damages resulting from riots and civil disturbances.
4. Revision of present contract procedures and fee schedules to provide for

a multirisk contract where an investor elects to take two or more specific-risk
guarantees.

5. Standardization and simplification of contract language.
6. Increase in the authorized statutory limits of different kinds of guarantees.
7. Recommendation that processing fee, if adopted, be credited against initial

fee payable by investors entering into final contract.
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The increasing attention given to the investment guarantee program, reflected

in a very rapid rise in application and contracts negotiated, suggests the im-

portawnce of this effort in stimulating U.S. private foreign investments. As of

September 30, 1962, $1 billion of specific-risk guarantees had been issued, with

$771 million currently outstanding. During fiscal year 1962, 91 specific-risk

contracts totaling $307 million were completed, representing 42 percent of total

guarantees outstanding. Applications for approximately $2.6 billion, of which

approximately 42 percent relate to Latin America, were pending as of September

30, 1962. As more use is made of investment guarantees there arises a correla-

tive interest in improving and refining the program.
The following proposed revisions are recommended for consideration. Each

is of sufficient importance that, if adopted and successfully implemented, the

program would be advanced significantly.
(1) Geographic coverage: Sorely needed is the extension of investment guar-

antees to all Alliance for Progress countries. Lacking comprehensive geographic

coverage, the program has often failed to provide vital stimulus where most

needed, particularly in Latin America, an area where stimulation of U.S. pri-

vate foreign investment is an explicit goal of the administration's Alliance for

Progress program. Many countries have not joined the program because of a

reluctance to enter into bilateral agreements with the U.S. Government providing

for U.S. subrogation rights and succession to the investor's property rights or for-

eign currency assets, most-favored-nation treatment for losses due to war, and

arbitration, following payment of a claim under an investment guarantee. The

1961 (and 1962) legislation, however, has been interpreted as having liberalized

the requirement of bilateral agreements under the former ICA program, and

to have given AID authority to ake "suitable" arrangements with the host

country. As a result, AID has devised a "liberalized" bilateral. which is expected

to eliminate the most serious objections to acceptance by foreign governments.

Host government agreement to the succession of the U.S. Government to local

currency assets upon payment of a convertibility claini. recognition of U.S. sub-

rogation rights following expropriation for which a claim under an expropria-

tion guarantee has been paid, and agreement to negotiate or submit to arbitration

matters relating to such claims, are all important insuror protection devices

incorporated in both existing and the new "liberalized" bilateral treaties.

Granting the significant advantages underlying bilateral treaties. protecting

private investors and the insuror alike. the need for extending investment guar-

antees to nations not currently under the program is vital to the continued and

increased success of the program and, in particular, crucial to prospects of

effectively promoting U.S. private investments in the more important nations
of Latin America.

It is appropriate to note that as a result of a recent concerted effort of AID

to secure agreements to AID's newly "liberalized" bilateral, Colombia and

Venezuela have agreed to full coverage and Argentina seems prepared to follow

suit. It is recommended that these efforts be continued so as to ultimately

provide coverage throughout the underdeveloped countries of the Western
Hemisphere.

The AID administrative requirement that private investors negotiate with

host governments the acceptance of their investment proposals under the bilateral

investment guarantee agreement precludes the need for AID to scrutinize all

proposed investments and determine their "priority" or "acceptability" for the

intended countries other than on very general grounds. This is the present
practice.

(2) Extended risk: Since its authorization under the 1961 act, no guarantees

have been issued under this category, apart from Latin American "housing"

guarantees. However, three guarantees issued pursuant to the former Develop-

inent Loan Fund all-risk guarantee program, are still outstanding, under one

of which a substantial claim was required to be paid. Lacking experience with

both the extended political and commercial risk coverage and the program to

promote Latin American housing, AID is still in the process of establishing

guidelines. So far the specific coverage, political, and economic, which the

investor would be entitled to under the program has not been detailed. We

understand that under current policy emphasis under this part of the program

is on special situations or areas where investments may have high political

importance and to industries having "social" impact (e.g., housing, land and

agricultural reform programs, savings and loan institutions). It is recommended

that a broader application of extended risk coverage be adopted, with the
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emphasis not only on projects of political or social importance, but that it also
be made available to cover other essential and high risk projects.

There is a substantial pool of institutional funds (insurance company, pension
funds, etc.) which could be tapped as an additional important source of capital.
The institutional lender is generally not interested in investing in Latin America.
This is due not only to the investment climate, but also because of the limita-
tions of State laws and the basic policies governing their operations. This is
a source of funds where extended-risk guarantees covering both the political
and economic exposure might well result in insurance companies and pension
trusts being willing to make loans to Latin American companies, particularly
those owned and managed by companies with technical know-how and knowledge-
able in operating in the Latin American climate.

(3) War-risk coverage: In the 1961 Foreign Assistance Act, war-risk coverage
was extended from international war losses to include losses arising from revolu-
tion or insurrection. Further clarification of the scope of coverage of these cate-
gories is needed, and it is recommended that the coverage be further extended,
if necessary by legislative enactment, to clearly include risk of losses through
riot or civil disturbance. These types of risk can hardly be distinguished from
the general category of rebellion or revolution, yet it is important that coverage
for such possible events be provided if the program is to effectively insure
against major political risks not otherwise insurable.

(4) Specific-risk guarantee and fee consolidation: While it is necessary
that convertibility, expropriation, and war-risk protection continue to be offered,
each independently of the other, certain problems arise where an investor elects
more than one coverage. An investor who seeks coverage under any two or all
three of the specific-risk guarantees finds that the aggregate face amount of the
contracts substantially exceeds what may be required to cover his real exposure
and that the fees may well be excessive in relation to the potential profitability
of the project.

It is therefore recommended that AID offer the investor who elects more than
one coverage on the same investment the option of consolidating face amounts
of protection so as to reflect the true extent of the U.S. Government's liability.
This has the further advantage in that the legislative authorization for the
isuance of guarantee contracts could be more effectively applied to cover a greater
number of projects. It is further recommended that the fee schedule be revised
to establish a set of fees for consolidated coverages as well as a fee for each
separate specific-risk guarantee if taken out separately. The fee schedule
recommended follows:

A fee of one-half of 1 percent for contracts covering a single specific risk;
A fee of three-fourths of 1 percent for any two specific risks covered under

a consolidated multirisk contract;
A fee of 1 percent for consolidated multirisk contracts covering all three

specific risks.
It is also recommended that the one-fourth of 1 percent "standby" fee be

continued where an investor elects to carry any part of the coverage on a
"standby" basis with the right to elect prior to each anniversary date the
face amount of the guarantee (up to the maximum stated in the contract)
to be effective for the ensuing year.

(5) Standardization and simplification of contract language: While great care
is taken to avoid ambiguities wherever possible, difficult questions have arisen re-
garding accepted definitions. It is understood that AID has arranged for pro-
fessional assistance to review present contract procedures and language with
the objective of removing ambiguities wherever possible, to standardize the sev-
eral individual specific-risk contracts, and to draft a consolidated or multirisk
contract combining the various types of coverage. It is recommended that this
is an area where collaboration with private industry would be most constructive
in developing a standardized form of contract which would simplify concepts and
remove ambiguities.

(6) Guarantee extensions and reserve requirement: A 25-percent "probable net
ultimate cost" reserve for each of the three specific-risk guarantees was formerly
required and functioned to limit total guarantees which could be issued. At
present, administrative interpretation of the revised statutory language, under
the 1962 amendments to the Foreign Assistance Act, is that although a reserve
will be maintained, its function should be the provision of funds adequate for
prompt payment of claims arising out of a grave crisis, rather than for payment
of all ultimate claims. Correlatively, it is now understood that the full faith
and credit of the U.S. Government attaches to all guarantees. Thus, the effec-
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tive ceiling on total guarantees which may be issued is $1.3 billion currently
authorized to be outstanding in the 1962 act for specific-risk guarantees, $180
million for extended risks, and $60 million for housing. Changes in the existing
statutory language are still deemed desirable to confirm the above interpreta-
tions. With a total of $771 mililon in specific-risk guarantees outstanding and
applications of approximately $2.6 billion, it is evident that the present author-
ized ceiling of $1.3 billion should be substantially increased.

It is recommended that the authorized limits be raised as follows:
Specific-risk guarantees to $2 billion.
Extended-risk guarantees to $500 million.
Housing guarantees to $250 million.

(7) Processing fee: AID is presently weighing the desirability of charging a
modest processing fee (as in the German program) to discourage frivolous appli-
cations. If such a policy were adopted, it is recommended the fee be credited
against the initial fee payable by investors entering a final contract.

VI. OTHER METHODS OF PRIVATE INVESTOR PARTICIPATION

Recommend in selective cases the use of management contracts, cost-
plus contracts, leasing arrangements, equity financing and consortia arrange-
ments for multiproject developments.

The foregoing proposals have the purpose of either reducing the risk or in-
creasing the rate of return on investments in Latin America. However, these
proposals will not be sufficient to induce the private sector-United States or na-
tional-to provide capital for the expansion of the public utility sector. This
group, particularly the electric power, transportation, and other utility com-
panies are vital to industrial expansion and unless they develop output and
services ahead of demand the expansion of the manufacturing, distribution, and
extractive industries is retarded. The history of the postwar period has been
that the public utility sector has lagged behind in almost all Latin American
countries and increasingly the burden of providing these services has shifted
from the private to the public sector and the latter has not been able to bridge
the gap because of the heavy financial burden entailed and lack of technical
and operating know-how. Under governmental rate controls, often dictated
by political considerations, and inflation economies, private capital cannot be
induced to do this job. As a result, the trend of more and more utility opera-
tions passing to government hands will continue and drastic and unique solu-
tions must be adopted if these roadblocks to industrial expansion in Latin
America are to be removed. No feasible unilateral action on the part of the
U.S. Government can either reduce the risk sufficiently or raise the rate of return
to bring in the necessary private capital. Since overall growth is dependent on
investment in these sectors as well as in the sectors where private capital can
be attracted, the overall success of our program is dependent on the use of devices
other than those previously proposed.

The important guiding principle in all investment activity is the most efficient
utilization of available resources, particularly of managerial and technological
know-how in Latin America, and this means the maximum involvement of
private enterprise in all possible forms. By the nature of the investment climate
in which these utility groups operate, there is little hope that the private sector
will permit itself to become more deeply involved without, in many instances, elim-
ination of risk. This can be accomplished in a number of ways which are famil-
iar in U.S. experience, especially in wartime. In times of maximum national
necessity, the U.S. Government has employed means which have eliminated finan-
cial risk at the same time that private enterprise has been brought in to create
and operate the activity. This has been especially successful in the transporta-
tion and communication groups.
Management contracts

The management contract represents one technique that couples government
ownership with private business know-how.

The justification for this technique is in the higher degree of efficiency that
results from private operation. It is well recognized that government corpora-
tions are less efficient and their enterprises have constituted heavy burdens on
national finances. It is proposed, therefore, that the AID direct its efforts and
funds toward providing management from the U.S. private sector. These enter-
prises might include not only electric power and transit facilities but communi-
cation, water supply, and other resource developments. Management contracts

27-779-64 6
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should have a termination date with a provision that local management would
-be trained within that time. Authority for management contracts now exists
and it is recommended that greater use be made of this arrangement.

Cost-plus contracts
Cost-plus contracts represent a second method of combining government

assumption of risk with the operational know-how of private industry. Cost-
plus contracts are widely used in government and private industry procurement
and in industrial management. Authority to enter into such contracts now
exists and should be used.

Leasing
Another technique is to lease facilities to U.S. private enterprise that have

been financed by AID or the host government. The U.S. company would put up
the working capital but could cut its losses by terminating the lease. Also.
through making available local currency loans, the private investor could be
protected from much of the losses that might otherwise be occasioned by cur-
rency devaluation. If it was anticipated that the project could move completely
into the private sector at a future time, a provision could be included permitting
the U.S. company to buy the project at a given multiple of earnings.

Governnient equity financing
rihe private entrepreneur could be involved even more fully in a project

despite extraordinary risk by the U.S. Government contributing equity financing
and low-cost loans directly to the U.S. investor. This device could be used imagi-
natively together with the tax certificate and extended-risk guarantee mecha-
nisms discussed earlier to reduce risk and raise the return. It appears realistic
to us that through flexible administration of such a program, capital needs, and
the needs for the management and technical skills of the private sector, could
be brought to bear in a large number and wide range of enterprises which other-
wise are not likely to be served.

Consortia arrangements
One further method by which the U.S. Government might take the initiative

in bringing the private sector into the picture is the use of consortia for multi-
project developments. Thus, the development of an agricultural region might
require construction, transport, food processing, marketing, etc. Each might be
essential in a large development project and might only be assured of partici-
pation through joint financing-United States and Latin American, and possible
European. Consortia-type arrangements should also be considered where joint
industrial efforts are indicated on single projects.

The above techniques of bringing the private sector in on essential projects,
where otherwise the choice might be a purely governmental effort with its attend-
ant inefficiencies, are illustrative of the possibilities under a bold and imagina-
tive program for maximum participation by the private sector.

VII. HOUSING

The members of COMIAP are intensely interested in the critical needs in the
field of low-cost housing throughout Latin America. However, the committee
recognizes that many competent studies have been made on this subject and
there is already a great wealth of information available both to the Congress
and to the executive departments of the U.S. Government on this problem.
Rather than burden this report with material already submitted by highly
competent authorities both in Government and private industry we will advert
only to our belief that the bottleneck in the problem is the lack of knowledge of
the technique of large-scale housing construction, and the absence of adequate
credit machinery for the financing of low-cost housing.

In the recent Congress there was introduced by Senator Smathers a bill for
the creation of an International Home Loan Bank. Under the terms of this bill
(S. 582) there would be created within the U.S. Government an International
Home Loan Bank whose shares would be taken up by Federal and State loan
associations in the United States. Other proposals suggest that these organiza-
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tions be permitted to invest a small percentage of their capital (up to 1 percent)
in savings and loan operations in Latin America. The great advantage of this
proposal is that it would bring to the Latin Americans the home financing tech-
niques which have developed low-cost housing into such an enormously successful
private industry in the United States.

APPENDIX A. EFFECTS OF EXCHANGE DEVALUATION ON U.S. PRIVATE INVESTMENT
IN LATIS AMERICA

Added to the economic and political risks which confront investments in Latin
America is the risk of exposure to the impact of currency devaluation. Balance-
of-payments problems, inflation, and consequent currency depreciation have for
many years been a way of life in most Latin American nations, with a resulting
adverse effect on earnings in terms of U.S. dollars, as well as an erosion of U.S.
dollar investments in Latin American enterprises, particularly manufacturing.

Data maintained by the U.S. Department of Commerce shows total U.S. direct
private investment in Latin America and Western Hemisphere dependencies at
$9.1 billion in 1961. Of this figure, $1.4 billion is in Panama and in the Western
Hemisphere dependencies, which up to now have been relatively free of exchange
devaluation problems. Of the remaining $7.7 billion, petroleum and mining and
smelting account for $4.4 billion. Of the balance of $3.3 billion, manufacturing
investments in Latin America account for $1.7 billion-roughly 20 percent of the
total U.S. direct private investment in Latin America and the Western Hemi-
sphere dependencies.

Manufacturing in Latin America is almost always for the home market.
Therefore sales are in local currency, and such businesses are carried on basically
in terms of the currencies of the respective countries. The impact of foreign
exchange devaluation is paramount to these manufacturing enterprises. Deval-
uation is a phenomenon, not generally recognized or understood, with which
manufacturing managements must reckon day by day. It affects every decision
taken and is often a key life and death factor for the business.

This is quite the contrary for exporting industries, including petroleum and
mining and smelting, since in large part they export their products for hard
currencies. These businesses are conducted fundamentally in dollars, and there-
fore exchange devaluation does not have the same impact on them that it does
on manufacturing enterprises.

Because such a large segment of U.S. investment in Latin America is not ex-
posed to the effects of devaluation to the same degree as is manufacturing, the
problems of exchange devaluation are not widely understood throughout U.S.
business and Government circles.

Since manufacturing investments are vitally affected by the problem, devalua-
tion has a special significance for the Alliance for Progress. Certainly it is un-
necessary to dwell on the fact that industrialization through manufacturing is
precisely the kind of economic development most needed to carry out the concept
of the Alliance for Progress, to create jobs. capital and consumer goods, and to
stimulate capital formation and mass markets, as part of the program for im-
proving the standards of living of the peoples of the Latin American countries.
U.S. private investment in manufacturing, with its know-how is generally
welcomed in Latin America.

Thus, it is doubly important that the problem of exchange devaluation and its
adverse effect be understood by all those interested in the success of the Alliance
for Progress.

History of devaluation in Latin America

The table entitled "Exchange Rates, 1926-62" shows the rate of exchange to
the dollar, year by year, from 1926 through 1962 (estimated). for the currencies
of nine major Latin American countries together with related percentages of
increase or decrease.

That statement shows three distinct patterns: a period of devaluation from
1926 through 1940: a period of stability during the war: and a more intensive
period of devaluation after the war from 1946 to the present.



Exchange rates, 1926-62

[Yearend free or nearest equivalent rate in foreign currency units to the U.S. dollar]

Argentine Bolivian Brazilian Chilean Colombian Ecuadorean Mexican Peruvian Venezuelan
pesos bolivianos cruzeiros pesos * pesos sucres pesos soles bolivares

Yearend _ l 1I
Rate 2 Percent Rate s Percent Rate ' Percent Rate ' Percent Rate 6 Percent Rate 7 Percent |fiial Prn Rate 8 Percent Rate Percent

change 1 change' change' change ' change' change' rate change ' change' changeX

1926 --- 1.09 0 3.13 (0. 9) 6.93 (15. 5) 8.26 (4.2) 1. 02 n.a. 4.98 9.9 2.07 2.5 2.67 6.8 5.25 n.e.
1927 --- 1.04 (4. 6) 3.11 (.6) 8.45 21.9 8.26 0 1.02 0 5.18 4.0 2.12 2.4 2.68 .4 5.22 (0.6)
1928 --------- 1.04 0 2.79 (10.3) 8.35 (1. 2) 8.20 (.7) 1.02 0 5.18 0 2.08 (1.9) 2.52 (6.0) 5.20 (.4)
1929 --- 1.05 1.0 2.79 0 8.47 1.4 8.26 .7 1.04 2.0 5.00 (3.5) 2.08 0 2.50 (.8) 5.19 2i
1930 --- 1.20 14.3 2.82 1. 1 9.34 10.3 8.26 0 1.04 0 5.00 0 2. 11 1.4 2. 74 9.6 5. 41 4.2
1931 --- 1.50 25.0 3.08 9.2 14.22 52.2 8.26 0 1.04 0 5.00 0 2. 10 (.5) 3.59 31.0 6. 55 21. 1
1932 --- 1.71 14.0 4.72 53.2 14.04 (1.3) 12.66 53.3 1.05 1.0 5.64 12.8 3.14 49. 5 4.52 25.9 6.15 (6-1)
1933 --- 1.89 10.5 5.85 23.9 12.56 (10. 5) 12.99 2.6 1.22 16.2 7.46 32.2 3.56 13.4 5.31 17.5 3.92 (36.3)
1934 --- 2. 98 57. 7 6. 62 13.2 11.86 (5. 6) 25.00 92. 5 1. 62 32.8 n.a. n.a. 3. 60 1. 1 4.34 (18.3 3.73 (4. 8)
1935 -- -- 3. 06 2. 7 6. 85 3. 5 12.06 1. 7 25.00 0 1. 79 10. 5 n.a. n.a. 3. 60 0 4.19 (3. 5) 3.88 4.0)
1936 --- 3.02 (1. 3) 12.7 85.4 17.23 42.9 27.8 11.2 1.77 (1.1) 10.53 n.a. 3.60 0 4.02 (4.1) 3.19 (17. 8
1937 -3.41 12.9 29.4 131.5 16.03 (7.0) 26.3 (5.4) 1.84 4.0 11.66 10.7 3.60 0 3.96 (1. 5) 3.19 0
1938 --------- 3.87 13. 5 45. 5 54.8 20.15 25. 7 27.0 2. 7 1.77 (3. 8) 14.12 21.1 4.92 36.7 4.47 12. 9 3.19 0
1939 -- 4.40 13.7 45.5 0 20.85 3.5 32.2 19.3 1.77 0 14.84 5.1 5. 52 12.2 5.33 19. 2 3.19 0
1940 -4.23 (3. 9) 55.6 22.2 21.00 .7 33.3 3.4 1.82 2.8 16.03 8.0 4.85 (12.1) 6.17 15.8 3. 19 0
1941 -4.24 .2 55.6 0 19.76 (5. 9) 31.3 (6.0) 1.82 0 15.02 (6.3) 4.86 .2 6. 50 5.3 3. 26 2.2
1942------- 4.23 (.2) 50.0 (10. 1) 19.64 (.6) 31.3 0 1.82 0 14.39 (4.2) 4.85 (.2) 6.50 0 3. 35 2.8
1943 -4.06 (4.0) 45.5 (9. 0) 19.63 (.1) 32.2 2.9 1.82 0 14.08 (2.2) 4.85 0 6.50 0 3.35 0
1944 -4.02 (1. 0) 52. 6 15. 6 19. 58 (.3) 31.0 (3.7) 1.81 (.5) 14.05 (. 2) 4. 85 0 6. 50 0 3.35 0
1945 4.07 1.2 58.8 11.8 19.50 (.4) 32.1 3.5 1.82 .6 13.76 (2.1) 4.86 .2 6.50 0 3.35 0
1946 - ---- --- 4.10 .7 62.5 6.3 19.42 (. 4) 39.4 22. 7 1.82 0 14.64 6.4 4.86 0 7.90 21.5 3.35 0
1947 -4.81 17.3 62.5 0 23.25 19.7 50.8 28.9 1.83 .5 18.25 24.7 4.86 0 10.00 26.6 3.35 0
1948 - -------- 9.26 92. 5 90.0 45.4 26.55 14.2 65.4 28.7 2.68 46.4 18.01 (1.3) 6.88 41.6 16.60 66. 0 3.35 0
1949- 15.80 70.6 116 27.6 30.75 15.8 99.0 51.4 2.86 6.7 18.42 2.3 8. 65 25. 7 16.08 (3. 1) 3.35 0
1950 - --- ---- 19.49 23.4 103 (11. 2) 32.00 4.1 72. 5 (26. 8) 3.08 7.7 18.25 (. 9) 8. 64 (.1) 15.01 (6. 7) 3.35 0
1951---------27. 62 41. 7 189 83. 5 30.00 (0.2) 92. 5 27. 6 3. 30 7.1 17. 22 (5. 6) 8. 65 .1 15.36 2. 3 3. 35 0
1952 23. 20 (16.0) 189 0 36. 50 21. 7 128 38. 4 3. 70 12.1 17. 39 1.0 8.60 (.6) 15. 72 2. 3 3.35 0
1953 -20. 83 (10.2) 720 281.0 55.00 50. 7 220 71. 9 3. 17 (14. 3) 17.40 .1 8.60 0 19. 96 27.0 3.35 0
1954 - - 26.25 26.0 1,890 162. 5 76.00 38.2 315 43.2 3.45 8.8 17.40 0 12.49 45.2 19.06 (4. 5) 3.35 0
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1955 - 36. 10 37. 5 4,260 125. 4 66. 75 (12. 2) 630 100. 0 4. 16 20. 6 :17.38 (. 1) 12. 49 0 19. 55 2. 6 3.36 0
1956 -37. 45 3. 7 7,745 81. 8 65. 65 (1. 6) 600 (4. 8) 6.86 64. 9 :18. 76 7.9 12.49 0 19.05 (2. 6) 3.35 0
1957 -37.00 (1. 2) 8,565 10.6 90.10 37.9 773 28.8 6.22 (9.3) :16.58 (11.6) 12.49 0 19.17 .6 3.35 0
1958 -67.30 81.9 11,950 39.5 140.60 65.2 1,105 42.9 8.21 32.0 :[6. 70 .7 12.49 0 24.63 28.1 3.35 0
1959 -83. 25 23. 7 11,910 (.3) 200.00 42.3 1, 053 (4. 7) 7.02 (14. 5) 17. 00 1. 8 12. 49 0 27. 71 12. 5 3.35 0
1960 -82.60 (.8) 11,910 0 206.00 3.0 1, 053 0 7.24 3.1 17.50 2.9 12.49 0 26.83 (3.2) 4.25 26. 9
1961 -82.70 .I 11,910 0 318.00 54.4 1,053 0 8. 78 21. 3 LS 80 24. 6 12. 49 0 26. 85 0 4. 58 7.8
1962 (estimated) --- 130. 00 57.2 11,910 0 500.00 57.2 1,850 75. 7 9. 50 8. 2 23. 60 7.8 12.49 0 26.85 0 4.55 (. 7)

I From previous yearcnd.
2 1926-36 official; 1937-46 controlled free; 1947-54 curb; from 1955 free.
* 1926-37 controlled; 1938-52 curb; from 1953 free.
4 1926-35 official; 1936-52 curb; 1953-60 free; from 1961 bank rate.
A 1926-38 official; 1934-61 free; broker's free rate established on Jan. 15, 1962.

8 1926-48 official; from 1949 free.
7 1926-46 official; from 1947 free.
8 1926-45 official selling; 1946-59 draft; from 1960 free.
HI Escudo=5,000 pesos.

NOTE.-Average annual percent increase/(decrease):

Argentina Bolivia Brazil Chile Colombia Ecuador Mexico Peru Venezuela

1926-40 -10.2 22.8 8.2 10.5 4.2 8.7 6.3 6.2 (3.5)
1940-45 -(.8) 1.1 (1. 5) (.7) 0 (3.0) 0 1.0 1.0
1926-61 -13.2 26.6 it.5 14.9 6.4 4.3 5.3 6.8 (.4)
1936-61 -14.2 31.5 12.4 15.6 6.6 3.0 5.1 7.9 1.5
1946-61 -22.2 42.0 20.4 24.4 11. 1 2.7 6.5 8.5 2.1
1956-61 -17.2 9.0 37.0 11.9 5.1 3.1 0 7.1 6.5
1961-62 (estimate) - ----- ---- 57.2 0 57.2 75.7 8. 2 7.8 0 0 (.7)

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics.
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The increase in the rates of exchange of these nine currencies, together with
the equivalent devaluation in terms of the dollar, for 1926 through 1940 follows:

Average annual Average annual
increase in rate rate of devalu-
of exchange- ation-that is,

1926-40 that is in local in dollar value
currency units of local crr-

per dollar rency units
(percent) (percent)

Bolivia -------------------------------------- 22.8 18.6
Chile ----------------------------------------------- 10.5 9.5
Argentina - 10.2 9.3
Ecuador -- .- .
Brazil- 9---------------------------------------- .2 7.6
Mexico ----------------------------------------- 6.3 59
Peru -6.2 .8
Colombia-42 40---------------------------------------- (3 4.
Venezuela -(3---(3.4)------------------------------------------- .

During World War II there was very little devaluation in the Latin American
currencies, and, in fact, certain of the currencies (Ecuador, Brazil, Argentina
and Chile) actually strengthened slightly.

Since the end of World War II the currencies in Latin America have devalued
at a considerably faster rate than they did prior to World War II as shown by
the following table.

Average annual Ratio of aver- Average annual
increase in rate age annual in- rate of devalu-

1946-61 of exchange- crease in rate ationD that is
that is in local of exchange in dollar value
currency units 1946-61 versus of local currency

per dollar 192640 units

Percent Times Percent
Bolivia ------------------------------- - ---- 42.0 1.8 29.6
Chile -- --------------------------------------- 24.4 2.3 19.6
Argentina --------------------------------------- 22.2 2.2 18.2
Brazil ------------------------------ -- 20.4 2.5 16.9
Colombia -- ------------------------------------ 11.1 2. 6 10.0
Peru - ------------------------------------- 8.5 1.4 7.8
Mexico ----------------------------------- 6.5 1.0 6.1
Ecuador --- 2.7 0.3 2. 6
Venezuela ----- 2.1 (I)2.1

I Not significant.

The following table shows the violent devaluation of the currencies of Argen-
tina, Brazil, and Chile in 1962.

[Percent]

Estimated 1962 Estimated 1962
increase in rate rate of devalu-

1962 estimated of exchange, ation, that is,
that is, in in dollar value

local currency of local cur-
units per rency units

dollar

Chile -- -------------------------------------------------
Argentina --------------------------
Brazil-

75. 7
57.2
57.2

43.1
36.4
36.4

From the foregoing figures it is evident that currency devaluation is not only
a way of life in Latin America, but that the problem is becoming more acute.
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How devaluation affects a man ufacturing business
Devaluation of the local currency affects a manufacturing business in four

different specific ways:
1. It reduces the dollar value of the local currency earnings. Thus for example,

if a company earns 100,000 pesos and the exchange rate is 1 to 1, it earns $100,000;
if the exchange rate goes to 2 to 1, it earns only $50,000.

2. It reduces the dollar value of the investment in net working capital. For
example, if a company has 100,000 pesos in net working capital and the exchange
rate is 1 to 1, it has net working capital equivalent to $100.000; if the exchange
rate increases to 2 to 1 there is a loss in value of the net working capital of
$50,000. Accepted accounting practices require that such losses be taken cur-
rently against profit and loss if certification of financial statements presented
to stockholders and government agencies, such as the SECQ is to be obtained. Not-
withstanding this requirement, no tax deduction either locally or in the United
States is allowed for such losses.

3. It reduces and makes inadequate the dollar value of the local currency pro-
vision for depreciation. For example, if a company has $100,000 or 100.000
pesos, at the exchange rate of 1 to 1, invested in fixed assets, with a useful life of
10 years, the annual provision for depreciation should be $10,000 to maintain the
integrity of the investment. Since the local currency depreciation allowable for
tax purposes is based on the original local currency value of the fixed assets of
100,000 pesos, the annual provision for depreciation is 10,000 pesos. At a rate
of exchange of 1 to 1, this is equivalent to the required $10,000.

If the rate of exchange increases to 2 to 1, this 10.000 nesos is only enoiivnlent
to $5,000, and it becomes necessary to reserve another $5,000. to provide full dollar
depreciation on fixed assets. Here again this is required to be provided currently
against profit and loss under accepted accounting practices and as in the case of
the exchange loss on working capital no deduction for tax purposes, either locally
or in the United States, is allowed.

4. If the company manages to raise prices (almost always inadequately as
will be shown later) to compensate for the effects of devaluation, in an effort
to maintain the basic dollar rate of return and the integrity of the investment, the
company's local tax bill increases. This is so because no recognition for tax pur-
poses is granted by the local government for the erosion of the investment in
working capital resulting from exchange devaluation, or for the deficiency in the
provision for depreciation.

Examples of the effects of exchange devaluation
There follows in the statement examples showing the adverse effects of ex-

change devaluation on U.S. owned manufacturing enterprises in Latin America,
assuming:

1. Capital invested 50 percent in fixed assets and 50 percent in working
capital-roughly the average in the United States for U.S. business. This is also
the ratio indicated by U.S. Department of Commerce data for U.S. private in-
vestments in manufacturing in Latin America, in the 4 years 1958-61, i.e., 50
percent in fixed assets, and 50 percent in working capital (inventories, receiv-
ables. and other assets, such as cash and securities).

2. Fixed assets are depreciated at the rate of 10 percent a year.
3. Local tax rate of 35 percent.
4. Return on investment-15 percent after local taxes but before U.S. taxes,

and 12.5 percent after U.S. and local taxes.
5. In the first year of operation the exchange rate for the local currency is 1

to 1 to the dollar. In the second year the exchange rate increases to:
(i) 1.15 to 1, an increase in the rate of exchange of 15 percent, or a

devaluation of 13 percent; and
(ii) 1.30 to 1, an increase in the rate of exchange of 30 percent, or a

devaluation of 23.1 percent.
(It will be noted that the maximum rate of devaluation assumed in the

examples of 23.1 percent is far below the rate of devaluation this year in
Argentina, Brazil, and Chile.)

6. Since the effects of exchange devaluation vary depending on the turnover
ratio of sales to capital invested, the hypothetical examples are developed on two
alternative bases:

(i) A sales to capital invested turnover ratio of 2 to 1; and
(ii) A sales to capital invested turnover ratio of 1 to 1.



CASE I.-Illustration based on a 2-to-1 turnover ratio ($2,000 sales to $1,000 investment) I

2d year-15-percent rise in local currency ex- 2d year-30-percent rise in local currency ex-
1st year change rate to 1.15 to the dollar, equivalent change rate to 1.30 to the dollar, equivalent

to a 13-percent devaluation to a 23.1 percent devaluation

A B C D E

21-percent price in- 42-percent price In-
No increase in crease, required to No increase in crease, required to

Exchangeratel tol sales price or maintain original sales price or maintain original

Line expenses U.S. dollar return expenses U.S. dollar retLrn

No. and an assumed 15- and an assumed 30
No. percent increase in percent increase in

expenses expenses

U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S. U.S.
Local dollar Local dollar Local dollar Local dollar Local dollar

currency equiv- currency equiv- currency equiv- currency equiv- currency equiv-
alent alent alent alent alent

_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~,1 2 0 ,90 $,1 I 2,3 $218

2
3

4

5
6

7

8
9

10

11

12

Sales ----- ---------- -----------------------------

Manufacturing cost and other expenses-
Depreciation (10 percent per year)-

Totalexpenses-

Operating profit-
Local taxes at 35 percent - - ---------

Net profit after local taxes-
Exchange devaluation provisions necessary to:

Maintain dollar depreciation at $50-
Recover loss in dollar v alue of working capital .

Balance-Net profit before U.S. taxes, after providing for
exchange losses-Available for return on investment....

U.S. taxes, net of foreign tax credit applicable to net profit
before U.S. taxes-

Net to investor after all taxes-

2.000 $2. 000 2. 000 $1, 739 I
1, 719 1, 719 1, 719 1 495 1.977 1, 719 1,719 1,323 2,235 1,719

50 50 50 43 50 43 50 38 50 38

1, 769 1, 769 1, 769 1, 538 2,027 1, 762 1, 769 1,361 2,285 1, 757

231 231 231 201 392 341 231 177 554 426

81 81 81 71 137 119 81 62 194 149

150 150 150 130 255 222 150 115 360 277

---------- (7 -- (7) ---------- (12) ------------ (12)
(6) -(65) -(115)- (11)

150 150 150 58 255 150 150 (12) 360 150

25 10 - 25 0- 0 ------------ 25

125 48 125 ---------- (12) ------------ 125
_ _ _ _ l_ _ _ I___ _ I__ _ _ .__ _ l )

'1

3

-i1

0I ,P

2, 0002, 419 $2, 103 $1, 638 1 2,839 1 $2,183



13 Percentage return, after a. taxes, on investment o)$1,000 - 12. i. 8 . 12 5 (L 2) 12. 5
14 Increase in local currency needed to buy 1 U.S. dollar (per-

15 Rateoflocalcurrencydevaluation (percent)- - - 13.0 - 13.0 -23.1 -23.1
16 Increase in local currency operating expenses over 1st year

17 Increase in sales price over Ist year, necessary to maintain
originaldollarrturn(percent) - - - (2) 21.0 - () 42.0

18 Ratio of price increase, needed to maintain original dollar
return, to increaseiran rateofexchange devaluatn -- - -- - (2) ------------2 5 1.4 ---------- (2) ------------ 2 1. 4

19 Ratio of price increase, needed to ofiset devaluation and
maintain original dollar return, to rate of local currency
devaluation - - -(2) =.______ 5 1. 6 -(2) ........... 31. 8

I Investment, $1,000, of which: fixed assets, $500; working capital, $100. 8 Times.
2 No increase assumed in this example.

00
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Operating profit
Local taxes at 35 percent

Net profit after local taxes
Exchange devaluation provisions necessary to:

Maintain dollar depreciation at $50
Recover loss in dollar value of working capital

Balance-Net profit before U.S. taxes, after providing for
exchange losses-available for return on investment

U.S. taxes net of foreign tax credit applicable to net profit
before 11.S. taxes

Net to investor after all taxes

Percentage return, after all taxes, on investment of $1,000-
Increase in local currency needed to buy 1 U.S. dollar

(percent)-
Rate of local currency devaluation
Increase in local currency operating expenses over lst year

(percent)
Increase in sales prices over Ist year, necessary to maintain

original dollar return (percent)
Ratio of price increase, needed to maintain original dollar

return, to increase in rate of exchange
Ratio of price increase, needed to offset devaluation and

111aintain original dollar return, to rate of local currency
devaluation - .-.-----------------.-.-.----

I Investment $1,000, of which: fixed assets, $500; working capital, $500.
'No increase assumed in this example.

2311 231 j 231
81 81 81

201
71

392
137

341
119

231 I 177
81 62

554
194

426
149

150 150 150 130 255 222 150 115 360 277

(7) ------------ (7)---------- (12) - - (12)

--------------------- (65) … …------ (65) ------ (115)---- -- -- (115)

150 150 150 58 255 150 150 (12) 360 150

25 10 25 0 25

125 48 125 (12) - - 1 25

12. 5 4.8

15.0
13.0

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

12. 5

15. 0
13.0

15.0

26.9

(3) 1.8

(3) 2.1

(1.2)

30.0
23. 1

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

2 Times.

12.5 te

30 0
23:1 5-
30.0 t1

02
53.9 H

'1.8 P1
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The examples show how a U.S. investment in a manufacturing business in;
Latin America is affected by currency devaluation. For the sake of simplicity,.
local currency units are referred to as "pesos" in this discussion.

In case I, column A shows the results in local currency and U.S. dollar equiv-
alent during the first year of operation, assuming a sales/investment turnover
ratio of 2 to 1 and based on an exchange rate of 1 to 1. The result is a $150'
profit after local taxes but before U.S. taxes, and $125 after U.S. taxes, on 2,000
pesos of sales.

Column B shows that with a 15-percent increase in the exchange rate, to 1.15
to 1 (a 13-percent devaluation), the $150 pre-U.S. tax profit drops to $58, a
reduction of $92 or 61.3 percent. This loss of $92 in profitability is made up as
follows:
Reduced dollar value of local currency aftertax profit (line 7, tables pre-

ceding)--------- $20'
Depreciation deficiency (line 8)_------------------------------------ 7
Loss in dollar value of working capital (line 9)_----------------------- 65

Total---- - --------------------------------------- 92'

Column C shows that to compensate for the. exchange devaluation and a 15-
percent increase in operating costs (a reasonable assumption based on the in-
crease in the exchange rate) the business would require a sales price increase
of 21 percent. This is necessary to recover the $92 shown above, as well as the
resulting increase in local taxes of $38 (from $81 to $119).

If the exchange rate moves up by 30 percent to 1.30 to 1, or a devaluation of
23.1 percent (col. D), the $150 pre-U.S. tax profit drops to a loss of $12, a drop,
of $162 or 108 percent. This reduction of $162 is made up as follows:
Reduced dollar value of local currency earnings (line 7)-------------- $35
Depreciation deficiency (line 8)_______________________________________- 12
Loss in dollar value of working capital (line 9)_--------------------- 115

Total--------------------------------------------------------- 162
Column E shows that to compensate for a 30-percent increase in the exchange'

rate (a 23.1-percent devaluation) and again, assuming that operating expenses
go up in the same ratio as the increase in the local currency exchange rate, the
business would require a sales price increase of 42 percent to recover the $162'
loss detailed above, as well as the increased local taxes of $68 (from $81 to
$149).

Case II presents a similar set of hypothetical examples except that a sales/
investment turnover ratio of 1 to 1 has been assumed. In the case of these ex-
amples, an increase in sales price of 26.9 percent would be required to compen-
sate for an assumed increase of 15 percent in the exchange rate to 1.15 to 1
(a 13-percent devaluation). To compensate for an increase of 30 percent in the
exchange rate to 1.30 to 1 (a 23.1-percent devaluation) would require a sales
price increase of 53.9 percent.

To summarize, the following are the key points provided by the analysis:

15' 30'

Turnover ratio of sales to capitalinvested - 2 to 1 - 1 to 1 - 2 to 1 - 1 to 1.
Initial rate of return (percent) -12.5 - 12.5 - 12.5 - 12.5.
Rate of return-no increase in sales price or expenses 4.8 - 4.8 - (1.2) - (1.2).

(percent).
Percent of initial net profit lost -61.6 - 61.6 - -- 109.6 - 109.6.
Percent sales price increase, necessary to maintain 21.0 26.9 - 42.0 - 53.9.

original rate of return, assuming increase in ex-
penses equal to increase in exchange rate.

Ratio of sales price increase, necessary to maintain 1.4 times-- 1.8 times 1.4 times -- 1.8 times.
original dollar return, to increase In exchange rate.

I Percent increase in local currency exchange rate.
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It is possible to calculate an infinite number of variations of examples of the

*effect of exchange devaluation. However, the foregoing examples show that in
the absence of other mitigating factors, for a U.S.-owned manufacturing com-
pany in Latin America with a normal capital mix and a normal turnover of sales
to investment, a relatively modest devaluation can have a disastrous effect on
-profits.

Based on the historical devaluations which Latin American currencies have
undergone, the increases in rates of exchange of 15 and 30 percent used in the
-foregoing examples are not unrealistic.
Price increases in Latin America

It may be argued that since inflation is a way of life in Latin America, as
well as exchange devaluation, sales price increases should compensate for the
adverse effects of devaluation. In practice, it has been difficult, however, to
increase.prices sufficiently to maintain predevaluation dollar earnings-not to
mention the normal growth in profits that should accrue over the years.

In the examples shown, it is demonstrated that to offset the effects of exchange
-devaluation, sales price increases are required that range from 1.4 to 1.8 times
the increase in the exchange rate (or put in another way, from 1.6 to 2.3 times
-the rate of devlauation).

There follows a statement showing the actual price increase for a number of
basic products, largely manufactured in the respective countries, for the years
1946 to 1961, in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Peru, and Mexico. These
actual price increases are compared with-

1. The actual increases in the rates of exchange of these countries over the
same period; and

2. The calculated price increases needed to offset devaluation and maintain
predevaluation dollar earnings, using the minimum and maximum price increase
factors of 1.4 and 1.8 times the increasein the rate of exchange, as developed in
-the hypothetical examples, in order to obtain

3. The actual price increases as a percent of the minimum to maximum price
increases needed to offset devaluation.



1946-61 actual local price increases of basic products (largely manufactured in the respective countries) compared with increases needed to offset
increase in rate of exchange

[In percent]

Brazil Peru Mexico Colombia I Argentina Chile

Actual price increase 1946-61:
Cement -- --------------------- ------- 1632 661 36 55 3460 3540
Steel-684 1226 252 62 2095 4371
Textiles - ------------------------------- 700 276 121 32 2915 3142 9d
Shoes- 987 (2) (2) (2) (2) 6605
Biscuits -1167 256 78 149 (2) (2) >
Cornstarch -1300 320 (2) 111 (2) 2426 ;
Beer -671 440 106 100 (2) 2700
Gasoline-(2) 411 236 (2) (2) 3009
Caustic soda -478 (2) 32 196 (2)(2)
Paint -- ----------------------------------- - (2) 380 205 129 (2) 8177

Increase in rate of exchange- 1537 240 157 166 1917 2573
Equivalent to devaluation of -04 71 61 62 95 96 X
Price increase needed to offset increase in rate of m2

exchange applying- H
Minimum: 1.4 times the increase in rate of ex-

change based on case I-2-to-1 turnover busi-
ness-2152 336 220 232 2684 3602 Z

Maximum: 1.8 times the increase in rate of ex- 3
change based on case II-l-to-l turnover busi-
ness-2767 432 283 299 3451 4631 t

Mini- Maxi- Mini- Maxi- Mini- Maxi- Mini- Maxi- Mini- Maxi- Mini- Maxi- i>
mum mum mum mum mum mum mum mum mum mum mu mum H

(percent (percent (percent (percent (percent (percent percent (percent (percent (percent (percent (percent
of 2152 of 2767 of 336 of 432 of 220 of 283 of 232 of 299 of 2684 of 3451 of 3602 of 4631

percent) percent) percent) percent) percent) percent) percent) percent) percent) percent) percent) percent)

Actual price increase as percent of minimum and -

maximum price increase needed to offset increase 94
in rate of exchange:

Cement -76 59 197 1.53 16 13 24 18 129 100 98 76 >
Steel -32 25 365 284 115 89 27 21 78 61 121 94
Textiles - 33 25 82 64 55 43 14 11 109 84 87 68
Shoes … 46 36 (2) (2) (2) (2) (5) (2) (2) (2) 156 121
Biscuits ------------------------ - 54 42 76 59 35 28 64 50 (2) (2) (2) (2)
Cornstarch -60 47 95 74 (2) (2) 48 37 (2) (2) 67 52
Beer -31 24 131 102 48 37 43 33 (2) (2) 75 58
Gasoline - (2) (2) 122 95 107 83 (2) (2) ) ( (2) 84 65
Caustic soda -22 17 (2) (2) 15 11 84 66 (2) (2) (2) (2)
Paint - --------------------------------------- (X) (2) 113 88 93 72 56 43 (2) (2) 227 177

2 Colmbiadataare or 131-6 in bsene ofadeqate 946- 1 daa1 o edl avilbl a tim of tudy
2 Not readily available at time of study.I Colombia data are for 1951--61 in absence of adequate 1946-61 data.
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It will be noted that we have analyzed the price history for 10 basic products
largely manufactured in the 6 countries (roughly 60 items), citing, except for
17 items for which the figures are not readily at hand, examples of actual price
experience in Latin America during the 15 years from 1946 to 1961. Of the price
history comparisons of 43 items in these 6 countries (which comprise 81.3 percent
of the GNP of Latin America), only 12 show price increases equal to 100 percent
or more of the amount computed to be the minimum required to maintain dollar
earnings necessary to offset the effects of devaluation (not to mention the normal
expected growth in profits generally anticipated by business). Of these 12, only
6 have met the maximum standards (1-to-1 turnover basis). An exceptional
case is steel in Peru which, since 1957, has been produced by the Government-
owned steel mill. Prior to 1957 steel was imported into Peru.

It is clear from this analysis of the actual exchange devaluations in these
6 countries in Latin America and the price history of 10 basic products, that
there is a wide disparity on the downside between the price increases actually
obtained for most of the items and the amount needed to offset the effects of
currency devaluation on U.S. dollar earnings.

U.S. executives who are responsible for the management of U.S.-owned local
manufacturing enterprises find themselves in constant debate with their local
managements as to the real earnings reportable in any given year. Even when
local managements are alert to the problem it is often difficult, if not impossible,
to obtain adequate price increases due to price controls imposed by the local
governments to combat inflation.

Furthermore, it so happens that many foreign-owned manufacturing enter-
prises in Latin America compete in one way or another with locally owned
activities. The owners of these locally owned companies do not have to convert
their annual profit-and-loss statements and balance sheets into U.S. dollars, and
they often fail to realize what is actually happening to them; i.e., the erosion of
their investment in terms of hard currency values as a result of the currency
devaluation phenomenon.

The moment of truth, of course, ultimately comes home to them when massive
plant replacement becomes necessary, and in part as their working capital needs
increase in direct relation to the rate of inflation in the country. The local
owners find themselves devoid of the resources needed to finance their replace-
ments and their progressively increasing working capital requirements-the
result of overstating earnings for years and decapitalizing their companies slowly
but surely through the payment of dividends.

The following comparison of the dollar value of reported local currency com-
mon stock net income per share for 195.5 versus 1960 of 23 leading Chilean,
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Argentine, and Brazilian companies, for which published information is available,
will serve to emphasize the impact of exchange devaluation on the reported
earnings of companies (not one of which shows an increase) in these 3 countries
whose currencies have suffered violent exchange devaluation.

Dollar value of common
net income per share Percent

decrease

1955 1960

Chile:
Farmo-Quimica Del Pacifico S.A - -$0.0157 $(0. 0008) 105.1
Textil Vina S.A - -. 0820 (.0036) 104.4
S.A.C. Saavedra Benard - -. 2571 .0316 87. 7
Fabrica de Panos Bellavista-Tome - -. 8161 .1604 80.5
Tejidos Caupolican S.A - -. 0608 .01a6 77.6
Compania Industrial - -. 0493 .0141 71.4
lHucke Hermanos S.A.C - - .1535 .0576 62.5

Manjufacturas Sumar, S.A - -. 1341 .0557 58.5
S.A. Yarur Manufacturas Chilenas de Algodon- - .184 .094 48.9
Cia. Distribuidora Nacional - - .525 .285 45. 7
McKay & Cia. S.A - -. 1424 .0792 44.4
Cia. Cbilena de Navegacion Interoceanica - -. 018 .011 38. 9
Cia. Manufacturera de Papeles y Cartones S.A .1230 .0844 31.4
Cia. De Industrias y Azucar S.A - -- .0816 .0562 31.1

Argentina:
Celulosa Argentina S.A - - .57 .22 61.4
Cia. Quimica S.A X--- - 1.63 .36 42.9
Fabrica Argentina de Alpargatas S.A.I.C - - .76 .46 39.5
M. S. Bagley y Cia. Ltda - -7.03 4.66 33.7

Brazil:
Cia. Industrial e Comercial-Brasmotor - -3.79 .31 91.8
Cia. Nitro-Ouimica Brasileira 5-- -1.42 2.81 48.2
Industrias Reunidas F. Matarazzo - -19.18 10.71 44.2
Quimbrasil-QuimicaIndustr~ial Brasileira S.A - - .35 .20 42.9
Orquima-Industrias Quimicas Reunidas S.A - - 1.47 1.00 32.0

11956.

An actual excample
In order that the discussion of the problem will not be presented solely on

the basis of hypothetical figures, however realistic, there is presented an actual
example of a U.S.-controlled manufacturing enterprise in Latin America. The
statement presents the results of a $7 million investment in a textile manufac-
turing company in Chile for the period 1957 through 1962 (estimated).



Chilean Textile Co., comparative statement of income

[Chilean Escudos and U.S. Dollar amounts in thousands]

1967 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 (estimated) 6-year average

Local U.S. dollar Local U.S. dollar Local U.S. dollar Local U.S. dollar Local U.S. dollar Local U.S. dollar Localclur- equivalent cur- equivalent cur- equivalent cur- equivalent cur- equivalent cur- equivalent cur- U.S. dollarrency at Est. rency at Esc. rency at Esc. rency at Esc. rency at Eso. rency at Esc. rency equivalent.741 1.01 I 1.0I 1 1.061 1.061 1.70

Net sales--------------4, 778 6,439 1,691 5,063 8,191 7,801 7, 193 6,851 8,887 8,456 9, 721 5,728 7, 410 6,818Costa and expenses -------- (4, 161) (5.5194) (6. 298) (5, 246) (6, 900) (6, 578) (6,468) (6, '111) (7, 779) (7, 401) (8,332) (4,907) (0,488) (5,981)P epreciation, per local books - (169) (228) (146) (144) (369) (342) (225) (214 (208) (198) (260) (163) (228) (213)Local incomne taxes--------- (83) (112) (43) (43) (136) (129) (104) (119) (214) (203) (269) (168) (142) (124)
Not income per Chilcais books --- 375 505 204 202 790 762 396 377 686 654 860 110 552 500
Exchange devaluation provisions ____=_=___

necessary to:
Mvalntain dollar depreciation

at required level - --- (425) (388) (87) -------- (85) ------- (169) (175) (221)Recover logs in dollar value
of working capital - (340) ---- - (607) 165 42 92 (2,155) (468)

Total -(765) ---- - (995) 78 -------- (4 3) (77) -- (2, 330) ----- (689)
Not profit (loss) in dollars ____= =_

before Chilean dividend
and U.S. taxes -(260) (793) 830 -- -- 334 677 (1,820) -------- (189)

I Composite rate at which isconIC and expenses were converted during the year.
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Compution of return on capital invested

[U.S. dollars in thousands]

1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 (esti- 6-year
mated) average

Capital invested including intercompany
loans -$7,109 $7,970 $7,117 $6,976 $7,039 $6,308 $7,087

Percent return on capital invested:
Net profit (loss) in dollars, after pro-

vision for foreign currency devalua-
tion, but before U.S. taxes, as
above -(260) (793) 830 334 577 (1,820) (189)

Add interest (after local taxes) paid
on intercompany loans -224 290 291 88 88 - - 164

Adjusted net profit (loss) in
dollars before Chilean dividend
and U.S. taxes -(36) (603) 1,121 422 665 (1,820) (25)

Percent return on capital invested before
Chilean dividend and U.S. taxes @ (05) (6.3) 15.8 6.0 9.4 (28.9) (0.4)

Taking the year 1958, the statement shows that the company had sales of
5,691,000 Chilean escudos, equivalent to $5,635,000 at the prevailing exchange
rate of 1.01 escudos to the dollar. The net income on the Chilean books in
1958 was 204,000 escudos, equivalent to $202,000. Ostensibly, then, the business
earned some profit, but even this inadequate profit on the $8 million investment
in that year was before recognizing the deficiency in the provision for deprecia-
tion, and the erosion of the investment in working capital, resulting from exchange
devaluation.

To maintain the integrity of the investment, the U.S. parent company had to
provide in its consolidated financial statements for the inadequate dollar deprecia-
tion and the decline in the dollar value of the investment in working capital.

As indicated early in the memorandum, the local currency depreciation is
based on the local currency values at which the fixed assets are booked at
date of acquisition. Thus, as the local currency depreciates in value in terms
of the U.S. dollar, the local currency provision for depreciation becomes inade-
quate to cover the amortization of the investment in fixed assets. In the case
of the Chilean textile company under review, the required U.S. dollar deprecia-
tion was $532,000 for the year 1958. However, the U.S. dollar equivalent of
the local currency provision of 146,000 escudos is only equivalent to $144,000 at
the exchange rate prevailing in 1958, leaving a deficiency of $388,000 to be
provided as a supplemental dollar provision to maintain the integrity of the
investment. The additional $388,000 of supplemental dollar provision for de-
preciation is the result of the cumulative effects of devaluation over the inter-
vening years between the date of investment in fixed assets and the end of 1958.

Furthermore, the deterioration in the rate of exchange from escudos 0.74 to
the dollar to escudos 1.01 to the dollar in 1958 resulted in a loss of $607,000 in
the investment in net working capital.

These two exchange losses, $388,000 for the supplemental depreciation provi-
sion and $607,000 for the loss in working capital, total $995,000. Since the com-
pany only earned $202,000 before these exchange losses, the result was a net
loss of $793,000.

The capital invested in the business, including intercompany loans, was $7,-
970,000 in 1958. Taking the net loss of $793,000, and adding back to that the
aftertax cost of Interest on intercompany loans (since this is income to the
parent company), the net U.S. dollar result before Chilean dividend and U.S.
taxes was a loss of $503,000, equivalent to a loss of 6.3 percent on the capital
investment.

Admittedly a substantial recovery was made in 1959, when the company
earned a 15.8 percent return on the investment (pre-Chilean dividend and U.S.
taxes) as a result of substantial price increases and relative exchange stability.
However, in 1960 and 1961 when the exchange rate continued stable at 1.05
escudos to the dollar, the return dropped to 6 and 9.4 percent respectively before
Chilean dividend and U.S. taxes-a modest return in relation to the exposures,
and despite the continued exchange stability.

These lower returns were caused by the fact that the maintenance of the
exchange stability was only accomplished by drastic austerity measures brought
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about by the Government in an attempt to curb the almost fantastic average
annual inflation which had been experienced before President Alessandri came
into office.

This period of austerity in which the exchange was artifically held stable
was followed by violent exchange devaluations in 1962 when the escudo devalued
by an estimated 43 percent, with the result that this company will lose an esti-
mated $1,820,000 or 28.9 percent of its investment in 1962.

Looking at this textile business from the point of view of the 6-year average
from 1957-62 (estimated), the dollar profit per the Chilean books averaged
$500,000 per year. However, this profit was illusory because the average addi-
tional depreciation provision required to maintain the dollar investment in fixed
assets was $221,000, and the average loss in the dollar value of net working
capital was $468,000, resulting in an average net loss before Chilean dividend
and U.S. taxes of $189,000 per year. Adding back to the net loss of $189,000,
the aftertax interest paid on intercompany loans of $164,000, the business lost
an average per year of $25,000 before Chilean dividend and U.S. taxes. On
the average capital invested over the 6-year period of $7,087,000, the average
annual net loss of $25,000 is equivalent to an annual average loss of 0.4 percent
on the investment.

In short, the investment of $7 million was totally unremunerative over this
period, when all economic factors are taken into account, as they must under
sound accounting and financial concepts, despite the fact that the return on
the Chilean books showed for the 6-year period an average return of approxi-
mately 7 percent per annum, which is, of course, what Chilean competitors would
believe they were earning.

This poor profit performance was basically due to the Chilean textile com-
pany's inability to raise prices to compensate fully for the adverse affects of
exchange devaluation.

CHILEAN TEXTILE CO.

Percent of exechange devaluation 1957 through 1962 (estimated) compared with
price increases during the period

[Base year, 1956]

Increase
1962 (decrease),

1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 esti- 1962
mate versus

1916

Cumulative increase in rate of exchange -- 30.0 77.0 84.0 4. 0 84.0 198. 0 198.0
Cumulative percent devaluation -- - 23.0 44.0 46.0 46.0 46.0 66.0 (66.0)
Cumulative price increase over 1956 needed

to offset increase in the exchange rate,
based on the factor of 1.8 developed for a
business with 1-to-l turnover in the exam-
ples- 54.0 139.0 151.0 151.0 151.0 356.0 356.0

Cumulative actual sales price increase since
1956 -------------------------------------- 21.0 65.0 149.0 180.0 191.0 238.0 238.0

Cumulative actual sales price increase
above (below) price increase needed to
offset increase In exchange rate since 1956,
based on the 1.8 factor developed for a
business with a 1-to-l sales turnover in
the examples in the statement on page 10o (61.0) (53.0) (1. 0) 19.0 26.0 (33.0) (33.0)

Percent return on capital invested before
U.S. taxes per statement on page 18. - (.5) (6.3) 11.8 6.0 9.4 (28.9) (.4)

The foregoing statement shows the textile sales prices rising 238 percent
over the period 1957 through 1962, compared with an increase in the exchange
rate of 198 percent. The price increase required to offset the 198-percent in-
crease in the exchange rate, using the 1.8 ratio would have been 356 percent
in this business with a 1 to 1 sales turnover ratio. Thus the actual price increase
of 238 percent fell short of the required increase by 33 percent.

Yet even the required price increase would not have been sufficient for the busi-
ness to have made a reasonable profit during the 1957-62 period. Had prices
increased each year at the rate of 1.8 times the increase in the exchange rate,
the 6-year average for the "adjusted net profit in dollars before Chilean dividend
and U.S. taxes" would have been approximately $550,000 (rather than the loss.
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of $25,000 per the statement. The "percent return on capital invested"
would then have averaged about 8 percent before Chilean dividend and
U.S. taxes, or approximately 5.5 percent after all taxes, hardly an adequate re-
turn on an investment in Latin America. This low return is primarily due to
the low profit margin of the business at the start of the period resulting from
the inability in prior years to raise prices sufficiently to fully compensate for
currency devaluation, as was also the case during the period 1957-62.

As indicated earlier, no tax deduction is allowed for exchange devaluation
losses on investments in foreign subsidiaries operating in Latin America under
U.S. tax law, nor generally under Latin American tax laws. Yet it should be
noted that all certified consolidated financial statements of a U.S. parent com-
pany and its foreign subsidiaries prepared for official corporate purposes in
the United States, including statements filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission, must be prepared within the framework of the generally accepted
accounting practices followed in the case of the Chilean textile company and in
the examples previously shown.

As stated at the outset, the key life and death factor in the profit and loss
performance of a U.S. manufacturing subsidiary in Latin America is often the
annual exchange losses with which the business must cope. To stimulate U.S.
investment in manufacturing in Latin America, which is so desirable to achieve
the goals of the Alliance for Progress, it is essential that the nature of these
exchange losses be understood and recognized as a cost of doing business in
Latin America. If the flow of private capital to Latin America is to be stim-
ulated, such cost should be allowed as an ordinary and necessary expense for tax
purposes.

The following excerpt taken from the 1961 annual report of Sears, Roebuck
& Co., will serve to highlight the impact of exchange devaluation losses on U.S.
investments in Latin American enterprises:

"Latin American subsidiaries, Mexico and South America * * *
"The company's equity in the net income of these subsidiaries (before trans-

lation losses) was $6,891,369 * * * Because of the decline in value of the Bra-
zilian, Colombian, and Venezuelan currencies in 1961, the company's equity in its
Latin American subsidiaries has been reduced by a translation loss of $4,004,956
at yearend. Under conservative accounting practice, such a translation loss is
treated by Sears as a reduction of the net income of the subsidiary for the year
in which it occurs * * *,"

"Translation losses" are explained in the Sears report as losses which occur
"to the extent that the dollar value of the net current assets of a foreign com-
pany has declined because of a year-to-year change in the rate of exchange."
The translation losses of $4,004,956 are the equivalent of 58.1 percent of the
reported equity of $6,891,369 of Sears in the net income of their Latin American
subsidiaries.

This memorandum has been prepared for the purpose of pointing up the problem
of exchange devaluation and its effect on U.S. investments in Latin America.
The hypothetical examples have been presented on a simplified basis to
demonstrate the basic factors which give rise to foreign exchange losses and
the accounting treatment required to give economic recognition to the financial
impact of such losses. For this reason, certain refinements have been omitted,
such as projected increases in working capital requirements to finance increased
investments in inventories, accounts receivable, etc., as a result of devaluation.
Obviously, as the investment in working capital increases, so does the exposure
to greater loss from currency devaluation.

It should also be mentioned that the effect of devaluation on working capital
can be, and is, hedged to the extent possible by borrowing locally to finance work-
ing capital requirements, or through so-called swap transactions, etc. While
these measures help to mitigate the impact of exchange devaluation, it also in-
volves an economic cost in the form of interest expense which must be absorbed
by the business. Commercial credit facilities are grossly inadequate in Latin
America, and particularly so in countries subject to runaway inflation, with
resulting violent currency devaluation. Under these conditions, the opportunity
to finance working capital requirements locally, and thus hedge the exposure to
devaluation, is limited.
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APPENDIX B. TAX SPARING AND U.S. INVESTMENT IN LATIN AMERICA

There is a strong belief among companies doing business in Latin America
that a credit for tax sparing should be a part of the recommended program to
stimulate additional private investment in Latin America. The degree of
unanimity on this subject would, under normal circumstances, make it un-
necessary to support it with an extensive presentation of the underlying reasons
for which this view is held. However, in this case the Treasury Department
staff has taken a contrary view, setting forth its reasoning in a memorandum
dated October 18, 1962.

It is proposed to discuss individually here the specific arguments advanced
in the Treasury staff paper. Before doing so, however, it is appropriate to
mention that the staff paper recognizes that "Tax policy can undoubtedly assist
us in our efforts to attain our objectives in this area and continuing study is
being given to alternatives to a credit for tax sparing which do not suffer from
its disadvantages and which, in addition, have important merits of their own
that are not shared by the tax-sparing device." Recognizing the great impor-
tance also of political and economic climates favorable to new investment, a
position with which everyone would agree, the memorandum also states that
"Tax policy rather, must be integrated with other important policy measures-
American and foreign-which are designed to provide an atmosphere and eco-
nomic climate in which the prospects for profitable investment may become
promising." It may be that there are preferable alternates to tax sparing, but
we feel that until they have been determined (and we are aware of none to
date, whether advanced by the Treasury Department or others), it is entirely
appropriate to consider the incentives which are available, of which a credit for
tax sparing is certainly an important one.

Turning to the Treasury staff paper, it advances several philosophies in
opposing tax sparing. One of these is that a credit for tax sparing would involve,
to use the exact words, U.S. participation in foreign tax discriminatory practices.
Another is that a credit for tax sparing would be contrary to the American Gov-
ernment's policy of equal treatment of income from all sources. Here it seems
important to consider what is our immediate objective. Certainly it is above
all to stimulate private investment in Latin America. If incentives are required
to achieve this objective, as they most certainly are, then how can an incentive
be provided that does not (by definition) involve some measure of discrimina-
tion? There is certainly equality, however, in the sense that tax sparing would
offer the same opportunity for anyone willing to take the very special risks
inherent in making investments in those countries offering tax incentives. To
say that there is discrimination between new and established investments also
hardly seems germane to the problem. Again, the objective is to stimulate new
investment. This is what the incentive is needed for and is certainly quite
normal in tax legislation to distinguish between the past and the future. To
claim also that there would be discrimination between companies investing in
different countries in the world does not seem pertinent. There are already all
kinds of Government-sponsored differences, many of a tax nature, which the in-
vestor has to assess in determining whether or not to make investments in particu-
lar countries abroad.

In all this, the Treasury memorandum seems to be making the assumption
that differences in tax treatment brought about by foreign tax incentives and
tax sparing were unfair and would be considered so by many or most taxpay-
ers. However, in the minds of knowledgeable men the many special political
and economic risks which exist in the less developed countries of the world easily
justify the incentives. The use by Puerto Rico of tax incentives to stimulate
new investment has generally been looked upon as a logical method of achieving
a desired and desirable result.

The Treasury staff memorandum seems to fail to distinguish the priority ob-
jective and to recognize the urgency with which a solution must be found. The
memorandum states that "the United States presumably (italic supplied) seeks
to encourage foreign investment of a kind that involves a more or less long-term
commitment, in which the foreign enterprise may be expected to grow over a
period of years, presumably in large part at least out of retained profits." It
would certainly be desirable that each foreign investment in a less developed
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country imply a long-term commitment, with the major part of earnings to be
reinvested. The facts are, however, that with risks being what they are, it is a
major accomplishment to achieve any increase in investment in the areas with
which we are concerned. Benefits will accrue from any new investments even
if it were felt, as we do not, that tax sparing would discourage some reinvest-
ment. Certainly it would appear shortsighted to withhold approval of tax
sparing on the grounds that other still 'unspecified legislation might encourage a
greater amount of long-term-commitment type of investment.

There can be little question that such investment would decrease measurably
if the investors felt means were not available to repatriate earnings at any time,
should they desire to do so. Can anyone believe, for example, that recent Brazil-
ian legislation placing limits on the remission of dividends from Brazil (and also
excluding from the "registered investment" base the earnings retained in the
business to finance expansion) is not going to make it extremely difficult to en-
courage any non-Brazilian to make new investments in that country? In fact,
in Brazil it is now necessary to first remit earnings as dividends, to the extent
permitted under the law, and then send them back to Brazil as a new investment
in order for reinvested earnings to be recognized as registered investments eligi-
ble for future earnings remittances.

It is not unreasonable to suggest that one of the characteristics of human na-
ture is to want to have the ability to take action if it becomes desirable even
though in the great majority of cases such action might never be felt necessary.
In other words, the ability to remit earnings if desired can be a major factor in a
company's decision as to whether or not to increase its stake in a foreign country,
whether through reinvestment of new investment, from the United States.

The Treasury staff memorandum also makes the argument that a credit for
tax sparing would, under normal circumstances, be of little or no benefit to the
American investor. This is very difficult to understand. Does it mean, for
example, that the American investor abroad is to expect no dividends from the
foreign venture in the 5- or 10-year period for which his tax incentive applies?
How is it expected that the American parent company is to generate the funds
which it requires to serve debt obligations in the United States and to pay divi-
dends to stockholders?

Private enterprise has to contemplate a return on its investment. Otherwise,
funds are not going to be committed in support of the objectives of the Alliance
for Progress.

The memorandum makes a further point that It would be unlikely that, after
the expiration of the tax holiday, the foreign subsidiary would be distributing
dividends out of profits of those years to which the tax-sparing credit would
apply. Here again this view fails to reflect the practicalities of doing business
abroad. In order to protect a company against the inevitable devaluation of
currencies, and in a sense to prevent the erosion of funds available for reinvest-
ment, It is entirely possible, and often happens, that the subsidiary will declare
out a dividend well in excess of the current year's earnings, if it has developed
cash from depreciation or similar sources, and does not have immediate plans
for the reinvestment of these funds.

In short, the Treasury staff's position that a credit for tax sparing is consid-
erably less significant than it is generally believed to be can only be described as
being at odds with the experience of those who have faced the problems and who
know how, in fact, foreign subsidiaries must operate under the difficult condi-
tions in which they find themselves.

Another point which the memorandum makes is that the credit for tax sparing
would weaken and erode local tax systems. Here it seems to imply that the
U.S. Government should have a right to determine what the tax policies and
procedures of the foreign countries should be. It also seems to be saying that
while the United States is not unwilling to see tax incentives used by foreign
countries, it considers that to the extent that such incentives must depend upon
U.S. cooperation to be made truly meaningful, they somehow become undesirable.

Tax incentives can be in the form of a tax holiday given to a new industry to
assist it through the development years, or, as in the case of the Peruvian indus-
trial promotion law, can be in the form of a waiver of tax on earnings invested
in a new basic industry or reinvested in the expansion of an existing basic in-
dustry. Such laws permit the host country to be selective in its efforts to foster
those industries which are of first importance to it. The Treasury memorandum
here implies that the U.S. Government should make these decisions and that tax
sparing somehow makes our program dependent on the foreign government. But,
as a practical matter, can we visualize a tax incentive system for Latin America
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administered by the U.S. Government on a selective basis? Is it not fair to con-
clude that the foreign government is going to be reasonably selective and intel-
ligent in its choice of industries to be encouraged?

The absence of tax sparing in our tax policy seriously reduces the assistance
extended by the host country in the form of tax incentives. This is even more
true in the case of the benefits extended under programs such as that provided
in the Peruvian industrial promotion law. Under present U.S. tax law, dividends
are presumed to have been paid from the most recent earnings, and this is so
whether or not such earnings are available for distribution to the shareholders.
This rule, in the absence of tax sparing, penalizes the U.S. investor in a Peruvian
company cooperating under the Peruvian industrial promotion law.

The purpose of this law is not only to stimulate new private investment gen-
erally, but what is more important under the goals of the Alliance for Progress,
is to provide a particular incentive to locate new industry in outlying areas of
Peru where industry is badly needed. To accomplish these objectives, the law
grants income tax exemption on certain specified percentages of profits if set
aside for reinvestment within a 2-year period in new productive facilities ap-
proved by the Peruvian Government. The percentage of profits exempt from
taxation varies between different parts of the country. In the Lima area it is up
to 40 percent; in the remaining coastal areas of Peru it is up to 60 percent; and
in other outlying areas it can actually be 100 percent.

Thus, if a Peruvian subsidiary invests up to 60 percent of its earnings in new
productive facilities in any part of the coastal area (other than the Lima area)
and distributes the remaining 40 percent to its U.S. shareholder, the effect under
existing tax law on each dollar of dividend received would be as follows:

Tax on each dollar of dividend received

Assuming 60 percent of
Assuming no earnings reinvested under
investments industrial promotion law

under in-
dustrial pro-
motion law Ex-tax With tax

sparing sparing

Dividend paid -$1.00 $1.00 $1.00

Gross U.S. tax at 52 percent -. 620 .620 .520
Foreign tax credit:

Peruvian dividend tax -(.200) (.200) (.200)
Deemed tax credit - (.370) (.148) (.370)

Net U.S. tax-.000 .172 .000

Total taxes actually paid on dividend distributed:
Peruvian dividend tax - .200 .200 .200
Peruvian corporate or deemed tax -..........--------. .370 .370 .370
U.S. taxes -.---------------------- .000 .172 .000

Total -,,, .570 .742 .570

As shown above, if the U.S. investor does nothing to cooperate to further ex-
pand industrial development in Peru in accordance with Alliance objectives,
there would be no U.S. tax since the available foreign tax credit exceeds the
U.S. tax and the overall tax on the dividends received would be the 57 cents of
Peruvian taxes on each dollar of dividend received. On the other hand, if 60
percent of earnings are reinvested in expansion or in a new investment, the
total taxes paid, ex-tax-sparing, on each dollar of dividend would be increased
by an additional U.S. tax of 17.2 cents since, in reality, the present U.S. tax
code nullifies 22.2 cents of the Peruvian incentive. This is so because the deemed
foreign tax credit is reduced from the 37 cents actually paid on the earnings
from which the dividend is paid to 14.8 cents. This inequitable result stems
from the rule that dividends are presumed to be paid out of the most recent
earnings. If 60 percent of earnings are set aside in a reserve for reinvestment
(as they are required to be under the law), they are not earnings available to
the shareholder. Yet under the foreign tax credit formula, they are so treated.
Thus, it is fact-not theory-that the earnings available to the shareholder and
from which the dividend is paid were subject to 37 cents of Peruvian income
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tax-not the watered-down deemed credit of 14.8 cents allowable under the exist-
ing rule.

Latin American countries are now experiencing widespread unemployment,
low productivity, and inadequate industrialization. As a result, there is dissatis-
faction on the part of citizens of Latin American countries and susceptibility
to welcoming radical economic innovations and even foreign political ideologies.
There are two primary approaches available to such countries to encourage the
initial establishment of new industries:

(1) Subsidies to industry or government participation in capital invest-
ments in industry based on grants or loans of capital by more prosperous
countries, primarily the United States; or

(2) Establishment of tax incentives to provide additional encouragement
to private capital to take the risk inherent in establishing a new industry in
Latin America.

Tax incentives are an inexpensive tool for improving substandard economies
in that they do not require any investment by a government either foreign or
United States.

The less developed country which has not as yet established an economically
strong economy, does not have funds to assist private enterprise in making in-
vestments or to provide subsidies or other nontax incentives for such investments.
If such nontax incentives are to be made available, the governments normally
must seek increased grants or loans from other governments or from the interna-
tional lending agencies. As to the United States, this in turn means using Al-
liance for Progress funds or increasing the demands on its taxpayers.

For the less developed countries, this is a bootstrap operation. The major
resource of any country is gainfully employed people. Basically, income is
created only when people work. If, in absence of tax incentives, citizens of a
less developed country would be idle and nonproductive, their support imposes
additional economic burden on the remainder of the country. On the other hand,
if through tax incentives, businesses are established which provide employment
and which make available goods which the country can utilize in its own economy
or export, income has been generated where none existed before.

Thus, the less developed country risks neither capital nor tax revenue by
granting the tax incentive, but hopes to gain a harvest in the form of prosperous
enterprises providing gainful employment and, ultimately, additional tax rev-
enues.

Likewise, the advantage of tax sparing to the United States is apparent. The
United States may achieve its objective of assisting less developed countries, and,
in particular, the countries of Latin America, to develop their economies and
put people to work without requiring the diversion of available funds. Here
again the United States gives up only the right to tax income which would not
otherwise exist in absence of the tax incentive granted by the less developed
country.

To repeat, a primary advantage of the tax incentive tax-sparing approach is
that it is a low-cost method of stimulating the economies of less developed
countries.

Finally, the primary question is what can be done to maximize new U.S. in-
vestment in Latin America. The facts here are that business managements cog-
nizant of their responsibility to stockholders, must weigh each new investment
with the special economic and political risks involved; they must also contemplate
a profit which they consider to be commensurate with the risks. To the extent
that the profit outlook is improved by the combined effect of a tax incentive in
the foreign country and a credit for tax sparing in the United States, manage-
ment will be more likely to make investments in Latin America than otherwise
would be the case.

MEMORANDUM BY THREE MEMBERS OF COMAP, JANUARY 28, 1963

A REAPPRAISAL OF THE ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS

Last spring, the Commerce Committee for the Alliance for Progress (COMAP)
was launched with a view to seeking ways in which American business could
further the Alliance. A few days ago, the Chairman of the Committee, J. Peter
Grace, submitted a report to the Commerce Department and to other agencies,
recommending certain legislative proposals relating to the Alliance. The follow-
ing memorandum sets out the observations and conclusions of three members
of COMAP who, while agreeing with many of the points made in the Grace report
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feel that there are certain aspects of the problem which need a somewhat dif-
ferent emphasis. For this reason we feel justified in submitting a separate com-
mentary.

We have become increasingly concerned lest the Alliance for Progress fail
to achieve its objectives for lack of a proper focus for its activities.

As one illustration. the initial concept of Comap's role appears to have been di-
rected at finding ways to meet the Punta del Este program of $300 million a year
of net new U.S. private investment in Latin America by devising short-range
measures on the part of the United States to encourage such investment. If such
measures would really get the Alliance off the ground, they might be justified.
But we are disturbed by the feeling that even if such measures were taken,
and were successful in inducing an expanded flow of U.S. investments into
Latin America, the basic problem of making the area attractive to local savers
and investors would remain. Indeed, such a program could do positive harm
by making local governments feel even less urgency than they do now for achiev-
ing a proper investment climate.

What is needed is a comprehensive reappraisal, not of the broad objectives of
the Alliance for Progress, but of the policies and actions which will best achieve
these objectives. The first year's operation of the Alliance saw heavy emphasis
placed on government planning, government-to-government loans and grants,
income redistribution through tax and land reform, public housing, and other
social welfare measures. Many of these steps were commendable. Yet they
were not in most cases accompanied by efforts to push through economic reforms
which would encourage private initiative and enterprise. The continued outflow
of private funds from Latin America is sufficient proof of the critical character
of the current situation.

Many countries in Latin America need social reforms as well as measures to
provide greater equality of opportunity. However, these broad objectives cannot
be achieved without a more rapid rate of economic advance than now is in
prospect. And rapid economic growth cannot be achieved without greater
emphasis on the private sector. The fact is that some 80 percent of Latin
America's national income is today generated by private activities. Conse-
quently, the Alliance for Progress can succeed if-and only if-it builds upon
this base and places far greater emphasis on the encouragement of private
initiative and investment, both local and foreign.

To reorient the Alliance for Progress in a direction which offers promise of
achieving its objectives involves difficult and sweeping economic reforms. Cur-
rencies need to be stabilized through measures to bring government budgets under
control and to avoid inflationary increases in the supply of money and credit.
Efforts along these lines could lead to the removal of the many exchange controls
which still remain and which inhibit economic growth in many nations. At the
same time, governments should act to remove the network of other controls
which restrict enterprise and sustain local, high-cost monopolies. Economic
growth, and the real benefits to all participants in the community which can
accrue from growth, are maximized in an atmosphere of political and economic
stability under which competitive private enterprise can thrive.

In a very real sense, the Alliance for Progress is concerned with the age-old
problem of trying to bake a bigger pie and divide the slices more evenly at the
same time. The emphasis to date has been mostly on the side of slicing the pie.
While such efforts may be desirable in the long run, the immediate effect has
been to shrink the potential size of the pie. Experience around the world shows
clearly that the national welfare is better served by far through policies which
enlarge the entire pie.

To accelerate economic advance in Latin America, efforts on many fronts will
be required. Governments have important roles to play in such areas as schools,
health, farm extension services, and roads. However, the overriding need is for
an increased flow of private capital from both local and foreign sources and for
a significant and continuing improvement in the efficiency with which all re-
sources, including most importantly human resources, are used.

For these reasons, we urge that U.S. policies be reoriented to place far greater
emphasis on the encouragement of private enterprise and investment. What has
been done to date along these lines is simply not enough. The encouragement of
private enterprise, local and foreign, must become the main thrust of the Alliance.
This would involve two major changes in U.S. policy.

The first requirement is that the governments-and, as far as possible, the
people-of Latin America know that the United States has changed its policy
so as to put primary stress on improvement in the general business climate as a
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prerequisite for social development and reform. It must be made clear that
U.S. policy in this hemisphere is based on the need for rapid economic growth and
on the belief, confirmed by all available evidence, that this can be achieved
within a reasonably free political framework only if private capital is given
the opportunity to work in a favorable environment. This means that our policies
should be consistent throughout the area and should discourage tendencies toward
nationalization of industries and encourage setting up explicit rules which pro-
vide for truly reasonable indemnification where nationalization has taken place.

In addition we should discourage policies which tend to distort normal eco-
nomic relationships, policies leading to overvalued, and multivalued exchange
systems, complex import controls with high and highly variable tariffs, quotas
and other forms of trade restriction, price controls, and highly unpredictable
budgetary practice. In short, emphasis should be placed on creating an atmos-
phere in which private business planning can go on without undue concern
about possible changes in the rules of the game. Countries following these
policies should be given tangible and active support.

To make this position clear and unambiguous, it would be necessary for the
President to proclaim it in a major address in which he not only spells out
the rationale behind the new policy, but also indicates the tools available to the
United States to help make it effective. The most important of these tools would
be the U.S. foreign aid program.

A second requirement concerns a change in the criteria for granting aid. U.S.
foreign aid policy is a branch of U.S. foreign policy, which should be directed
toward achieving specific foreign policy goals. By and large it has not been
effectively used for this purpose in Latin America. In its simplest terms, our
goal in Latin America should be to help nations of the area grow economically
while they retain internal political freedom, and thus remain part of the Western
community of nations. Without economic growth the other goals will be much
more difficult, if not impossible, to achieve. In order to get growth, which comes
first both in time and in relation to goals involving redistribution of income,
capital is needed. Most of this must come from internal sources. Thus, foreign
aid should be used as an inducement to nations to adopt policies which will
improve the business climate and thereby increase domestic savings and invest-
ments. The United States should concentrate its economic aid program in
countries that show the greatest inclination to adopt measures to improve the
investment climate, and withhold aid from others until satisfactory performance
has been demonstrated.

The extent to which this policy would differ from the present one in Latin
America can be seen by indicating what it would not involve:

Unless there are overpowering political considerations, the United States
would not lend money or make grants in countries which persist in policies
which discourage private investment.

The United States would not grant balance-of-payments loans of the "bail-
out" variety though it should cooperate with the IMF on constructive
balance-of-payments loans and stabilization programs.

The United States would not provide foreign aid in such a way as to
finance the expropriation of privately owned companies in any field of
endeavor.

On the positive side, the United States would seek opportunities to get
individual countries started toward rapid growth. Assistance on a relatively
large scale would be focused in a few countries that appeared most likely to
carry out measures needed to encourage investments and establish the widest area
of economic freedom.

Nowhere in the whole broad range of current economic problems is there one
more compellingly significant for the United States than that of supporting the
economic and social advance of our neighbors to the South.

We are persuaded that the most important way in which the United States can
help is by exporting the ideas implicit in a free economy. Certainly, money or
goods alone will not do the job. Free enterprise is the basis of our own growth,
and it provided the framework on which our social and political institutions,
imperfect as they still are, have evolved. We feel certain that free enterprise
can be the basis of growth in Latin American-indeed, that there is no known
alternative that still permits a substantial measure of individual freedom.
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We also believe, however, that to encourage such an evolution in Latin America
the United States must change its role from one that emphasizes short-run
economic palliatives combined with recommendations for sweeping social and
economic reforms to one that places the greatest emphasis on the longer run
goals of creating an environment in which freedom of the marketplace is
recognized for what it is, a major pillar of free and prosperous societies.

EMILIO G. COLLADO,
Vice President and Director, Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey.

DAVID ROCKEFELLER,
President, The Chase Manhattan Bank.

WALTER B. WaISTON,
Executive Vice President, First National City Bank.

W. R. GRACE & Co.,
New York, N.Y., January 31, 1963.

Mr. DAVID ROCKEFELLER
President, the Chase Manhattan Bank, New York, N.Y.

DEAR DAVID: I received your letter of January 28 this morning and hasten
to thank you as well as Pete and Walt, to whom I am writing separately, for
what I feel is an excellent contribution to the COMAP effort.

With the literally hundreds of pages of material that had to be reviewed by
the busy executives comprising the COMAP membership, during the Christmas
and New Year's period, before formal submission to Secretary Hodges, I have
been reluctant to send the COMAP membership the 140-pnge letter that I wrote
on January 16 to General Clay in his role as Chairman of the President's Com-
mittee To Strengthen the Security of the Free World, with copies to the other
members of this Committee. I felt that there should be some breathing space, so
to speak, for the COMAP members so that they would not be inundated with so
much material coming over their desks in such a short period of time.

I attach hereto a copy of my letter to General Clay. I feel that when you
have had the time to read this letter you will see that, rather than your view
being different from mine, we are as of one mind.

For instance, on the first page of your letter you state that you cannot be sure
that the U.S. Government:

"* * * under the best circumstances, could improve the business climate in
Latin America sufficiently to stimulate capital formation and economic growth,
on an adequate scale, and in good time. But it is in this realm that we must
focus our efforts or we will surely fail."

Further, on page 2 of your letter:
"Therefore, the full weight of U.S. foreign economic policy must be shifted

and brought directly to bear on this problem. This implies a more active use of
our foreign aid program than before-and it probably should, if properly ad-
ministered, imply an even larger program in terms of dollars spent."

On pages 1 and 2 of my letter to General Clay, I wrote:
"I can think of no aspect of our Government's operations today where a review

is more urgently needed than in the foreign aid field. This Is particularly true
of the program for Latin America, the Alliance for Progress, which I am con-
vinced is in an extremely precarious condition. My reason for writing to you
is that I have never been so deeply disturbed about a major aspect of U.S.
foreign policy and, having recently completed a study of the problems involved,
would like to convey certain conclusions and recommendations to your Committee.

"While the Alliance takes cognizance of the economic and social problems of
Latin America, the amount of aid which it proposes to provide is grossly in-
adequate and the manner in which the aid is to be made available-i.e., mainly on
a government-to-government basis-raises extreme doubt as to the effectiveness
of any amount of aid in attaining our objective. In brief, General, as I believe
is shown conclusively in this letter, the program, in its present size and form,
cannot succeed and we are in great danger of suffering a major defeat to our
strategic Interests in this hemisphere."

"* * * As a result, I am now convinced that, unless the Government proceeds
now with an all-out program for Latin America under the Alliance for Progress,
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any opportunity to maintain free and friendly allies in this hemisphere will be
lost."

You will note that on page 14 of my letter to General Clay I wrote:
"From our conversations with many people in the United States and in Latin

America, it seems clear that the Alliance for Progress is making very slow
progress and is in grave danger of failing.

"It seems to me beyond question that, in the present highly marginal and
explosive economic and political atmosphere in Latin America, with there being
no basis for fundamental improvement in sight, the chances of success for the
Alliance for Progress on its present scale are dim. What we are doing and
have promised under the Alliance compares most unfavorably with what is
needed for success and what we did in similar circumstances for other parts
of the world."

On page 1 of your memorandum you state that you "feel that there are certain
aspects of the problem which need a somewhat different emphasis."

I think that your memorandum gave an excellent definition of what this dif-
ferent emphasis should be:

"What Is needed is a comprehensive reappraisal, not of the broad objectives
of the Alliance for Progress, but of the policies and actions which will best
achieve these objectives. The first year's operation of the Alliance saw heavy
emphasis placed on government planning, governmebt-to-government loans and
grants, income redistribution through tax and land reform, public housing and
other social welfare measures. Many of these steps were commendable. Yet
they were not in most cases accompanied by efforts to push through economic
reforms which would encourage private initiative and enterprise."

"* * * And rapid economic growth cannot be achieved without greater em-
phasis on the private sector. The fact is that some 80 percent of Latin America's
national income is today generated by private activities. Consequently, the
Alliance for Progress can succeed if, and only if, it builds upon this base and
places far greater emphasis on the encouragement of private initiative and in-
vestment, both local and foreign."

This ties in exactly with what I said to General Clay and his committee on
pages 72 and 73 of my letter:

"The signatories to the Punta del Este agreement agreed from the start that,
without the private sector, both local and foreign, success could not be achieved,
as best put by Mr. Moscoso in the same speech as follows:

" 'The signing countries further concurred that success could be achieved only
with the fullest participation of the private sector in this vast endeavor.
As the charter puts it, and I quote: "* * * the countries signing this declara-
tion have agreed to stimulate private enterprise in order to encourage the de-
velopment of Latin American countries at a rate which will help them to provide
jobs for their growing populations, to eliminate unemployment, and to take their
place among the modern industrialized nations of the world."'

"In this context, the flight of Latin American private capital and the net
outflow of U.S. private capital, beginning with the middle of 1961 through Sep-
tember 30, 1962, the first year that this has happened since the end of World
War II, appear to doom the Alliance for Progress to failure if the Charter
of Punta del Este meant what it said. President Kennedy best put it to the
COMAP Committee reception at the White House on May 9:

"'If local and American capital dry up, then all our hope of a decade of de-
velopment in Latin America will be gone.'

"The economic pressures to which these Latin American economies have been
subject, together with government policies adverse to business, compounded by
Communist inspired pressures to create social unrest, have resulted in a most
unsatisfactory climate for both local and foreign private capital investment."

And on pages 75 and 76 of my letter to General Clay:
"With the adverse trend continuing and deepening, it is difficult to envision

U.S. private capital flowing to Latin America, or a reversal of the outflow
of Latin American capital.

"Yet, as Mr. Moscoso put it in the same Chicago speech:
"'* * * as Latin American policymakers delve more deeply into the concrete

problems they face, as they see the indispensable need for capital investment,
they cannot help but recognize that a substantial part of this capital has
to come from private sources * * * domestic and foreign. The overall in-
vestment need for the 10-year program of the Alliance has been estimated at
$100 billion. Of this total, $80 billion will have to be generated by Latin America
itself-most of it by the private sector.'
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"And further from Mr. Moscoso in a speech of December 8:
"'This U.S. share can be estimated at $13 billion, with $3 billion coming from

new private investments. The private sector, I feel, will meet the estimate for
it, if the investment climate in Latin America is adequate.'

"The fact of the matter is that the investment climate is not adequate now;
it wvasn't adequate in 1961, as shown by the outflow of U.S. capital in the last
half; and it was barely adequate in the late 1950's, when the flow of U.S. pri-
vate capital was slowing down before reaching a halt, commencing with the
second half of 1961. Furthermore, the inadequacy of the investment climate be-
comes greater each day, as anyone can conclude who follows Latin American de-
velopments in the daily newspapers."

In urging that U.S. policies be "reoriented" to place far greater emphasis on
the encouragement of private enterprise and investment, you suggest that the gov-
ernments and, as far as possible, the people of Latin America learn "that the
United States has changed its policy so as to put primary stress on improvement
in the general business climate as a prerequisite for social development and re-
form." You also suggest changing "the criteria for granting aid" to the point
where the United States-

"* * * should concentrate its economic aid program in countries that show
the greatest inclination to adopt measures to improve the investment climate,
and withhold aid from others until satisfactory performance has been demon-
strated."

This is exactly in line with the thought that I expressed to General Clay on
pages 94 through 100, as follows:

"A * * I feel strongly that we must not only increase the size of our aid Dro-
gram, to the point where a real impact will be achieved, but also insist that the
Latin American governments embark on feasible self-help measures-an abso-
lute requirement, if the Alliance for Progress growth goals are to be achieved.
Included in such self-help measures, should be, not only reasonable fiscal and
monetary reforms, but also the many steps which can be taken to bring all the
skills and resources of the private sector, local and foreign, into the battle.
These need to be energetically supported by the Latin American governments,
with no compromise or concessions to Communist attempts to discredit the free
enterprise system.

"If $600 million a year-30 percent of the $2 billion foreign capital portion
of the Alliance for Progress program-is expected to come from new foreign
private investment, which it is, and, if the majority of the remaining $80 billion
over the 10-year period is expected to come from local private investment,
which it also is, how can the Alliance succeed, even with generous quantities of
U.S. taxpayers' money, if the private sector, both local and foreign, is impeded
from making its full potential contribution?

"Exerting the necessary influence over the content and application of the
aid programs will not be easy. No government, however needy, wants to be
placed in the posture of being told how to behave by another government, and
particularly, by a strong power such as the United States. This is especially
true in Latin America, whose peoples are proud and sensitive. Considerations
of 'amor propio' are matters of honor to them, and must play an important
part in determining how influence is brought to bear.

"Our task is the more difficult, because the history of our aid program
appears to the Latin Americans to indicate that a completely independent 'aid
with no strings attached' position can be adopted with no harmful effects,
indeed with little risk. In fact, they believe they see some positive correlation
between the degree of uncertainty that can be created, as to their willingness
to cooperate with the United States, and the amount of aid the United States
is willing to give. In certain cases, they have seen, for some time, much
greater amounts of aid given than they themselves have received, without any
apparent preconditions, to countries which, on no count, can be said to be
free nations, such as Yugoslavia, and which are, in fact, members of the Com-
munist camp. The reaction of the Latin American countries to all this is very
natural. They see the opportunity to obtain aid, and to determine, without
restrictions, the uses to which it is put, which, unfortunately, may be to shore
up inefficient government activities, or for other uses, with motivations pri-
marily political in nature, now trending alarmingly in certain countries toward
the support and encouragement of Marxist aims.

"Thus, the United States has, by its past practices, greatly weakened its
ability to influence the effective use of aid. In my judgment, we have virtually
no chance of overcoming this obstacle with an aid program of the current size.
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'However, if we will support an aid program of proper size, and with astute
handling, we have a pretty good chance, throughout Latin America, to achieve
a good measure of cooperation with our objectives, without the appearance of
dictation. I feel certain, also, that our insistence on reasonable standards of
political, monetary, fiscal, and business responsibility will, if consistently held,
increase the respect of these countries for the United States, and thus, further
facilitate the conduct of the Alliance.

"As mentioned elsewhere, there has been a heavy government-to-government
emphasis in the aid program to date. This policy involves us in the gravest
of dangers and, in my view, should be drastically modified in an expanded
Alliance program.

"In recommending that we do insist, as a condition to our expanded aid
program, on effective measures being taken to provide a healthy climate for
both local and foreign private capital, I am not proposing that we force any-
thing down unwilling throats. The point is that the development plans of the
Latin American countries already strongly stress the private sector, and yet,
in too many cases, these countries are not taking the measures that will permit the
private sector, and hence, their own development plans to work.

"As a concrete example of how the development plans, under the Alliance,
are seriously endangered, it is worth noting that, in Chile's 10-year development
plan published a few months ago, investment in the private sector accounts for
50 percent of the total projected investment over the 10-year period, and of
this 50 percent, nearly one-third is expected to come from direct private invest-
ment from abroad. Yet, the plan fails to provide for effective means of encour-
aging, or of channeling, savings into the private sector, and recent government
policies, with respect to the important copper industry about which we are
aware of no change, have tended to discourage the inflow of private investment
from abroad.

"In essence therefore we would only be proposing measures which are a sine
qua non for the success of their own development plans, which they have
formulated as part of the Alliance. Anyone opposing such prerequisites to
expanded aid would be effectively'opposing the fruition of their own develop-
ment plan and would either be misguided, or unfortunately, as may be the case,
in certain instances, acting in outright bad faith.

"'The fact that any opposition would have to be exposed to the strong light of
truth and reality is what makes me confident that, if the matter is handled
adroitly, we can successfully link reasonable requests for self-help and responsi-
bility to an expanded aid program.

"In considering the question of self-help, a first priority is maximum produc-
tive use of resources already on hand in Latin America. This is, of course, only
good cominonsense, but an extremely important concept to apply in our aid pro-
gram. There is abundant evidence that it is not being applied now and this
fact is one of the principal reasons cited by the opponents of foreign aid in oppos-
ing appropriations for this purpose. Their position, in this respect, cannot be
assailed unless, in conjunction with an expanded aid program, compliance with
sound economic and business principles is obtained.

"I feel most strongly on this point, General, and believe that it is the only
realistic approach to the solution of the very complex problems of Latin America.
I fully realize that much of the resistance to compliance with sound economic
principles in Latin America is the result of unyielding opposition of a political
nature. We are told that It is politically unfeasible, by responsible officials of
Latin American governments, to do those things which they themselves know
should be done. I feel that it would be a great mistake to continue to go along
with this philosophy.

"We have to succeed in raising the discussions of the problem of what should
be done in response to our assistance above the level of politics. We must drive
home a basic point of our assistance program-the mobilization and productive
employment of domestic resources. The primary contribution of foreign assist-
ance is to break the bottlenecks to more effective use of domestic resources."

And particularly in connection with your excellent suggestion that the Presi-
dent proclaim our new policy in a major address, on page 112:

"We need to pursue solutions to these problems at all levels, including an
intensification of the efforts being made to encourage an understanding of the
role of private investment as the key element in the attainment of the economic
development objectives of the Alliance for Progress.
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'I would like to suggest that a step in the right direction would be the calling
of a hemispheric conference of the heads of states, at which the concept of the
partnership of government and private capital in the attainment of the objec-
tives of the Alliance would be put forward, as a major new driving force for the
Alliance. This question of full acceptance of the desirable role of private capi-
tal, both local and foreign, in the development of Latin America is fundamental,
vital, and still remains unclarified or unaccepted, partly through confusion
caused by Communist propaganda, and partly through plain bad faith. Unless
it is completely resolved, we will have very little assurance that the additional
aid, which these countries sorely need, and really have to have, if the Alliance is
going to succeed, will be part of an integrated package of public- and private-
sector efforts that will spell the success of the democratic free society in Latin
America."

I repeat the very important point from page 2 of your letter:
..* * * therefore, the full weight of U.S. foreign economic policy must be

shifted and brought directly to bear on this problem. This implies a more active
use of our foreign aid program than before-and it probably should, if properly
administered, imply an even larger program in terms of dollars spent."

Here again I couldn't agree with you more and I have delineated specifically
how much additional aid the United States should furnish Latin America on
pages 78 through 86, and summarized (pp. 135 through 137) in the general con-
clusions at the end of the letter to General Clay as follows:

"Increase our official financial assistance to Latin America to a level two to
three times the current level, i.e., at minimum to $2.5 billion per annum. Our
official aid. under the Punta del Este agreement, is $1.1 billion which, after
repayments and interest on outstanding debts to the United States, amounts to
about $800 million.

"This amount of assistance would still not be sufficient to offset the financial
deterioration that has occurred in these countries since 1950-56, as the result of
the adverse trend in terms of trade, and unfavorable trends in capital move-
ments, which, as noted on page 60, amounted to $2.7 billion for the seven largest
countries alone. The minimum amount of aid recommended, of $2.5 billion, may
prove even more deficient with the continuance of the outflow of U.S. private
capital, estimated at $37 million for the first 9 months of 1962, versus an inflow
of $141 million in 1961, an unfavorable swing already of about $180 million, and
a deficit from the Punta del Este goal, for U.S. direct investment alone, of about
one-third for $1 billion. In addition, the deficiency will become even larger still,
if the inflow of private capital, other than U.S. direct investment, declines from
the 1961 level of $947 million, and it appears likely that this has already hap-
pened, as the result of the developments of recent months in Brazil, Chile, Peru,
and elsewhere.

"Furthermore, the $2.5 billion of aid recommended is only slightly more than
$12 per capita, and this is less than the per capita levels of aid given to 18 of the
38 major recipient countries, during the 3 consecutive highest years of U.S. aid
to them. Increasing our aid to the recommended level would be much more
consistent with our traditional strategic relationship with Latin America, than
continuing at the level of recent years. The need in Latin America is for an
impact program that is convincing of our concern, and has a reasonable chance
of breaking the vicious circle of decay, both material and spiritual, confronting
these countries."

In retrospect, perhaps I should have immediately sent out copies of my letter
to General Clay on January 16 so that all of the Comap members would have
known that I had gone into the greatest of detail on not only the reorientation
of our aid program, but increasing its size as you have indicated, and applying
the criteria, for granting aid, of encouragement to private enterprise and im-
provement in the investment climate.

On second thought, it probably is just as well that I did not, because we now
have the benefit of the excellent memorandum and letter from you and Pete
and Walt prepared independently, which I am sure will be of great assistance
in the coming months as the administration considers the recommendations of
the Comap Committee.

With renewed thanks for your letter and kindest regards, I am,
Sincerely,

J. PETER GRACE.
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(At the hearing held on January 15, 1963, Representative Curtis
asked that the following excerpt fromt the Congressional Record be
placed in the hearing record as of this day:)

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ARGENTINA

(Speech of Hon. Bourke B. Hickenlooper, of Iowa, in the Senate of the United
States, Wednesday, November 13, 1963)

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. Mr. President, I should like to offer a few comments on
recent developments in Argentina, and I select this country for two reasons.
First, I think it is generally agreed that Argentina has probably the best
potential for development into a stable and self-sufficient free country in its
parts of the world.

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, the Senator is delivering a very important speech.
I would like to have the Senate hear it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senate will be in order.
Air. HICKENLOOPER. I may say parenthetically that the general principles

which I shall attempt to develop in my remarks appy to any other countries
in Latin America which are engaging in or planning to engage in expropriation
of American property, and to any countries in any other part of the world which
are engaging in or planning to engage in the expropriation of American property.

Argentina has many advantages not generally shared by most other South
American countries, among which are a highly literate population which is pre-
dominantly European in stock, the absence of vast land reform problems, plus
the possession of natural resources which are considerable.

My second reason for selecting Argentina is that what is happening there has
a direct relationship to some of the difficulties our foreign aid efforts are facing
in other areas.

On the basis of such measurements as per capita gross national product, num-
ber of telephones and radios, miles of railroads and highways and the like,
Argentina is already one of the most highly civilized and advanced countries
in South America. Its major challenge is to achieve stability of government
and to put into practice sound economic policies which can eliminate the effects
of years of mismanagement, inflation, a wasting of assets, decline of agriculture,
and deficits both in its budget and its balance of payments.

The plight of the Government-run railroad provides a good example of the
kind of economic chaos which has been allowed to develop. The volume of
freight carried has fallen from 60 million tons in 1942 to less than 30 million
tons; yet in the same period, the number of railroad workers has climbed
from 90,000 to over 225,000. The result is an annual deficit of some $300
million which the Government is forced to cover.

Such examples can be found in nearly every sector of the economy. In fact,
over recent years there has been only one bright spot of any consequence in
the whole picture, and this is in the petroleum industry. For years, imports
of oil had been steadily rising, in spite of the fact that there is oil within the
country. By 1958, Argentina's total annual oil production amounted to only
36 million barrels, and the nation was forced to import some 65 million barrels
to meet its needs. Oil was in fact the largest import item, and cost roughly the
Argentines $220 million a year in foreign exchange.

Looking back over the painful history preceding them, the Government at
that time decided that a different approach might be worthy a try. For almost
half a century, the control of oil operations had been in Government hands.
Foreign capital and experience had been largely excluded. But faced with such
a phenomenal deficit in the balance of payments from a single source, the
Argentine Government decided to try a new approach.

It invited outside capital and assistance to supplement the state's own
efforts, and the results have been dramatic. In the long decades preceding this
event, petroleum production had been built up gradually to 36 million barrels a
year, against imports which had climbed to 65 million barrels, as I have noted.

In the 4 years following the time the Argentine Government opened the doors
to assistance from private enterprise, the production of oil nearly tripled,
while the amount the country has to import has been reduced by rouahly
70 percent. In 1962, production had reached nearly 100 million barrels, while
imports had shrunk to less than 20 million.

I believe when we get the accurate figure at the end of 196.3. it will be even
more startling. In terms of foreign exchange. Argentina's expenditures for
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buying petroleum or oil products were cut from $220 million a year to S7.5
million. and the goal of self-sufficiency was in sight. There was even talk
of an exportable surplus.

Behind this tremendous accomplishment lie some interesting facts. In gen-
eral terms, what it took to make the job possible was a combination of capital,
technology, and efficiency-in all of which the Argentine Government had been
lacking. These key elements were supplied by American oil companies, in com-
petition against each other, who came in, negotiated contracts running up to 40
years, and proceeded to supply the money, personnel, equipment, and techniques
which turned the tide.

To date, these companies have invested an estimated $300 million in Argentina
since 1958. Their experiences have varied. Several companies have spent close
to $50 million in largely unsuccessful exploration efforts. Another company,
which has developed production, brought in some $60 million in capital and
reinvested another $40 million from the sale of the oil in further exploration and
development activities. In general terms, these companies have continued to
invest money in Argentina, without any significant return thus far.

This kind of confidence in the country's future has also bred confidence. In
addition to the direct investment in exploration and development, there has been
the predictable economic fallout in other areas, bringing additional outside
investment in transport, refining facilities, and petrochemicals-which together
have been estimated at close to another $100 million, added to the economy.

If we add to this the further stimulation to the economy in terms of royalties
to the provinces for oil and gas produced within their territories, plus the very
basic fact that the oil industry has provided a growing number of jobs for
nationals over a period in which nearly every other segment of the Argentine
economy has been stagnant, we recognize that here is a very substantial con-
tribution to the development of the country.

This has been done with private enterprise, private investment, and private
venture.

I should note that it has also been a real contribution to the pocketbook of
the American taxpayer, since here is something approaching a half-million dollar
shot in the arm to a country we want to help, but which did not have to come
out of U.S. foreign aid, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, or
any other of the many organizations to which we so largely contribute.

One could be pardoned for assuming that the Argentine Government would
also recognize the magnitude of this contribution to the welfare of its people.
Unfortunately, this does not appear to be the case. There is now a new Gov-
ernment in office in Argentina, and one of its major articles of political faith
seems to be a determination to abrogate the contracts or to nullify them to use
their own language, negotiated by the previous government with the U.S. oil
companies.

While it is perhaps not too difficult to appreciate the political charm of slo-
ganeering about "throwing out Yankee imperialists" during a Latin American
election campaign, it is very hard indeed to discern any semblance of rationality
in such an action in this instance. In practical terms, this would amount to a
frontal attack on the only really sound and hopeful economic development that
has occurred in that country in the last decade.

The reasons expressed by the new Government for this extraordinary proposal
have been rather nebulous thus far, consisting mainly of charges that the con-
tracts are illegal and uneconomic. The only argument which the Government
has advanced regarding their legality, to my knowledge, is that the contracts
were not submitted to the Argentine Congress for ratification.

While I am not expert on Argentine constitutional procedure, I cannot help
but be impressed by the logic of some of the comments which the oil companies
have made in this regard. As they point out, the agreements merely put them
in the position of hired contractors. They have engaged to spend a good deal of
money, time, and effort in trying to find oil-but any oil found becomes auto-
matically the property of the Government. The companies do not have title
to it. They cannot export it. All they can do with it is deliver it to the Govern-
ment at a previously agreed upon price. Both legally, and in effect, they are
simply contractors hired by the state oil agency to help do a job which that
agency had neither the capital nor the ability to do itself.

If the state oil agency has to get the approval of congress to hire a contractor,
then presumably the state-run railroad would have to get congressional ap-
proval to sign a contract to repair freight cars. The oil companies assert that
there is no such precedent in Argentine law, or anywhere else for that matter,
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so far as anyone knows, and I find this quite believable. Any country which
operated along these lines would have to keep its congress in session 24 hours a
day.

Aside from this is the interesting fact that everyone accepted the contracts as
legal and binding, and both parties attempted to live up to their terms for about
5 years, until a new government come in. I say "attempted to live up to their
terms." The U.S. companies actually overfulfilled their contractual obligations.
They drilled more wells and found more oil than even the Government had hoped
at the time the agreements were made. While the country is still not self-
sufficient in oil, it has gotten a good deal closer than anticipated in such a
short period.

The Argentine Government's performance is note quite so good, not so much
because it did not try but because of the general fiscal chaos which has existed
within the Government. The state oil agency, to which the U.S. producing com-
panies are obliged to deliver the oil, has not been able to pay for the oil. It
is currently behind in its payments to the tune of tens of millions of dollars.

One American oil company alone is owed more than $28 million for oil it has
produced with its own capital and know-how, and has delivered it to the Argen-
tine Government agency. It is holding the sack for that amount of oil, to say
nothing of any recoupment on its investment. Other oil companies are owed
comparable amounts, in keeping with the extent of their operations and contracts.

As for the Government's other charge-that the contracts are uneconomic-
it is unlikely that the oil companies would disagree with this assertion. They
have clearly been uneconomic for the companies thus far, since the companies
have continued to invest, and reinvest, and are left at the moment with not much
to show for their effort except overdue bills.

Just why the contracts are uneconomic to the Argentine Government is diffi-
cult to see. As I have noted, they have saved the Government millions of dollars
in desperately needed foreign exchange. As to the price the Government pays
the companies for the oil-and this is quite apart from any considerations of
sanctity of contract-it appears to be considerably less than the cost of oil of
comparable quality imported from Venezuela, the Middle East, or anywhere else
in the free world. The former Secretary of Energy and Fuels recently testified
that the oil supplied by the contracting companies costs between 20 and 50 per-
cent less than similar types of imported crude.

That is the testimony of Argentine officials themselves. The witness pointed
out that this represents oil which the Government was in no financial or tech-
nical position to find oil and develop it itself.

Not only have the U.S. companies been supplying oil at lower rates than it could
be imported; under their contracts they are also charging less for a barrel than
the Government oil agency can produce it through its own efforts, on the basis
of cost estimates submitted to the Congress by that agency. And on the basis of
the Government's own per barrel valuation, the value of the oil already delivered
by one company exceeded the price charged by some $20 million. To put it
another way, the Argentine Government has received oil for a price $20 million
less than it would have cost to produce it itself, according to its own figures.
Yet the Argentine Federal company has not even paid for all the oil.

When we add to these considerations the fact that, at the end of the contracts,
the Government will receive free of charge all permanent facilities installed by
the companies-including pipelines and other expensive installations-it is
perplexing, to say the least, to find that Government calling the contracts uneco-
nomic.

It is also appropriate to wonder what lies ahead. In order to find and produce
the quantity of petroleum required to meet Argentina's growing needs over the
next 9 years, it is estimated that an investment of some $1.7 billion will be
required. This is an average of nearly $200 million a year, and it would be
interesting to know where a deficit-ridden government and a bankrupt state oil
agency would propose to get capital funds on this order, particularly if they
pursue their presently announced course.

Abrogation of the oil contracts would, to a very considerable extent, succeed
in drying up outside capital funds from all quarters and for all purposes. If a
contract made with one government is likely to last no longer than the inaugura-
tion of the next government-particularly in South America-then the whole
concept of long-term investment can no longer apply either, a conclusion which
will be speedily drawn by potential investors everywhere.

From reports coming out of Argentina, it appears that some of the politicians
there profess to see a solution by simply having the state oil agency take over all
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oil operations. That such a course would be naive in the extreme is rather
obvious. The record indicates that the U.S. companies have done more to in-
crease oil production in 4 years than the state had accomplished in half a
century, and it took a large amount of capital in addition to know-how.

Moreover, Argentina simply does not have the financial capabilities to pay the
costs of taking over the U.S. operations. Beyond this, it does not have the funds
to commit to needed further oil development.

About the only foreseeable consequences of this cavalier course would be to
render any contract with the Argentine Government next to worthless in inter-
national circles, while hastening the Argentine oil industry down the road its
railroads have already gone.

One other alternative has been hinted at-that Argentina might make up its
oil deficiency by importing Russian oil. It is no secret that the Communists
would be delighted to see this happen. With the tragic example of Cuba before
them, I doubt that a majority of Argentine citizens would care to follow that
course, since they value freedom highly.

As I said at the start of these remarks, what is happening in this particular
situation typifies some of the dilemmas facing our foreign aid program in a num-
ber 'of areas. It is my understanding that our viewpoint is that we wish to do
whatever we can to assist freely elected governments throughout the world,
where we can assist, with the necessarily rather imprecise goal in mind of ad-
vancing the cafuse of human freedom, in which we believe.

I have no quarrel with this objective; I support it. But at times it is hard to
see how to go about it. Take the case in point. Here is a country which is
emerging from the shadow of years of dictatorial rule which left a legacy of
bankruptcy and economic decline. The Argentine people apparently want.
stability and economic growth, under an elected government. Since these are
goals which we support, we have been trying to assist in this undertaking, with
funds exacted from the American taxpayer and through freely made private
investment.

But developments such as those in regard to the oil contracts are enough to
give anyone pause. So far as foreign aid is concerned, we must recognize that
we are dealing with a sovereign government, and that it is neither proper nor
desirable on our part to presume to tell that government how to conduct its
affairs.

When such a government proposes to follow a course, however, which is clearly
designed to compound its financial difficulties-and damaging bona fide private
American interests in the bargain-we had better ask ourselves how long we
can continue to underwrite such experiments. We have no mandate from the
American taxpayers to continue to pour their income down bottomless pits, and
they appear to exist all over.

It is one thing to love thy neighbor as thyself, as the Bible enjoins us; but this
is becoming a pretty large neighborhood. American aid just about blankets the
globe. If every sovereign government on earth wishes to dig its own economic
grave, it has a sovereign right to do so, I presume; but the American Government
also has a sovereign right to refuse to pay the cost of excavation. Indeed, we
could not do so even if we wanted to; there is simply not that much money in
America, or anywhere else in the world, for that matter.

I think it might be helpful if this fact could be slightly better appreciated by
some of the many countries which look to us for support. It might as well be
understood that while the United States is willing to continue to contribute to the
cause of freedom throughout the world, it does not plan to bankrupt itself in the
processs, and thus sacrifice its own freedom, leaving the field to the enemies of
freedom.

To make this understood, I think we had better start today. One way to do
this is to make it plainly understood that the U.S. Government is not prepared to
give money, goods, or services to countries which will not even honor their obli-
gations to U.S. citizens and corporations. Unilateral abrogation of such obliga-
tions by other countries should be understood to be synonomous with unilateral
cessation of aid from this country.

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, will the Senator from Iowa yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. McIntyre in the chair). Does the Senator from

Iowa yield to the Senator from Oregon?
Mr. flrcxzKENLOOPEr. I have a number of newspaper articles, communications,

and so forth, which I wish to discuss and to have printed in the Record, but I

can do that a little later. They are in further reference to the amendments we

adopted last year and to those we adopted this year in regard to these items.
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I am happy to yield to the Senator from Oregon.
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I wish to ask about these amendments. The Senator

from Iowa and I have held conversations, not only in regard to what is happen-
ing in Argentina, but also in regard to what is happening in other Latin Ameri-
can countries. The Senator from Iowa knows that I am very much concerned
about the application of the Hickenlooper amendment to these situations. Infact, some of us considered trying to broaden the Hickenlooper amendment; but
after my discussion with the Senator from Iowa, I am inclined to agree with his
view that probably no other amendment is needed, if there is clear agreement as
to what the Hickenlooper amendment already encompasses.

So far as the situation in Argentina is concerned, our proper course is veryclearly indicated by the facts in that case. If the Argentine Government nulli-
fies those oil contracts and refuses to follow the procedures of international
law which the Hickenlooper amendment encompasses, and if the Argentine
Government expects to share in any way in the economic assistance provided bythe United States, our State Department must notify the President of the
Argentine that the Hickenlooper amendment will be applied, and that there
will be no "maybe" about it.

So my first question is-in dealing somewhat with a hypothetical case, but
also relating to the situation in the Argentine-If the President of Argentina
proceeds to nullify these oil contracts, is it the opinion of the Senator from
Iowa that the Hickenlooper amendment will apply and the U.S. Government
will be obligated to carry out its provisions, which, if a satisfactory adjustment
of these claims is not made by the Argentine Government, will result in the
cessation of our economic aid to Argentina?

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. In my opinion, the answer to that question is "Yes." I
believe the amendment of last year-the provision now in the law-could beextended, by proper interpretation, to cover such a situation of nullification
of contracts, as compared with expropriation or seizure of physical property.
But certainly under the amendments we have adopted and under the additional
amendment which now is before us, which specifically refers to nullification
and to action which has the effect of destroying the property rights of individ-
uals. I think there is no question that it applies and that it would have to beapplied not only to nullification of these oil contracts, which have been in effect
since 1958, but also to the fruits of them, of which Argentina has taken advan-
tage. The latter point raises a further question, for this is not a question ofnullification of contracts after they were entered into, but before performance
was had under them-although under some legal concepts, damages might bedue in that situation. On the contrary, in this case performance has been had,
and the oil has been delivered under the provisions of the contracts, and up to
this time the contracts have been consummated in full good faith. Therefore,
at this time nullification would amount to a direct seizure of property rights,
and the amendment will apply.

Mr. MoRSE. The Senator from Iowa and I have talked with other members
of the committee and other members of the subcommittee-because both of usare members of the Subcommittee on Latin American Affairs; these members
are very much concerned about whether the nullification amendment applies tothis year's bill. I said to them that I think it does. However, this is a good
time to clarify that situation and to leave no doubt about that matter.

Will the Senator from Iowa take time to refer to the Hickenlooper amend-ment of last year and also to the proposed changes in it, as contained in this year's
bill. In my opinion this supports his contention, in which I join, that the Hicken-looper amendment, as it will be in existence after the enactment of this bill,
will cover the Argentine oil contract nullification case.

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. I shall be very happy to do so; and I think it should bemade part of this record.
I call the attention of the Senator from Oregon and the attention of other

Senators to the report of the Foreign Relations Committee on House bill 7885,
dated October 22, 1963, at page 67, and to the item on that page beginning with
"(e) ". I ask unanimous consent that this portion of the report be printed in theRecord.

There being no objection, the excerpt from the report (No. 588) was orderedto be printed in the Record, as follows:
" (e) The President shall suspend assistance to the government of any country

to which assistance is provided under this or any other Act when the government
of such country or any [governmental] governmeot agency or subdivision withinsuch country on or after January 1, 1962-
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"(1) has nationalized or expropriated or seized ownership or control of prop-

erty owned by any United States citizen or by any corporation, partnership. or
association not less than 50 per centum beneficially owned by United States
citizens, or

"(2) has taken steps to repudiate or nullify existing contracts or agreements
with any United States citizen or any corporation, partnership, or association not
less than 50 per centum beneficially owned by United States citizens, or

"[(2)] (3) has imposed or enforced discriminatory taxes or other exactions, or
restrictive maintenance or operational conditions, or has taken other actions,
which have the effect of nationalizing, expropriating, or otherwise seizing owner-
ship or control of property so owned,
and such country, government agency or government subdivision fails within a
reasonable time (not more than six months after such [action olt after the date
of enactment of this subsection, whichever is later| action or, in the event
of a referral to the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission of the United States
within such period as provided herein, not more than twenty days after the re-
port of the Commission is received) to take appropriate steps, which may in-
clude arbitration, to discharge its obligations under international law toward
such citizen or entity, Including [equitable and] speedy compensation for such
property in convertible foreign exchange, equivalent to the full value thereof, as
required by international law, or fails to take steps designed to provide relief
from such taxes, exactions, or conditions, as the case may be 0,); and such
suspension shall continue until [he] the President is satisfied that appropriate
steps are being taken, and no other provision of this Act shall be construed to
authorize the Prcsident to waive the provisions of this subsection.

CUpon request of the President (within seventy days after such action referred
to in paragraphs (1), (2), or (3) of this subsection) the Foreign Claims Settle-
ment Commission of the United States (established pursuant to Reorganization
Plan No. I of 19541, 68 Stat. 1279) is hereby authorized to evalhate expropriated
property, determining the futl value of any property nationalized, expropriated,
or seized, or subjected to discriminatory or othe& actions t8s aforesaid, for pur-
poses of this subsection and to render an advisory report to the President within
ninety days after such request. Unless authorized by the P-esident, the Com-
mission shall not publish its advisory report except to the citizen or entity
owning such property. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such
amount, to remain available until expended, as may be necessary from time to
time to enable the Commission to carry out ewpeditiously its functions under
this subsection."

MNr. xICKENLOOPER. MIr. President, the amendment of last year provides as
follows:

"(e) The President shall suspend assistance to the government of any country
to which assistance is provided under this Act when the government of such
country or any agency or subdivision within such country on or after January
1. 1962-

"(1) has nationalized or expropriated or seized ownership or control of prop-
erty owned by any United States citizen or by any corporation, partnership,
or association not less than 50 per centum beneficially owned by United States
citizens, or

"(2) has imposed or enforced discriminatory taxes or other exactions, or
restrictive maintenance or operational conditions, which have the effect of
nationalizing, expropriating, or otherwise seizing ownership or control of prop-
erty so owned,".

Then it provides the methods of determination, arbitration, and so forth.
I have read the language down to that point, as contained in the present law.

Now I read the additions which were made in the committee this year, in
strengthening that language.

The present law reads as follows:
" (e) The President shall suspend assistance to the government of any country

to which assistance is provided under this"-and this year we added-"or any
other."

The words "or any other" were added this year. So the language would then
read:

" (e) The President shall suspend assistance to the government of any country
to which assistance is provided under this or any other act when the government
of such country or any"-and we substituted for the word "governmental" the
word "government"-"government agency or subdivision within such country on
or after January 1, 1962"-
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Paragraph (1), which I read a while ago, would remain the same.
Then we added (2), a paragraph which reads as follows:
"(2) has taken steps to repudiate or nullify existing contracts or agreements

with any United States citizen or any corporation, partnership, or association not
less than 50 per centum beneficially owned by United States citizens, or"-

Then we pass to the new (3), which was the old (2), which would read-
"(3) has imposed or enforced discriminatory taxes or other exactions or restric-
tive maintenance or operational conditions"-

And then we would insert the words-"or has taken other actions."-
Continuing to read the section-"which have the effect of nationalizing, ex-

propriating, or otherwise seizing ownership or control of property so owned."
One of the reasons for inserting the words "or has taken other actions" is

that the language would give a direction to the President to use broad discre-
tion in determining the rights and interests of American property abroad. We
name it as specifically as it is reasonably possible to do so. The language "or
has taken any other action" would have that effect. The President would
have the responsibility and the discretion to determine when American property
is being seized.

The present law provides, in effect, that those provisions would go in effect if
"such country, government agency, or government subdivision fails within a
reasonable time-not more than 6 months after-such action or after the date
of enactment of this subsection, whichever is later."

The law passed last year provided "to take appropriate steps," and so on.
This year we have inserted the language that where the country, government
agency, or government subdivision has failed to take, "within a reasonable
time-not more than 6 months after such action or"-I am now reading the
insertion-"action or, in the event of a referral to the Foreign Claims Settlement
Commission of the United States within such period as provided herein, not
more than 20 days after the report of the Commission is received."

We added that language because there is a new addition calling for a referral
to the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission, for the reason that that Com-
mission has machinery and legal history to set up for evaluation foreign held
properties as a result of their experience in settling foreign claims, at least
especially following World War II.

All of what I am talking about will be in the record.
Another provision provides for the President to request the Foreign Settle-

ment Claims Commission to evaluate such property. He would then make a
determination as to whether or not the valuation set on the property abroad
would be a reasonable valuation or not. If it is considered to be unreasonable
or unfair, he must withhold aid. If it were a fair evaluation, it would be up to
the owners either to take it or leave it. If they should prefer not to take it,
and the determination should be that the valuation was a fair valuation, then,
of course, they would be left to their own devices within the countries to fight
it out In any way they might desire.

Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I thank the Senator from Iowa for joining me in
making the legislative history. The language from the old act, with the previous
Hickenlooper amendment, plus the new language in the bill that has come to
the floor of the Senate from the committee, leaves no room for doubt that it
covers nullification of contracts in which property values, as well as outright
expropriation of property, are involved. The American business concerns that
have expressed such great concern to the Senator from Iowa and to the Senator
from Oregon ought to appreciate the fact that the Senator from Iowa sought to
draft language that would protect them in connection with almost any possible
contingency that could develop if a foreign government should seek, by one
means or another, to expropriate the value of the porperty or nullify contractual
relations that would have a bearing upon the value of the property.

As the Senator knows, the Kennecott Copper Co. has extensive copper mining
holdings in Chile. So does Anaconda Copper Co. I have met with officers of
the Kennecott Co., as has the Senator from Iowa. I have told them that I know
nothing about the merits of their case, just as I know nothing about the merits
of the case of the American oil companies in the Argentine. It is not for me to
pass judgment on the merits of the case, however. It is a Senator's duty, as I
see it, to make certain that procedures are established under which these com-
panies would have an opportunity to establish the merits of their case and under
which they would be protected from unfair discriminatory practices against
them on the part of any foreign government because they are American concerns.
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As the Senator knows, it is alleged by the Kennecott Copper Co.-and they
have made more than a prima facie case in support of their allegation-that the
Chilean Government is following a discriminatory tax policy that is aimed at
the Kennecott Co. It may discriminate against other companies. But there is
no doubt about the fact that it discriminates against the Kennecott Co. if he
allegations are accurate, and they appear to be.

The result is that the Kennecott Co. cannot operate its mining properties, and
not being able to operate its mining properties, it is suffering great loss even
in trying to maintain the companies. It looks upon this move on the part of
the Chilean Government as an effort to finally force Kennecott either to dispose
of its property in Chile for an unfairly low price or to abandon it and give up
even trying to maintain it, which would thereby make it possible for the Chilean
Government to enter into what would amount to a form of expropriation of the
property.

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. It is situations of that kind which the words "or any
other means" in this year's bill are intended to cover, by way of giving the
President discretion to determine that those so-called any other means are
in effect a denial of property rights. or the destruction of the rights of American
owners in foreign countries, and would therefore call for the operation of this
amendment. There is a responsibility on the administrator to use his discretion.

Mr. MORsE. Plus the language, now, in the new subsection (3), which was the
old subsection:

"(2), has imposed or enforced discriminatory taxes or other exactions, or re-
strictive maintenance or operational conditions, or has taken other actions, which
have the effect of nationalizing, expropriating, or otherwise seizing ownership
or control of property so owned."

Mr. HICKENLooPER. That is correct. There was a provision against discrimi-
natory taxes in the amendment which we put in the bill last year, but we wish
to add the words, "or has taken other actions." It is a fine distinction, when
one comes to argue with some of the "legalistic" people in foreign countries.

Suppose the Government owns a part of the mining industry, and private
operators own some other portion of the mining industry. The Government
could very well conduct its own mining without regard to taxes, but could levy
taxes upon the one or two other privately owned businesses in an amount great
enough to drive them out of business.

The Senator referred to the company in Chile. The company has had im-
posed upon it, according to my information, a tax of 87 percent of net profits,
leaving only 13 percent. I do not have the details, but the government refused
to allow what are recognized in this country as the ordinary expenses of doing
business. They toss items into "net profits" which are not net profits at all,
but are current operating expenses. The company is going backward all the
time. The government is proposing new requirements for expansion-new build-
ings; new this, that, and the other thing-which are beyond the capacity of the
company, if it is to keep its nose above water. It cannot operate in that kind of
situation.

Those are discriminatory taxes. Those are excessive requirements, which are,
in effect, a confiscation of the property of Americans.

Mr. MOnsE. They seek to impose requirements for expansion on the company
and force it to operate at a loss, apparently in the hope that forcing it to operate
at a loss will also force it to sell its properties for a song, and get out of Chile.
There are other copper companies that could very well find themselves in the
same position, if they do not watch out.

Mr. HIcKENLoOPER. The Senator is correct. The threatened oil property ex-
propriation in Peru, is in many ways patterned after the Argentine proposal.

Mr. MORSE. That is correct.
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. In northwestern Peru along the desert area and the ocean,

many millions of dollars were spent by American and other oil companies in an
attempt to develop oil fields. The program did not develop too successfully.
There is a geologic promise of oil in the Iquitos area, the area back of the
mountains. It has cost millions of dollars to fly in equipment and American
engineers and technicians to cover the jungle. People have been living in the
jungle for years. Private companies have put up their money, exploring on be-
half of the Government of Peru under contracts and agreements.

I now understand that there is good promise of oilfields being discovered after
years of effort and the expenditure of millions of dollars. But now that oilfields
have probably been discovered the proposal is made that Peru expropriate them,
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to take advantage of all the expenditures made. Such a seizure would be a
repudiation of contracts and obligations.

Mr. MORsE. We must beware of such situations all over Latin America, if we
let these precedents be set.

I have one final question. Will the Senator turn to section (e) on page 67
of the committee report, which reads:

"The President shall suspend assistance to the government of any country to
which assistance is provided under this or any other act when the government of
such country or any government agency or subdivision within such country on or
after January 1, 1962"-

Does the things listed thereafter. Does the Senator agree with me that the
language "under this or any other act" would prohibit the President of the
United States from using his contingency fund to be of assistance to one of these
countries, if it were determined the country had violated the terms and condi-
tions of the so-called Hickenlooper amendment?

Mr. HIcKENLOOPER. I believe it would. I believe it is broad enough to do that.
It is the intent to cut off aid, bounty, gifts and assistance to countries which not
only are using such for their own ulterior purposes but also are defrauding, in
effect, American investors whom they have invited to come to those countries.
There is one exception. We agreed to an amendment yesterday exempting the
Peace Corps.

Mr. MORSE. And the cultural exchanges, also.
Mr. HiosENwooPEa. Yes; the cultural exchanges, as well. I voted for that

exemption for various reasons. I believe that humanitarian operations probably
have a little different complexion. It is my understanding and my intention-
and I believe that of other Senators who voted for the amendment-that if the
abuses are great enough, it is within the discretion of the President even to halt
those operations.

Mr. MORSE. We made it very clear yesterday, in the legislative history, that
the amendment did not put the Peace Corps in the position where it could not
be taken out.

Ar. HICKENLOOPER. That is correct.
Mr. MORSE. Or that the cultural exchanges could not be stopped. That will

fall within the discretion of the President.
Mr. HIcnENLooPER. We made that very clear.
Mr. MORSE. I should like to make another point clear, I completely agree with

the statement of the Senator from Iowa about the situation in Chile or in Argen-
tina. If it should be found after analysis of the merits of the positions of the
companies involved, that those governments are following a course of action-
Chile in regard to the Kennecott Copper Co., and Argentina in regard to the
nullifying of contracts of these oil companies-in flagrant violation of the
Hickenlooper amendment, the President would be prevented also from using the
contingency fund to get around the Hickenlooper amendment.

Mr. HIcKENLOOPER. I believe the Senator has correctly stated the case. I
should like to invite attention to another contingency. There are problems of
patent rights which were acquired and exist under law in those countries. Patentrights are not physical, tangible rights.

They are intangible rights, but rights, nevertheless. Many countries are
threatening to seize American patent rights, to abrogate them and to destroy
them. even though they were granted legally under the laws of the country, or
under treaties or agreements, and have a limited time to run, as is the case in our
own country.

Those rights are undoubtedly rights, just as tangible property rights are.
Mlr. MORSE. Lastly, I spoke recently on the Chilean situation. Tomorrow I

shall put in the Record, in support of legislative history being made tonight,
further data dealing with the Chilean tax discriminatory policy in connection
with American companies in Chile.

I say most respectfully to my President, "You had better prod your State
Department to action, because Chile is proceeding with a course of action that
cannot be reconciled with granting her any aid, until she changes her discrimina-
tory policy against American business."

The paradox is that Chile, along with the Argentine and many other Latin
American countries, has been pleading and begging to get foreign investors to
come in. Foreign investors have been offered inducements to come into those
countries. That fact places those countries under an obligation to follow a non-
discriminatory policy in respect to those investors-the same policy that is fol-
lowed with respect to domestic investors.
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There is an election campaign in progress in Chile, and candidates ay vying
with one another to see who can make the strongest anti-American statem.nts;
but we cannot let Chilean politics do irreparable damage to American investors,
who, in my judgment, must be recognized as having some international law rights.

The State Department ought to be told to "get on the ball" so far as the Chilean
and Argentinean situations are concerned, and make perfectly clear to those
governments that if the merits of the cases substantiate the allegation that they
are in violation of the Hickenlooper amendment, aid will be stopped.

It is our money. If they are going to take it, they ought to take it subject to
reasonable terms and conditions that we are seeking to lay down in the foreign
aid bill.

I thank the Senator for joining me in making the legislative history. The legis-
lative history being made tonight will not be the last time we shall hear about the
subject. We are making legislative history tonight that will arise again and
again, and will cause some questions to be asked of the State Department-for
example, "What have you done with respect to the Argentine and Chile, or any
other country that follows a policy or takes steps that discriminate against
American investments in those countries, when they are not protected? What
have you done to put the Hickenlooper amendment into full force and effect?"

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. I thank the Senator for his contribution. To button this
matter up, I shall put in the Record evidence of expropriation and seizure poli-
cies. I want to appear in the Record in connection with this discussion one thing
about which the Senator well knows, because we have discussed it. The For-
eign Assistance Act already contains a provision as to the announced and
adopted policy of the United States, in section 601, part III, chapter 1, under
the head of "General Provisions." For ready reference, this language is con-
tained in the report of the Committee on Foreign Relations on the pending
bill, which I referred to earlier in my remarks. I read from page 60 of the
report:

"Accordingly, it is declared to be the policy of the United States to encourage
the efforts of other countries to increase the flow of international trade, to
foster private initiative and competition, to encourage the development and use
of cooperatives, credit unions."-

After referring to several other activities, the paragraph continues-"and to
encourage the contribution of U.S. enterprise toward economic strength of less-
developed friendly countries, through private trade and investment abroad,
private participation in programs carried out under this act."

And so forth. We have announced that it is our policy to encourage these
very people to go into those countries with American private capital, private
enterprise, private ingenuity and money, whether it be in agriculture, mining, or
electrical development, or other development. We have encouraged that with
one hand, and with the other hand we have failed to stand up and protect the
claims of those investors, and the equity of their rightful claims.

Mr. MoRsE. The Senator from Iowa is correct.
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. That is all we are trying to reach. I think the sentiment of

Congress is pretty well developed in that respect.
I call the attention of the Senator to an announcement which is very interesting.

It is stated in a bulletin dated November 12, published by the Alliance for Prog-
ress: "U.S. Firm Studies Argentine Investment." It calls attention to the
fact that Alcan Pacific Co. of Sacramento, Calif., an Alaskan corporation-
and the Senator from Aiaska should take note of this-with diversified experi-
ence in construction contracting is going to conduct a survey in the Argentine,
and proposes to make an initial investment of about $1 million on some kind of
development project. As the bulletin states, the company expects to obtain about
one-half of this amount, equal to $900,000, in pesos and dollars from public and
private lending sources. The Alliance for Progress is putting out further
encouragement and announcements.

The constituents of the Senator from Alaska had better be very careful before
they put any of their own money into that area by way of private investment,
unless we make clear to those countries that American property will be equitably
protected, one way or another, once it goes into that country with the authority
and approval of the government that invited it.

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. I yield.
Mr. MiLLEn. First, I commend my able colleague for his very thorough and

timely speech. I should like to ask a couple of questions with a view to adding
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something to the legislative history which was just discussed by the Senator
from Iowa and the Senator from Oregon.

On page 67 of the report of the Committee on Foreign Relations, to which the
Senator from Iowa just referred, I invite attention to the fact that subsection
(e) reads:

"The President shall suspend assistance to the government of any country to
which assistance is provided under this or any other act when the government of
such country or any government agency or subdivision within such country on or
after January 1, 1962-"

Does certain things. Subsection (2) under subsection (e) has been added by
the committee this year.

Is it the intention that any actions taken, as described in subsection (2), from
January 1, 1962, on, shall have the results that have been described with respect
to the other items that were listed in the act last year?

Mr. HIcKENLOoPEB. That is the exact intention of the amendments. They
refer back to January 1, 1962. It is the intention to have the amendments which
we are adding to the present law become retroactive to January 1, 1962. I think
that is pretty well understood by the State Department.

Mr. MLLER. So if an oil company had a contract repudiated after January
1, 1962, but prior to the date of the enactment of this act this year, it could seek
relief under this act?

Mr. HICKENLooPEE. That is correct.
Mr. MInLru. I have another question-
Mr. HEIKENLOOPER. Before the Senator goes to his next question, I point out

that in the discussions in the committee and with Members of the Senate in con-
nection with these amendments-I am sure I speak without fear of Contra-
diction by committee members in connection with the intent of this legislation-
it was believed that, if there should be any technical legal failure of any kind in
connection with these amendments, there is still enough discretionary power in
the Chief Executive to accomplish the objectives; and we expect the administra-
tion to do so, even though there may be some legal question under which some-
one may attempt to crawl in an attempt to avoid the conditions of this provision.

There is broad discretion in the act. We are merely trying to button it up
doubly and triply.

Mr. MiLLER. The Senator would like to have the administration take action
about the way in which he would expect them to take action with respect to their
own personal property or money in a similar situation. Is that correct?

Mr. HICKENLooPEE. I hope they do not handle their personal property in the
way in which they handle Government property. Therefore, I do not know
whether the comparison is quite apt. However, the Senator's observations are
well taken.

Mr. MILLER. I should like to ask one or two more questions.
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. I yield.
Mr. MnLLEz. On page 67 of the report It is stated that if the foreign government,

the recipient of our foreign aid, does any of these acts, and if "such country,
government agency, or government subdivision fails within a reasonable time to
take appropriate steps to discharge Its obligations under international law toward
such citizen or entity," and so forth.

I suppose that refers to the confiscation of property, and means that an ap-
propriate payment should be made; and we provide further that It be made in
convertible foreign exchange.

My question is with respect to the situation described in subsection 2 regard-
ing the nullification of existing contracts.

We do not have the taking of property as such, but we do have damages. Is
it the intention behind this provision that under international law damages which
may arise from actions taken to repudiate or nullify existing contracts shall also
be paid in convertible foreign exchange?

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. Equivalent to the full value of the damages?
Mr. HICKENLooPER. Yes; there is a body of international precedent and law

and agreement that has been built up. I am not quite sure what International
law Is. I know what it is said to be. I am not quite sure what It is, however,
It is a hodgepodge of itinerant agreements, treaties, International agreements,
and this, that, and the other thing. We could probably go back to the days of
Genghis Khan, and pick up old parchments to seek out what International law is.
However, there is a generally recognized procedure and form and system of evalu-
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ation, to the effect that we must give value for property seized. That principle
is pretty well recognized.

Mr. MT.LL.E. In other words, we want that procedure to apply with respect to
damages which arise under a nullification of a contract.

Mr. HICKENLOOPEB. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. I invite my colleague's attention to the wording of the act, about

10 lines from the bottom on page 67 of the report, where it is provided:
"To take appropriate steps, which may include arbitration, to discharge its

obligation under international law toward such citizen or entity, including speedy
compensation for such property in convertible foreign exchange."

We do not include speedy compensation for such property or damages.
Mr. HICKENLOOPEB. No; I believe it was the intent of the committee that under

our concept and the concept of most jurisdictions which have a system approach-
ing ours, and even under international law, damages apply when a contract is
subject to cancellation or nullification. I believe damages are included.

Mr. MILLEB. When the Senator refers to speedy compensation for such dam-
ages, he means for such property in a broad sense, including not only personal
property, but also property rights under contracts. Is that correct?

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. Yes. Damages under any view include property rights.
That may have to be determined by hearing.

Mr. MILLER. The reason why I am asking these questions is that I am afraid
that our experience has been that some interpreters of what we do in Congress
like to play games with words; and we wish to make it clear that we are covering
all reasonable contingencies, so that there will not be any confusion or any excuse
that they did not understand what we intended, after they read the report.

My last question relates to the next item, in which reference is made to a fail-
ure to take steps designed to provide relief from such taxes. There are two ways
to interpret that language. One would be that relief from such taxes would
mean not imposing them in the future. That is a form of relief. At least we
would not get hit a second time. I suggest-and I would like confirmation from
my colleague-that the intention is not quite that easy, but that we intend, as I
interpret it, that if discriminatory taxes have been imposed, the relief would
relate to the imposed taxes, as well as any future taxes of like kind.

Mr. HIcKENLOOPEB. It most certainly is the intent, if discriminatory or confis-
catory taxes have been imposed, that they be reexamined and readjusted on the
basis of equity and fairness, and that, of course, under the law would be the
responsibility of the Administrator to determine, or in such other forum as may
be properly set up to determine that question.

Mr. MILLER. I thank my colleague.
Mr. MONRONEY. Mr. President will the Senator yield?
Mr. HIcKENLooPEB. I yield.
Mr. MONRONEY. I compliment the distinguished Senator from Iowa for his very

illmninating and thorough study and presentation of this issue. It strikes me if
our aid is to mean anything it will have to be used to make a country self-suffi-
cient. The Senator gave us a graphic illustration when he said that a foreign
exchange drain that cost Argentina $220 million a few years ago has been cut to
$75 million by the great assistance that has come from American oil companies.

It is my impression that these contracts were arranged at the convenience
of the Argentine Government, knowing their fetish for preserving for themselves
their mineral rights, and that in order to accommodate the Government of Argen-
tina, the oil companies said, "We will contract with you. We will find the
oil, if we can find it, and then we will deliver it to you at a price that will
be far below the market price." That price was far below the price of the
state-owned oil company.

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. Yes; the Senator is absolutely correct. However, it really
goes beyond that. The state-owned oil company had been attempting for years
to develop oilfields. They had developed a little oil here and there, but they
did not have the money, and they did not have the techniques or the know-how
or the competence to do it. They invited the American oil companies to
come in and look over the field. They then entered into a contract which was
in all probability one of the most advantageous oil contracts ever entered into.
I happened to be down there after the contract had been in effect for 2 years.
I talked with Argentine officials and with private individuals. Everyone was
delighted with it. They were getting oil cheaper than they could produce
it themselves.

Mr. MONRONEY. And they were saving foreign exchange.
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Mr. HICKENLOOPER. Yes; they were saving foreign exchange. I have tried
not to be extravagant in my statement in connection with what I have said. I
have tried to underplay rather than overplay it, but there is much competent
authority which declares confidently that if the Argentine Government had met
its commitments and had paid for the oil as it was received, probably at the
end of this year it would have been self-sufficient in oil.

Mr. 3MONRONEY. Reinvestment of the payment for the American-produced oil
to find new sources-

Mr. HICKENLooPER. And new development.
Mr. MONRONEY. That is correct.
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. The Argentine oilfields-the Senator from Oklahoma repre-

sents, in part, an oil-producing State, so I will not attempt to tell him how
an oilfield is operated-are in a peculiar situation, so I am told. The oilfields
and wells require constant attention and highly skilled know-how. It is not like
putting a hole down in the ground and from then on not paying much attention.
Oil wells require constant attention. Oilmen could probably describe the situa-
tion in more detail; I cannot. But that was one of the troubles. The Argentine
Government did not know how to handle the wells. The wells are now producing
oil, but the Government is not paying for it. They allowed American capital and
know-how to be invested to the extent of $200 or $300 million, and are now pro-
posing to confiscate and talk about settlement later.

Mr. MONRONEY. Is that not worse than expropriation? Labor, know-how,
techniques, and machinery have been moved into Argentina. at the invitation
and request of that country, is now taken without any alternatives being of-
fered in the way of compensation. Argentina land, previously worthless, might
now be worth millions of dollars, yet these oil companies would receive no con-
pensation?

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. The land itself probably is not owned by the oil com-
panies. I think the operations are on an employment or contractual basis, as I
tried to point out; and under the agreements, at the end of the leasehold or
contractual period, the property would eventually revert to the Argentine Gov-
ernment.

Mr. MONRONEY. The producing well would be left intact for the benefit of
the country that had invited the oil company 1.o come in. The oil company
would be paid for its labor. The arrangement would be a labor contract.

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. That is correct.
'Mr. MONRONEY. It would extend for several years, to compensate the com-

pany not only for its risk investment, but also for its labor and machinery.
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. It is a production contract.
Mr. MONRONEY. The companies took the greatest risk, it seems to me. The

Senator is absolutely correct. The amendment seems sufficient to cover this
situation, but does it apply to the Alliance for Progress loans as well as to
other aid which is purely and exclusively American?

Mr. HIcKENLOOPER. It does. It applies to any act under which we oper-
ate.

Mr. MONRONEY. Even though the act authorizes the placement of invest-
ments within a consortium such as the Alliance for Progress?

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. That is the intent.
Mr. MONRONEY. I think this is important. Even if a court should per-

haps say that it is not, the Senator knows, and it is cited in the earlier re-
ports concerning the act that it is our desire to assist countries by making
them self-sufficient, but the act imposes upon the Chief Executive of the United
States the obligation to take action of his own accord when there is a violation
of the spirit of foreign aid, which we have so hopefully extended to so many
nations of the world.

Mfr. HICKENLOOPER. The Senator is correct. The President has power to do
that in his discretion.

Mr. MONRONEY. There is no question about it.
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. Two interesting things have begun to develop.
When people begin to scheme how they can take the property of someone

else, they develop some interesting theories.
The Argentine Government is now attempting to say-this was a political ma-

neuver in their political campaign-that the contracts which were entered into
in 1956 and 1957 were illegal; that therefore. the companies have no rights in
them, and that the Government can nullify the contracts. The word "nullifica-
tion" is used.
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However, at the same time, the Government exercised the sole right of -taxa-
tion on their property and said that it would retroactively tax the property under
contract. That was illegal. Of course, if the contract was illegal, the taxes are
illegal. There is no provision for taxes. But it depends on whose "ox is being
gored," as they cast their eyes upon the interpretation of the contract.

Mr. 'MONRONEY. Can the Senator from Iowa assure the Senator from Oklahoma
and other Members of the Senate that even if the language in the amendment does
not specifically include the Alliance for Progress, it is the intention of the Sen-
ate, in referring to any other law, that those laws authorizing our investment in
the Alliance for Progress would be affected, and that the amendment would not
only empower, but would in fact be a direction to the Chief Executive that under
this set of circumstances the refusal to honor a just debt would bring into force
the full effect of the Senator's amendment, even though it involved direct Ameri-
can aid?

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. The Senator is correct. The amendment refers to the AID
programs; and the Alliance for Progress is a part of the aid program complex of
the United States. It refers to the Alliance for Progress just as much as it does
to any other aid program which is in operation anywhere in the world.

Mr. MONRONEY. I thank the Senator from Iowa and compliment him on his fine
presentation.

Mr. HicKEqLoopEr. I thank the Senator from Oklahoma for helping to develop
the basis and effect of the amendment.

Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, will the Senator from Iowa yield?
Mr. HicxENLooPER. The Senator from Kansas is a member of the Committee

on Foreign Relations. - e nan testif in hi o as to the inet,-- a-
he. too, labored on the amendment.

Mr. CARLsoN. The Senator from Oklahoma raises an interesting point as to
whether the Alliance for Progress might not be a part of our foreign aid program
and therefore not be covered by the amendment on which the distinguished Sena-
tor from Iowa has worked not only at this session but in previous sessions.

The truth is that title VI of the act is 'the Alliance for Progress. There was
never any question in committee that the Alliance for Progress -was covered in the
Senator's amendment.

Mr. HICxIENLOOPIM. There can 'be no question that the Alliance for Progress is
an integral part of the entire international aid or assistance program.

Mr. CARLSON. If there had been any question, it would have been well taken
care of because, as the Senator from Iowa has stated-and I want the Record
to be clear-there was no division of opinion in the committee, among any of its
members, as to what we thought was the meaning of the language; and what we
wrote into the language is what is known as the Hickenlooper amendment. We
wanted it to be all-inclusive. We wanted it to be administered on that basis.

I pay my compliments to the distinguished Senator from Iowa for his con-
tinuing efforts in behalf of protecting American investors who, we hope, will go
into other foreign countries and help to develop them on a private industry basis.
The Alliance for Progress is one of our finest programs, and this is the type
of amendment we need to protect private industry, and we hope it will.

Mr. HIcKENLOOPER. I thank the Senator from Kansas. It is not my intention
to protect any one individual from any other individual. What concerns me,
and I am sure what concerns the Committee on Foreign Relations and the entire
Senate, is that American investors who are invited to go into other countries
and are encouraged to develop land by contributing their own capital, know-how,
and risk, and will do other things which will add to the basic expansion of those
countries that are less developed, will receive fair, equitable, honorable treat-
ment, by any kind of moral and legal standards which we all recognize as just.
We want equitable treatment for them.

The amendment is not an attempt to guarantee profits to any company. It is
not an attempt to obtain for any American company any undue concessions.
It is merely an attempt to guarantee that their investments, their property,
their efforts, their techniques and know-how, will not be permitted to be used
in a country under the guise of a fair contract or a fair proposition, and once
they have developed something that is worthwhile, have the government of that
country, under the claim of a taking for government purposes, take the creation
of those people without adequate and full compensation.

Mr. LAuSCHE. Mr. President, will the Senator from Iowa yield?
Mr. H1ICKENLOOPER. I yield.
Mr. LAusCuE. As the Senator from Iowa kdows, I also aim a member of the

Foreign Relations Committee; and it is my conviction that in the drafting of
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this section, with the amendments which have been offered to it at this session,
it was the intention of the Foreign Relations Committee to provide protection to
American investment: first, against expropriation; second, against unlawful
violation of contracts; and third, against indirect expropriation through the
imposition of taxes or other exactions and excises by foreign governments. I
think a reading of subsection (e) will disclose that to be the fact.

I know that the Senator from Iowa, in attempting to make this provision all-
embracive, insisted upon including, as new language in the bill, the following.
which has pertinence to what the Senator from Oklahoma has said: "or any
other act."

That addition and the others will make this part of the act read as follows:
"(e) The President shall suspend assistance to the government of any coun-

try to which assistance is provided under this or any other act when the govern-
ment of such country or any government agency or subdivision within such
country on or after January 1, 1962-

"(1) has nationalized or expropriated or seized ownership or control of
property owned by any United States citizen or by any corporation, partnership,
or association not less than 50 per centum beneficially owned by United States
citizens, or

"(2) has taken steps to repudiate or nullify existing contracts or agreements
with any United States citizen or any corporation, partnership, or association
not less than 50 per centum beneficially owned by United States citizens, or

"(3) has imposed or enforced discriminatory taxes or other exactions, or
restrictive maintenance or operational conditions, or has taken other actions,
which have the effect of nationalizing, expropriating, or otherwise seizing owner-
ship or control of property so owned."

I concur in the statement of the Senator from Iowa that if by chance this
language is not found adequate to reach the Alliance for Progress, the commit-
tee intended that it should be reached and that the President should not extend
aid either directly to countries or indirectly to countries through the Alliance
for Progress.

Mr. HIcKEFNLOOPE. Yes.
There has been some rumor-although I do not allege this to be a fact, because

I do not know-that certain Government officials in handling the program have
been thinking about a device under which our aid funds would be put into an
international pot, and when that international pot distributes the money, it will
not be affected by expropriation within certain country, and in that way an
attempt might be made to avoid the impact of this amendment.

I say I do not know that is the case, and I do not allege that it is; but I have
heard rumors that that is one device which has been discussed as a means of get-
ting around this so-called Hickenlooper amendment and still getting the money
to some of these countries, through an international intermediary or pot or
account.

I merely wish to say to all and sundry in the Senate and In the State Depart-
ment and elsewhere that of course that would be a most inexcusable subterfuge
and avoidance of the clear intent, not only of this legislation, but also of the
will of the Senate itself, in my judgment. I do not say that anyone in the State
Department is attempting to do that; but those rumors have been going around.

Mr. LAUSCHE. I hope that is not true.
Mr. HTcKEMrLooPER. So do I.
Mr. LAUSCHE. I believe the provisions we have written into the bill contenm-

plate aiding the countries to which we are sending help and contemplate insur-
ing the doing of justice to the American investors whom we are encouraging to
make investments abroad.

I should like to have a discussion with the Senator from Iowa about another
point. He has pointed out the bankrupt condition of the Argentine economy
because of the governmental ownership of the railroad and the oil mineral mines
since 1958.

Mr. HicIXENLooPER. And also the telephones.
Mr. LAuSCoE. Yes, also the telephones and other public services. In the

statement the Senator from Iowa made a few minutes ago to the Senate. he said:
"The plight of the Government-run railroads provides a good example of the

kind of economic chaos which has been allowed to develop. The volume of
freight carried has fallen from 60 million tons in 1942 to less than 30 million
tons; yet in the same period, the number of railroad workers has climbed from
90,000 to over 225,000. The result Is an annual deficit of some $300 million
which the Government Is forced to cover."
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Mr. HIORENLooPEB. That is the inevitable result that has so frequently come
from government takeovers and government operation of what should be private
enterprise and private business.

Mr. ILAUSCHE. Am I correct in understanding that in 1942, 90,000 workers
handled 60 million tons of freight, but after the Government there took over
the railroads, the number of railroad workers increased to 225,000, but they
handled only 30 million tons of freight?

Mr. HIcKENLOOPER. That is correct, according to information which I have
received and which I believe correct. That is a fantastic situation, but it is
stated to be the case.

Mr. LAuSonE. It is said by certain labor leaders that unless certain things
are done in the United States, our Government should take over the U.S. rail-
roads. I wonder what would happen if that were to 'e done in the United
States. In my judgment we would follow the same course-led by the Devil-
that has been followed in countries that have tried to socialize the public utility
services.

Mr. HIcKENLOOPER. In almost every instance-and I know this occurred not
only in Argentina, but also in a great many other countries-when the govern-
ments took over those businesses, political pressures on the legislative bodies
and the other political bodies in those countries forced an increase in the number
of jobs in those industries. It was said, "Put this man to work" or "Put this polit-
ical henchman to work"; and thus the employment rolls became filled with politi-
cal henchmen, until the result was as in the case of the Argentine railroads, on
which the volume of freight has decreased from 60 million tons in 1942 to less
than 30 million tons, although in the same period the number of railroad workers
there increased from 90,000 to more than 225,000 who now handle only a little
more than one-third of the amount of freight formerly handled by the much
smaller number of employees. A similar development has occurred in very
many places in the world; and it seems that, inevitably, when the government
takes over, the political pressure to create a job for "good old Joe who worked
for us down in the third precinct" has its effect, and employment is thus increased
greatly, but inefficiency also develops.

Six or seven years ago, when I was visiting in one of the countries of Latin
America, I talked with the president of that country, which 4 or 5 years there-
tofore had taken over the railroads and the telephone system. He said he was
trying then not only to have some kind of compensation paid to those companies,
but also to get the railroad companies and the telephone company to take back
their utilities and operate them again, because his government could not op-
erate them satisfactorily, and was swamped by the burden of making the attempt
to operate them, because of the inability of the government to operate them
efficiently. So that is the situation which develops again and again.

Mr. LAUSCHa Mr. President, in that connection I should like to point out
that the International Monetary Fund and World Bank has, as a prerequisite
to the granting of financial aid to Argentina, insisted that the overstaffed labor
force of the railroads there be reduced by at least 60,000. I refer to that as
corroboration of the position taken by the Senator from Iowa in regard to what
has happened in Argentina, through its panacea of governmentally operated
railroads.

Mr. HIcKENLOOPEE. Yes, indeed.
Mr. LAUSCRE. Mr. President, will the Senator from Iowa yield further to me?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Brewster in the chair). Does the Senator from

Iowa yield further to the Senator from Ohio?
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. I yield.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will the Senator yield? I should like to get to

the subject of mining of oil by the Argentine Government.
Mr. HICRENLOOPER. I yield.
Mr. LAUSCHE. I understood the Senator from Iowa to say that by 1958, al-

though Argentina was supplied with an abundance of oil in the ground, the na-
tion was importing oil and was not able to supply its own needs.

Mr. HIcKENLooPEn. I must take some exception to the Senator's statement
that Argentina found itself supplied with an abundance of oil. The trouble
was that Argentina thought there was oil there, but they had been unable to
develop it in sufficient quantities anywhere nearly to meet their needs. They
could not bring out the oil. They thought the oil was there. flat is why they
brought in American companies and asked them to enter into contracts to try
to develop the oil that they hoped was there. Some was being developed, but
not very much.
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Mr. LAUSCHE. The oil mining companies were governmentally operated?
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. They had been for many years.
Mr. LAUSCHE. According to the statement of the Senator from Iowa, by 1958

Argentina's total annual oil production amounted to only 36 million barrels of
oil, and the nation was forced to import approximately 66 million barrels to meet
its needs?'

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. The Senator is correct.
Mr. LAuSCHE. Oil was, in fact, the largest import item and cost roughly

$22 million a year in foreign exchange?
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. The Senator is correct.
Mr. LAUSCHn. After the government called in the American companies and

gave up its own proclivity toward governmental operations, what was the ex-
perience in producing oil in Argentina?

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. The experience was that the American companies went
into Argentina under contracts with the Argentine Government and began to
develop the oilfields and explore for new deposits. The Senator will note that
there was only about a 4- or 5-year period in which not alone American know-
how, techniques, and machinery were used, but also American capital went in
there. It was private money and not Government money. By 1962 production
had risen to about 100 million barrels.

From approximately 36 million barrels the production had risen to 100 million
barrels. Imports went down from 65 million barrels to 20 million barrels. Mean-
while the population of Argentina had gone up. The number of automobiles
in Argentina had risen. The use of oil had gone up. So they needed a great
deal more oil in 1962 than they did in 1958.

One or two automobile factories were started in Argentina. The need for oil
was expanded. The production of the American companies with American
capital and know-how had reduced the import necessity and increased the
production.

This year they owe one company about $28 million for oil that had been
produced and handed over to them. They have not paid for it all, and they
owe some other companies millions of dollars. It is freely predicted that had
Argentina gone ahead in an unrestricted operation under the contracts, by the
end of 1963 Argentina would have been practically self-supporting in oil. In
another 2 or 3 years Argentina could have been a net exporting nation of a
substantial amount of oil.

Mr. LAUJSCHE. Mr. President, it is my understanding that the record shows
that in Argentina the state-owned petroleum industry was opened to private
enterprise in 1958. American and European companies are now operating
throughout the country. Although approximately $280 million of foreign
exchange is saved yearly, and Argentina is virtually self-sufficient in oil, the
national oil monopoly has dissipated its earnings and requires budget support
from the central government. Is that in substance the understanding of the
Senator from Iowa?

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. It is my understanding that that is the evidence which we
have.

Mr. LAuscnE. I should like to get down to what the Senator from Iowa is
urging. Argentina asked foreign capital to come in and operate the industry
privately.

Mr. HICKENLOOPER. Contracts were made with the companies involved.
Mr. LAUSCHE. They went in in 1958. Now Argentina is threatening to breach

the contracts-
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. To nullify them.
Mr. LAUSCHE. The amendment which the Senator from Iowa has offered con-

templates an avoidance of that purpose and effort?
Mr. HICKENLOOPEE. Not exactly. We recognize the sovereignty of a sovereign

nation to do almost anything it desires to do within its own boundaries. We
reserve the right of sovereignty here.

What we would say is that if the Government seizes American property which
is lawfully there under an agreement without full compensation for the damages
and the loss caused and for the property they have seized, we reserve the right
to determine what we will do with our aid money. We would withdraw our aid
money. We would not attempt to superimpose our ideas of sovereignty upon
Argentina or upon any other country, but we would reserve the right to say what
we will do with the money of the taxpayers of our country. We would withdraw
aid from them and give them no more aid, if they proposed to play that kind of
game.
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Mr. LAuSC11E. Mr. President, will the Senator yield further?
Mr. HIc=ELooPER. I yield.
Mr. LAuscHE. I should like to conclude my participation in the present discus-

sion. Several months ago I read in an article that one could travel 60 kilometers
in Argentina for the amount of pesos which would be equal to 2%4 cents of Ameri-
can money. I could not believe the statement. I had an investigation made.
The report was that in Argentina, for the equivalent of 2% cents, one could
travel 60 kilometers on the governmentally operated transportation system.

Mr. HICKENLoopER. Thirty-six miles.
Mr. LATJscCrE. That is the charge. The amount was not adequate to liquidate

the costs. For that reason, the Argentine Government is in the distressing posi-
tion in which it now finds itself. That is why practically all the socialistically
operated countries are likewise attempting to meet such conditions as I have
described.

Mr. HICKENLooPER. The example stated by the Senator from Ohio could be
applied to quite a number of countries. I have in mind one particular small
Latin American country in which the Government owns the telephone system.
Theoretically, one could talk from one side of the country clear across to the
other side for the equivalent of about 22 cents. Why? Because the Government
owns the system and the Government is afraid of political reprisals at the polls
if the rates are raised to the point at which the system would be at least halfway
self-supporting. They pour more money into the operation and thus subsidize
it heavily. The net result is that unless the average person pays a handsome
sum for a telephone, he cannot get a telephone without a 6- or 7-year wait. He
might not vgt through on the 1nnP-diqtance telephone lineq nnvwavy hut if he
could, the cost would be about 22 cents. That is the rate for a cal clear across
the country. Political pressure will not permit them to charge a realistic and
practical rate to pay the necessary costs and provide a decent or proper telephone
service.

Mr. LAuscHE. I commend the Senator for his contribution.
Mr. HicxwELoopER. Mr. President, I had not intended to take this long this

evening, but I believe a great many points have been cleared up.
I should now like to read a letter which came into my office last Saturday. I

have given it my attention last night and this morning. It is a letter from a man
who is quite conversant with Latin America. I do not know him personally,
but I have talked with him on the telephone. His name is Eric N. Baklanoff,
director of the Graduate Center for South American Studies, at Vanderbilt
University in Nashville, Tenn.

I believe this letter is quite pertinent and makes some very telling points. Mr.
Baklanoff has specialized in Latin America, its development and its economics.
I have permission to use his letter.

The letter is dated November 6, 1963:
"DEAR SENATOR HICKENLOOPER: I should like to commend you on the provi-

sions which you have attached to the foreign aid bill to safeguard the legitimate
interests of U.S. citizens and corporations abroad.

"In respect to the current investment climate in Latin America, U.S. investors
have been disengaging themselves from the area for good reasons. Brazil has
expropriated $145 million of U.S.-owned utilities without compensation and
nationalist politicians there are casting hungry eyes upon the largely Canadian
owned $600 million Brazilian Traction Co. The recently enacted profits remit-
tance law penalizes the reinvestment of profits by foreign companies in that
country and in the current year the flow of private foreign capital to Brazil is
a tiny fraction of the high levels sustained in the period 1956-61. Creeping
expropriation of foreign-owned utility companies has been commonplace through-
out Latin America as utility rates were frozen by official decree during the course
of inflationary rises in money costs and prices. The consequence, of course, has
been a squeeze on profits, failure of new investment in this key sector, and poor
service. Government-induced shortages and inadequate service then becomes
the 'grounds' for nationalizing the foreign firms to put an end, once and for all,
to their allegedly 'exploitative' and 'abusive' practices.

"In Venezuela and Peru Castro-Communists have with impunity sabotaged
U.S. property valued in the millions. In Chile, the U.S. copper companies have
been paying taxes to the Chilean National Government equal to 85 percent of
net profits"-

As I said a while ago, I believe the latest figure is 87 percent of the net profits.
That is my best information-
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"and expropriation of their holdings is a credible possibility after the next presi-
dential election in that country. Meanwhile, the new Argentine administration
is moving to unilaterally break its contracts with the foreign oil companies to
the disadvantage of the latter although it is recognized that these companies,
by making Argentina self-sufficient in petroleum, have saved that country roughly
$300 million annually in foreign exchange resources.

"The suggestion, increasingly advanced in our country, that the U.S. Govern-
ment should insure private firms against expropriation by Latin American gov-
ernments is not a satisfactory answer. The reason for this is elementary: public
funds committed by us to the Alliance for Progress would increasingly be used
to bail out private American companies rather than for the social and economic
development of Latin American countries.

"In the absence of totalitarian police state rule in Latin America, which would
extract capital from workers and peasants as well as provide the requisite indus-
trial discipline, it becomes necessary, if economic development is desired, to rely
heavily on a structure of incentives among which the monetary factor is neces-
sarily important. If our premise is correct, then it would appear that the proper
procedure for our Government would be to do everything in its power to remove
as many of the political uncertainties which currently face private investors south
of the Rio Grande.

"One answer, I believe, is power politics-less at home and more abroad: pen-
alize unacceptable behavior, reward that which is acceptable to us; differentiate
between trusted allies and uncommitted opportunist states to the benefit of the
former. For example, if country B in Latin America threatens to 'go Communist'
because of a short-fall in U.S. public assistance, let's put that threat to the test.

"In short, we are a great power (some like to call us the Colossus of the North)
among nations. For a change, let's act like one.

"Sincerely,
"Esic N. BAKKLANOFF, Director."

In closing, let me point out that we have discussed Argentina today at great
length, but the same principle applies to Chile, Peru, or any other country in
Latin America. It applied to Honduras, when that country threatened to ex-
propriate American property several months ago. It would apply to any Latin
American country which attempted to expropriate and seize the property of
Americans, legitimately invested in those countries with the prior approval and
agreement of those countries. So, I do not wish it to be understood this evening
that we are talking about only Argentina. We are also talking about a possible
wave of expropriation and seizure which might sweep across the Latin American
continent because it may be "easy money" to seize the property of the "Yankees
to the north."

It also would apply to any other country in the world.
It already has applied to Ceylon, and it will apply to any other country in the

world that wishes to get something for nothing from "Uncle Bountiful," who has
been quite generous during the past 15 to 20 years in his largess. The countries
which really need our aid should take advantage of the opportunity to stabilize
themselves, to advance themselves, to live with the family of nations, a status
to which they aspire and which we hope they will attain.

Mr. FuLBRIGHT. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. HIcKENLOOPER. I yield.
Mr. FULIiTEGHT. The Senator from Iowa has taken the lead in the committee

in the introduction and perfection of what is commonly called the Hickenlooper
amendment, which I believe, and I am sure the committee believes, would apply
to situations such as he has described in Argentina and in other countries.

I think that in fostering this amendment he has rendered a great service and
that it is a great improvement in the bill.

I do not believe there is any doubt that the amendment applies to the situation
in Argentina. If the officials of that country have any respect for or hope in
the Alliance for Progress, they will find a way to comply with the provisions of
the amendment. In other words, if they insist on expropriation, they will find
themselves in a process of decompensation, as provided for by the amendment.

Mr. HCKENLOOPER. I thank the Senator from Arkansas, the very able chair-
man of the Foreign Relations Committee, who has been helpful in obtaining an
objective study of this matter in the committee, and who has contributed valuable
suggestions as to how to best approach a difficult situation.

It is not my feeling, and I think it is not that of members of the committee, to
impose conditions or situations which are so oppressive that they will not work.
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We want, in fairness, equity, and decency, to assist other countries to establish
themselves on a basis of stability and progress. That is what we are searching
for. But I am sure most of us are of the opinion that for them to continue along
the lines which they have been following will lead to nothing but economic chaos
and destruction-from which we hope we can lift them, if our aid counts for any-
thing. If it does not, and they are not able to take advantage of the bounty
which American taxpayers are supplying them, we had better pull out and see
what will happen.

I hope we can work out with those countries a basis of equity, fairness, de-
cency, and appropriate concepts of property and moral rights, such as their own
citizens have, and that we can make progress. I rely upon the State Department
to be cooperative in using its vigor, authority, and great influence in accomplish-
ing this objective.

That concludes my remarks, Air. President. I appreciate the patience of
Senators in listening to my remarks, but I believe this is a record which we have
made for a firm understanding by countries of the world that there is an end to
our gullibility or our unrequited bounty, and that while we are, I am sure, willing
to go far in our assistance to other countries, there is a limit beyond which we will
not go. Other countries had better understand this quickly, not only for their
own general progress, but for the good of the common goal of the advancement
of human liberty and economic development.
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1964

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTER-AMERICAN ECONOMIC

RELATIONSHIPS OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC CoMMrrrEm,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room
1202, New Senate Office Building, Hon. John Sparkman presiding.

Present: Senators Sparkman, Javits, and Jordan, and Representa-
tives Griffiths and Curtis.

Also present: William H. Moore, economist; Hamilton D. Gewehr,
.a c ;a Donald1 A. V eUbter, 111i1or01y economist.

Senator SPARKMAN. Let the committee come to order, please.
May I say that the hearings today are really a continuation of thehearings on yesterday. The first part, particularly, is a continuation

of our discussions of yesterday. After that, we have two other wit-
nesses who will deal specifically with programs for Government
guarantee programs of private investments.

I want to call upon the Senator from New York, Senator Javits, topresent our first witness today since I know that he has something tosay about him and the program which he represents.
Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, this is a particularly felicitous moment for me, as Ihave the honor to introduce to the committee the witness for today,

Dr. Aurelio Peccei, the executive director of Italconsult, which is avery important firm, with heavy emphasis on Latin America, oper-
ating in an economic and consulting capacity in Rome and havingvery important affiliations with the Fiat Co. in that country.

Mr. Chairman, I would respectfully request that Mr. Warren Wil-
helm, foreign manager, economic department, Texaco, may be brought
forward to set with Dr. Peccei and identify himself for the record.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Wilhelm, will you come forward and be
part of the panel ?

Senator JAVITS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.' Chairman, the Atlantic Community Development Group for

Latin America-ADELA-project had been initiated by me within
the Economic Committee of the NATO Parliamentarians' Conference
in November 1962 to see what could be done about bringing private
enterprise in Western Europe and in other developed Western nations
into closer collaboration with United States and Latin American
private enterprise in the economic development of Latin America.
Through a working party of the NATO Parliamentarians' Con-ference, of which I am Chairman, and through private efforts,
ADELA was established in April 1963 with three executive directors
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loaned by their respective companies, without cost to ADELA, to
develop a private enterprise investment company for the foregoing
purpose. Dr. Aurelio Peccei-Fiat, Italconsult-is executive director
for Europe, Dr. Julio Gonzalez del Solar-Inter-American Develop-
ment Bank-is executive director for Latin America, and Mr. Warren
Wilhelm-Texaco-is executive director for the United States, and
Mr. Herbert J. Blitz is executive secretary.

Throughout this whole organizing phase, I had the most able co-
operation of Senator Hubert Humphrey, of Minnesota, who gave
ADELA invaluable support; and the leadership in the private sector
of Emilio Collado, vice president and director of Standard Oil Co.
of New Jersey and George Moore, president of the First National
City Bank of New York.

On January 10 and 11, ADELA moved into its second phase as a
result of the Paris Conference, which I attended along with about 100
leaders of both the public and private sectors from the United States,
Europe and Latin America; including Prof. Thorkil Kristensen, Sec-
retary General of the OECD, Willard Thorpe, Chairm an of the DAC;
Jose Mora, Secretary General of the OAS; and Felipe Herrera, Presi-
dent of the Inter-American Development Bank.

As a result of 2 days of deliberations a new instrument has been
devised, which is expected to be called the ADELA Investment Co.
The go-ahead decision was taken by a group of leading corporations
and banks from the United States, Japan, Italy, Switzerland, and
Belguim which have pledged equity capital participation, the time of
their personnel, and their technical know-how. About $6 million of
the $40 million in equity capital to be sought from non-Latin Ameri-
can sources has now been firmly pledged by major corporations from
these countries and an interim organizing committee of eight, com-
posed of four corporations from the United States, three from Europe
and one from Japan, charged with establishing the ADELA Invest-
ment Co., has been formed of which the United States and European
cochairmen are Emilo Collado, vice president and director of Stand-
ard Oil Co. of New Jersey and Gianni Agnelli, vice chairman of the
board of Fiat, Italy.

This interim organizing committee will now proceed to draw up
the ADELA Investment Co.'s corporate charter and seek to broaden
its capital base, especially through added support from West Ger-
many, Great Britain, and Sweden. A total impact of $200 million is
envisaged on Latin American development from ADELA, based on
its own equity capital, equity capital from Latin America, and loans,
principally from the Inter-American Development Bank-IADB.
While the IADB is prohibited by its charter to enter into equity invest-
ments, an arrangement is visualized wherein the operations of the two
organizations will, in suitable projects, be closely coordinated.

To assure the continued interest of governments and international
agencies in the ADELA Investment Co., there would also be estab-
lished shortlv a consultative committee composed of personalities con-
cerned with the operations of germane international organizations.

Now, Mr. Chairman, this is an extremely auspicious opportunity for
the private enterprise system to demonstrate what it can do, both for
itself in terms of Latin America, and in a private enterprise way.

The companies to be enlisted in ADELA have hundreds of millions
of dollars in Latin American investments and are capable of hundreds
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of millions more. It will be noted, Mr. Chairman, that one of the big
problems of the Alliance for Progress is the fact that private invest-
ment oln a net basis is practically dried up. If it were restored, it
could represent, in my judgment, the difference between success and
failure for the Alliance.

Now Mr. Chairman, I emphasize those points because, knowing the
chairman's views on the private enterprise system and how helpful it
can be, and they are also the views of my colleague, Senator Jordan
and friends in the House of Representatives, I believe they will find
this development of the subject most interesting. To my mind, if it
can work out, and I believe it has an excellent chance, it is a historic
breakthrough by the private enterprise system in assuming the re-
sponsibility it should carry for the development of newly developing
countries, in this case with a concentration on Latin America.

Thank you, Mir. Chairman.
Senator SPARK11AN. Thank you, Senator Javits. Let me say that

I was intrigued by the idea and very much interested in it. I hope it
may prove to be highly successful.

Now, Dr. Peccei-do you have a paper?
Mr. PEccEI. Yes. sir.
Senator SPARKMTAN. You may present it as you see fit. Read it,

summarize it, or discuss it. In any event, it will be printed in full in
the record. We are glad to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF AURELIO PECCEI, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR
WESTERN EUROPE, ADELA, AND WARREN WILHELM, EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR FOR UNITED STATES, ADELA

AIr. PECCEI. Thank you, Mir. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, geiltlemeil, (1) it is a compliment to the wisdom of

this committee that it is attaching major importance to the question
of investment in Latin America, a question of critical significance for
Latin America, for Europe and for the United States-and I am
honored to be asked to deal with how the flow of investments originat-
ing in Europe can be improved.

No mission is offered to our generation which is as important as to
bring Latin America into the rhythm of economic and social progress
which is now being enjoyed by the United States and Western Europe.
We all know that, if productive activities in Latin America are not
reinvigorated and reinforced, the tendency in that continent will be
unfavorable not only in what concerns private activity, but equally
in the area's overall growth and political equilibrium.

In the course of my remarks today I want to describe to you the
effort which we of the ADELA group have launched to deal with this
problem, and I will also make other general comments.

As many among you know, the Atlantic Community Development
Group for Latin America (called ADELA for short) was formed in
April 1963, with the leadership of Senator Jacob Javits, as the result
of resolutions adopted in November 1962, at the Conference of NATO
Parliamentarians. The ADELA group, with which Senator Hubert
Humphrey soon became associated and to which he has given invalu-
able support, has concerned itself primarily with the formation of a
new initiative to accelerate the injection of European, as well as6United
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States and Japanese private capital into Latin America in partner-
ship with local capital.

On Friday and Saturday of last week the undertaking was moved
into a new and more concrete phase as a result of the ADELA meeting
in Paris, which was attended by approximately 100 leaders of both
the public and private sectors from North America, Japan, Europe,
and Latin America.

(2) Before considering the ADELA undertaking in more detail, we
should look at the Latin American problem in broad terms.

Today, much more than in previous centuries inequality is resented,
and breeds unrest among nations no less than within nations. In this
regard, a very high priority both in timing and in effort has to be
given to Latin America as here the trend is the reverse of what it
should be.

The growth rate has dropped since the late fifties. Increase of per
capita income is losing momentum, and in 1962 came to a standstill.

This economic slowdown, right in a period when Latin America
is in the political forefront as perhaps the main world area of major
immediate concern, is the product of many complex factors. One of
these is the decline of direct investment from the outside.

The latest data from the Economic Commission for Latin America
(ECLA) reports indicate that, at the end of the last decade, direct in-
vestment from the outside, for the whole of Latin America, averaged
$540 million per year; including reinvestments, and that in 1961 this
figure had dropped to $350 million. In the same period the flow of
long-term loans-mainly governmental-went up from $320 million
per year to $950 million, which shows a great deterioration of the in-
vestment to indebtedness ratio, and a growing reliance upon the public
sector.

As to the matter under review, namely investments, the European
portion of the total for the whole of Latin America in recent years is
estimated at 22 percent; i.e., less than $80 million per year.

(3) It is a critical matter that Europe has, to so large an extent,
turned away from Latin America.

There are Europeans who understand clearly the urgent need for
Europe to play an active and forward role in Latin America. Un-
fortunately, they are in the minority. One finds very broadly in Eu-
rope a feeling not only that the trend is very adverse in Latin Amer-
ica, but also that Europe can afford to stand aside from the entire
problem.

We have in this respect to consider that European countries, in most
cases, have historical ties with other parts of the world, that is, former
dependent or associated territories.

No wonder, therefore, that the majority of European governments
have not yet taken clear and effective decisions to play an important
role in the rescue of Latin America from its present difficulties; and
that the key people and staff of the leading industries and banks in
Europe are much less informed about Latin America than their coun-
terparts in the United States. And, as the texture of mistrust is gen-
erally interwoven with misinformation, a widespread lack of con-
fidence in Latin America is the consequence.

My colleagues and I, in discussing the ADELA undertaking in
Europe, have encountered many fine leaders who understand fully that
the problem of the underdeveloped areas may well determine the whole
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future of the free world, and it is the response of these leaders that
has made the ADELA undertaking possible.

Yet one must also be clear that in Europe one still finds many in-
ward-looking members of the business community who believe that
the world stands still, and that it is foreign to their functions to
step out of the well-guarded walls of their own companies, and take
part in facing the problems which are daily surging from the third
world which surrounds us.

(4) All in all it is high time for a full range of activities and meas-
ures to be started in Europe with the aim of obtaining greater par-
ticipation by its capital and entrepreneurship in Latin American de-
velopment. I should like to express here in all modesty some thoughts
on certain points which seem to me relevant in the search for new ways
to achieve this end.

At the very outset, we must realize that to be efficient any new ap-
proach should be consistent with Latin American receptivity, and
therefore has to stem out of understanding and sympathy with what
the Latin Americans themselves are doing or can do.

Today more "active" societies living in a far wider range of devel-
oDment levels exist than at any other time in history. In the years
to come the tremendous technological progress, demographic explo-
sion, and the revolution of rising expectations will widen the gaps and
accentuate the differences among these societies: One of our greatest
tasks is to avoid this world of ours being split into incompatible frag-
ments.

To achieve this as to Latin America, we must make a gigantic effort
over a very short period of time, perhaps within this so-called devel-
opment decade, and the effort must start with understanding.

Accordingly, in the first place Europe must be supplied not only with
factual information on Latin American economics, but also with good
interpretation of the undercurrents and present evolutionary trends
of the Latin American society.

The task of organizing this steady flow of objective Latin American
information is both urgent and difficult, but by no means impos-
sible, provided it would be taken up with an adequate budget by the
inter-American agencies, and under the expert management available
in this country.

European businessmen will then be in a much better position to
judge not only the drawbacks, but also the prospects and advantages
of their enterprise in a continent which-if we do not act foolishly-is
bound to overcome the present difficulties and expand within the
Western World.

Secondly, European governments must be called upon to accord
to Latin America the priority which that continent will actually have
in the history of events of the free world in the next decade or two.
How this change of policy can be obtained is a question having some
delicate aspects, which I could not surely be expected to touch upon.

It seems clear, however, that the United States, which is now going
through a period of drastic soul searching on the best ways to lay down
the lines of future assistance programs to Latin America, should in-
clude in its Latin American policies the European aspects and should
very actively seek the cooperation of European countries.

The necessity for European governments, on their part, to define a
more stable policy toward certain Latin American countries is obvi-
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ous if we only think of the haphazard and ineffective functioning of
the Paris Club-the main European coordinating instrument-which
has been so far used mainly for last minute interventions to prevent
the financial collapse of these countries.

Unlike this erratic procedure, thought should now be given in Eu-
rope to the necessity of a thorough review by Europe and the United
States of the financial situation of the major debtors of the Continent
and of their capacity to repay and service their foreign indebtment,
with a view to rescheduling their debts over long enough periods, and
with some grace spells, so that the new refund schedule would not
impair their own capacity to invest in development.

Thirdly, an aspect of the political decision requested from the Eu-
ropean governments, concerning the drawing up and implementa-
tion of an economic and financial policy toward that Continent, specif-
ically concerns the Inter-American Development Bank, which Europe
should get to know more about and consider as the multilateral re-
gional institution for Latin America.

The IADB is offering several operating possibilities by means of
which European private and public funds could be channeled to Latin
America, and as a multilateral official institution it offers also an
element of guarantee and protection to the funds it seeks.

The teciniques offered to assure this flow of European finance are
very flexible, but the results have been somewhat slow to come in.
The IADB has offered (a) bond sales, of which only one issue has
so far been placed, in Italy, for about $25 million at 20 years: (b)
placement with IADB of funds in trust; (c) placement with European
banks of participations in its loans to Latin America; (d) parallel
direct loans by IADB and European financial institutions; (e) recep-
tion by IADB of funds in administration, which has been the case
so far respecting operations with German and Dutch banks.

This rather small performance by Europe in support of IADB
operations is why I think that access by the IADB to European sources
of financial capital should be facilitated by all possible means.
Among other measures, European countries should accord to IADB
bonds priority, tax exemption and eligibility privileges similar to
those accorded to the World Bank bonds. Efforts should also be
continued toward the promotion of a European fund similar to the
social progress trust fund and likewise placed under the administra-
tion of IADB, perhaps in cooperation with the European Investment
Bank.

(5) To sum up, I want to emphasize very strongly that here there
is more than a question of Europe sharing the U.S. burden.

The traditional relations between industrialized countries and
underdeveloped countries have changed. These relations now must
be internationalized, and Europe must set up for herself a full range
of policies to take part in the process.

That brings me to tell you more in detail about the nature and
scope of the ADELA undertaking and its present status.

With the wise guiidance of Senators Javits and Humphrey. we
believe that a rather important breakthrough has been accomplished
in less than 1 year. A new instrument has been devised-to be called
the ADELA Investment Co.-which will contribute significantly
and in the near term toward some of the fundamental objectives
which I have outlined. It has been an exciting task, during which
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I have greatly benefited by the stimulating collaboration with my
colleagues, and especially the forward-looking economist and citizen,
my good friend, Warren Wilhelm, our U.S. Executive Director.

(6) The ADELA Investment Co.'s objectives are to mobilize a
multinational private effort to assist the Latin Amrierican private
sector through investment over and above that which is already
moving to Latin America.

The company will be financed by equity capital cormnitments from
leading private corporations of the United States and Europe, in
about equal amounts, and Canada and Japan. The total capitali-
zation objective is about $40 million. When there are added to this
sum the Latin American capital that will be activated through part-
nership arrangements, and borrowings that will be justified by the
equity capital, a total impact of $200 million is envisaged.

These funds will be pumped as risk capital into moderate-sized
industrial and possibly agricultural projects involving new or
expanded productive activities.

The implementation of the ADELA program will represent a
unique experiment and can be a turning point in the economic develop-
ment of Latin America.

Its inmediate result will be a powerful boost to the private sector
of the countries where this new type of capital will be injected. In
the course of a few years it may also transform these countries into
growth points for neighboring areas.

The broader results can be of even greater importance.
As the national and integration planning movements mature, avail-

ability of ADELA capital will prevent vacuums from being created
if indigenous capital does not take up the development projects or
sectors identified for privxate activity, and wrill avoid these vacuuims
being filled by the public sector. A BELA will be instrumental in in-
fluencing favorably the investment climate as, thanks to its unique
multinational backing and links with inter-American agencies. it will
be able to speak with considerable effect in persuading Latin American
Governments of the conditions essential for a vigorous and expanding
private sector. ADELA will be able to help develop new entrepre-
neurial ventures which -would otherwise not be born, and it will catalyze
technical and consiultinig activities of a similar multinational origin.

And, finally, ADELA will bring Europe close to Latin America.
The plan is to have the company established and headquartered in
Europe, and the management possibly headed by a European. The
number and quality of European leaders already committed, and those
who will follow. will constitute i-he most powerful pressure and action
g roup so far engaged to stimulate European interest toward Latin
America.

ADELA will of course work ill close cooperation with other groups
and agencies dedicated to Latin America.

The extent. of the service it can render to imprrove the flow of West-
erni European investment to Latin America, and to promote new co-
ordinated policies. both in and outside Europe, is invaluable at this
crucial moment for Latin America, and occurs at the precise instant
when a major reorganization and reassessment of policies within the
Alliance for Progress are taking place.

At the Paris meeting, the "go ahead" decision was taken by a num-
ber of leading corporations from both sides of the Atlantic and from
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Japan, which have pledged equity capital participation, time of their
personnel and know-how assistance. Because of the support forth-
coming from these great companies the undertaking has now moved
to a more advanced stage, with the formation of a committee charged
with organizing the operating company. This committee, with Euro-
pean, American, and Japanese members, is cochaired by Mr. Gianni
Agnelli, vice chairman of Fiat, and Mr. Emilio Collado, vice president
and director of the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.

The ADELA undertaking deserves, now, the full support of the
Northern Hemisphere private sector, and the strong endorsement of
official agencies and administrations, in order to proceed with maxi-
mum strength.

I am confident you will give your support. It would surely be the
finest reward for Senator Javits and others who originated the plan,
and for those of the private business sector who have accepted the
responsibility for its implementation.

Thank you very much.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Wilhelm, do you have anything to add?
Mr. WILHELM. No, Mr. Chairman, I think the statement was ex-

cellently presented and stated the case very well.
Senator SPARKMAN. Let me clarify my own understanding of one

point. This organization is to be capitalized at $40 million. Combin-
ing this with the money that may be expected from Latin American
countries, through formation of partnerships and associations and so
forth, you envisage a program of $200 million. Is that initial pro-
gram expected to be replenished over the years?

Mr. PECCEI. If I may answer the question, that is the initial stage
of the undertaking. The $200 million pumped into medium-sized ven-
tures is already a rather important amount but it will not be the limit
of the capital injection that ADELA seeks to introduce into Latin
America; first, because some of these ventures, once well started, may
permit a return of the capital as the ADELA equity share may later
be sold to local capitalists replenishing the ADELA capital for start-
ing additional ventures.

Secondly, there are many international funds available for private
sector development which are not now being used and they may be
channeled through ADELA for their actual implementation of pri-
vate enterprises in Latin America.

Thirdly, there is a rather big mass of flight capital from Latin
America which now sits in Swiss banks or in this country which will
be prompted to come back through ADELA. So I think that the $200
million financial capital to go into ventures in Latin America will be
the first stage which will be reached, anyhow, in 3 or 4 years, but there
will be much more capital which will move into Latin America as the
result of ADELA.

Senator SPARKMAN. Has the organization been set up already-that
is to say, is ADELA actually already in existence?

Mr. WILHELM. The company has not been incorporated, but we feel
that whereas, until the Paris meeting, the entire matter was in the
hands of a very small group of people actively working on it, it has
now passed to another and more concrete phase with the formation of
the organizing committee, cochaired by two very important industrial
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leaders and with the membership of that committee comprising very
important companies in the world who will now give leadership and
time to carrying forward to completion the idea of the ADELA com-
pany.

Senator SPARKmAN. Mrs. Griffiths?
Representative GRIMT1S. I would like to ask you, exactly what

kind of projects are you going to invest in?
Mr. PEccm. We have in mind on this one moderate sized industrial

projects. A quantity of new ventures need to be launched in Latin
America to cope with local demands and demands projected by the
integration movement in Latin America. Manufacturing industries,
processing of agricultural products produced in the countries, supplies
of existing big industries, plus fabrication of steel produced by big
plants. A wide area of industrial, and we think some agricultural,
products deserve attention.

Representative GRIFFITIIs. Are you going to supply some of the
management out of Europe or out of the United States for operating
these plants, or are you going to train the people there?

Mr. PECCEI. I think that management is a crucial ingredient of
success of each project. So management has to be provided in one
way or the other.

The talents, the large talent potential available in Latin America
which has not been developed, just because there is not the occasion-
there is a quantity of trained Latin Americans coining out of Latin
America and working in this country, the United States, who will go
back into Latin America and may be the trainers, the new leaders, the
new managers for these ventures. But in any case, we must face the
problem that management in the initial stage should in many cases
be provided from the United States, Europe, or Japan.

Representative GRIFFITHS. I observed, when this committee was
last there, that for instance, in the matter of women's purses, for which
there would be a wide market, a purse, an alligator purse sold for $50.
A comparable purse in the United States would be $300. But the
purse was so poorly made, it had no style, it was not really a usable
purse. They needed artists, they needed craftsmen.

I observed also in Uruguay, they had a fur. I think it was mouton.
It was the best there is in the world, but they couldn't cut it. So that
again, they needed people who knew how to take care of this. Now,
where are these people going to come from?

Mr. PECCEI. Both from outside and from Latin America-there is
a wealth of human resources there which are not developed. If I may
comment on your remark, in many Latin American countries, the
finishing the presentation, the achievement of products has changed
very much in the last 10 years in the Sio Paulo area, in Buenos Aires,
in Chile, in Mexico. There has been a large change, notwithstanding
the slow development rate. So in purses, other objects you mentioned,
they are made much better in their own localities now.

Representative GRAEns. I think the big problem an industrial
plant, an automaker, for instance, has in Latin America, is that you
have not a wide enough spread market. There are not enough people
with enough money to buy the product and there are not enough peo-
ple who are trained to run a plant. So that I think capital is going to
be one of the rather smaller problems in a way.
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Mr. WrLHELAr. The answer to one of your questions is summed up
by a remark Dr. Peccei made once; in order to have a rocket you
need an astronaut and in order to have an astronaut, you need a rocket.
*We are very much caught in that circle in the matter of development
of modern industry in Latin America. Certainly, there are many
potential skills that are not being utilized because of the very slow
rate of growth and development. In turn, in other places, of course,
the lack of skill is holding back development.

But by establishing here a channel, a framework- whiich relates the
enormous resources of the Northern Hemisphere private sector to
Latin America in this field of moderate-sized industry, we think that
a mechanism is provided which wvilt enable many of these problems to
be approached in an intelligent way.

Representati-e GirRFITHls. I would say the Latin American trade
group is extremely helpful to uls, I think, in reducing their tariffs.

Wliat are you going to do about, confiscation? How are you going
to protect yourselves against confiscation?

AMr'. PECCEr. First of all, we think that onr1 philosophy, our way of
acting, will land us in areas vliicli are not subject to confiscation and
not in some other areas which have attracted European or U.S.
capital in the past. We are heading toward medium-sized indus-
tries, manufacturing industries for local consumption: not public
utilities, not very large projects. We think that the best use for
our capital and the best service to Latin America will be to try to
manufacture, to produce what is considered within their development
plans the foremost necessity, the best priority, either for foreign ex-
clhange saving or foreigil exchange earning possibilities of the project,
or for local consumption.

So we think that there is in-built in the industries that we have in
mind a much greater safeguard than what generally is considered from
the 7United States and in Europe an investment in Latin America.

Representative GRIFFITH-lS. Thank you. I think it is a great idea
and I hope son are successful.

Senator SARICIAINT. Mr. Curtis?
Representative CURTIs. I will yield to Senator Javits.
Senator SPARKI1AIN. Senator Javits.
Senator JAVITS. Air. Chairman, first let me emphasize that the testi-

mony of these witnesses is as highly rated experts in this field.
I find it very difficult, because of my relationship to this project,

not to answer some of Mrs. Griffiths' questions. So I would like to, if
I may, state for the record several points:

The fiery largest and most important companies on both sides of the
Atlantic-aside from bringing Europe into Latin American develop-
ment, which is, to my mind, the paramount question-represent tre-
mendous technical resources.

They command great sources of capital, which can be brought in
if they have an interest, such as they may very well get through
ADELA. Each of these companies is capable of investing 10 or 20
times or more the amount of capital in every one of these Latin Amer-
ican countries than their actual investment in ADELA. They also
have literally thousands of technical and managerial people.

ADELA would give them a channel through which to go into part-
nership with Latin American entrepreneurs. That is the point about
attracting back flight capital. Indeed, the very basis of the company's
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operations would be joint ventures with Latin America. The training
of Latin American personnel would come directly from the availabil-
ity of trained personnel by the major companies on both sides of the
Atlantic and from Japan which have an interest in the ADELA
Investment Co.

So it has tremendous opportunities.
Now, as to confiscation. Mrs. Griffiths wasn't here, perhaps, when I

spoke. I have just come back from the ADELA Conference in Europe
and the main question asked by European banks and industrialists
was: "What about confiscation or currency difficulties in Latin Amer-
icai" Now, I am going to ask the witness in a minute a question about
that. The answer is one given by the witnesses, which is that the type
of enterprise that this company would tackle, the type of enterprise
that needs to be tackled, has traditionally not been the subject of con-
fiscation unless a country went Communist. Then, of course, every-
thing is confiscated, but that is the very thing we are trying to fight
tgainst here.
But short of that, most often, there is no expropriation in these

particular lines.
Secondly, I deeply believe that there is room for government guar-

antees on both sides-that is, by the host country and by the country
of which the corporate investor in ADELA is a national.

Third, it is not expected that this company will operate in every
Latin American country, but only those that are most congenial to
this type of operation. Hence, the risks of expropriation become
lessened.

Now, there is always a risk of expropriation, but there is for any
investment, even in the United States. Government sovereignty is,
of course, complete in terms of expropriation, provided it is with fair
compensation, as it would always be in this country. Those are the
answers, incidentally, that I made to the Europeans in this respect.
Now. I would like to ask the witnesses, if I may, Mrs. Griffiths, this
question:

*What relationship do you gentlemen believe that the governments
should have-that is, the governments both of the host countries for
these investments and the governments national to those who are the
investors in ADELA? What relation to ADELA Investment Co.
do you believe that both sets of governments should have?

Mr. WILHEL3. I will try to answer that, Senator.
I think that the device of pooling a great deal of capital-I should

say a substantial sum of capital from a great many countries-into a
pool which will then be commingled and used in the different Latin
American countries, probably does not fit very well with the estab-
lished devices for capital-exporting countries guaranteeing the pro-
grams. That has not been fully explored.

I think that the most important way of achieving the result, which
is that these investments will be in a secure position and that the
undertaking as a whole will have a beneficial effect on the investment
climate in Latin America, will be inherent in the nature of the under-
taking; that is, it will have behind it the whole of the capital-
exporting sector of the free-world industrialized countries. By select-
ing for investment countries where an attractive climate is offered as
primary areas of operation, and by being also in a position to say
that if this piece of legislation which is in the hopper in a Latin
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American legislature is passed this will very seriously impair the pos-
sibilities of investment in that country, we believe a very strong posi-
tion can be developed. Not only can there be persuasion on the local
level, but also follow through by action in backing up what one says.

Also, there will be contacts with inter-American agencies, which
are an extremely important channel of communication to Latin Amer-
ican countries. It is crucial in this sector, where the problems are in
the mind as well as in the legal books. We think a very important
contribution can be made toward developing a more stable climate.

Senator JAVITS. It is also contemplated, is it not, that this com-
pany could make agreements with Latin American countries, both
with relation to specific investments and in respect to the general man-
ner of its operation, with respect to nondiscrimination and other con-
siderations regarding its investment in that country; is that correct?

Mr. PECCEI. This is so. I think that some kind of arrangement with
the host country could be made. I would favor arrangements which
could cover a sector of an industry which is of paramount importance
for that country and into which ADELA, as well as other investors,
both foreign and domestic, may operate.

Senator JAVITS. Do you believe it is more likely that we can get
Europe tied into Latin American development through private enter-
prise than we could through the European governments doing what
the United States is doing in public aid? In other words, is a private
enterprise movement from Europe with respect to Latin America
more likely of achievement in your researches, and you have been
all over Europe, both of you, than there is the likelihood of the gov-
ernments moving in with their own Alliance for Progress?

Mr. PECCEI. Indeed, it is much more advisable and likely that pri-
vate capital will go this way than the European governments could
make up their mind and come in in a political way, in the fashion of
the Alliance for Progress.

Senator JAVITS. Have you found in a general way that the Euro-
pean governments like this idea?

Mr. PEcCEI. We have found in European governments very warm
support for this kind of project. I should say that many officials in
governments are in this even more advanced than private sectors
themselves, in seeing the need for private action because they see the
impossibility of their governments to act quickly in the way that is
necessary and feel they have to trust in the private sectors to come
forward and do the job while it can be done in the best way.

Senator JAVITS. Dr. Peccei, you have been widely through Latin
America recently on this very project; haven't you?

Mr. PEccEI. Yes, sir.
Senator JAVITS. Can you give us some estimate of how much of the

economy of Latin America is still in the hands of private enterprise,
in percentages?

Mr. PECCEI. I think that GNP-wise, we have more than two-thirds
and probably even more than three-fourths of the total production
produced by the private enterprise.

Senator JAVITS. In Latin America?
Mr. PEcCmI. In Latin America.
Senator JAvrrs. This is a marked difference, is it not, from Africa,

the Middle East, and Asia?
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Mr. PECCEI. Of course; there is no comparison between Latin
America and the Middle East, and Asia, and Africa in many aspects.
This is one of them. I think that in Latin America, with a certain
amount of initiative, with a certain push now, we may go over the
hump rather easily and have the private enterprise perform very well.

Senator JAVITS. Will you agree with me, Dr. Peccei and Mr. Wil-
helm, that the decisive breakthrough in saving Latin America from
going the Communist way is perhaps more dependent on what the
private enterprise system will be able to accomplish in the next 10
years than anything else?

Mr. PECCEI. Indeed, sir. That is crucial. We have this, say, 10
years and in this 10 years, we may determine the outlook by going in
or by withdrawing from private activity in Latin America.

Senator JAVITS. Finally, is it the intention of the ADELA company
to be, for all practical purposes, the private enterprise presence in
Latin America?

Mr. WEILELM. I think, Senator, that potentially; yes. I believe
we would be saying too much to say within the first year or two, it
would be that. But I believe if the ADELA movement very strongly
succeeds, then there will be a movement for finding new funds for
it and if it succeeds, that will be very easy. It can, without using
words too strongly, become a very important presence in Latin
America.

Senator JAVITS. The Inter-American Development Bank has no in-
vestment affiliate like the World Bank, has it?

Mr. PECCEI. No.
Senator JAvITs. Will you describe for us what is expected to be the

relationship between the Inter-American Development Bank and the
ADELA Investment Co.?

Mr. PECCEI. The Inter-American Development Bank by charter
cannot enter into equity investment. It can do practically any other
kind of financial operation, but not equity: that is, it can extend loans,
underwrite, guarantee, and there is a clear necessity for a regional
development financial institution such as the Inter-American Develop-
ment Wank to have a kind of affiliate, an instrument, in order to deal
with the need for equity capital. So we think that cooperation be-
tween the Inter-American Development Bank and ADELA will be
ample and at various levels, would be an arrangement by which the
policies of the Inter-American Development Bank and ADELA
would be coordinated, because they are aimed at the same effect.

On the second level, the information and the wealth of knowledge
about Latin America which resides in the Inter-American Develop-
ment Bank should be put at the disposal of ADELA.

Third, we think at the operative level, there might be ample scope
for housekeeping, interchange of personnel, and finally, a managerial
cooperation for the enterprises in which both the Inter-American Bank
and ADELA have interests.

I think ingenious people and people of good will will find many
fields for cooperation between the two institutions.

Senator JAVITS. What is the difference between ADELA Invest-
ment Co. and a number of other investment companies which have
started for Latin America such as the CREOLE Investment Corp.,
which is an offshoot of Standard Oil of New Jersey, International
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Basic Economy Corp., which is organized by the Rockefeller Bros.,
DELTEC Panamerica, which is another private enterprise company
operating in Latin America? Will you give us the difference that you
see between those companies and this one?

Mr. WILHELM. I will try to do that, Senator. It is a hard question,
because each of those is diff erent.

Senator JAVITS. Let's get a generic basis.
Mr. WiHELm. As compared with the CREOLE operation, there

are fundamental similarities, the two fundamental differences being
that the responsibility of ADELA is multinational and multilateral
in nature, whereas CREOLE is one company and one country.
ADELA can work in Latin America and use its power of maneuver in
order to help bring about a favorable climate.

As compared with another range of institutions, the development
banks, to a substantial extent they are banks rather than entrepreneurs
and they deal mainly in loan capital rather than equity capital. We
believe that ADELA will be able to play a greater role in creating
activity, in putting tooether undertakings, although certainly very
close cooperation with those institutions will be desirable.

Then when one considers an operation such as DELTEC, for ex-
ample, one finds that its primary role has been an attempt to develop
capital markets in Latin America, rather than having substantial
cap ital of its own.

Seiator JAVITS. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to include as part of the

testimony of the witnesses a memorandum describing the activities of
the Atlantic Community Group for Development in Latin America,
dated September 16, 1963; a second memorandum dated December 27,
1963, on the availability of investment opportunities; the record of
attendance at the meetings just held in Paris at the headquarters of
the OECD on January 10 and 11, and a brief statement as to the ac-
tions which took place at those meetings, all to fill out the testimony of
those witnesses.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
How much money has been raised?
Senator JAUNTS. $6 million has been committed for, but the under-

standing, Mrs. Griffiths, is this: These are very high-level people and
the organizing committee is not actually going to press the button to
push this thing into motion unless it is satisfied that it has enough
to go forward with. In this case, the nature of the appearance is more
important even than money. A great point was made in Paris about
the fact that it would be necessary to have an important participa-
tion from one or more companies from Germany, France, and Great
Britain before this matter could really go forward.

Again I repeat, Mr. Chairman, it has been entirely work, by me, in
the private sector. It is hard for people to understand why a Senator
will work very hard in the private sector in order to accomplish some-
thing in the public sector. Part of my trip was to Germany, pre-
cisely for the purpose of enlisting the support that is needed.

So part of the answer is that this committee of eight very high level
and important international business people will not actually push
the button to start this thing unless they are satisfied that in terms of its
auspices, it can really perform the mission which has been outlined be-
fore the committee today.
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Senator SPARKIAN. Without objection, the several insertions will be
made.

(The documents referred to follow:)
SEPTEMBER 16, 1963.

ATLANTnC COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT GROUP FOR LATINN AMERICA (ADELA)

12 Rue de Castiglione, Paris I, France
110 East 45th Street, New York, N.Y.
1726 Massachusetts Avenue NW., Washington 36, D.C., U.S.A.

TILE ADELA INVESTMENT COMPANY

The Atlantic Community Development Group for Latin America (ADELA) is
the outgrowth of proposals approved by the NATO Parliamentarians last fall
and sponsored by the chairman of their economic committee, U.S. Senator Jacob
K. Javits. These proposals called for greater participation of Europe, and re-
newed over-all efforts, in regard to the economic development of Latin America.

The NATO Parliamentarians' resolution embodying these proposals recom-
mended that the Secretary General of the Organization for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development (OECD), the Secretary General of the Organization of
American States (OAS), and the President of the Inter-American Development
Bank (IADB) jointly lend support to the initative. These three organizations
agreed that the undertaking should be carried out by a private group.

Through private efforts, the group was formed in April of 1963, consisting
of three executive directors lent by their own organizations: Dr. Aurelio Peccei
(Fiat, Italconsult) for Europe, Dr. Julio Gonzales del Solar (Inter-American
Development Bank) for Latin America, and Mr. Warren Wilhelm (Texaco) for
the United States. Mr. Herbert J. Blitz is executive secretary, working out of
Washington, D.C., and Mr. Maurice Guernier heads the Paris office. The Ford
Foundation and interested private business firms are financing the expenses of
the present preparatory work. Senator Hubert H. Humphrey of Minnesota has
joined in the effort with Senator Javits. ADELA has as advisers President
Felipe Herrera of the IADB, Dr. Milton Katz of Harvard, and a number of out-
standing private business leaders. Contact is maintained with the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the International
Finance Corporation (IFC), as well as with the Business and Industry Advisory
Committee of OECD (BIAC).

To assure liaison with the Economic Committee of NATO, a working party
of parliamentarians, chaired by Senator Javits, was established. The approach
adopted by the ADELA group, which this paper summarizes, received the ap-
proval of the parliamentarians in a meeting in Paris in July.
1. Objectives

Formation of ADELA reflects awareness that the present rate of economic
growth of Latin America is inadequate, creating a situation dangerous to the
free world. It is a matter of urgency to find means for pumping additional
energy and economic dynamism into Latin America. If the present political-
economic system of Latin America-substantially democratic and based pri-
marily upon private activity- fails to deliver in Latin America, this type of sys-
tem will be considered to have a poor prognosis in the other developing areas,
most of which are far behind Latin America in development of infrastructure
and a competent local entrepreneurial class.

The private sector constitutes perhaps two-thirds of the area's economy.
Satisfactory overall growth is demonstrably impossible unless this sector moves
ahead. But its performance at the present time is agreed by all to be inadequate
in most of the countries, especially as regards new investment activity of local
and foreign capital.

Among the fundamental factors hampering private activity in Latin America
are the balance-of-payments weakness and heavy short-term debt obligations
of most Latin American countries, inflationary pressures, shortage of internal
working capital, and political instability which often results in governmental
policies harmful to the confidence and expansionary tendencies of the private
sector. The position of the private sector is also impaired by the fact that
most of the instruments of foreign assistance support the public rather than the
private sector. Regardless of intentions, governmental and intergovernmental
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foreign assistance programs have found it difficult to give adequately effective
assistance to the Latin American private sector.

After extensive consultations in Latin America, Europe, and the United States
concerning these problems, ADELA has concluded:

First, that its main objectives will be to mobilize a multinational private effort
to assist the Latin American private sector;

Second, that the most effective resource to be mobilized is equity capital, over
and above that which is already moving to Latin America; and

Third, that the channeling of this additional capital shall be in a form best
calculated not only to protect the investment, but also to have important bene-
ficial side effects which, along with other efforts, will help to bring about im-
provement in conditions now hampering the vitality of the Latin American
private sector.

The ADELA directors have therefore undertaken the groundwork for estab-
lishment of a multinational equity capital investment company, financed by
subscriptions of risk capital from the largest industrial and financial companies
in Europe and North America, for investment in moderate-sized Latin American
projects, normally in conjunction with Latin American private capital. Projects
will be those involving new or expanded productive activities.

The ADELA Investment Co., as a private undertaking, and operating on a long-
term basis, will follow the principles of protecting its investment and seeking
an adequate return. At the same time it will provide a means by which leading
Northern Hemisphere companies can help-over and above their own direct
activities-to encourage and strengthen the Latin American private sector.

Shares of $500,000 will be offered to banks and other financial institutions
and shares of $250,000 or $500,000 to industrial and commercial corporations.
The ADELA Investment Co. will be incorporated when an adequate initial multi-
national subscription has been achieved. The objective is to reach a capitaliza-
tion of, say, $40 million in equity, about equally subscribed by Europe and the
United States, and also with Canadian and Japanese subscriptions.
II. Present status

The stage of work is as follows:
1. In extensive discussions in Latin America in May to June, the directors

found an overwhelming opinion that the ADELA Co. could bring an additional
source of strength to the Latin American private sector.

2. The IADB is actively exploring with ADELA methods by which the Bank
could assist ADELA projects through loan finance and other means. The Bank
is prevented by its charter from engaging in equity investment, and has indicated
its belief that the ADELA Co. could become a significant source of equity capital
for development projects for which the Bank would provide loan capital.

3. Key officials of the U.S. executive branch have expressed the judgment
that the ADELA programs would represent an important advance toward assist-
ing the Latin American private sector. Likewise, a favorable reaction has been
received from a number of important officials of European governments and
OECD.

4. Close relations are being maintained with the International Christian Union
of Business Executives (UNIAPAC) and the European Committee for Coopera-
tion with Latin America (CECAL). It Is hoped that the UNIAPAC local
chapters in Latin America can work closely with the ADELA Co. in develop-
ing investment projects. Consultation has also been maintained with the
Atlantic Institute in Paris regarding European public policies toward Latin
America.

5. The proposed ADELA action plan was discussed with perhaps two dozen
of the leading business personalities of Europe, in July, in order to seek their
advice and support. The plan in its present form has the benefit of their sug-
gestions. Although the plan was then at an early stage of development, the
European response was exceedingly favorable in all but a few cases. A substan-
tial number of these leaders indicated their readiness to participate financially
in the ADELA Investment Co. when it is formed.

6. The directors are now presenting the undertaking to U.S. financial and
industrial leaders to obtain their advice, support, and financial participation.
III. ADBLA Investment Co.

The fundamental financial, organizational, and operating features of the
ADELA Investment Co. are envisaged as follows:
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1. Financial participation by European and North American corporations will
be entirely in the form of equity capital, part to be paid in initially, and the
balance according to a schedule to be determined.

2. Organizational structure will include a widely representative board of
directors meeting perhaps once or twice a year to review general policies.
Investment policy and major operating decisions will be delegated to an executive
committee, elected by the board.

3. Operating responsibility will rest with the general manager, who will par-
ticipate in meetings of the executive committee. The directors believe that he
should be (a) European, (b) with a record of outstanding competence in busi-
ness management, (c) familiar with Latin America, and (d) personally com-
mitted to the objectives of the ADELA undertaking. If the financial commit-
ment sought from Europe and North America is attained, it is believed that it
will be possible to persuade the European business community to come forth with
an individual of high qualifications, who will bring to ADELA the assurance
of prudent and efficient management.

4. The ADELA Investment Co. will be incorporated in Luxembourg or Swit-
zerland, and one, two, or three offices (or branches) will be established in selected
Latin American countries, as the operation is developed. While the charter will
permit flexibility to operate anywhere in Latin America, initial operations will
be concentrated, and will begin where the investment climate is suitable and the
conditions provided are most favorable.

5. Projects will be selected mainly in moderate-sized ventures in manufactur-
ing, and possibly agriculture.

6. Projects will be sought which do not reouire excessive protection in the
form of tariffs or monopoly supply positions. As Latin American integration
proceeds, and industrialization develops, uneconomic and high-cost ventures built
on the basis of special protection will be vulnerable. It will be apparent to the
executive committee and general manager that the best long-term prospects are
in undertakings which will be to the highest extent competitive within Latin
America as a whole, and eventually in world markets.

7. It is expected that the interests and objectives of the company will in many
cases be served best by making investments in combination with local capital.
In certain cases, "buy back" provisions would enable the local partner to regain
a majority position, or full ownership, under circumstances and terms preestab-
lished in the partnership contract. However, it is recognized that the issue of
partnership with local funds requires to be approached In a flexible manner, on
a case-by-case basis.

8. Any single shareholder would have but a small percentage position in
ADELA, a maximum of about 1 percent when the full financial plan is realized.
Each ADELA participant would continue to operate In its own way in Latin
America. Any conflict of interest, as between a company's holding in ADELA
and its investment in its own direct operations, would be minimal. Similarly,
individual influences upon ADELA would be minimal. As to ADELA's manage-
ment philosophy, broad ownership by many leading firms, and their control
through the board and executive committee, assure that ADELA will follow
policies reflecting the consensus of the United States-European business commu-
nity leadership.

9. Arrangements will be sought, as between the investment company and the
subscribers, whereby for suitable compensation the subscribers would provide
technical and managerial assistance for projects in their areas of activity. In
cases where these arrangements are impractical, or insufficient, outside technical
assistance will be sought.

10. In most instances investments will be made from the investment com-
pany's own capital. However, the charter would be flexible, so that in parti-
cular situations the company could act in other forms; e.g. mainly as promoter
bringing together the local investment opportunities and one or more of the sub-
scribers, or an outside investor. This route would be especially appropriate
where the project requires very extensive technical and managerial assistance
from Northern Hemisphere parties.

11. It is anticipated that assistance of IADB and AID will be obtained in
regard to feasibility studies of projects. The ADELA program is greatly
strengthened by the moral support of IADB, as well as by the expectation of
IADB loan capital for many ADELA undertakings. Channels for continuing
consultation with IADB will be established, as well as with IBRD-IFC.
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12. Once ADELA has invested its capital the question will arise as to sources
of additional funds. Among the possibilities are: the selling off of existing
investments which have become seasoned, the public issue of securities of in-
dividual project companies or of ADELA itself, and the raising of additional
capital from initial subscribers. At some stage, it may be desired to bring into
the capital structure of ADELA substantial Latin American equity funds, if
they are available. The charter of ADELA would assure that no initial partici-
pant would be obligated to provide additional funds unless he desired to.

IV. The broader results
As has been indicated, the ADELA Investment Co. will be launched with a

structure of control and organization which will assure its adherence to the
principles of private activity. The management will seek to protect its invest-
ments, maintain close restraint on overhead expenses, and earn adequate yield.

In this type of operation it would be unrealistic to count on a rapid develop-
ment of earnings. However, over a period of years a satisfactory return should
be developed; perhaps a very good return. Capital is needed and scarce in
Latin America and its fundamental economic yield is high.

The fundamental reason for launching the company, however, is the need to
bring added strength to the private sector of Latin America. The broader ef-
fects which can be hoped for include the following:

1. Capital injection.-When the full initial financial plan is realized, a con-
siderable resource will have been made available. If $40 million of Northern
Hemisphere equity capital is mobilized, it may be able to bring roughly the same
order of local capital into activity, including funds which have temporarily fled
the area. A total equity capital of $80 million would mobilize an even larger sum
of loan capital; the total of equity and loan might be as much as $200 million.
The effect of this much added capital, dedicated to private undertakings, would
be material.

2. Technical and managerial know-how.-By bringing into life ventures which
would otherwise not be borne, the company will be able to help develop new
entrepreneurial skills and experience in Latin American. Furthermore, the
fundamental ADELA concept, whereby many Northern Hemisphere corporations
join in a private investment activity in Latin America, may well offer a frame-
work around which can be built some new concepts for accelerating the modern-
ization of 'the area's techniques and management. For example, a structure of
technical and consulting activities, related to the ADELA Investment Co., mbay
be possible. Studies of this possibility are being undertaken.

3. Bringing in Europe.-The ADELA Investment Co. will unquestionably in-
crease the attention of European business toward the Latin American area-a
prime focus of the original Javits initiative-and as an indirect result will exert
influence upon European governments in the direction of more liberal policies
toward Latin America, in regard to trade and the extent and terms of public
development assistance.

4. Preventing vacurums.-As the national and integration movement planning
procedures mature, there will be many specific development projects identified
for private sector investment. If private funds are not immediately available,
a vacuum is created, likely to be filled by the public sector. The ADELA
capital, with its flexibility as to field of activity, will be uniquely suited to help
launch these projeats on a private basis.

5. Invcstment climate.-When the ADELA Investment Co. grows in impor-
tance, it will be able to speak with considerable effect in persuading Latin
American governments of the conditions essential for a vigorous and expanding
private sector. As the history of the establishment of IADB emphasizes. the
fact of ADELA's specifically Latin American dedication will increase its ac-
ceptance and influence. It can be a useful forum for communication between
the Northern Hemisphere business community and the structure of inter-Ameri-
can organizations as well as with the individual countries. Its choices of one
investment location against another because of investment climate considera-
tions will, by reason of its very broad multinational backing, have growing effect.

In presenting the ADELA program to North American and European business
leaders during September and October, the directors will be seeking from them
letters of intent for financial participation in the ADELA Investment Co. on the
scale indicated.

In November or December of this year, it is planned to hold a relatively small
meeting in Europe of key people from the three continents. At this meeting, it
is intended to receive the report of the executive directors and, assuming that
adequate financial commitments have been received from the United States and
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Europe, to take the decision for establishment of the ADELA Co. At this meet-
ing, also, an interim organizing company or group may be formed to complete
legal and other details, write the statutes, draft the final prospectus and organ-
ization plan, and receive additional capital subscriptions.

If this plan can be carried out so that early in 1964 the undertaking will
start functioning, the response to the challenge of the private sector of the At-
lantic Community wvill have again been proven.

[Memorandum-December 27, 1903]

CO.MMENTS ON THE AVAILARIUaTY OF EQunTY INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN LATIN
AMERICA

1. The proposed creation of the ADELA Investment Co. brings up the question,
often raised, of whether there are enough sound projects in the Latin American
private sector. International development agencies are known to have com-
plained about the dearth of private projects adequate for external financing,
and some concern has ben voiced over the possibility that the ADELA Invest-
ment Co. may meet the same obstacle in its operations.

2. It should be remembered, however, that present sources of external financ-
ing, almost without exception, offer dollar loans. The reluctance of Latin
American entrepreneurs 'to commit themselves to long-term indebtedness in
foreign currency, in the face of uncertain prospects on the value of their own
national eurrencies, appears quite reasonable, particularly if production is aimed
at the internal market.

3. Although a high debt-equity ratio is appealing to stockholders for the lever-
age it provides, it can be safety stated Latin American companies, by and large,
are undercapitalized, with an unduly high portion of their financial structure
being represented by commercial bank credits.

4. The possibility of obtaining long-term financing in the form of equity in-
vestments from abroad, therefore, should represent a welcome solution to Latin
American entrepreneurs, especially if control of ithe company is to remain in
domestic hands.

5. Of course, the situation above described is characteristic more of medium-
and small-size enterprises than of large concerns which are able to approach
adequate sources of financing, either at home or abroad. It is precisely with
this type of firms that the ADELA Investment Co. envisages dealing.

6. On the other hand, the process of industrialization follows a well-defined
pattern, starting with the production of consumer goods substitution of im-
ported consumer durables, and ending with export capabilities in consumer as
well as capital goods. Most of the Latin American countries can be classified
in the first two stages described.

7. Consequently,it is easy to determine theoretically the industrial subsectors
in which an equity investment company such as ADELA could be active in Latin
America. Production facilities of consumer goods and of components for coin-
sumer durables, especially those utilizing domestic or regional inputs, appear
to be those meriting priority attention.

8. The importance of the agricultural sector in Latin America both from a
viewpoint of employment and of the obvious need of increasing the availability
of low-cost foodstuffs reveals a natural priority for the food processing indus-
tries. Milling, canning, packaging, production of edible oils, starch, chocolate,
and so forth, are industrial activities which would provide an assured market
for farm production, contributing thus indirectly to improved conditions in
rural areas. Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and Paraguay, for instance, do not have as
yet well-developed food industries.

9. A similar argument can be made for industries utilizing other agricultural
raw materials (textiles and hard fibers) as well as for those producing agri-
cultural inputs (fertilizers, insecticides, etc.)

10. Wood processing and production of building materials (cement. etc.)
also provide interesting investment opportunities intimately tied in with the
development plans of many countries, such as Chile. Colombia, and Venezuela.

11. Furthermore, the metallurgical subsector is the one where a great many
integration-oriented industries can be developed with a view toward industrial
complementarity on a regional basis. The manufacture of components for the
automotive industry is perhaps the best example. Brazil, Argentina, Mexico,
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and Chile appear to be suitable sites for this type of industrial investments at
present.

12. The chemical industry is just starting in many Latin American countries.
Availability of raw materials at little or no opportunity cost (salt beds, petroleum
gas, and so forth) as well as rapidly growing internal consumption for many
chemical products (caustic soda, inputs for the manufacture of plastics, etc.)
forecast the initiation of many new ventures in this field in the near future.

13. In conclusion, from the list of examples given (which does not attempt
to be and should not be considered all inclusive), it appears that industrial invest-
ment opportunities in Latin America are quite ample. Moreover, equity invest-
ments, as planned by the ADELA Investment Co., should constitute an appro-
priate form of external financing for Latin American entrepreneurs; as a matter
of fact, concrete expressions of interest have been received already from an
automobile plant in Brazil, a papermill in Argentina, a textile factory in Peru,
and so forth.

14. The operating difficulties that may be encountered by the ADELA Invest-
ment Co. (and others of similar characteristics) will, in all likelihood, be a matter
of mechanics rather than principle. How to contact entrepreneurs? How to
promote a project? How to exploit obvious industrial opportunities? These are
questions to which the management of ADELA will have to provide answers.

15. Close cooperation with the IDB, as well as with development institutions
to which the IDB has granted a line of credit should prove extremely fruitful in
this respect for ADELA.

SUMMARY REPORT OF ADELA CONFERENCE, JANUARY 10-11, 1964, CHATEAU DE LA
MUETTE (HEADQUARTERS OF THE ORGANIZATION FOR EcoNoMIc COOPERATION AND
DEVELOPMENT), PARIS, FRANCE

REPORT ON MEETING OF JANUARY 10

The meeting of January 10 was attended by 102 leading personalities from the
private sectors and international organizations of Western Europe, Latin and
North America, and Japan. Approximately one-half of the participants repre-
sented private firms or organizations while the other half was taken from inter-
national public organizations.

The principal speakers were Dr. Thorkil Kristensen, Secretary General of the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) ; Dr. Felipe
Herera, President of the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB) ; Dr. Jose
Mora, Secretary General of the Organization of American States (OAS); Sena-
tor Jacob K. Javits, and Dr. Aurelio Peccei, executive director for Europe for
ADELA. M. Henri Burnier, chairman of the Banque Francaise et Italienne,
and Mr. Emilio G. Collado, vice president and director of the Standard Oil Co.
(New Jersey), served as chairmen of the morning and afternoon sessions
respectively.

Among the chief personalities taking an active part in the morning and after-
noon discussions were Mr. L. B. Wolters, president of Petrofina; Mr. George
Moore, president of the First National City Bank of New York; Mr. Hugo
Lindgren, assistant vice president of Enskilda Bank; M. Jacques Oudiette, di-
rector of the Banque Nationale pour le Commerce et l'Industrie; the Count de
Vogue, president of St. Gobain and chairman of the Comite Europeen pour la
Cooperation avec l'Amerique Latine; Mr. Adelbert Krieger Vasena, former
Finance Minister of Argentina and member of the National Academy of Eco-
nomic Sciences; Mr. Andres Aguilar, personal representative of President Betan-
court of Venezuela; Mr. Kunio Miki, managing director of the Bank of Tokyo;
Mr. Pinhero Neto, corporation lawyer from Brazil; Mr. Arthur Dean, senior
partner of Sullivan & Cromwell; Mr. Gianni Agnelli, vice chairman of Fiat; Mr.
Evence Coppee, Societe Evence Coppee of Belgium; Mr. Walter McKee, director
of the Latin American Division of the Ford Motor Co.; Mr. Claudio Segre, Di-
rector for Economic and Financial Affairs of the European Economic Commu-
nity; and Mr. Willard H. Thorp, chairman of the Development Assistance
Committee.

Basic support for the ADELA concept of a coordinated private sector initi-
ative for the economic and social development of Latin America was expressed
by the speakers and by the participants in the discussions. Both the Latin
American and Northern Hemisphere representatives felt that it would contribute
importantly to the revitalization of the Latin American private sector. Other
issues considered included the need for measures to protect private investments,
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and the advisability of considering the rescheduling of foreign debts of certain
Latin American countries. Recommendations for broadening the initial support
of the proposed ADELA Investment Co. were also discussed.

Senator Javits, at the conclusion of the meeting, summarized the consensus
favoring positive steps for the formation of the company. These steps were
initiated the following day.

SUMMARY OF MINUTES OF JANUARY 11, 1964, BUSINESS MEETING

A group of private banking and industrial representatives who participated
at the January 10 ADELA Conference in Paris met on January 11. As a result
of this meeting, an interim organizing committee (IOC) was established and
charged with developing the structure of the proposed multinational private in-
vestment company which would undertake equity investments and serve as a
catalytic agent for private enterprise in Latin America.

The eight-member IO is cochaired by Mr. Gianni Agnelli, vice chairman of
FIAT, and Mr. Emilio G. Collado, vice president and director of the Standard
Oil Co. (New Jersey). Banking and industrial firms from Belgium, Italy, Japan,
Switzerland, and the United States are represented on the IOC. Expansion of
the IOC is provided for when firms from other major nations commit themselves
to participation in the proposed investment company.

ADELA CONFERENCE JANUARY 10-11, 1964, LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Gianni Agnelli, Vice President, FIAT.
Andres Aguilar, Reprdsentant du President Bdtancourt (V6nezuela).
Mr. Akiyama, Representing the Mitsubishi Bank.
T. Altafer, Representing the International Confederation of Free Trade Unidns

(ICFTU).
John B. Arnold, Senior Vice President, First National City Bank.
Mr. Arnold.
Cavendish Bentinck, Director, APPI.
Herbert J. Blitz, Executive Secretary, ADELA.
Mr. Bosc.
Charles E. Bourbonniere, Secretaire General, BIAC.
Henry Burnier, President de la Banque Franvaise et Italienne.
Yves Bricard, Reprdsentant ft Paris de la Bank of Mexico.
Franklin 0. Canfield, Standard Oil Company (New Jersey).
Mr. Cherie Ligniere, President, FIAT-France.
Takashi Chiba, General Affairs Specialist, Hitachi, DUsseldorf.
Emilio G. Collado, Vice President and Director, Standard Oil Company (New

Jersey).
Pierre-Edouard Coquelin, Secretaire G-6neral de la Banque Worms.
Evence Coppee, Soci&t6 Evence Coppde, Bruxelles.
Jean Cottier, Secrdtaire General adjoint, OCDE.
Peter Cusick, Assistant to Senator Javits.
Arthur Dean, Senior Partner, Sullivan & Cromwell.
Alain Debiez, Commission des Nations Unies pour l'Amerique Latine.
Ambassador Dowling, Atlantic Institute, Paris.
Mr. Ebe, Director, Bank of Tokyo.
Luciano Elejalde, Corporacion Financeria Nacional, Colombia.
Edward Eller, Chase Manhattan Bank, Paris.
Henri Emmet, Irving Trust, Paris.
Sherwood Fine, Directeur de la Section Finance du D1veloppement, OCDE.
Helmuth Fuhrer, Head of the Financial Policies Division, Development Depart-

ment, OECD.
Egidio Gavazzi, Administrateur de la Pirelli a Milan.
Jean-Louis Gillieron, Repr~sentant de la Socift§ de Banques Suisses.
Luciano Giretti, Adjoint au Secrftaire General, charge du Department du

Ddveloppement, OCDE.
E. F. Goldfuss, Vice President, IBM.
Julio Gonzalez Del Solar, Directeur Executif, ADELA.
Herbert E. Gray, Member de la Chambre des Communes, Ottawa.
Jorge Grieve, Committee of Nine, OAS.
Maurice Guernier, Directeur du Bureau de Paris, ADELA.
Felipe Herrera, President de la Banque Inter-Amdricaine de Ddveloppement.
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Guillermo Herrera Carrizosa, President de la Corporacion Colombiana al Desar-
rollo Industrial.

Jacob K. Javits, United States Senator.
Bent Jorgensen, Economics Directorate, NATO.
A. M. Kemps, Directeur G6neral, SYBETRA, Bruxelles.
Torn Killefer, U.S. Director, IADB.
Peider Konz, Secretary of the Council and Head of the Legal Service, OECD.
Adelbert Krieger Vasena, Membre de l'Acaddmie Nationale des Sciences Eco-

nomiques, Argentine.
Thorkil Eristensen, Secrdtaire General de l'OCDE.
0. van H. Labberton, Secr6taire Executif de la Conference des Parlementaries

de l'Otan.
Mr. de Lapparent, Sous-Directeur du siege de la Soci6tk 06ndrale.
J. G. Lejeune, Secr6taire General de CECAL.
E. W. B. Lewis, Vice President in charge of Finance, Westinghouse.
Mr. de Liedekerke, Lazard Freres.
Hugo Lindgren, Assistant Vice President, Stockholms Enskilda Bank.
Eric Lindroth, Assistant to Mr. Collado, Standard Oil Company (New Jersey).
Louis Louvet, Financial Policies Division, Development Department, OECD.
Walter McKee, Director, Latin American Division of the Ford Motor Company.
Philippe Magnan de Bornier, Comptoir National d'Escompte de Paris.
Robert Menapace, Financial Adviser, Inter-American Development Bank, Wash-

ington.
Angel Meschi, Repr6sentant a Paris de Corfo, Chili.
Kunio Miki, Administrateur delegue6 de la Bank of Tokyo a Tokyo.
John D. Miller, Director, European Office, IBRD, IFC.
Thierry Monnier, Chef de la Division des Relations Extdrieures de l'Ocde.
George S. Moore, President, First National City Bank of New York.
Jose Mora, Secretaire General de l'Organisation des Etats-Americains.
Mr. Muller.
Forrest D. Murden, Director, Allen, Murden, Nystrom & Armstrong, Inc.
George Nahoum, Paris Representative, Bank of London and South America.
Octavio Nizzola, Lugano, Switzerland and Peru, Director, Lima Light & Power.
M. Obanda.
Mr. Ogasawara, Fuji Bank.
Jacques Oudiette, Directeur, BNCI.
Ernest C. Parsons, Head of the Economic Development Division, Development

Department, OECD.
Aurelio Peccei, Directeur Executif, ADELA.
M. Pierre, Banque Worms.
M. Polti, Banque de Paris.
Claude Popelin, Conseil National du Patronat FranCais.
Mr. Pinhero Neto, Avocat. Sao Paolo, Brdsil.
Paolo Rogers, Olivetti.
Claude Roux, Assemblde Nationale, France.
Seymour Rubin, U.S. Representative on the D.A.C.
Jorge Mejia Salazar, President du Comit6 de Direction et President du Banco

de Bogota.
M. Schweinitz, Directeur, GHH, Essen.
Walter Sedwitz, Assistant Secretaire General, OAS.
Claudio Segre, Economic and Financial Affairs, EEC.
Th6dore Seiler, Directeur General de la Sociite de Banques Suisses.
Joseph Slater, Directeur-associd des Programmes des Affaires Internationales.
J. R. Stevenson, Sullivan & Cromwell.
Willard H. Thorp, President du Comit4 d' Assistance due Developpement, OCDE.
Antonio Tonello, Istituto Mobilare Italiano.
M. Trotta, D4legation Italienne aupr&s OCDE.
N. Ullman, Atlantic Institute.
M. Urrutia, IADB, Paris.
Lazard Freres Valensi.
Guiseppe Vedovato.
UNIAPAC Vermeire.
Arnaud de Vogue, president du CECAL (Comite Europeen pour la Cooperation

avee l'Amdrique Latine).
J. Vulliod, Directeur du Credit Lyonnais.
Warren Wilhelm, Directeur Exdcutif ADELA.
L. B. Walters, Pftrofina.
Eduardo Zuleta, Ancien President des Nations Unies.
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Representative CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, before I question the wit-
ness, I would like to have unanimous consent to place in yesterday's
record, rather than having it confuse today's, a colloquy between
Senator Hickenlooper and Senator Morse on November 13, 1963.
entitled, "Recent Developments in Argentina," which bears on some
of the matters we were discussing yesterday. This was called to my
attention, and I think it would be very helpful if it were put in the
record.

Senator SPARKMAN. Without objection, that insertion will be made
in yesterday's record.

(The material referred to appears on p. 108 at the conclusion of the
record of hearing, January 14.)

Representative CURTIS. First, I just want to say that this has been
very valuable and interesting testimony. Certainly, the future of
ADELA is going to be watched with a great deal of concern. It
can make a great contribution.

Rather than getting into the details of that and let it be confused,
I would like to raise a collateral question that could be asked of any
of the witnesses. I think we have been talking a great deal about Gov-
ernment policy in Latin America as far as capital investment is con-
cerned. I have been equally concerned, and I know you gentlemen
are, too, with the aspects of what I would term the immigration
policy of these countries. Here we are confronted with the big prob-
lem of available skills. As this country developed, to a large degree,
we imported our skills from Western Europe. This is one of the
lines of interrogation I conducted during this subcommittee's visit to
the various Latin American countries. Not only did I fail to get what
I would regard as satisfactory answers, but I got the impression that
there had been very little thought directed toward obtaining skills
in this fashion.

In Argentina, I recall, in order to move forward in some of the
projects, they imported certain skills mainly from Italy in large num-
bers. Instead of staying and settling, however, most of these people
returned to Italy or their country of origin.

Now, before I pose the question, there is one other point I would
like to make.

In the supplemental views to this subcommittee report which I pre-
pared, I tried to point out what I thought was a very basic matter that
had received very little attention. As I see it, there is a distinction be-
tween two types of undeveloped countries in the world today, on the
basis of population per square mile. One group contains those coun-
tries which are heavily populated-Indonesia, India, and China come
to mind. In contrast, there are a great number of countries that
are acually underpopulated, for example, those of Latin America.
There are very few sections of Latin America-you could identify
them as the island of Jamaica, Puerto Rico, and possibly Cuba-
where there is what you might call overpopulation or a full popula-
tion. I think perhaps one reason we have not thought of Latin
America in this context is that attention has been directed to the
very recent increases in population and the birth rate.

But I note, in following through the figures, that this population
explosion in Latin America has not yet hit their labor market. These
people are still in the age brackets before they move into the labor
market.
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So I think we probably have a problem here of underpopulation.
Thus in your concept of investing there, the question arises of how
you would obtain your skills. Is part of your scheme to bring skilled
people to these areas who might stay? What is the attitude of the
various Latin American countries toward this approach?

Would you comment on that general problem?
Mr. PECCEI. Sir, my experience in Latin America, and as the thing

would be, would show that the requirement of immigration would be
limited to a small number for each enterprise of the more specialized
people, and possibly it will not be for permanent or a very long stay.
I think that if, by bringing up new undertakings and developing
the market, we also will achieve the objective of having more Euro-
peans interested in going into Latin America, that will be a very
good thing for many areas.

But I think in our own specific fields, we should only try to have
from Japan or Europe or even the United States a small number
of people considering also the cost that each enterprise has to bear
if it relies heavily on importing of people.

Representative CURTIs. So your answer would tend to be that you
will concentrate on training the people already in the country in these
skills, rather than bringing them in, colonizing them, and making
them citizens of that country?

Mr. PECCEI. Yes, Congressman, and the experience, I know, shows
that that is a very good method and the results are rather good.

Representative CuRTIs. I have one other question. You have Japa-
nese interests in your group. I tried to pin this down but I have been
unable to because I just did not pursue it. I have heard that the Japa-
nese people have been moving into Brazil, for example, settling and
becoming citizens. Is that true to any degree, do you know ? Have
your Japanese partners thought at all along the line of bringing in
skills in that fashion ?

Mr. PEccEI. Yes; there have been to my knowledge also recently
some schemes to bring more Japanese into some areas, into Brazil,
Uruguay, Peru, where there is already a colony of Japanese and where
they may settle.

Representative CURTIS. They certainly have become splendid citi-
zens in California and a real part of our economy there and in Hawaii.
If the premise is correct, and I think it is, that we are dealing with
underpopulated as well as underdeveloped countries, I would hope
that some more attention could be directed to immigration as a real
possibility of moving these economies forward, particularly in this
period when they badly need skills. It takes time, of course, to train
people in skills, and if you can import them, I again emphasize, like
the United States did, why, you are that much ahead of the game.

Thank you.
Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, may I just note, if I may, and I

will be finished?
Senator SPARKMAN. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. In response to Congressman Curtis' statement

about being kept informed. I have reported to the Senate constantly
on this since it started and I will continue to do so.

Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you very much.
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Thank you, gentlemen. You have given us something that is quite
thought provoking and interesting and we will follow it with a great
deal of interest from time to time. We wish you well in it.

Thank you very much.
Now we have two other witnesses this morning on closely related

subjects-Dr. Fatouros, who will discuss Government guarantee pro-
grams in general, and Mr. Rublee, who treats specifically of such pro-
grams as they have been set up and operated by the U.S. Government.

Dr. Fatouros is a professor at the University of Chicago Law
School, also author of "Government Guaranties to Foreign Investors."

Mr. Rublee is Assistant General Counsel for Private Enterprise,
Agency for International Development, Department of State.

If you gentlemen will come forward, we will proceed in a panel.
We have a joint session of Congress at 12:30 in order to hear from

the President of Italy and both Houses will accordingly meet at 12.
I don't want to hurry this hearing up unduly, but if we can move

right along, I would appreciate it, so that we can adjourn at 12 o'clock.
You gentlemen both have papers, do you not?
Mr. FATOUROS. Yes.
Senator SPARKMAN. LTt me sav. as T have to other witnesses, your

papers will be printed in full in the record. You may proceed as you
wish, either to read it or discuss it.

Mr. Fatouros?

STATEMENT OF A. A. FATOUROS, VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO LAW SCHOOL, AND GEORGE RUBLEE,
ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL FOR PRIVATE ENTERPRISE,
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Mr. FATOUROS. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am
very honored to appear before you today.

My name is A. A. Fatouros, and I am visiting assistant professor
at the University of Chicago Law School. I'll summarize my state-
ment, dealing chiefly with the general characteristics of guarantees
and with the conclusions of my study.

The guarantees we are dealing with are intended to counteract the
relative lack of security and legal stability, a factor which affects di-
rect private foreign investment in less-developed countries. They have
certain common general features. They are issued by governments.
not by private agencies. Also, they relate to direct private invest-
ment, not indirect investment; that is, investment in foreign securities.
Though this is outside my present topic, I should like to add that
there is great need today for indirect private investment in the less-
developed countries. It would be useful to study the possible ways by
which such investment could be encouraged, partly through various

guarantee devices. Such devices have been used in the past, but they
may have to be adjusted to modern conditions and new methods or
combinations of methods may have to be devised.

The guarantees we are dealing with here, the so-called investment
guarantees, generally relate to direct investment. One partial excep-
tion, of course, is that of the AID guarantees. It is with the purpose
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of encouraging direct investment that these kinds of investment guar-
antees have been devised.

These guarantees provide generally for the indemnification of the
investors. But a basic part, of their main function is to prevent the
occurrence of events injuring the investors' interests. They have a
deterrent function, a preventive function, rather than a mere com-
pensatory one.

Finally, they cover risks which are not usually covered by any
kind of business or commercial insurance. They cover noncommercial
risks which relate in fact to the possibility of unforeseen changes
in the legal conditions under which the enterprises established by
foreign investment -would operate. In most cases they relate to the
change of these conditions; that is, what the enterprises are told is
that if the conditions change, then they will be indemnified or, more
commonly, they are promised that the conditions will not change.
But closely related to that kind of promise is the promise, very com-
mon in the industrial promotions statutes, for instance, in Latin
America, that if the enterprise comes into the country, it will be
given certain tax exemptions. This is an attempt to improve the
investment climate by eliminating certain difficulties rather than
merely assuring that there will be no change detrimental to the in-
vestors' interests.

There have been several suggestions recently for an investment
code, a multilateral international convention which would embody
certain principles by which capital-importing countries would agree
to operate, especially the protection of private property, or provisions
for permission to repatriate capital, and so on. The proposals are
still unofficial. No government has fully adopted such a proposal yet.

Apart from the fact that such a code seems extremely difficult-
apart from the fact, rather, that it is highly doubtful that such a
code would be adopted by the majority of the capital-importing andl
capital-exporting countries, it is doubtful that even if adopted, it
would be effective. Chances are that the language of such a code
would be so watered down by specific exemptions to take into account
important aspects, important in their particular context, that by the
time it would be adopted, it would become almost counter, in effect,
to what is intended. Finally, there are certain dangers in attempting
to bring a code into existence. Negotiations on such subjects might
lead to adoption of rigid positions, in the beginning, perhaps, for
bargaining purposes but which are retained afterward. This is a
d anger that cannot be ignored.

There have been other proposals for the establishment of a system
for the settlement of disputes between investors and host governments.
These proposals are quite different from those mentioned before.
They do not attempt to establish legal principles by which the host
countries would treat foreign investment. Such proposals have been
studied for some time now by the staff of the IVorld Banik and it
does seem that if such a system could be devised, if it could operate
successfully, and even if it could operate at all, it would serve a very
useful function.

The United States, as you know, has concluded a number of bilateral
investment treaties, friendship, commerce, and navigation treaties.
Since 1949, when the new type of treaty was fully developed, 21 such
treaties have been signed, of which 18 have entered into force. Of
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these, about eight have been concluded with countries which can be
considered as economically underdeveloped. With Latin American
States, four such treaties have been signed, but only one has come into
effect. The other three have not yet come into force, though in at
least two of these cases, it seems that the reasons for the nonratifica-
tion are unrelated to the treaty's provisions on investment.

The other major capital-exporting countries have by now concluded
very similar treaties. The Federal Republic of Germany has con-
cluded two FON treaties with the Dominican Republic and Greece,
which follow very closely the American model. Germany has also
concluded eight other investment treaties which are somewhat more
specialized and deal exclusively with foreign investments. They are
the equivalent to, though their content is fairly different from the
intergovernmental guarantee agreements concluded under the invest-
ment guarantee program of the United States. Switzerland has very
recently concluded four investment agreements, being somewhat
shorter FCN treaties and known as agreements concerning trade,
protection of investments and technical cooperation with African
States. Japan has concluded recently two FCN treaties with other
countries and the UInited Kingdom has concluded one with Iran.

Of course, the bilateral treaties are a flexible instrument, since they
can be adapted to the particular country with which the treaty is con-
cluded. So for instance, navigation provisions have been excluded
from some treaties when there were problems with respect to naviga-
tion. Or the content of particular provisions may change; the provi-
sions relating to exchange restrictions, for instance, in the treaty with
the Federal Republic of Germany are different from the provisions on
the same topic in the treaty with Greece or in the treaties with other
countries.

The problem, of course, is that the language of these treaties remains
still fairly general and that very few such treaties have been concluded
with less-developed countries.

I will not go at any length into the investment insurance program
of the United States, because, of course, it will be covered with much
greater competence by Mr. Rublee. I will only mention that such sys-
tems operate today on lines very similar to that of the United States in
Germany and Japan. The principal difference seems to be that the
Japanese program operates without being based on a network of inter-
governmental agreements, as the U.S. program is. The German pro-
gram is in between, in the sense that it may operate without such agree-
ments, but the German Government is actively promoting the conclu-
sion of such agreements and has already concluded eight. Also, the
German agreements are far more elaborate than the U.S. ones.

Related to these programs, though not the same thing, are the ex-
port credit insurance programs, which operate in most developed coun-
tries, including Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom, and France,
which do not have investment guarantee programs. To some ex-
tent, investors may take advantage of the facilities of the export
credit insurance programs.

There have been proposals recently, very recently this time, for the
establishment of a multilateral investment insurance program, a pro-
gram similar to that, let's say, of the United States operated by AID,
but established by capital-importing and capital-exporting states,
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and operated by an international agency, most probably the World
Bank or an affiliate of it. There are several proposals of this type.
Again, I will not go into the matter at length, because there is an ex-
cellent study by the staff of the World Bank on this and any com-
ment I would make would repeat their observations.

There are serious problems, though, in trying to establish such a
program. For instance, the risks against which the program would
insure would have to be defined much more precisely than they are
today defined in the U.S. program, because this would be a multi-
national program and therefore each nation would have to be sure as to
what it is agreeing upon. This, of course, presents difficulties.

Finally, many of the capital-importing countries-in fact, the great
majority-have enacted investment statutes, either directed exclusive-
ly to foreign investment, or directed to promotion of investment in
certain fields. especially industry. The Latin American countries,
for example, the great majority of them-15 out of 20-have indus-
trial promotion statutes, while only 8 have foreign investment statutes.
The difference between the two is pretty small in some cases. Invest-
ment statutes often tend to emphasize exchange restrictions-well,
privileges with respect to repatriation of profits. while industrial
promotion statutes tend to emphasize tax exemptions. But this is
simply a matter of degree.

Usually, the investor is required to apply for approval or for reg-
istration, so-called, which comes to the same thing. And after a cer-
tain stage where negotiations are most often conducted between the
appropriate agency of the host government and the investor, an in-
strument of approval or a certificate, or sometimes a contract, is is-
sued, where the particular assurances given to the investor are spelled
out, sometimes with great precision. He is told how much foreign
currency he can take out each year and so on. This is, in fact, the great
advantage of these instruments. i.

First of all, of course, they do indicate the willingness of the host
country to accept and encourage foreign investment.

Secondly, they give to the investor very precise promises which
are especially useful with respect to minor government officials. If
you have to deal with a minor official in the host country it helps if
you have an instrument, sometimes in the form of a statute or at least
in the form of a decree, which contains elaborate and precise indi-
cations as to what exactly you are promised.

Of course, these instruments are subject to change. It is impossible
to say that if the regime of the host country changes, or sometimes,
though very rarely, if the government changes, the promises will be
faithfully kept. Still, in the great majority of the cases, these
promises have been kept. We have instances where the courts of the
host country have protected the investor, solely on the basis of the
instrument of approval which approved his investment, giving him
certain promises.

It is very difficult to speak of the results of these guarantees, because
they are very new; even where these guarantees have been operating
for some time, which is the exception, in most cases this is less than
10 years. Even in this case, it is very difficult to isolate the effects of
the guarantees from the effects of other factors-political, social, and
so on.
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Still, it is necessary to point out that such guarantees have definite
limitations. The security of the investment is only one of several
factors which the investor takes into account and even its actual value
as a factor depends a great deal on other things. Moreover, no guar-
antee, no legal guarantee can fully provide security. There are cer-
tain objective conditions which are far more important.

Now, the existing programs and forms of guarantees, given through
the insurance programs of capital-exporting countries, bilateral agree-
ments and guarantees given by the capital-importing countries, give
different kinds of protection to the investor so that the ideal situation
would be to have all three in the same country, which does in fact
happen in some cases. These guarantees are complementary. The
guarantees given by the host country are precise, concrete. The FCN
treaty as a background makes it more certain that these guarantees
vill be kept. The investment insurance programs help in assuring

that even if they are not kept, the investor will not be injured, or will
be injured to a small extent.

Well, I will limit myself to these very general comments.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you.
(The complete statement of Mr. Fatouros is as follows:)

AN APPRAISAL OF PROGRAMS OF GOVERSMENT GUARANTEES TO FOREIGN INVESTORS

(By A. A. Fatouros, visiting assistant professor, University of Chicago Law
School)

One of the factors which affect direct private foreign investment in less devel-
oped countries is the relative lack of security and legal stability. It is not the
only factor, nor is it the most important in most cases; economic considerations
generally play a much more important role. Still, it is a factor of considerable
significance and, even where it does not determine the basic issue whether to
invest or not in a particular country, it often affects the field of investment chosen.
its form and amount, the rate of return sought, etc.

Government guarantees are intended to counteract this particular factor. The
term "guarantees" is used here in a very broad sense; it includes various kinds
of promises and assurances as well as "guarantees" in a strict sense.

GENERAL FEATURES

The common characteristics of the guarantees under study are:
(1) They are issued by governments and not by private agencies;
(2) They relate to direct private foreign investment, i.e., investment in enter-

prises abroad controlled by the investor (indirect foreign investment, i.e., in-
vestment in foreign securities, and the related guarantees present quite distinct
problems with which we are not dealing here; it should be noted that the bulk of
private foreign investment in the developing countries today is direct in form);

(3) Like all guarantees, they often provide for the indemnification of the in-
vestor whenever certain specified events occur, but, unlike most private guaran-
tees, their main function is to assure the investor that the events feared will not
occur; in other words, they are chiefly intended to prevent such events, rather
than merely compensate for the losses they may cause;

(4) They generally cover risks of a peculiar character, not the "ordinary" busi-
ness risks normally faced by investors but risks which relate to the political and
economic conditions in the country of investment.

Generally speaking, these guarantees are calculated to protect foreign in-
vestors from unforeseen changes (or from the effects of changes) in the legal
conditions under which the enterprises established abroad operate. In our days,
such changes have been more frequent and more far reaching than they have in
the past. The desire of the less developed countries to promote their rapid eco-
nomic development, nationalistic feelings in newly liberated nations, fear of for-
eign domination, political or economic, and revolutionary changes of political
regimes are some of the forces that have been behind the increased incidence of
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such changes. The changes may be radical in character; e.g., *they may
consist in the taking of the foreign investor's property, or they may be less far
reaching, though still damaging to the investor; e.g., restrictions on the
entry of capital in certain fields of the economy, restrictions on the employment
of aliens, limitations on the foreign exchange to be imported or exported by the
enterprise, or changes in the amount of taxes to be paid by it.

The existing rules of international law are generally inadequate to deal with
such changes, either because the changes occur in fields which, according to tra-
ditional international law, belong to each state's virtually absolute jurisdiction
(e.g., exchange control, employment of aliens) or because the rules them-
selves are not clear in their exact content or in their application (e.g.,
nationalization of foreign-owned property). The need arises, therefore, for spe-
cific assurances to the foreign investors to the effect that certain favorable legal
conditions will exist or will continue to exist. Most of the guarantees here
studied are basically assurances that certain conditions existing at the time of
investment will not be changed (or that, if they are changed, the investor's inter-
ests will not suffer). In some cases, the guarantees are really inducements; i.e.,
assurances of special treatment or of the elimination of certain existing con-
ditions; the chief example is the offer of tax exemptions. These two kinds of
promises are different, but they are often found together; the difference between
them is perhaps of degree rather than of substance.

The following general types of guarantees may be distinguished:
(1) Assurances of fair treatment embodied in a single multilateral interna-

tional convention, to be concluded among all or a great number of capital-
exporting and capital-importing states;

(2) Guarantees given by means of a system of bilateral treaties concluded be-
tween capital-exporting and capital-importing states and setting down principles
of treatment of foreign investors;

(3) Investment insurance given to individual foreign investors by the country
of their nationality (i.e., a capital-exporting country);

(4) Investment insurance given to individual foreign investors by a single
international agency set up by capital-exporting and capital-importing countries;
and

(5) Guarantees given to individual foreign investors by the capital-importing
country in which the investment is made.

INVESTMENT CODE PROPOSALS

It has been suggested that, to assure the legal security of foreign investment,
all or most of the countries concerned, capital importing as well as capital
exporting, should adopt a multilateral convention which would embody a code
of legal rules for the fair treatment of foreign investors. Such proposals have
come mainly from nongovernmental private groups representing the interests
of actual or potential investors. In the early postwar years, related provisions
were included in two international agreements dealing with economic matters;
namely, the Charter of the International Trade Organization (Havana, March
1948) and the Inter-American Economic Agreement of Bogota (May 1948).
Both these treaties were not ratified by the United States and never became
effective, partly because of acute disagreements among the signatory states
concerning the investment-protection provisions. Since then, several govern-
mental and nongovernmental bodies, including several organs of the United
Nations and of the Council of Europe, have discussed the idea of an investment
code, some expressing their support and others stressing the need for more
study.

The most important of the recent efforts in this direction is the draft con-
vention on the protection of foreign property released about a year ago 'by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. This draft was pre-
pared by the OECD staff and delegates from some member states, on the basis
of proposals submitted by the Governments of Switzerland and Western Ger-
many. It is not endorsed, in principle or in content, by the Organization itself
or by the member states, and it has been released for the express purpose of
obtaining the comments of governments and other interested parties. The draft
provides for the "fair and equitable" treatment of foreign property, the respect
of any undertakings given by a state to other states or to foreign investors, and
the prohibition of direct or indirect takings of foreign-owned property, except
under strict conditions (measures taken in the public interest and under due
process of law, not discriminatory or in violation of specific undertakings and
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accompanied by provision for the payment of "just" compensation). The draft
further provides for the settlement by arbitration of any disputes under the
proposed convention.

The idea of an investment code is attractive because of its simplicity and
generality. Any other method is bound to appear in comparison too complicated
and detailed. However, it is no accident that despite repeated efforts no such
code has come into effect. There are several compelling reasons.

In the first place, it is highly doubtful that such a code would be adopted by
a sufficient number of states. There is no indication that most of the capital-
importing ones are willing to enter into an arrangement which would tend to
limit their present freedom of action in economic matters. From the capital-
importing countries' point of view, the adoption of an investment code is neither
a necessary nor a sufficient condition for a significant increase in the amount
of capital invested in them; economic factors may keep such capital out, even
in the presence of such a code, and the same factors may induce its investment,
in the absence of a code. Moreover, most of the codes proposed tip to now are
one-sided in that they contain rules stating the investors' rights and the duties
of the countries of investment, without providing for the protection of the host
states' interests or for the foreign investors' duties. It is reasonable to argue
that an investment code, to be valuable, should'be balanced and should provide
a comprehensive framework for the legal relations between host states and
foreign investors. Given this situation, an investment code might still be adopted
if all major capital-exporting states were prepared to exercise strong pressures
on the capital-importing countries, to the possible detriment of other foreign
policy objectives. Again, there is no indication that they are so prepared; in
fact, as already noted, at least some of the capital-exporting states are reluctant
to bind themselves to such an arrangement.

It might have been worthwhile to disregard these difficulties and press for
the adoption of an investment code if the code showed any promise of being
effective. This is far from being so. Experience with past attempts is instruc-
tive: Both the Havana Charter of the International Trade Organization and
the Bogota Economic Agreement contained provisions on the protection of in-
vestments which were unsatisfactory to both private investors and host coun-
tries. They were vague and general, and their effect depended on the construc-
tion of such terms as "appropriate," "unreasonable," "justified," or "equitable."
Any international investment convention would have to be couched in general
and often vague terms, because it would have to cover many kinds of invest-
ments and many sorts of political, legal, and economic conditions and measures.
Another reason for a code's probable lack of effectiveness is that it would tend
to regulate only those matters as to which there exists some agreement at least
among the capital-exporting countries, and leave out any provision which might
affect the interests, or make necessary changes in the policies, of these countries.
This seems to have happened, for instance, to the OUCD Draft Convention
whose scope has been progressively limited. The protection afforded the for-
eign investor is correspondingly restricted; such important matters as ex-
change control or the employment of foreign personnel are left outside the
convention.

Finally, any serious attempt to induce a great number of less developed coun-
tries to enter into such an arrangement involves serious dangers. The necessary
negotiations and discussions may well result in the adoption of extreme and
rigid positions and thus lead to an intensification of existing tensions and
differences which would eventually harm foreign investors as well as the rela-
tions between developed and underdeveloped countries.

It is necessary to distinguish between the proposals for the conclusion of a
convention which would contain certain legal principles of "fair treatment" of
foreign investors from other suggestions of joint international action for the
establishment of a system of arbitration or conciliation for the settlement of
disputes between governments and foreign investors. There have been several
proposals of the latter type with a number of variations, and the staff of the
World Bank is currently working on the text of a detailed draft convention.
These proposals present considerable merits, even though they cannot be con-
sidered as providing the solution to all problems of legal security of investments.
Three particular elements seem necessary for the successful operation of such
a system of dispute settlement: First, recourse to it must retain its voluntary
character, since a general agreement for compulsory arbitration seems highly
improbable; secondly, emphasis should be placed not only on the procedure of
arbitration on the basis of legal principles, but also on the procedures of concili-
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ation and arbitration on an equitable basis (ex aequo et bono, in international
law terminology) ; and thirdly, the body charged with the system's administration
must be impartial and sufficiently well informed in technical, economic, and
financial matters. The World Bank and its affiliates and associates certainly
fulfill this last condition.

BILATERAL INVESTMENT TREATIES

The difficulty, if not impossibility, of concluding a satisfactory multilateral
investment convention is one of the factors that have led the United States and
other capital-exporting countries to favor the conclusion of bilateral treaties
dealing with the protection of foreign investment. The instruments used are
the traditional comprehensive commercial treaties "of friendship, commerce,
and navigation" (FCN treaties) which have been adjusted to include a number
of provisions dealing with investment and the position of foreign investors.
Since 1949, when the new type of treaty was fully developed, the United States
has concluded 21 FCN treaties, of which 18 have entered into force; of these,
only 8 have been concluded with countries which may be considered as economic-
ally underdeveloped. Four FCN treaties have been concluded with Latin Ameri-
can countries, but only one of them (with Nicaragua) has become effective. The
other three (with Uruguay, Colombia, and Haiti) have not yet come into force,
though signed from 9 to 15 years ago. However, in at least two of these cases,
the reasons for the nonratification appear to be unrelated to the treaties' pro-
visions on investment protection.

The other major capital-exporting countries have also concluded a number of
investment treaties with less developed countries. West Germany has con-
cluded two FCN treaties, on the United States model, and eight more of a
specialized type dealing exclusively with the protection and promotion of foreign
investments. Switzerland has concluded four agreements concerning trade, pro-
tection of investments, and technical cooperation with African states. The
United Kingdom has concluded one FCN treaty and Japan another two.

The United States FCN treaties cover several subjects in addition to invest-
ment; they deal with matters of navigation, trade, establishment of U.S. na-
tionals not engaged in business activities, etc. Their investment protection pro-
visions are fairly extensive. U.S. nationals and companies are accorded
national treatment in many fields of business activity and most-favored-nation
treatment in others. They are permitted to own property and establish com-
panies, though under certain possible limitations, and to employ the personnel
of their choice, though again subject to possible immigration and other limita-
tions. Exchange restrictions are to be imposed only in certain specified situ-
ations and, where such restrictions are in force, foreign investors are to be
accorded high priority in transferring abroad their profits and, with some re-
strictions, their capital. The property of foreign investors is subject to ex-
propriation only for purposes of public utility and against payment of prompt,
adequate, and effective compensation. Finally, all related disputes must be sub-
mitted, in the absence of an agreement providing otherwise, to the Interna-
tional Court of Justice. As already noted, the German FCN treaties follow
closely the U.S. pattern; those of the United Kingdom and Switzerland have
similar provisions though with differences in phraseology and substance.

The German "treaties for the promotion and protection of investments" are
connected with the German investment insurance program (discussed below) and
thus are more specialized in their contents. They focus on investments, and
their provisions, though basically similar to those in FCN treaties, are more
detailed and concrete. When forbidding discriminatory measures, for instance,
a number of measures which are to be considered discriminatory are listed.
The repatriation of profits and capital is "guaranteed" in unconditional terms.
Their provisions on the settlement of disputes are also very elaborate and
detailed.

The bilateral treaty program of the United States (as well as that of Western
Germany) has evidently fared better than the unofficial proposals for a multi-
latertal investment code. The bilateral treaty is certainly a more flexible in-
strument than the multilateral convention, if only because there are fewer in-
terests and points of view to be reconciled. Looking at the U.S. treaties, one
notices that in some cases the form of the treaty is altered to fit the other con-
tracting party's special conditions, in other cases, some provisions are omitted,
and finally, the contents of specific articles vary from treaty to treaty. The
German example of "treaties for the promotion and protection and investment"
may be an indication that the elimination of the trade, navigation, and other
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provisions which are not directly related to investment might help in inducing
some less-developed countries to enter into such agreements.

The bilateral approach has its limitations, too. The U.S. Department of
State has been unsuccessful in its efforts to conclude such treaties with many
less-developed countries, especially most of the Latin American countries. Many
States are unwilling to commit themselves with respect to matters of domestic
economic policy. Basically, there are differences between the attitudes (and the
interests) of developed and underdeveloped countries which cannot be elim-
inated by means of a legal formula where full mutual understanding is lack-
ing. Moreover, though no serious problems seem to have arisen under any of
the United States or German FCN treaties, the possibility of disputes on the
interpretation of their provisions cannot be excluded, since their language is
rather general and abstract. From the point of view of the investor, this lack
of certainty, coupled with his inability to enforce the rights accorded under
the treaty without the intervention of the Department of State, constitutes a
serious disadvantage of the treaty approach.

INVESTMENT INSTJRANCE BY CAPITAL-EXPORTING COUNTRIES

Since 1948, the United States has undertaken to insure the foreign invest-
ments of its nationals against certain risks. Today, new investments by U.S.
nationals in more than fifty underdeveloped countries can be insured against
the dangers of inconvertibility, expropriation, and damage caused by war, revolu-
tion or insurrection, while some investments of high priority (and in particular
housing projects in Latin America) may be insured against all risks, commercial
and noncommercial. On the surface, the program operates on the lines of a
private insurance agency: A contract is concluded between the investor and the
administering agency (now, the AID), the investor pays a premium and he re-
ceives compensation for his losses, should any losses occur. Closer scrutiny,
however, shows the intimate relationship of the program with public policy
considerations. To be eligible for insurance, investments must be made in
countries which have concluded special agreements with the United States.
Present legislation allows the issuance of guarantees for investments in coun-
tries with which no formal agreement has been concluded, but this has been
construed as applying to exceptional cases only and the Government is still
promoting actively the conclusion of international guarantee agreements. Gen-
erally, and in many cases on the basis of express provisions in the agreements,
the particular investment must also be approved by the government of the host
country.

Programs very similar to that of the United States are in operation in Japan
(since 19.56) and the Federal Republic of Germany (since 1959). The prin-
cipal difference between these programs relates to the degree of their dependence
on a network of international guarantee agreements. The Japanese system
operates without any such agreements. The German program may and has done
so, but the German Government is actively promoting the conclusion of agree-
ments. In this, the German system resembles that of the United States, but
the two programs differ in the kind of agreement involved. The U.S. agree-
ments are simple and limited: they specify the particular risks covered by refer-
ence to the U.S. legislation and provide for the subrogation of the U.S. Govern-
ment to the investor's rights in the case of payment on a claim. The German
agreements are more elaborate and deal with questions of substance; they are,
in fact, short investment treaties and they have already been referred to in
that context.

It should also be noted that in all developed countries (including the United
Kingdom. France, Australia, Canada, Germany, and Japan) the function of
export credit insurance programs which insure exporters (and in many cases
foreign importers) against commercial and noncommercial risks in connection
with export transactions involving the extension of credit, is closely related to
that of investment guarantees. In the United States, such insurance is extended
to exporters by the Export-Import Bank of Washington, either by itself or in
association with the Foreign Credit Insurance Association. It is evident that
some investors may take advantage of these programs, though they are directed
at encouraging exports rather than investment as such.

For about the first 10 years of its operation, the U.S. investment guarantee
program was little used by the investors. Since then, however, there has been
a remarkable increase in their interest in and use of the program. On the other
hand, in 1962 and 1963 the AID had to pay out for the first time compensation
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for losses, though the total amount paid was very small and the final loss to
the Agency will be even smaller.
* Though basically a domestic program, operating under municipal law, the
investment guarantee program of the United States can be better described as
quasi-international in character, in view of the role of the international guaran-
tee agreements and the necessity of continuing cooperation between the govern-
ments of the United States and of the countries of investment. The network of
international agreements is certainly part of the strength of the program, since
it gives to the insurer (the U.S. Government) and to the investors the assurance
that the investment of private foreign capital in the particular country is wel-
comed or even encouraged. At the same time, the emphasis on these agreements
imposes a definite limitation on the program, in view of the continuing unwilling-
ness of several less developed countries to conclude such agreements with the
United States. The reasons for this reluctance seem to be chiefly the fear that
the provision for direct negotiations with the U.S. Government and the consequent
bypassing of the international law requirements for seeking local redress as well
as the power vested in the agencies of the U.S. Government to judge the charac-
ter of specific measures of the capital-receiving country and determine whether
they constitute expropriation or render a currency nonconvertible (though this
determination is obviously not binding on the host country's government), con-
stitute infringements of the host country's sovereignty. These fears seem to be
progressively dispelled and in the last few years a number of countries which
appeared previously to have such reservations have concluded guarantee agree-
ments with the United States. Still, there remain several less-developed coun-
tries which have not concluded such agreements, or the agreements with which
cover only one or two of the three categories of specific risks. The increased
(though not indiscriminate) use of the statutory permission to issue guarantees
even in the absence of intergovernmental agreements seems indicated to remedy
this limitation on the program's operation, along with a continuing effort to secure
the conclusion of more such agreements.

It is of interest to compare the language of the investment guarantee contracts
with investors and that of the related general agreements between governments.
The latter do not give any definition of the risks covered beyond referring to the
U.S. legislation on the matter. The investor contracts, however, are fairly
detailed in their description of the conditions under which a claim can be raised.
There is then a possibility that in some cases certain measures of the capital-
receiving country's government may be considered by that government as falling
outside the agreement and by the relevant U.S. agency as justifying the payment
on a claim. This should be seen as a calculated risk which the United States
assumes, because a detailed agreement appropriately covering all possible points
of dispute would be not only very difficult to prepare, but most probably quite
unacceptable to many of the capital receiving countries. To the extent that
investment guarantees cover risks which may not be covered in the intergovern-
mental guarantee agreements, they are an indirect and conditional subsidy to
encourage private investment abroad.

MULTILATERAL INVESTMENT INSURANCE

In the past 2 years, attention has been devoted to the possibility of establishing
a multilateral investment insurance program. Several nongovernmental agencies
and private persons as well as some organs of the Council of Europe have made
studies or suggestions on the matter, and the whole question was reviewed last
year in an important study by the staff of the World Bank, which is now under
consideration by the Development Assistance Committee of the OECD.

The individual proposals vary in their details, but most of them provide for
an international agency, preferably the World Bank, in which both capital-im-
porting and capital-exporting states would participate, and which would insure
new private foreign investments in underdeveloped countries against the risks
of inconvertibility, expropriation, and war losses. Some of the proposals go
further and include among the risks those caused by indirect state action and
revolution or civil war. The investor would pay premiums to the agency and he
would be a self-insurer for at least 10 to 20 percent of the loss.

The idea is attractive. A multilateral investment insurance program would
lead to considerable administrative simplification, would eliminate in great part
the national political element in the existing programs, would make possible the
insurance of joint investments by nationals of several states, and would result in
the wider distribution of the risk of loss. However, several serious problems
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will have to be resolved before it is realized. The delimitation of the risks to becovered presents difficulties, because in a multilateral instrument they willhave to be described in detail. It is evident that many of the less developedcountries (and even some of the developed) may object to too broad a definition,especially of the political risks. Generally, the participation of the capital-receiving countries in such a scheme is problematical: Why should they partici-
pate and thus share part of the risk when the national investment insurance
systems now in operation offer them most of the advantages that are to be had?Even the agreement and continuing cooperation of all capital-exporting countries
cannot be taken for granted; each of these countries has its own policies and
interests with respect to foreign investment and to the less developed countries,
in general. Finally, the successful operation of a multilateral insurance program
presents several practical difficulties which may not be easily solved. National
schemes possess considerable advantages in this connection because they do not
have to solve their problems on the basis of a wide international consensus.

GUARANTEES BY CAPITAL-IMPORTING COUNTRIES

The guarantees most widely in use today are those offered to foreign investors
by the governments of less developed countries. There is a great variety ofdevices and methods and wide differences in culture, politics, and economics
between the countries using them, but it is possible to make certain generaliza-tions which apply to the majority of the less developed countries, even if some
details do not fit one or the other particular country.The method that has been increasingly favored in recent years is the enactment
of "foreign investment statutes"; that is, statutes specifically designed to pro-vide protection and encouragement to foreign investment. Sometimes, the same
kind of assurances is given by means of an official statement of policy concern-
ing foreign investment, but this method has not been favored by the majority
of less developed nations as well as by many of the foreign investors. Closely
related to foreign investment statutes are the industrial promotion statutes,
intended to encourage the investment of private capital, domestic as well as
foreign, in certain fields of the economy (especially in industry). Such instru-
ments are widely used in Latin America, together with or instead of foreign
investment statutes. From the viewpoint of the foreign investor, the differences
between the two kinds of statutes often appear unimportant, though he finds
foreign investment statutes generally better suited to his needs and concerns.
A recent United Nations compilation gives a total of over 55 states in which
investment statutes (of either or both kinds) are in force; to these should be
added at least 8 states where official policy statements are serving the same
function. Thus, legislation designed to encourage foreign investment is today
in effect in all of the French-speaking and most of the English-speaking new
African States, in virtually all of Latin America and in many Asian and Middle
Eastern States.A definite pattern for investment statutes can be said to have emerged. The
statute generally provides for the creation of a special governmental agency
(an "investment center") charged with its implementation, to which prospective
foreign investors submit their investment plans for "approval" or "registra-
tion." The agency studies the projected investment and examines its feasibility,
its effects on the economy and on the balance of payments, its relationship to the
operation of the national economic plan, wherever such a plan exists, and it ap-
proves, rejects, or, more often, asks the investor to modify the original plans.
The final approval is usually marked by the issuance of an "instrument of
approval" (or "certificate" or "contract") whereby the state promises to the
investor some or all of the assurances provided for In the statute and the investor
undertakes certain obligations regarding the form, amount, duration, and other
particulars of his investment.The specific assurances given to investors vary greatly. They generally in-
clude, in addition to the permission to proceed with the investment, promises of
nondiscrimination, of free transfer abroad (sometimes within certain limits)
of the profits and capital of the enterprise, exemptions from various kinds of
taxes and charges (especially from import and export duties and restrictions)
or. sometimes, a "freezing" of the income tax rates in effect at the time of invest-
ment. In many cases, the investor is also assured that his enterprise is not
going to be expropriated by the government (often this assurance covers a
specified length of time only) or that, if it is taken over. foil compensation will
be paid.
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Assurances of this sort may be given in other ways, too. They may be in-
cluded in a mining or petroleum concession contract or in a special agreement
(sometimes in the form of a statute) between the host state and the investor.
These alternative methods were more common in the past; today instruments
of approval or similar instruments based on foreign investment laws are gen-
erally preferred, though with many variations in their form and content.

Foreign investment statutes present definite and important advantages for
the foreign investor. First, they give him a chance for preliminary negotiations
with a single competent agency of the host government, rather than a multitude
of ministries and officials. He is able thus to find out the host government's
attitude and intentions regarding the particular kind of investment and adjust
to them (or refrain from investing) at an early stage and in an atmosphere
of consultation rather than dispute or antagonism. Then the assurances given
to the investor are specific and concrete; they apply to the particular investment
involved and can generally form the basis for reasonable predictions. Since
they are expressed in specific terms or figures. they are less subject to differences
of interpretation, especially where minor officials of the host government are
involved. Generally, the very fact that the investment has been properly "ap-
proved" or registered means that any action in violation or derogation of the
assurances in the instrument of approval will have to be taken at a high govern-
mental level and this generally is to the advantage of the investor. Moreover,
he can have recourse to local tribunals to seek the implementation of the as-
surances given him and this again eliminates some possibilities of unfair treat-
ment. Finally, and this is perhaps the most important consideration, through
the conclusion of a contractual or semicontractual instrument of this sort, a
whole system of legal relations between the host state and the foreign investor
comes into being. Its breakdown, though possible, is more difficult than formal
legal considerations might indicate. Given some adaptability and good faith
on the part of both parties, such a system may operate under stress and adjust
successfully to changing conditions. Instruments of approval or guarantee
contracts then should not be understood as final, immutable agreements but
rather as instruments outlining a kind of relationship and establishing a frame
of reference for future developments.

Of course, investment laws and the procedures they establish are not perfect,
nor are they always perfectly applied. The investor often meets confusion and
inconsistency on the part of the agencies charged with the administration of the
investment laws. He has sometimes to deal with a governmental bureaucracy
antagonistic to foreign investors, rigid, arbitrary, and in some cases incompetent
in the application of the statute. Official inquiries into the projected enterprise's
plans and prospects are sometimes detailed to the point of absurdity and the
standards of valuation of machinery or patents unfair to the investors. These
faults can be corrected in time; there are other problems whose elimination is
more difficult. Investment statutes and policies are subject to change, not only
whenever the host country faces serious economic difficulties but also with a
change of regime or even of government. The possibility of radical changes of
this sort undoubtedly exists, though its probability is sometimes exaggerated.
There is a strong contractual element in the instruments of approval or cer-
tificates given to the investor, an element sometimes stressed by the issuing gov-
ernment precisely because it generally affords to the investor greater protection.
Despite some well-known cases, most successor governments do respect the pre-
vious governments' undertakings, if only because to violate them would result
in serious international problems and in a decrease of the inflow of foreign capi-
tal. Under certain conditions, the violation of such an instrument may result
in an aet which is unlawful in public international law but there is considerable
controversy and doubt as to exactly what these "certain conditions" are. The
investor will find cold comfort in being the hero of a controversial and perhaps
precedent setting international law case.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

In recent years, governments, international agencies, and private persons and
associations have made great efforts to devise means by which the security of
foreign investments in underdeveloped countries can be assured. It is not pos-
sible, at this stage, to give even a tentative assessment of the results of
these efforts. The whole complex of means and methods is of quite recent
origin. But even where certain guarantees have been in use for some time (at
most about a decade), it is not easy to isolate the effects of the factors which
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relate to the security of investments from other factors. The conclusion of a
bilateral investment treaty or the enactment of an investment law has not
brought about automatically an increase in the amount of foreign capital invested
in a particular country. This is no indication of failure or uselessness, but it
shows the complexity of the whole problem and also that there are certain limi-
tations to the efficacy of all the guarantees discussed above. Awareness of
these limitations is necessary for an appraisal of their value.

The assumption underlying the efforts and proposals of guarantees is that an
increase in the amount of capital invested in less developed areas can be brought
about by the provision of assurances regarding the security of investments.
There is a great deal of truth in this proposition, but certain qualifications are
necessary. First, the security of the investment is only one of several factors
which the investor takes into account and probably it is not the most important.
Security by itself, in the absence of other favorable factors, is not sufficient to
induce the investor to bring his capital in a country. The actual value of the
security factor will depend in each particular case on a variety of other fac-
tors. Secondly, to the extent that lack of security is a factor, no legal guarantee
or scheme can fully eliminate it. The insecurity of foreign investments in the
less developed countries is due largely though not solely, to certain objective
conditions (such as social unrest or economic instability) which can be affected
only to a limited extent by legal devices. Finally, legal devices of the kind
examined here are only one kind of factor which affect the real security of the
investment. Other factors such as the political stability in a particular country
or the extent to which the investor can use self-help in protecting his own invest-
nient, are of importance and in nIl any cases are controlling.

These considerations serve to qualify the potential role and present importance
of investment guarantees. All-embracing schemes, such as the proposals for an
investment code, are not only much more difficult to realize but also much less
effective than less ambitious but more realistic programs. Of the multilateral
schemes proposed, those relating to the establishment of a system for the settle-
ment of disputes between investors and host states have the best chance of
success. Such a system would be very useful in solving present disputes andsetting the foundation for a future body of law and practice on investment mat-
ters. The proposals for multilateral investment insurance are more difficult to
put into effect, but at least there are no serious dangers in attempting to realize
them, as there are in the case of an investment code.

No multilateral guarantee program is today in operation, but guarantees in
other forns-FCN treaties, investment insurance by capital-exporting countries,
assurances through investment laws in capital-importing countries-are in use
and have been used for some time. Though any final assessment of their success
or failure is not yet possible, they can be studied in operation and their ad-
vantages and disadvantages compared.

The investment insurance programs of capital-exporting countries operate
more smoothly than any other guarantee program. Within their limitations,
they provide a high degree of certainty to the investor and they have the addi-
tional advantage of operating in a manner and an atmosphere which is familiar
to him. Their main disadvantage, compared to the other forms of guarantee,
is that their preventive or deterrent effect is limited. With respect to incon-
vertibility of currency and war losses, they cannot be said to provide anything
more than insurance (not that this in itself is an insignificant function) though
a certain element of deterrence does exist with respect to the expropriation risk.
This limits their appeal to investors in certain situations.

Bilateral investment treaties, in their various forms, are international instru-
ments, binding upon the parties. rmeir guarantees are thus backed by the
existing machinery of public international law, such as it is. From the investor's
point of view, their usefulness is limited by their restricted geographic coverage,
the possibility of differences in the interpretation of their abstract and general
language, and the need to have recourse to the Department of State and diplo-
inatic proceedings for the enforcement of any right under the treaty. Still,
these treaties are very useful as an indication that the capital-importing state is
seriously concerned with attracting foreign investment and is conscious of the
need for providing legal security. They constitute thus the background of any
other more specific action of either state.

The chief virtue of the guarantees given by capital-importing states through
instruments of approval and the like is that the content of the assurances is asa rule precisely determined with reference to the particular investment in-
volved. Moreover, such guarantees often offer to the investor preferential treat-
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ment, thus adding to the economic attractiveness of the investment. The real
effect of the particular promises on the host country is not yet fully studied.
Recent studies suggest, for instance, that tax incentives may not be as profitable
to the host country's economy as they are often thought to be. However that
may be, the effectiveness of such guarantees is limited, from the viewpoint of the
investor, because they are to an important extent subject to state action on
the part of the guaranteeing government. The probability of such action is a
question of fact, which varies with each country.

These three forms of guarantee are not exclusive of one another. Rather,
they are complementary: each one of them performs certain functions better
than the others, but performs certain other functions worse; each one offers a
different kind of protection to the investor. Thus, the guarantees contained in an
instrument of approval provide to the investor a high degree of certainty with
respect to the normal operation of his enterprise in the host country. Their
value is enhanced when an FCN treaty is in existence since then it becomes more
probable that the host state's specific promises to the investor will be carried
out. At the same time, the investment guarantees given by the capital-export-
ing state provide insurance against damage suffered because of exceptional eco-
nomic or political conditions (inconvertibility, war loss) or because of radical
measures directed against the investor (expropriation). It is clear that all
three of these forms of guarantee are useful and there is ground for the promotion
and improvement of each one of them.

It is also necessary, however, to look further and examine the underlying
factors, the very causes of instability and insecurity. There is much that can be
done for the improvement of attitudes and objective conditions on both sides, on
the part of the private investors as well as on the part of the less developed
countries. Legal problems and legal considerations should not be allowed to
obscure the realities behind them. The legality of a measure is quite distinct
from its usefulness or appropriateness. The host country may have the "right"
to nationalize a foreign enterprise but the real question is whether it should do
so; measures which are fully legal may well create a climate of insecurity. On
his part, the investor could do well to consider whether it would pay in the
long run to seek to enforce a particular right at some particular point. More-
over, it should be fully understood that it is at the time of investment that the
competent authorities of host countries and the prospective foreign investors
can work out a useful framework for future relations. Neither side wins by
striking an initial "good bargain"; it is to the continuing relationship based on
the community of interests of investor and host country that their attention
should be focused. It is by study of and respect and concern for the realities
behind the legal appearances that security for foreign investments can be
achieved in the long run. Guarantees and other devices are useful as stopgap
measures for perhaps a considerable length of time and as factors contributing
to the establishment of such security.

Senator SPARKMAN. Now, Mr. Rublee, will you present your discus-
sion ?

STATEMENT OF GEORGE RUBLEE, ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL
FOR FRIVATE ENTERPRISE, AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Mr. RuBLEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman and mem-
bers of the subcommittee, it is an honor to appear here today.

My principal assignment in the Agency for International Develop-
ment for the last 2 years has been the specific risk investment guaran-
tee program-one of the programs for encouraging private partici-
pation in economic development which are under the operation and
control of Mr. Seymour Peyser, who, unfortunately, could not be here
today because he is in the hospital.
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We hope to have him back on the job very soon.
Mr. Chairman, your kind letter of last week indicated that the com-

mittee would like some information on the scope and importance of
U.S. private investment guarantees.

I think statistics tell us this better than anything else. In my state-
ment, there are some figures which show that between 1949, when the
specific risk investment guarantee program started, and December 31,
1961, guarantees had been issued amounting to slightly over $600
million.

In 1962, guarantees amounting to more than $400 million had been
issued. These are calendar years.

In 1963, guarantees amounting to more than $360 million were is-
sued. In the last 2 years, this program has more than doubled the
activity in the preceding 12 years.

The committee is interested in Latin America. In the last 3 months,
October, November, December of 1963, specific risk guarantees amount-
ing to over $158 million were issued covering new U.S. investment, pri-
vate investment in Latin America. That compares with coverage
amounting to $72 million in the preceding 15 months.

I1,;_1 thin i iair to conclude that the prooua-La is of significant in-
terest to U.S. investors, particularly with respect to activities in Latin
America.

I would like to summarize, if I might, the purpose of these guaran-
tees. What exactly do they try to cover? I will touch also on the inter-
governmental agreements which establish the guarantee program.

The oldest form of investment guarantee currently in use is the
specific risk guarantee. These cover certain abnormal political risks
that might otherwise prevent investors from evaluating a business op-
portunity in developing countries. The risks are the possibility of
inconvertibility of currency, expropriation, physical damage from
war, revolution, and insurrection.

This program was available in the Marshall plan countries until
1959, when its availability was limited to the developing countries. It
is presently available in 55 countries. (I wrote that on Friday and it is
56 today, because another one came in on the weekend.) In Latin
America, the program is now available in 17 of the 21 American Re-
publics that receive some economic assistance from the United States
and we are talking with the governments of the other 4. We have
some indications that we are going to be successful, that this exercise
of persuasion is going to result in the program being instituted.

The agreement that we seek with another government in order to
set up the guarantee program provides for the right of the U-nited
States in connection with property transferred to the United States by
investors who receive compensation. For example, an inconvertibility
guarantee protects the interests of a private U.S. businessman in the
country whose dollar reserves are so short that he cannot transfer his
foreign currency earnings into dollars. The United States purchases
such local currency, and under the intergovernmental agreement the
foreign government recognizes that, first, the United States may freely
use the currency locally, and second, that the United States may sell
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the local currency for dollars when private U.S. investors in that
country can again freely convert.

We get an undertaking by the host countries to recognize the
transfer of assets to the United States and the right of the United
States to transfer good title to businesses and to land. *We get an
undertaking that any international law problem arising out of the for-
eign government's treatment of a guaranteed U.S. investor will be a fit
subject for intergovernmental discussion and if not satisfactorily re-
solved in that discussion will be settled by arbitration. There is a
deadline on that. The arbitration is to be in accordance with interna-
tional law principles. This is really the heart of our agreement, be-
cause this undertaking on the part of a host country represents an
undertaking to have their treatment of a private investment measured
against international law standards. This is a very significant thing,
and it improves the climate for private investment sufficiently so that
some private investors will invest in such countries without the
guarantees.

We have an extended risk guarantee program which is a credit
guarantee. We guarantee repayment of a portion of the principal
of a loan. We don't care what the cause of the failure of the borrower
to repay was-if it was not the result of misconduct of the investor
or if it was not a result of normally insurable risks such as fire or
damage.

There is a special version of the extended risk guarantee with re-
spect to Latin American housing, reflecting the enormous priority
attached to the development of housing in the Latin American coun-
tries. Both these extended risk programs have recently started to
move and the housing program is moving particularly quickly.

I have included in my prepared statement some suggestions by
business groups for improvements in the program. I won't go through
those one by one. I will say simply that we have carried out most of
the suggestions that have been made to us. If you have any ques-
tions, I will be delighted to answer them.

Senator SPARKMIAN. Thank you very much. As I stated, your
statement and suggestions also will be printed in full.

(The complete prepared statements of Mr. Rublee and a statement
on private enterprise in the Alliance for Progress follow :)

AID INVESTMENT GUARANTEES WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO LATIN AMERICA

(By George Rublee, Assistant General Counsel for Private Enterprise, Agency
for International Development)

Mr. Obairman and members of the committee, it is an honor to appear here
today. It is regrettable that Mr. Seymour Peyser, who is in operational charge of
most of our foreign aid programs designed to encourage private participation in

the task of economic development, is in the hospital. As Mr. Peyser's lawyer
in these programs I shall try to give you the information that he would have
presented had his health permitted.

Specific risk guarantees.-The most frequently used U.S. governmental guaran-
tees of new investment in the developing countries are the so-called specific risk

guarantees. These protect investment and earnings thereon equal to the amount
of the original investment against loss from inconvertibility of foreign currency,
from expropriation, and from war, revolution, and insurrection.
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Brief history.-The specific risk program started in 1949 as part of the Marshal
plan. In 1959 Congress stopped the issuance of any more guarantees for invest-
ment in most of the Marshal plan countries. That year the foreign aid legisla-
tion was amended to limit the program to the developing countries. (A list of
these wherein the program is presently available appears in the attached
exhibit A.)

Geographic availability.-At the present time the investment guarantee pro-
gram has been instituted in 55 of the developing countries. The program now is
effectively available in 17 of the 21 Latin American Republics that receive eco-
nomic assistance from the United States.

The four remaining Latin American Republics are Peru, Uruguay, Brazil, and
Mexico. Peru has agreed to the part of the guarantee program protecting
against inconvertibility of earnings, and in fact nearly $12 million of such guar-
antee coverage is presently outstanding for U.S. private investment in Peru.
Further there have been active negotiations with the Peruvian Government con-
cerning instituting the full program. These are still going on.

Uruguay has signed the agreements to institute the program, but under
llruguayan law these cannot be implemented until ratified.

There have been negotiations with the Government of Brazil going into the
details of the agreement to set up the program. Last spring, the Government
of Mexico requested copies of the draft agreement.

Intergovernmental agreements.-A brief description of the nature of and
reasons for the intergovernmental agreements setting up the guarantee program
may be helpful.

The agreements, in essence, contain the following:
A recital that the purpose of the guarantee program is to further the de-

velopment of the economy of the host country;
An undertaking by the United States not to guarantee investment in a project

which has not been approved by the host country;
An undertaking by the host country to recognize the validity of transfers

or assets from guaranteed investors to the United States in return for com-
pensation under a guarantee;

An undertaking by the United States not to convert local currency acquired
pursuant to inconvertibility guarantees until private U.S. investors in the host
country can again effect conversion;

Undertakings by both the host country and the United States to resolve dif-
ferences between them on whether the treatment accorded guaranteed invest-
ments complies with international law standards, first, through negotiation and
if agreement is not promptly achieved there, then by reference to an impartial
arbitral tribunal.

Not the ieast important reason for having these agreements is that their exist-
ence alone, without more, frequently serves to improve the climate for private
investment. Since the agreements express a willingness on the part of the host
country to have its treatment of foreign investment tested against international
law standards, some investors go forward on that basis alone and invest without
seeking guarantees.

The agreements, in addition to establishing a procedure for the resolution of
international law questions arising from the treatment of guaranteed investors,
also work out arrangements for the subrogation of the United States to the
property, including claims, of guaranteed investors.

The project approval procedure provides a mechanism to discover in advance
of investment whether the project is favorably or unfavorably regarded by the
host country government.

Finally, the agreements are required by U.S. statute.
Extended risk guarantees.-In addition to the specific risk guarantees, new

U.S. investment in the developing countries may be guaranteed against such
additional risks as the President may determine, provided, that no more than
75 percent of the investment (other than loans for housing) may be covered,
and provided further that coverage will not apply to loss from normally insurable
risks like fire and theft or to loss resulting from the investor's own misconduct.

Several months ago the first of these guarantees was issued to cover invest-
ment in a petrochemical complex in Argentina. If the investment goes through,
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it will result in the largest privately financed project outside of the industrialized
countries.

Discussion of this project for a moment may indicate some aspects of the use-
fulness of guarantee programs.

Financing arrangements for the project had been put together several years
ago. About half the potential investors were from countries which do not have
investment guarantee programs. Not being U.S. citizens or firms, they were not
eligible for our guarantees. Subsequent to those financing arrangements the
value of the Argentine currency depreciated by 50 percent; there were also several
revolutions. Most of the unguaranteed investors withdrew; those holding
specific risk guarantees have stayed; the extended risk guarantees have been
offered to investors who will replace the dropouts.

Latin American housing guarantees.-There is a third type of U.S. govern-
mental investment guarantee. This provides extended risk coverage for up
to 90 percent of long-term mortgage financing made available by U.S. investors
for housing projects in Latin America. Two of these guarantees covering
$9,360,000 have been issued, and eight covering $44 million have been approved.

Specific risk performance.-The specific risk investment guarantee program
has been in existence since 1949 and is the principal source of experience with
governmental guarantees of investment.

Between 1949 and December 31, 1961, guarantees had been issued amounting
to $631,872,073. In 1962, 138 guarantees were issued amounting to $440 million.
In 1963, 167 guarantees were issued amounting to $362 million. The activity
of the past 2 years has more than equaled that of the preceding 12 years.

Turning to Latin America, we see that in the period June 30, 1962, to September
30, 1963, the amount of outstanding guarantee coverage increased by $72,200,000
from $170,600,000 to $242,800,000.

In the last 3 months of calendar year 1963, however, guarantee coverage of
$158,432,131 was issued for U.S. investment in Latin America. This would indi-
cate that investments covered by guarantees are a significant portion of total
new U.S. investment being made in Latin America.

The guarantee program has nonetheless reached only a small way toward its
potential effectiveness for Latin America.

Evaluation of the 1963 figures should, for example, take into account that the
guarantee program has really just started in both Colombia and Venezuela. It
is not yet really underway in Chile where the intergovernmental agreement
establishing the full program was reached in December. In Colombia and in
Venezuela lack of procedures to approve projects in which U.S. investment is
to be guaranteed has held up the issuance of guarantees and in a number of
cases held up the making of investments.

Colombia finally established its project approval procedures last summer.
Although the amount of guarantee coverage being sought for U.S. investment
in Colombia on September 30, 1963, was $223,300,000, not one guarantee had been
issued by that date. Only two guarantees providing coverage of $1,010,000 have
been issued subsequently.

In Venezuela the project approval procedure started last spring. As of Sep-
tember 30, 1963, guarantee coverage sought was $103,600,000. Outstanding
guarantee coverage on that was $1 million. This was increased by $30,550,000
of coverage issued in the final quarter of 1963.

In Chile, which signed the agreement in December, requests for guarantee
coverage on September 30, 1963, amounted to $106,200,000. Naturally no guaran-
tee coverage was then outstanding, and none has yet been issued.

In all three of those countries, unless something extremely unexpected happens,
the amount of investments and the amount of guarantees should increase sub-
stantially in 1964.

It has been stated earlier that execution of the agreement setting up the pro-
gram in and of itself arouses investor interest. The Colombian experience sup-
ports this. On September 30, 1962, the investment guarantee coverage sought
for Oolombia was $137 million. Even though Colombia had not until mid-1963
started to implement the guarantee program, requests for coverage increased
by $90 million during the year following signing of the agreement.
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Investor critici8m.-There is much that the U.S. Government has done and
should continue to do to improve its handling of the investment guarantee pro-
gram. The most recent written evaluation of the program by users of it is
contained in the report of the Commerce Committee for the Alliance for Progress.
That report made seven recommendations which are set out below with com-
ment.

"1. Extension of investment guarantees to all less developed countries of the
Western Hemisphere."

As discussed above, the program has been agreed to by 17 of the 21 Latin Amer-
ican Republics. We are continually working to broaden its availability. Mr.
Bell has testified before the Clay Committee and before the committees of Con-
gress dealing with the foreign aid legislation that this task is a matter of persua-
sion, of overcoming emotional prejudices. Progress has been made. Of those 17
Latin American countries that have agreed to the program, Argentina, Colombia,
Chile, the Dominican Republic, Jamica, Trinidad-Tobago, and Venezuela signed
agreements instituting the full program within the last 15 months.

';2. Broadened application of extended risk coverage."
As indicated above in the discussion of the petrochemical project in Argentina,

the extended risk guarantee authority has now been put to use. Operational
responsibility for this program has also in the past month been shifted from
the AID regional bureaus to Mr. Peyser's Private Enterprise Office which also
administers the specific risk guarantee program.

"3. Extension of war risk coverage, including revolution and insurrection,
to also include damages resulting from riots and civil disturbances."

In the past year contracts have been issued providinz the expanded coverage
authorized in 1961. This new coverage includes loss from revolution and insur-
rection with loss from war. Congress had been reluctant in prior years to go as
far as it did in 1961. Commercial insurance policies are available for property
damage arising out of riots and civil disturbances. It is our belief that a broad
interpretation of revolution and insurrection to include damage resulting from
acts of Communist groups and other organized revolutionary forces should meet
the primary need not now covered by commercial insurance. It would be our
opinion that most of the damage that has occurred in Venezuela recently is of
the type that would be covered under our present form of guarantee against loss
from revolution and insurrection.

"4. Revision of present contract procedures and fee schedules to provide for
a multirisk contract where an investor elects to take two or more specific-risk
guarantees."

During the past year we have been working on a revision of the guarantee
contract. The revised contract would lump all three specific risk contracts
together unless the investor elected not to take a certain coverage or unless the
intergovernmental arrangements with the host country did not permit a certain
coverage. A revision in the fee is being studied in connection with the revision
of the basic guarantee contract form.

"5. Standardization and simplification for contract language."
Frequently investors or their counsel suggest, in the process of discussing draft

guarantee contracts, language which does simplify and clarify prior provisions.
A number of these suggestions have been incorporated in the current contract
forms. In addition these suggestions are being put into the major revision of
the contracts which has been underway for a year and which we expect to test
out with investors in the near future.

"6. Increase in the authorized statutory limits of different kinds of guarantees."
The 1963 amendments to the Foreign Assistance Act would increase the statu-

tory limits on the outstanding amounts of specific risk and Latin American
housing guarantee coverage. The general extended risk ceiling was not raised
although authority to issue extended risk guarantees was advanced from June 30,
1964, to June 30, 1965.
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The present statutory limits and present outstanding amounts are shown
below:

Type of guarantee Statutory Outstanding
limit coverage

Specific risk -2, 500,000,000 $1,125,900, 000
Extended risk (general) -180,000,000 8,325,000
Latin Aismerican housing -150,000,000 9,460,000

'7. Recommendation that processing fee, if adopted, be credited against initial
fee payable by investors entering into final contract."

This recommendation relates to a suggestion that AID should begin to charge
a processing fee as one step to clear away the thicket of pending applications.
The idea of the processing fee is that it would eliminate some applications which
never will be perfected. Approximately two of every three applications have in
the past lapsed, generally because the investment was not made.

While AID is not now seriously examining adopting a processing fee, if one is
adopted, the above recommendation will certainly be considered.

Application lhandlingj.-One principle should be kept in mind when evaluating
the process of handling guarantee applications. The principle is that guarantees
are available only for new investments. (New investment is defined to include
expansion or modernization of existing facilities.)

The immediate result of this principle is that a routine had to be devised for
distinguishing new from old investments. This routine has consisted of an
investor informing AID prior to being committed to an investment that he con-
templates it. AID then replies with a waiver letter which tells the investor
that the investment he subsequently becomes committed to make will be con-
sidered on its merits as a new investment by the Investment Guaranties Divi-
sion. Adherence to this routine has resulted in the awesome backlog figures
which, despite the increased rate at which guarantees are issued, have grown
from $2 billion to $5 billion in the last 2 years. Not very many of those appli-
cants are in fact ready for guarantees.

Another aspect of the processing is that the applications generally lie dormant
for several years and then spring to life with a considerable sense of urgency.
This is going to remain true so long as the guarantee program remains, as it
should, responsive to investors' needs.

In recognition of the fact that applications should be reviewed and potential
investors given certain advice long before the pressure of deadlines and closings
arises, the Investment Guaranties Division is organized into an application
branch and several contract issuing branches. The application branch processes
requests for waivers, assists investors in getting project approval from the host
country and obtains U.S. field reaction to the project.

The contract issuing branches then take over the application, draft guarantee
contracts, obtain clearance of the draft contracts from the General Counsel's
office and discuss the contracts with the investor. These branches also keep up
the work on outstanding guarantees. This includes reviewing progress reports
concerning the project, responding to requests by the investor for changes in
coverage as the amount of investment at risk changes, and processing
assignments.

AID has in the past year added staff to this operation and plans to increase
that still further. The introduction of machine records is being studied. As
mentioned earlier the forms of guarantee contracts are being revised and con-
solidated. These are steps designed to make the guarantee program quickly
responsive to investors' needs.
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General goals.-In concluding it seems appropriate to state the general goals

of the investment guarantee programs, particularly regarding the Alliance for
Progress.

The Clay Committee report of last March eloquently stated the importance
to the Alliance of private participation:

"We must continue to assume leadership with Latin Americans in stimulating
the offering of incentives to the private sector which are required if Latin Amer-
ican development goals are to be attained. Impediments to the growth of private
enterprise must be identified and treated, the shallowness and harm of doctri-
naire biases against responsible private enterprise exposed, new sources of credit
opened to medium and small Latin American businessmen, and foreign invest-
ment encouraged in the confidence that all governments now have means to
protect themselves against potential abuses. * * * Latin America must be en-
couraged to see its essential choice between totalitarian, inefficient, state-con-
trolled economies and societies on the one hand, and an economically and polit-
ically freer system on the other, realizing that a society must begin to accumulate
wealth before it can provide an improved standard of living for its members.
We believe the increasing acknowledgment that proper incentives to the private
sector are required for dynamic growth must be accompanied by sustained
U.S. and Latin American efforts and decisions at all levels of govern-
ment policy and action. With such as basis, a more progressive Latin American
private enterprise spirit, substantial foreign investment which receives no more
and no less than fair treatment, and other Alliance aid, the development of Latin
America would be assured."

Investment guarantees are specific measures for obtaining private participa-
tion in the developmental process not only in terms of the money and skills
required for individual projects but also in terms of judgments on the desirable
areas of new economic activity. The specific risk guarantees by blocking out
the abnormal risks of inconvertibility, expropriation, war, revolution, and insur-
rection, permit private investors to evaluate normal business risks. The selection
process of free enterprise is thus allowed to operate.

Private enterprise can contribute much to the attainment of the basic national
objectives that have led the United States to start and to continue its foreign
aid programs. These are, first, the goal of mutual security, to provide economies
of sufficient strength to support stable governments which can resist Communist
infiltration. Next, the moral goal, to see societies in which men may be free.
Third, the desire to improve our economic self-interest by improving the abilities
of other countries to trade with us on a mutually advantageous basis.

All three of the basic objectives call for improvement of the economies in the
developing countries. We have too frequently and too recently seen in this
century the vulnerability to dictatorship of countries whose economies are either
disrupted by war or which have never been developed. Responsible governments,
stable governments have great difficulty in surviving when large portions of
the country's populace do not have the opportunity to obtain for their work
remuneration which is adequate to maintain life and hope. Finally the United
States as an exporter of food and manufactured goods cannot sell these to
countries which do not have the capacity to earn the dollars to pay for them.

Today when a major goal of the foreign aid program is to phase itself out
as soon as its objectives have been accomplished, private investment is increas-
ingly important not only to assist in the phaseout but to provide a continuing
mutually beneficial economic relationship when aid has terminated.

27-779-64 12
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EXHIBIT A

INVESTMENT GUARANTIES DIVISION,1 OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT FINANCE, AGENCY
FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Countries where investment guarantees are available, Jan. 15, 1964

Convertibility I Expropriation | War risk

Afghanistan.
Argentina.
Bolivia.
Chile.
China, Republic of
Colombia.
Congo (Brazzaville).
Congo (Lopoldville).
Costa Rica.
Cyprus.
Dominican Republic.
Ecuador.
El Salvador.
Ethiopia.
Gabon.
Ghana.
Greece.
Guatemala.
Guinea.
Haiti.
Honduras.
India.
Iran.
Israel.
Ivory Coast.
Jamaica.
Jordan.
Korea.
Liberia.
Malagasy, Republic of.
Malaya, Federation of.
Morocco.
Nepal.
Nicaragua.
Niger.
Nigeria.
Pakistan.
Panama.
Paraguay.
Peru.
Philippines.
Portugal.
Senegal.
Sierra Leone.
Spain.
Sudan.
Tanganyika.
Thailand.
Togo.
Trinidad-Tobago.
Tunisia.
Turkey.
United Arab Republic

(Egypt).
Uruguay.2
Venezuela.
Vietnam.
Somalia.

Afghanistan.
Argentina.
Bolivia.
Chile.
China, Republic of
Colombia.
Congo (Brazzaville).
Congo (LJopoldville).
Costa Rica.
Cyprus.
Dominican Republic.
Ecuador.
El Salvador.
Ethiopia.
Gabon.
Ghana.
Greece.
Guatemala.
Guinea.
Haiti.
Honduras.
India.
Iran.
Israel.
Ivory Coast.
Jamaica.
Jordan.
Korea.
Liberia.
Malagasy, Republic of.
Malaya, Federation of.
Morocco.
Nepal.
Nicaragua.
Niger.
Nigeria.
Pakistan.
Panama.
Paraguay.

Philippines.
Portugal.
Senegal.
Sierra Leone.
Spain.
Sudan.
Tanganyika.
Thailand.
Togo.
Trinidad-Tobago.
Tunisia.
Turkey.
United Arab Republic

(Egypt).
Uruguay.2

Venezuela.
Vietnam.
Somalia.

Afghanistan.
Argentina.'

Chile.'
China, Republic of.'
Colombia.'
Congo (Brazzaville).'
Congo (Leopoldville).'

Cyprus.'
Dominican Republic.'
Ecuador.'

Gabon.'

Greece.'

Guinea.'

Israel.'
Ivory Coast.'
Jamaica.'
Jordan.'
Korea.
Liberia.
Malagasy, Republic of.'

Morocco.'
Nepal.'
Nicaragua.
Niger.'

Panama.

Senegal.'
Sierra Leone.'

Sudan.
Tanganyika.'
Thailand.
Togo.'
Trinidad-Tobago.'
Tunisia.'

United Arab Republic
(Egypt).'

Venezuela.'
Vietnam.'
Somalia.'
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I Including also guarantees against loss due to revolution and insurrection; also extended risk.
S Although applications will be accepted for Uruguay, guarantees cannot be processed until agreement Is

ratified by country's legislative body.
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Although the Mutual Security Act of 1959 excluded economically developed
countries for purposes of the investment guaranty program, guarantees are still
available for the underdeveloped oversea dependencies of the following countries:
Convertibility: Expropriation:

Denmark Denmark
France France
Netherlands Netherlands
Norway Norway
United Kingdom

The following countries also have signed the agreement to participate in the
investment guaranty program but due to the Mutual Security Act of 1959 guar-
antees may no longer be issued for investments there:
Austria Italy
Belgium Japan
Finland Luxembourg
Germany, Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
Ireland

Cuba signed the agreement in 1957 for convertibility and expropriation but
due to conditions existing in that country the program is inoperative there.

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT BY MR. RuBLEE ON INVESTMENT GUARANTEES AND OTHER
INCENTIV-ES TO PRIVATE ENTERPls5E iN LAT1iN AMERICA

I. GENERAL

The success of the Alliance for Progress can be insured only if there is an
effective synthesis of private investment with government assistance and the
contributions of voluntary, noncommercial organizations. The Charter of Punta
del Este, signed by all Alliance member nations, stressed the need for private
capital participation-internal and external-if the Alliance is to fulfill its
mission.

Increased participation of private enterprise is required since-
(1) Private enterprise possesses a vast amount of the technical know-

how which must be mobilized in the industrial and agricultural growth efforts
of the Latin American countries.

(2) Public capital resources are far from sufficient in themselves to meet
the demands of economic development in Latin America. It has been esti-
mated that substantial new private investment must flow from the United
States and other industrialized nations to Latin America, to meet the goals
of the Alliance Charter for development programs.

(3) Private investment provides important stimuli for economic democ-
racy, contributing to the distribution of wealth and material resources,
and through competition, to the provision of more varied and better quality
products. This contribution of private enterprise is essential for giving
meaning to development along democratic lines.

(4) It will be largely the task of private initiative to maintain growth in
these countries when the Alliance's basic goals have been achieved and the
foreign aid program as such is phased out.

The U.S. Government, in cooperation with the Latin American nations has im-
plemented a number of practical programs to encourage private sector growth.

The investment guarantee program has been available to U.S. private investors
since 1948. As of December 31, 1963, guarantees of U.S. investment against cer-
tain risks in Latin America totaled $438 million. About 86 percent of the total
dollar amount issued for Latin America has been committed since the inception of
the Alliance for Progress.

Last year the Congress authorized an all-risk insurance program. Eleven
guarantees, totaling nearly $61 million, have been approved through January 20,
1964, for housing projects in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Peru, Mexico, Honduras,
El Salvador, and Panama.

The guarantee of U.S. investment in Latin America contributes to Latin Ameri-
can development and encourages U.S. business to participate in that development.
Just as significant, the principle serves to make Latin American governments
acutely aware of the need to provide a secure climate for their own investors,
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thereby reducing capital flight and directing investment toward development
needs.

AID was granted authority under section 231 of the Foreign Assistance Act to
participate in up to 50 percent of the cost of investment surveys. These explore
the feasibility of contemplated private investments which will contribute to the
achievement of AID objectives in the developing countries. As of December 9,
1963, 29 applications with a total possible cost to AID of $261,000, had been ap-
proved for surveys in Latin America in such industries as building materials,
automobiles, food processing, and wood and paper. Only if the investment is not
finally made would AID reimburse the sponsor for one-half the cost of the sur-
vey. If the investment is made, the entrepreneur must bear the full cost of the
survey. Approvals to date could result in a total private investment of about
$83 million (of which about $16 million would be U.S. investors' equity).

U.S. private enterprise also is benefiting from the so-called Cooley loans-which
are extended out of the local currency funds generated by the sale of U.S. surplus
commodities under Public Law 480. From the inception of the program through
June 30, 1963, 56 of these Cooley loans, amounting to the equivalent of almost
$20 million, had been authorized for use in Latin America.

AID may also make dollar loans to either U.S. or foreign private borrowers or
joint ventures, if other financing is not available.

AID has put increasing emphasis on loans to intermediate credit institutions in
Latin America, which relend to private firms or individuals for projects con-
tributing to economic growth, for housing, and for supervised credit to help
farmers increase their yields through more efficient techniques. 'Such loans which
are now active or recently authorized total more than $270 million.

For Latin American business, there is an industry loan program designed to
stimulate expansion of existing plants or establishment of new ones. Since the
beginning of the Alliance for Progress, the Export-Import Bank has made loans
to private enterprise totaling over $70 million. The Social Progress Trust Fund
administered by the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) for the United
States, 'has made loans to private enterprise or to intermediate credit institutions
totaling more than $50 million.

II. INVESTMENT GIJARANTEE ACTIVITY IN LATIN AMERICA

Guarantees issued
As of December 31, 1963, guarantees issued for investments in Latin America

totaled approximately $438 million-$285 million against inconvertibility of cur-
rency, $142 million 'against expropriation, and $11 million against war risks. Of
these, approximately $400 million remain outstanding.

In the quarter from September 30 to December 31, 1968, $158 million in guaran-
tees was issued for Latin America, almost doubling the activity of the previous
15 months.

Eighty-six percent of the total dollar amount of guarantees issued for Latin
America has been committed since the inception of the Alliance for Progress
program approximately $377 million issued in 30 months, against $61 million in
the previous 13 years of the guarantee program.

It should be noted that in a number of cases, the same investment has been
guaranteed against several risks and thus, total figures would be greater than
would be the total amount of investment involved.

Applications in process
As of September 30, 1963, applications were in process for all of the participat-

ing Latin American countries, as well as for Uruguay. Tahe total for all guaran-
tees under consideration for Latin America as of September 30, was close to
$3 billion. During the quarter ended December 31, 1963, an additional 94 appli-
cations were received with 'a total value of close to $800 million.
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Analysis of specific risk investment guarantees issued-Latin America

[In millions]

Total Converti- Expropria- War risk
bility lion

Cumulative (from beginning of guarantee program)
through Dec. 31, 1963 -$438.0 $285.1 $141.5 $11.4

Total since inception of Alliance (fiscal year 1962) to
Dec. 31, 1963 -376.7 253.1 112.2 11.4

Fiscal year 1963 guarantees- 68.7 66.5 2.2
Fiscal year 1964 guarantees to Sept. 30, 1963 19.9 17.3 2. 6
Sept. 30 to Dec. 31, 1963 158.2 47.9 98.9 11. 4

Specific risk' investment guarantees issued beginning of guarantee program
through Dec. 31, 1963-Latin America

[A total of $438,000,000 in guarantees has been issued for Latin American investment, from the inception of
the program through Dec. 31, 1963. Most of this activity has occurred since the inception of the Alliance
for Progress. Guarantees issued, by country and type of risk covered, follow]

[In millions]

Country Total Converti- Expropri- War risk
bility ation

Argentina -6-- ---------- $311.5 $235. 7 $75. 8-
Bolivia 21.3 1.2 20.1
Colombia- 1.0 .5 .5
Costa Rica ------------------------------ 1.4 .4 1.0 .
Ecuador 7.7 4.0 3.7
El Salvador - -2. 4 1.2 1.2
Guatemala 3.2 .4 2.8
Haiti 4.5 2.0 2.5
Honduras - -11.3 1.6 9.7
Jamaica - -. 2 .2-
Paraguay - -10.8 3.9 6.9
Peru - -13.4 13.4-
Trinidad-Tobago ---- ----------- 17.7 17.7
Venezuela - - 31.5 2.9 17.3 $11.4

Total -- -- ---------------------- 438.0 285.1 141.5 11.4

NOTE.-Columnns may not add to totals due to rounding.

Investment guarantee availability

[Investment guarantees are available for investment in 18 Latin American countries. The risks presently
covered in the participating countries follow]

Convert- Expropria- War risk
ibility tion

Argentina ---- X X- X.1
Bolivia -------------------- - --- X- - X-
Chile X-
Colombia X X- X.
Costa Rica ---------------------------------------------- X X
Dominican Republic - X X- X.
Ecuador X--- X- X.
El Salvador X X
Guatemala X--- X
Haiti ---- X--- X
Honduras--- X --- X
Jamaica - -- --- X--- X- X.,
Nicaragua - X--- X- X.
Panama X------- -- X- X.
Paraguay X X
Peru ---- X
Trinidad-Tobago------- X -- X- X.
Uruguay 2_______________________________________________-- - - - - - X
Venezuela -X------ X- X.

I Includes also extended-risk guarantees and loss due to revolution and insurrection.
IAlthough applications will be accepted for Uruguay, guarantees cannot be processed until agreement is

ratified by Uruguay's legislative body.
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Specific risk investment guarantees applications in process, Sept. 80, 1968-
Latin America

[In millions]

Converti- Expropria- War risk
bility tion

Argentina -- $379. 5 $467.5 $218.0
Bolivia-- 6.7 7.1
Chile ------------------------------ 106. 2.--------------
Colombia -- 223.3 182.4 112.4
Costa Rica - - 53.2 50.0
Dominican Republic - - 59.5 53.8 30.6
Ecuador ---- 10.9 9.6 0.5
El Salvador -- 23.7 17.7 1.2
Guatemala - -40.6 42. -
Haiti - - 15.8 14.7
Honduras - -20.1 31.1
Jamacia -- 45.8 40.8 25.2
Nicaragua -- 19. 7 20.9 9.2
Panama - -11.2 18.1 9.8
Paraguay - -5.4 14.4
Peru -84.9-
Trinidad -- 43.8 43.7 40.3
Uruguay - -. 5 4.7
Venezuela -- 103.6 117. 3 69.6

Total -1,259.4 1,136.3 516.5
Grand total 2,912.2

NOTE.-With French, Netherlands, and British dependencies added, the grand total comes to $2,926.6.

Senator SPARKMAN. Let me ask a question. You used the date
1949. Is that when we started the guarantee program in the Marshall
plan?

Mr. RUBLEE. Yes, sir; the Marshall plan, of course, was started in
1948. The guarantee program came in the next year.

Senator SPARKMAN. Yes; and it has been going ever since, and we
have been adding to it from year to year?

Mr. RUBLEE. Yes, sir.
Senator SPARKMAN. As a matter of fact, you mentioned the stepup

over the last couple of years. That was really brought about by our
stepped-up guarantee program, particularly in the Latin American
area, was it not?

Mr. RUBLEE. I think the enormous increase in the amount of auar-
antees is attributable to the desire of U.S. businessmen to cover them-
selves in Latin America. Nobody had taken out this insurance policy,
if you will, in Cuba. There was not one single penny of U.S. private
investment guaranteed against expropriation under this program in
that country although the program was available to them. A great
many investors decided that this mistake would not be made again.

Senator SPARKMAN. Let me ask, and this -will. be my final question,
because I want my colleagues to have some time--before the guarantee
becomes effective in any country, there has to be a treaty between that
country and this country, an agreement; is that not true?

Mr. RUBLEE. The statute authorizing these guarantees requires that
there be an agreement between the United States and the host country
to have the program operating. The statute also requires that there
be suitable arrangements to protect the interest of the United States
in connection with its position after paying compensation under a
guarantee. These later provisions do not have to be incorporated
into a formal agreement. Mr. Frank Coffin's testimony 2 years ago
when the statute was revised on this point indicated that suitable ar-
rangements need not be incorporated in a formal agreement, that they
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could even be found in the history of the host country, a good record
of treatment of private investment.

Senator SPARKMAN. Mrs. Griffiths?
Representative GRrFFITHS. How do you set the rate? How do

you determine the rates?
Mr. RuBLmE. We inherited the rates. The rates, incidentally, are

half a percent of the amount of coverage in force and a quarter of
a percent of the amount of potential coverage beyond that in force.
Most investment goes in in increments, and people don't take out the
maximum amount of insurance in the beginning.

The American Actuarial Association was called in a year and a
half ago to study whether an actuarial basis for the rates could be
found in the nature of the risks, the nature of the program. As you
know, we constantly shift from one area, when a fire has been put
out, to another area where a fire is raging. The shift from the West-
ern European countries to the developing countries was not the kind
of shift insurance companies would make. The actuaries said "You
are really not selling insurance. It might look like insurance, but
there is no actuarial basis. You are constantly intensifying your risk.
That, is the reason you exist. because most insurance companies could
not do that."

We are carefully evaluating the occasional criticisms we get from
investors as to the fees. It has not been our experience that we have
actually driven away any investor with these fees. I think it is ap-
propriate for an investor to pay some fee. It keeps away a frivolous
use of the program and covers part of the cost of administering the
program.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Have you lost any money?
Mr. RUBLEE. An incredibly small amount, compared to the amount

of liability. There was $650,000 paid out to U.S. banks as a result
of a Development Loan Fund guarantee, a predecessor agency guar-
antee. On the specific risk program, less than $20,000 has been paid
out to the same company in the Congo, an American businessman in
the Congo. He is able to operate. We are buying his Congolese
francs. We buy his francs at 95 percent of the going rate and sell
them to other agencies in the U.S. Government who are buying them
otherwise from the Congo Government at 100 percent. The United
States is getting the benefit of the 5-percent markdown. We have
not shown any losses.

Representative GRIFFITHS. What is the total value of the insured
now?

Mr. RUBLEE. Outstanding coverage on December 31, 1963, was
$1,125.900,000 on the specific risk program; $8,325,000 on the general
program; and $9,460,000 on the Latin American housing program.

Representative GRIFFITHS. *What is the 9 in relation to the amount
of money that you figure is invested by the U.S. firms in Latin
America? What percentage does that $9 million represent?

Mr. Ru-BTEE. On the housing? That probably represents close
to the actual investment, because what we are doing there. we are
guaranteeing loans. I believe that we are covering about a year's
interest in these, so the total coverage is close to the principal amount.

Representative GRIFFITHS. Thank you very much.
Senator SPARKIIAN. Mr. Curtis?
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Representative CURTIS. What I am concerned about are your fees.
On this $1.125 billion outstanding, what do you collect annually in
fees?

Mr. RUBLEE. I believe the annual fee collections on the specific risk
program are going to be near $4 million for 1963.

Representative CuRTIs. I wonder if you can supply the actual
figures for the record?

Mr. RUBLEE. We shall be glad to. We do give that to Congress,
of course, when we report

Representative CuRTIs. Oh, sure. I am not suggesting you are
hiding them. I simply want them for the record here.

Mr. RuBLEE. The total fee accumulation in the whole history of the
program is around $12 million.

(Subsequently, the following information was supplied:)

ACCUMULATED GUARANTEE FEEs

During calendar year 1963, the fees paid for investment guarantee coverage
amounted to $3,992,040.13.

The total amount of fees collected as a result of investment guarantees from
the beginning of the guarantee program through December 31, 1963, was
$15,118,235.30.

Representative CuRTIs. If you are not paying out any claims, I can
see one explanation: One reason why you are not getting any business
is that your fee schedule does not recognize varying risks. If the
terms of your policies recognized differences in real risks then your
services would be in demand and you would be paying claims. That
is what I want to know.

Is this a flat fee regardless of the country?
Mr. RuBLEE. Yes, sir; it is the same fee that was charged in Western

Europe.
Representative CURrIs. I understand, You told me that. But

that is a pretty flat answer, isn't it, for something that we are trying
to move forward? Does the fact that you had something 15 years
ago mean you need some legislative changes in order to use some
imagination?

Mr. RUBLEE. No, sir; I indicated that a few moments ago. We have
been considering suggestions and comments about the fee. Now, we
do not get a good deal of criticism on the fee.

Representative CuRns. You are getting it now and I will give you
more, if that is what you are waiting for.

Mr. RUTBLEE. No.
Representative CURTIS. I would think this record that you have pre-

sented to us right now, just on the bare bones of it, would be enough
to make you shamefaced enough-not you as an individual, but your
agency-to come in here with some ideas of your own, instead of wait-
ing for criticism.

Mr. RUBLEE. We do have some ideas. For example, one of the
techniques being worked on right now is a package contract which
will provide the three risks and which will have a lower fee for the
three risks combined.

Representative CuRTIs. But what will it do? Will it do anything
toward having a differentiation in respect to the country involved,
so that you are reflecting the real risks?
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Mr. RUBLEE. Mr. Curtis, we have checked with experts from the in-
surance actuarial field on this. They say it is impossible to make
anything other than an arbitrary judgment about the nature of the
risks from country to country. These are political risks

Representative CURTIs. Let me give you one reading that you can
put in right away: those countries with which you have no agreement
and those with which you do have an agreement.

Mr. RUBLEE. This is a thought that has been seriously studied.
(Subsequently, the following information was supplied:)

UNIFORM FEE SCHEDULE

The fee schedule for investment guarantees is as follows:
Amount of coverage in force: One-half of 1 percent.
Standby coverage: One-fourth of 1 percent.

The above fees are charged with respect to each of the specific risk coverages
taken out by the investor; namely, inconvertibility, expropriation, or war (which
includes revolution and insurrection). The fees are the same in each of the
countries where the guarantees are available.

There are several reasons for not employing different fees for each type of
risk, for each country or for each type of project.

In the first place, professional actuaries who have examined the problem
say that there is no actuarial basis for employing different fees, that varia-
tions would have to be arbitrary.

In the second place, with fees at the present levels of one-half percent and
one-fourth percent significant variations could not be made without raising
the fees. AID is studying lowering the guarantee fees. Raising them would
not improve the usefulness of the guarantees to private investors.

Representative CURTIS. I have no doubt it is. I have been after
this for many years and never could quite understand why, on the
basic idea that was put in here, there was no further development.
I can see the answer very clearly from your testimony, and again it
is no reflection on you as an individual-you are testifying on behalf
of an agency. But I think probably rather than waste the time of
the record I will prepare a list of questions directed to your Agency
and ask that they be answered. If your Agency is waiting for criti-
cism and that is why it has not moved forward, let's make right here
and now about as strong a criticism as could be directed against it.
I think this has been lacking in imagination. I just don't think you
achieved anything to speak of at all. This could be, I think, a real
program.

Just to give you an idea of some of the possibilities, if you were
doing a proper job here in insurance, you could give credit to those
who lower their risks. I am talking about countries, and a country
that conforms to your best standard ought to have a lower premium.
That becomes a matter of credit to them and something to shoot for.
So you would be getting better cooperation from the countries if
you related your premium charges to what they have been willing
to agree with and their experience rating of losses.

Then, I would look around the other side to see if this is such a
safe area of investment. Apparently it seems to be, if you have
paid out no claims-

Mr. RUBLEE. Mr. Curtis, most of the insurance was covering inves-
ments in Western Europe.

Representative CuRTis. You have said that, but this is a hearing
on Latin America.

Mr. RUBLEE. Right.
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Representative CURTIS. Apparently there has been very little move-
ment in this area.

Mr. RUBLEE. Our experience with the developing countries has been
recent. We have only gotten about 2 years of real experience-no;
3 years of real experience with developing countries.

Representative CURTIS. By "developing countries," do you mean
Latin America, Africa, and so forth?

Mr RUBLEE. Yes, sir.
Representative CURTIS. I want to be sure here, because I have been

free with my criticism of your Agency. I don't want to put that
out of context. Maybe you need some corrections in the laws, but
I think the laws were such that you could have moved into this field
of undeveloped countries; could you not? Was there any restriction
in the laws

Mr. RUBLEE. No, sir; there were not. The choice of where the in-
vestment is made is, of course, the investors.

Representative CNRTIS. That is what I thought.
Mr. RUBLEE. To the extent that there was investment going into

developing countries, we certainly have some covered in Africa. We
had some programs going in Latin America. There was fairly sub-
stantial resistance to the guarantee programs by the major countries
in Latin America, a resistance which we

Representative CURTIS. Let me get this straight. I thought you
could and did have insurance available in a country even though they
had not entered into an agreement. Did I misunderstand you?

Mir. RuJBLEE. Under certain circumstances, where their record
Representative CuRTIS. Why use the country's failure to do some-

thing as a defense for not doing something yourself?
Mr. RUBLEE. That discretion, sir, to start the program without full

formal agreement was given to us in 1961. Since 1961, we have used
this discretion. We have broken through to some extent in Latin
America. There were seven countries who refused to institute guar-
antee programs in Latin America. We have gotten four of them
to

Representative CuRTrIs. Let me illustrate this specifically, and then
I will have finished here, because I don't think we are getting any-
where.

You can charge higher premiums to those countries that refuse,
and indeed, you should. Those countries which cooperate should be
related to the risk, because if you have some sort of agreement from
the country, the risk should be cut down considerably. Now, obvi-
ously, if this were in a field where private money could go, private
insurance companies would be there. So you are tackling a tougher
problem than they are willing to tackle in the private sector. But
that, in my judgment, is no reason to throw out the window the con-
cept of doing the best you can considering risks, particularly in view
of the advice of relating your premiums to cooperation that you re-
ceive from the countries.

Well, maybe there is somebody in your organization who could pre-
sent a paper with more imagination, because, I must confess, this is
about as disturbing a situation as I have seen. I can easily Fee why
you don't move forward in these programs when you have a report
like this. This is shameful.
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Mr. Chairman, I would like permission to address a series of ques-
tions to the organization, and to others who might want to answer then
in regard to these programs.

(The questions propounded by Representative Curtis and the
answers thereto follow:)

QUESTIONS BY REPRESENTATIVE CURTIS CONCERNING GOVERNMENT GUARANTEES TO
PRIVATE INVESTORS ANID AID'S ANSWERS

I. Classification by types of businesses, public utility, manufacturing, mining,
etc., of (1) guarantees applied for, (2) guarantees undertaken, (3) losses paid,
or (4) guarantees 'in trouble."

Of the 287 projects throughout the world in which U.S. private invest-
ment had been guaranteed through June 30. 1963, the majority were indus-
trial. There were 180 industrial projects, 44 of an agricultural or food proc-
essing nature, 25 commercial, 23 oil, 16 mining, and 2 public utility. Pending
applications are distributed in about the same way.

The losses that have been paid were in connection with a shipyard and
with a plywood manufacturing plant.

The guarantees in trouble are investment in one mining project, two manu-
facturing projects (one large and one small) and one commercial project.

II. What in general has been the behavior of the U.S. guaranteeing agency
when faced with a potential loss under a guarantee program?

1. Payoff on certification and include amount of loss in appropriation request?
2. Use the claimant's subrogated position as a basis for diplomatic negotiation?

Only three projects have given rise to claims that have been processed
under the guarantee programs. A $630.000 claim was paid under a DLF
guarantee of repayment of a loan from New York banks to a privately owned
conipany operating a shipyard in Taiwvan. Upon proof of default in payment,
the United States made the payment and became subrogated to the rights of
the banks as creditors against the assets of the shipyard company. The
United States has brought suit in the United States to recover assets here
of the defaulting company and also the United States is asserting liens
against assets of the company in Taiwan.

The U.S. investor in a plywood company operating in the Congo has pre-
sented several claims under a guarantee against inconvertibility. Here the
United States in accordance with the guarantee has purchased the investor's
holdings of Congolese currency which he was unable to transfer into dollars.
The United States has used this currency for its expenses in the Congo.
In this case, the investor submitted evidence that Congolese authorities had
refused to sell him dollars or other hard currencies for Congolese francs.

The third claimant, a manufacturer of metal products in a Far Eastern
country alleged that he was unable to convert his foreign currency earnings
except at a discriminatory rate. The evidence he submitted in support of
the claim showed that the alleged discriminatory rate was in fact the rate
commonly in use for almost all the exchange transactions taking place in
the country. The claim was denied and is now in litigation in the U.S. Court
of Claims.

There have been occasions when an investor insured against expropriation
informed the agency administering the guarantee program that foreign gov-
ernmental action seemed likely to become expropriatory. In several of these
occasions. the U.S. Government has through diplomatic negotiations dis-
cussed the proposed action with the foreign government and the action has
stopped. The U.S. Government would probably have done this whether or
not the investment had been guaranteed.

To date no claim of expropriation, other than a recent claim in the Near
East where the facts are still being developed, has been presented.

III. To what extent does (or must) the insuring Government agency approve
wisdom of original investment and either control or supervise operations in order
to make sure that subsequent loss is not a result of bad private policy or admin-
istration? That is to say, how much of the business risk can be shifted by the
capital investor to the guaranteeing agency?

In connection with investment guarantees against loss from inconvertibil-
ity, expropriation or war, revolution, or insurrection, the insuring Govern-
ment agency does not examine into the business risks nor does it seek to
control the business operations of the enterprise in which the investment is
made. The purpose of these investment guarantees is to block out abnormal
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risks but leave business risks to be evaluated and borne by the private
investor. None of that business risk is assumed by the guaranteeing Govern-
ment agency.

Under the extended risk guarantee, a portion of the investment is guar-
anteed against business risks by the Government agency issuing the guar-
antee. Here such business risks are evaluated by the agency as though it
were making a loan. The degree of agency supervision and control over the
operations of the enterprise in which the investment is made depends on the
degree to which the private investment is not covered by the U.S. Govern-
ment's guarantee.

IV. How do the guarantee programs treat so-called industrial property such as
patents, trademarks, licensing agreements, etc.?

Patents are eligible for guarantees and licensing agreements permitting
the use of patented processes are thus also eligible for guarantees. Trade-
marks, trade names and good will have not been covered by guarantees for
several reasons. They are very difficult to evaluate, and the original posses-
sors of them generally would not wish to see them transferred to third parties
in the event of a takeout by reason of expropriation. Where the licenser
and licensee have bargained at arm's length the guarantee covers the value
they have put upon the patent.

V. How do the guarantee programs deal with U.S. interests in joint ventures
in which local capital either supplies a large part or the majority of funds and
control?

The guarantee programs are limited to guaranteeing the investments of
U.S. investors in foreign businesses in the developing countries. If the for-
eign business is a joint venture in which there is a large part of local capital,
only the U.S. interest in the joint venture will be covered by the U.S. guar-
antee programs. Thus if a business 50 percent owned by U.S. investors were
nationalized, the U.S. investor would be protected by the guarantees against
loss of the original U.S. investment plus half the subsequent reinvested
profits of the foreign enterprise up to an amount equalling that original
investment.

VI. If, under a bilateral arrangement the United States is to be indemnified
by the host government, is not the "incurred" risk in reality the good faith of the
host government?

The bilateral agreements establishing the guarantee programs do not pro-
vide for indemnification of the U.S. Government by the host country
government. Such a provision would probably greatly diminish the willing-
ness of host country governments to permit private U.S. investment to come
in with coverage under the guarantee program. The bilateral arrange-
ments do secure from host country governments undertakings to have the
propriety of their treatment of guaranteed U.S. investment tested against
international law standards by an impartial arbitral tribunal.

Oh, yes; there is one thing I want to add. Could you supply for the
record the application form for assistance from your organization?

Mr. RUFBLEE. Yes, sir.
Representative CURTIS. Is that a standard form or is there a series

of standard forms? What is it?
Mr. RUBLEE. There is a standard form.
Representative CURTIS. One form ?
Mr. RUJILEE. Yes, sir.
(See pp. 186-187.)
Representative CURTIS. One other thing. Is there a standard form

of lpolicy that you issue when you accept an application ?
Mr. RUBLEE. Yes, sir. There are several standard forms.
Representative CURTIS. There are several standard forms. For the

record., would you tell us the exact number?
Mr. RUBLEE. There are five basic standard forms.
Representative CURTIS. Would you supply those basic standard

forms for us? We ought also have copies of any basic information
which you give out to businessmen who might be interested in oversea
guarantee programs.
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Mr. RUBLEE. Yes, sir.
(The basic forms referred to appear at the end of this day's testi-

mony. See p. 239.)
Senator SPARKAIAN. Senator Javits, before calling on you, I would

like to ask Mr. Rublee just for a very brief comment as to what you
think of the guarantee program as it has been worked out in our AID
programs.

Mr. RUBLEE. We think it is an extremely important
Senator SPARKMrAN. No; I meant Mr. Fatouros.
Mr. FATOUROS. Well, I think that it should be realized the program

is a domestic one. It is not basically an international program; this,
of course, makes it more effective in the United States but on the other
hand, limits the extent to which it can have a preventive effect on
the taking of measures which might affect foreign investors. The
United States may guarantee any investment it wants to guarantee,
but this will affect the policies of the country of investment only
indirectly.

On the other hand, because of exactly these reasons, this program
can be tailored more easily to the domestic problems and requirements
than an international program, and this has great advantages. It is
a program which operates in a context familiar to the foreign investor.
He doesn't have to go to a foreign country. He goes to the adminis-
tration, which may seem a stranger to him sometimes, but still he
knows how to deal with it. These are basic advantages to the program.

However, I think that not too much should be expected of it in two
ways: First, as to eliminating the risks in the foreign countries. The
risks cannot be eliminated through a guarantee program. Only the
degree of the risk can be made somewhat lower.

Secondly, it is a problem to which no positive or negative answer
has been given, whether the program is really an incentive to foreign
investment. There is really no proof-again I say no proof positive
or negative-that the availability of investment guarantees does in-
duce foreign investment. There is a good chance that the investment
might have been made, whether guarantees were available or not.
Now, as I say, there is really no indication one way or the other. I
am not saying there is proof that the investment would have been
made anyway, but there is no proof that it wouldn't have.

So the investment guarantee program is useful, but I think it
should be seen within its limitations. It cannot solve all the problems
of private foreign investment. Unfortunately, only developments in
the host countries and in the relationships of the host countries and
the investors and the capital-exporting countries, only these can really
solve the problems. The investment guarantee program can help by
providing some assurance to the individual investor.

Senator SPARK3AN. Senator Javits?
Senator JAVITS. I had just one or two questions, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to ask them of Mr. Rublee. I notice that the extended

risk guarantees have been very little used: $180 million authorized;
$8.325 million used. Now, what is the reason?

Mr. RUBLEE. The reasons are several. The authority itself is a
rather complicated authority. The agency spent a good deal of time
deciding how they were going to use it. You recall General Clay and
his Committee expressed some doubt about using the authority at all.
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The program was divided among the four regions of the agency, where
this fairly complicated program competed for attention with de-
velopment loans, development grants. Finally, we did adopt basic
policies which would enable the agency to put the thing in use. The
Latin American region was the first one to use it. They used it on
a very interesting project in Argentina. We hope that that project
will go forward as a result of these guarantees. The financing of
the project had been arranged with European investors and Ameri-
can investors. With the declining value of the Argentine currency
and with the unrest there, the Europeans who did not have guarantees
withdrew. We hope that the extended risk guarantee will enable the
managers of that project to find U.S. investors as substitutes.

Senator JAvrrs. How much is that?
Mr. RUBLEE. The total project is $72 million. The amount of fi-

nancing involved here is about $14 million. This is just-
Senator JAVITs. When on my suggestion the Senate increased in

1962 the amount of extended risk guarantees that may be issued to
$25 million in the case of a loan, I laid before the Senate as its reason
a project of the International Telephone & Telegraph in Chile, which
involved, I think, $25 million. Whatever happened to that?

Mr. IRUBLEE. The intergovernmental agreement instituting the full
guarantee program which was necessary to issue the all-risk guaran-
tee, was signed last month. The Chitelco application is being consid-
ered by the Latin American region

Senator JAviTs. I don't quite get it. The agreement was signed in
December of 1963, only last month.

Mr. RUBLEE. Yes, sir.
Senator JAVITS. Let's have the rest of it. I didn't hear you.
Mr. RUBLEE. Chitelco, the subsidiary of I.T. & T. C-h-i-t-e-l-c-o,

the subsidiary of I.T. & T. that had applied for the risk guarantee,
so far as I know has maintained that application. The application has
been with the Latin American region, which has been processing it

Senator JAVITS. What is the Latin American region? Is that in
your office?

Mr. IRUBLEE. No, sir; it is in the Alliance for Progress.
Senator JAVITS. Where is it? Is it in the State Department?
Mr. RUBLEE. It is in the State Department. I would have to supply

for the record where it stands with them.
Senator JAVITS. Do you ask us, then, to understand that you don't

give any guarantee in AID unless the State Department approves
it ?

Mr. RUBLEE. I am sorry, sir. The Alliance for Progress is part of,
was part of AID in the last 2 years. It is physically located, as is most
of AID, in the State Department. The application for guarantee that
we are talking about rests with the AID personnel, the capital project
analysts, in the Alliance.
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Senator JAVITS. AID gives the guarantee?
Mr. RuEixE. Yes, sir.
Senator JAVITS. But you give it only if the Alliance for Progress

organization approves it?
Mr. RuBsLE. Yes, sir. They are part of AID.
Senator JAVITS. Do you have to approve it, too?
Mr. RuBixE. No, sir.
Senator JAVITS. In other words, if they say give it, you give it?
Mr. RUEBLEE. Yes, sir.
Senator JAVITS. You do not exercise independent discretion?
Mr. RuEIEE. That is correct.
Senator JAVITS. Is that true of any extended risk guarantee in Latin

America?
Mr. RuBLrE. It is true of those that have been worked on by the

Latin American region. In the last month, December 21, Mr. Bell
transferred the operational responsibility for the all-risk program to
Mr. Peyser.

Senator JAVITS. The what program?
Mr. RuBixE. The extended risk guarantee program.
Senator JAvrTs. For Latin America, too?
Mr. RuBLEm. Yes, sir.
Senator JAVITS. And took it away from the Alliance for Progress?
Mr. RuEBixE. Under 221 (b) (2). Not the housing guarantees. They

remain in the Alliance. The authority to issue the guarantees has been
transferred on extended risk guarantees to Mr. Peyser. The authority
for specific risk guarantees has always been with Mr. Peyser.

Senator JAviTs. When you say the authority to issue, I want you
to speak as a lawyer. The authority to issue was always in AID,
wasn't it?

Mr. RuBLEE. Yes, sir.
Senator JAVITS. Now he is transferred some other authority than

the authority to issue?
Mr. RIJBLEE. The authority to approve and issue extended risk

guarantees has been delegated by, Mr. Bell to Mr. Peyser.
Senator JAVITS. But you always had the authority to issue, didn't

you? You have never lost it?
Mr. RuBiuE. Mr. Bell had always had it. It had been delegated to

Ambassador Moscoso. It has now been delegated to Mr. Peyser. It
is to put the guarantee programs under one roof, the private enter-
prise roof, instead of having the agency develop

Senator JAVITS. How many applications do you have pending for
extended risk guarantee?

Mr. RUBLEE. Our survey is not yet complete, Senator Javits, be-
cause the things have been in our regions. We have a man physically
going around getting the applications from the regions now. This is
the thing that Mr. Peyser s office was engaged in yesterday.

27-779 0-44-13
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Senator JAVITS. All right. Will you submit for the record two
things, then:

The status of the I.T. & T. situation on the extended risk guaran-
tee. I feel personally responsible for that, in a sense. I put it up to
the Senate very frankly and the Senate did it. So we ought to have
a report, Mr. Chairman.

Secondly, the roundup of all the guarantee applications you have
pending.

Mr. RUBLEE. Yes, sir.
Senator JAVITs. Thank you very much.
(Subsequently, the following two exhibits were submitted:)

STATUS OF I.T. & T. SITuATION BE EXTENDED RISK GuRANTES

The application for extended risk guarantees by I.T. & T. for a proposed in-
vestment in Chile has been examined by AID personnel both in the Alliance for
Progress and in the Office of Development Finance and Private Enterprise.
Because negotiations between I.T. & T. and the Chilean Government affecting
the investment have not yet been concluded, action on the application awaits
receipt of further information from I.T. & T.

SUMMARY OF PENDING APPLICATIONS FOB EXTENDED RISK GUARANTEES

Four applications for extended risk guarantees are pending for projects in
Latin America. The projects involved are a poultry farm, a telecommunications
system, a sawmill, and an industrial plant. The industrial plant application is
under intensive review by AID's Office of Development Finance and Private
Enterprise. Action on the other applications awaits receipt of further informa-
tion from the prospective investors.

No applications for extended risk guarantees are currently pending for projects
in either the Near East, south Asia, or the Far East

Nine applications for extended risk guarantees are pending for projects in
Africa. Four of these relate to hotels, four to housing projects, and one to a
development bank. Where the AID African Bureau had commenced work on the
applications, continued responsibility for their processing remains with the
Bureau. Those applications which are still at a preliminary stage have been
transferred to the Office of Development Finance and Private Enterprise.

Projects have not been identified by country or by amount, since generally
pending applications for investment guarantee coverage contain business infor-
mation of commercial value whose premature disclosure might adversely affect
the costs of the projects.

Representative CuRTIs. I just want to put this in the record. Maybe
what needs to be done is to put this program in the Department of
Commerce, which is interested in the private enterprise system. Fur-
thermore, I see that the possible difficulty here is that AID and these
Government programs would prefer to use Government money, be-
cause anything that would encourage the use of private money would
be in the form of competition. Now, that is a nasty suggestion, but
I must confess I can't understand the report that has been submitted
here. I do think maybe the Department of Commerce should take the
program and handle it. I think your agency will probably have some
comments on that, so I'll relieve you of the burden of doing this now.
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Mr. RuBLEE. Sir, we have been working on this program. I think
by more than doubling the guarantee program in the last 2 years, I
would think that would show we are interested.

Representative CuRTis. If you had a good basis to start with, that
might be true.

Senator JAVITS. Will the Congressman yield?
Representative CuRTis. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. You know that there is a provision in the Foreign

Assistance Act of 1963 for an Advisory Committee on Private Enter-
prise to determine what can be done about escalating the private enter-
Frise participation in foreign aid, the Committee of Nine. I would
ike to join with Congressman Curtis in the urgent recommendation

of a report on the use of the guarantees, who administers them, what
success has been had, and so forth. It would certainly be looked upon
by this committee as a very important subject.

Representative CuRTIs. Thank you.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We appre-

ciate your presentation.
The committee will stand recessed until 10 o'clock tomorrow

morning.
(vvhereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the comimittee rMeesed, to reconvene

Thursday, January 16, 1964, at 10 a.m.)
(The following exhibits were ordered placed in. the record during

the foregoing proceedings:)
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO : BUSINESSMEN

FROM : STATE DEPT. - AGENCY FOR

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

SUBJECT: AIDS TO BUSINESS
(OVERSEAS INVESTMENT)
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FOREWORD
The Congress of the United States recognizes

the vital role of free enterprise in achieving rising
levels of production and standards of living essen-
tial to economic progress and development ...

In order to encourage and facilitate participa-
tion by private enterprise to the maximum extent
practicable in achieving any of the purposes of
this Act, the President shall-

(1) make arrangements to find, and draw the
attention of private enterprise to, opportunities
for investment and development in less-developed
friendly countries and areas; . . .

(4) wherever appropriate carry out programs
of assistance through private channels and to the
extent practicable in conjunction with local pri-
vate or governmental participation, including
loans under the authority of section 201 to any
individual, corporation, or other body of persons.

(From Section 601, Foreign Assistance Act of 1961)

It is the clearly established policy of the United States Gov-
ernment to foster, encourage and promote participation by private
enterprise in foreign economic development.

Over the years, Congress has provided a number of specific
programs to assist and encourage U. S. business to undertake
investments in less-developed friendly countries and to assist
local businesses in these nations to prosper. For fifteen years
there has been an investment guaranty program covering po-
litical risks. For five years a local currency Cooley loan pro-
gram has been in operation. For five years our government has
made direct dollar development loans to private firms.

All of these aids to investment-along with several new pro-
grams-are now administered by the Agency for International
Development (A.I.D.).
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A.I.D. was established on November 4, 1961, under the For-
eign Assistance Act of 1961. This Act terminated the Inter-
national Cooperation Administration and the Development Loan
Fund and transferred their functions, along with the Export-
Import Bank's Cooley loan program to A.I.D. So, now, virtually
all of the government's foreign economic aid activities, includ-
ing U.S. participation in the Alliance for Progress, have been
centralized and coordinated in a single agency-A.I.D.

A.I.D. is placing a greater emphasis than predecessor for-
eign assistance agencies upon sound country plans and self-help
measures as pre-conditions for development assistance. It en-
courages, in particular, those investment proposals which will
do the most to speed development of the friendly less-developed
countries. There are far greater resources at the disposal of
private enterprise than can ever be applied to such development by
governments.

A.I.D. favors joint-venture type investments with local
capital because this type of enterprise is most likely to result
in a transfer of entrepreneurial, technical and management skills
to the country itself. Further, A.I.D. believes it is wisest in
the long run for U. S. investors to identify their interests closely
with those of the citizens of the country in which they operate.
In view of the desire to mobilize scarce foreign exchange re-
sources, those investments which are accompanied by dollar
capital, in addition to management and technical know-how, are
preferred. The sale of packaged plants, or the provision of so-
called "turn-key" jobs, usually takes a lower priority position
than those proposals in which there is a sizeable private equity
contribution in relation to debt.

Consistent with A.I.D.'s objectives, several programs of par-
ticular interest to businessmen are receiving immediate attention
and emphasis:

1. Sharing the cost of conducting investment surveys under-
taken by U.S.-owned business firms.

2. Authorizing dollar development loans to private borrowers.

3. Administering the PL 480 local currency (Cooley) loan
program formerly handled by the Export-Import Bank.

4. Administering the broadened .investment guaranty pro-
gram.
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A newly created Office of Development Finance and Private
Enterprise is the initial point of contact within A.I.D. for private
businessmen interested in overseas investment. It aims to en-
courage private enterprise to play an even larger development
role than it does at present, while insuring adherence to sound
standards for development financing.

Among the chief functions of the Office of Development Fi-
nance and Private Enterprise are: (1) to meet with business
groups and individual businessmen to explain the A.I.D. private
enterprise program, and (2) to work with the regional administra-
tors for Latin America, the Near East and South Asia, the Far
East, and Africa to promote those private enterprise projects
which will particularly further the A.I.D. program. The re-
gional administrators implement the specific proposals pertain-
ing to their geographical areas, and have ultimate operational
responsibility for all these activities except specific-risk invest-
ment guaranties.

We believe this booklet will answer many questions which
American businessmen have asked about how A.I.D. can, and
does, assist United States companies contemplating making a
productive investment in less-developed countries or wishing to
expand already existing foreign operations. The booklet out-
lines the Congressional tools which now enable A.I.D. to enlist
American business collaboration in our foreign aid program.

Each chapter describes a separate program-who is eligible
to participate, the terms and conditions, and how to apply to
A.I.D. The exhibits which follow include a discussion of some of
the programs administered by other U.S. and international finan-
cial institutions.

Seymour M. Peyser
Assistant Administrator for

Development Finance and Private Enterprise
Agency for International Development

'January 1963
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SUBJECT: Investment Surveys

A. I.D. seeks to increase investment by United

States private enterprise in the economies of

friendly less-developed countries by sharing

with U.S.-owned firms the cost of conducting

surveys of investment opportunities.
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THE PROGRAM

The purpose of the investment survey program is to en-
courage potential investors to identify specific investment op-
portunities in less-developed friendly countries which they might
not otherwise investigate.

A.I.D. has authority, under Section 231 of the Foreign As-
sistance Act of 1961, to participate in up to 50 per cent of the
cost of approved surveys which explore the feasibility of con-
templated private investments in developing countries which will
contribute to the achievement of A.I.D. objectives..

If the prospective investor then proceeds with the investment
(following the survey), he will repay A.I.D. those funds which
may have been advanced to him. The investor will retain ex-
clusive rights to the survey.

But if the prospective investor does not undertake the invest-
ment studied, the survey will then become the property of the
United States Government. In this case, the investor is entitled
to A.I.D. participation, providing he has complied with the terms
and conditions of the participation agreement. He is then under
no obligation to repay any such advances to A.I.D.

Note: A.I.D. participation in an investment survey in no way
implies that the U. S. Government will provide the investor with
further financial assistance. Subsequent applications from the
same investor for loans or guaranties will be considered sep-
arately, on the basis of their respective merits.

ELIGIBILITY

Prospective investors eligible to participate in the A.I.D.
investment survey program are persons who are citizens of the
United States or any corporation, partnership or other associ-
ation substantially beneficially owned by U.S. citizens. The
survey may be made either by the prospective investor or by a
qualified independent contractor engaged by the prospective
investor.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Within the limits of funds available, A.I.D. may participate
in the financing of investment surveys which meet the following
criteria:

1. There must be reasonable prospects that the survey will
result in an investment.
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2. The investment must contribute to the achievement of
A.I.D.'s objective of furthering economic development of
a less-developed friendly nation.

3. The investment must be consistent with the host coun-
try's development program.

NATURE OF SURVEYS
Surveys will normally explore and analyze the economic and

technical feasibility of proposed investments. They will usually
include analyses of the potential market, plant location, raw ma-
terials availability, labor supply, availability of qualified person-
nel, profitability and other financial considerations (capital re-
quirements), and potential contribution of the investment to the
host country's economy.

Surveys of extraction opportunities-including those ascer-
taining the existence, location, extent or quality of any deposit
of ore, oil, gas, or other mineral, and those determining the feasi-
bility of mining or other extraction of any such mineral or the
processing of it to the stage of commercial marketability-are
not eligible for A.I.D. participation.

HOW A.I.D. SHARES IN SURVEY FINANCING
For acceptable investment survey proposals, A.I.D. will nor-

mally share in the financing on the following basis:
* A.I.D. will undertake to reimburse the prospective in-

vestor an amount not to exceed 50 per cent of the total allowable
cost of an approved investment survey, as defined in the invest-
ment survey grant document. Total allowable cost, which may
include both dollar and local currency expenditures, may in-
clude (a) salaries of personnel at their normal rate of pay for
the time spent on the survey, (b) expenditures for subsistence
and travel, (c) communications and (d) indirect costs which
A.I.D. agrees are allocable to the survey.

* Payment may be made after the survey is completed, or
if appropriate, provision may be made in the grant document
for interim payments (pay-as-you-go).

* The grant document will provide an appropriate period of
time after completion of the survey for the investor to decide
whether to invest.

* If, within the agreed period of time, the decision is made
to proceed with the investment, the costs may not be shared by
A.I.D. (and the prospective investor will reimburse A.I.D. any
funds paid to him by A.I.D.).
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* If, within the agreed period of time, the potential investor
has decided not to invest (or has not decided to invest by the end
of this period), he shall provide A.I.D. with copies of a profession-
ally acceptable survey which then becomes the property of the
U.S. Government. In such event, A.I.D. also shall have access to,
and obtain copies as desired of, relevant underlying correspond-
ence, memoranda, working papers, documents and other mate-
rials gathered in connection with the survey. A.I.D. may then
utilize the survey for any appropriate purpose.

HOW TO APPLY
Inquiries regarding the program in general should be di-

rected to: Office of Development Finance and Private Enter-
prise, A.I.D., Washington 25, D. C. Inquiries regarding invest-
ment surveys in a specific country should be directed to the
appropriate regional office of A.I.D., Washington 25, D. C. (See
Exhibit I for a listing with addresses, by regions, of the United
States A.I.D. Missions and the A.I.D. regional offices in Wash-
ington.)

Letters of application (there is no special application form)
for A.I.D. participation in investment surveys should be ad-
dressed to the appropriate regional office of A.I.D., Washington
25, D. C. Send four (4) copies of the application. The letter
of application should be submitted at least 30 days prior to the
contemplated start of the survey and should include the fol-
lowing information:

1. Applicant's full legal name, address, nature (whether cor-
poration, partnership, etc.), and the country in which or-
ganized or incorporated.

2. Description of projected investment.
3. Scope of survey and estimated cost (breakdown of prin-

cipal components).
4. Names and qualifications of persons who will conduct

survey.
5. Proposed plans for the implementation of the investment

project.
6. Statement indicating the ability of potential investor to

finance the investment opportunity to be surveyed.
7. Proposed time schedule, including date by which invest-

ment decision will be made.
8. To tne extent known, relationship of investment project to

the overall economy and development program of the host
country.
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SUBJECT: Dollar Loans

A. I.D. seeks to increase investment by private

enterprise in the economies of friendly less-

developed countries by helping to finance high-

priority projects which promote economic

development.
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THE PROGRAM
A.I.D. has authority, under Section 201 of the Foreign As-

sistance Act of 1961, to make dollar loans to private (as well as
public) enterprise, both U. S. and foreign. It is A.I.D. policy to
encourage those investments which contributed to the economic
development of a less-developed friendly country in which the
investment is to be made, with emphasis on assisting long-range
development plans.

Dollar development loans may be made only where there are
reasonable prospects of repayment. Normally, U. S. dollar loans
are to be used to cover the U. S. procurement component of the
project, with few exceptions permitted.

As required by statute, the Administrator of A.I.D., before
authorizing loans, must take into account the availability of
financing from other free world sources on reasonable terms.
So, a prospective borrower should investigate a number of private
and other public institutions before making formal application
to A.I.D.

In general, the other public agencies also require that the
borrower first seek financing from private financial sources.
Hence, potential borrowers should initially consult their regular
banking relationships. (A list of those private U. S. financial
institutions which have been authorized by the Federal Reserve
System to participate in loans and/or ownership in international
ventures-the so-called Edge Act Corporations-is contained in
Exhibit II. Current listings of Edge Act Corporations are peri-
odically published by the Federal Reserve Bank, Washington 25,
D. C. In addition, there are a number of investment banking and
other privately financed long-term lending institutions which
may provide dollar financing for foreign investments.)

Assuming that financing from private sources is not available
on reasonable terms, contact should first be made with the Export-
Import Bank of Washington (Eximbank), 811 Vermont Avenue,
N. W., Washington, D. C. The Eximbank makes dollar loans to
finance the export of capital equipment and contract services for
engineering or supervisory purposes for development projects.
Eximbank will also insure exporters against certain political and
credit risks in collaboration with private insurance companies
and banks, including coverage of relatively small exporter trans-
actions. (Exhibit III gives a brief description of the three Exim-
bank programs mentioned above.)
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Besides the Eximbank, there are other public financial insti-
tutions to which application may be made:

* The International Finance Corporation, an arm of the
World Bank, formed to encourage productive private enterprise
in the countries of its members.

* The World Bank itself, if the project to be financed is one
which clearly falls within the category of basic infra-structure-
power, transportation, heavy industry, etc.

* The Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) if the pro-
posed investment is in one of the Latin American countries. The
United States has made available substantial dollar funds to the
IDB, which administers three distinct programs of development
lending for Latin America. (A brief description of the programs
of each of these institutions is also given in Exhibit III.)

Development banks are another potential source of dollar
financing to qualified borrowers. A.I.D., the World Bank, IFC
and IDB have made substantial loans to a number of development
banks, which in turn may relend to private individuals. Many of
these banks can also assist borrowers in the preparation of feasi-
bility studies and the identification of prospective joint-venture
partners, among other services. (See Exhibit IV for a list of
development banks.)

ELIGIBILITY
If dollar financing is not available on reasonable terms from

private or other public sources as outlined above, then applica-
tion to A.I.D. may be made by private firms or individuals.

Loans may be made to private firms or individuals seeking
to expand existing enterprises and to firms or individuals plan-
ning to establish new enterprises. Applicants need not be resi-
dents of the country where the enterprise is located.

The projected new investment, or expansion or diversification
must be acceptable to the government of the country in which it
will be made, and it must clearly contribute to the economic de-
velopment of the country. Therefore, it is advisable to discuss ac-
ceptability of the project with both the host country government
and the A.I.D. Mission in that country in advance of making
formal application to A.I.D. In countries where the government
require prior licenses or other approvals of an industrial enter-
prise, prospective applicants should obtain such assurances from
the appropriate government ministries before submitting their
application to A.I.D.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. The project must give reasonable promise of contributing

to the development of economic resources and/or increas-
ing the productive capacities of the country concerned.

2. It must be consistent with the other development activi-
ties being undertaken or planned for the country. Neces-
sarily, A.I.D. is limited to financing only those activities
which occupy a relatively high priority position in a
country's development program.

3. The project must be economically and technically sound,
with reasonable prospects that it will pay out satisfac-
torily.

4. The project must not compete (within the meaning of
section 620(d) of the Foreign Assistance Act, 22 U.S.C.
Sec. 2370(d)) with U.S. enterprises, especially with enter-
prises in areas of the U.S. with substantial labor surpluses.

5. The proceeds of the loan must be used to finance the dollar
costs of the project except where, for good cause, A.I.D.
agrees otherwise.

6. Procurement will be limited to goods and services of
United States origin, with few exceptions permitted.

7. Loans are generally made directly by A.I.D. to the private
borrower at an interest rate of 53/4 per cent. While prin-
cipal and interest are owed in dollars, arrangements may
be made for repayment of principal and interest in local
currency (dollar denominated) to the local government
which, in turn, arranges to pay A.I.D. in dollars.

8. Borrowers must agree to follow normal commercially
acceptable business practices to assure that the prices
paid for goods financed under A.I.D. loans are reasonable
and that contracts are awarded on an appropriate com-
petitive basis.

HOW TO APPLY
Inquiries regarding the program in general should be di-

rected to: Office of Development Finance and Private Enterprise,
A.I.D., Washington 25, D. C. Inquiries regarding dollar develop-
ment loans to private borrowers for operations in a specific
country should be addressed to the appropriate U. S. A.I.D.
Mission or to the proper regional office of A.I.D., Washington 25,
D. C. (See Exhibit I for a listing with addresses, by region, of
the United States A.I.D. Missions and the A.I.D. regional offices
in Washington.)
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Letters of application (there is no special application form)
must be in English. Six (6) copies should be sent to the U.S.
A.I.D. Mission in the appropriate country or to the proper re-
gional office of A.I.D., Washington 25, D. C.

The letter of application should include the following, where
applicable:

1. Applicant's full legal name, address, nature (whether
corporation, partnership, etc.), and the country in which
organized or incorporated.

2. A brief biographical sketch of the principal owners, di-
rectors, officers, and managers, including the percentage
of U.S. and other ownership. Indicate the extent of man-
agement's experience and qualifications.

3. The amount of the loan requested from A.I.D. and a
statement showing the specific uses to be made of the
funds to be borrowed-buildings, machinery, services
and equipment, etc.

4. The desired repayment period (in the form of a tentative
repayment schedule).

5. If the enterprise is already in operation, submit (a) a
current balance sheet and balance sheets for the prior
three years, including statements of surplus, (b) a profit
and loss statement for the past five years, (c) a statement
of sources and uses of funds, and (d) a current cash flow
statement, together with similar statements for the past
three years. All financial statements should be audited if
possible. Otherwise, they should be signed by an officer
of the applicant.

6. All applicants must submit pro-forma balance sheets, and
profit and loss and cash flow statements estimated for
future years until operations become fully developed with
debt servicing stabilized. Such statements should in-
dicate clearly the assumptions made in the projections and
the bases of these assumptions.

7. The name(s) of the applicant's bank(s).
8. The total cost of the proposed project (including all equity

investment contemplated), and the amount of, sources of,
security for, and repayment terms for all proposed bor-
rowing and other financing.

27-779 0 4-- 15
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9. Any preliminary engineering, economic, and market
studies already made which are pertinent to the proposed
loan, including (a) the volume and kind of end products
or services which would be produced, (b) the source of
the required raw materials, (c) the markets to be sup-
plied, and the competition, if any, (d) the transportation
available for raw materials and finished products, and
(e) a forecast of production costs.

10. A description of the efforts which have been made to
raise the required capital from other free-world sources
and the terms, if any, on which such capital is available.

In short, a request for a dollar loan for a project should be
supported by any and all information necessary to determine the
equity participation, economic justification, technical feasibility,
and cost; by a description of how the engineering, purchasing,
construction, and management of the project will be carried out,
and by appropriate financial projections. It should be made clear
whether it is planned that consulting services will be utilized,
and, if not, the reasons why should be stated.

The length of time required by A.I.D. to process an applica-
tion will vary, depending upon the nature of the proposal. How-
ever, as a general rule, the more completely documented the sub-
mission, the more quickly processing will be completed.

In the light of the large Volume of applications to A.I.D.,
and in view of the limits on its resources, it is obvious that
A.I.D. will not be able to extend credit for all the worthwhile
proposals. submitted to it for consideration. But all appli-
cations will be acknowledged after they have been subjected to
preliminary review by the appropriate regional office within
A.I.D. and by the United States A.I.D. Mission in the field. If
an application cannot be considered within a reasonable time,
the applicant will be so notified.
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SUBJECT: Local Currency Loans

A. I.D. seeks to stimulate economic activity by

private enterprise in friendly less-developed

countries by lending to private firms local

currencies generated from the sale of U. S.

surplus agricultural commodities.
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THE PROGRAM

Under Section 104(e), Title I of Public Law 480, the Agri-
cultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954, up to
25 per cent of the foreign currencies received by the U.S. Govern-
ment in payment for surplus agricultural commodities may be
lent to qualified borrowers to develop business and expand trade.
These local currency loans, usually referred to as "Cooley loans,"
are named after Congressman Harold D. Cooley, who sponsored
the amendment to Public Law 480 setting aside some of the
proceeds of certain surplus sales for relending to U. S. private
businesses. This program, formerly administered by the Export-
Import Bank of Washington, was transferred to A.I.D. on
January 1, 1962.

ELIGIBILITY
Local currencies may be loaned to (1) U. S. firms or their

branches, subsidiaries, or affiliates for business development and
trade expansion in the foreign country, or (2) either U. S. firms
or firms of the local country for expanding markets for, and
consumption of, U. S. agricultural products abroad.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The currencies are available in countries where the U. S. has

sold surplus agricultural commodities. The currencies may be
used by the borrower to develop his business and to expand trade
by financing such local costs as expansion of plant and equipment,
land acquisition, working capital (in most of the countries), in-
dustrial training, and other normal costs of operations.

Cooley loans may not be made for the manufacture of prod-
ucts which would be exported to the United States in competi-
tion with U.S.-made products, and they may not be made for the
production of commodities which would be marketed in compe-
tition with U. S. agricultural commodities. Cooley loans to
foreign firms (non U.S.-affiliated borrowers) may only be made
if they will be used to expand markets for U. S. agricultural
products.

A.I.D. Cooley loans usually bear interest at rates comparable
to those charged by local development banks. Maturities are
related to the purposes of financing. Loans are repayable in
the currency borrowed, without maintenance of value. In some
cases, a guaranty of loan repayment may be required.

In countries where there are not sufficient Cooley funds to
meet the demand, A.I.D. may impose priorities. Data on the
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availability of Cooley funds are periodically published in A.I.D.
press releases. Persons wishing to receive these releases regu-
larly may request that their names be included on the mailing
list by writing to: Office of Development Finance and Private
Enterprise, A.I.D., Washington 25, D. C.

HOW TO APPLY
Inquiries regarding the Cooley fund program in general or

the availability of Cooley funds in a given country, should be
directed to: Office of Development Finance and Private Enter-
prise, A.I.D., Washington 25, D. C. Inquiries regarding Cooley
loans to private borrowers for operations in a specific country
should be addressed to the appropriate U. S. A.I.D. Mission
or to the proper regional office of A.I.D., Washington 25, D. C.
(See Exhibit I for a listing with addresses, by region, of the
UniteU OtaLeS A.I.D. Missions and the A regional offices
in Washington.)

Letters of application (there is no special application form)
must be in English. Three (3) copies should be sent to the U.S.
A.I.D. Mission in the appropriate country or to the proper re-
gional office of A.I.D., Washington 25, D. C.

The letter of application should include the following, where
applicable:

1. Applicant's full legal name, address, nature (whether cor-
portation, partnership, etc.), and the country in which or-
ganized or incorporated.

2. A brief biographical sketch of the principal owners, di-
rectors, officers and managers, including the percentage
of U.S. and other ownership. Indicate the extent of
management's experience and qualifications.

3. The amount of the loan requested from A.I.D. and a
statement showing the specific uses to be made of the
funds to be borrowed. If the loan is to finance the pro-
curement of fixed assets, break down such procurement
by categories-land, buildings, machinery, services and
equipment, etc. If it is to provide working capital, break
down into general purposes-inventory, installment sales
or receivables, refinancing, payrolls, general expenses, etc.

4. The desired repayment period (in the form of a tentative
repayment schedule).
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5. If the enterprise is already in operation, submit (a) a
current balance sheet and balance sheets for the prior
three years, including statements of surplus, (b) a profit
and loss statement for the past five years, (c) a statement
of sources and uses of funds, and (d) a current cash flow
statement, together with similar statements for the past
three years. All financial statements should be audited if
possible. Otherwise, they should be signed by an officer
of the applicant.

6. All applicants must submit pro-forma balance sheets, and
profit and loss and cash flow statements estimated for
future years until operations become fully developed with
debt servicing stabilized. Such statements should in-
dicate clearly the assumptions made in the projections
and the bases of these assumptions.

7. The name(s) of applicant's bank(s).

8. The total cost of the proposed project (including all
equity investment contemplated), and the amount of
source of, security for, and repayment terms for all pro-
posed borrowing and other financing.

9. Pertinent economic data, including market studies, indi-
cating the benefits which the proposed activity would
yield to the enterprise and to the country.

10. If the activity will produce items for export, an estimate
of the value of such exports and the probable markets.

11. If the applicant is not a U. S. firm or affiliate, an account
of how the proposed activity will expand markets for U. S.
agricultural commodities.

12. The name and address of any proposed guarantor, to-
gether with an audited, or signed, current financial state-
ment of the guarantor.
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SUBJECT: Investment Guaranties

A.I.D. seeks to increase investment by United

States private enterprise in the economies of

friendly less-developed countries by guaranty-

ing investors against certain political and

business risks.
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THE PROGRAMS

As described earlier, A.I.D. will make dollar and local cur-
rency loans, and share the cost of conducting investment surveys.
The Agency will also enter into a contract with a firm that is
planning to make a new investment or expand an existing invest-
ment in order to guaranty the firm against some of the political
risks and, in certain cases, against a portion of the business risks
inherent in foreign investment.

The purpose of the guaranty programs is to encourage and
facilitate those private U. S. investments abroad which further
the development of the economic resources and productive ca-
pacities of a less-developed country. Thus, guaranties are
generally available only for new investment rather than for
existing investments or investments which have been irrev-
ocably committed before an application for a guaranty has
been filed. Guaranties are available for additions to existing in-
vestments.

The role of the United States Government is to encourage
desirable investment in those countries in which the investment
guaranty program applies and then to act solely as a guarantor.

Under Sections 221 and 224 of the Foreign Assistance Act of
1961, Congress has authorized three investment guaranty pro-
grams:

1. The specific political risk guaranties against (a) incon-
vertibility of foreign currency, (b) expropriation or con-
fiscation, (c) loss due to war, revolution or insurrection;

2. The extended risk guaranties which cover a portion of
both political and business risks;

3. The extended risk guaranties covering losses on pilot or
demonstration private housing projects in Latin America.

The specific political risk guaranty program has been in oper-
ation almost 15 years. The other two programs are new, and
the policies and procedures governing them are, therefore, less
refined.

THE SPECIFIC (POLITICAL) RISK PROGRAM
Guaranties are now available in forty-eight less-developed

countries (and a number of overseas dependencies of the de-
veloped countries) against one, two, or all three of the following
political risks:

* Inability to convert, into dollars foreign currency repre-
senting earnings on, or return of, capital.
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* Loss due to expropriation or confiscation.
* Loss due to war, revolution or insurrection.

(A list of the countries in the Specific-Risk Investment Guar-
anty Program, with the risks currently covered in each, is
contained in Exhibit V.)

Agreements with Foreign Governments
Before guaranties can be issued for investments in a particu-

lar country or area, an agreement between the United States and
the foreign government is signed to institute the guaranty pro-
gram.

Primarily, this agreement provides the understandings be-
tween the two governments as to procedures, the status of local
currency, and other claims which may be acquired by the United
States when contracts of guaranty are invoked. This agreement
also provides, in advance, orderly procedures for the handling
of such currencies and claims.

Negotiations with countries not now in the guaranty pro-
gram are currently underway, and it is therefore anticipated that
additional countries will enter the program. Discussions are
also being held with those countries which have so far only
agreed to cover one or two of the specific risks described above, in
the hope that they may agree to authorize additional coverage.

The agreement with the foreign government does not provide
for special treatment by the host government of guarantied in-
vestments. Guaranties, however, provide the investor with the
United States Government's assurance that he will be protected
up to the amount specified in the guaranty from inconvertibility
or from loss due to expropriation, confiscation, war, revolution
or insurrection.

The Contract
After an agreement has been signed with the government,

and the investment guaranty program is put into effect, guar-
anties are issued to the investor in the form of a contract between
the investor and A.I.D.

The contract provides that payments due thereunder to in-
vestors shall be made from funds provided by the Congress. No
obligations are placed on the investor other than those neces-
sary in the administration of the guaranties. There is no inter-
ference in the operation of the business of the investor (or in the
business of the recipient of the investment). However, the United
States Government will, in accordance with good business prac-
tice-upon paying a claim to the guarantied investor-acquire the
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currency or claim on which the payment is based. All the agree-
ments between the United States Government and the investor
are set forth in a contract. Each contract is negotiated in the
light of the special circumstances of the investment concerned,
and this contract governs the relationship between the investor
and the United States Government.

Eligibility
To be eligible for guaranties the investment must be made by

a citizen of the United States or a corporation, partnership, or
other association created under the laws of the United States or
of any state or territory, and substantially beneficially owned by
citizens of the United States. Ordinarily, a company organized un-
der United States law will be considered an eligible investor if
more than one-half of the total value of all classes of its stock is
owned by United States citizens.

In 1961, Congress also extended eligibility for investment
guaranties to the wholly-owned foreign subsidiaries of eligible
U. S. corporations.

It should be noted that there is no fixed form which an in-
vestment must take to be eligible for coverage.

Investment Contributions
Whether in the form of equity, loan, royalty (or leasing agree-

ment), the investment contribution may be any of the following:
Cash: If cash is to be invested, it must be dollars or credits in

dollars, or foreign currency (a) purchased with dollars
for the purpose of the investment, or (b) otherwise ac-
quired or owned by the investor, and freely transferable
into dollars.

Materials or Equipment: Both new and used materials or
equipment may be considered to be investment con-
tributions. If new, material or equipment will ordinarily
be valued at its cost to the investor. If used, it will ordi-
narily be valued at the value determined by an indepen-
dent appraisal.

Patents, Processes or Techniques: Congress has made these
intangible assets eligible for guaranty because of the
desirability of encouraging the spread of advanced tech-
nological methods. However, the licensing of trade names,
trademarks and good will, often closely associated with
the licensing of patents, processes and techniques, is
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not eligible for guaranty. It should also be understood
that, to be eligible for guaranty, the patents, processes
and techniques included in the investment should repre-
sent predominantly a body of information and experience
already in existence.

Services: Contributions of engineering and management
services will usually be considered investments only
when performed for the purpose of transmitting other
eligible investments, such as processes and techniques,
and provided, of course, that the services are not to be
currently and separately paid for. The cost of engineer-
ing surveys in advance of construction, and before the
commitment for the investment is made, can be included
as a part of the total investment if essential to the project
for which the guaranty is sought-if such costs have
been incurred for the express purpose of making con-
struction of the project possible.

Loan Guaranties: In addition to the above types of invest-
ment contributions, guaranties of repayment given by
investors on loans made by financial institutions may be
considered to be eligible investments. This type of in-
vestment raises special problems. So, at the earliest
opportunity, investors should write to: Investment
Guaranties Division, A.I.D., Washington 25, D.C., out-
lining the proposed transaction.

Terms and Conditions
In general, guaranties must be approved by A.I.D. as further-

ing the economic development and productive capacities of an
economically less-developed friendly country. This includes most
projects which promote trade, increase production, raise stand-
ards of living, improve technical efficiency, etc.

At the present time, there is no restriction as to size of the
investments which may be guaranteed. Guaranty contracts have
been written for as little as $1,000 and for as much as $60 million.

Guaranty contracts may be written for a maximum term of
twenty years from the date of issuance.

Before any investment guaranty contract is issued, A.I.D.
requires the investor to secure approval from the foreign govern-
ment for the inclusion of his project under the investment
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guaranty agreement between the foreign government and the
United States. This is done to (1) assure that the project is
within the scope of the inter-governmental agreement, and (2)
protect the interests of the United States, should a claim arise.

It must be emphasized that it is the responsibility of the
investor to present to the foreign government the plan and de-
tails of the investment, to fulfill the foreign government's re-
quirements regarding the investment, and to request the foreign
government's written expression to the A.I.D. Mission or Ameri-
can Embassy of the approval of the project for investment
guaranty purposes.

When the investor has obtained approval from the foreign
government for inclusion of his project under the investment
guaranty program, and when the terms of the proposal are
clearly understood and found by A.I.D. to meet the criteria
determining the availability of investment guaranties, a draft
of a guaranty contract will be sent to the applicant for his ap-
proval. Each contract is drafted to meet the particular circum-
stances of the investment and the needs of the investor. After
agreement is reached with the investor on the terms of the con-
tract, the proposed contract and the application are submitted
to the Administrator of A.I.D. or his delegate for final approval.
If approved, the guaranty contract is then executed on behalf of
the United States Government by A.I.D.

Fees

A fee is charged of 1/2 per cent of the amount of each coverage
in force in any given contract year. There is also an annual fee
of 1/4 per cent of the amount of standby coverage-that is, the
difference between the amount in force and the maximum amount
which the investor may elect to have put in force. For the pur-
pose of measuring fees there are three types of specific risk cov-
erage: (1) inconvertibility, (2) expropriation and confiscation,
(3) war, revolution and insurrection.

How to Apply

When a prospective investor's plans have been sufficiently
developed to make it possible for him to do so, but before
he has made the investment or committed himself to make it, he
may file an application for an investment guaranty. Such an
application need not be complete and final in every detail but
should contain the essential facts about the proposed investment.
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Where it is desirable for an investor to make an investment,
or to enter into a firm commitment to make an investment,
before an investment guaranty contract is issued, the investor
may request that A.I.D. issue an assurance against prejudice
on his application.

Such an assurance, sometimes called a "waiver" (or "no
prejudice") letter, provides that the investor may proceed with
his investment plans or enter into contracts without prejudic-
ing his application for a guaranty. This assurance is usually
valid for six months and may be extended.

This assurance, of course, does not commit A.I.D. to issue
a guaranty contract, nor indicate that the foreign government
will approve the project, nor assure the investor that further
information about the proposed investment may not make it
ineligible for guaranty. It merely avoids any subsequent objec-
tion that the application is untimely.

Inquiries regarding the specific-risk investment guaranty
program should be sent directly to: Investment Guaranties Di-
vision, A.I.D., Washington 25, D. C.

Details on "How to Apply" are given in the A.I.D. "Invest-
ment Guaranty Handbook" which may be obtained without charge
from the Investment Guaranties Division. U.S. Department of
Commerce Field Offices are also generally familiar with the
Investment Guaranty Program and can usually provide informa-
tion and copies of the Investment Guaranty Handbook.

THE EXTENDED-RISK PROGRAMS

In addition to the specific-risk guaranties described on pre-
ceding pages, Congress has authorized A.I.D. to issue guaranties
which cover commercial risks as well as political risks. These
guaranties are issued in special and specific cases which occupy
high-priority positions in the host country's development.

Two extended-risk guaranties are now offered. One type-
General-may be applied in less-developed friendly countries to
cover certain losses of private investment in priority projects.
The other type (discussed under Extended-Risk Latin American
Housing Guaranties later in this chapter) is specifically limited
to guarantying private investment in self-liquidating pilot or
demonstration housing projects in Latin America.
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Extended-Risk General Guaranties
Eligibility
The rules governing eligibility for specific-risk guaranties

also apply to the extended-risk "general" guaranties.

Terms and Conditions
1. Extended-risk guaranties will be considered only for

projects where it can be clearly demonstrated that the
private investment would not otherwise be made.

2. This type of guaranty will be issued only to investments in
industries, or other areas of economic activity, which have
been identified by A.I.D. as being of sufficient importance
to qualify for a development loan. Emphasis shall be placed
upon projects which further social progress and the de-
velopment of small independent business enterprises.

3. Guaranties are available for loans as well as for equity
investment.

4. Ordinarily, a fee of 2 per cent per annum of the face value
will be charged for an extended-risk guaranty.

5. No individual guaranty shall exceed $25 million for a loan,
$10 million otherwise.

6. The guaranty coverage will not extend to loss resulting
from fraud or misconduct for which the investor is respon-
sible or from normally insurable risks.

How to Apply
Inquiries regarding this program should be directed to:

Office of Development Finance and Private Enterprise, A.I.D.,
Washington 25, D. C. This office will then advise prospective
applicants of the procedure to be followed.

Extended-Risk Latin American Housing Guaranties
The Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 also authorized A.I.D.

to guaranty private United States investment in self-liquidating
pilot or demonstration private housing projects in Latin America.

This program is intended to stimulate private home owner-
ship for middle and lower-middle income families by means of
guaranties of long-term mortgage-type financing of housing
projects, suitable for conditions in Latin America, and similar to
those provided in the United States by the Federal Housing
Administration. Guaranties may not be granted for investment
in rental housing projects.

Since the housing guaranty program is designed to stimulate
the development of demonstration housing projects which would
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not have been undertaken without a guaranty, only applications
for new housing projects will be considered.

Eligibility
Guaranties for Latin American housing projects are limited

to U.S. capital investments made by U.S. citizens or U.S. busi-
ness entities which are substantially beneficially owned by U.S.
citizens.

Terms and Conditions
While A.I.D. may not fully guaranty an investment, it is

permissible for an investor to obtain security from other sources
for all or any part of the portion of the investment not guaran-
tied by A.I.D.

Mortgages may not be held directly by U.S. investors under
the guaranty program. An appropriate fiduciary in the host
country should hold and service the individual mortgages for the
benefit of the U.S. investor.

A fee, based upon the amount of the investment guaranteed,
will be charged by A.I.D. for the guaranty. Such fee would not
exceed 2 per cent of the amount of that portion of the invest-
ment guarantied.

No individual guaranty shall exceed $10 million.

How to Apply
Inquiries regarding this program should be directed to:

Housing Guaranties Division, Office of Capital Development,
Bureau for Latin America, A.I.D., Washington 25, D. C.
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SUBJECT: Exhibits

Pertinent information which will be useful to

United States private enterprise seeking

investment opportunities in the economies of

friendly less-developed countries, including

a discussion of some other programs

administered by other U. S. and international

institutions. .
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EXHIBIT I

Addresses-A.I.D. Regional Offices
Washington, and USAID Missions

(a) AID REGIONAL OFFICES, WASHINGTON:
For countries listed in Exhibit I(b) under Africa-Europe:

Office of Capital Development and Finance
Bureau for Africa-Europe
Agency for International Development
Washington 25, D. C.

For countries listed in Exhibit I(b) under Far East:
Capital Development and Finance Staff
Bureau for Far East
Azenev for International Development
Washington 25, D. C.

For countries listed in Exhibit I(b) under Latin America:
Assistant Administrator
Bureau for Latin America
Agency for International Development
Washington 25, D. C.

For countries listed in Exhibit I(b) under Near East and South Asia:
Office of Capital Development and Finance
Bureau for Near East and South Asia
Agency for International Development
Washington 25, D. C.

(b) USAID MISSION ADDRESSES:
Sample: USAID to Afghanistan

c/o American Embassy
Kabul, Afghanistan

COUNTRY CITY

AFRICA-EUROPE USAID c/o American Embassy
Cam eroon .. ................................................. Y aounde
Central African Republic. ................. ...... Bangui
Chad ....................... Fort Lamy
Congo, Republic of ................... Brazzaville
Congo, Republic of the ..................... Leopoldville
Dahomey ................... Cotonou
Eritrea ........................ Asmara
Ethiopia ................... Addis Ababa
Gabon, Republic of ................... Libreville
Ghana ....................... Accra
Guinea ....................... Conakry
Ivory Coast ................... Abidjan

27-779 064-14
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COUNTRY CITY

AFRICA-EUROPE USAID c/o American Embassy
Kenya ....................... Nairobi
Liberia .. ................ Monrovia
Libya ........................ Tripoli
Malagasy Republic ....... .. ......... Tananarive
Mali ......... .. ............ Bamako
Morocco .......... .. ........... Rabat
Niger ......... .. ............ Niamey
Nigeria ......... .. ............ Lagos
Rhodesia and Nyasaland ......... ......... Salisbury

(Federation of)
Senegal ......... .. ............ Dakar
Sierra Leone ....... .. ......... Freetown
Somalia ....... .. ......... Mogadiscio
Sudan ......... .. ............ Khartoum
Tanganyika ....... .. ......... Dar-es-Salaam
Togo .......... ............. Lome
Tunisia .......... .. ........... Tunis
Uganda ......... .. ............ Kampala
Upper Volta ....... .. ......... Ouagadougou

FAR EAST
Burma ....................... Rangoon
Cambodia .................. Phnom Penh
China ....................... Taipei
Indonesia ......... ... ...... Djakarta
Korea. . ..................... Seoul
Laos ...................... Vientiane
Philippines ......... ... ...... Manila
Thailand ......... ... ...... Bangkok
Vietnam ........................ Saigon

LATIN AMERICA
Argentina ................... Buenos Aires
Bolivia .......... .. ........... La Paz
Brazil ....... .. ......... Rio de Janeiro
British Guiana ....... .. ......... Georgetown
British Honduras ....... .. ......... Belize
Chile ......... .. ............ Santiago
Colombia .............. ' Bogota
Costa Rica ..... ......... San Jose
Dominican Republic ....... ....... Santo Domingo
Ecuador ....... ........... Quito
El Salvador ..... .. ....... San Salvador
Guatemala ..... .. ....... Guatemala City
Haiti ...... ........ Port-au-Prince
Honduras ..... ......... Tegucigalpa
Jamaica ...... ........ Kingston
Mexico ...... ........ Mexico City
Nicaragua ...... ........ Managua
Panama ..... ......... Panama City
Paraguay ..... ......... Asuncion
Peru ....... .................... ... Lima
Surinam . . .. Paramaribo
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COUNTRY CITY

LATIN AMERICA USAID c/o American Embassy

Trinidad and Tobago ........................... Port-of-Spain
Uruguay ............. .............. Montevideo
Venezuela ........................... Caracas

NEAR EAST AND SOUTH ASIA
Afghanistan .... ......... .............. Kabul
Ceylon ............... ................. Colombo
Cyprus ................ .................. Nicosia
Greece ................ .................. Athens
India ............................... New Delhi
Iran ................ ................. Tehran
Iraq ................ ................. Baghdad
Israel ........... .. ............. Tel Aviv
Jordan ................ ................. Amman
Lebanon ................................. Beirut
Nepal ........ Kathmandu
Pakistan .. ..... Karachi
Syrian Arab Republic .. . .... Damascus
Turkey ... ...... Ankara
United Arab Republic .. . .... Cairo
Yemen ... ...... Taiz
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EXHIBIT 11
Edge Act

FINANCING CORPORATION:
Bamercial International

Financial Corporation
Bankers International

Financing Company, Inc.
Boston Overseas Financial

Corporation
Chase International

Investment Corporation
Chemical International

Finance, Ltd.
Continental International

Finance Corporation

First National City Overseas
Investment Corporation

First Pennsylvania Overseas
Finance Corporation

Manufacturers Hanover
International Finance Corp.

Morgan Guaranty International
Finance Corporation

Philadelphia International
Investment Corporation

BANKING CORPORATION:
Bank of America (International)

Bankers International Corporation

Chase Manhattan Overseas
Banking Corporation

Chemical International
Banking Corporation

Continental Bank International

The First Bank of Boston
International

Manufacturers Hanover
International Banking Corp.

Morgan Guaranty
International Banking Corp.

Western Bancorporation
International Bank

Corporations*
OWNED BY
Bank of America National Trust &

Savings Assn., San Francisco, Cal.
Bankers Trust Company

New York, N.Y.
First National Bank of Boston

Boston, Mass.
Chase Manhattan Bank

New York, N.Y.
Chemical Bank New York Trust

Company, New York, N.Y.
Continental Illinois National Bank

and Trust Company of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.

First National City Bank
New York, N.Y.

First Pennsylvania Banking & Trust
Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Company, New York, N.Y.

Morgan Guaranty Trust Company
New York, N.Y.

Philadelphia National Bank
Philadelphia, Pa.

Bank of America National Trust &
Savings Assn., San Francisco, Cal.

Bankers Trust Company,
New York, N.Y.

Chase Manhattan Bank,
New York, N.Y.

Chemical Bank New York Trust
Company, New York, N.Y.

Continental Illinois National Bank
and Trust Company, Chicago, Ill.

The First National Bank of Boston
Boston, Mass.

Manufacturers H a n o v e r Trust
Company, New York, N.Y.

Morgan Guaranty Trust Company
New York, N.Y.

The Philadelphia National Bank
Philadelphia, Pa.

* The Edge Act and applicable regulations provide for two kinds of U.S. financial institu-tions authorized to do business outside the United States. Broadly defined: one, a bank-ing corporation. may engage in commercial banking activities, but may not make equityinvestments: the other, a financing corporation, may not receive deposits but may makeequity investments.
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EXHIBIT III
Other International Financial Agencies

THE EXPORT-IMPORT BANK OF WASHINGTON

The Export-Import Bank of Washington (Eximbank, Wash-
ington 25, D. C.) is the oldest international finance agency of the
United States Government. It seeks to stimulate and facilitate
U.S. foreign trade by making (1) direct dollar loans for the pur-
chase of U.S. goods and services, (2) guarantees and writing
insurance on export transactions, and (3) medium-term exporter
credits. It can assist export sales to customers in both de-
veloped and less-developed countries.

Established in 1934, Eximbank has authorized loans of more
than $12,000,000,000 for the sale of United States products
abroad. Most of the loans have covered the sale of capital
equipment, agricultural machinery, and commodities such as
cotton.

The Export-Import Bank is especially interested in making
its facilities available for small transactions as well as large.
Its smallest transaction to date has been $500. In 1961 more
than 80 per cent of its exporter transactions were for less than
$100,000, and 25 per cent were for less than $10,000.

Eximbank will not give its help in any undertakings for
which, in its judgment, private capital is available on reasonable
terms.

Eximbank welcomes and encourages commercial banks and
other private institutions as participants in new loans and as
purchasers of existing loans from its portfolio.

Direct Dollar Loans
Eximbank may finance up to 100 per cent of the dollar

cost of loans to a public or private purchaser of equipment in a
foreign country. Terms range from 5 to 20 years. The interest
rate is currently 53/% per cent per annum. There must be a find-
ing of "reasonable assurance of repayment," with such repay-
ment to be made in U.S. dollars.
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Guarantees and Insurance
A new Eximbank program, designed in collaboration with

private institutions, seeks to provide political and credit risk
protection for American exporters and to make it easier for
them to enlist private commercial bank participation in overseas
transactions. The Foreign Credit Insurance Association (FCIA),
through private insurance brokers and agents, issues to Ameri-
can exporters comprehensive policies covering both the political
and the commercial risks of export sales. A consortium (union)
of private United States insurance companies issues the policies
with Eximbank covering the political component.

Medium-Term Exporter Credits
Another new Eximbank program has been designed to en-

courage commercial banks to extend more medium-term credit
to exporters. This program offers guarantees directly to banks
to cover their exposure when they finance medium-term export
sales transactions without recourse to the exporter. The com-
mercial bank assumes the commercial risk in the early maturities,
which amounts to from 30 to 50 per cent of the total financing
while Eximbank takes the rest.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION
AND DEVELOPMENT (WORLD BANK)

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(World Bank, 1818 H Street, N. W., Washington 25, D. C.) is
currently owned by 91 member countries (see list on page 37),
each subscribing to its capital stock in accordance with that
country's own economic strength. The World Bank makes loans
to governments, governmental agencies, and private enterprises
of member countries mainly for undertakings directed toward
helping the member countries build the infra-structure founda-
tions of their economic growth.

The Bank, founded in 1946, turned from post-war recon-
struction to development lending in 1948. Since then, an increas-
ing proportion of its loans has been directed to the less-developed
areas of the world. Its development loans have been for elec-
tric power, transportation and general industrial and agricul-
tural development purposes.

If the borrower is not a government, the Bank requires the
guarantee of the member government concerned. Normally, it
finances only the foreign exchange costs involved in the pur-
chase of imported goods and services and expects the borrower
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to meet local costs, usually more than half the total, out of other
resources.

The loans made by the Bank are amortized over a period of
years determined by the type of project being financed. The
Bank lends at the current cost of borrowed money, plus a 1 per
cent per annum special reserve charge and about 1/4 per cent per
annum for administrative expenses. The rate has varied from
3 per cent to 61/4 per cent, and currently' is 53/4 per cent. The
Bank does not distinguish between borrowers as to the rate of
interest charged. There have been no losses on loans to date.

The World Bank also enlists the direct participation of
private investors in its loans. By getting them to participate in
new loans and selling them portions of loans from its portfolio,
it has replenished its funds available for development financ-
ing. Sales to private participants are without recourse to the
Bank.

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

The International Finance Corporation (IFC, 1818 H Street,
N. W., Washington 25, D. C.) is a unique public international cor-
poration formed and owned by member governments (see list
on page 37) to encourage productive private enterprise in member
countries, particularly in the less-developed areas. It was estab-
lished in July 1956, with authorized capital of $100,000,000.

IFC participates in projects in association with nationals of
the country in which the project is located, or with foreign
private investors, or a combination of the two. It does not in-
vest in government-owned or government-operated undertakings,
but its participation in an enterprise in which some public funds
have been invested is not precluded if the project is essentially
private in character.

Any enterprise in which IFC invests must be designed to
make a useful contribution to the development of the economy
of the member country in which it is located. IFC requires as-
surance that private investors will put up most of the necessary
capital and that sufficient investment funds are not available
elsewhere on reasonable terms. IFC does not engage in opera-
tions that are essentially for purposes of refunding or refinancing,
nor does it finance exports or imports. And IFC does not invest
in' public utilities, such as electric power and transportation, in
real estate development, such as housing and hotels, nor in ir-
rigation, reclamation or drainage projects.
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As a rule, IFC's share of the required financing is limited to
50 per cent of the total. The agency usually keeps its investment
within the $500,000-$4,000,000 range. It may invest without
tangible security. As a matter of principle, it will not exercise
voting rights on stock it holds, and ordinarily does not seek
representation on a company's board of directors.

IFC has no uniform interest rates for its loans. The rate for
each investment is governed by relevant circumstances, such as
the risks involved and the prospective over-all return on the in-
vestment. The agency charges a commitment fee of 1 per cent
per annum of the undisbursed portion of its obligation.

Member Countries of the IBRD and IFC
The following countries are members of the World Bank.

Those designated by an asterisk are not members of its subsid-
iary, the International Finance Corporation.

Afghanistan
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Burma
Cameroon
Canada
Central African Rep.*
Ceylon
Chad *
Chile
China *
Colombia
Congo (Brazzaville) *
Costa Rica
Cyprus
Denmark
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Ethiopia
Finland
France
Gabon *
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Guatemala

Guinea *
Haiti
Honduras
Iceland
India
Indonesia *
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Ivory Coast
Jamaica *
Japan
Jordan
Korea
Kuwait
Laos *
Lebanon
Liberia
Libya
Luxembourg
Malaya
Mexico
Morocco *
Nepal *
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria

Norway
Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Portugal *
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Somalia
South Africa
Spain
Sudan
Sweden
Syrian Arab Republic
Thailand
Tanganyika
Togo
Tunisia *
Turkey
United Arab Republic
United Kingdom
United States
Upper Volta
Uruguay *
Venezuela
Vietnam *
Yugoslavia *
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INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

The United States and every country in Latin America, except
Cuba, are members of the Inter-American Development Bank
(IDB, 808 17th Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.). The IDB
is a hemispheric version of the World Bank, but has a more
diversified lending pattern.

The IDB, organized in 1959 to accelerate the economic de-
velopment of the Latin American member countries, originally
offered assistance through (1) its ordinary capital resources and
(2) a Fund for Special Operations. On June 19, 1961, the agency
added a third operation when it began to administer (3) a Social
Progress Trust Fund that the U.S. Government entrusted to it
to finance social development projects in Latin American coun-
tries. This fund consists of $394,000,000 of the $500,000,000
special fund that our Government set up in 1961 to speed social
development in Latin America.

The funds from these three sources are held, and used,
separately from one another. The IDB also provides technical
assistance to borrowers in preparing development plans and
projects.

Authorized ordinary capital of IDB is over $800 million.
From these resources the Bank extends loans, repayable in the
currencies lent, to private enterprises and public entities. The
interest rate is currently 53/4 per cent per annum, of which 1 per
cent represents a commission allocated to a special reserve. Terms
for the most part are from 10 to 20 years, including grace
periods. Commercial banks are participating in the early ma-
turities of some of these loans, with no IDB guarantee.

During 1961 the Bank authorized 40 loans totaling almost
$130 million from its ordinary capital. These included 10 loans
for just under $50 million to development agencies for re-lend-
ing to private enterprise; 16 for $23 million directly to private
enterprise; 12 for $55.8 million to governments and government
entities, primarily for water supply, irrigation, and electric
power; and 2 for $1.1 million to governments for technical assist-
ance activities. Procurement anywhere in the free world is
permitted.

Fund for Special Operations

The Bank lends from this fund on terms and conditions
adapted to special circumstances arising in specific countries or in
connection with specific projects; these conditions include re-
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payment in the currency of the borrower. Interest rates run
from 4 per cent to 53/4 per cent per annum. Terms for the most
part are from 10 to 20 years, including grace periods. Procure-
ment anywhere in the free world is allowed.

Social Progress Trust Fund

The IDB administers this fund under an agreement with the
United States Government. The resources of the Trust Fund
are used to bring about improvements in land settlement and land
use, low-cost housing, community water supply and sanitation
facilities, and advanced education and training.

Loans are in dollars, generally repayable in the currency of
the borrower's nation. The rates of interest were from 11/4 to
23/4 per cent per annum as of March 31, 1962. An additional
service charge of 3/4 per cent a year is payable in dollars, how-
ever. Maturities have varied from 20 years to 30 years.

The above are major U. S. government and international
agencies which make development loans to private borrowers as
well as to governments.* However, there are other sources, also,
including the European Development Fund and the public and
private development banks in the developing countries as well as
the Edge Act corporations and investment banking houses.

* Two other agencies, the International Monetary Fund and the International Development
Association, deal only with specialized areas of inter-governmental finance not of general
interest to the business community. The Commodity Credit Corporation of the Department
of Agriculture has a limited, specialized credit program to promote additional exports of
U.S. surplus agricultural products in the CCC inventory.
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EXHIBIT IV

Development Banks and Other
Intermediate Credit Institutions to

Which A.I.D. Has Authorized U.S. Dollar
Loans and Guaranties (G)

(September 1, 1962)

COUNTRY OF
OPERATION

DEVELOPMENT BANKS

AFRICA-EUROPE

Ethiopia

Liberia (G)

Morocco (G)

Niger

Somalia

Sudan

Tunisia

-Uganda

NAME AND PRINCIPAL ADDRESS
OF INSTITUTION

Development Bank of Ethiopia
P. 0. Box 1900
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Bank of Monrovia
Monrovia, Liberia

Banque Nationale pour le Development
Economique

Rabat, Morocco

Niger Development Bank
Niamey, Niger

Credito Somalo
Mogadiscio, Somalia

The Industrial Bank of Sudan
Khartoum, Sudan

La Societe Tunisienne de Banque (STB)
Palais Consuelaire
1 Ave. Habib Thameur
Tunis, Tunisia

Uganda Development Corporation
Post Office Box 442
Kampala, Uganda
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COUNTRY OF NAME AND PRINCIPAL ADDRESS
OPERATION OF INSTITUTION

DEVELOPMENT BANKS

FAR EAST

Korea Reconstruction Bank of Korea
Seoul, Korea

Philippines Central Bank of the Philippines
Manila, Philippines

Taiwan China Development Corporation
181-5 Chung Shan Road, North Sec.
Taipei, Taiwan

Land Bank of Taiwan
25 Haiang Yang Road
Taipei, Taiwan

SMALL INDUSTRY FUND
(1) First Commercial Bank of Taiwan

30 Chung Kung So. Road, Section 1
Post Office Box 56
Taipei, Taiwan

(2) Chang Hua Commercial Bank
53 Tsu Yu Road
Taichung, Taiwan

(3) Hua Nan Commercial Bank, Ltd.
38 South Chung-King Road.
Taipei, Taiwan

(4) Central Trust of China
96 Po-Ai Road
Taipei, Taiwan

LATIN AMERICA

Central America Central American Bank for Economic Integra-
tion,

Tegucigalpa, Honduras

Chile CORFO
(Corporaci6n de Fomento de la Producion)
Santiago, Chile

Ecuador National Securities Commission
Quito, Ecuador

Peru (G) PERUINVEST
(Peruano Suiza De Fomento E Inversiones SA.)
Lima, Peru
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COUNTRY OF NAME AND PRINCIPAL ADDRESS
OPERATION OF INSTITUTION

DEVELOPMENT BANKS

NEAR EAST-SOUTH ASIA

Egypt Industrial Bank of Egypt
El Galaa Street
Cairo, Egypt

India The Industrial Credit & Investment Corpora-
tion of India, Ltd.- (ICICI)

163 Backbay Reclamation
Bombay 1, India

Industrial Finance Corporation of India (IFCI)
Reserve Bank Building
Parliament Street
New Delhi, India

National Small Industries Corporation
5-c Rani Jhansi Road
New Delhi, India

Iran Industrial & Mining Development Bank of Iran
204 Boulevard Abe-Karodj
Post Office Box 1801
Teheran, Iran

Israel Industrial Development Bank of Israel
22 Rothschild Boulevard
Tel Aviv, Israel

Greece National Bank of Greece
86 Eolou Street
Athens, Greece

Economic Development and Financing
Organization (EDO)

8 Dragataanion Street
Athens, Greece

Lebanon Banque de Credit Agricole Industriel
et Foncier (BCAIF)

Riod El Solh Street
Post Office Box 3696
Beirut, Lebanon

Nepal Industrial Development Corporation of Nepal
Judha Road
Katmandu, Nepal
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COUNTRY OF NAME AND PRINCIPAL ADDRESS
OPERATION OF INSTITUTION

DEVELOPMENT BANKS

NEAR EAST-SOUTH ASIA

Pakistan Pakistan Industrial Credit & Investment
Corporation, Ltd. (PICIC)

Jubilee Insurance House
McLeod Road
Karachi, Pakistan

Syria Industrial Bank of Syria
Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic

Turkey Industrial Development Bank
Anadolu Sigorta Han
Galata, Istanbul, Turkey

HOUSING INSTITUTIONS
LATIN AMERICA

Chile Caja Central de Ahorros y Prestamos
(Central Savings & Loan Bank)
Santiago, Chile

Colombia Instituto de Credito Territorial
Bogota, Colombia

Colombia (G) Las Americas Housing Project
-Cali, Colombia

Ecuador Banco Ecuatoriano de la Vivienda
(Ecuadorian Housing Bank)
Quito, Ecuador

Honduras SITRATERCO
(Sindicato de Trabajadores de la Tela Railroad

Co.)
La Lima, Honduras

Panama Caja de Ahorros
Panama City, Panama

Peru Association Mutual de Creditos para
Vivienda "Peru"

Jiron Huanacavelica 331
Lima, Peru

Fondo Nacional para la Vivienda
(Central Home Loan Bank)
Lima, Peru
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COUNTRY OF NAME AND PRINCIPAL ADDRESS
OPERATION OF INSTITUTION

HOUSING INSTITUTIONS

LATIN AMERICA

Venezuela Fundacion de la Vivienda Popular
(Foundation for Peoples Housing)
Edificio las Fundaciones
Avenida Andres Bello
Local No. 6
Caracas, Venezuela

Banco Obrero
(National Housing Institute)
Caracas, Venezuela

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

AFRICA-EUROPE

Tunisia Banque Nationale Agricole (BNA)
19 Avenue de Paris
Tunis, Tunisia

LATIN AMERICA

Colombia Caja de Credito Agrario
Bogota, Colombia

Costa Rica Banco Nacional de Costa Rica
San Jose, Costa Rica

Guatemala Banco de Guatemala
Ciudad de Guatemala
Guatemala

Mexico Nacional Financiera, S. A. de Mexico
Venustiano Carranza No. 25
Mexico 1, D. F.

Peru Institute of Agrarian Reform and Colonization
Lima, Peru

Venezuela Agricultural Livestock Bank (Banco Agricola
y Pecuario)

Caracas, Venezuela
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EXHIBIT V
Specific-Risk

Investment Guaranty Program
Countries and Coverages Available-(January 1, 1963)

entry Convertibility Expropriation War Risk
Afghanistan .....................
Argentina .......................
Bolivia ..........................
Chile ............................
China, Republic of ..............
Colombia ........................
Congo (Brazzaville) ..............
Congo (Leopoldville) ...........
Costa Rica .....................
Dominican Republic .............
Ecuador .........................
El Salvador ...................
Ethiopia .........................
Ghana ..........................
Greeoe ..........................
Guatemala .......................
Guinea ..........................
Haiti ............................
Honduras ........................
India ............................
Iran.
Israel ............................
Ivory Coast ..................
Jordan ...........................
Korea ...........................
Liberia ..........................
Malaya, Federation of ...........
Morocco .........................
Nepal ...........................
Nicaragua .......................
Niger ... ...................
Nigeria .........................
Pakistan ........................
Panama .........................
Paraguay ........................
Peru ............................
Philippines ......................
Portugal ........................
Sierra Leone ....................
Spain ...........................
Sudan ...........................
Thailand ........................
Togo .. ..
Tunisia ...........................
Turkey ..........................
Uruguay ........................
Venezuela .......................
Vietnam .........................
Yugoslavia ......................

Yes . Yes ... Yes
Yes . No ... No
Yes . Yes ... No
Yes . No .. .No
Yes . Yes ... Yes
Yes . Yes ... Yes
Yes . Yes ... Yes
Yes . Yes ... Yes
Yes . Yes ... No
Yes . Yes ... Yes
Yes . Yes ... No
Yes . Yes ... No
Yes . Yes ... Yes
Yes . Yes ... No
Yes . Yes ... No
Yes . Yes ... No
Yes . Yes ... Yes
Yes . Yes ... No
Yes . Yes ... No
Yes . Yes ... No
Yes . Yes ... No
Yes . Yes ... Yes
Yes .. .. Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . No
Yes . Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . No
Yes . Yes . No
Yes . Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . No
Yes . No . No
Yes . Yes . No
Yes . Yes . No
Yes . Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . No
Yes . Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . No
Yes* . Yes* . No
Yes . Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . Yes
Yes . Yes . No

* Agreement in force when ratified by Uruguay's legislative body.
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EXHIBIT VI

U.S. Department of Commerce

Investment Programs and Services

While the Department of Commerce does not provide finan-
cial assistance to U. S. firms for the purpose of facilitating over-
seas investment, it does support extensive programs and provides
services which can be of assistance in other ways.

These programs and services include: the network of Com-
mercial Officers who are assigned to most of our diplomatic
and/or consular establishments abroad; field offices in 34 cities
of the United States (see page 46) ; the Office of Regional
Economics which provides the Overseas Business Report; a
pamphlet covering basic and authoritative information on spe-
cific countries needed by exporters, importers, investors, manu-
facturers, researchers, and all who are concerned with inter-
national trade and economic conditions throughout the world; the
Commercial Intelligence Division which can furnish World Trade
Directory Reports which contain commercial and financial in-
formation on specific foreign firms and individuals; the Business
and Defense Services Administration which provides advice and
analyses of the economic factors attendant to the sale, purchase,
marketing of and/or investment in a specific commodity in for-
eign countries; Checklist, a bibliography and handy reference
to the hundreds of published reports available to the U. S. busi-
ness community interested in world trade and investment; and
International Commerce, the principal weekly periodical pub-
lished in the International Affairs area of the Department of
Commerce. International Commerce contains practical and con-
cise international marketing information, news and reports ex-
plaining potential advantages to U. S. businessmen in profitable
international sales of U. S. products, and lists of many investment
opportunities from around the world.

Detailed information relative to investment opportunities
abroad is available to U. S. firms through the Office of Inter-
national Investment, Bureau of International Commerce, U. S.
Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C.

27-779 0-64 16
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SPEC INN
A.I.D. CONTRACT OF GUARANTY
NO.

CONTRACT OF GUARANTY (CONVERTIIBn5IY-IOAN)

Contract of Guaranty made and entered into by and between the

AGENCY FOR INUERNATIONAL DEVELOPHMBT (hereinafter called "A.I.D."), an

agency of the United States of America, and Lgirm Name] (hereinafter called

"Investor"), a corporation organized and existing under the laws of

place of Incorporation] having its principal place of

business at Street, City, Zone, State]

L Brief description of Investor's business. ]7
o ame Of the foreign firm which vill receive the in eaant ,

( Lhereinafter ea-led the "Foreig n Ente.-pise") is a I- corpo.ation,

limited company, etc., as applicable _ organized and existing under the

laws of L place of charter or incorporation ]. The Foreign Enterprise

C brief description of the business of the Foreign Enterprise and the purpose

of the investment -7
C List and incorporate any investment approvals given by the government

of the country where the investment will be made J

/ Description of the notes which the Investor will receive from the

Foreign Enterprise. ] Said notes (hereinafter called the "Notes") will be

issued to the Investor by the Foreign Enterprise /7 against payment of, in

exchange for, etc., as applicable _ the Investment, as hereinafter defined.

The Investor has filed with A.I.D. pursuant to the provisions of Section

221(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, (hereinafter called

the "Act") and to the rules and regulations prescribed by the Administrator

of A.I.D. thereunder, an application for a guaranty of convertibility of

investment earnings and return of capital.

A.I.D. and the Government of fName of the country where the investment

will be made7 have each approved the Project, as hereinafter defined.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual covenants

herein contained, A.I.D. and the Investor hereby agree as follows:
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ARTICLE I
Definitions

Wherever used in this contract:

I-A. The term "Date of This Contract" means that date, shown on the last

page of this contract, on which this contract was executed for A.I.D.

I-B. The term "Contract Period" means:

1. the year beginning on the Date of This Contract,

such Contract Period being hereinafter called the

First Contract Period, and

2. periods of one year in length, each commencing

.on the successive anniversaries of the Date of

This Contract.

I-C. The term "Investment Earning"" means, on any date, the amounts

received by the Investor subsequent to the Date of This Contract as payments

of interest on the Notes and redemption premiums, if any, which the Foreign

Enterprise may owe the Investor in connection with the Notes acquired as a

result of the Investment and in the Investor's possession on such date.

Investment Earnings are, by the terms of the Notes, to be paid in the

United States of America in United States dollars. For purposes of this contrart,

however, if the Foreign Enterprise is unable, by operation of any law, decree,

regulation or administrative determination recognized as being then in effect

by the governing authorities of the Project Country, as hereinafter defined, to

obtain the United States dollars required to discharge its obligations on the

Notes, and.subsequently attempts to discharge its then obligations on the
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Notes by making payments in Local Currency, as hereinafter defined, and such

payments are accepted by the Investor in lieu of United States dollar payments,

such Local Currency payments are to be included in the term 'Investment

Earnings".

I-D. The term "Return of Capital" means, on any date, the amounts

received by the Investor subsequent to the Date of This Contract as payments

of principal of the Notes acquired as a result of the Investment and in the

Investor's possession on such date.

Return of Capital is, by the terms of the Notes, to be paid in the United

States of America in United States dollars. For purposes of this contract,

however, if the Foreige Enterprise is unable, by operation of.any law, decree,

regulation or administrative determination recognized as being then in effect

by the goveruing authorities of the Project Country, to obtain the United

States dollars required to discharge its obligations on the Notes, and subse-

quently attempts to discharge its then obligations on the Notes by making

payments in Local Currency, as hereinafter defined, and such payments are

accepted by the Investor in lieu of United States dollar payments, such Local

Currency payments are to be included in the term "Return of Capital".
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I-E. The term 'Guaranty Period' means (a) the period of twenty years

plus two months fros the date, shown on the last page of this contract, on

which this contract was executed and issued, or (b) if terminated pursuant

to Article IV or IX, then to and including the effective date of such

termination.

I-P. The term "Date of Application" means the date of delivery to

A.I.D. of an application for transfer hereunder.

I-G. The term "Local Currency" means currency recognized when received

by the Investor as legal tender in the Project Country, as hereinafter defined,

by the governing authorities thereof.

I-H. The term "Life of This Contract' means (a) a period of twenty

years from the date, shown on the last page of this contract, on which this

contract vms executed and issued; or (b) if terminated pursuant to Article IV

or IS, then to and including the effective date of such termination.

I-I. The term "Reference Date" means (a) in any case where the

Investor makes application for transfer of Local Currency hereunder on

the ground that such currency is eligible under clause 2 of Article V,

the date which is sixty (60) consecutive days before the Date of Application,

and (b) in all other cases, the date which is thirty (30) consecutive days

before the Date of Application.

I-J. The term "Date of Notice* means the date of delivery to A.I.D.

of the notice specified for the purpose of Article VII hereof of submission

of at application for transfer of Local Currency to that agency of the

governing authorities of the Project Country, as hereinafter defined, which

legally or under color of law controls the transfer of Local Currency into

U. S. dollars.
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I-K. The term "Reference Rate of Exchange" means, on any day specified

herein, the rate of exchange certified by the Federal Reserve Bank of New

York to the Secretary of the Treasury for such day for the purpose of computing

the U. S. dollar amounts of duties on commodities imported into the United

States from the Project Country, as hereinafter defined, as required by the

U. S. customs lava, provided that one, but not more than one, such rate is

certified to the Secretary of the Treasury for such purpose as of such date.

If no one such rate or value is certified to the Secretary of the

Treasury on such date, the rate to be used for purposes of this Article I-K

shall be the average effective rate which, on the day specified herein, is

lawfully charged under the laws of the Project Country, as hereinafter defined,

to residents of said Project Countryexclusive of governmental entities,for

that GrOup, as- Comodityr ex-ports '.r the Knited States to said Prodect

Country, the U. S. dollar value of which during the one-year period preceding

such day constituted a larger amount than the value of any other group of

such exports to which a differenct single rate is applicable on such day. In

determining the relative U. S. dollar value of groups of such exports to

which a different rate may be applicable, statistics of the U. S. Bureau of

the Census covering the most recent one-year period available will be

conclusively presumed to be the best available evidence, provided that

statistics necessary for this purpose were being maintained on a current basis

on the day specified herein.
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I-L. The term "Project Country" means the territory presently under the

jurisdiction of .

I-M. The term "Maximum Amount of the Guaranty" means:

Such amount shall be progressively reduced by any amounts received by the

Investor as transfers under this contract, such reduction to take effect as of the

first day of the Contract Period next succeeding the Contract Period in which the

applicable Reference Date occurred. Such amount shall also be subject to reduction

by the Investor as provided in Article IX-B hereof.

A.I.D. shall refund to the Investor the portion of the Fee(s) for This Contract,

as hereinafter defined, paid for the amount by which the Maximum Amount of the

Guaranty is reduced during the Contract Period(s) commencing with the effective date

of the reduction.

I-N. The term "Face Amount of the Guaranty" means the following amounts for

the Contract Periods indicated:

1. During the First Contract Period;

2. During the Second Contract Period and each succeeding

Contract Period; any amount elected by the Investor as

provided in Article IX-B hereof but not greater than the

Maximum Amount of the Guaranty as of the first day of

each Contract Period.

Such amount shall be progressively reduced by any amounts received by the

Investor as transfers under this contract, each such reduction to take effect as of

the applicable Reference Date.
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I-O. The term "Fee for This Contract" means the amount of ___

for the First Contract Period payable on or before the Date of This Contract,

and an amount payable on or before the first day of each Contract Period

thereafter during the Life of This Contract, which amount shall be equal to

the sum of:

1. one-half of one percent ( %) of the Face Amount

of the Guaranty for the respective ensuing

Contract Period and

2. one-quarter of one percent (Q%) of the amount,

if any, by which the Maximum Amount of the

Guaranty exceeds the Face Amount of the Guaranty

for such respective ensuing Contract Period..

AMTICLE II

Subject to the terms and conditions of this contract, A.I.D. hereby

guarantees to the Investor, upon application, the transfer into United States

dollars, up to the Face Amount of the Guaranty as of the applicable Reference

Date, of Local Currency which is received by the Investor during the Life of

This Contract as Return of Capital or Investment Zarnings and which, during

the Guaranty Period, is eligible for transfer under Article V of this contract.
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ARIICLE III
Representations a Covenants

The Investor hereby represents to A.I.D. that, as of the date on which this

contract is executed by the Investor:

III-A. The Investor is a corporation created under the laws specified in

the first paragraph on page 1 of this contract, and is substantially beneficially

owned by citizens of the United States.

III-B. The Investor has disclosed to AID all then existing arrangements

and agreements of whatever nature, with respect to the transfer from the

Project Country of U.S. dollars, Local Currency or other currencies, and credits

in any of the foregoing, to be received by the Investor as Investment Earnings

or Return of Capital subsequent to the Date of This Contract.

The Investor hereby covenants with A.I.D. that:

III-C. The Investor will make payment to A.I.D. of the Fee for This Con-

tract in the amount and manner specified in Article I.

III-D. The Investor will continue during the Guaranty Period to be a

corporation created under the laws of the United States, or of one of the states

or territories of the United States. In the event that the Investor shall

during such period cease to be substantially beneficially owned by citizens of

the United States, the Investor shall give prompt notice of that fact to A.I.D.

and A.I.D. shall have the rights of termination or refusal to make transfers

as provided under paragraph A of Article IV in the case of breach of covenant.
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III-E. The Investor will disclose promptly to A.I.D. in detail all arrange-

ments and agreements of whatever nature which, during the Guaranty Period are

entered into by the Investor with respect to the transfer from the Project

Country of U.S. dollars, Local Currency or other currencies, and credits in

any of the foregoing, received by the Investor as Investment Earnings or Return

of Capital subsequent to the Date of This Contract.

III-F. The Investor during the Guaranty Period will submit to A.I.D. at

least thirty (30) days prior to each date upon which the Fee for this Contract

shall be due beginning with the second Contract Period a progress report in

duplicate, in such form as A.I.D. may specify, indicating the amount of the In-

vestment, made, all sums received as Return of Capital in U.S. dollars, Local

Currency or other currencies, and credits in any of the foregoing, and such

other information as A.I.D. shall reasonably require. The first such report

shall cover the period from the Date of This Contract until thirty (30) days

prior to its due date, and subsequent reports shall cover the respective success-

ive 12-month periods.

III-G. The Investor will maintain in a place accessible to A.I.D. or

its duly authorized representatives, books of account and other records, in

accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, Oovering the amount

of the Investment, Investment Earnings, Return of Capital, ard all other

receipts, expenditures and transactions by the Investor in U.S, dollars, Local

Currency or other currencies, and credits in any of the foregoing, in the ProjecT,
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Country or elsewhere, in connection with the Investment. During the Guaranty

Period, and for five years thereafter, the Investor will permit A.I.D. or its

duly authorized representatives, to inspect, examine and audit said accounts

and records, whether they be located in the Project Country or elsewhere.

During the Guaranty Period and for five years thereafter, the Inrestor will

use its-best efforts to enable the duly authorized representatives of A.I.D.

to examine, Audit and copy for the purpose of this contract any books and

records of the Foreign Enterprise, and to inspect its properties, whether in the

Project Country or elsewhere, and the Investor will render every reasonable

assistance in connection therewith.

III-R. The Investor will not assign, transfer, pledge or make other

disposition of this contract or ef any of the rights of the Investor hereunder

without first obtaining the consent of A.I.D. thereto ip writing.

III-I. No member of or delegate to Congress or resident comissioner

zha&l be admitted to any share cr part of this contract or to any benefit that

may arise therefrom, but this provision shall not be construed to extend to

this ccntract if made with a corporation for its general benefit.

III-J. Unless A.I.D. first agrees otherwise in writing, the Investor will,

to the extent of Investor's ability, cause the Investment to be made substan-

t.ally in asoordance with this Contract of Guaranty and with the material re-

preserntations submitted in obtaining this contract of Guacanty.
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ARTICLE IV
Misrepresentation and Breach of Covenant

IV-A. In the event that the Investor shall have made a material-misre-

presentation of any fact stated in paragraph A or B of Article III hereof, or

shall breach any covenant contained in paragraphs D, E, H or I of said

Article, A.I.D. shall have the right to terminate this contract at any time

by written notice given to the Investor, and, with or without exercising such

right of termination, shall have the right to refuse to make any transfer

for the Investor hereunder.

IV-B. In the event that the Investor shall breach any covenant contained

in any paragraph of Article III other than paragraphs D, E, H or I thereof,

A.I.D. may, at its option, do any or all of the following:

1. terminate this contract by giving nct less than

thirty (30) days written notice to the Investor.

Such notice shall contain a statement of A.I.D.'s

intention to terminate, the reason upon which the

termination is based, and the date upon which the

termination is effective. Unless the Investor

shall have cared such breach prior to said date,

all obligations of A.I.D. hereunder shall terminate

on said date, except as to any rights of the

Investor which have accrued prior to such breach

and with respect to which any application or

applications are then pending;
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2. refuse to make any transfer for the Investor based

upon an application filed subsequent to the breach

unless the Investor shall cure the breach within

thirty (30) days after A.I.D. shall give notice to

the Investor of the existence of the breach;

3. make such arrangements as it deems proper with

the Investor to provide for the cure of the breach.

IV-C. In the event of any termination of this contract by A.I.D. all

rights, liabilities and obligations under this contract, except as expressly

continued by paragraph B of this Article, shall cease, except the following

obligations of the Investor:

1. to comply with the covenants and agreements

contained in paragraphs G and H of Article III

hereof; and

2. to make any repayment required by paragraph E

of this article IV.

IV-D. In the event of misrepresentation or breach giving rise to the

right of A.I.D. to terminate this contract as hereinabove provided, neither

the acceptance of any fee by A.I.D. after the occurrence of such misrepresen-

tation or breach, nor the fact that A.I.D. shall have had knowledge, actual

or constructive, of the occurrence of such misrepresentation or breach and

shall have failed to exercise its right of termination, shall operate as a

waiver of the right of A.I.D. to terminate tnis contract or to refuse to make

a transfer for the Investor hereunder unless the Investor is fully carrying out

arrangements agreed to pursuant to IV-B3.
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IV-S. If A.I.D. shall have made any transfer for the Investor hereunder

and shall thereafter ascertain that, prior to such transfer, the Investor

misrepresented ny fact stated in paragraph A or B of Article III, or, prior

to the date of such transfer, breached any covenant in paragraph D, 3, 8, I, or J

of Article III, or made any material misstatement of fact in the 4plication for

such transfer, than, on demand of A.ID., contained in a vritten-notice given to

the Investor within one year after ascertaining that any such misrepresentation

or breach has occurred or such misstatement was made, the Investor shall

immediately repay A.I.D. the amount Of U. 8. dollars so paid to the Investor,

and upon receiving such repe yment A. I.D. shall effect repayment to the Investor

of the amount of the Local Currency received from the Investor in any such

transfer, provided, however, A.I.D. may not assert such demand after the

expiration of the period of five (5) years immediately succeeding the mis-

representation, breach or misstatement occasioning the demand.

IV-P. In the event and to the extent that A.I.D. shall without sufficient

legal cause have refused to make any transfer hereunder, A.I.D. shall not be

liable to the Investor for damages beyond the amount herein expressly provJded

to be paid by A.I.D. vith respect to such transfer.

27-779 0-74-11
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ARTICLE V
Local Currencyligibe for Transfer

Local Currency received by Investor as Investment Earnings or as Return

of Capital during the Life of This Contract and not held by Investor for more

than eighteen (18) months shall be eligible for transfer under this contract:

1. if the Investor is prevented for a period of thirty

(30) consecutive calendar days from effecting the

transfer of such Local Currency into U. S. dollars by

operation of any law, decree, regulation or adminis-

trative determination recognized as being in effect

by the governing authorities of the Project Country,

which regulates the transfer of Local Currency into

U. S. dollars; or

2. if the. Investor is prevented from effecting the

transfer of such Local Currency into U. S. dollars by

the failure by that agency of the governing authorities

of the Project Country which legally or under color of

law controls the transfer of Local Currency into U. S.

dollars, to grant an application made to such agency by

the Investor for the transfer of such Local Currency,

provided such application has been pending for at least

sixty (60) consecutive calendar days; or

3. if the Investor is unable to transfer such Local

Currency into U. S. dollars in any market or through

any channel through which dollar exchange transactions
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are then being legally and normally effected except

at a rate of exchange which, at the close of business

on each of the thirty (30) consecutive calendar days

immediately preceding the Date of Application

hereunder, is less favorable to the Investor than

the rate determined as of each of such days in

accordance with the provisions of Article VI hereof;

provided, however, (a) that the Investor has taken all reasonable steps required

tb effect such transfer under such laws, decrees, regulations or administrative

determinations, (b) that the inability of the Investor to effect such transfer

does not result from the operation of any law, decree, regulation or administra-

tive determination which is recognized as being in effect by the governing

authorities of the Project Country on the Date of This Contract and of which

the Investor can reasonably be expected to have knowledge, and (c) that, with

respect to Local Currency in its possession, the Investor has made reasonable

efforts to comply with all laws, decrees, regulations or administrative determi-

nations of which it can reasonably be expected to have knowledge and which regu-

late the transfer of Local Currency investment receipts into U. S. dollars.

AWICL3 VI

Fate of hxtngefoF Transfers

Transfers of Local Currency into U. S. dollars under this contract by

A.I.D. shall be made at a rate which shall yield ninety-five percent (95%) of

the U.5. dollars which would be yielded as of the heference Date, by applying

the Reference Fate of Exchange.
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AEMCLE VII
Appli.ation for Tr'nfer

VII-A. If the Investor has made application for the transfer of Local

Currency to that agency of the governing authorities of the Project Country

which legally or under color of law controls the transfer of such currency, the

Investor may give written notice thereof to A.I.D. provided that with such notice

the Investor shall submit any and all documents or other evidence which the In-

vestor may then have with respect to its right subsequently to file an appli-

cation for transfer with A.I.D. hereunder.

VII-B. At one or more times during the Guaranty Period, application under

this contract may be made by the Investor for the transfer of Local Currency

which is eligible for transfer into U.S. dollars under this contract. Each

application shall be submitted to A.I.D. in a form satisfactory to A.I.D.

The Investor shall submit such evidence as A.I.D. may reasonably require in

order to enable it to determine whether and to what extent the Investor is en-

titled by the provisions of this contract to the transfer for which application

has been made.

VII-C. The Investor shall sumbit a draft drawn to the order of A.I.D. or

any agent designated by A.I.D., upon a depository acceptable to A.I.D., for the

Local Currency which is eligible for transfer into U.S. dollars under this

contract and for which application for transfer is made. Such draft shall be

submitted at the time of the filing of an application hereunder or at any time

thereafter provided that, in any event, it shall be submitted within a reason-

able period after the Date of Application, or within five (5) days after
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receipt of written demand by A.I.D.; any such Local Currency not covered by t

draft thus submitted shall be thereafter inelig ble for transfer under said

application.

VTI-D. In any case, an application for transfer shall expire at the end of

a period of six (6) months froa the date of its receiptsby A.I.D. unless a

draft for the Local Currency covered thereby has been previously received by

A.I.D.; provided, however, that nothing herein shall be deemed to impair the

effectiveness of any subsequent applications which the Investor may file with

respect to the transfer of the same currency or of other Local Currency eligible

for transfer.

VII-E. A.I.D. shall have a reasonable period not in excess of sixty (60)

consecutive calendar days from the date of receipt of the draft or drafts

e to CL i C rL UJ LEA the&C Mfl CouV A S a -_ qf to i?^CD w k CAICLn wAhole or iLn part

or to refuse to make such tiansfer in whole or in part; provided, that if the

Investor's application is based on clause 2 of ArticleV and if the Investor has

given written notice to A.I.D. that it has filed an application for transfer of

Local Currency with that agency of the governing authorities of the Project

Country which legally or under color of law controls the transfer of such

currency, such sixty (60) day period shall be reduced by a period equivalent to

the number of days between the Date of Notice and the Date of Application;

provided further that such sixty (60) day period shall in no event be reduced

to less than thirty (30) days. In no instance shall the receipt by A.I.D. of

an application, statement or other evidence operate to create any presumption

in favor of the Investor that it shall be entitled by the terms of this

contract to receive the transfer into U.S. dollars for which application has been

made.
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VII-F. A.I.D. shall consult with the Investor or otherwise afford the

Investor a reasonable opportunity to present its views on-any question of fact

which A.I.D. must resolve in determining whether and to what extend any trans-

fer applied for shall be made.

VII-G. If and to the extent that A.I.D. shall refuse to make transfer

pursuant to application hereunder, it shall return to the Investor any draft

or drafts submitted in connection with such application and any portion of

the Local Currency proceeds from such drafts with respect to which transfer

into dollars under this contract has been refused.

ARTICLE VIII
Funds Available for Payment of Guaranty_

VIII-A. The only funds which will be available to A.I.D. for the purpose

of discharging liability under this and all other contracts of guaranty which

may have been or may hereafter be entered into pursuant to the authority of

Section 221(b) of the Act, Sections 202(b) and 413(b)(4) of the Mutual Security

Act of 1954, as amended, and Section l1(b)(3) of the Economic Cooperation Act

of 1948, as amended (exclusive of informational media guaranties), are (i)

those specified in Section 222 of the Act, and (ii) other funds, if any, which

may be available at any time hereafter for the aforesaid general purpose,

pursuant to the laws of the United States.

VIII-B. The Investor shall have no right or claim arising out of this

contract against any.other asset of A.I.D.
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ARTICLE IX
Termination and Reduction

IX-A. The Investor shall have the right to terminate this contract effec-

tive on the first day of any Contract Period by written notice given to A.I.D.

on or prior to such day. Such termination shall, from its effective date,-

relieve ":; Investor of all further obligations to pay the Fee for This Contract,

but it shall not discharge or affect any other right, liability or obligation

of either party which has accrued prior to the effective date of tne termination

of this contract or which, by the terms of this contract, is to survive the

Guaranty Perlcd.

IX-B. Prior to the first day of any Contract Period the Investor may by

gxivng written notice to A.I.D.:

-(1) Elect a lace Amount of the Guaranty for the

enauing Contract Period.

(2) Reduce the Maximum Amount of the Guaranty for the remaining

Contract Periods.

Election under (1) shall be in effect only for the Contract Period requested

by the. Investor and reduction under (2) shall be permanent anq may not be

reinstated. Reductions pursuant to this Article shall becone effective on the

first day of any Contract Period immediately following delivery to A.I.D. of

written notice thereof and shall not affect the amount of the fee payable, or

the retention by A.I.D. of any fee paid, for any period prior to the date on

which sach reductions become effective.
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ARTICLE X
Motication

Any provision(s) of this contract may be modified, supplemented or other-

wise altered by mutual agreement in writing.

ARTICLZ Xi

Xl-A. Written notice to the respective parties may be delivered by:

1. making personal delivery of such notice to the Investment

Guaranties Division, Agency for International Development,

or to one of the representatives of the Investor, authorized

pursuant to Article KU hereof,

or

2. depositing such notice in the U.S. Post Office by registered

mail eneloeed in an envelope, postage prepaid, addressed to

the party concerned at the address belov specified9 or to

such other address as may be specified in writing from time

to time:

To: IRVES5NZST OUARANTIES DIVISION
AGENCY FOR INTERRATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

At: WAStINGTON 25, D. C.

To: THE INVESTOR

At: The address stated in the first paragraph on
page 1 of this contract

XI-B. The date of delivery under A.l. shall be the date on which the

notice is received and under A.2. shall be the date on which the item was

registered.
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ARTICLE XII
Authority of Representatives

Prior to and as a condition of receiving any payment under this contract

the Investor shall furnish A.I.D. with evidence of the authority of the persons

who will act as representatives of the Investor in connection with the opera-

tion of this contract. A.I.D. shall be entitled to rely on such evidence of

authority until A.I.D. shall receive written notice from the Investor that such

persons are no longer authorized so to act; and in the event of such notice,

the Investor will promptly furnish A.I.D. with evidence of the authority of per-

sons authorized to act in their place and stead.

ARTICLE XIII
Disclaimer

The approval of A.I.D. of this Investment for guaranty purposes is not

to be construed as an acknowledgement of the legality of the agreements or

arrangements constituting or relating to this Investment, or of any acts in

pursuance thereof, under the lawe, including the antitrust laves of the United

States or of the Project Country.
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ARTICLE XIV
Arbitration

Any question which shall arise as to the obligation of either party under

this :ontract. or the interpretation cf any provision thereof, if not settled by

mutual agreement, shall, at the option of either party and, upon written notice

to the othe'r pa'fty, be settled by arbitration. The arbitration shall be held

al. Wahnington, D. C., and shall be conducted in accordance with the then pre-

val uing rule* of the American Arbitration Association. In any such arbitration

A.I.D. sha.3 appoint one arbitrator, the Investor shall appoint another, and the

two :j rapointed shall. appoint a third arbitrator; provided, however, that if

any arbitrator or arbitrators are not appointed in accordance with the foregoing

provisiouni; of this Artfi::l.e within eixty ((b) days after notice for arbitration

has beer given, such arbitrator or arbitrators shall be appointed in accordance

with t-he y s above mentioned.

Ttt contwoversy shall. be submitted to) the arbitrators in such manner as

they s.4ali deem, avpropriate, consistent with the then prevailing rules of the

AmF.r.r:s.r Arbirrsition Association, 3nd the dee,.(1 et a majority or the

rbit.rator;, rendered in wrilting, shall be final and conclusive and binding on

the partIer;.

Each party shall pay itu own expenses in connection with the arbitration, but

the Compensatiori and expenses of the prbitratort shall be borne in such manner

a; may be epecified In the decision of tbe arbitrators.

Each party shall, in any arbitration hereunder, have the right to appear

w.ed be heard and present evidenep before the arbitrators.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this contract to be

duly executed and issued in duplicate at Washington, District of Columbia,

United States of America, as of the date, shown below, on which this contract

was executed for A.I.D.

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DrVELOPMENT

Assistant Administrator

Date

NA-Z OF CaQWPANY OR INDIVIDUAL

By.

Date
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A.I.D. CONTRACT OF GUARANTY

No. (Specimen)

CONTRACT OF GUARANTY (CONVERTIBILITY-EQUITY)

Contract of Guaranty made and entered into by and between the AGENCY

FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (hereinafter called "A.I.D."), an agency of

the United States of America, and

(hereinafter called "Investor"), a corporation organized and existing under

the laws of , having its principal place of business

at

The Investor is a corporation substantially beneficially owned by

citizens of the United States and is engaged in

The Investor proposes to invest in

(hereinafter called the "Foreign Enterprise"),

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of__

which was formed for the purposes of

The Investor contemplates a total investment of U. S. $

of which amount approximately U. S. $ will be utilized for

the purchase of percent ( %) of the equity shares of the

Foreign Enterprise. The investment will be utilized for_

The Investor has filed with A.I.D. pursuant to the provisions of

Section 221(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended,

(hereinafter called the"Act"), and to the rules and regulations prescribed

by the Administrator of A.I.D. thereunder, an application for a guaranty

of convertibility of investment earnings and return of capital.

A.I.D. and the Government of have each approved

the Project, as hereinafter defined.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual

covenants herein contained, A.I.D. and the Investor hereby agree as follows:
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ARTICLE I
Definitions

Wherever used in this contract:

I-A. The term "Date of This Contract" means that date, shown on the

last page of this contract, on which this contract was executed for A.I.D.

I-B. The term "Contract Period" means:

1. the year beginning on the Date of This Contract, such

Contract Period being hereinafter called the First

Contract Period, and

2. periods of one year in length, each commencing on the

successive anniversaries of the Date of This Contract.

I-C. The term "Investment Earnings" means the amounts received

subsequent to the Date of This Contract by the Investor as dividends

on the Equity Shares held by the Investor as a result of the Investment,

as hereinafter defined, but exclusive of dividends paid in complete or

partial liquidation of said Equity Shares.
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I-D. The term "Return of Capital" means the amounts received by

the Investor subsequent to the Date of This Contract as dividends paid

in complete or partial liquidation of the Equity Shares held by the

Investor as a result of the Investment, as hereinafter defined, or as

proceeds from the sale or transfer in the Project Country, as herein-

after defined, of all or any part of the Equity Shares held by the

Investor as a result of the Investment.

I-E. The term "Guaranty Period" means (a) the period of twenty

years plus two months from the date, shown on the last page of this

contract, on which this contract was executed and issued, or (b) if

terminated pursuant to Article IV or IX, then to and including the

effective date of such termination.

I-F. The term "Date of Application" means the date of delivery to

A.I.D. of an application for transfer hereunder.

I-G. The term "Local Currency" means currency recognized when

received by the Investor as legal tender in the Project Country, as

hereinafter defined, by the governing authorities thereof.
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I-R. The term "Life of This Contract" means (a) a period of twenty

years from the date, shown on the last page of this contract, on which

this contract was executed and issued; or (b) if terminated pursuant to

Article IV or IX, then to and including the effective date of such ter-

mination.

I-I. The term "Reference Date" means (a) in any case where the

Investor makes application for transfer of Local Currency hereunder on

the ground that such currency is eligible under clause 2 of Article V,

the date which is sixty (60) consecutive days before the Date of

Application, and (b) in all other cases, the date which is thirty (30)

consecutive days before the Date of Application.

J-. -,he te.U "Date of LNotice" means the date of delivery to A. !.D.

of the.notice specified for the purpose of Article VII hereof of submission

of an application for transfer of Local Currency to that agency of the

governing authorities of the Project Country, as hereinafter defined,

which legally or under color of law controls the transfer of Local

Currency into U.S. dollars.

I-K. The term "Reference Rate of Exchange" means on any date:

First, the effective (including for example exchange taxes,

transfer taxes or margins however designated) free market rate of

exchange applicable to the purchase in the Project Country of United

States dollars with Local Currency on such date by a private investor or

investors remitting earnings or capital or a private borrower servicing

United States dollar debt, or if no single such rate can be determined,

then the average of such rates on such date as obtained from a repre-

sentative group of banks in the Project Country, but if no such rate

exists on such date then;
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Second, the most depreciated (that is requiring the greatest amount

of Local Currency per United States dollar) effective rate of exchange

published or used by the central bank of the Project Country on such date

for sale of United States dollars to private residents of the Project

Country for imports into the Project Country.

In the event either A.I.D. or the Investor regard the above rates

as either inapplicable or achieving an inequitable result in the sense

of unfairly distorting the relative value between Local Currency and

United States dollars, the question of an equitable Reference Rate of

Exchange to be employed will be negotiated, and if agreement cannot be

reached within sixty (60) days between A.I.D. and the Investor, the

question of an equitable Reference Rate of Exchange will be referred to

arbitration for settlement at the request of either A.I.D. or the Investor.

I-L. The term "Project Country" means the territory presently under

the jurisdiction of

I-M. The term "Maximum Amount of the Guaranty" means:

dollars (U.S. $_).

Such amount shall be progressively reduced by any amounts received

by the Investor as transfers under this contract, such reduction to take

effect as of the first day of the Contract Period next succeeding the

Contract Period in which the applicable Reference Date occurred. Such

amount shall also be subject to reduction by the Investor as provided

in Article IX-B hereof.

A.I.D. shall refund to the Investor the portion of the Fee(s) for

This Contract, as hereinafter defined, paid for the amount by which the

Maximum Amount of the Guaranty is reduced during the Contract Period(s)

commencing with the effective date of the reduction.
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I-N. The term "Face Amount of the Guaranty" means the following

amounts for the Contract Periods indicated:

1. During the First Contract Period;

dollars (U.S. $_).

2. During the Second Contract Period and each succeeding

Contract Period; any amount elected by the Investor as

provided in Article IK-B hereof but not greater than

the Maximum Amount of the Guaranty as of the first day

of each Contract Period.

Such amount shall be progressively reduced by any amounts received

by the Investor as transfers under this contract, each such reduction to

take effect as of the applicable Reference Date.

I-O. The term "Fee for This Contract" means the amount of U. S.

$_________________ for the First Contract Period payable on or before

the Date of This Contract, and an amount payable on or before the first

day of each Contract Period thereafter during the Life of This Contract,

which amount shall be equal to the sum of:

1. one-half of one percent (1/2%) of the Face Amount of

the Guaranty for the respective ensuing Contract Period

and

2. one-quarter of one percent (1/47.) of the amount, if any,

by which the Maximum Amount of the Guaranty exceeds the

Face Amount of the Guaranty for such respective ensuing

Contract Period.

I-P. The term "Project" means the installation, establishment and

expansion of the facility and activities with the participation of the

27-779 0-64-18
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Investor for the processing and refining of petroleum and its products,

including the distribution and marketing thereof.

I-Q. The term "Investment" means a percent equity

interest in the Foreign Enterprise evidenced by shares of the

authorized capital stock and acquired by the payment or payments by the

Investor of obtained by the Investor through transfer

of U.S. Dollars at the rate of exchange prevailing at the time of

acquiring the shares.

ARTICLE II
Guaranty

Subject to the terms and conditions of this contract, A.I.D. hereby

guarantees to the Investor, upon application, the transfer into United

States dollars, up to the Face Amount of the Guaranty as of the appli-

cable Reference Date, of Local Currency which is received by the

Investor during the Life of This Contract as Return of Capital or

Investment Earnings and which, during the Guaranty Period, is eligible

for transfer under Article V of this contract.

ARTICLE III
Representations and Covenants

The Investor hereby represents to A.I.D. that, as of the date on

which this contract is executed by the Investor:

III-A. The Investor is a corporation created under the laws

specified in the first paragraph on page 1 of this contract, and is
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substantially beneficially owned by citizens of the United States.

III-B. The Investor has disclosed to A.I.D.. all then existing

arrangements and agreements of whatever nature, with respect to the

transfer from the Project Country of U.S. dollars, Local Currency or

other currencies, and credits in any of the foregoing, to be received

by the Investor as Investment Earnings or Return of Capital subsequent

to the Date of This Contract.

The Investor hereby covenants with A.I.D. that:

III-C. The Investor will make payment to A.I.D. of the Fee for

This Contract in the amount and manner specified in Article I.

III-D. The Investor will continue during the Guaranty Period to

be a corporation created under the laws of the United States, or of

one of the states or territories of the United States. In the event

that the Investor shall during such period cease to be substantially

beneficially owned by citizens of the United States, the Investor

shall give prompt notice of that fact to A.I.D. and A.I.D. shall have

the rights of termination or refusal to make transfers as provided

under paragraph A of Article IV in the case of breach of covenant.

III-E. The Investor will disclose promptly to A.I.D. in detail

all arrangements and agreements of whatever nature which, during the

Guaranty Period, are entered into by the Investor with respect to the

transfer from the Project Country of U.S. dollars, Local Currency or

other currencies, and credits in any of the foregoing, received by

the Investor as Investment Earnings or Return of Capital subsequent

to the Date of This Contract.
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III-F. The Investor during the Guaranty Period will submit to A.I.D.

at least thirty (30) days prior to each date upon which the Fee for This

Contract shall be due beginning with the second Contract Period a progress

report in duplicate, in such form as A.I.D. may specify, indicating the

amount of the Investment made, all sums received as Return of Capital in

U.S. dollars, Local Currency or other currencies, and credits in any of

the foregoing, and such other information as A.I.D. shall reasonably

require. The first such report shall cover the period from the Date of

This Contract until thirty (30) days prior to its due date, and subse-

quent reports shall cover the respective successive 12-month periods.

III-G. The Investor will maintain in a place accessible to A.I.D.

or its duly authorized representatives, books of account and other

records, in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles,

covering the amount of the Investment, Investment Earnings, Return of-

Capital, and all other receipts, expenditures and transactions by the

Investor in U.S. dollars, Local Currency or other currencies, and

credits in any of the foregoing, in the Project Country or elsewhere,

in connection with the Investment. During the Guaranty Period, and for

five years thereafter, the Investor will permit A.I.D. or its duly

authorized representatives, to inspect, examine and audit said accounts

and records, whether they be located in the Project Country or elsewhere.

During the Guaranty Period and for five years thereafter, the Investor

will use its best efforts to enable the duly authorized representatives

of A.I.D. to examine, audit and copy for the purpose of this contract

any books and records of the Foreign Enterprise, and to inspect its
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properties, whether in the Project Country or elsewhere, and the Investor

will render every reasonable assistance in connection therewith.

III-H. The Investor will not assign, transfer, pledge or make

other disposition of this contract or of any of the rights of the

Investor hereunder without first obtaining the consent of A.I.D. thereto

in writing.

III-I. No member of or delegate to Congress or resident commissioner

shall be admitted to any share or part of this contract or to any benefit

that may arise therefrom, but this provision shall not be construed to

extend to this contract if made with a corporation for its general benefit.

III-J. Unless A.I.D. first agrees otherwise in writing, the Investor

will, to the extent of I.vestor's ability, cause the InveLStmeen toUemade

substantially in accordance with the material representations relating

thereto submitted in obtaining this Contract of Guaranty and in accordance

with this Contract of Guaranty.

ARTICLE IV
Misrepresentation and Breach of Covenant

IV-A. In the event that the Investor shall have made a material

misrepresentation of any fact stated in paragraph A or B of Article III

hereof, or shall breach any covenant contained in paragraphs D, E, H or

I of said Article, AI.D. shall have the right to terminate this contract

at any time by written notice given to the Investor, and, with or without

exercising such right of termination, shall have the right to refuse to

make any transfer for the Investor hereunder.

IV-B. In the event that the Investor shall breach any covenant

contained in any paragraph of Article III other than paragraphs D, E,
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H or I thereof, A.I.D. may, at its option, do any or all of the following:

1. terminate this contract by giving not less than thirty

(30) days written notice to the Investor. Such notice

shall contain a statement of A.I.D.'s intention to

terminate, the reason upon which the termination is

based, and the date upon which the termination is

effective. Unless the Investor shall have cured such

breach prior to said date, all obligations of A.I.D.

hereunder shall terminate on said date, except as to

any rights of the Investor which have accrued prior to

such breach and with respect to which any application

or applications are then pending;

2. refuse to make any transfer for the Investor based upon

an application filed subsequent to the breach unless the

Investor shall cure the breach within thirty (30) days

after A.I.D. shall give notice to the Investor of the

existence of the breach;

3. make such arrangements as it deems proper with the

Investor to provide for the cure of the breach.

IV-C. In the event of any termination of this contract by A.I.D.

all rights, liabilities and obligations under this contract, except as

expressly continued by paragraph B of this Article, shall cease, except

the following obligations of the Investor:

1. to comply with the covenants and agreements contained

in paragraphs G and H of Article III hereof; and
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2. to make any repayment required by paragraph E of this

Article IV.

IV-D. In the event of misrepresentation or breach giving rise to

the right of A.I.D. to terminate this contract as hereinabove provided,

neither the acceptance of any fee by A.I.D. after the occurrence of

such misrepresentation or breach, nor the fact that A.I.D. shall have

had knowledge, actual or constructive, of the occurrence of such mis-

representation or breach and shall have failed to exercise its right of

termination, shall operate as a waiver of the right of A.I.D. to

terminate this contract or to refuse to make a transfer for the Investor

hereunder unless the Investor is fully carrying out arrangements agreed

to pursuant to paragraph B-3 of this Article TV.

IV-E. If A.I.D. shall have made any transfer for the Investor

hereunder and shall thereafter ascertain that, prior to such transfer,

the Investor misrepresented any fact stated in paragraph A or B of

Article III, or, prior to the date of such transfer, breached any

covenant in paragraph D, E, H, I, or J of Article III, or made any

material misstatement of fact in the application for such transfer,

then, on demand of A.I.D., contained in a written notice given to

the Investor within one year after ascertaining that any such mis-

representation or breach has occurred or such misstatement was made,

the Investor shall immediately repay to A.I.D. the amount of U. S.

dollars so paid to the Investor, and upon receiving such repayment

A.I.D. shall effect repayment to the Investor of the amount of the

Local Currency received from the Investor in any such transfer,

provided, however, A.I.D. may not assert such demand after the
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expiration of the period of five (5) years immediately succeeding the

misrepresentation, breach or misstatement occasioning the demand.

IV-F. In the event and to the extent that A.I.D. shall without

sufficient legal cause have refused to make any transfer hereunder,

A.I.D. shall not be liable to the Investor for damages beyond the

amount herein expressly provided to be paid by A.I.D. with respect to

such transfer.

ARTICLE V
Local Currency Eligible for Transfer

Local Currency received by Investor as Investment Earnings or as

Return of Capital during the Life of This Contract and not held by

Investor for more than eighteen (18) months shall be eligible for

transfer under this contract:

1. if the Investor is prevented for a period of thirty.

(30) consecutive calendar days from effecting the

transfer of such Local Currency into U.S. dollars by

operation of any law, decree, regulation or adminis-

trative determination recognized as being in effect

by the governing authorities of the Project Country,

which regulates the transfer of Local Currency into

U.S. dollars; or

2. if the Investor is prevented from effecting the trans-

fer of such Local Currency into U.S. dollars by the

failure by that agency of the governing authorities

of the Project Country which legally or under color
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of law controls the transfer of Local Currency into

U.S. dollars, to grant an application made to such

agency by the Investor for the transfer of such Local

Currency, provided such application has been pending

for at least sixty (60) consecutive calendar days; or

3. if the Investor is unable to transfer such Local

Currency into U.S. dollars in any market or through

any channel through which dollar exchange transactions

are then being legally and normally effected except at

a rate of exchange which, at the close of business on

each of the thirty (30) consecutive calendar days

immediately preceding the Date of Application hereunder,

is less favorable to the Investor than the rate deter-

mined as of each of such days in accordance with the

provisions of Article VI hereof;

provided, however, (a) that the Investor has taken all reasonable steps

required to effect such transfer under such laws, decrees, regulations

or administrative determinations, (b) that the inability of the Investor

to effect such transfer does not result from the operation of any law,

decree, regulation or administrative determination which is recognized

as being in effect by the governing authorities of the Project Country

on the Date of This Contract and of which the Investor can reasonably

be expected to have knowledge, and (c) that, with respect to Local

Currency in its possession, the Investor has made reasonable efforts

to comply with all laws, decrees, regulations or administrative deter-

minations of which it can reasonably be expected to have knowledge and
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which regulate the transfer of Local Currency investment receipts into

U.S. dollars.

ARTICLE VI
Rate of Exchange for Transfers

Transfers of Local Currency into U.S. dollars under this contract

by A.I.D. shall be made at a rate which shall yield ninety-five percent

(95x.) of the U.S. dollars which would be yielded as of the Reference

Date, by applying the Reference Rate of Exchange.

ARTICLE VII
Application for Transfer

VII-A. If the Investor has made application for the transfer of

Local Currency to that agency of the governing authorities of the

Project Country which legally or under color of law controls the trans-

fer of such currency, the Investor may give written notice thereof to

A.I.D. provided that with such notice the Investor shall submit any and

all documents or other evidence which the Investor may then have with

respect to its right subsequently to file an application for transfer

with A.I.D. hereunder.

VII-B. At one or more times during the Guaranty Period, applica-

tion under this contract may be made by the Investor for the transfer

of Local Currency which is eligible for transfer into U.S. dollars

under this contract. Each application shall be submitted to A.I.D. in

a form satisfactory to A.I.D. The Investor shall submit such evidence

as A.I.D. may reasonably require in order to enable it to determine

whether and to what extent the Investor is entitled by the provisions

of this contract to the transfer for which application has been made.
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VII-C. The Investor shall submit a draft drawn to the order of

A.I.D. or any agent designated by A.I.D., upon a depository acceptable

to A.I.D., for the Local Currency which is eligible for transfer into

U.S. dollars under this contract and for which application for transfer

is made. Such draft shall be submitted at the time of the filing of

an application hereunder or at any time thereafter provided that, in

any event, it shall be submitted within a reasonable period after the

Date of Application, or within five (5) days after receipt of written

demand by A.I.D.; any such Local Currency not covered by a draft thus

submitted shall be thereafter ineligible for transfer under said

application.

VI-D. In any case, an application for transfer shall expire at

the end of a period of six (6) months from the date of its receipt by

A.I.D. unless a draft for the Local Currency covered thereby has been

previously received by A.I.D.; provided, however, that nothing herein

shall be deemed to impair the effectiveness of any subsequent applica-

tions which the Investor may file with respect to the transfer of the

same currency or of other Local Currency eligible for transfer.

VII-E. A.I.D. shall have a reasonable period not in excess of

sixty (60) consecutive calendar days from the date of receipt of the

draft or drafts referred to in the previous paragraph to make such

transfer in whole or in part or to refuse to make such transfer in

whole or in part; provided, that if the Investor's application is

based on clause-2-of--Article V and if the Investor has given written

notice to A.I.D. that it has filed an application for transfer of

Local Currency with that agency of the governing authorities of the
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Project Country which legally or under color of law controls the trans-

fer of such currency, such sixty (60) day period shall be reduced by a

period equivalent to the number of days between the Date of Notice and

the Date of Application; provided further that such sixty (60) day

period shall in no event be reduced to less than thirty (30) days. In

no instance shall the receipt by A.I.D. of an application, statement or

other evidence operate to create any presumption in favor of the Investor

that it shall be entitled by the terms of this contract to receive the

transfer into U.S. dollars for which application has been made.

VII-F. A.I.D. shall consult with the investor or otherwise afford

the Investor a reasonable opportunity to present its views on any question

of fact which A.I.D. must resolve in determining whether and to what ex-

tent any transfer applied for shall be made.

VII-G. If and to the extent that A.I.D. shall refuse to make trans-

fer pursuant to application hereunder, it shall return to the Investor

any draft or drafts submitted in connection with such application and any

portion of the Local Currency proceeds from such drafts with respect to

which transfer into dollars under this contract has been refused.

ARTICLE VIII
Funds Available for Payment of Guaranty

VIII-A. The only funds which will be available to A.I.D. for the

purpose of discharging liability under this and all other contracts of

guaranty which may have been or may hereafter be entered into pursuant

to the authority of Section 221(b) of the Act, Sections 202(b) and

413(b)(4) of the Mutual Security Act of 1954, as amended, and Section

111(b)(3) of the Economic Cooperation Act of 1948, as amended (exclusive
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of informational media guaranties), are (i) those specified in Section

222 of the Act, and (ii) other funds, if any, which may be available at

any time hereafter for the aforesaid general purpose, pursuant to the

laws of the United States.

VIII-B. The Investor shall have no right or claim arising out of

this contract against any other asset of A.I.D.

ARTICLE IX
Termination and Reduction

IX-A. The Investor shall have the right to terminate this contract

effective on the first day of any Contract Period by written notice

given to A.I.D. on or prior to such day. Such termination shall, from

its effective date, relieve the Investor of all further obligations to

pay the Fee for This Contract, but it shall not discharge or affect any

other right, liability or obligation of either party which has accrued

prior to the effective date of the termination of this contract or

which, by the terms of this contract, is to survive the Guaranty Period.

IX-B. Prior to-the first day of any Contract Period the Investor

may by giving written notice to A.I.D.:

(1) Elect a Face Amount of the Guaranty for the ensuing

Contract 'Period.

(2) Reduce the Maximum Amount of the Guaranty for the

remaining Contract Periods.

Election under (1) shall be in effect only for the Contract Period

requested by the Investor and reduction under (2) shall be permanent

and may not be reinstated. Reductions pursuant to this Article shall

become effective on the first day of any Contract Period immediately
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following delivery to A.I.D. of written notice thereof and shall not

affect the amount of the fee payable, or the retention by A.I.D. of any

fee paid, for any period prior to the date on which such reductions

become effective.

ARTICLE X
Modification

Any provision(s) of this contract may be modified, supplemented or

otherwise altered by mutual agreement in writing.

ARTICLE XI
Notices

XI-A. Written notice to the respective parties may be delivered by:

1. making personal delivery of such notice to the Investment

Guaranties Division, Agency for International Development,

or to one of the representatives of the Investor, author-

ized pursuant to Article XII hereof, or

2. depositing such notice in the U.S. Post Office by regis-

tered mail enclosed in an envelope, postage prepaid,

addressed to the party concerned at the address below

specified, or to such other address as may be specified

in writing from time to time:

To. INVESTMENT GUARANTIES DIVISION
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

At: WASHINGTON 25, D.C.

To: THE INVESTOR

At: The address stated in the first paragraph on
page 1 of this contract
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XI-B. The date of delivery under A.l. shall be the date on which

the notice is received and under A.2. shall be the date on which the

item was registered.

ARTICLE XII
Authority of Representatives

Prior to and as a condition of receiving any payment under this

contract the Investor shall furnish A.I.D. with evidence of the authority

of the persons who will act as representatives of the Investor in con-

nection with the operation of this contract. A.I.D. shall be entitled

to rely on such evidence of authority until A.I.D. shall receive written

notice from the Investor that such persons are no longer authorized so

to act; and in the event of such notice, the Investor will promptly

furnish A.I.D. with evidence of the authority of persons authorized to

act in their place and stead.

ARTICLE XIII
Disclaimer

The approval of A.I.D. of this Investment for guaranty purposes is

not to be construed as an acknowledgment of the legality of the agree-

ments or arrangements constituting or relating to this Investment, or

of any acts in pursuance thereof, under the laws, including the anti-

trust laws, of the United States or of the Project Country.

ARTICLE XIV
Arbitration

Any question which shall arise as to the obligation of either party

under this contract or the interpretation of any provision thereof, if

not settled by mutual agreement, shall, at the option of either party

and, upon written notice to the other party, be settled by arbitration.

The arbitration shall be held at Washington, D.C., and shall be conducted

in accordance with the then prevailing rules of the American Arbitration
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Association. In any such arbitration A.I.D. shall appoint one arbitrator,

the Investor shall appoint another, and the two so appointed shall appoint

a third arbitrator; provided, however, that if any arbitrator or arbitra-

tors are not appointed in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this

Article within sixty (60) days after notice for arbitration has been given,

such arbitrator or arbitrators shall be appointed in accordance with the

rules above mentioned.

The controversy shall be submitted to the arbitrators in such manner

as they shall deem appropriate, consistent with the then prevailing rules

of the American Arbitration Association, and the decision of a majority

of the arbitrators, rendered in writing, shall be final and conclusive

and binding on the parties.

Each party shall pay its own expenses in connection with the arbi-

tration, but the compensation and expenses of the arbitrators shall be

borne in such manner as may be specified in the decision of the arbitrators.

Each party shall, in any arbitration hereunder, have the right to

appear and be heard and present evidence before the arbitrators.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this contract to

be duly executed and issued in duplicate at Washington, District of

C6lumbia, United States of America, as of the date, shown below, on which

this contract was executed for A.I.D.

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

By
Assistant Administrator

Date

By

Date _
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SPECIMEN (10/1/62)

AID CONTRACT OF GUARANTY
NO.

CONTRACT OF GUARANTY (EXPROPRIATION-LOAN)

Contract of Guaranty made, entered into and dated as of the day

f , 196 , by and between AGENCY FOR INIERNATIONAL DEVELOPHcNT

(hereinafter called "A.I.Dr),an agency of the United States of America, and

(hereinafter called "Investor"),

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of

having its principal place of business at__

The Investor is engaged in, among other things, (brief description at the

Investor's business; brief description of the foreign enterprise or other business

in which the proposed investment is to be made; and brief description of the

contemplated investment).

The Investor has filed with A.I.D. pursuant to the provisions of Section

221(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, (hereinafter called the

"Act") and to the rules and regulations prescribed by the Administrator of A.I.D.

thereunder, an application for a guaranty against loss on the Investment, as

hereinafter defined, by reason of expropriation.

A.I.D. and the Government of have each approved the Project, as

hereinafter defined.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual covenants

herein Contained, A.I.D. and the Investor hereby agree as follows:

27-779 0O-64 -19
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ARTICLE I
Defintions

Wherever used in this contract:

I-A. The term ODate of This Contract" means that date, shown on the

last page of this contract, on which this contract was executed for A.I.D.

I-B. The term "Contract Period" means:

1. the year beginning on the Date of This Contract,

such Contract Period being hereinafter called the

First Contract Period, and

2. periods of one year in length, each commencing

on the successive anniversaries of the Date of

This Contract.

I-C. The term "Investment Zarnings" means, on any date, the amounts

received by the Investor subsequent to the Date of This Contract. as payments

of interest on the Notesp a n d r e d e m p t i o n p r e m i u m s , i f

any, which the Foreign Enterprise may owe the Investor in connection with the

Notes acquired as a result of the Investment and in the Investor's possession

jn such date.

Investment Earnings are, by the terms of the Notes, to be paid in the

United States of America in United States dollars. For purposes of this contract,

however, if the Foreign Enterprise is unable, by operation of any law, decree,

regulation or administrative determination recognized as being then in effect

by the governing authorities of the Project Country, as hereinafter defined, to

obtain the United States dollars required to discharge its obligations on the

Notes, and subsequently attempts to discharge its then obligations on the
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Notes by making payments in Local Currency, as hereinafter defined, and such

payments are accepted by the Investor in lieu of United States dollar payments,

such Local Currency payments are to be included in the term "Investment

Earnings".

I-D. The term "Return of Capital" means, on any date, the amounts

received by the Investor subsequent to the Date of This Contract as payments

of principal of the Notes acquired as a result of the Investment and in the

Investor's possession on such date.

Return of Capital is, by the terms of the Notes, to be paid in the

United States of America in United States dollars. For purposes of this

contract, however, if the Foreign Enterprise is unable, by operation of any

lav, decree, regulation or administrative determination recognized as being

then in effect by the governing authorities of the Project Country, to obtain

the United States dollars required to discharge its obligations on the Notes,

and subsequently attempts to discharge its then obligations on the Notes by

making payments in Local Currency, as hereinafter defined, and such payments

are accepted by the Investor in lieu of United States dollar payments, such

Local Currency payments are to be included in the term "Return of Capital".
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I-E. The term "Government of the Project Country" means the present or

any succeeding governing authority (without regard to the method of its

succession or to whether it is recognized by the United States), or authorized

agents thereof, in effective control of all or any part of the Project Country,

as hereinafter defined, or of any political or territorial subdivision thereof;

provided, however, that in no event shall the Government of the United States

of America, or any military government or coaland in which it participates, be

included within the meaning of this paragraph.

I-F. The term "Guaranty Period" means (a) the period of twenty years from

the date, shown on the last page of this contract, on which this contract was

executed and issued, or (b) if terminated pursuant to Article IV or I, then

to and including the effective date of such termination.

I-G. The term "Date or txpropriation" means the first day of the one-year

period referred to in paragraph J of this Article.

I-H. The term 'local Currency" means currency recognized when received

by the Investor as legal tender in the Project Country, as hereinafter defined,

by the governing authorities thereof.

I-I. The term "Net Investment" means, on any date, the dum of the principal

then outstanding and the interest then accrued in connection with the Notes

acquired by the Investor as a result of the Investment and in Investor's possession

on such date.

I-J. The term 'Expropriatory Action" means any action, other than an

exchange control action, which is taken, authorized, ratified or condoned by

the Government of the Project Country commencing during the Guaranty Period, with
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or without compensation therefor, and which for a period of one year necessarily

results in preventing:

1. the Investor from receiving payment in United States Dollars

when due of the principal amounts of or the interest on the

Notes acquired as a result of the Investment, or redemption

premiums due, if any, or other amounts, if any, vhich the

Foreign Enterprise owes the Investor in connection with the

Notes acquired as a result of the Investment; or

2. the Investor from effectively exercising its rights with

respect to the Foreign Enterprise either as shareholder or

as creditor, as the case may be, acquired as a result of the

Investment, as hereinafter defined; or

'. +-^ Th.i+ar ffrmm disposing of the Notes arnfuired as a

result of the Investment, as hereinafter defined, or any

rights accruing therefrom; or

4. the Investor from repatriating amounts received as Invest-

ment Earnings or Return of Capital which action ccmences

within the eighteen (18) months immediately succeesing such

receipt, provided, however, that if such action is essen-

tially regulatory or revenue producing in nature, such

action shall not be deemed to be an "Expropriatory Action".

Notwithstanding the foregoing, no such action shall be deemed an Expropriatory

Action if it occurs, or continues in effect during the aforesaid period of one

year, as a result of:

a. enforcement by the Government of the Prodect Country

of any law, decree, regulation or administrative

determination violated by the Investor or the Foreign
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Enterprise, unless such law, decree, regulation or

administrative determination shall have been enacted

or promulgated with a primary object of divesting any

or all of the then existing shareholders or creditors

of the Foreign Enterprise of their respective interest

therein; or

b. failure on the part of the Investor or the Foreign

Enterprise to take all reasonable measures under

then available administrative and judicial procedures

in the Project Country to prevent or postpone such

action; or

c. provocation by the Investor or the Foreign Enterprise

of such action; or

d. insolvency of or creditors' proceedings against the

Foreign Enterprise other than an insolvency or a

creditors' proceeding directly resulting from acts

of the Foreign Enterprise which could have been

restrained under applicable law and which the Investor

attempted to restrain but was prevented from so doing

for a period of one year by action taken, authorized,

ratified or condoned by the Government of the Project

Country during the Guaranty Period.

Provided further, that any action which would be considered to be an Expropriatory

Action if it were to continue to have any of the effects described in 1, 2, or

3 above for one year may be considered to be an Expropriatory Action at an

earlier time if A.I.D. shall determine that such action has caused or permitted

a dissipation or destruction of the assets of the Foreign Enterprise sufficient

to destroy the value of the Foreign Enterprise as a going concern.
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I-K. The term "Reference Rate of Exchange" means, on any day specified

herein, the rate of exchange certified by the Federal Reserve Bank of New

York to the Secretary of the Treasury for such day for the purpose of computing

the U. S. dollar amounts of duties on comodities imported into the United

States from the Project Country, as hereinafter defined, as required by the

U. S. customs laws, provided that one, but not more than one, such rate is

certified to the Secretary of the Treasury for such purpose as of such date.

If no one such rate or value is certified to the Secretary of the

Treasury on such date, the rate to be used for purposes of this Article I-K

shall be the average effective rate which, on the day specified herein, is

lawfully charged under the laws of the Project Country, as hereinafter defined,

to residents of said Project Countryexclusive of governmental entities,for

that group of commodity exports from the United States to said ProJect

Country, the U. S. dollar value of which during the one-year period preceding

such day constituted a larger amount than the value of any other group of

such exports to which a differenct single rate is applicable on such day. In

determining the relative U. S. dollar value of groups of such exports to

which a different rate may be applicable, statistics of the U. S. Bureau cf

the Census covering the most recent one-year period available will be

conclusively presumed to be the best available evidence, provided that

statistics necessary for this purpose were being maintained on a current basis

on the day specified herein.
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I-L. The term "Project Country" means the territory presently under the

jurisdiction of the Goverment of

I-M. The term lAhximum Amount of the Guaranty" means:

Dollars ($ ).j

Such amount shall be progressively reduced by any amounts received by the

Investor as compensation under this contract, such reduction to take effect as of

the first day of the Contract Period next succeeding the Contract Period in which

the applicable Date of Expropriation occurred. Such amount shall also be subject

to reduction by the Investor as provided in Article IX-B hereof.

A.I.D. thall refund to the Investor the portion of the Fee(s) for This

Contract, as hereinafter defined, paid for the amount by which the Maxizmu

Amount of the Guaranty is reduced during the Contract Period(s) commencing with

the effective date of the reduction.

I-N. The term 'Face Amount of the Guaranty' means the following amounts

for the Contract Periods indicated:

1. During the First Contract Period;

Dollars

2. During the Second Contract Period and each succeeding Contract

Period; any amount elected by the Investor as provided in

Article IX-B hereof but not greater than the Maximum Amount

of the Guaranty as of the first day of each Contract Period.

Such amount shall be progressively reduced by any amounts received by the

Investor as compensation under this contract, each such reduction to take effect

as of the applicable Date of .Expropriation.
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I-0. The term "Fee for This Contractu means the'amount of $._, Ibr

the First Contract Period payable on or before the Dote of This Contract, and

an amount payable on or before the first day of each Contract Period thereafter

during the Life of This Contract, which amount shall be equal to the sum of:

1. one-half of one percent (J%) of the Face Amount

of the Guaranty for the respective ensuing Contract

Period and

2. one-quarter of one percent (I) of the amount,

if any, by which the Maximum Amount of the

Guaranty exceeds the Face Amount of the Guaranty

for such respective ensuing Contract Period.

I-P. The term "Project" means _,

I-Q. The term "Investment" means an amount or amounts not exceeding in

aggregate _Dollars ($ ,_) paid over or to be paid over by the

Investor to the Foreign Enterprise as a loan to the Foreign Enterprise for use

in connection with the Project. The Investment will be evidenced by the dotes

in an aggregate principal amount equal to the amount of the Investment.

ARICX II

subject to the tern and conditions of this contract, A.I.D. hereby

guarantee. to th Investor, ponM application, cmpaenration in United 8tatea

dollars up to the limit provided for in Article V hereof for losses

determined in cdoordance with Article VI hereof resulting from Expropriatory

Action taken during the Oumrnty Period.
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ARTICLE III
Representations and Covenants

The Investor hereby represents to A.I.D. that, as of the date on which

this contract is executed by the Investor:

III-A. The Investor is a corporation created under the laws specified

:in th* first paragraph.on page 1 of this contract, and is substantially

beneficially owned by citizens of the United States.

III-B. The Investor has not entered into any arrangements or agreements

of whatever nature with respect to compensation by the Project Country for

any loss on the Investment by reason of Expropriatory Action.

The Investor hereby covenants with A.I.D. that:

III-C. The Investor will make payment to A.I.D. of the Fee for This

Contract in the amount and manner specified in Article I.

III-D. The Investor will continue during the Guaranty Period to be a

corporation created under the lava of the United States, or of one of the

states or territories of the United States. In the event that the Investor

shall during such period cease to be substantially beneficially owned by

citizens of the United States, the Investor shall give prompt notice of that

fact to A.I.D. and A.I.D. shall have rights of termination or refusal to make

compensation as provided under paragraph A of Article IV in the case of

breach of covenant.

III-E. The Investor will disclose promptly to A.I.D. in detail all arrange-

ments and agreements of whatever nature which, during the Guaranty Period, are

entered into by the Investor with respect to compensation by the Project Country

for any loss on the Investment by reason Of Expropriatory Action by the Govern-

ment-of the Project Country and will not, without obtaining the permiasion of A.I.D.,
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enter into any such arrangements or agreements or accept any such compensa-

tion for any loss with respect to which an application for compensation

is submitted hereunder.

III-F. The Investor will notify A.I.D. promptly in writing of any

action which it has reason to believe may become or has become an

Expropriatory Action.

III-G. The Investor during the Guaranty Period will submit to A.I.D.

at least thirty (30) days prior to each date upon which the Fee for This

Contract shall be due beginning with the second Contract Period a

progress report in duplicate, in such form as A.I.D. may specify, indi-

cating the amount of the Investment made, all sums received as Return of

Capital in U. S. dollars, Local Currency or other currencies, and

credits in _,y of the foregoing, -A such other informat1on an A.T.D. shall

reasonably require. The first such report shall cover the period from the

Date of This Contract until thirty (30) days prior to its due date, and

subsequent reports shall cover the respective successive 12-month periods.

III-R. The Investor will maintain in a place accessible to A.I.D.

or its duly authorized representatives, books of account and other

records, in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles,

covering the amount of the Investment, Return of Capital, Investment

Earnings, and all other receipts, expenditures, and transactions by the

Investor in U. S. Dollars, Local Currency, or other currencies, and

credits in any of the foregoing, in the Project Country or elsewhere,

295
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in connection with the Investment. During the Guaranty Period, and for five

years thereafter, the Investor will permit A.I.D. or its duly authorized

representatives, to inspect, examine and audit said accounts and records, whether

they be located in the Project Country or elsewhere. During the Guaranty

Period, and for five years thereafter, the Investor will use its best efforts

to enable the duly authorized representatives of A.I.D. to examine, audit and

copy for the purpose of this contract any books and records of the Foreign.

Enterprise, and to inspect its properties, whether in the Prcject Country or

elsewhere, and the Investor will render every reasonable assistance in connec-

tion therewith.

III-I. The Investor will not assign, transfer, pledge or make other

disposition of this contract or of any of the rights of the Investor hereunder

without first obtaining the Consent of A.I.D. thereto in writing.

III-J. Unless A.I.D. first agrees otherwise in writing, the Investor will.,

to the extent of Investor's ability, cause the Investment to be made substan-

tially in accordance with this Contract of Guaranty and with the material

representations submitted in obtaining this Contract of Guaranty.

III-K. Pr'or to the copletion of the transfers and assignments specified

in paragraph 0 of this Article, the Investor will take all reasonable measures

to pursue and preserve any administrative or judicial. remedies which may be

available in connection with the Expropriatory Action and to maintain and

preserve the assets of the Foreign Enterprise.
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III-L. The Investor will cooperate in full, and will use its best efforts

to cause the Foreign Enterprise to cooperate in full, with the responsible

agents of the Government of the United States of America.in the administration

of any property acquired by the Government under paragraph 0 of this Article

and in the preservation and prosecution of any claims transferred pursuant

to said paragraph 0, including without limitation the making available of

technical and other information necessary to the maintenance of property thus

acquired and the making available of evidence, including documents and witnesses,

necessary to the prosecution of claims thus acquired. The Investor shall not

be obligated by this paragraph to take any action which will incur substantial

direct expenses by it unless reimbursement for such expenses by the Government

of the United States is made available.

TTI-M. W4+,i4 .4,+- (0) AeR aft e the T)etp of This Contract and on or

before the last day of the sixth month of each fiscal year of the Foreign

Enterprise during the Guaranty Period, the Investor, to the extent of its

ability, shall furnish A.I.D. two copies of a balance sheet, profit and loss

statement, analysis of surplus and such other statements as A.I.D. shall rea-

sonable require, prepared or approved by an independent certified public accountant

or other accountant, setting forth such data as A.I.D. shall reasonably require

pertaining to the operations anid the financial condition of the Foreign

Enterprise during its preceding fiscal year.

11-N. No member of or delegate to Congress or resident commissioner shall

be admitted to any share or part of this contract or to any benefit that may

arise therefrom, but this provision shall not be construed to extend to this

contract if made with a corporation for its general benefit.
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III-O. Subject to the provisions of paragraph C of Article VII hereof,

the Investor will, upon receipt of notice from A.I.D. of the amount of com-

pensation determined to be due hereunder, and prior to the payment of any such

compensation, assign and transfer to A.I.D. or to any agent designated by

A.I.D. to the extent and in the manner requested by A.I.D. which request

shall be commensurate with whether compensation is being computed under para-

graph A or B of Article VI hereof:

1. the Notes acquired by the Investor as a result of the Invest-

ment and in Investor's possession on the Date of Expropriation;

2. any assets, currency or other property received directly or

indirectly by the Investor from the Foreign Enterprise, by

virtue of the Notes acquired as a result of the Investment,

after the Date of Expropriation which the Investor is unable

to withdraw from the Project Country;

3. any assets, currency, or other property received directly or

indirectly by the Investor as compensation for loss on the

Notes as a result of the Expropriatory Action which the Investor

is unable to withdraw from the Project Country; and

4. any claims, causes of action or other rights of the Investor

existing in connection with any of the foregoing items. To

the extent of its ability, the Investor will execute or

transfer all documents, and will take all other actions, as

A.I.D. may reasonably require, to complete effectively the

assignments provided in this paragraph.
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ARTICLE IV
Misrepresentation and Breach of Covenant

IV-A. In the event that the Investor shall have made a material mis-

representation of any fact stated in paragraph A or B of Article IT1

hereof, or shall breach any covenant contained in paragraph D, E, F, I, or

N of said Article, A.I.D. shall have the right to terminate this contract at

any time by written notice given to the Investor, and, with or without

exercising such right of termination, shall have the right to refuse to

make compensation to the Investor hereunder.

IV.B. In the event that the Investor shall breach any covenant con-

tained in any paragraph of Article III other than paragraph D, E, F, I, or

N thereof; A.T.D. may, at its option, do any or all of the following:

1. terminate this contract by giving not less than

thirty (30) days written notice to the Investor.

Such notice shall contain a statement of A.I.D.'a

intention to terminate, the reason upon which the

termination is based, and the date upon which the

termination is effective. Unless the Investor

shell have cured such breach prior to said date,

all obligations of A.I.D. hereunder shall terminate

on said date, except as to any rights of the

Investor which have accrued prior to such breach

and with respect to which any application or

applications are then pending;
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2. refuse to make compensation to the Investor based

upon an application filed subsequent to the breach

unless the Investor shall cure the breach within

thirty (30) days after A.I.D: shall give notice to

the Investor of the existence of the.breach;

3. make such arrangements as it deems proper with the

Investor to provide for the cure of the breach.

IV-C. In the event of any termination of this contract by A.I.D. all

rights, liabilities and obligations under this contract, except as expressly

continued by paragraph B of this Article, shall cease, except the following

obligations of the Investor:

1. to comply with the covenants and agreements con-

tained in paragraphs 3, H, I, and L of Article III

hereof; and

2. to make any repayment required by paragraph E of

this Article IV.

IV-D. In the event of misrepresentation or breach giving rise to the

right of A.I.D. to terminate this contract as hereinabove provided, neither

the acceptance of any fee by A.I.D. after the occurrence of such misrepresen-

tation or breach, nor the fact that A.I.D. shall have had knowledge, actual or

constructive, of the occurrence of such misrepresentation or breach and

shall have failed to exercise its right of termination, shall operate as a

waiver of the right of A.I.D. to terminate this contract or to refuse to make

compensation to the Investor hereunder, unless the Investor is fully carrying

out arreangsents agreed to pursuant to paragraph B3 of this Article IV.
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IV-E. If AI.D. shull have paid any compensation to the Investor

hereunder and shall thereafter ascertain that, prior to such payment, the

Investor misrepresented any fact stated in paragraph A or B of Article III,

or, prior to the date of such payment, breached any covenant in paragraph D,

, 1, IF, J, or N of Article III; or made any material misstatement of fact

in the application for such compensation, or, subsequent to the payment of

such compensation, the Investor breached the covenant contained in paragraph

L of Article III, then, on demand of A.I.D., contained in a written notice

given to the Investor within one year after ascertaining that any such

misrepresentation or breach has occurred or such misstatement was made, the

Investor shall immediately repay to A.I.D. the amount of U.S. dollars so

paid to the Investor, and upon receiving such repayment A.I.D. shall return

to tne Investor the riZUts, title interests transferred to

paragraph 0 of Article III hereof, provided, however, A.I.D. may not assert

such demand after the expiration of the period of five years immediately

succeeding the misrepresentation, breach or misstatement occasioning the

demand.

IV-?. In the event and to the extent that A.I.D. shall without sufficient

legal cause have refused to pay any compensation hereunder, A.I.D. shall

not be liable to the Investor for damages beyond the amount herein expressly

provided.

27-779 0-64-20
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ARTICLE V
Amount orf Compensation

The compensation to be paid hereunder for losses resulting from an

Expropriatory Action shall be any or all of:

a. the loss by reason of an Expropriatory Action of the kind

described in paragraph 31, J2, or J3 of Article I hereof

determined in accordance with paragraph A Of Article VI

hereof;

b. the loss by reason of an Expropriatory Action preventing

the repatriation of receipts or proceeds of the kind

described in paragraph .4 of Article I hereof determined

in accordance with paragraph B of Article VI hereof,

provided, however, that the amount of such compensation payable for any and all

loss resulting from an Expropriatory Action shall not exceed the Face Amount of

the Guaranty in effect on the Date of Expropriation.
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ARIICIS VI
ConMutAtiorn - iCG6 by Reszon of the Expropriatory Action

VI-A. The loss by reasoni of a: Rxproprtatory Action of tie kind described

in paragraphs J.1, J2, or J3 of Article I hereof shall be determined, as of the

Date of Ixpropriation, as:

The Net Investment less the U. S. dollar value of any assets, currency or

other property not required to be transferred pursuant to paragraph 0 of

Article III hereof which is received, directly or indirectly, by the Investor

either as compensation for loss as a result of that Expropriatory Action or as

an assigMnent from the Foreign Enterprise after the Date of Expropriation by

virtue of the let Investment, such value to be determined as of the date or

dates such assets, currency or other property, accepted by the Inyeator, first

ends into the Investor's possession outside of the Project Country.

VI-1. The loss by reason of an Expropriatory Action preventing the repa-

triation of receipts or proceeds of the kind described in paragraph J4 of

Article I hereof, shall be determined (a) where such receipts or proceeds consist

of Local Currency, by the U. S. dollar equivalent thereof on the basis of the

Reference Rate of Exchange in effect on or nearest succeeding the Date of

Expropriation, and (b) where such proceeds consist of other currencies, the

U. B. dollar equivalent at the applicable rate of exchange for such currency

certified by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York on or nearest succeeding such

date, provided, however, that from such U. 8. dollar equivalent shall be deducated

the U. S. dollar value of any assets, currency, or other property, not required

to be transferred pursuant to paragraph 0 of Article III hereof, which is received,
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directly or indirectly, by the Investor either as compensation for loss as a

result of that Expropriatory Action or as en assignment from the Foreign

Enterprise by virtue of the Net Invrestent, such value to be determined as

of the date or dates such easets, currency, or other property, accepted by the

Investor, firet comee into the Investor's poesession outside the Project

Country.

VI-C. Ioes by reason of an Expropriatory Action shall be determined in

accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States,

and, except as required by the Government of the ProJect Country, depreciation

shall be conputed at rates not less than those alloved under then existing

regulations of the Vcited States Internal Revenue Service.
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ARTICLE VII
pplication -for Compensation

VII-A. At one or more times the Investor may file with A.I.D. applica-

tion for compensation hereunder; provided, however, that any such application

must be filed not later than six (6) months after the Investor has reason

to believe that Expropriatory Action has been taken, and-in no event shall

any such application be filed more then eighteen (18) months after the

expiration of the Guaranty Period. Any such application shall be in a forn

satisfactory to A.I.D. and shall contain all information reasonably required

by A.I.D. to determine the Investor's right to compensation and the amount

thereof. A.I.D. thereafter will keep the Investor advised in writing as to

any additional evidence which it may deem reasonably necessary to complete the

application; provided, however, that:

1. an application will be deemed to be complete, if,

at the expiration of three (3) months after the

receipt of any evidence from Investor, A.I.D. does

not have outstanding a request for additional

evidence; and

2. if the Investor fails to respond to a request

for evidence within three (3) months after the

making thereof, A.I.D. may at its option consider

the application as abandoned. A.I.D. may, at

its option, reinstate such application upon

written request of the Investor.
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A.I.D. shall consult with the Investor or otherwise afford the Investor

a reasonable opportunity to present its views on any question of fact which

A.I.D. must resolve in determining whether and to what extent Investor has

incurred loss on the part or all of the Investment as a result of Expropriatory

Action within the meaning of this contract. The filing of applications and

supporting evidence shall not operate to create any presumption that Investor

has incurred such losses.

VII-B. A.I.D. shall have a reasonable period, not in excess of six (6)

months after completion of any application, to determine and to notify Investor

of its determinations as to (1) whether or not Investor has incurred loss for

which compensation is hereby guaranteed, (2) the Date of Expropriation, if any,

and (3) the amount of such compensation. Within sixty (60) days (or such longer

period as the parties may agree upon in writing) after the delivery to Investor

of notice from A.I.D. that compensation is due hereunder, and the amount

thereof, Investor shall assign its rights, title and interest to A.I.D. as

provided in paragraph 0 of Article III hereof, and A.I.D.,upon the completion

of such assignment shall make immediate payment to the Investor of the amount of

compensation due.

VII-C. Nothing in this agreement shall prevent Investor from withdrawing

any application at any time prior to the time of the assigument to A.I.D. of

Investor's rights, title and interest as provided in paragraph 0 of Article III

hereof.
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AZCIB VII
Pundn AvilMble or L Yaet Of Guaranty

- 11-A. The only furd vbich will be available to A.I. D. for the purpose

of disecharging liability unier this and all other contracts of guaranty which

may have been or y hereafter be entered into pursuant to the authority of

Section 221(b) of the Act, Sections 202(b) and 413(b)(4) of the Mutual Security

Act of 1954, as amended, and Section 1l1(b)(3) of the 3conomic Cooperation Act

of 1 948, as *ended (exclusive of informational media guaranties), are (i)

those specified in Section 222 of the Act ad (ii) other funds, if any, which

may be available at any time hereafter for the aforesaid general purpose, pur-

enaat to the lave of the United States.

VIII.B. Ike Investor shall. have no right or claim rising out of this

contract against any other asset of A.I.D.
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ARMMCLI IX
Terminat!o -JaWleduction

IX-A. Thp Investor shall have the right to terzinat4 this contract effec-

tive on the first day of any Contract Period by written notice given to A.ID.

on or prior to such dmy. Such termination shell, from its effective date,

relieve the Investor of ell further obligations to pay the Fee for This Contract,

but it shell not discharge or affect any other right, liability or obligation

of either party which has accrued prior to the effective date of the termination

Of this contract or which, by the terms of this contract, is to survive the

Guaranty Period.

IX-B. Prior to the first day of any Contract Period the Investor may by

giving written notice to A.I.D.:

(1) Ilect a Face Amount of the Guaranty for the

ensuing Contract Period.

(2) Reduce the Maxmum Amount of the Guaranty for the remaining

Contract Periods.

Election under (1) shell be in effect only for the Contract Period requested

by the Investor and reduction under (2) shall be permanent and may not be

reinstated REpductions pursuant to this Article shell become effective on the

first day of say Contract Period Imediately following delivery to A.I.D. of

written notice thereof and shall not affect the amount of the fee payable, or

the retention by A.I.D. of any fee paid, for any period prior to the date on

which such reductions become effective.
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ARPIOLZ K
MModificton

Any provision(s) of this contract may be modified, supplerented or other-

wise sltered by mutual agreement in writing.

lotices

I-A. Written notice tb the respective parties my be delivered by:

1. Aamg personal delivery of such notice to the Investment

Guerwities Division, Agency for International Developint,

or to cn of the repxesentatives of the Investors authorized

purs"At to Artiele M- hereof,

or

.2. depositIng ouch notice in the U.S. Post Office by registered

*-11 erloaed in ea en elope, postage prepaid, .diressed to

tbe party concerbed at the addxess below specified, or to

suoh other vddftssc as my be specified in writing fros time

to tiw-

To: II icB m u N i
gO FOR mmmisLmyam

At: UWASEwICX 9S5, D. C.

To: =ZI1IW1OR

At: 7he address stated in the first paragraph on
pIge 1 of this contract

I.B. Tbe date of delivery mader A.l. sell be the date on which the

notice is received and xder A.2. shall be the date on which the item vas

registered.
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ARTICLE XII
Authority of IRepresentatives

Prior to and as a condition of receiving any payment under this contract

the Investor shall furnish A.I.D. with evidence of the authority of the persons

who will act as representatives of the Investor in connection with the opera-

tion of this contract. A.I.D. shall be entitled to rely on such evidence of

authority until A.I.D. shall receive written notice from the Investor that such

persons are no longer authorized so to act; and in the event of such notice,

the Investor will promptly furnish A.I.D. with evidence of the authority of per-

sons authorized to act in their place and stead.

ARTICLE 1III
- ~~~~Disclaim~er-

The approval of A.I.D. of this Investment for guaranty purposes is not

to be construed as an acknowledgement of the legality of the agreements or

arrangements constituting or relating to this Investment, or of any acts in

pursuance thereof, under the laws, including the antitrust laws, of the United

States or of the Project Country.
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ARTICLA Irv
Arbitration

Any question which shall arise as to the obligation of either party under

this contract or the interpretation of any provision thereof, if not settled by

mutual agreement, shall, at the option of either party and, upon written notice

to the other party, be settled by arbitration. The arbitration shall be held

at Washington, D. C., and shall be conducted in accordance with the then pre-

vailing rules of the American Arbitration Association. In any such arbitration

A.I.D. shal appoint one arbitrator, the ixvestor shall appoint another, and the

two so appointed shall appoint a third arbitrator; provided, however, that if

any arbitrator or arbitrators are not appointed in accordance with the foregoing

provisions of this Article within sixty (60) days after notice for arbitration

has been given, such arbitrator or arbitrators sheall be appointed in accordance

with the rules above mentioned.

The controversy shall be submitted to the arbitrators in such manner as

they shall deem appropriate, consistent with the then prevailing rules of the

American Arbitration Association, and the decision of a majority of the

arbitrators, rendered in writing, shall be final and conclusive and binding on

the parties.

Each party shall pay its own expenses in connection with the arbitration, but

the compensation and expenses of the arbitrators shall be borne in such manner

as may be specified in the decision of the arbitrators.

Each party shall, in any arbitration hereunder, have the right to appear

and be heard and present evidence before the arbitrators.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this contract to be

duly executed and issued in duplicate at Washington, District of Columbia,

United States of America, as of the day of , 1962.

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

By

Date

Inyestort's Name

Date
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SPECIMEN (10/1/6

AID CONTRACT OF GUARANITY
NO.

CONTRACT OF GUARANTY (EXPROPRIATION-EQUITY)

Contract of Guaranty made, entered into and dated as of the

day of _, 196 , by and between AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPHENT

(hereinafter called "AID"), an agency of the United States of America, acting

for the Administrator of AID (hereinafter called "Administrator") under

authority contained in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, (here-

inafter called the "Act") and duly delegated to the Administrator and

(hereinafter called "Investor"), a corporation

organized and existing under the laws of having its principal

place of business at _

The Investor is engaged in, among other things, (brief description of the

Investor's buainess; brief description of the foreign enterprise or other

business in which the proposed investment is to be made; brief description of

the contemplated investment)

The Investor has filed with AID pursuant to the provisions of Secticn 221(b)

of the Act and to the rules and regulations prescribed by the Administrator

thereunder, an application for a guaranty against loss on the Investment, as

hereinafter defined, by reason of expropriation. AID and the Government of

have each approved the Project.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual covenants

herein contained, AID and the Investor hereby agree as follows:
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ANIICIZ I
Definitions

Wherever used in this contract:

I-A. The term "Date of This Contract" means that date, shown on the

last pegs of this contract, on which this contract was executed for A.I.D.

I-B. The term 'Contract Period" means:

(a) the year beginning on the Date of This Contract, such

Contract Period being hereinafter called the First

Contract Period, and

(b) periods of one year in length, each commencing on

the successive anniversaries of the Date of This

Contract.

I-C. The term "Investment Earnings" means the amounts received

subsequent to the Date of This Contract by the Investor as dividends on

the Equity Shares held by the Investor as a result of the Investment,

as hereinafter defined, but exclusive of dividends paid in complete or

partial liquidation of said Equity Shares.

I-D. The term "Return of Capital" means the amounts received by

the Investor subsequent to the Date of This Contract as dividends paid

in complete or partial liquidation of the Equity Shares held by the Investor

as a result of the Investment, as hereinafter defined, or as proceeds from

the sale or transfer in the Project Country, as hereinafter defined, of all

or any part of the Equity Shares held by the Investor as a result of the

Invest ent, as hereinafter defined..
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I-N. The term "Oovernment of the Project Country" means the present or sr

succeeding governing authority (vithout regard to the method of its succession

or to whether it is recognized by the United States), or authorized agents

thereof, in effective control of .11 or any part of the Project Country, an

hereinafter defined, or of Any political or terriotrial subdivision thereof;

provided, however, that in no event shall the Goverment of the United States

of Ameries, or eny military govermnent or c-nd in which it participates, be

included within the meuiing of this paragraph.

I-7. The term "Ougrenty Period" mean (a) the period of twenty years fr.

the date, shown on the last VWe of this contract, on which this contract ws

exeeuted and issued, or (b) if terminated pursuant to Article IV or 3, then

to *ad including the effective date of such termination.

I-. The term 'Ute of Expropriation" means the first day of the one-yea

period referred to in paragraph J of this Article.

I-. ohe ter3 "local Currency" meons currency recogaized so legal tender

in the ProJent Country, a* hereinafter defined, by the governing authorities

thereof.

I-I. The term 'Net Investment" means, on any date, the mount of the

Investment, expressed in U. 9. dollars, expended by the Investor for those

Equity haeres, acquired by the Investor an a recult of the Investment and in

Investor's possession on such date.

I-J. The term "Expropriatory Action" means any action, other than an

exchange control action, which is taken, authorized, ratified or condoned by

the Govermnent of the Project Country during the Guarsnty Period with or
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without compensation therefor, and which for a period of one year necessarily

results in preventin:

1. the oreign Enterprise from exercising substantial control

on the use and disposition of its property; or

2. the Investor from effectively exercising its rights of

psrttcipation in the control of the Foreign Enterprise

acquired as a result of the Investment, as hereinafter

defined, or

3. the Investor fron disposing of its Equity Shares acquired

as a result of. the Investment, as hereinafter defined, or

any rights accruing therefrom; or

4. the Investor from repatriating amounts received as

Investment Earnings or Return of Capital which action

c mences witin the eighteen (18) months immediately

pucceedUng such receipt, provided, however, that if

such action is eaaeztielly regulstory or revenue

producing in nature, such action shell not be deemed to

be an "Xpropriatory Action".

Ntwitstaending the foregoing, no such action shall be deemed an Expropriatory

Action if it Qccurs, or continues in effect during the aforesaid period of one

year, as a result of:

a. e9frcement by the Government of the PrgI.qect Country

of any law, decree, regulation or administrative

determination violated by the Investor or the Foreign

Enterprise, unless such law, decree, regulation or
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administrative determination shall have been enacted

or promulgated with a primary object of divesting any

or all of the then existing shareholders or creditors

of the Foreign Enterprise of their respective Interest

therein; or

b. failure on the part of the Investor or the Foreign

Enterprise to take all reasonable measures under

then available administrative and judicial procedures

in the Project Country to prevent or postpone such

action; or

c. provocation by the Investor or the Foreign Enterprise

of such action; or

d. insolvency of or creditors' proceedings against the

Foreign Enterprise other than an insolvency or a

creditors' proceeding directly resulting from acts

of the Foreign Enterprise which could have been

restrained under applicable law and which the Investor

attempted to restrain bc was prevented from so doing

for a period of one year by action taken, authorized,

ratified or condoned by the Government of the Project

Country during the Guaranty Period.

provided further, that any action which would be considered to be an Expropriatory

Action if it were to continue to have any of the effez-s described in 1, 2, or

3 above for one year may be considered to be an Expropriatory Action at an

essiier time if A.I.D. shall determine that such action has caused or permitted

a dissipation or destruction of the assets of the Foreign Enterprise sufficient

to destroy the value of the Foreign Enterprise as a going concern.

27-779 0--44-- 21
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I-K. The term wReference Rate of Exchange" means, on any day specified

herein, the rate of exchange certified by the Federal Reserve Bank of New

York to the Secretary of the Treasury for such day for the purpose of computing

the U. S. dollar amounts of duties on commodities imported into-the United

States from the Project Country, as hereinafter defined, as required by the

U. S. customs laws, provided that one, but not more than one, such rate is

certified to the Secretary of the Treasury for such purpose as of such date.

If no one such rate or value is certified to the Secretary of the

Treasury on such date, the rate to .b used for purposes of this Article I-K

shall be the average effective rate which, on the day specified herein, is

lawfully charged under the laws of the Project Country, as hereinafter defined,

to residents of said Project Country, exclusive of governmental entitiesfor

that group of comodity exports from the United States to said Project

Country, the U. S. dollar value of which during the one-year period preceding

such day constituted a larger amount than the value of any other group of

such exports to which a differenct single rate is applicable on such day. In

determining the relative U. S. dollar value of groups of such exports to

which a different rate may be applicable, statistics of the U. S. Bureau of

the Census covering the most recent one-year period available will be

conclusively presumed to be the best available evidence, provided that

statistics necessary for this purpose were being maintained on a current basis

on the day specified herein.
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I-L. The term Project Country" means the territory presently under the

jurisdiction of the Government of _

I-M. The term "Maxiiwm Azount of the Guaranty" means:

Dollars ()

Such amount shall be progressively reduced by any amounts received by the

Investor as compensation under this contract, such reduction to take effect as

of the first day of the Contract Period next succeedi ng the Contract Period in

which the applicable Date of Expropriation occurred. Such amount shall also be

subject to reduction by the Investor as provided in Article IX-B hereof.

A.I.D. shall refudd to-therInvestor the portion of the Fee(s) for This

Contract, as hereinafter defined, paid for the amount by which the Maximum

Amount of the Guaranty is reduced during the Contract Period(s) commencing with

the effective date of the reduction.

I-N. The term DFace Amount of the Guaranty" means the following amounts

for the Contract Periods indicated:

1. During the First Contract Period;

. Dollars )

2. During the Second Contract Period and each succeeding

Contract Period; any amount elected by the Investor

as provided in Article IX-B hereof but not greater

than the Maximum Amount of the Guaranty as of the

first day of each Contract Period.

Such a ount shall be progressively reduced by any amounts received by the

Investor as compensation under this contract, each such reduction to take effect

as of the applicable Date of Expropriation.
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I-0. The term "Fee for This Contract" means the amount of $

for the First Contract Period, payable on or before the Date of This Contract,

and an amount payable on or before the first day of each Contract Period

thereafter during the Guaranty Period, vbich amount shall be equal to the sum of:

1. one-half of one percent (Q%) of the Face Amount of the

Guaranty for the respective ensuing Contract Period, and

2. one-quarter of one percent (A,%) of the =xut, if any, by

which the W1mum Amount of the Guaranty exceeds the Face

Amount of the Guaranty for such respective ensuing Contract Period.

I-P. The term "Project" means

I-Q. The term "Investment" means an amount, totaling not in excess of

ARTICLE II

Subject to the terms and conditions of this contract, A.I.D. hereby

guarantees to the Investor, upon application, c=psn$atiOn in United tsates

dollars up to the lilit provided for in Article V hereof for losses

determined in accordance with Article VI hereof resulting from Uxpropristory

Action taken during the Ouarsnty Period.
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ARTICLE III
Representations and Covenants

The Investoi nerebv represents to A.I.D. that, as of the date on which

this contract is executed by the Investor

III-A. The Investor is a corporation created under the laws specified

in the first paragraph on page 1 of this contract, and is substantially

beneficially owned by citizens of the United States.

III-B. The Investor has not entered into any arrangements o. agreements

of whatever nature with respect to compensation by the Project '.ountry for

any loss on the Investment by reason of Expropriatory Action.

The Investor hereby covenants with A.I.D. that-

III-C. The Investor will make payment to A.I.D. of the Fee for This

Contract in the amount and manner specified in Article I

III-D. The Investor will continue during the Guaranty Period to be a

corporation created under the laws of the United States, or of one of the

states or territories of the United States In the event that the Inveutor

shall during such period cease to be substantially beneficially owned by

citizens of the United States, the Investor shall give prompt notice of that

fact to A.I.D. and A.I.D. shall have rights of termination or refusal to make

compensation as provided under paragraph A of Article IV in the case of

breach of covenant.

III-E. The Investor will disclose promptly to A.I.D. in detail all arrange-

ments and agreements of whatever nature which, during the Guaranty Pee i-s, are

entered into by the Investor with respect to compensation by the Projert Country

for any loss on the Investment by reason of Expropriatory Action by the Covern-

ment of the Project Country and will not, without obtaining the permission of A.l.P.
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enter into any such arrangements or agreements or accept any such compensa-

tion for any lose with respect to which an application for compensation

is submitted hereunder.

III-F. The Investor will notify A.I.D. promptly in writing of any

action which it has reason to believe may become or has become an

ftpropriatory Action.

III-G. The Investor during the Guaranty Period will submit to A.I.D.

at least thirty (30) days prior to each date upon which the Fee for This

Contract shall be due beginning with the second Contract Period a

progress report in duplicate, in such form as A.I.D. may specify, indi-

cating the amount of the Investment made, all sums received as Return of

Capital in U. S. dollars, Local Currency or other currencies, and

credits in any of the foregoing, and such other information as A.I.D. shall

reasonably require. The first such report shall cover the period from the

Date of This Contract until thirty (30) days prior to its due date, and

subsequent reports shall cover the respective successive 12-month periods.

III-H. The Investor will maintain in a place accessible to A.I.D.

or its duly authorized representatives, books of account and other

records, in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles,

covering the amount of the Investment, Return of Capital, Investment

Uarnings, and all other receipts, expenditures, and transactions by the

Investor in U. 8. Dollars, Local Currency, or other currencies, and

credits in any of the foregoing, in the Project Country or elsewhere,
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in comectIm with the Inveaten . During the Onuranty Period, and for five pwa

Usez tar, the nestorwil permit A.I.D.D,cr its duly authorised representativse,

to Inspect, Slzai audit d sad accounts d records m ty be located In

the Project Country or *lsere. During the Guaranty Period, and for five year

thereafter, th Inetor will use It. beet effort. to enabl, the duly authorised

repr entativee of A.I to eurdne, audit,and copy for the purpose of this contract

an books end records of the Foreign Interprise, and to inspect It. properties,

dether in the Project Country or elsehere, end the Investor wifl render every

reasonable assitatnce in connection theredth.

~. me Investor idl not eseip, transfer, pldge or aske other disposition

of this ontract or of en of the rtuo of the Investor hereunder vithout first

obtaining the ooent of A.I.D. thereto in Wlting.

m-J. IhUge A.I.D. first agrees otherwis in writing, the Investor wi1, to

the eztent of Investors ability, cause both the Project to be carried out and the

Inrestmnt to be mO eubstantiafly in accordance with the materiel representatiems

relating thereto eubmitted in obtaining this Contract of Ouaranty and In accordance

with this Contract of Guaranty.

m-L. Prior to the completion of the transfers and assignments specified in

paragraph 0 of this Article, the Investor will take ell reasonable measures to

pursue end prese any administrative or judicial rewdies which may be available

In co Ctio ith the troprIatory Action and to maintain and preserve the msets

of the 1orein Enterprise.
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III-L. The Investor will cooperate in full, and will use its best efforts

to cause the Foreign Enterprise to cooperate in full, with the responsible

agents of the Goverment of the United States of America in the administration

of any property acquired by the Government under paragraph 0 of this Article

and in the preservation and prosecution of any claims transferred pursuant

to said paragraph 0, including without limitation the making available of

technical and other information necessary to the maintenance of property thus

acquired and the making available of evidence, including documents and witnesses,

necessary to the prosecution of claims thus acquired. The Investor shall not

be obligated by this paragraph to take any action which will incur substantial

direct expenses by it unless reimbursement for such expenses by the Government

of the United States is made available.

III-M. Within sixty (60) days after the Date of This Contract and on or

before the last day of the sixth month of each fiscal year of the Foreign

Enterprise during the Guaranty Period, the Investor, to the extent of its

ability, shall furnish A.I.D. two copies of a balance sheet, profit and loss

statement, analysis of surplus and such other statements as A.I.D shall rea-

sonable require, prepared or approved by an independent certified public accountant

or other accountant, setting forth such data as A.I.D. shall reasonably require

pertaining to the operations and the financial condition of the Foreign

Enterprise during its preceding fiscal year.

III-N. No member of or delegate to Congress or resident commifsioner shall

be admitted to any share or part of this contract or to any benefit that may

arise therefrom, but this provision shall not be construed to extend to this

contract if made with a corporation for its general benefit.
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III-0. Subject to the provisions of paragraph C of Article VII hereof,

the Investor vill, upon receipt of notice froe A.I.D. of the ount of con-

pensation determined to be due hereunder, and prior to the payment of any

such compensation, assige and transfer to A.I.D. or to any agent designated

by A.I.D. to the extent and in the manner requested by A.I.D. which request

shall be coinensurate vith whether compensation is being computed under para-

graph A or B of Article VI hereof:

1. the Equity Bharea qcquired by the Investor as a result of

the Investment and in Investor's possession on the Date of

Expropriation;

2. any assets, currency or other property received directly or

indirectly by the Investor fron the Foreigi Enterprise, by

virtue or the Equity Shares acquired as a. resu t of the In-

vestment, after the Date of Expropriation which the Investor

is unable to withdraw from the Project Country;

3. any assets, currency, or other property received directly or

indirectly by the Investor as compensation for loss on the

fquity Spsres aB a result of the Expropriatory Action which

the Inve4tor is unable to withdraw from the Project Country; and

4. any claims, causes of action or other rights of the Investor

existing in connection with any of the foregoing items. To

the extent of its ability, the Investor vill execute or trans-

fer all documents, and vill take all other actions, as A.I.D.

may reasonably require, to complete effectively the assign-

ments provided in this paragraph.
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ARTICIE IV
MisrepresentatifoTndBreach of Covenant

IV-A. In the event that the Investor shall have mode a material mis-

representaticn of any fact stated in paragraph A or B of Article III

hereof, or ah ll breach any covenant contained in paragraph D, Z, F, I, or

I of said Article, A.I.D. shall have the right to terminate this contract at

any t1be by written not'ce given to the Investor, and, with or without

exercising such right of termination, shall have the right to refuse to

make copensation to the Investor hereunder.

IV-9. In the event that the Investor shall breach any covenant con-

tained in any paragraph of Article III other than paragraph D, Z, F, I, or

N thereof, A.I.D. may, at its option, do any or all of the following:

1. terminate this contract by giving not less than

thirty (30) days written notice to the Investor.

Such notice shell contain a statement of A.I.D.'s

intention to terminate, the reason upon which the

termination is based, and the date upon which the

termination is effective. Unless the Investor

shall have cured such breach prior to said date,

all obligations of A.I.D. hereunder shall terminate

on said date, except as to any rights of the

Investor which have accrued prior to such breach

and with respect to vhicn any application or

applications are then pending;
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2. refuse to make cmpensation to the Investor based

upon an application filed subsequent to the breach

unless the Investor shall cure the breach within

thirty (30) days after A.I.D. shall give notice to

the Investor of the existence of the breach;

3. make such arrangements as it deems proper with the

Investor to provide for the cure of the breach.

IV-C. In the event of any termination of this contract by A I.D.. all

rights, liabilities and obligations under this contract, except as expressly

continued by paragraph B of this Article, shall cease, except the following

obligations of the Investor:

1. to comply with the covenants and agreements con-

tained in paragraphs E, H, I, and L of Articie III

hereof; and

2. to make any repayment required by paragraph E of

this Article Nv.

IV-D. In the event of misrepresentation or breach giving rise to the

right of A.I.D. to terminate this contract as hereinabove provided, neither

the acceptance of any fee by A.I.D. after the occurrence of Auwh mi represen-

tation or breach, nor the fact that A.I.D. shall have had knowledge, actual or

constructive, of the occurrence of such misrepresentation or breach and

shall have failed to exercise its right of teraination, shall operate as a

waiver of the right of A.I.D. to terminate this contract or to refuse to make

cnpenasation to the Investor hereunder, unless the Investor is fully carrying

ouk arrangr ents agreed to pursuant to paragraph B3 of this Article Iv.
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IV-Z. If AI.D. shall have paid any compensation to the Investor

hereunder and shall tbereafter ascertain that, prior to such payment, the

Investor misrepresented any fact stated in paragraph A or B of Article III,

or, prior to the date of such payment, breached any covenant in paragraph D,

t, it 1, J* or N of Article III, or made any material misstatement of fact

in the application for such compensation, or, subsequent to the payment of

such co pensation, the Investor breached the covenant contained in paragraph

L of Article III, then, on demand of A.I.D., contained in a written notice

given to the Investor within one year after ascertaining that any such

misrepresentation or breach has occurred or such misstatement was mna.de, the

Investor shall immediately repay to A.I.D. the amount of U.S. dollars so

paid to the Investor, and upon receiving such repayment A.I.D. shall return

to the Investor the rights, title and interests transferred pursuant to

paragraph 0 of Article III hereof, provided, however, A.I.D. may not assert

such demand after the expiration of the period of five years immediately

succeeding the misrepresentation, breach or misstatement occasioning the

demand.

IV-F. In the event and to the extent that A.I.D. shall without sufficient

legal cause have refused to pay any compensation hereunder, A.I.D. shall

not be liable to the Investor for damages beyond the amount herein expressly

provided.
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ACIBL V
Asount of Cpensation

!he co pensation to be paid hereunder for losses resulting from an

Ixpropriatory Action ahall be any or nll of:

a.. the loss by reason of an ixpropriatory Action of the kind

described in paragraph 31, J2, or J3 of Article I hereof

determined in accordance vith paragraph A of Article VI

hereof;

b. the loas by reason of an Expropriatory Action preventing

the repatriation of receipts or proceeds of the kind

described In paragraph J4 of Article I hereof determined

in accordance vith paragraph B of Article VI herWsf,

_provided, hevuver, that the onont of such COMpensatiom paye-le for any am a11

loss resulting from an Expropriatory Action shall Aot exceed the Face A ount of

the Guaranty in effect on the Date of Expropriation.
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ARTICLE VI
Computation of Loss by Reason of the Expropriatory Action

VI-A. The loss by reason of an Expropriatory Action of the kind described

in paragraph J1, J2, or J3 of Article I hereof shall be determined, as of

the Date of Expropriation, a

The Adjusted Value of the Equity Shares, as hereinafter defined, less:

the U. S. dollar value of any asets, currency or other property not required

to be transferred pursuant to paragraph 0 of Article III hereof wbich is

received, directly or indirectly, by the Investor either as compensation for

loss as a result of that Uxpropriatory Action or as an assigment from the

Foreign Enterprise after the Date of Expropriation by virtue of the Investment

in Equity Shares, such value to be determined as of the date or dates such

assets, currency or other property, accepted by the Investor, first cowe into

the Investor's possession outside of the Project Country.

For the purposes of this paragraph A the term 'Adjusted Value of the

Equity Shares shall mean the sun of:

1. the Net Investment on the Date of Expropriation;

and

2. the United States dollar equivalent of an amount

determined by subtracting from the Investor's Share

of any net income (including net capital gains or

losses) after taxes, realized by the Foreign Enter-

prine fran the date of the Inveastent to the rate

of Expropriation, the sun of:
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a. the investor's Share of any net losses

(including net capital gains or losses)

after taxes, realized by the Foreign Enter-

prise fro the date of the Investment to the

Date of Expropriation; and

b. the Investor's Share of any dividends declared

and paid on the Equity Shares from the date

of the Investment to the Date of Expropriation.

The Investor's Share shall be determined on the basis of those Equity Shares

in Investor's possession on the Date of Expropriation in connection with the

Net Investment on such date. The United States dollar equivalent of said amount

shall be obtained by applying a rate of exchange which shall be the average

of the Reference Rates of Exchange on the last day of each month, or part

thereof, frao the Date of This Contract to the Date of Expropriation.

VI-B. The loss by reason of an Expropriatory Action preventing the

repatriation of receipts or proceeds of the kind described in paragraph J4

of Article I hereof, shall be determined (a) where such receipts or proceeds

consist of Local Currency, by the U. S. dollar equivalent thereof on the basis

of the Reference Rate of Exhange in effect on or nearest succeeding the Date

of luropriation, and (b) where such proceeds consist of other currencies,

the U. S. dollar equivalent at the applicable rate of exchange for such currency
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certified by the Federal Reserve Bank of New Yrcrk on or nea rest succeeding

such date, provided, however, that from such U. S. dollar equivalent shall

be deducted the U. S. dollar value of any assets, currency, or other property,

not required to be transferred pursuant to paraaraph 0 of Article III hereof,

which is received, directly or indirectly, by the Investor either &a compen-

sation for loss as a result of that Expropriatory Action or aa an assignment

from the Foreign Enterprise by virtue of the Investment in Oflhe .Aity Sharei,

such value to be determined * of the date or dates such assets, currency,

or other property, accepted by the Investor, first comes into the Investor's

possession outside the Project Country.

VI-C. Loss by reasmo of an Expropriatory Action shall be determined

in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United

States, and depreciation shell be computed at rates not less than those allowed

under then existing regulations of the United States Internal Revenue Service.

Further if the books and records of the Foreign Enterprise showing Adjusted

Value of the Equity Shares on the Date of Expropriation are not available,

such value or values shell be determined as of that date on the basis of the

best available evidence.
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ARTICLE VII
Application for Compensation

VII-A. At one or more times the Investor may file vith A. I. D. applica-

tion for compensation hereunder; provided, however, that any such application

suet be filed not later thasn ix (6) months after the Investor has reason

to believe that hproyristory Action has been taken, end in no event shall

any such application be filed more then eighteen (18) months after the

expiration of the Guaranty Period. Any such application shall be in a form

satisfactory to A.I.D. and shall contain all information reasonably required

by A. I .D. to determine the Investor's right to compensation and the amount

thereof. A.I .D. thereafter will keep the Investor advised in writing as to

ny additional evidence which it may deem reasonably necessary to complete the

application; provided, however, that:

1. an application will be deemed to be complete, if,

at the expiration of three (3) months after the

receipt of any evidence from Investor, A.I.D. does

not have outstanding a request for additional

evidence; and

2. if the Investor fails to respond to a request

for evidence within three (3) months after the

*nking thereof) A.I.D. may at its option consider

the *pplication as abandoned. A.I.D. may, at

its option, reinstate such application upon

written request of the Investor.

27-779 O-fl4----22
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A.I.D. shall consult with the Investor or otherwise afford the Investor

a reasonable opportunity to present its views on any question of fact which

A.I.D. must resolve in determining whether and to what extent InvesLor has

incurred loss on the part or all of the Investment as a result of Expropriatory

Action within the meaning of this contract. The filing of applications and

supporting evidence shall not operate to create any presumption that Inventor

has incurred such losses.

VII-B. A.I.D. shall have a reasonable period, not in excess of six (6)

months after completion of any application, to determine and to notify Investor

of its determinations as to (1) whether or not Investor has incurred loss for

which compensation is hereby guaranteed, (2) the Date of Expropriation, if any,

and (3) the amount of such compensation. Within sixty (60) days (or such longer

period as the parties may agree upon in writing) after the delivery to Investor

of notice from A.I.D. that compensation is due hereunder, and the amount

thereof, Investor shall assign its rights, title and interest to A.I.D. as

provided in paragraph 0 of Article III hereof, and A.I.D.,upon the completion

of such assignment sohall make immediate payment to the Investor of the amount of

compensation due.

VII-C. Nothing in this agreement shall prevent Investor from withdrawing

any application at any time prior to the time of the assignment to A.I.D. of

Investor's rights, title and interest as provided in paragraph 0 of Article III

hereof.
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ASCIZ Vn1
Funds Av ±3ble FOr Y Wment of Guaranty

VIII-A. The only fun"l which vill be available to A.I.D. for the purpose

of discharging liability uider this andnfl* other contracte of guaranty which

may have been or my hereafter be entered into pursuant to the authority of

Section 221(b) of the Act, Sections 202(b) and 413(b)(4) of the Mutual Security

Act of 1954, as emended, and Section 1l.(b)(3) of the lcononic Cooperation Act

of 1948, as amended (exclusive of informtional media guaranties), are (i)

those specified in Section 222 of the Act, and (ii) other finds, if any, which

may be available at any time hereafter for t'h aforesaid generml p-rpose, ,

suant to the lava of the United Btates.

ViII-B. oh Investor shall have no right or claim arising out of this

contract against any other asset of A.I.D.
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ARTICLE II
Termination and Reduction

IX-A. The Investor shall have the right to terminate this contract effec-

tive on the first day of any Contract Period by written notice given to A.I.D.

on or prior to such day. Such termination shall, from its effective date,

relieve th. Investor of all further obligations to pay the Fee for This Contract,

but it shall not discharge or affect any other right, liability or obligation

of either party which has accrued prior to the effective date of the termination

of this contract or which, by the terms of this contract, is to survive the

Guaranty Period.

IX-B. Prior to the first day of any Contract Period the Investor may by

giving written notice to'A.I.D.:

(1) Elect a Face Amount of the Guaranty for the

ensuing Contract Period.

(2) Reduce the Maximum Amount of the Guaranty for the remaining

Contract Periods.

Election under (1) shall be in effect only for the Contract Period requested

by the Investor and reduction under (2) shall be permanent and may not be

reinstated. Reductions pursuant to this Article shall become effective on the

first day of any Contract Period immediately following delivery to A.I.D. of

written notice thereof and shall not affect the amount of the fee payable, or

the retention by A.I.D. of any fee paid, for any period prior to the date on

which such reductions become effective.
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ACL I
Modification

Any provision(s) of this contract may be modified, supplemented or other-

vise altered by mutual agreement in vriting.

AWIM= n
tica es

n1-A. Uritten notice to the respective parties my be delivered by:

1. neing personal delivery of such notice to the Investment

Ou"ranties Division, Agency for International Developeent,

or to cm of the representatives of the Investor, authorized

pursuant o AOrtil T eef

or

2. depositing much notice in the U.S. Post Office by registered

mail enclosed in an envelope, postage prepaid, addressed to

tbe p rty concerned at the address below specified, or to

such other addreesa an my be specified in writing fron time

to tive:

%tq Inflpi= WGARFlA DIISICN
$SM PM IEMONAnI-WL AXVlUSM4W

At: 10iE07MU 25, D. C.

To: IaOR

At: te address stated in the first paragraph on
page I of this contract

I-B. The date of delivery tuder A.1. shall be the date on which the

notice is received and tuder A.2. shall be the date on which the item vas

registered.
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AZTICIE XIII
Authority of Representatives

Prior to and as a condition of receiving any payment under this contract

the Investor shall furnish A.I.D. with evidence of the authority of the persons

who vill act as representatives of the Investor in connection with the opera-

tion of this contract. A.I.D. shall be entitled to rely on such evidence of

authority until A.I.D. shall receivq written notice from the Investor that such

persons are no longer authorized so to act; and in the event of such notice,

the Investor will promptly furnish A.I.D. with evidence of the authority of per-

sons authorized to act in their place and stead.

ANICLE XIII
Disclainter

The approval of A.I.D. of this Investment for guaranty purposes is not

to be construed as an acknovledgenent of the legality of the agreements or

arrangements constituting or relating to this Investment, or of any acts in

pursuance thereof, under the laws, including the antitrust laws, of the United

States or of the Project Country.
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AWICLE XIV
Arbitration

Any question which shall arise as to the obligation of either party under

this contract or the interpretation of any provision thereof, if not settled by

mutual agreement, shall, at the option of either party and, upon written notice

to the other party, be settled by arbitration. The arbitration shall be held

at VWanington, D. C., and shall be conducted in accordance with the then pre-

vailing rules of the American Arbitration Association. In any such arbitration

A.I.D. shall appoint one arbitrator, the Investor shall appoint another, and the

two so appointed shall appoint a third arbitrator; provided, however, that if

any arbitrator or arbitrators are not appointed in accordance with the foregoing

provisioun of this Artiale within sixty (60) days after notice for arbitration

has been given, such arbitrator or arbitrators shall be appointed in accordance

with the nIlea above mentioned.

The controversy shall be submitted to the arbitrators in such manner as

the.y sa)all deem appropriate, consistent with the then prevailing rules of the

American Arbitration Association, and the decision of a majority of the

arbitrators, rendered in writing, shall be final and conclusive and binding on

the parties.

Each party shall pay its own expenses in connection with the arbitration, but

the compensation and expenses of the arbitrators shall be borne in such manner

&a may be specified in the decision of the arbitrators.

Each party shall, in any arbitration hereunder, have the right to appear

and be heard and present evidence before the arbitrators.
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3 WINIE WEC8 , the parties hereto have caused this contract to

be duly executed aud issued In duplicate at Washington, District of

Cohmbia, United States of Amrica, as of the _d_ _

Of , 1962.

AME FOR Z1DUMONAL IZVMMUT

Date:

-
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A. I. D. CONTRACT OF GUARANTY

No.

CONTRACT OF GUARANTY-WAR RISK (LOAN AND EQUITY)

Contract of Guaranty made, entered into by and between the

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (hereinafter called "A.I.D."),

an agency of the United States of America, and

(hereinafter called "Investor"), a corporation organized and existing

under the laws of having its principal

place of business at the

The Investor is a corporation substantially beneficially owned

by citizens of the United States and is engaged in the United States and

abroad in the

The Investor proposes to invest in the._

(hereinafter called the "Foreign Enterprise"), a corporation organized

and existing under the laws of which was formed

for the purpose of

The total authorized capital of the Foreign Enterprise

is (U.S. $ equivalent at the present

rate of exchange).

The Investor contemplates a total investment of U.S.

of which approximately U.S. will be utilized for the purchase

of percent of the equity shares of the Foreign

Enterprise and the remainder of which will be made in the form of long

term United States dollar loans to the Foreign Enterprise.

percent of the equity shares of the Foreign
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Enterprise will be owned by

The Investment will be utilized for the installation and ex-

pansion of the Foreign Enterprise's

A Basic Agreement between the Investor and the Foreign Enter-

prise was concluded the establishment of the Project,

as hereinafter defined, a copy of which is annexed to A.I.D. Contract

of Guaranty No. _ . Pursuant to the Basic Agreement, a

Stock Subscription Contract setting out the details of the investment

to be made by the Investor by way of its purchase of equity shares of

the Foreign Enterprise was concluded a copy of which

is annexed to A.I.D. Contract of Guaranty No. . Further

pursuant to the Basic Agreement, a Loan Contract setting out the details

of the loans and the provisions regarding repayment including the form

of the promissory notes (hereinafter called "Notes"), was concluded

_ between the Investor and the Foreign Enterprise, a

copy of which is annexed to A.I.D. Contract of Guaranty No.

The Investor has filed with A.I.D. pursuant to the provisions

of Section 221(b) of the Act and to the rules and regulations prescribed

the the Administrator thereunder, an application for a guaranty against

loss on the Investment, as hereinafter defined, by reason of war,
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revolution or insurrection. A.I.D. and the Government of

have each approved the project.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and the mutual

covenants herein contained, A.I.D. and the Investor hereby agree as

follows:

ARTICLE I

Definitions

Wherever used in this contract:

I-A. The term "Date of This Contract" means that date, shown

on the last page of this contract, on which this contract was executed

for A.I.D.

I-B. The term "Contract Period" means:

1. the year beginning on the Date of This Contract,

such Contract Period being hereinafter called the

First Contract Period, and

2. periods of one year in length, each commencing on

the successive anniversaries of the Date of This

Contract.

I-C. The term "Government of the Project Country" means the

present or any succeeding governing authority (without regard to the

method of its succession or to whether it is recognized by the United

States), or authorized agents thereof, in effective control of all or

any part of the Project Country, as hereinafter defined, or of any

political or territorial subdivision thereof; provided, however, that
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in no event shall the Government of the United States of America or

any military government or command in which it participates, be

included within the meaning of this paragraph.

I-D. The term "Guaranty Period" means (a) the period of

twenty years from the date, shown on the last page of this contract, on

which this contract was executed and issued, or (b) if terminated pursuant

to Article IV or IX, then to and including the effective date of such

termination.

I-E. The term "Investment" means the sum of:

(a) an amount not in excess of

(U.S. , expended to acquire a

percent equity interest in the Foreign Enter-

prise evidenced by shares of the authorized

capital stock of the Foreign Enterprise, plus

(b) the principal amount of the loan made by the Investor

to the Foreign Enterprise in an amount not exceeding

in aggregate the greater of either

_ _ . !:(U.S. or the difference between

and

the dollar amount expended by the Investor in acquiring

percent of the equity shares of the

Foreign Enterprise, evidenced by the Notes given

the Investor by the Foreign Enterprise.

I-F. The term "Net Investment" means, on any date, the sum of:

(a) the book value of the equity shares of the Foreign
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Enterprise which were acquired by the Investor as

a result of the Investment and which were owned

by the Investor on such date plus

(b) the unpaid principal on such date of the Notes of

the Foreign Enterprise acquired by the Investor

as a result of the Investment and which were owned

by the Investor on such date.

I-G. The term "Project Country" means the territory presently

under the jurisdiction of the Government of

I-H. The term "Maximum Amount of the Guaranty" means:

dollars (U.S.$_).

Such amount shall be progressively reduced by any amounts

received by the Investor as compensation under this contract, such

reduction to take effect as of the first day of the Contract Period next

succeeding the Contract Period in which the Damage occurred. Such amount

shall also be subject to reduction by the Investor as provided in

Article IX-B hereof.

A.I.D. shall refund to the Investor the portion of the Fee(s)

for this Contract, as hereinafter defined, paid for the amount by which

the Maximum Amount of the Guaranty is reduced during the Contract Period(s)

commencing with the effective date of the reduction.

I-I. The term "Face Amount of the Guaranty" means the following

amounts for the Contract Periods indicated:

1. During the First Contract Period:

dollars

(U.S. $ ).
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2. During the Second Contract Period and each succeeding

Contract Period; any amount elected by the Investor

as provided in Article IX-B hereof but not greater

than the Maximum Amount of the Guaranty as of the

first day of each Contract Period.

Such amount shall be progressively reduced by any amounts received

by the Investor as compensation under this contract, each such reduction

to take effect as of the date of Damage. Such reduction shall not entitle

the Investor to a reduction in the Fee for This Contract, as hereinafter

defined.

I-J. The term "Fee for This Contract" means the amount of

U.S. $ for the First Contract Period payable on

or before the Date of This Contract, and:

(1) an amount payable on or before the first day of

each of the succeeding nine (9) Contract Periods

thereafter, which amount shall be equal to the

sum of:

(a) one-half of one percent (1/2%) of the Face

Amount of the Guaranty, for the respective

ensuing Contract Period, and

(b) one-quarter of one percent (1/4%) of the

amount, if any, by which the maximum amount

of the Guaranty exceeds the Face Amount of

the Guaranty for such respective ensuing

Contract Period.
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(2) an amount to be fixed by A.I.D., at least thirty

(30) days prior to the beginning of the eleventh

and each succeeding Contract Period, in the light

of experience of the Administrator in the writing

of war risk guarantees and which shall be payable

by the Investor on or before the beginning of each

such Contract Period, said amount however, not to

exceed four percent (4%) of the Face Amount of the

Guaranty for such Contract Period.

I-K. The term "Covered Property" means the tangible property

of the Foreign Enterprise located in the Project Country at the time of

Damage, as hereinafter defineed. T.he term does not include accounts, bills,

currency, deeds, evidences of debt, money, securities, bullion or manu-

scripts.

I-L. 1. The term "Damage" means injury to the physical con-

dition of or destruction of Covered Property directly caused by in-

surrection, revolution or war (whether or not under formal declaration

and thus encompassing any hostile act by any national or international

organized force) and includes injury to the physical condition of or

destruction of Covered Property as a direct result of actions taken in

hindering, combatting or defending against a pending or expected hostile

act whether in a war, revolution or insurrection. The term does not

include injury to the physical condition or destruction of Covered

Property directly caused by civil strife of a lesser degree than revolu-

tion or insurrection, but does include such destruction or injury
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directly caused by hostile' acts of organized revolutionary or insurrection-

ary forces including acts of sabotage.

2. An event shall be deemed to have directly caused

injury to the physical condition of or destruction of Covered Property

if there is an unbroken chain of causes and effects, starting with the

event and ending with the injury or destruction, and if the injury or

destruction would not have been sustained had the event not transpired,

even though another event actively contributed to the injury or

destruction (except as contemplated in II-B and III-P hereto) and was

of itself sufficient to produce the injury or destruction.

I-M. The term "Investor's Share" means the ownership interest

of the Investor in the Covered Property acquired by reason of the

Investment. Such ownership interest, on any date, is the fraction the

numerator of which shall be the Net Investment, as herein defined, on

such date and the denominator of which shall be the sum of all the

liabilities (other than the current liabilities) plus the equity capital

and the surplus of the Foreign Enterprise on such date. The terms and

the making of the Investment may not be varied without A.I.D.'s prior

consent thereto in writing which shall not unreasonably be withheld,

but which shall be conditioned upon an appropriate revision of the

Investor's Share.

I-N. The term "Local Currency" means currency recognized as

legal tender in the Project Country, as hereinafter defined, by the

governing authorities thereof.

I-0. The term "Actual Cash Value" means, for any item of
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Covered Property, the value immediately prior to the event of Damage,

established on the books of account of the Foreign Enterprise kept in

accordance with Article VII-H hereof, after any allowances for

depreciation or amortization, adjusted, as necessary, to reflect the

fair value of the item at the time of acquisition by the Foreign

Enterprise and the actual physical condition of the item immediately

prior to the event of Damage.

I-P. The term "Reference Rate of Exchange" shall mean on

any date, with respect to currencies other than United States dollars:

First, the effective (including, for example, exchange

taxes, transfer taxes, or margins, however designated) free market rate

of exchange recognized or used by the Central Bank of the country issuing

such currency, or if no single such free market rate can be determined

then the average of such rates on such date recognized or used by the

Central Bank of said country,

Second, the effective (including, for example, exchange

taxes, transfer taxes, or margins, however designated) rate of exchange

applicable to the purchase in the country issuing such currency of United

States dollars with such currency on such date by a private investor or

investors remitting earnings or capital or a private borrower servicing

United States dollar debt, or if no single such rate can be determined,

then the average of such rates on such date as obtained from a repre-

sentative group of banks in said country, but if no such rate exists

on such date,

Then, the most depreciated (that is, requiring the

greatest amount of such currency per United States dollar) effective

27-779 04 23
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(including, for example, exchange taxes, transfer taxes, or margins,

however designated) rate of exchange published or used by the Central

Bank of the country issuing such currency on such date for sale of

United States dollars to private residents of said country for imports

into said country.

In the event either A.I.D. or the Investor regard the above

rates as inapplicable or achieving an inequitable result in the sense

of unfairly distorting the relative value between such currency and

United States dollars, the question of an equitable Reference Rate will

be settled by negotiation and if not resolved within sixty (60) days

after delivery of a request for negotiation, shall be, at the request

of either A.I.D. or the Investor, referred to arbitration for settlement.

I-Q. The term "Other Compensation" means any compensation of

any kind for Damage to Covered Property received by the Investor or the

Foreign Enterprise from any source other than under this Contract of

Guaranty no matter whether such other source characterized the cause

of said Damage as other than war, revolution or insurrection. The

term "Other Compensation" further includes all sums received by the

Foreign Enterprise or the Investor for the sale of damaged-Covered

Property less the costs of making such sale provided such costs do not

exceed the sales proceeds.

ARTICLE II

Guaranty

II-A. Subject to the terms and conditions of this contract,
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A.I.D. hereby guarantees to the Investor, upon application, compensation

in U.S. dollars in the amount provided for in Article V hereof and

occurring during the Guaranty Period; provided, however, that the

Investor shall have no claim under this contract if the amount of com-

pensation for Damage, computed as aforesaid, does not exceed $10,000

or 1% of the Face Amount of the Guaranty, whichever is smaller, and

provided further that if such amount does exceed $10,000 or 1% of the

Face Amount of the Guaranty, the Investor shall be entitled to compensa-

tion without deduction of the said minimal amount.

II-B. A.I.D. shall not be liable under this Contract of

Guaranty for loss caused directly or indirectly by neglect of the

Investor or the Foreign Enterprise to use all reasonable measures to

save and preserve the Covered Property from Damage.

ARTICLE III

Representations and Covenants

The Investor hereby represents to A.I.D. that, as of the date

on which this contract is executed by the Investor:

III-A. The Investor is a corporation created under the laws

specified in the first paragraph on page 1 of this contract, and is sub-

stantially beneficially owned by citizens of the United States.

III-B. The Investor has not entered into any arrangements or

agreements of whatever nature with respect to compensation by the Project

Country for any loss on the Investment by reason of Damage.
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The Investor hereby covenants with A.I.D. that:

III-C. The Investor will make payment to A.I.D. of the Fee

for This Contract in the amount and manner specified in Article I.

III-D. The Investor will continue during the Guaranty Period

to be a corporation created under the laws of the United States, or of

one of the states or territories of the United States. In the event

that the Investor shall during such period cease to be substantially

beneficially owned by citizens of the United States, the Investor shall

give prompt notice of that fact to A.I.D. and A.I.D. shall have rights

of termination or refusal to make compensation as provided under

paragraph A of Article IV in the case of breach of covenant.

III-E. The Investor will disclose promptly to A.I.D. in

detail all arrangements and agreements of whatever nature which, during

the Guaranty Period, are entered into by the Investor with respect to

compensation of any kind by the Government of the Project Country for

any Damage (no matter whether such government characterized the cause

of said Damage as other than war, revolution, or insurrection) and will

not, without obtaining the permission of A.I.D., enter into any such

arrangements or agreements or accept any such compensation for any

Damage with respect to which an application for compensation is sub-

mitted hereunder.

III-F. The Investor will notify A.I.D. promptly in writing

of any action which it has reason to believe may cause or has caused

Damage.

III-G. The Investor will, during the Guaranty Period, submit
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to A.I.D. an annual financial report in duplicate, prepared in accord

with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States and

in such form as A.I.D. may reasonably request, indicating the amount of

the Investment, the amount of the Net Investment, all sums received

therefrom in U.S. Dollars, Local Currency or other currencies, and

credits in any of the foregoing; the Actual Cash Value of the Covered

Property; and such other information as A.I.D. shall reasonably require.

The first such report shall cover the period to the end of the month in

which the Date of This Contract falls, and subsequent reports shall cover

the respective successive years. Each report shall be due within ninety

(90) days after the end of the year reported.

III-H. The Investor will maintain in a place accessible to

A.I.D. or its duly authorized representatives, books of account and other

records, in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in

the United States, covering the amount of the Investment; the amount of

the Net Investment; the Actual Cash Value of the Covered Property; and

all other receipts, expenditures, and transactions by the Investor in

U.S. Dollars, Local Currency, or other currencies, and credits in any

of the foregoing, in the Project Country or elsewhere in connection with

the Investment. During (i) the Guaranty Period, (ii) any period after

the Guaranty Period when the Investor has an application for compensation

hereunder pending, and (iii) for five years after payment of any com-

pensation hereunder:

(a) the Investor will permit A.I.D., or its duly

authorized representatives, to inspect, examine
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and audit said accounts and records, whether they

be located in the Project Country or elsewhere; and

(b) the Investor will use its best efforts to enable the

duly authorized representatives of A.I.D. to examine,

audit, and copy for the purpose of this contract any

books and records of the Foreign Enterprise, and to

inspect its properties, whether in the Project Country

or elsewhere, and the Investor will render every

reasonable assistance in connection therewith.

III-I. The Investor will not assign, transfer, pledge or make

other disposition of this contract or of any of the rights of the Investor

hereunder without first obtaining the consent of A.I.D. thereto in writing.

III-J. Unless A.I.D. first agrees otherwise in writing, the

Investor will, to the extent of Investor's ability, cause both the

Project to be carried out and the Investment to be made substantially in

accordance with the material representations relating thereto submitted

in obtaining this Contract of Guaranty and in accordance with this

Contract of Guaranty.

III-K. Prior to the completion of the transfers and assign-

ments specified in Paragraph III-0, the Investor shall take all reasonable

measures to pursue and preserve any and all administrative or judicial

remedies available in connection with the loss and to maintain and pre-

serve the Covered Property.

III-L. The Investor will cooperate in full, and will use its

best efforts to cause the Foreign Enterprise to cooperate in full, with
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the responsible agents of the Government of the United States of America

in the preservation and prosecution of any claims transferred pursuant

to said Paragraph 0, including without limitation the making available

of evidence, including documents and witnesses, necessary to the pro-

secution of claims thus acquired. The Investor shall not be obligated

by this paragraph to take any action which will incur substantial direct

expenses by it unless reimbursement for such expenses by the Government

of the United States is made available.

III-M. Within sixty (60) days after the Date of This Contract

and on or before the last day of the sixth month of each fiscal year of

the Foreign Enterprise during the Guaranty Period, the Investor, to the

extent of its ability, shall furnish A.I.D. two copies of a balance

sheet, profit and loss statement, analysis of surplus or Investor's

investment account and such other statements as A.I.D. shall reasonably

require pertaining to the operations and the financial condition of the

Foreign Enterprise during its preceding fiscal year.

III-N. No member of or delegate to Congress or resident

commissioner shall be admitted to any share or part of this contract or

to any benefit that may arise therefrom, but this provision shall not

be construed to extend to this contract if made with a corporation for

its general benefit.

III-0. The Investor shall, upon receipt of notice from A.I.D.

of the amount of compensation determined to be due hereunder, and prior

to the payment of any such compensation, assign, transfer, set over and

convey to A.I.D., or to any agent designated by A.I.D., in the manner
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and to the extent reasonably required by A.I.D., any claims, causes of

actions or rights which the Investor may have for compensation from

whatever source for Damage to the extent of the compensation to be

paid hereunder. To the extent of its ability, the Investor will execute

or transfer all documents, and will take all other actions, as A.I.D.

may reasonably require, to complete effectively the assignments, transfers,

settings over, and conveyances provided in this paragraph.

III-P. The Investor shall take and, to the extent of his

ability, cause the Foreign Enterprise to take all reasonable measures

to protect the Covered Property from further damage, separate the damaged

and undamaged Covered Property, put it in the best possible order, prepare

a complete inventory of the lost, destroyed, damaged and undamaged

property, showing in detail quantities, costs, Actual Cash Value and

amount of loss.

ARTICLE IV

Misrepresentation and Breach of Covenant

IV-A. In the event that the Investor shall have made a

material misrepresentation of any fact stated in paragraph A or B of

Article III hereof, or shall breach any covenant contained in paragraph D,

E, F, I, or N of said Article, A.I.D. shall have the right to terminate

this contract at any time by written notice given to the Investor, and,

with or without exercising such right of termination, shall have the

right to refuse to make compensation to the Investor hereunder. In

the event of misrepresentation or breach giving rise to the right of
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A.I.D. to terminate this contract as provided in this paragraph IV-A,

neither the acceptance of any fee by A.I.D. after the occurrence of

such misrepresentation or breach, nor the fact that A.I.D. shall have

had knowledge, actual or constructive, of the occurrence of such mis-

representation or breach and shall have failed to exercise its right

of termination, shall operate as a waiver of the right of A.I.D. to

terminate this contract or to refuse to make compensation to the

Investor hereunder.

IV-B. In the event that the Investor shall breach any

covenant contained in any paragraph of Article III other than paragraph

D, E, F, I, or N thereof, A.I.D. shall, at its option, do one or more of

the following:

1. terminate this contract by giving not less than

thirty (30) days written notice to the Investor.

Such notice shall contain a statement of A.I.D.'s

intention to terminate, the reason upon which the

termination is based, and the date upon which the

termination is effective. Unless the Investor

shall have cured such breach prior to said date,

all obligations of A.I.D. hereunder shall terminate

on-said date, except as to any rights of the Investor

which have accrued prior to such breach and with

respect to which any application or applications

are then pending:

2. refuse to make compensation to the Investor based
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upon an application filed subsequent to the

breach unless the Investor shall cure the breach

within thirty (30) days after A.I.D. shall give

notice to the Investor of the existence of the

breach:

3. make such arrangements as it deems proper with the

. Investor-to provide for the cure of the breach.

In the event of breach giving rise to the right of A.I.D. to terminate

this contract as provided in this paragraph IV-B, neither the acceptance

of any fee by A.I.D. after the occurrence of such breach, nor the fact

that A.I.D. shall have had knowledge, actual or constructive, of the

occurrence of such breach and shall have failed to exercise its right

of termination, shall operate as a waiver of the right of A.I.D. to

terminate this contract or to refuse to make compensation to the

Investor hereunder, provided, however, that the Investor shall be

given a reasonable opportunity to cure any such breach, and A.I.D. shall

not terminate this contract or refuse to make compensation to the

Investor hereunder if Investor carries out agreed arrangements for such

cure.

IV-C. In the event of any termination of this contract by

A.I.D. all rights, liabilities and obligations under this contract,

except as expressly continued by paragraph B of this Article, shall

cease, except the following obligations of the Investor:

1. to comply with the covenants and agreements

contained in paragraphs E, H, I, and L.of
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Article III hereof; and

2. to make any repayment required by paragraph D of

this Article IV.

IV-D. If A.I.D. shall have paid any compensation to the

Investor hereunder and shall thereafter ascertain that, prior to such

payment, the Investor misrepresented any fact stated in paragraph A or

B of Article III, or, prior to the date of such payment, breached any

covenant in paragraph D, E, F, I, J, or N of Article III, or made any

material misstatement of fact in the application for such compensation,

or, subsequent to the payment of such compensation, the Investor breached

the covenant contained in paragraph L of Article III, then, on demand of

A.I.D., contained in a written notice given to the Investor within one

year after ascertaining that any such misrepresentation or breach has

occurred or such misstatement was made, the Investor shall immediately

repay to A.I.D. the amount of U.S. dollars so paid to the Investor, and

upon receiving such repayment A.I.D. shall return to the Investor the

rights, title and interests transferred pursuant to paragraph 0 of

Article III hereof, provided, however, A.I.D. may not assert such demand

after the expiration of the period of five years immediately succeeding

the misrepresentation, breach or misstatement occasioning the demand.

IV-E. In the event and to the extent that A.I.D. shall without

sufficient legal cause have refused to pay any compensation hereunder,

A.I.D. shall not be liable to the Investor for damage beyond the amount

herein expressly provided.
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ARTICLE V

Amount of Compensation

V-A. The amount of compensation to be paid hereunder for

Damage shall be the lesser of either

(a) the Face Amount of the Guaranty in effect 'on the

Date of Damage, or

(b) ninety percent (90%) of the Investor's Share of

the amount of Damage determined in accordance with

Article VI less:

1. The United States dollar value of any Other Compensa-

tion received by the Investor for the same Damage, and

2. The Investor's Share of the United States dollar value

of any such Other Compensation received by the Foreign

Enterprise but not by the Investor.

If such Other Compensation is received in currency other than United States

dollars, the United States dollar value of such Other Compensation shall be

established at the Reference Rate of Exchange on the date of receipt of

such Other Compensation. If such Other Compensation is received in kind,

the value of such other compensation shall be the fair market value thereof.

V-B. If A.I.D. pays any compensation hereunder for Damage and

if, within five (5) years after the Investor has received compensation

hereunder, the Investor or the Foreign Enterprise receives Other Com-

pensation for such Damage other than Other Compensation which was taken

into account under paragraph V-A in computing the amount of compensation

hereunder, the Investor shall promptly repay to A.I.D. a) ninety percent

(90%) of any amounts so received by the Investor and/or b) ninety percent

(90%) of the Investor's Share of any amounts so received by the Foreign
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Enterprise but not by the Investor; provided, however, that the Investor

shall not be obligated to make any of the aforesaid repayments in excess

of the amount of compensation received by the Investor from A.I.D. hereunder.

If A.I.D. so requests as a condition of paying compensation hereunder, the

Investor agrees to give A.I.D. appropriate surety or guaranty for any re-

payment that may be required by this paragraph.

V-C. In the event that A.I.D. has made any compensation hereunder

on the basis of the presumption that the percentage of Damage is sixty per-

cent (60%) as provided under paragraph VI-C, any such compensation shall be

subject to review for a period extending five (5) years from the date such

compensation is made. Further, A.I.D. shall make prompt and reasonable

attempts during said five-year period to review the amount of such Damage.

In the event such review reveals the Damage to be greater than sixty per-

cent (60%) A.I.D. shall promptly make additional compensation to the

Investor equal to the difference between the amount determined by A.I.D.

to be due the Investor on the basis of said review and the Investor shall

make additional assignments, transfers, settings over apd conveyances in

accordance with paragraph III-O to the extent of such additional compensa-

tion. In the event such review reveals the Damage to be less than sixty

percent (60%) the Investor shall, within sixty (60) days of receipt of

notice by A.I.D., refund to A.I.D. an amount equal to the difference between

the compensation previously made and that determined by A.I.D. to be due the

Investor on the basis of said review and A.I.D. shall make an adjustment in

the assignments, transfers, settings over and conveyances previously taade

under paragraph III-0 to reflect the reduced compensation actually received

by the Investor.
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ARTICLE VI
Computation of the Amount of Damage

VI-A. The amount of Damage shall be the Actual Cash Value of

the damaged Covered Property, but not exceeding the amount of the

reasonable cost of repairing or replacing such Covered Property with

property of like kind and quality within a reasonable time after such

Damage.

VI-B. In case the Investor and A.I.D. shall fail to agree as

to the Actual Cash Value of the damaged Covered Property then, on the

written demand of either, a competent and disinterested appraiser shall

be appointed by the American Arbitration Association. The appraiser

shall then appraise and state separately the Actual Cash Value of each

item or property asserted to be damaged Covered Property, the reason-

able cost of repairing or replacing each such item, the reasonable sales

value of the damaged Covered Property and the reasonable costs of putting

the property into such salable condition. An award in writing, so

itemized, when filed with A.I.D. shall be prima facie evidence of the

amount of Actual Cash Value, reasonable repair or replacement cost,

reasonable sales value and costs of putting damaged Covered Property

into salable condition. The appraiser and the expenses of appraisal

shall be paid by the parties equally.

VI-C. If A.I.D. is unable, after making a reasonable attempt,

to determine the amount of Damage because conditions prevailing in the

Project Country create a personal hazard for personnel or authorized

agents of A.I.D. attempting to assess the amount of Damage or because

the Government of the Project Country forbids personnal or authorized

agents of A.I.D. from entering the Project Country or travelling therein
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as necessary to assess the amount of Damage, then the amount of Damage

shall be presumed to be equal to sixty percent (607.) of the Actual Cash

Value of the Covered Property on the date of Damage and A.I.D. shall so

notify the Investor, unless the Investor has furnished evidence of a

different amount of Damage.

ARTICLE VII

Application for Compensation

VII-A. At one or more times the Investor may file with A.I.D.

application for compensation hereunder; provided, however, that any such

application must be filed not later than six (6) months after the In-

vestor has reason to believe that Damage has occurred. Any such applica-

tion shall be in a form satisfactory to A.I.D. and shall contain all

information reasonably required by A.I.D. to determine the Investor's

right to compensation and the amount thereof. A.I.D. thereafter will

keep the Investor advised in writing as to any additional evidence which

it may deem reasonably necessary to complete the application; provided,

however, that:

1. an application will be deemed to be complete, if, at the

expiration of three (3) months after the delivery to A.I.D.

of any evidence from Investor, A.I.D. does not have out-

standing a request for additional evidence;

2. if the Investor, within three (3) months after date of

delivery to the Investor of a request by A.I.D. for evidence,

either fails to supply such evidence or fails to make

reasonable efforts to supply such evidence, A.I.D. may, at
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its option, consider the application as abandoned unless

the Investor has shown A.I.D. good cause why such evidence

should not be supplied or such efforts undertaken. A.I.D.

may, at its option, reinstate such application upon written

request of the Investor.

A.I.D. shall consult with the Investor or otherwise afford

the Investor a reasonable opportunity to present its views on any

question of fact which A.I.D. must resolve in determining whether and

to what extent Investor has incurred loss on the part or all of the

Investment as a result of Damage within the meaning of this contract.

The filing of applications and supporting evidence shall not operate

to create any presumption that Investor has incurred such losses.

VII-B. Every application for compensation hereunder shall

be accompanied by a proof of loss, signed and sworn to by the Investor,

stating the knowledge and belief of the Investor as to the following:

(i) the time and origin of the Damage, (ii) the interest of the Investor

and all others in the damaged Covered Property, (iii) the Actual Cash

Value, reasonable cost of repair and replacement, probable sales value

and costs of putting into salable condition of each item of damaged

Covered Property, (iv) all other contracts of insurance, and other

sources of Other Compensation, covering any of said property, and (v)

the amount of any Other Compensation already received by the Investor

or by the Foreign Enterprise for the Damage.

VII-C. A.I.D. shall have a reasonable period, not in excess

of six (6) months after completion of any application, to determine and
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to notify Investor of its determinations as to (1) whether or not

Damage has been incurred, and if so the amount thereof, (2) the date

of Damage, if any, and (3) the amount of compensation so due to the

Investor hereunder. If A.I.D. does not make the determinations and

give the notification required by this paragraph within six (6) months

after completion of any application an arbitrable controversy shall be

deemed to exist.

VII-D. Nothing in this agreement shall prevent Investor from

withdrawing any application at any time prior to the time of the assign-

ment to A.I.D. of Investor's rights, title and interest as provided in

paragraph 0 of Article III hereof.

VII-E Within sixty (60) days (or such longer period as the

parties may agree upon in writing) after the delivery to Investor of

notice from A.I.D. that compensation is due hereunder, and the amount

thereof, Investor shall assign its rights, title and interest to A.I.D.

as provided in paragraph 0 of Article III hereof, and A.I.D., upon the

completion of such assignment shall make immediate payment to the

Investor of the amount of compensation due.

ARTICLE VIII

Funds Available for Payment of Guaranty

VIII-A. The only funds which will be available to A.I.D. for

the purpose of discharging liability under this and all other contracts

of guaranty which may have been or may hereafter be entered into pur-

suant to the authority of Section 221(b) of the Act, Sections 202(b)

and 413(b)(4) of the Mutual Security Act of 1954, as amended, and

27-779 0-04-- 24
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Section 111(b)(3) of the Economic Cooperation Act of 1948, as amended

(exclusive of informational media guaranties), are (i) those specified

in Section 222 of the Act, and (ii) other funds, if any, which may be

available at any time hereafter for the aforesaid general purpose,

pursuant to the laws of the United States.

VIII-B. The Investor shall have no right or claim arising

out of this contract against any other asset of A.I.D.

ARTICLE IX

Termination ard Reduction

IX-A. The Investor shall have the right to terminate this

contract effective on the first day of any Contract Period by written

notice given to A.I.D. on or prior to such day. Such termination shall,

from its effective date, relieve the Investor of all further obligations

to pay the Fee for This Contract, but it shall not discharge or affect

any other right, liability or obligation of either party which has

accrued prior to the effective date of the termination of this contract

or which, by the terms of this contract, is to survive the Guaranty

Period.

If-B. Prior to the first day of any Contract Period the

Investor may by giving written notice to A.I.D.:

(1) Elect a Face Amount of the Guaranty for the ensuing

Contract Period.

(2) Reduce the Maximum Amount of the Guaranty for the

remaining Contract Periods.

Election under (1) shall be in effect only for the Contract Period
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requested by the Investor and reduction under (2) shall be permanent and

may not be reinstated. Reductions pursuant to this Article shall become

effective on the first day of any Contract Period immediately following

delivery to A.I.D. of written notice thereof and shall not affect the

amount of the fee payable, or the retention by A.I.D. of any fee paid,

for any period prior to the date on which such reductions become

effective.

ARTICLE X

Modification

Any provision(s) of this contract may be modified, supplemented

or otherwise altered by mutual agreement in writing.

ARTICLE XI

Notices

XI-A. Written notice to the respective parties may be delivered

by:

1. making personal delivery of such notice to the Investment

Guaranties Division, Agency for International Development,

or to one of the representatives of the Investor, authorized

pursuant to Article XII hereof, or

2. depositing such notice in the. U.S. Post Office by registered

mail enclosed in an envelope, postage prepaid, addressed to

the party concerned at the address below specified, or to

such other address as may be specified in writing from time

to time:
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To: INVESTMENT GUARANTIES DIVISION
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

At: WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

To: THE INVESTOR

At: The address stated in the first paragraph
on page 1 of this contract

XI-B. The date of delivery under A.l. shall be the date on

which the notice is received and under A.2. shall be the date on which

the item was registered.

ARTICLE XII

Authority of Representatives

Prior to and as a condition of receiving any payment under

this contract the Investor shall furnish A.I.D. with evidence of the

authority of the persons who will act as representatives of the Investor

in connection with the operation of this contract. A.I.D. shall be

entitled to rely on such evidence of authority until A.I.D. shall re-

ceive written notice from the Investor that such persons are no longer

authorized so to act; and in the event of such notice, the Investor

will promptly furnish A.I.D. with evidence of the authority of persons

authorized to act in their place and stead.

ARTICLE XIII

Disclaimer

The approval of A.I.D. of this Investment for guaranty pur-

poses is not to be construed as an acknowledgment of the legality of

the agreements or arrangements constituting or relating to this
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Investment, or of any acts in pursuance thereof, under the laws, in-

cluding the antitrust laws, of the United States or of the Project

Country.

ARTICLE XIV

Arbitration

Any question which shall arise as to the obligation of either

party under this contract or the interpretation of any provision thereof,

if not settled by mutual agreement, shall, at the option of either party

and, upon written notice to the other party, be settled by arbitration.

The arbitration shall be held at Washington, D. C., and shall be con-

ducted in accordance with the then prevailing rules of the American

Arbitration Association. In any such arbitration A.I.D. shall appoint

one arbitrator, the Investor shall appoint another, and the two so

appointed shall appoint a third arbitrator; provided, however, that if

any arbitrator or arbitrators are not appointed in accordance with the

foregoing provisions of this Article within sixty (60) days after notice

for arbitration has been given, such arbitrator or arbitrators shall be

appointed in accordance with the rules above mentioned.

The controversy shall be submitted to the arbitrators in such

manner as they shall deem appropriate, consistent with the then prevail-

ing rules of the American Arbitration Association, and the decision of

a majority of the arbitrators, rendered in writing, shall be final and

conclusive and binding on the parties.

Each party shall pay its own expenses in connection with the

arbitration, but the compensation and expenses of the arbitrators shall
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be borne in such manner as may be specified in the decision of the

arbitrators.

Each party shall, in any arbitration hereunder, have the right

to appear and be heard and present evidence before the arbitrators.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this contract

to be duly executed and issued in duplicate at Washington, District of

Columbia, United States of America, as of the date, shown below, on which

this contract was executed for A.I.D.

By

Date_

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

By

Date
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 16, 1964

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTER-AMERIOAN ECONOMIC

RELATIONSHIPS OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITFEE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room
1202, New Senate Office Building, Hon. John Sparkman, presiding.

Present: Senators Sparkman, Pell, Javits, and Jordan, and Rep-
resentatives Griffiths and Curtis.

Also present: William H. Moore, economist; Hamilton D. Gewehr,
administrative clerk; and Donald A. Webster, minority economist.

Senator SPARKMAN. Let the committee come to order, please.
We have a rather heavy schedule this morning, and I think we had

better get started. We do know several members are on the way.
One member is in the Banking and Currency Committee. I just left
that committee myself. Here comes Senator Javits-so at least we
have a bipartisan committee to start with.

This is the third day of these hearings. We have had some very
profitable and interesting discussions. I feel certain that this morn-
mg will be no exception.

We are pleased today to have with us Mr. Francis E. Grimes, vice
president, Chase Manhattan Bank, N.Y. Also Mr. Sperry Lea, associ-
ate director of research, Canadian-American Committee, National
Planning Association, author of "A Canada-United States Free Trade
Arrangement." And Mr. William L. Clayton, board of directors,
Anderson, Clayton & Co., former Under Secretary of State for Eco-
nomic Affairs.

We are pleased to have all three of you gentlemen. I have asked
the three of you to sit at the table as a panel. Each one may present
his own individual views or paper, and then there will be questions
directed to any one or all from the members of the committee. In
fact, I hope that all of you will feel that they are directed to you and
will participate in the answers and discussion, and even ask questions
of one another at the panel, if you will.

Our first presentation will be by Mr. Grimes. Mr. Grimes, we have
a copy of your paper, and I may say to all of you that your paper will
be printed in full in the record regardless of how you treat it. You
may read it, summarize it, or discuss the high points in any way that
you wish.

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, first I would like to welcome my
own constituent, Mr. Grimes, and thank him for helping the com-
mittee by his testimony. And I don't think it would be fitting to
allow Will Clayton's appearance to go unnoticed, Mr. Chairman. He

371
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has the bipartisan appreciation and I think the affection of almost
everybody here. I am glad to see him here looking so well in his
usual role, tossing out provocative ideas.

Senator SPARKMAN. Fine. All right, Mr. Grimes.

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS E. GRIMES, VICE PRESIDENT, AREA
EXECUTIVE, LATIN AMERICA, CHASE MANHATTAN BANK, NEW
YORK, N.Y.

Mr. GRIxEs. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, it is
indeed a pleasure and an honor to be asked to testify before your
subcommittee which has made such an important contribution to a
fuller understanding of the myriad problems facing Latin America
and U.S. relations with that area.

I have already submitted to the Secretary my paper updating the
developments in Latin America, in the two new regional markets in
Latin America as we see it at the Chase Manhattan Bank. I presume
that you gentlemen of the committee have had a chance to review
this material and I would therefore like to submit this written report
to you for inclusion in the record and forego the reading of it at this
time. Instead, I would like to verbally touch on some of the highlights
of the report and attempt to answer any questions which you might
have, if that is agreeable to you.

Senator SPARKMAN. Very well, sir.
(The prepared statement and the attached charts referred to are as

follows :)

LATIN AMERICAN REGIONAL MARKETS AND THEIR IMPACT ON U.S.
DIRECT INVESTMENTS

(Prepared statement of Francis E. Grimes, vice president, the Chase
Manhattan Bank)

I. THE LATIN AMERICAN REGIONAL MAKETS AND U.S. PRIVATE INVESTMENTS

This paper discusses some of the influences that the Latin American Free
Trade Area (LAFTA) and the Central American Common Market (CACM)
may have on U.S. private investments in the area. First, however, it will be
useful to describe the two areas, to give a brief historical background, and to
point out the differences between the two markets.

These regional developments have already brought several shifts in trading
and investment patterns, although they are small in the case of LAFTA. But
in looking at these two markets it must be kept in mind that they are both
relatively new and that they differ markedly from each other in several Important
respects.

Furthermore, although encouraged by the highly successful European Com-
mon Market (EEC), LAFTA and the CACM are quite different in nature and in
purpose from their older European cousin. The EEC is composed of highly
industrialized economically mature nations with a tradition of economic inter-
dependence; and the underlying goal of the EEC is political in nature. On the
other hand, the Latin American markets consist of unintegrated, low-income,
agricultural economies in which intraregional trade is only a small percent of
the total; and the primary goal of unification is economic in nature.

II. THE LATIN AMERICAN FREE TRADE ASSOCIATION

Only 3 years old, but with some major accomplishments already to its credit,
the Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA) seems well on its way
toward becoming a permanent and important force in the economic life of Central
and South America.
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LAFTA has created an effective forum wherein businessmen and government
officials from all over the area can explore common problems and opportunities.
It has lowered trade barriers among member countries, although it is still
too early to say just how far. And despite the many difficulties that lie ahead,
the general feeling is that the association will not ouly hang together but will
exert a continuing and growing influence on economic activity in Latin America.
A compelling need

Established 'by the Treaty of Montevideo in February 1960, LAFVA is a
historic step toward the realization of an ancient dream-free trade through-
out Latin America. By broadening markets and stimulating investment, free
trade in turn is expected to speed industrialization, promote overall economic
development, and generate a better life for the area's people.

The need for improvement here is compelling. Latin American living stand-
ards are far below those which a growing segment of the population is coming
to regard as minimal. And the need to show more rapid progress toward meet-
ing the people's aspirations was one of the prime reasons behind the agreement.

Also pushing the agreement along were several outside developments, among
them the immense success of the European Common Market. While serving as
a shining example of what international cooperation can accomplish, the Com-
mon Market also posed a threat to Latin American exports, largely because of
the favored treatment it gives the farm produce of its African associates.
What's more, the area's terms of trade had been steadily deteriorating, which
brought home in no uncertain fashion the necessity for spurring development of
industries to produce Items other than traditional raw materials.
A major market

Approving the treaty so far are Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador,
Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, and Uruguay. Put together, these countries make up
one of the world's major markets. They have a population of 180 million, an
area over twice as large as the continental United States, and an annual gross
product of about $55 billion. Their yearly imports run around $5.9 billion, their
yearly exports around $5.1 billion.

The things they produce range from copper, zinc, iron, and gold to cotton,
bananas, coffee, and tobacco; from sheep and cattle to steel ingots, autos and
caustic soda. And in many key products, they turn out well over 75 percent
of the Central and South American total.

Less tangible than all this, but perhaps of equal importance as a yardstick of
the area's potential, is the simple fact that the partners entered into the agree-
ment. This in itself is a significant symbol. It shows a willingness to work
together. It likewise shows a strong desire for economic improvement.
How trade i8 liberalized

Providing for the gradual elimination of tariffs and other trade restrictions
over a 12-year period, the treaty requires that members take two steps toward
razing trade barriers.

The national schedule: First, each country must negotiate an annual national
schedule setting forth the tariff cuts it will grant other members. These talks
may be carried on by pairs or groups of countries in line with their various
interests. But the reductions given to any one member also apply to all others.
This is so all members can compete equally in the country offering the concession.

According to treaty article 5, which at first glance seems entirely straight-
forward, the weighted average of the duties listed on the national schedule must
be reduced each year by not less than 8 percent of the weighted average of the
duties applicable to nonmember nations.

The common schedule: Second, each country must agree to a common schedule,
which differs from the national schedule in several important ways. Once a
product goes on this list it cannot be removed. Also, a definite timetable is
set up for the common schedule's growth. It is slated to cover 25 percent of all
Intraregional trade at the end of the first 3 years, 50 percent after 6 years, 75
percent after 9 years, and substantially all regional trade at the end of 12 years.
Agriculture and new products

But, however loose these general provisions may seem, they are in fact even
looser still-the reason being that they are hedged with special exemptions,
susceptible to delay, and open to backtracking maneuvers on the part of the par-
ticipants. All of which had led some critics to claim-quite prematurely-that
the treaty isn't up to the job of fashioning a fully functioning free trade area
within the 12-year target period.
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One major exemption is agriculture. Except to cover deficits at national price
levels, members need not buy the farm products of other members. For example,
if a country grows enough rice to supply its own domestic market, it can keep
its tariffs on rice. And even when it does bring in such products, it can impose
levies that raise the price of the imports to the price of domestic products.

Somewhat more unusual is LAFTA's treatment of new products-that is, items
not traded within the region at the time the treaty was signed. Although en-
couraged to do so, members are not required to expand trade by granting con-
cessions on new items. However, an encouraging sign was the recent proposal
by one of the member states that a procedure be adopted to eliminate all internal
tariffs regardless of whether the products are now traded between the member
countries.
The three conferences

But while technically valid perhaps, these criticisms appear overly harsh,
obscuring two vitally important points. One, the treaty was apparently the best
that could be worked out under admittedly difficult circumstances-and even a
weak agreement is preferable to none at all. Two, the broad spirit of the treaty
may ultimately overcome its excessively narrow letter.

And at the first LAFTA conference, which got underway in July 1961, there
were several signs suggesting that the spirit might prevail. Rules and proce-
dures were adopted promoting the inclusion of new goods, with the negotiations
actually covering many such items. What's more, reported duty reductions
reached about 25 percent of the weighted overall average, a figure about three
times larger than the treaty calls for. This figure must be interpreted with
caution, however, since some part of it came from a recognition of preexisting
arrangements rather than new cuts.

What can be said with certainty is that the levies on many items were drawn
back. A 30-percent duty now applies to meat imports into Chile from Argentina,
as against 54 percent from countries outside LAFTA. Razor blades produced in
Argentina now enter Brazil with an 8-percent duty, while non-LAFTA countries
must pay 84 percent. Also, a sizable chunk of chemical business has been shifted
from American to Mexican firms, which are now free from prior deposit rules
along with high ad valorem and surcharge duties.

Following the first round of negotiations, some decided changes in trading
patterns were clearly observable. Although the area's total imports declined
1.3 percent during 1962, the first year after the concessions, exports inside
LAFTA rose a resounding 37 percent, with every member showing an increase.
True, the gain came from a very low base, since intra-LAFTA trade accounts
for less than 10 percent of the area's total. Still and all, the showing should not
be equated to zero-or anywhere near it.

Mexico, which fared better than any other LAFTA country, provides the best
example of what can happen when trade walls are lowered. Her manufacturing
exports during 1962 rose 150 percent; chemical exports rose 425 percent. In
total, her trade with the rest of the zone Increased 90 percent, up from $12 to
$23 million. It is expected to reach $40 million in 1963.

Scarcely anyone, of course, has interpreted these improvements as meaning
that LAFTA Is out of the woods and safely home. On the contrary, when the
second conference opened in August 1962, in Mexico City, the prevailing mood
was one of urgency. The general feeling was that the Integration process must
be accelerated.

First and foremost, it was widely agreed the concessions already granted
weren't being fully used. Mexico's exports to the region, for example, increased
80 percent during the first 7 months of 1962. Yet out of 400 items for which
concessions had been obtained, only 70 were exported to the area, compared
with exports of 130 products not included In the liberalization.

Many concessions were not sufficient to offer LAFTA exporters a genuinely com-
petitive position. Not enough information had been made available to exporters
about the reductions. And in some cases, although theoretically helped by
tariff cuts in the countries where they wanted to do business, companies found
themselves boxed in by high export duties imposed by their own countries.

Nevertheless, the achievements of the second conference instilled a new breath
of life in the organization. And further cuts were also m'ade in intra-area tariffs.

The progress at the third annual conference, which opened in October 1963 at
Montevideo, was methodical and deliberate. The bargaining that took place
indicated that the members feel the movement toward economic integration
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may become irreversible and that concessions should therefore not be granted
lightly.

Although the intratrade tariff rates for 1964 are not fully compiled, early
indications are that the annual 8-percent reduction will be achieved. The
meeting showed that while product-by-product negotiation is cumbersome, across-
the-board cuts seem impossible as long as different customs systems are still
in force.

The members also agreed to work further toward a common outer tariff and
took the first step by instructing the Customs Advisory Committee to consider
this subject in a meeting next February. Its first task will be to improve the
LAFTA nomenclature to permit useful comparisons among the existing tariffs
of member countries. A committee of experts from each country will then
prepare a proposal for a common outer tariff to be presented at the fourth
conference in Bogota next fall. This, if successful, will bring the area closer
toward its goal of a true common market

Of considerable importance, a special conference this May was scheduled at
which the first common list applicable to all members will be negotiated. The
list will cover products that represent 25 percent of intra-LAFTA trade during
1960-62. Once an item has been placed on this list, members are committed to
reduce their intra-LAFTA tariffs and other trade restrictions on that item to
zero by June 1973.
Problems ahead

One important fact brought out in the second and third conferences is that
the negotiation of future concessions will likely get tougher. In the third
session it was much more difficult to negotiate concessions than It had been in
1962, when most of the liberated products were raw materials. And now that
it is becoming more and more difficult to grant tariff concessions without In-
juring local producers, the give and take will grow progressively harder..

Poor transportation also continues as a trade deterrent. The geography
of the continent, with its vast interior of mountains, jungles, and deserts, makes
inland transport difficult and costly. And because cargoes between the members
remain small, ocean shipments, too, are expensive. The LAFTA Transportation
Commission, which is now wrestling with these problems, is preparing proposals
that will promote the complementary development of the transportation industry.
But it seems unlikely that the difficulties here can be overcome in the near future.

Another knotty problem, but one that appears on the way to quick solution,
has been the lack of medium- and long-term export credit. Last fall the Inter-
American Development Bank (lDB) announced a pioneering program to finance
exports of capital goods among its Latin American member countries from
January 1, 1964. An initial allocation of $30 million has been authorized from
the IDWs ordinary resources to finance the program. Under the program, the
IDB will make available medium-term loans (6 months to 5 years) to finance
the export of capital goods enumerated in a provisional list, which includes
equipment for generation of power, electricity, agriculture, offices, metalworking,
mining, industry, and railways, machinery and automotive vehicles for indus-
trial and commercial use, aircraft, ships, prefabricated buildings, and manu-
factured components to be used in the above items.

PTo be eligible for financing under the program, the capital goods must originate
among the Latin American members of the IDB. The total value of constituent
materials that are not from Latin America may not exceed 50 percent of the
price of the finished goods. Funds provided by the IDB may finance up to
70 percent of the value of any export transaction and the importer must pay
at least 20 percent of the invoice value of the export in cash.
Comvplementarity and insuW ity

'Nor are difficulties in further negotiations, transport, and finance the only
causes for concern. There are also the problems of excessive complementarity
and insularity.

Complementarity: Two important complementary agreements, under which
government officials decide the products that will be produced in each nation
and sold throughout the area, covering business machines and copper have
already been approved by the LAFTA membership. And a third concerning
the creation of a glass factory in Uruguay is now awaiting approval.

An many cases such agreements may work out fine as interim measures, pro-
moting both greater competition and greater efficiency over the long haul.

In these arrangements one country trades off its rights to make a certain
product in return for an agreement to supply another product to other members.
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This, of course, is tantamount to the introduction of new and rigid trade bar-
riers-which is one of the reasons why Latin American economies have not
developed in a true complementary fashion in the first place. True comple-
mentary development thrives on freedom-the freedom of resources to find their
most efficient use. To be sure, resources are "directed," but by customers and
suppliers, not government decree.

Insularity: Another major concern is the attitude LAFTA will take toward
the rest of the world. If it moves toward high, permanent external barriers
and discriminating trading arrangements against the European Common Market,
the United States, or others, Latin America's long-term growth prospects will
be sorely damaged. On the other hand, LAFTA can serve a constructive pur-
pose if oriented toward the long-term objective of declining external trade
barriers and expanding multilateral trade with all the nations of the free world.
The fsture

But perhaps the hardest problem facing the region in the near future is simply
that its major imports cannot be supplied from within the Montevideo countries.
Not even the most efficient treaty conceivable can change this fact. So it would
be highly unrealistic to suppose that LAFTA can be transformed into a Euro-
pean Common Market overnight. Too much in the way of capital, skill, com-
munication, and tradition are lacking for that.

But given sufficient time-and the area's ability to move away from national
protectionism and toward an environment in which industrial growth and trade
expansion are determined by the forces of competition-LAFTA can certainly
go a long way in that direction.

If the enthusiasm that has sparked the progress made to date continues and
If the climate for private capital is favorable, LAFTA could become an increas-
ingly attractive location for investment. This is particularly true of manufactur-
ing industries where large markets are needed. Perhaps an attitude similar
to the one that led to the surge of U.S. investments in the European Common
Market could develop.

But the main sources of strength for LAFTA is and will remain the efforts
of Latin American businesses and Latin American governments-which is as
it should be. To become a complete success, however, LAFTA will require not
only much additional effort but a willingness on the part of all member nations
to overcome a natural tendency to act in defense of purely national interests.
But the needs are great, and recognition of those needs is becoming clearer.
This is helping to provide the cement that hopefully will bind the LAFTA
nations more closely together, and provide an Important motive force in their
economic development.

m. THE CENTRAL AMERICAN COMMON MARKET

The CACM is much smaller than LAFTA-with a population of about 12
million as compared to 180 million for LAFTA, and an estimated total GNP
of $2.3 billion as compared with an estimated $55 billion for LAFTA. However,
during the few years since its beginning it has several major accomplishments
to its credit. These include the elimination of trade barriers on about half the
trade of member countries, with more to be freed by 1965; the standardization
of external tariffs on over 80 percent of all commodities; the beginning of a
regional development bank; and machinery for resolving disputes arising
among members of the new union.
General treaty is the backbone

The General Treaty of Economic Integration, the major treaty of the CACM
was signed by four member countries in Managua, Nicaragua, in 1960. It was
then ratified and became operative for El Salvador, Guatemala, and Nicaragua
in June of 1961, and for Honduras in August of 1962. Costa Rica signed the
general treaty in July of 1962 but has not yet ratified it.

Because of the importance of the general treaty, its major provisions are
reviewed below.

A Common Market: The five countries agree to establish a Common Market
within 5 years of ratification of the treaty. Until then certain commodities
listed in a special annex, are exempted from immediate free trade. Most of
the listed products are those of companies that would be harmed by elimination
of duties. However, tariffs on this list may be negotiated every year; and with
few exceptions, all products will be freely traded by 1966. Products not con-
tained in the special annex were made free of all duties and other restrictions
on trade among the member countries.
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National treatment: Goods originating in any member state enjoy the same
treatment in other member states as the national products of that other
member. Certain exceptions are permissible for reasons of health, safety, or
enforcement of law and order.

Investments: The industrial development laws and other legislation of the
member states related to investments and business activities are to be made
as uniform as possible-particularly with respect to special investment incentives.

Financing economic integration: The general treaty provides for the establish-
ment of a Central American bank to finance and promote the economic develop-
ment of the area. Accordingly, the Central American Bank for Economic In-
tegration was inaugurated on May 30, 1961, at Tegucigalpa, Honduras. A few
months later, a Central American clearinghouse was established under the
general direction of the CABEI.

Administration of the program:
1. The Central American Economic Council is responsible for the direction

and control of economic integration policies. Its membership consists of the
ministers of economy of the member governments.

2. The Executive Council applies and administers the general treaty and takes
the necessary steps required to achieve economic union. Its membership
consists of one principal delegate and an alternate for each of the member
countries.

3. The permanent secretariat has juridical responsibility to serve both the
Economic Council and the Executive Council. It is directed by a Secretary
General, appointed for a 3-year term by the Economic Council.

Arbitration procedures: Differences among the member states il matters of
interpretation of the treaty are to be settled by the Economic Council or the
Executive Council. AUl disputes not resolved by these organs will be settled by
arbitration.

While the general treaty Is the main instrument of the CACA, some provisions
of previous agreements continue to be in effect. The general treaty states that
any previous agreement between member countries, not contradicted by the
general treaty, remains in effect.
CACA face8 obstacles

The two major obstacles facing economic integration and industrialization
are (1) the existing inequalities in the development levels of the countries, and
(2) the dependence on primary commodities for the bulk of their export earn-
ings.

During the 19Ws three commodities provided about 80 percent of total export
earnings of the area as a whole. These commodities are: coffee (El Salvador,
Guatemala, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and Honduras); cotton (El Salvador, Guate-
mala, Honduras, and Nicaragua); and bananas (Costa Rica, Guatemala, and
Honduras. In recent years, world oversupplies of these goods have tended to
depress the value of exports. Thus in each of the member countries, efforts are
being made to diversify the farm sector of the economy. Some success has been
achieved and several countries are now experimenting with new farm exports:
tobacco and cucumbers in Honduras, cattle and frozen meat in Nicaragua, and
kenaf in Guatemala.

Inequalities of income poses a difficult problem. There is real concern lest
existing Inequalities should be augmented rather than diminished. The argu-
ment is that labor and capital might tend to migrate to the more industrialized
areas, making them even more efficient, raising their incomes even more relative
to those in the currently less developed areas. The higher incomes In the rapid-
ly growing centers would mean better markets, providing an additional stimulus
to their economic growth, but increasing the disparity between the advanced
and the less advanced areas.

Fears of this kind-which may well be exaggerated-have tended to retard
the program of the so-called integrated industries. But, at the recent meeting
of the economics ministers of the member nations in January of this year,
regulations were adopted that clarify the meaning and application of this pro-
gram. Moreover, two companies were given the coveted designation of "in-
tegrated industry."

To qualify as an integrated industry the minimum volume of production that
can be achieved at reasonable cost must be greater than the needs of any single
member country's market. The company receiving the designation must make
certain guarantees as to quality, price, and delivery. In return for such guaran-
tees, an "Integrated industry" company is granted a 10-year exemption from im-
port duties on raw materials, a waiver of production taxes, and tariff protection
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from third countries. The two companies so far designated as "integrated" in-
clude a company to produce caustic soda and chlorinated insecticides in
Nicaragua, and a company producing tires and tubes in Guatemala.
Development of economic infrastructure

The economic development of the area will depend to a large degree on con-
struction of basic service and communications networks to bind the area into
one single economic unit. In the past, the absence of such integrated services has
been far more important in keeping these economies apart than have tariff
barriers.

In order to-cope with this problem a number of studies are underway with the
assistance of the United Nation's Special Fund and the U.N.'s Technical As-
sistance Board. Plans are being made for a Central American road network;
and for a coordinated electric power grid for Central America and Panama.

Another major study nearing completion is a draft project for a Central Amer-
ican telecommunications network. The five countries now have independent tele-
communication systems with little connection between them. Not only are
some of the systems different technically, most of them are in need of moderniza-
tion and expansion. The U.N. Special Fund has allocated $770,000 toward the
cost of the study, and these funds are administered and disbursed by the World
Bank, which acts as executing agency.

The study will include recommendations for each country of the scope, char-
acter, estimated cost, and phasing of a telecommunications development program
for the internal needs of that country for the next 5 years. Supplementing the
study, 18 fellowships will be established to train men in the technical and man-
agerial aspects of the telecommunications industry.

A major problem of full economic integration is that of monetary unification.
Recognizing this, a group within the Central American Clearing House is study-
ing the eventual formation of a monetary union among the five member nations.
Although no definite time schedule is now being considered, the Clearing House
has already adopted the Central American peso-at par with the U.S. dollar-as
its basic unit of account.
The beginning

While the framework for the Central American Common Market has been
largely put in place, much remains to be done in order to fill it out and thus
achieve a fully integrated, operating market in the area. As yet, the general
treaty has been in effect to short a time to have had much direct impact. But
it has called attention to the areawide market potential. This has not only caused
an increase in regional trade, but has aroused the interest of a growing number
of foreign companies, many of which are now investing, or planning to invest, on
a scale to supply the entire market.

An important weakness of the Central American Common Market-its small
amount of mutual trade-is also an important source of strength. Little intra-
regional trade has meant that few interests strongly oppose economic union.
Therefore it has been possible to move ahead very rapidly in reducing potential
as well as actual trade barriers, and promote the transportation and communica-
tions facilities needed to support a substantial amount of economic integration
in the future.

With this start, and assuming that the five nations continue to work in the
cooperative spirit that has animated their efforts up to now, the region may well
be on the threshold of a new era of rapid economic advance.

IV. U.S. INVESTMENTS IN LATIN AMERICA

Although substantial U.S. investments were made in Latin America during
the earlier part of this century, the biggest growth has taken place since World
War II. From less than $3 billion at the end of 1945, U.S. direct investments
have risen to nearly $9 billion by 1961-representing about a quarter of the
U.S. total, worldwide. Looked at as an annual flow rather than a total amount,
over the past 10 years these direct investments have contributed 5 to 10 per-
cent of the area's total net capital formation. Moreover, it seems likely that
the contribution to the economic growth in the area is more significant than
even these figures suggest:

Over a third of Latin America's industrial and mining production comes from
U.S. companies in the area.

A third of all Latin American exports originate with these companies.
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About a fifth of all Latin American taxes-and a third of the income taxes-
are paid by U.S. companies.

Beyond the dollar figures, is the transfer of skills and technical knowledge
that accompanies U.S. capital, and the catalytic effect such investments have
on the industrial growth of domestic industries in many areas.

Before trying to fully assess the value to Latin America of this capital flow,
it may be well to point out three of its characteristics that have important
implications both to investors and to host nations:

Although growth of U.S. direct investments to Latin America has been rapid
it has slowed relative to other areas especially since 1958. Thus the area's
share of total U.S. oversea investments has fallen-from 38 percent in 1950 to
about 23 percent in 1962. There are several reasons for this, but they all boil
down to the fact that the security and profitability of investments has been
generally higher elsewhere than in Latin America. In some cases this can
be traced to the relatively slow expansion of markets for primary commodities.
This would include petroleum in recent years, and most nonferrous metals.
In other cases the public attitude toward foreign investments has become in-
creasingly cool, leading to uncertainty about the long-run security of the com-
panies involved. In still other cases the relatively slow expansion of domestic
markets for manufactured goods has reduced incentives to produce these goods
locally.

There have been very important exceptions to these general observations-
countries in which markets have expanded, and the investment climate has
greatly improved. Yet such cases have not been sufficiently important to fully
offset the conditions leading to a slower rate of expansion in other areas.

A second characteristic of 'U.S. investments is that although they have been
made in all Latin American countries, they are unevenly distributed. More
than half of such investments in dollar value, are located in Venezuela (30 per-
'ent), Brazil (12 percent), and Mexico (10 percent). Next, in order, are Chile
I percent), Argentina (6 percent), Peru (5 percent), and Colombia (5 percent).
A third feature of the U.S. investment picture is the growing importance of

manufacturing. Before World War II most foreign capital in Latin America-
from the United States and elsewhere-was devoted either to the extraction
of some mineral or agricultural commodity for the export market, or to a basic
public service, such as railroads and electric power supply.

Thus, in 1940, mining, petroleum, and public utilities together accounted for
almost 75 percent of the book value of U.S. investments in Latin America; public
utilities alone accounted for 36 percent. At the same time manufacturing's
share of the total was only 8 percent But by 1962 with public utilities' share
down to 9 percent, manufacturing investment had climbed to almost 22 percent
of book value.
The outlook for investments

Against this background of declining amounts of new U.S. investments in
Latin America, it is pertinent to ask how will the markets affect future invest-
ments.

First of all, the decline in foreign investments has been largely due to the
economic disorganization and lack of business confidence stemming from politi-
cal uncertainties. And there has been ample evidence of small but vocal groups
in Latin America who do not recognize, or do not care to recognize, the importance
of private capital, and who would destroy the conditions it requires to be effective.

And, about the same time as the Cuban Revolution, several of the larger re-
publics experienced the political overthrow of a dictatorial regime. In some
cases this was followed by great uncertainties about the economic future, and
about the stability of the institutions and laws in which private enterprise must
have confidence in order to expand. These political changes heightened the
uncertainties about the political evolution of some of the key Latin American
countries. This led, in many cases, to flight of local capital and to retrench-
ment by foreign business enterprises. This resulted in a lower rate of overall
investment in all but a few countries-such as Peru and Colombia.

A reversal of these trends-that is, increasing political stability and con-
fidence-as well as the expectation of reasonable profits, would likely lead to
greater U.S. investments in Latin America. And of course, if the regional in-
tegration movements are successful, this will be accentuated.
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IMPACT ON U.S. INVESTMENTS

The formation of the regional markets has already, in a small way, changed
the pattern of U.S. investments and trade in the area. For example, imposition
a heavy prior deposits in such countries as Brazil and Chile-with no such re-
quirements on imports from other LAFTA members-has forced some buyers
to look for new suppliers within the area.

On the side of investments a number of companies have already modified
their investment plans to fit the new conditions in LAFTA and CACM. A
large sewing machine manufacturer has begun treating the area as a whole.
It has full manufacturing facilities in Brazil, Argentina, and Mexico, and as-
sembly plants in Colombia and Peru. The Brazilian plant supplies Chile,
sembly plants in Colombia and Peru. The Brazilian plant supplies Chile,
Uruguay, and Paraguay with finished products and components, it also sells
components to Colombia and other countries where they may be needed.

Another large manufacturer of business machinery has also begun to take
advantage of the potential of LAFTA. This firm helped devise the first comple-
mentarity agreement, by which various components are produced in different
countries, and is now setting up operations in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and
Mexico.

Thus, the creation of LAFTA is forcing firms to think in LAFTA-wide terms
regarding new investment decisions, and causing firms to consider altering
the marketing operations of existing subsidiaries.

While the number of firms that have begun to change their planning market-
ing or purchasing patterns is still small, indications are that the list is growing.
Where to locate in LAFTA

The emergence of LAFTA has raised the basic question of where foreign firms
should locate their facilities inside the market. This problem is complicated
by the fact that widely different conditions prevail in almost every member
country. And so far, there has been little talk of harmonizing the investment
laws, taxes, and similar factors. This situation is quite different in the CACM
where steps have been taken to unify within 7 years the incentives to be granted
to industries which effectively contribute to the economic development of Central
America.
Factors in selecting a manufacturing site

Apart from the general investment climate, the most important factor in
locating a plant is nearness to the buyers and the suppliers. LAFTA has two
large and growing demand areas: the Buenos Aires-Montevideo-Sgo Paulo-Rio
de Janeiro complex, and the Mexico-Colombia arc. While many firms will lo-
cate in the more outlying regions-if transportation facilities are good enough-
these two regions seem to have the market and supplier advantage. Both
provide a relatively substantial internal market. Selling the rest of the LAFTA
market would not be a requirement to get a plant going, although such sales might
be maximized early for competitive reasons.

Labor cost factors are another broad area where there is comparatively wide
diversity. While this will tend to diminish as the market moves toward unity,
there will always be some regions where such costs are lower, or where skilled
labor is much more available.

In any case, the choice of an investment site is a case-by-case decision for each
firm. The only thing that is certain is that Latin America needs a huge inflow
of productive and profitable investment, and that the development of an inte-
grated market will make it more practical for foreign firms to produce within
the market, providing conditions are otherwise satisfactory.
Investment in the CACM

To encourage investment the CACM has taken many steps of which the largest
is the concept of integrated industries, of which the conditions and privileges
were mentioned above.

In addition, the member countries have established uniform tax incentives, and
they have introduced a system to encourage new Investments by giving many of
the benefits of integration status.

The progress of the CACM is, of course, much further advanced than its much
larger neighbor, LAFTA. Furthermore, it is compact, without great distances
between members. Still, the response of foreign investors has been very favor-
able and there have been a number of new investments made in all of the coun-
tries since Its inception.
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The outlook for investments
It is clear that the two regional markets will increasingly alter the pattern of

U.S. investment and trade in the area. It is difficult at this point to say how
fast or to tell what the new patterns will be. But the markets are now begin-
ning to function in a more integrated fashion. Given a higher degree of political
stability than now exists-it would be reasonable to expect that the total amount
of new U.S. investment in Latin America will be increased by this development.

Conclusion
We believe that the growth of regional trading areas in Latin America can be

a healthy and forward-looking development. The individual countries' markets
are ,to small, as a general rule, to attract the large-scale investments that can
promote the area's economy. We therefore strongly endorse the idea of LAFTA
and of CACM as a goal worth a great deal of effort on the part of the nations
involved, and we believe, worth the general support of the U.S. Government

However, we feel that this laudable purpose can be undermined if the regional
groupings are used as a mechanism to throw up high protective barriers around
the trading blocks, and to promote uneconomic industries both through these
protective devices and through other measures that prevent the free movement
of resources within the area and thus prevent the most efficient use of those
resources. In short, the regional groupings in Latin America have great poten-
tial for good, and we support them. But we feel that it is of utmost importance
that this potential not be frustrated by excessive use of trade barriers against
world competition.

Mr. GRIiTMES. The two regional markets-the Latin American Free
Trade Association and the Central American Common Market-have
already brought several changes in trading and investment patterns
to the area. But the markets are both relatively new and differ
markedly from each other in several important respects.

Furthermore, although inspired by the highly successful European
Common Market, LAFTA and the Central American Common Mar-
ket are quite different in nature and in purpose from their older
European cousin. The EEC is composed of highly industrialized,
economically mature nations with a tradition of economic interde-
pendence; and the underlying goal of the EEC is political in nature.
On the other hand, the Latin American miarkets consist of low income,
essentially agricultural economies in which intraregional trade is only
a small percent of the total; and the primary goal of unification is
economic in nature. And Latin American living standards are far
below those which a growing segment of the population is coming to
regard as minimal; thus, the need to show more rapid progress toward

meeting the people's aspirations is urgent.
The Latin American Free Trade Association agreement, estab-

lished by the Treaty of Montevideo, provides for the gradual elimina-
tion of tariffs and other trade restrictions over a 12-year period, and
requires that members take two steps toward eliminating trade bar-

riers. First, each country must negotiate an annual "national sched-
ule" setting forth the tariff cuts it will grant other members.
Reductions given to any one member also applies to all others.

Second, each country must agree to a "common schedule." Once a
product goes on this list it cannot be removed. Also, a definite time-
table is set up for the common schedule's growth. It is slated to cover
25 percent of all intraregional trade at the end of the first 3 years, 50
percent after 6 years, 75 percent after 9 years, and substantially all
regional trade at the end of 12 years.

But, like the EEC, the treatment of agricultural products presented
a special problem. And LAFTA s answer has been to exempt agricul-
ture from the agreement. Except to cover deficits at national price
levels, members need not buy the farm products of other members.

27-779-64-25
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LAFTA REPRESENTS A VERY HIGH PERCENTAGE
OF BOTH THE TOTAL INCOME AND

THE TOTAL POPULATION OF LATIN AMERICA
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WHILE LAFTA IS A LARGE MARKET FOR U.S. EXPORTERS . . .
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ALTHOUGH INTRA-LAFTA TRADE INCREASED
SHARPLY LAST YEAR . . .

% increase in Intra-LAFTA exports, '61-'62
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TWO OR THREE COMMODITIES ACCOUNT FOR
THE BULK OF CENTRAL AMERICAN EXPORTS
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No decision has yet been made as to LAFTA's treatment of new
products-that is, items not traded within the region at the time the
treaty was signed. This subject is presently under discussion, the
Mexicans having suggested the immediate elimination of all internal
LAFTA tariffs on products newly produced in LAFTA. If imple-
mented, we believe that this would represent a major step toward the
integration of the area both industrially and commercially, and might
spark an immediate scramble on the part of foreign investors to estab-
lish plants in LAFTA in order to take advantage of these potential
markets.

Although LAFTA has been subject to some justifiable criticism for
its many shortcomings, the criticisms should not be allowed to obscure
two vitally important points:

(1) The treaty was apparently the best that could be worked out
under admittedly difficult circumstances.

(2) The broad spirit of the treaty may ultimately overcome its
excessively narrow letter.

What is more, there have already been, in spite of the shortcomings,
some decided changes in trading patterns. During the first year, ex-
ports inside LAFTA rose a resounding 37 percent with every member
showing an increase. True, the gain came from a very low base since
intra-LAFTA trade accounts for less than 10 percent of the area's
total. Still in all, the showing should not be equated to a zero-or
anywhere near it.

But there are many problems ahead for LAFTA.
Among them are transportation and finance. The LAFTA Trans-

portation Commission is preparing proposals that will promote the
complementary development of the transportation industry, but it
seems unlikely that the difficulties here can be overcome in the near
future.

On the financial side, the Inter-American Development Bank has
already offered a $30 million capital goods export financing system for
intra-Latin American trade. This will make a significant contribu-
tion to the medium-term financing problems inherent in developing
regional markets. We, at the Chase Manhattan Bank, through our
correspondent banks and affiliated institutions in the area, offer short-
term credit facilities which have significantly aided the financing of
intra-LAFTA trade.

Also, a matter of major concern in the evolution of LAFTA is the
attitude it will take toward the rest of the world. If it moves toward
high permanent external values and discriminating trade arrange-
ments against the European Common Market, the United States, or
others, Latin Americas long-term growth prospects will be sorely
damaged.

But perhaps the hardest problem facing the region in the near
future is simply that its major imports cannot be supplied from
within the Montevideo countries. Not even the most efficient treaty
conceivable can change this fact so it would be highly unrealistic
to suppose that LAFTA can be transformed into another European
Common Market overnight. Too much in the way of capital, skill,
communications, and tradition are lacking for that.

Yet, if the enthusiasm that has sparked the progress made to date
continues, and, if the climate for private capital is favorable, LAFTA
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could become an increasingly attractive location for investment. This
is particularly true of manufacturing industries where large markets
are needed. Perhaps an attitude similar to the one that led to the
surge of U.S. investments in the European Common Market could
develop.

Although the Central American Common Market is much smaller
both in area and in population than LAFTA, during the few years
since its beginning it has several accomplishments to its credit. These
include the elimination of trade barriers on about half the trade of
member countries with more to be freed by 1965; the standardization
of external tariff on over 80 percent of all commodities; the beginning
of a regional development bank; and machinery for resolving disputes
arising among members of the new union.

The backbone of the Central American Common Market is the
General Treaty of Economic Integration which was initially signed
by four of the five Central American countries in 1960 and now
adopted by all five.

Uinder the General Treaty, the five signatory countries agreed to
establish a common market within 5 years of ratification of the treaty.
Until then, certain commodities listed in a special annex are exempted
from immediate free trade. Most of the listed products are those
of companies that would be harmed by elimination of duties. Prod-
ucts not contained in the special annex were made free of all duties
and other restrictions on trade among the member countries.

Under the agreement, goods originating in any member state enjoy
the same treatment in other member states as the national products of
the other members. Industrial development laws and other legisla-
tion of member states related to investments and business activities
are to be made as uniform as possible.

While much has been accomplished in the area, there are two major
problems facing economic integration and industrialization of the
Central American Common Market.

(1) The dependence on primary commodities such as cotton, coffee,
and bananas for the bulk of their export earnings. During the 1950's
these commodities provided over 80 percent of the areas' export
earnings, but recent world oversupplies have tended to depress the
export earnings of the area.

(2) The existing inequalities in the development levels of the
countries have given rise to a concern that these inequalities may be
augmented rather than diminished. The argument is that labor and
capital might tend to migrate to the more industrialized areas making
them even more efficient, raising their income even more relative to
those in the currently less developed areas.

Fears of this kind have tended to retard the program of the so-called
integrated industries. To qualify as an integrated industry the mini-
mum volume of production that can be achieved at reasonable cost
must be greater than the needs of any single member country's market.
The company receiving the designation must make certain guarantees
as to quality, price, and delivery in return for such guarantees and an
"integrated industries" company is granted a 10-year exemption from
import duties on raw materials, a waiver of production taxes, and tariff
protection from third countries.
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While the framework from the Central American Common Market
has been largely put in place, much remains to be done in order to fill
it out and thus achieve a fully integrated operating market in the area..
But the general treaty has called attention to the areawide market
potential. This has not only caused an increase in regional trade but
has aroused the interest of a growing number of foreign companies
many of which are now investing, or planning to invest, on a scale to
supply the entire market.

With this start, and assuming that the five nations continue to work
in the cooperative spirit that has animated the efforts up to now, the
region may well be on the threshold of a new era of rapid economic
advance.

U.S. investment in Latin America: The development of LAFTA
and the Central American Common Market comes at a time when U.S.
investment in Latin America has been on the decline. While the total
investment figure rose from $3 billion in 1945 to $9 billion in 1961, the
rate of growth relative to other areas has slowed-especially since
1958. Thus the area's share of total U.S. oversea investment has
fallen--from 38 percent in 1950 to about 23 percent in 1962. There
are several reasons for this, but they all boil down to the fact that the
security and profitability of investments has been generally higher
elsewhere than in Latin America. In some cases this can be traced to
the relatively slow expansion of markets for primary commodities.
This would include petroleum in recent years and most nonferrous
metals. In other cases the public attitude toward foreign investment
has become increasingly cool leading to uncertainty about the long-
run security of the companies involved. In still other cases the rela-
tively slow expansion of domestic markets for manufactured goods
has reduced incentives to produce these goods locally. Finally, on the
heels of political upheaval in the area, there have been great uncer-
tainties about the economic future and about the stability of the insti-
tutions and laws in which private enterprise must have confidence in
order to expand. These political changes led in many cases to a flight
of local capital and to retrenchment by foreign business enterprises.

It is clear that the two regional markets will increasingly alter the
pattern of U.S. investment and trade in the area. It is difficult at
this point to say how fast or tell what the new patterns will be. But
the markets are now functioning and given a higher degree of po-
litical stability, especially in some of the LAFTA countries, it would
be reasonable to expect that the total amount of new U.S. investments
in Latin America will increase also.

Conclusions: It is obvious that new dimensions have been added to
the traditional trade and investment picture of Latin America with
the advent of LAFTA and the Central American Common Market.
Progress to date, while limited by most yardsticks, has been signifi-
cant in view of the short time since their organization and considering
the lack of background and tradition of intraregional trade. It is
equally obvious that the U.S. business community in the future must
take into account the existence of these two regional markets in making
their decisions concerning their activities in the area.

The creation of LAFTA and Central American Common Market
represent a new approach to the problem of achieving a rate of growth
adequate to meet the rising aspirations of the Latin American people.
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However, a number of factors could tend to slow the progress to-
ward full realization of the potential of these regional markets. At-
titudes toward investments, political instability, the lack of sound
economic policies are but a few of these. But an integrated market
might well help deal with these problems since it will become in-
creasingly clear that in order to participate fully in these programs,
each nation must get its own house in order.

If these market areas move toward increasingly high protective
trade barriers against outside competition, their long-range growth
potential will be sorely damaged. However, if they push toward
eventually lowering these trade barriers and expanding multilateral
trade, they can promote economic growth among themselves, and in
the entire free world.

For these reasons, we believe that a positive attitude toward LAFTA
and the Central American Common Market by both U.S. business and
Government is warranted. Our willingness to cooperate with our
Latin neighbors in their mutual attempt to combat their serious com-
mon problems should be demonstrated at every opportunity.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you, Mr. Grimes.
Now, Mr. Lea, may we have your presentationD

STATEMENT OF SPERRY LEA, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH,
CANADIAN-AMERICAN COMMITTEE, NATIONAL PLANNING ASSO-
CIATION

Mr. LEA. I am very happy to respond to the invitation of this
committee to summarize some of the work of the Canadian-American
committee on a possible free trade arrangement between Canada and
the United States. The following remarks are based on this study
which our committee sponsored but they represent my own views and
are not necessarily those of the Canadian-American committee as a
whole, or of its 60-odd individual members on both sides of the border.

You have just heard about the two free trade arrangements which
are being set up in Latin America, and in a few minutes Mr. Clayton
will talk about hemispheric free trade. Between these two concepts
there is one question left hanging, and that is what is Canada going
to do? After all, Canada is in the hemisphere, and so it is useful to
think a bit about what Canada and the United States might do
together.

The possibility of some kind of a free trade arrangement has been
the subject of numerous speeches and some conferences. Just this
last year there were two conferences in the Pacific Northwest area,
one in the United States, in Yakima, Wash., and one in Harrison Hot
Springs, British Columbia, on the possibilities of Canada-United
States free trade arrangements. Later in 1964 there will be some other
conferences on this subject.

This Canadian-American interest in regional free trade I think,
comes from several factors. First of all, everybody else seems to be
doing it. Australia and New Zealand are now thinking of forming
a free trade area. As we know, Latin America is following the re-
gional path to free trade. The African countries are planning some-
thing. Europe, of course, has led the way with the EEC and EFTA.
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Actually if you think of the developed countries in the world, only
Canada, the United States, and Japan are now not actively engaged
in creating or contemplating some kind of a free trade arrangement.

So a lot of people say, if everybody else is doing it, we should at least
be thinking about it.

There is also a historical basis. Canada and the United States a
century ago did have free trade and as late as 1948 had some official
discussions, shrouded in secrecy, about setting up some kind of a free
trade area. Those discussions broke down, however.

Also, quite apart from any historical events, Canada and the United
States are remarkably integrated. We have very similar markets. We
have a similar standard of living. We have a common language. We
have practically a common market for capital, although the recent
Canadian budget and our own interest equalization tax may move
away from that slightly, and we have, of course, virtually free move-
ment of people. So, in effect, we have almost a "common market"
without the free trade aspects at its core.

But it should be also noted that there is an understandable reluctance
on the part of Canadians to embark on a policy which might blur
even further the cherished distinctions between their country and ours,
or which would appear to further reduce their ability to make inde-
pendent decisions on economic policy. And there is also some deep
Canadian concern over what would happen if they did have free trade
with the United States. There are tremendous opportunities and tre-
mendous threats, and some Canadians are right now trying to balance
the opportunities against the threats and see whether by and large
free trade with us would be good for them or not.

And for ourselves, the United States might be reluctant to establish
a special relationship with a single country which might prejudice
or limit our vast network of worldwide responsibilities. Certainly
before we would engage in any free trade arrangement with Canada,
I think we would look very seriously at the effect on the imports of cer-
tain Latin American goods which Canada also produces, like pe-
troleum, lead, and zinc.

So with the pulling for and against a bilateral free trade scheme, it
is natural that the discussion is mostly on the questions, "Is is de-
sirable?" "Do we want it?" Another question raised is, "What would
it mean?" But the Canadian-American Committee felt that this dis-
cussion was a bit sterile because the basic question had never been
asked, and that is, "Just what are we talking about?" What would
this be likely to look like? And we felt that we should start by trying
to identify what such a scheme would look like, and then we can figure
out what the implications might be.

So our work thus far in the Canadian-American Committee is
strictly limited to trying to answer the question, "What are we talk-
ing about?" and the Committee has taken no stand at all on the de-
sirability or feasibility of such a scheme.

Before we look at the possible characteristics of a Canada-United
States bilateral free trade arrangement, let us make a clear distinction
between this and the multilateral approach to free trade which both of
our countries have traditionally followed and which we are preparing
to apply in this forthcoming "Kennedy round."

The essence of the multilateral approach is respect for the most-
favored-national principle, MFN principle. According to this, any
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reduction in trade barriers must be extended to all other countries
which are members of the GATT or with which Canada and the
United States have trade agreements containing the MFN clause.

In contrast, the bilateral arrangement we are talking about leads
to a discriminatory arrangement. The abolition of trade barriers be-
tween Canada and the United States would not be automatically ex-
tended to other countries. The GATT permits such a violation of the
MFN principle only when the relationship follows certain very pre-
cise standards which prevent it from becoming an inward-looking
trade bloc. Just to summarize these standards, all of which are found
in article 24 of GATT, the arrangement must be a free trade area or a
customs union providing for complete and not partial elimination of
trade restrictions. In other words, it can't set up something like the
Commonwealth preference system. And the commodity coverage
must account for substantially all the trade of the countries involved.
And there shall be no increase in the restrictiveness of trade barriers
against nonmember countries, and where it develops from an interim
arrangement it must be fully formed within a reasonable period of
time. It can't procrastinate.

These requirements account for very basic differences between the
GATT approach to a bilateral free trade air angcment and the multi
lateral approach of the "Kennedy round." While the multilateral ap-
proach cannot be expected in most cases to do more than reduce trade
barriers bit by bit over an indefinite period, a Canada-United States
bilateral arrangement under GATT rules would require the two coun-
tires to abolish, perhaps gradually but nonetheless deliberately, all
the restrictions affecting substantially all their mutual trade, an act
with obviously far-reaching consequences.

Now, when we look at all the possible characteristics that a Canada-
United States free trade arrangement might have, we are confronted
by a problem because there are so many choices. In attempting to
simplify our selection task, let us follow the practice of the smorgas-
bord chef who eases his guests' dilemma by grouping together the vari-
ous options of meats, fish, salads, and so forth. All the meats are on one
part of the table, all the fish on another part, and all the salads on
another. The full number of dishes remains, but at least we make
choices in logical sequence among various types of meats and various
kinds of fish, and so forth. Our smorgasbord table greets the potential
founding fathers of a Canada-United States free trade arrangement
with six such decision areas, each one of which contains several options.

GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE

The first question is geographic scope. What is the dramatis per-
sonae of such an arrangement? This breaks down into two questions.
One is whether the territories or countries related to either Canada or
the United States would be included. For the United States the most
important one would be Puerto Rico and for Canada there are the
Commonwealth countries.

The second question, and one which is very pertinent to the interests
of this committee, is whether and under what conditions a Canada-
United States arrangement would permit or even encourage eventual
inclusion of other independent countries, and if it is chosen to be open-
ended, what is the orientation of this open end? This open end might
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look southward, as Mr. Clayton does, toward the Caribbean and Latin
America as potential future partners; or it might look across the
Atlantic to the European free trade groups with which some kind of
a link could be established; or the orientation of the open end might
look not to any geographical region but to developed countries or free
trade arrangements anywhere, and this, of course, would include
Australia, New Zealand, and eventually Japan.

Now, in talking about such far-flung arrangements as this, we are
getting a little bit off our subject of just a Canada-United States bi-
lateral arrangement. But I think they deserve to be mentioned since
they would probably figure in the long-run thinking of the founding
fathers of the Canada-United States free trade scheme. Indeed, it
might well be that-especially in Canada-a bilateral scheme is con-
ceivable only as a preliminary step to a free trade arrangement of
considerably wider geographic scope.

COMMODITY COVERAGE

The second decision area. concerns the commodity coverage of the
free trade arrangement, and here there are three possible approaches.
There is all-inclusive commodity coverage, as has the EEC, where
everything is included and nothing left out, not even agriculture.

Or we could aim for maximum possible coverage where we would
say that we would like to include everything but we recognize that
certain products have special problems, economic and political, and
they would have to be left out. There are several ways we could
approach maximum possible coverage. We could draw up the "free
list" in the beginning and identify everything which was to go free.
Or we could try to approach maximum coverage by beachheads. Here
we would begin with certain sectors with the understanding that they
would be expanded step by step.

A third approach to free trade might be called limited free trade,
where we would start with a small sector, and have no understanding
that we would go any further. We might have free trade in auto-
mobiles and parts, or something like that, with Canada.

BASIC FORM1

The third set of choices on our smorgasbord table relates to the
basic form of the free trade arrangements, and here we have two
well-defined options. We have a free trade area or we have a customs
union.

Now, a free trade area such as LAFTA and EFTA provide for
free trade between the members, but they are allowed to keep their
own national tariffs and their own commercial policies toward the
rest of the world. A customs union provides for free trade between
the countries but it also requires them to adopt a common external
tariff and a common commercial policy.

ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

The next decision area we get to is economic integration. This is
a lot more complex because there are many actions that might be
taken up here. It is generally conceded that the removal of the trade
barriers among members of either a free trade area or customs union
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would not necessarily create meaningful free trade. You still have
major difficulties in public and private policies and practices affecting
the production or distribution of goods.

For instance, Canada has a 50-cents-a-ton duty on coal, but coal
coming from the Canadian Maritimes to Ontario, a big market for
coal, has a transportation subsidy of, I understand, up to $6 a ton.
This is 12 times the tariff. It wouldn't mean much for Canada to
eliminate the 50-cents-a-ton duty if it didn't also eliminate this special
subsidy to transport the coal to Ontario.

Now, there are two general approaches to economic integration.
We could take the maximum approach that the EEC does and try
to harmonize all sorts of ground rules and labor costs and have an
approximation of laws, so that in effect we end up with a single
political economy. This is the route that the EEC has taken because
it is basically a political entity.

On the other hand, there is the example of the EFTA, which shuns
any step toward the economic integration that isn't absolutely neces-
sary to make the free trade meaningful.

The route that Canada and the United States would take would,
of course, fit their own special conditions, such as the substantial
degree of integration already existing and the fact that we both have
Federal political structures.

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENT

The next decision area concerns the institutional arrangement, and
by and large the institutions follow what they need to do. In other
words, the choices made in the other decision areas would determine
what the institutions would look like. If we had a large program for
economic integration, we would have to have a large staff to formu-
late and implement such a program. You can just look at the dif-
ference in figures between Brussels, where there are 2,000 so-called
"Eurocrats" formulating the integration policy of the EEC, and Ge-
neva, where there are less than 100 staff members in the EFTA. The
difference comes from the fact that the EEC is engaged in a great
deal of economic-political integration and the EFTA is not. There
would be a choice about whether or not to have a separate headquarters
distinct from Washington and Ottawa, and there would be some insti-
tutional questions on how to settle disputes. When you have only
two members, you can never have a majority vote, and so disputes
would have to be settled by some independent body.

TIMING ARRANGEMENTS

The final decision area has to do with the timing arrangements
which bring all of the provisions into force. The most important
would be those governing the freeing of trade between the two coun-
tries. It is probably unrealistic to think we could go to free trade im-
mediately. This would probably be delayed over some period known
as the transitional period, and as we will see later, it may be that the
transitional trade would be a little longer for Canada on account of the
differences in size of Canada and the United States.

There is also some timing, in the strategic sense of timing, in bring-
ing into effect the nontrading aspects of a Canada-United States
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arrangement. Finding the strategic moment is a very important con-
sideration for the Founding Fathers. They should bring to their
momentous project not only a full comprehension of the "whats" in-
cluded in the six decision areas but also a keen sense of the most
appropriate "whens."

Now we have a rather large collection of options laid out on the
smorgasbord table. The question comes, can we take any of these plates
off? Can we narrow these choices down? To some extent we can do
that by confronting the various choices with certain facts of life exist-
ig within Canada and in the United States or between them in their
joint position today.

One fact of life, not present in Europe, is the tremendous difference
in size between the two countries. The United States has over 10 times
the population of Canada and about 15 times the gross national prod-
uct. This means that both the threats and the promises of free trade
loom larger to Canadian industry than the U.S. industry.

Free access to the Canadian market would generally add about 10
percent to the U.S. industry's present domestic market. In other
words, if we add 18 million Canadians to our markets, it is about 6
years of our population growth. But for Canada to add 180 million
Americans to its market, that would add about 1,000 percent to the
present size of its market, or the amount of population growth that
they would have in about 90 years.

All of this means that the Canadian industry would probably have
to be very much restructured. Its present status is that it makes a very
few copies of many, many items, and it would have to be changed to
make many copies of fewer items. All this would require extensive
changes which are very expensive. And so wve feel that the fact that
there is such a big difference in size would mean that Canada would
have to be given a longer time to adjust to free trade than the United
States.

There is also the fact that only two members are involved. We al-
ready mentioned the implication this has for the institutions, that with
only two members, you cannot have a majority vote. The institutions
would have to arrange some other way of settling disputes and making
decisions.

Then, when you combine the fact of the great contrast in size with
the fact that there are only two members, it means that when Canada
looks southward it sees just one huge partner and might understand-
ingly feel very uneasy. I think Canada would be far less anxious ifit saw 3 countries with 60 million population each rather than 1 coun-
try with 180 million, and this might have an implication on the open-
endedness of the scheme. I think the Canadians would feel a lot hap-
pier if there were some other countries involved besides the United
Stats.

Another fact to be considered is that both countries are loyal par-
ticipants in GATT and that they would follow the rules of GATT.
The choice for approach to commodity coverage would have to respect
the "substantially all trade" requirement. This would rule out free
trade just on a limited number of commodities and probably mean that
a substantial number of commodities would be covered.

The existence in both countries of fuels and industrial raw materials
raises certain problems that are not important in Europe. Europe
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does not have petroleum produced in large quantities within any of its
countries, or lead and zinc, and so forth. These products can have
very severe free trade adjustment problems, much more than industry.
In some cases no amount of investment would make them competitive
with production in the partner country. This suggests that a pro-
longed transitional period be applied in certain raw materials cases
to permit a special adjustment assistance program to have a chance
to operate.

A number of facts show that the free trade area form is far more
realistic than a customs union. Creating a common external tariff
and common commercial policy would challenge the traditional con-
gressional role in setting U.S. trade policy. I am sure you gentlemen
appreciate the difficulties that this would present. It would also force
Canada to abandon its Commonwealth ties. With a free-trade area
this wouldn't occur at all. The United States and Canada would be
able to adopt any policy they wished toward other countries.

The Federal nature of both countries would set limits on the degree
to which economic integration could take place. Neither country has
shown a great interest in homogenizing its State or Provincial tax
systems or wage levels or laws and practices governing natural re-
sources or industry. It is difficult to imagine much enthusiasmn for
doing everything the same way in the name of a Canada-United States
arrangement when Canadians and Americans are quite happy to see,
for instance, that certain States have taxes and certain States do not
have taxes.

The status of Puerto Rico within the U.S. customs territory, to-
gether with the fact that its people are American citizens, would
probably require the inclusion of Puerto Rico along with the 50 States.

If we summarize the impact of these facts of life on our choices
then, we could say the geographic scope would include Puerto Rico
but would not include the Commonwealth. Initially there would be
Canada and the United States, and the United States would include
Puerto Rico.

On the matter of commodity coverage, the problems that we would
have with certain agricultural products would rule out the all-in-
clusive approach. On the other hand, the GATT rules would rule out
the very limited approach to free trade. I think we would end up
-with the maximum possible coverage approach where we try to in-
clude everything possible but recognize that there would be certain
agricultural commodities that could not be included.

The basic form of the arrangement would definitely be a free-trade
area and not a customs union. The approach to economic integration
would probably stick to steps related to assuring the meaningfulness
of free trade and would avoid the more extensive schemes which the
EEC has adopted.

Institutions would be simple, reflecting the limited approach to
economic integration and the choice of the free trade area form.

Finally, the timing arrangements might be such as to allow Canada
a little more time to adjust than the United States.

Now, this description can be considered only a very preliminary
conclusion, really just a dry run. The final narrowing of the choices
for the characteristics of a Canada-United States free-trade arrange-
ment can only come when the authentic founding fathers appear on
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the scene, for only they can supply the most important fact of life of
all-the fundamental rationale and purposes of the scheme, the "why"
of it. Until that day comes, a Canada-United States free-trade ar-
rangement may -well remain the subject for occasional speeches, and
animated conferences, and these may set the idea of a bilateral free-
trade arrangement to resonate within important circles in both coun-
tries. But what are needed are North Americans, comparable to the
European men like Schuman and Adenauer and De Gasperi and Spaak.
These men not merely articulated their ideas very clearly but they
could deliver their own countries to a common political commitment.
Such North Americans alone could change a theme for discussion and
occasional eloquence into one for action.

Thank you very much.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you, Mr. Lea. Your formal presen-

tation with the charts will be placed in the record at this point.
(The statement is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF SPERRY LEA, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH, CANADIAN-AMERi-
CAN COMMITTEE, NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION, ON POSSInLE CHARACTER-
ISTICS OF A CANADA-UNITED STATES FREE-TRADE ARRANGEMENT

I am happy to respond to the invitation of your committee to summarize some
of the work on the subject of a possible free-trade arrangement between the
United States and Canada which has been sponsored by the Canadian-American
Committee of the National Planning Association (U.S.A.) and the Private Plan-
ning Association of Canada. (A brief description of the Canadian-American
Committee is appended to this statement.)

While the following remarks are based on our Committee's work, most
specifically a study entitled "A Canada-United States Free Trade Arrangement:
Survey of Possible Characteristics," 1 they represent my own views and do not
necessarily reflect those of the Canadian-American Committee as a whole or of its
60 individual members.

You have just heard about free-trade arrangements being set up in Latin
America. And in a few minutes you will be hearing about a hemispheric ap-
proach to free trade. The latter assumes not merely that the United States
would work out some arrangement with its neighbors south of the border, but
that it would have established some sort of free-trade partnership with Canada
to the north.

The possibly of such an arrangement is currently the subject of occasional
speeches and a number of conferences in both countries.

For instance, the Pacific Northwest Trade Association sponsored two con-
ferences in 1963 on the theme of a Canada-United States free-trade area, and
I understand that other groups will discuss the subject in 1964.

This current interest in North American free trade is ascribable to a number
of factors. First of all, everybody else seems to be doing it. Europe led off
with the Benelux Economic Union (1948), the European Coal and Steel Com-
munity (1952), the European Economic Community-the "Common Market"-
(1958), and EFTA in 1960. We then saw the launching of LAFTA (1960)
and CACM (1960) in Latin America, the forming of Malaysia (1963), numerous
plans for African free-trade arrangements, and just now consideration of an
Australia-New Zealand free-trade area. Only the United States, Canada, and
Japan among the industrialized countries are not currently creating or con-
templating some kind of free-trade arrangement. Then there is an historic
basis for Canada-United States free trade in the reciprocity agreement of 1854-
66, the stillborn agreement of 1911, and some exploratory negotiations in 1948.
Quite apart from past history, Canada and the United States now constitute
the world's largest trading partnership, and the two countries are in many real
ways integrated economically, with very similar market conditions and stand-
ards of living. Furthermore, we exercise between us virtually free movement
of persons and of capital (although the Canadian budget of 1963 and the U.S.

1 S. Lea, "A Canada-United States Free-Trade Arrangement: Survey of Possible Charac-
teristics." Washington, D.C., Canadian-American Committee of the National Planning
Association (U.S.A.) and the Private Planning Association of Canada, November 1963.
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interest equalization tax proposals curtail the latter somewhat). This means
that Canada and the United States actually have several key attributes of the
"Common Market" which the EEC is striving to create; we lack only some type
of free-trade arrangement at its core.

A number of considerations should also be noted which quench enthusiasm on
both sides of the border Ito create the free-trade core. On the part of Canadians
there is an understandable reluctance to embark on a policy which might blur
even further the cherished distinctions between their country and ours, or
which would appear to further reduce their ability to make independent deci-
sions on economic policy. Meanwhile, Canadian industry is at the same time
excited about the vast opportunities presented by our large and rich market and
concerned over the threats which free trade with its mass-producing neighbor
to the south would bring.

As for ourselves, the feelings of both opportunity and threat from free trade
with Canada are much more faint. And we have a natural reluctance to es-
tablish a special trade relationship with a single country which might prejudice
or limit our vast network of worldwide responsibilities. For instance, I think
we would examine closely the effects of free trade with Canada on our imports
of certain Latin American products such as lead, zinc, and crude petroleum.

With many factors thus pulling for or against a bilateral free-trade scheme-
especially from the Canadian viewpoint-it is natural that discussion on the
subject centers on the question of desirability ("Do we want it?") or on its
economic or political feasibility ("What would it mean?"). Largely unasked
was the question which, we felt, must necessarily have priority over all others:
What are the possible and most probable characteristics of such a free-trade
arrangement? Or more simply, "What are we talking about?" Our study seeks
to clarify this single question, and takes no position one way or the other on the
matter of feasibility or desirability.

THE BILATERAL APPROACH

Before examining the possible characteristics of a strictly bilateral Canada-
United States free-trade arrangement, let us clearly distinguish it from the
multilateral approach to freer trade which both countries have traditionally
followed and which they are preparing to apply in the forthcoming "Kennedy
round" of tariff negotiations.

The essence of the multilateral approach is respect for the most-favored-nation
(MFN) principle. In accordance with it, any reduction in trade barriers which
either Canada or the United States may negotiate with each other must be
extended to all other countries which are members of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) or with which the two countries have trade agree-
ments containing MFN clauses.

In contrast, the bilateral approach to free trade leads to a discriminatory ar-
rangement. The abolition of trade barriers between Canada and the United
States would not be automatically extended to other countries. The GATT
permits such a violation of the MFN principle only when the relationship follows
standards designed to prevent its becoming an inward-looking protectionist
"trade bloc." Article 24 of the GATT stipulates that the scheme must take the
form of a free-trade area or a customs union (or an interim arrangement leading
to either) with these characteristics:

Complete, not partial, elimination of trade restrictions among its members;
Commodity coverage accounting for "substantially all trade" among its

participants;
No increase in the restrictiveness of trade barriers against nonmember

countries except where unavoidable in the case of a customs union, and then
with adequate compensation offered; and

Where it develops from an interim arrangement, it must be fully formed in
a "reasonable length of time."

These requirements account for basic differences between the two approaches.
While the multilateral approach could not be expected in most cases to do more
than reduce trade barriers bit by bit, over an indefinite period, a Canada-United
States bilateral arrangement under GATT rules would require the two countries
to abolish, perhaps gradually but nonetheless deliberately, all restrictions affect-
ing substantially all of their mutual trade-an act with obviously far-reaching
consequences.
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THE BASIC DECISION AREAS

In attempting to settle on the optimum characteristics for a bilateral free-trade
scheme, the Founding Fathers would be confronted by a great number of choices.
To simplify this task of selection, let us borrow the practice of the smorgasbord
chef, who eases his guest's dilemma by grouping together the various options of
meats, fish, salads, etc. Our smorgasbord table greets the potential founding
father of a Canadian-United States free-trade arrangement with six such decision
areas, each of which contains several options.

The first decision area, geographic scope, raises two questions. The first is
whether a Canada-United States free-trade arrangement would extend some or
all of its provisions to countries or territories having special trading relation-
ships with either of them. These would be Canada's partners in the Common-
wealth preference system and, for the United States, the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, a number of small island dependencies, and until 1974 the Philippines.

The second question of geographic scope is whether and under what condi-
tions the Canada-United States arrangement would permit or even encourage
eventual inclusion of other independent countries. If the choice is made to be
"open ended," the question arises as to the orientation of the open end. This
might look southward, toward the Carribbean and Latin America. Or it might
look across the Atlantic to the European free trade groups with which some link
might be established. Or the orientation of the open end might be to developed
countries or areas wherever they might be, which would, of course, include
Australia, New Zealand, and probably Japan.

In talking about such farflung arrangements we are getting away from
our subject of a Canada-United States bilateral arrangement. Nevertheless, they
deserve to be mentioned here since they would probably figure in the longrun
thinking of the founding fathers of a Canada-United States free trade scheme.
Indeed, it might well be that-especially in Canada-a bilateral scheme is
conceivable only as a preliminary step to a free trade arrangement of considerably
wider geographic scope.

In the second decision area, commodity coverage, we may distinguish
several possible approaches.

The all-inclusive approach would provide that, from the outset, all commodi-
ties traded between the two countries would be placed on the "free list." No
exceptions would be permitted, although commodities with special problems
might be granted a longer period to reach free trade. The EEC is, of course,
the prime example of the all-inclusive approach.

The maximum possible coverage approach would exempt a few commodities
or sectors for which free trade would cause unusual difficulties. Two approaches
to maximum possible coverage may be distinguished:

The free list might be fully defined and committed at the outset, with all
exemptions identified. This was done in the EFTA, which excluded agricultural
and fishery products.

A second or "beachhead" approach to maximum possible coverage would
initially commit only a limited number of specified commodities to the free
list with the understanding that this beachhead would be expanded step by
step. Free trade might start with an individual sector-as did the European
Coal and Steel Community. Another variant might be to begin with "pioneer
products," those with low levels of existing tariffs or those for which free trade
could be most easily and quickly established.

The third approach to commodity coverage, limited free trade, would put
on the free list only a small number of commodities, perhaps all within a
single sector. Unlike the beachhead approach, there would be no understanding
to expand the commodity coverage at a later date. Limited free trade is not
as realistic an option for a Canada-United States free trade arrangement as
the other approaches discussed, since it clearly flouts the GATT requirement
to cover "substantially all trade" and, therefore, would require a GATT waiver
of a type that might be difficult to obtain.

The third set of choices relates to the basic form of a free trade arrangement
between Canada and the United States. The options here are limited to two:
the free trade area and the customs union as defined by the GATT. While both
forms provide for the total abolition of trade barriers among member countries,
they may be distinguished by their treatment of imports from nonmember coun-
tries. In a Canada-United States free trade area, each partner would remain
free to determine its trade restrictions against the rest of the world. But in a
Canada-United States customs union, both partners would adopt a common
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external tariff against imports from nonmember countries and, consequently, a
common trade policy and related institutional arrangements.

The comparative effects of the two forms in the case of automobiles is illus-
trated in the chart. The Common External Tariff (CXT) is estimated at 7.5
percent by weighting the three duty levels now in effect (the United States and
Canadian MFN rates, and the Canadian British Preference (BP) rate-free
entry) by the value of imports at these rates.

FIGURE 1.-The effects of a Canada-United States Free Trade Area (FTA) and
Custom8 Union (CU), on each countrV's tariffs against passenger cars, an
illustrative excample
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The fourth decision area concerns acts of economic integration. The removal
of trade barriers among members of either a free trade area or a customs union
might not create meaningful free trade if major differences in public and private
policies and practices affected unequally the costs of producing and distributing
goods.

For instance, Canada's transportation subsidy for its coal from the Maritime
Provinces to the Ontario market runs as high as $6 a ton. Eliminating its 50-cent-
a-ton tariff on coal would not provide "free trade" unless this transport subsidy
were also abolished. Meanwhile, if we are subsidizing the production of any
product more than the Canadians, for instance ships, these subsidies would have
to be harmonized to permit meaningful free trade. And the price of cotton
would have to be equal in the two countries if free trade in textiles was to be
fair.

Steps to abolish such differences involve acts of economic association more
far-reaching than those implied in the terms "free trade area" or "customs
union." Such steps may be considered acts of economic integration.

The options for the founding fathers on this question can best be seen as
alternative approaches to economic integration. The maximum approach is il-
lustrated by the integration program being developed by the EEC, a program
which is animated by a broader movement toward political union. The principal
steps include providing for the free movement of labor, services, and capital;
abolishing certain Government aids and business practices which "distort" com-
petition; approximating certain laws pertaining to business, such as taxation;
developing common transportation and energy policies; harmonizing wage rates
and social security benefits among countries. There are also plans for creating
a monetary union. Many of these steps are still being formulated by the EEC
Commission, but there is at least a formal commitment that the goal originally
set for the EEC, the "progressive fusion of national economies," should be ful-
filled by the end of 1966.

In contrast, owing largely to the special circumstances surrounding its cre-
ation, the EFTA has not embarked on any definite program of economic integra-
tion per se. The EFTA intends, however, to eliminate policies or practices
which prove to frustrate its objective of obtaining the benefits of mutual free
trade. In a few cases (e.g., drawback), the EFTA Convention provides for the
termination of specific policies. But on the matter of business practices, it has
adopted a "wait and see" attitude by calling attention to undesirable situations
that might arise and by scheduling a review of the situation after 4 years of
operation. No action has been contemplated on harmonizing taxation, transport,
or wage policies, but it is understood that members will take appropriate meas-
ures when and if this proves necessary.

Other free trade arrangements have approached the question of economic
integration between the extremes illustrated by the EEC and the EFTA. So,
most likely, would a Canada-United States arrangement, in recognition of a
number of factors unique to it, such as the substantial degree of integration
already existing between the two economies, by the implications of their
Federal political structures, by the disparity in their sizes, and by their tradi-
tions and the "style" of their relations with each other.

The fifth decision area concerns the institutional arrangements. A Canada-
United States free trade arrangement would require common institutions to
undertake 'a number of functions: concerting policies, providing technical staff
services, providing adjustment assistance and insuring availability of invest-
ment capital, adjudicating complaints and appeals, and subjecting operations
and the common institutions to legislative review.

The types and functions of the common institutions would be determined
largely by choices made in other areas. For instance, a customs union would
require a special technical group to formulate and administer common trade
policy, while a free trade area would not. The approach chosen to economic
integration would have an especially significant effect on the importance of the
secretariat or technical staff, as illustrated by the more than 2,000 "Eurocrats"
of the EEC Commission in Brussels against less than 100 in the EFTA central
staff at Geneva.

While the institutional framework would be developed largely in response to
decisions made on other matters, the founding fathers of a Canada-United States
arrangement would have scope for choice on two questions concerning the
common institutions themselves. The first is the extent to which the various
functions would be geographically centralized rather than left to the bilateral
links between Washington and Ottawa. Choice must also be made as to how to
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settle disputes and make common decisions, keeping in mind that with only two
members majority voting is not possible.

The sixth and final decision area concerns the timing arrangements governing
the entry into force of the various provisions. Different concepts of timing
apply to trade and nontrade provisions.

Scheduling changes in trade restrictions would involve setting a timetable for
eliminating trade restrictions between Canada and the United States and, only
in the event of a customs union, for shifting national tariffs to the common
external tariff. Probably discounting as impractical the possibility of elimi-
nating trade restrictions between the two countries all at once, the founding
fathers could choose among various forms of transitional periods, some of which
are illustrated in the chart. All commodities and all member countries might
move to free trade on an identical schedule; the transitional periods might be
prolonged for certain commodities and/or member countries; or transitional
periods could be staggered to start at different times and might or might not
have the same duration. The transitional period might also be accelerated or
delayed under certain specified conditions.

FiGouE 2.-Typical variations in transitional periods
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Undertaking nontrade operations does not lend itself to precise date setting.
Certain steps toward economic integration-for example, the approximation of
business laws or the establishment of a common transportation policy-break
new ground. We may schedule the commitment to prepare a new policy. But
its gestation period is not known, and even if it were, the founding fathers
might, for political reasons, wish to retain flexibility in "timing" the introduc-
tion of the new policy. There is much to be said both for and against being able
to defer decisions involving crucial confrontations of existing national policies.
Timing strategy in this sense is a very important consideration for the founders
of any Canada-United States free trade arrangement. They should bring to
their momentous project not only full comprehension of the numerous "whats"
included in the six decision areas but also a keen sense of the most appropriate
"whens."

OONSIDERATIONS NARROWING CHOICES

Let us now narrow down the wide range of choices by confronting the various
options with certain facts of life existing within Canada, and the United States,
or between them, or in their joint position in the world today.

The great difference in size between the two partners would mean that both
the threats and promises of reciprocal free trade loom far larger for Canadian
than for U.S. industry. Free access to the Canadian market would generally
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add, in terms of population, about 10 percent (6 years of population growth)
to U.S. industry's present domestic market; but for Canadian industry, free
access to the U.S. market would add 1,000 percent to the size of its present
domestic market (almost a century of population growth), and thus bring a
totally new competitive environment requiring drastic restructuring to permit
much longer production runs. This suggests that the timing arrangements
might provide Canada with a longer transitional period than the United States.

The fact that there would be only two members would have implications for
the institutional framework by excluding the possibility of majority voting.
The great contrast in size gives added meaning to the bilateral nature of the
arrangement. Looking southward, Canada would see a single giant partner of
180 million people, understandably the cause of greater anxiety than 3 partners
of 60 million each. Canada might therefore be eager to expand the geographic
scope to include additional members.

The fact that both countries are loyal participants in the GATT would prob-
ably mean compliance with its article 24 ground rules for free trade arrange-
ments (mentioned above in the discussion of the bilateral approach). Trade
barriers would be completely eliminated between the two members, not merely
reduced to "preferential rates." And the choice for approach to commodity
coverage would have to respect the "substantially all trade" requirement. This
would surely challenge the "limited free trade" approach and also, perhaps,
beachhead approaches which failed to fully commit from the outset the eventual
range of freely traded commodities. Maximum possible coverage, if fully com-
mitted and, of course, the all-inclusive approach would avoid difficulties with
the GATT. For other reasons, all-inclusive commodity coverage would probably
not be a realistic choice. Certain agricultural products related to special Gov-
ernment programs would have to be excluded, at least at the outset.

As we noted, the process of adjusting Canadian industry to free trade would
require considerable restructuring, whose scope should be as broad as possible.
This consideration, quite apart from the GATT requirements, points to wide
rather than narrow commodity coverage, reinforcing a preference for the maxi-
mum possible coverage approach.

The existence in both countries of fuels and industrial raw materials-a
situation generally absent in Europe-raises problems, since in some cases (cer-
tain Canadian coal mines and U.S. mineral deposits), no amount of investment
can make them competitive with freely entering supplies from the partner
country. This suggests that a prolonged transitional period be applied in such
cases, during which time a special adjustment assistance program would have
a chance to operate.

A number of facts make it appear that the free-trade area form is possible for
a Canada-United States arrangement, while a customs union would be virtually
impossible. Creating a common external tariff and commercial policy would
challenge the traditional congressional role in setting U.S. trade policy, and
force Canada to abandon its Commonwealth ties, while a free-trade area would
permit each country to maintain national tariffs and trade policies to all other
countries. In any case, a free-trade area could rather easily be transformed
into a customs union at a later date if this appeared desirable.

The federal nature of both countries would set limits on the degree to which
economic integration could take place. Neither country has shown a great
interest in homogenizing its State or Provincial tax systems or wage levels or
laws and practices governing natural resources or industry. It is difficult to
conceive of enthusiasm-or the practical political possibility-of doing in the
name of a Canada-United States free-trade arrangement what Americans and
Canadians have felt no compulsion to do within their own nations. This does
not mean, however, that certain subsidies and other policies and practices
clearly frustrating the beneficial effects of free trade could not be eliminated
or harmonized between the two countries.

The status of Puerto Rico within the U.S. customs territory together with
the fact that its people are American citizens, requires its inclusion within
the geographic scope of a Canada-United States free-trade arrangement. A
comparable relationship does not apply to Canada's Commonwealth partners,
which could easily be left out and almost certainly would be.

POSSIBLE CHARACTERISTICS OF A CANADA-UNITED STATES FREE-TRADE ARRANGEMENT

On the basis of the facts of life mentioned above we can clear off a number of
the options from our smorgasbord table. This leaves us with a reasonable range
of possible characteristics for a Canada-United States free-trade arrangement.
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The geographic scope would include Puerto Rico but not Canada's Common-
wealth partners. It would probably be open-ended, looking toward the
eventual inclusion of additional members, or the linking of the Canada-United
States arrangement with similar groups elsewhere.

On the matter of commodity coverage, problems with certain agricultural
products appear to eliminate the all-inclusive approach, while Canada's neces-
sarily wide scope for readjustment plus the GATT requirements would rule
out limited free trade. The GATT might also seriously challenge the "beach-
head" approaches. This leaves as the most probable choice the maximum pos-
sible coverage approach with the eventual free list fully committed at the outset.

Moving to the basic form of the arrangement, we can definitely select the
free-trade area over the customs union.

The approach to economic integration would stick to steps related to assur-
ing the meaningfulness of free trade and avoid extensive programs which would
require more harmonizing or equalizing between the two countries than now
exists within either.

Institutions would be simple, reflecting the limited approach to economic
integration and the choice of the free-trade area form. The mechanism for
settling disputes would have to employ means other than voting by representa-
tives of the two partners.

Finally, the timing arrangements for trade matters might allow Canada gen-
erally more time to open its frontier to American goods than vice versa. It
might also be desirable to grant the longer transitional period to certain fuels
or raw materials in either country which present special problems, and to pro-
vide programs for adjustment assistance.

Tne above description can be considered a very prel iinary conclusion, the
product of earnest effort, perhaps, but still only a dry run. The real narrowing
of choices for the characteristics of a Canada-United States free-trade arrange-
ment can only come when the authentic founding fathers appear on the scene.
For only they can supply the most basic fact of life against which choices
among possible characteristics are tested. This is the fundamental rationale
of the scheme, its "why." This consideration Is paramount in every decision
area and may overpower choices made, as we have done above, on the basis of
apparent practicability. For in a creation as important to its participants
as a free-trade arrangement, what is necessary would outweigh what is most
readily possible.

By way of an epilog, a few additional words might be said about what thus
far remains missing ingredients in consideration of free trade between Canada
and the United States, the sense of "why" and the founding fathers who would
articulate it and build on It. First of all, a clear idea of purpose can probably
develop only in response to common awareness of a distinct and pressing North
American predicament for which a Canada-United States free-trade arrange-
ment offers not an idealistic escape, but the most realistic down-to-earth solution.
The postwar movement for European integration can be seen as a vigorous re-
sponse to a European predicament, within which resolve to solve for all time
the "German problem" and concern over the place of Europe among the new
superpowers were central elements. We should note that economic integration
was a very practical response to pressing European concerns, and not the more
idealistically centered movement so eloquently advocated by prominent Euro-
peans before World War II.

As for the Canadian-American founding fathers themselves, their abilities
must extend beyond the capacity to formulate the rationale of a free-trade scheme
upon understanding of the deep common needs of their countries. They must
also be able to supply vigorous political leadership. These "North Americans."
like such "Europeans" as Schuman, Adenauer, De Gasperi, and Spaak, would have
to be able to deliver their national governments-and in their case some regional
governments as well-to a common political commitment.

It is safe to say that a possible Canada-United States free-trade arrangement
will remain the subject for occasional speeches and animated conferences which
may well set the free-trade Idea to resonate within important circles in both
countries. But until the entrance of the "North Americans" with a coherent and
compelling sense of "why," the characteristics of a bilateral scheme cannot be
precisely known; and the theme of Canada-United States free trade will remain
one for discussion and occasional eloquence, but will not become one for action.
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APPENDIX

THE CANADIAN-AMERICAN COMMITTEE

The Canadian-American Committee was established in 1957 to study problems
arising from growing interdependence between Canada and the United States.
With approximately equal representation from coast to coast in the two countries,
its 60 members are business, labor, agricultural, and professional leaders. The
Committee is sponsored by two nonprofit research organizations-the National
Planning Association in the United States and the Private Planning Association
of Canada.

The Committee believes that good relations between Canada and the United
States are essential for the future prosperity, and perhaps even the survival, of
both countries. It is therefore seeking not only to encourage a better under-
standing of the problems which have arisen and may arise, but also to develop
solutions for such problems which are in the common interest of both countries.
The Committee is taking a North American approach in its search for construc-
tive programs.

The Committee sponsors a series of objective research studies on various
aspects of Canadian-American relations. These are being undertaken by qualified
experts in both countries and, with the Committee's approval, are being published.
On the basis of these factual studies and of discussions at its meetings, the
Committee also issues policy statements signed by its members. Such statements
are directed at increasing public understanding of the attitudes, policies, and
actions which the Committee believes would best serve the mutual interests of
the peoples of both countries.

The Canadian-American Committee meets twice a year, once in Canada and
once in the United States. Its work is jointly financed by funds contributed from
private sources in the United States and Canada and by foundation grants.

Offices on behalf of the Committee are maintained at 1606 New Hampshire
Avenue NW., Washington 9, D.C., and at 716 Sun Life Building, Montreal,
Quebec. John Miller (assistant chairman and executive secretary of NPA)
serves as secretary of the Committee, and H. Edward English (secretary of
PPAC) is Acting Director of Research.

Senator SPARKMAN. Now, Mr. Clayton, if we may have yours,
please, sir.

STATEXENT OF W. L. CLAYTON, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, ANDERSON,
CLAYTON& CO.

Mr. CLAYTON. Mr. Chairman and Mrs. Griffiths, gentlemen of the
committee, if the committee has no objection I would like to read my
entire statement instead of summarizing it, because is very succinct.

Senator SPARKMAN. That is all right, sir. Go right ahead. It looks
like it is pretty well summarized already.

Mr. CLAYTON. It will only take about 10 or 12 minutes.
Senator SPARKMINAN. All right, sir.
Mr. CLAYTON. Looking at the world political and economic situa-

tion, I am convinced that Latin America is the most pressing problem
now facing the United States.

Perhaps we can live with one Cuba, if we must, but we could not
l ive with half a dozen Cubas.

What can we do to assure the freedom and independence of all coun-
tries of Latin America and our prestige and influence in them?

I do not think the Alliance for Progress, by itself, is the answer.
I believe the answer is to be found in opening up our markets to

the products of these countries and assisting them to open up the
markets of the rest of the free world to their exports.

Latin American countries themselves have shown us the way.
Already a common market has been set up by five Central American

countries and a free trade area has also been started bv seven of the
principal Latin American countries: Mexico, Brazil, Uruguay, Ar-
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gentina, Chile, Peru, and Colombia. Later, Paraguay and Ecuador
joined this free trade area, making a total of nine countries.

On the other hand, the United States has substantially closed its
markets to Latin American sugar, petroleum, lead, and zinc, to name
the principal items affected.

The quota system for sugar was first adopted by us in 1934 and
was revised in 1937, 1948, and 1962.

In 1934 we consumed about 6.5 million tons of sugar. Today we
consume annually about 10 million tons of sugar.

In 1934 the domestic quota for sugar was about 1.8 million tons.
It has increased almost yearly until now it stands at 3.5 million tons,
all figures including both beet and cane sugar. That is the domestic
quota for sugar. In other words, the amount of sugar that the do-
mestic farmers are permitted to raise and process is now 3.5 million
tons out of-in other words, about 35 or 36 percent of our total con-
sumption.

There is perhaps no lobby in Washington more active and effective
than the sugar lobby.

But for the quota system, or a very high tariff on imports, we would
produce little sugar in the United States. We can generally buy it
from Latin American and other countries much cheaper thaii we can
produce it. The dollars we would pay for it would be promptly re-
turned to us in payment for goods that we can produce cheaper or
better than the sugar countries.

The substantial closing of our markets to foreign sugar, petroleum,
zinc, lead, and other commodities has been done in the short-term
special interest of politically powerful minority groups and against
the national and international interest.

Moreover, the United States has established heavy export subsidies
on cotton, which is also one of the principal exports of several Latin
American countries.

During the Hoover administration, when the United States had
occasion to complain of a foreign country for "dumping" a com-
modity in the United States, we defined dumping as the sale of a
commodity in the country of destination at a lower price than in the
country of origin.

I think it makes no difference whether we take that definition or
Webster's definition of a sale of a commodity in quantities at less than
the cost of production.

The U.S. Government is selling cotton for export at 24 cents,
whereas for domestic use the Government price is 32.5 cents.

Thus, we are dumping our surplus cotton in the world markets.
This causes deep and bitter resentment on the part of our Latin
American and other foreign cotton-growing competitors.

On December 19, 1963, Senator Javits of New York made an
outstanding speech in the U.S. Senate on Latin America. Senator
Humphrey of Minnesota, immediately following Senator Javits,
said this of Senator Javits' speech:

I wish to associate myself with the text and substance of the Senator's
speech. I believe it is one of the truly great speeches made on this whole
subject matter. The Senator is to be commended.

In the speech referred to, Senator Javits said:
It is essential that the United States revise its trade policies toward Latin

America and put its full support behind the formation of a hemispheric common
market.
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This is not only sound doctrine; it is imperative doctrine. It will
pinch the toes of a few U.S. producers, but it is decidedly and
definitely in the national interest.

This is the age of the common market or free trade area. General
De Gaulle cannot change the course of history; he can delay it, and
that is what he is doing.

In the 4 years that the European Common Market has been operat-
ing, intramarket trade has increased 100 percent, that is, just double-
and total trade has increased more than 50 percent. The European
Common Market is now the greatest trading unit in the world.

Rightly, Senator Javits strongly supports the formation of a West-
ern Hemisphere Common Market or free trade area.

But both the United States and Canada contain highly efficient,
giant industries with which the small industries of Latin America,
each geared to the buying power of the country in which it is situated,
could hardly compete.

I suggest that a Western Hemisphere free trade area should be estab-
lished, as a beginning, on the following limited basis:

1. The United States, Canada, and-Latin American countries would
reduce their tariffs on imports of raw materials originating in other
Western Hemisphere countries at the rate of 10 percent per annum
for 10 years, until such tariffs are at zero. Where import quotas are
employed on such trade, such quotas are to be modified annually, so
that at the end of 10 years they will have completely disappeared.

2. Latin American countries will reduce tariffs at the rate of 10
percent per annum on all imports (both raw materials and industrial
products) originating in Latin American countries so that at the end
of 10 years such tariffs will be at zero. And then the same condition
applies to import quotas as mentioned in 1.

This second step must be taken if the Latin American area is ever to
be developed industrially. In 10 years' time, a common market or free
trade area of 200 to 300 million people (larger even than the U.S.
Common Market) will be created, justifying the establishment of
highly efficient, giant industries in Latin America.

3. It is expected that the Western Hemisphere free trade area will
further multilateralize the above plan by negotiating arrangements
with other free trade areas, or common markets.

4. At the end of 10 years, the foreign ministers of Western Hemi-
sphere countries will meet to discuss their future problems in respect of
trade and to advise their respective governments on the course that
should be pursued for the future.

A Western Hemisphere free trade area on the above basis would
accomplish the following:

(a) Raw materials originating in the Western Hemisphere would
circulate freely throughout the whole of the Western Hemisphere.

(b) All goods-raw materials and industrial products-originating
in Latin America would circulate freely throughout Latin America,
now with over 200 million people and growing in population faster
than any other area of the world. This provision would be similar in
an economic sense to the adoption of the U.S. Constitution which
welded the Thirteen Colonies into one Nation under an edict that there
should never be any tariffs, quotas, or other t4overnment-made imped-
iments to trade between the Colonies, or States. Who is to say that the
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end result of this economic policy for Latin America would not be
similar to that achieved in the United States?

In the January 1961 issue of Foreign Affairs, there is an excellent
article by Alfred C. Neal, president of the Committee for Economic
Development, entitled "New Economic Policies for the West." I
quote one paragraph from this article:

It is too little recognized, especially by the new political leaders, that modern
industrial development is heavily dependent upon what economists call "econo-
mies of scale" and "external economies." The first of these pertains to the size,
and therefore potential output, of a plant. Most of the commonplace goods as-
sociated with a high standard of living (and high productivity) cannot be made
in small plants and workshops. The reasonably economic size of a flat-rolled
steel products mill is about a million tons per year; for a bar mill, about half
that. Similarly, petroleum refineries, automobile tire and synthetic rubber
plants, automobile and tractor plants, all require large outputs to achieve reason-
ably low cost. The low income of underdeveloped countries and their low level
of development make almost all of them too small a market to support such
plants.

Mr. Neal shows here, for instance, that the buying power of a coun-
try like Ghana, is about the same as Rochester, N.Y., the city of
Rochester, N.Y., and he further shows that in Nigeria, which is the
most populous country of Africa, that Nigeria has a buying power
about equal to that of West Virginia.

Without forming large customs unions among themselves, their development
will be limited for a very long time to agriculture and the extractive industries,
to the earlier stages of processing of their products for export markets, and to
a few small-scale large industries (bricks, slaughtering) whose products enjoy
the protection of high transport costs or perishability. This is precisely the
kind of economy that their political leaders wish to escape from. Politically
as well as economically, it is important that we help them to find avenues of
escape that lead somewhere other than to the Soviet Union.

This avenue of escape is a road that leads to markets for Latin
American products and, at the same time, leads to a Latin American
free trade area.

There is no other way of which I am aware to lay the foundation
for the industrialization of the Latin American economy.

Thank you.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you, Mr. Clayton, for a very interesting

and thought-provoking statement.
By the way, I shall leave the questioning almost entirely up to other

members, but let me ask you, Mr. Clayton, just this one question.
As I recall, you had a hand in the establishment of GATT. How

does your proposal fit in with GATT?
Mr. CLA~roN. I think GATT makes an exception for regional free

trade areas, Certainly what I am proposing is only similar to the
European Common Market.

Senator SPARKMAN. I may be wrong on this, but I had the impres-
sion, from one of the papers, that the United States probably would
not be a welcome partner in connection with the Latin American
countries because it was so big and it would be regarded as overweight,
so to speak. Was that your paper, Mr. Grimes?

Mr. GRumEs. I believe Mr. Lea mentioned that in regard to the
Canadian situation. But the same thing does hold true with regard
to Latin America. We are considered to be the colossus of the
north and I think there would 'be quite a bit of reluctance on the
part of Latin America at this particular moment of history to embrace
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the United States as a trading partner in a hemisphere trade
association.

I might add that I am very pleased to see that the Latin Americans
have beat Mr. Clayton to the punch here by formation of their
LAFTA which is aimed precisely toward the elimination of tariffs
between the countries of Latin America.

Senator SPARKMAN. Wasn't that question involved also in the fact
that the five smaller Central American countries did not become a part
of the LAFTA free trade association?

Mr. GRiMEs. I believe that the question of the preponderance in
size of a particular potential member came about between the Central
American Common Market countries and Mexico. There was some
reluctance on the part of the smaller Central American countries to
welcome Mexico because of its size and evolved industrial status.

Is that the point you were trying to make, sir?
Senator SPARKMAN. Yes, in other words, you had an overbalance

there in size.
Mr. GRIMES. There is a definite reluctance at this stage of the game

on the part of the Latin Americans to include the United States in
the inter-LAFTA discussions and negotiations which are going on
now.

Frankly, I think this is one of the things which we should try to
overcome. As I said in my paper, I think that LAFTA represents a
great potential for the area and a huge step which Latin America
has taken toward curing some of its problems. The curing of these
problems is in their own interest obviously. I feel that we in this
country, both in the business community and the Government, should
look for opportunities to aid and help the evolutionary processes of
LAFTA and the Central American Common Market.

Senator JAVITS. Would the Chair yield at this point?
Senator SPARKMAN. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. Isn't it a fact, Mr. Grimes, that you really can't

make major progress, especially as the terms of trade have turned
against Latin America so markedly, within the period of time that Mr.

Caton gives you, without something bigger than what you have got ?
Mr. GRIMES. I believe that is so, sir. I believe that is definitely so.
Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Clayton, I presume your answer to this

question that I have been bringing up has been that it would be a
difficulty but it is not insuperable, is that right ?

Mr. CLAYTON. Mr. Chairman, I don't think there would be any ob-
jection on the part of Latin American countries to form a partnership
with the United States on the basis that I have proposed here which
simply is that it would aff ect raw materials only which Latin America
largely ships to the United States but we have excluded their raw
materials in many particulars, lead and zinc and sugar and to some
extent petroleum.

I don't think there would be any serious objection on the part of any
Latin American country to come in on the basis on which I have indh-
cated here in this paper, and I was particular to indicate that basis,
that particular basis, because of my knowledge of Latin American
countries and a feeling that our popularity there is deteriorating
practically all the time, and that they would not welcome an op-
portunity to go into partnership with us on a Common Market basis
except only with respect to raw materials.
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Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, before the Chair leaves that, Mrs.
Griffiths, will you allow me to develop exactly what Mr. Clayton has
suggested ?

Senator SPARKMAN. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. In the first place, let us state the classic difference

between the Free Trade Association and the Common Market. You
would not affect the external tariffs as to the rest of the world of either
the United States or Canada or any other Latin American countries,
is that correct?

Mr. CLAYTON. That is right. I proposed a free trade area and
not a customs union or common market.

Senator JAVITS. And second- I will get to my own questioning, but
I just want to get my premise-is it fair to say what you are proposing
is that in return for the United States opening its doors to the primary
materials of Latin America, Latin America will open its doors
mutually to its own manufacturers?

Mr. CLAYTON. To its own manufacturers, and make a free trade
area of 200 million people as at present but increasing faster than any
other area of the world, and in 10 or 15 years, why there may be 300
million people there.

Senator JAVITS. But it would still have tariffs against the United
States and Canada?

Mr. CLAYTON. Surely.
Senator JAVITS. I just wanted to get the facts.
Mr. CILAYTON. Against the United States in industrial products.
Senator JAVITS. That is correct.
Representative GRIFFITHS. Thank you very much.
I would like particularly to thank all three of you. I was very

impressed, and I would like to say I have only one real distinction in
this Congress, I have read every sugar hearing, and I couldn't agree
with you more, Mr. Clayton, that it is ridiculous for us to grow the
amount of sugar that we do. We should be importing that sugar
out of Latin America where it is cheap and good.

Mr. CLAYTON. Right.
Representative GRiFFITHS. It makes a much finer product, cane

sugar makes a much finer product, than American beet sugar.
I would like to say also that one of the real practical things we

could do immediately as Members of Congress would be to open up the
stamp plan program to permit the users of those stamps in big cities to
buy the products of Latin America, bananas and coffee and so forth.
That would be of some assistance to them right now. But I would
think, too, that in the primary products, they would have no real
objection to them if we had free trade and I think it would be terribly
helpful.

Mr. CLAYTON. I didn't quite catch the last, Mrs. Griffiths.
Representative GRIFFITHS. I would think that it would be very

helpful if in primary products between Latin America and the United
States we did have free trade.

Mr. CLAYTON. Yes.
Representative GRIFFITHS. Perhaps Argentina would object on

wheat, would they not?
Mr. CLAYTON. I beg pardon?
Representative GRIEFITHS. Would Argentina object to wheat be-

ing a free traded item?
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Mr. CLAYTON. Well, Argentina, of course, is starting to export
more wheat. She didn't export wheat for a long time. In the old
days, Argentina was a big exporter of wheat, and then there came a
time when they didn't export any, and now they have resumed again.

I just hadn't thought about the wheat, whether most countries who
are importers of wheat have very little tariff on wheat or very little
impediment to the flow of wheat into their country.

Representative GRTFFITrs. However, if Argentina is in LAFTA
they might be quite anxious to be the sole sellers of wheat to the rest
of Latin America, so we might have some trouble but we might be able
to get around it. I think also we are dumping cotton, and I think
Public Law 480 is responsible for it, on the other markets of the world.
We are dumping rice, too.

Mr. CLAYTON. We are dumping other commodities besides cotton.
Representative GRIFFITHs. You are right. We are dumping rice.
I would like to ask the gentleman who first spoke, do you think there

is any possibility that LAFTA and the Central American market will
become one market or not?

Mr. GRIMES. This has, of course, been mentioned as a possibility. I
think it is fairly obvious in the evolutionary steps through which
LAFTA is going at the moment that it itself is headed toward a com-
mon market approach and there will be common exterior barriers
amongst themselves.

I would not be surprised personally to see eventually an amalgama-
tion of the two systems.

Representative GmrTHs. What are the chief objections now?
Mr. GRiMEs. Primarily the incompatibility of products now, I think

that is the main thing and neither group can see itself involved enough
to really get much out of dealing with the other. There is not enough
intratrade.

Representative GRIFFITHs. Isn't Central America also afraid of
Mexico?

Mr. GRIMES. Yes they are.
Representative GRIFFiTHs. Perhaps as much as of the United

States?
Mr. GImES. Yes, that is one of the points I mentioned previously.
Representative GRArrTEs. I would like to ask the gentleman who

discussed Canada and the United States, what are the differences in
the fringe benefits for a Canadian autoworker and one from the United
States?

Mr. LEA. I am afraid I don't know that, but I can find out for
you.

Representative GRirFIrnS. Could you supply the answer?
Mr. LEA. Yes.
The UAW operates in both countries, and I would imagine there

isn't a great deal of difference but I will find out.
Representative GRIFFrrHs. What are the social security differences

between Canadian workers and those in the United States, aren't they
more completely covered by social security or are they not? I don't
really know.

Mr. LEA. I think there is also a provincial factor that enters in there,
but I don't know.

Representative GRwFrrHs. I see.
Could you supply those, too?
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Mr. LEA. Yes.
Representative GRIFTHS. Do they have a minimum wage in Can-

ada, does Canada have a minimum wage?
Mr. LEA. I am afraid you have got me on a subject on which I don't

know, but I can supply it.
Representative URIFTHS. Could you supply that?
Senator SPARKMAN. Yes, that would be fne.
Representative GRimr Ts. Thank you.
(In response to the foregoing requests for supplemental infor-

mation, the following communication was received:)
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LAROB,

BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS,
Washington, D.C., January 27,1964.

Mrs. MARIAN T. TRACY,
Financial Clerk, Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the United States, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MRS. TRACY: I am pleased to furnish the Joint Economic Committee with
information on differences in social security programs between the United States
and Canada, minimum wages in Canda, and fringe benefits for automobile workers
in the United States and Canada. This information is provided in response to
questions raised by committee members during the testimony of Mr. Sperry Lea
of the National Planning Association on January 16, 1964.

Enclosed is a compilation of information on the principal social security
programs in the United States and Canada. This information describes the
source of funds, qualifying conditions, benefits to insured, and administration of
the various programs. Also enclosed is a table showing legal minimum wages by
Province in Canada.

Information on fringe benefits in the automobile manufacturing industry is
not separately available. The Bureau conducted a survey of average expendi-
tures for selected supplementary payments covering the year 1959, which con-
tains such information for the entire transportation equipment industry. It was
found that supplements for this industry amounted to approximately 21.7 percent
of the gross payroll. I am enclosing a table presenting details on the supple-
mentary benefit payments in the U.S. transportation equipment industry. I am
also enclosing a table showing summary results of a Canadian survey of supple-
mentary benefits for the year 1959. No separate information was reported for
the automobile industry.

I hope that the enclosed information will be helpful to the committee.
Sincerely yours,

EWAN CLAGUE, Commi88ioner.

TABLE I.-Comparative social security programs, United States and Canada

OLD AGE, INVALIDITY, DEATH

Canada United Stntets

I. Type of law and program: I. Type of law and program:
Universal old-age pension sys- Various social insurance sys-

tem. tems.
II. Coverage: II. Coverage:

All residents. Gainfully occupied, including
self-employed.

Voluntary coverage for em-
ployees of nonprofit institu-
tion and State and local gov-
ernments, and clergymen.

Special programs for railroad
employees, Federal, and
many other public em-
ployees.

27-779-64 27
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TABLE I.-Comparative social security programs, United States and Canada-Con.

OLD AGE, INVALIDITY, DEATH-continued

Canada United States

III. Source of funds:
Income taxpayers, corpora-

tions, general (manufactur-
ers' sales) and Government.

IV. Qualifying conditions:
Old-age pension: Retirement

age at TO; 10 years of resi-
dence immediately before
claim (or residence prior to
10-year period double the ab-
sences during such period,
and 1 year of residence im-
mediately before claim. Re-
tirement not necessary.

Old-age assistance: Age 6-5 to
69; income below specified
amounts; and same resi-
ance: Totally and perma-
dence as for old-age pension.

Disability and blind assist-
nently disabled or blind;
income below specified
amounts; and 10 years of
residence.

V. Cash benefits for insured work-
ers (except permanent dis-
ability):

Old-age pension: $55 a month,
flat; aged couple, $110.

Old-age assistance: Up to $55
a month to needy; maximum
reduced by other income
over $300 per year.

VI. Permanent disability and medical
benefits for insured workers:

Invalidity pension: None.
Assistance: Up to $55 a month

to needy, permanently and
totally disabled persons and
blind persons under Nation-
al-Provincial programs:
maximum reduced by other
income over $300 a year for
disabled or $540 for blind.

III. Source of funds:
Insured person and employer.

IV. Qualifying conditions:
Old-age pension: Retirement

age at 65, or 62 with five-
ninths of 1 percent reduction
per month under 65. Cover-
age for one-fourth of calen-
dar quarters since 1950, or
40 quarters. Pension re-
duced by earnings over
$1,700 a year, and half of
those $1.200 to $1,700, until
age 72.

Invalidity pension: Incapacity
due to long or incurable im-
pairment. Coverage for one-
fourth of quarters since
1950, or 40 quarters; and in
20 of last 40 quarters; 6-
month waiting period.

Survivor pensions: Widowed
mother and orphans, or aged
widow and parent if de-
ceased was pensioner or cov-
ered in 6 of last 13 quarters.
Pensions reduced by earn-
ings, as above.

V. Cash benefits for insured work-
ers (except permanent dis-
ability):

Old-age pension: 58.85 percent
of first $110 of average
monthly earnings since 1950;
plus 21.4 percent of next
$290. Minimum and maxi-
mum pension, $40 and $127
per month.

Dependents' supplements: 50
,percent of pension each for
aged wife, or wife caring for
child; aged dependent hus-
band; and children under 18
or invalid.

Maximum total pension: $2.54 a
month or 80 percent of earn-
ings if less.

Old-age assistance payable to
needy after needs test, under
Federal-State program.

VI. Permanent disability and medical
benefits for insured workers:

Invalidity pension: Same as
old-age pension under V.

Dependents' supplements:
Same as under V.

Maximum total pension: Same
as under V.

Assistance: Payable to needy
disabled after means test.
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TABLE I.-Comparative social security programs, United States and Canada-Con.

OLD AGE, INVALIDITY, DEATH-continued

Canada United States

VII. Survivor benefits and medical
benefits for dependents:

Survivor pension: None. Sur-
vivor age 70 or over receives
old-age pension.

Assistance: All Provinces pro-
vide assistance on means-test
basis to needy widowed
mothers. (Orphans receive
family allowances.)

VIII. Administrative organization: De-
partment of National Health
and Welfare.

VII. Survivor benefits and medical
benefits for dependents:

Widow's pension: 82.5 percent
of basic pension of insured if
age 62 or 75 percent if below
and caring for child of in-
sured.

Orphans' pensions: 75 percent
of basic pension of insured
for each half for full orphan
under 18 or invalid.

Parent: 82.5 percent of pension
of insured for 1 dependent
aged parent, or 150 percent
for 2 parents.

Maximum survivor pensions:
$254 a month or 80 percent
of earnings if less.

Funeral grant: Lump sum of 3
months' basic pension of in-
sured; maximum, $255.

Assistance: payable to needy
orphans and relatives with
whom living, after needs
test.

VIII. Administrative organization:
U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

SICK-NESS AND MATERNITY

Canada

I. Type of law and program:
National and Provincial laws.
Hospitalization insurance.

II. Coverage:
All residents.
Special national programs for

seamen, Indians, and Es-
kimos.

III. Source of funds:
Insured person: Flat contribu-

tion.
Employer: None, except in

cases where labor-manage-
ment agreements divide con-
tributions.

Government: National Govern-
ment, grants to Provinces of

United States

I. Type of law and program:
Four State laws only.
Limited social insurance sys-

tem (Cash sickness benefits
mainly).

II. Coverage:
Employees in industry and

commerce in California, New
Jersey, New York, and
Rhode Island.

Exclusions: Agricultural and
domestic employees; em-
ployees of nonprofit institu-
tions.

Special national systems for
railroad employees and Fed-
eral employees; and Federal-
State system for aged persons
of limited means.

III. Source of funds:
Insured person: 1 percent of

earnings (California and
Rhode Island) or 0.5 percent
of earnings (New Jersey and
New York).

Employer: None (California
and Rhode Island) ; 0.1 to
0.75 percent of payroll, ac-
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TABLE I.-Comparative social security programs, United States and Canada-Con.

SICKNESS AND MIATERNITY-continued

Canada United States
III. Source of funds-Continued

Government-Continued
25 percent of national per
capita cost plus 25 percent of
Province's per capita cost
times the number of persons
covered. Provincial govern-
ments, all or part (where in-
sured contribute) of remain-
ing cost in all but 3 Prov-
inces.

IV. Qualifying conditions:
Hospitalization benefits: Vary

among Provinces; residence
in Province main condition.

V. Cash benefits for insured work-
ers (except permanent dis-
ability):

Sickness and maternity bene-
fits: None.

VI. Permanent disability and medi-
cal benefits for insured
workers:

Medical benefits: Service ben-
efits provided by hospitals
paid directly by Provinces.

Hospitalization i n c I u d i n g
standard ward care, neces-
sary nursing, inpatient diag-
nostic services and drugs,
operating room facilities,
and radiotherapy and physi-
otherapy where available.

III. Source of funds-Continued
Employer-Continued

cording to risk (New Jer-
sey); and any benefit costs
above 0.5 percent of earnings
(New York).

Government: None.

IV. Qualifying conditions:
Sickness benefit: $300 of in-

sured earnings in last year
(California); 17 weeks of
employment in last year
(New Jersey); employment
during last 4 weeks (New
York) ; and 20 weeks of em-
ployment in last year (Rhode
Island).

Medical and maternity bene-
fits: Same as above, where
provided (provided only on
limited scale).

V. Cash benefits for insured work-
ers (except permanent dis-
ability):

Sickness benefit: 50 percent of
weekly earnings (New York
and Rhode Island), or 61 to
67 percent (New Jersey) ; or
4 to 7 percent of quarterly
earnings a week (Cali-
fornia) . Supplement of $3 a
week per child payable in
Rhode Island only. Payable
after 7-day waiting period
(none in California when
hospitalized) for up to 26
weeks.

Maternity benefit: In Rhode
Island, 50 percent of earn-
ings for up to 6 weeks before
and 6 weeks after confine-
ment. AU other States,
none.

VI. Permanent disability and medi-
cal benefits for insured
workers:

Medical benefits: In Califor-
nia, cash refund of $12 a day
toward hospital expenses for
up to 20 days. In New York,
medical benefits may be pro-
vided under a private plan
in lieu of cash sickness ben-
efits up to 40 percent of the
latter. Other States: No
medical benefits provided.
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TABLE I.-Comparative social security programs, United States and Canada-Con.

SICKNESS and MATERNITY-continued

Canada

VI. Permanent disability-Continued
Hospitalization, etc.-Con.

Provinces may furnish emer-
gency or diagnostic outpa-
tient services.

Duration: No limit.
Patients must pay small daily

fee for hospitalization in
some Provinces, as well as
fees for outpatient services.

VII. Survivor benefits and medical
benefits for dependents:

Medical benefits for depend-
ents: Same as for family
head.

VIII. Administrative organization:
Department of National Health

and Welfare, administration
of grants to Provinces and
provision of consultative
services.

Provincial public health de-
partments or hospital com-
missions, administration of
program in Provinces.

United States

VI. Permanent disability-Continued
Medical services provided to

aged persons unable to pay
for own care under Federal-
State program.

VII. Survivor benefits and medical
benefits for dependents:

Medical benefits for depend-
ents: None provided.

VIII. Administrative organization:
Departments of State govern-

ments administering unem-
ployment insurance, admin-
istration of program in three
States (California Depart-
ment of Employment, New
Jersey Department of Labor
and Industry, and Rhode
Island Department of Em-
ployment Security).

W o r k m e n' s Compensation
Board, administration of
program in New York.

UNEMPLOYMENT
Canada

I. Type of law and program:
National law.
Compulsory insurance system.

II. Coverage:
Employees in industry and com-

merce.
Exclusions: Salaried employees

with salaries above $5,460 a
year, employees in agriculture
and hunting, private domestic
servants, employees of non-
profit institutions, teachers,
public employees, casual em-
ployees, and family labor.

United States

I. Type of law and program:
Federal law (imposes tax on em-

ployers. with offset for con-
tributions to approved State
programs; grants to States for
administration of programs
and extended benefits; and
minimum administrative
standards).

State laws: All 50 States,
Puerto Rico, and the District
of Columbia have separate
laws creating own programs;
State laws.

Compulsory insurance system.
II. Coverage:

Federal law: Employees of
firms in industry and com-
merce with four or more
workers.

State programs: Employees cov-
ered by Federal law; about
one-half of States also cover
employees of firms with one to
three workers.

Common exclusions: Agricul-
tural employees, domestic
servants, employees of non-
profit institutions, State, and
local government employees
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TABLE I.-Comparative 80Cia security programs, United States and Canada-Con.

UNEMPLOYMENT-continued

Canada

III. Source of funds:
Insured person: 10 cents a week

if weekly earnings under $9
(1st wage class), up to 94
cents if earnings $69 or more
(12th wage class).

Employer: Same as for insured
person.

Government: 20 percent of com-
bined employer-employee con-
tributions (National and Pro-
vincial Governments also
share whole cost of unemploy-
ment assistance).

-Maximum earnings for contribu-
tion and benefit purposes: $69
a week.

IV. Qualifying conditions:
Unemployment benefit: 30 weeks

of contribution in last 2 years,
including 8 weeks during last
year (special conditions for
workers seasonally unem-
ployed in winter).

Capable of work (if incapaci-
tated after qualifying for
benefit, not disqualified by
such incapacity) ; available for
work: unable to obtain suit-
able employment; and regis-
tered at employment office.

Unemployment not due to volun-
tary leaving, dismissal for
misconduct, work stoppage in
which directly interested, re-
fusal of suitable offer, neglect
of opportunity to work, or
failure to undergo direct train-
ing (disqualification for up to
6 weeks).

United States

II. Coverage-Continued
Common exclusions-Con.
(two-fifths of States), casual
employees, and family labor.

Special Federal programs for
railroad employees and Fed-
eral employees.

III. Source of funds:
Insured person: None, except in

Alabama (0.1 to 0.25 percent),
Alaska (0.6 percent), and New
Jersey (0.25 percent of earn-
ings).

Employer: Federal tax, 0.8 per-
cent of payroll (3.5 percent
basic rate less 2.7 percent off-
set for contributions to State
programs). State programs,
basic rate of 2.7 percent of
payroll, with actual rates
varying from none to 4.5 per-
cent according to individual
employer's unemployment ex-
perience; average rate, about
1.5 percent.

Government: None from gen-
eral revenue. Federal Gov-
ernment pays cost of admin-
istration of State programs
and of extended duration from
above Federal tax (balance of
tax set aside in $550 million
reserve, or returned to States).

Maximum earnings for contribu-
tion and benefit purposes:
$3,000 a year under Federal
tax and most State programs.

IV. Qualifying conditions:
Unemployment benefit: Most

State programs require mini-
mum earnings in preceding
base year equal to specified
total amount (e.g., $300). A
few States require 14-20 weeks
of employment in last year.

Ability to work, availability and
readiness for work, and regis-
tration.

Unemployment not due to volun-
tary leaving, misconduct, labor
dispute or refusal of suitable
offer (length of disqualifica-
tion varies among States).
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TABLE I.-Comparative social security programs, United States and Canada-Con.

UNEMPLOYMENT-continued

Canada

V. Cash benefits for insured workers:
Unemployment benefit: $6 a

week if earnings under $9 (1st
wage class), up to $27 if earn-
ings $69 or more (12th wage
class).

Supplement for one dependent:
$2 a week (1st wage class). up
to $9 (12th wage class).

Payable after 1-week waiting
period, for up to 52 weeks, or
for one-half of number of
weeks of contribution during
last 2 years if fewer than 104.

(Unemployment assistance un-
der National-Provincial pro-
gram available to needy per-
sons exhausting benefit rights
or for whom benefits inade-
quate.)

VI. Administrative organization:
Ministry of Labor, general su-

pervision.
Unemployment Insurance Com-

mission, administers program
along with employment service
through its regional and local
employment offices; tripartite
membership.

United States

V. Cash benefits for insured workers:
Unemployment benefit: 3.8 to 5

percent of highest quarterly
earnings a week, in about one-
half of States. Weighted per-
centages of weekly, quarterly,
or annual earnings equal to
50-75 percent of earnings in
remainder.

Dependents' supplements: About
one-fourth of States provide
$1 to $5 a week per child and
sometimes for other depend-
ents.

Maximum benefits: $26 to $70 a
week according to State.

Payable after 1-week waiting
period in most States, for up
to 15 to 39 weeks according to
State (duration extended 50
percent beyond normal limit,
with overall maximum of 39
weeks, under temporary Fed-
eral law of 1961).

(Assistance available to some
needy unemployed exhausting
benefit rights).

VI. Administrative organization:
Department of Labor admin-

isters program nationally
through its Bureau of Employ-
ment Security.

State employment security agen-
cies administer State programs
through their local employ-
ment offices; agencies are
either a department of State
government, or a board or
commission.

woak INJURY
Canada

I. Type of law and program:
Provincial laws.
Compulsory insurance with

public carrier (Provincial
programs).

United States

I. Type of law and program:
Fifty State laws.
One territorial law (Puerto

Rico).

Three Federal laws (Federal
employees, longshoreman
and harbor workers, and pri-
vate employees in the Dis-
trict of Columbia).

Compulsory or voluntary in-
surance with public or pri-
vate carrier (according to
State).
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TABLE I.-Comparative social security programs, United States and Canada-Con.

WOEK inJuBY-continued

Canada
II. Coverage:

Employees in industry and
commerce, in general (with
some differences among Prov-
inces).

(Common exclusions: Agricul-
tural, domestic, and casual
employees; employees of
small firms.).

Special systems for seamen and
employees of National Gov-
ernment.

III. Source of funds:
Insured person: None.
Employer: Whole cost, through

contributions varying by in-
dustry according to risk
(large firms in Ontario and
Quebec may self-insure).

Government: None.
Maximum earnings for benefit

purposes: $3,000 to $6,000 a
year, according to Province.

IV. Qualifying conditions:
Work-injury benefits: No mini-

mum qualifying period.
V. Cash benefits for insured work-

ers (except permanent dis-
ability ):

Temporary disability benefit
(work injury) : 75 percent
of earnings in all Provinces.

Minimum benefit: $15 to $30 a
week, according to Province.

Payable after 1 to 5 days'
waiting period, for duration
of disability.

United States

II. Coverage:
Employees in industry and

commerce generally, and
most public employees.

(Common exclusions: Agricul-
tural employees (two-thirds
of States), domestic servants
(five-sixths of States), casual
employees (four-fifths of
States), employees of firms
with 2 to 14 employees
(three-fifths of States), and
employees in nonhazardous
occupations (one-fourth of
States).

Coverage compulsory in about
one-half of States and vol-
untary in others.

III. Source of funds:
Insured person: Minor con-

tributions in a few States.
Employer: Whole cost in most

States, and most of cost in
others, through insurance
premiums varying with risk
or self-insurance.

Government: None.

IV. Qualifying conditions:
Work-injury benefits: No mini-

mum qualifying period.
V. Cash benefits for insured work-

ers (except permanent dis-
ability ):

Temporary disability benefit
(work injury) : 60 to 66%
percent of earnings in most
States. About one-third of
States provide supplements
for dependents.

Maximum benefit: $30 to $150
a week, according to State;
about one-half of States
have maximums of $50 a
week or more.

Payable after 7-day waiting
period in majority of States,
and after 2 to 5 days in
others.
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TABLE I.-Comparative social security programs, United States and Canada-Con.

WORK INJURY-continued

Canada
VI. Permanent disability and medi- VI.

cal benefits for insured
workers:

Permanent disability pension
(work injury) : 75 percent of
earnings, if totally disabled.

Minimum pension: $15 to $30
a week, according to Prov-
ince.

Proportion of full pension cor-
responding to impairment of
earning capacity, if partially
disabled (converted to lump
sum if impairment 10 percent
or less).

Medical benefits (work in-
jury): Medical, surgical,
nursing, and hospital serv-
ices, medicines, and appli-
ances, in all Provinces (may
be furnished under approved
private employer plans).

VII. Survivor benefits for dependents VII.
and medical benefits for de-
pendents:

Widow's or invalid widower's
pension (work injury) : Flat
pension of $50 to $100 a
month, plus lump sum of
$100 to $300, according to
Province.

Orphans' pension (work In-
jury): $20 to $35 a month
for each orphan, or $30 to $50
if full orphan, according to
Province.

Other dependents (if no spouse
or orphan) : Reasonable sum
proportionate to pecuniary
loss.

Maximum survivor pensions:
75 percent of earnings.

Funeral grant (work injury):
$200 to $400, according to

Province.

United States

Permanent disability and medi-
cal benefits for insured work-
ers:

Peramnent disability pension
(work injury) : 60 to 66%
percent of earnings in most
States, if totally disabled.

Constant-attendance and de-
pendents' supplements pro-
vided in some States.

Maximum pension: $30 to $150
a week, according to State.

Payable for life or throughout
disability in about three-
fifths of States, but only for
330 to 550 weeks or up to
$7,500 to $30,000 in re-
mainder.

Partial disability: Proportion-
ate to wage loss or full rate
for fewer weeks in case of
scheduled injuries.

Medical benefits (work in-
jury): Medical services pro-
vided for as long as required
in three-fourths of States,
and for a specified period or
up to a maximum total cost
in others.

Survivor benefits and medical
benefits for dependents:

Survivor pensions (work in-
jury) : 35 to 66% percent of
earnings of insured for wid-
ow, in most States; 60 to 8o
percent for widow plus chil-
dren.

Maximum pension: $30 to $50
a week under most laws
(payable for only 300 to 600
weeks or up to specified ag-
gregate amount under about
four-fifths or laws).

Other eligible survivors (some
laws only): Dependent par-
ents, brothers, and sisters.

Funeral grant (work injury):
Lump sum of $100 to $1,000
according to State.
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TABLE I.-Comparative social security programns, United States and Canada-Con.

WOBK INJuIRY-continued

Canada

VIII. Administrative organization:
Workmen's compensation board

(in Quebec, commission) in
each Province, fixing and col-
lection of contributions, man-
agement of accident fund,
and award and payment of
benefits.

United States

VIII. Administrative organization:
State workmen's compensation

agencies, administration of
program in about one-half of
States, State departments of
labor in about one-third of
them, and courts in most of
remainder.

Government workmen's com-
pensation funds exist in
about one-third of States.

Employers must insure with
State fund in 8 States; may
insure with State fund or
private carrier, or self-in-
sure, in 11 States; and may
insure with private carrier
or self-insure in remainder.

FAMILY ALLOWANCES
Canada

I. Type of law and program:
Universal public system.

II. Coverage:
All residents, with one or more

children.
III. Source of funds:

Insured person: None.
Employer: None.
Government: Whole cost.

IV. Qualifying conditions:
Family allowances: Child must

be under 16, and in school.
Child must have been born in

country or resident there 1
year (unless parent was resi-
dent 3 years before birth.)

V. Cash benefits for insured workers:
Family allowance: $6 a month

for each child under age 10;
$8 for each child age 10 or
over.

VI. Administrative organization:
Department of National Health

and Welfare, general supervi-
sion.

Family Allowance and Old-Age
Security Division in Depart-
ment administers allowances
through 10 regional offices (in
conjunction with Department
of Finance).

United States

I. Type of law and program:
None.

Source: "Social Security Programs Throughout the World, 1961," Social Security Ad-
ministration, Division of Program Research, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Washington, D.C., 1961.

Prepared by Division of Foreign Labor Conditions (BIC), Bureau of Labor Statistics,
U.S. Department of Labor, January 1964.
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TABLE II.-Canada: Legal minimum wages by Province
Miaimuin

Province wage '
Newfoundland------------------------------------------------------- $0.50
Prince Edward Island_------------ ----------------------------------- ----
Nova Scotia --------------------------------------------------------- ".45
New Brunswick---------------------------------------------------- 3.65
Quebec --------------------------------------------------------------. 70
Ontario ------------------------------------------------------------- . 625
Manitoba----------------------------------------------------------- .66
Saskatchewan------------------------------------------------------- .73
Alberta----------------------- -- ---------------------------------- .68
British Columbia---------------------------------------------------- .75

1 Highest rates provided by general orders; applicable to factories in major industrial
centers.

2 Rates for female workers; no male minimum rates in effect.
8 Applicable only to canning industry.

Source: "Man-hours and Hourly Earnings," November 1961, and "Provincial Labour
Standards," December 1962, Department of Labour of Canada.

Prepared by Division of Foreign Labor Conditions (BIC), Bureau of Labor Statistics,
U.S. Department of Labor, January 1964.

TABLE III.-Supplementary ("fringe") remuneration practices, United States
and Canada (United States: Average expenditures for selected supplementary
employee remuneration practices in the manufacture of transportation equip-
FI&UIt, 195.9)

Premium Legally Private
Item Paid leave pay required welfare

payments plans

Percent of gross payroll -6.9 4.5 4.3 6.0
Percent of straight-time payment 7.2 4.7 4.5 6.3
Cents per hour paid for -18.2 11.8 11.4 16.0
Cents per plant man-hour -19.5 12.7 12.3 17.2

Source: "Employer Expenditures for Selected Supplementary Remuneration Practices for Production
Workers in Manufacturing Industries, 1959," Bulletin No. 1308, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, January 1962.

Fringe benefits in Canada
Percentage

Item of payroll
Paid time off---------------------------------------------------------- 10. 6

Vacation- -____ - 4. 1
Holidays---------------------------------------------------------- 2. 6
Rest, coffee break------------------------------------------------- 3.3
Bereavement, jury duty, militia----------------------------------- . 1
Other time-off pay------------------------------------------------- .5

Legally required outlay------------------------------------------------ 2. 7

Unemployment insurance----------------------------------------- .6
Women's compensation --------------------------------------------- . 6
Old-age security---------------------------------------------- 1. 5

Pension-welfare plans…------------------------------------------------- 6.4

Pension contributions---------------------------------------------- 3. 6
Welfare----------------------------------------------------------- 2.1
Other benefits----------------------------------------------------- . 7

Special bonuses ----------------------------- _-----------------------1.5
Noncash benefits-1.0

Total-----------------------------------------------------------_22.2
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Fringe benefits in Canada-Continued

Total fringe beneflts
as percentage of

Industry payroll
All companies --- ---------------------------------------------------- 22. 2
Manufacturing------------------ 22.8
Food, beverages, and tobacco------------------------------------------- 26.6
Textile mill products-------------------------------------------------- 16.5
Paper---------------------------------------------17- -----------------. 76
Chemicals------------------------------------------------------------ 23. 0
Petroleum……------------------------------------------------------------ 24. 9
Iron and steel--------------------------------------------------------- 20. 2
Miscellaneous--------------------------------------------------------- 22. 1
Nonmanufacturing----------------------------------------------------- 20. 5
Public utilities……------------------------------------------------------- 23. 6
Transportation--------------------------------------------------------- 18.0
Trade------------------ --------------------------------------------- 17.2
Finance, insurance------------------------------------------ :--------- 20. 6
Miscellaneous --------------------------------------------- --------- 17. 4

NOTE.-Data refer to 100 companies covered in a survey.
Source: Industrial Relations Counselors Service, Inc., "Fringe Benefits Costs in Canada,

1959."

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Curtis?
Representative CURTIs. One of the witnesses a couple of days ago

pointed out that at the Alliance for Progress meetings there were not
any Latin American businessmen present. Was this true in the
LAFTA and the CACM meetings? Were these done through the
political sector without the Latin American businessmen of the various
countries being part of the movement? What is the situation?

Mr. GRnIEs. Sir, I believe that the thing referred to at Punta del
Este was certainly correct. However, since then each one of the
missions or groups that represented the various participating coun-
tries in LAFTA have included businessmen from those areas.

Representative CuRTIs. But in the inception?
Mr. GRIMES. At the inception, no. As you can well recognize, it

was primarily a government-sponsored movement to begin with.
Since then, however, it has encompassed the business group.

Representative CuwRTs. I don't know that I do agree with your
premise that it would have to be that way, but that is what I was
trying to find out.

One of the points in dealing with Latin America that I think needs
to be stressed is that a lot of this relates to the private sector versus
the political sector. The Latin American countries have not developed
a civil service system; so when we rely on the political sector there
we are usually not relying on a trained corps of civil servants. It may
be equally true, I don't know, that in the private sector there is also
a lack of training. But I was interested in knowing what the setup
was. You say that at least in the beginning it was political, but that
now it has been moved over to where it is heavily oriented toward the
private sector. Or how would you describe it?

Mr. GRIMES. I would not say heavily oriented. I would say it
has become conscious of the great help and assistance which the free
enterprise section can give the movement.

Also, there is a recognition of the fact that basically the work will
be done by private investment in these areas.
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There was a recent meeting of the Business International to lookinto the LAFTA held in Montevideo and the report of the Business

International meeting went out of its way to highlight the fact thateach one of the missions from the various countries did encompass
businessmen, and they commented this was a very salutary develop-ment and they thought LAFTA was headed in the right direction
because of that.

I might add that the Central American Common Market in its ini-tial stages was primarily played or instrumented or orchestrated bythe business community there. The business leaders there werereally the ones who gave the impetus to the movement to begin with.
I believe this is a very proper development.

Representative Curns. Thank you.
Mr. CLAYTON. I share with Mrs. Griffiths the belief in the impor-

tance of sugar. I have been urging this committee, the Joint Eco-nomic Committee, in writing for some time, to make a study into theeconomics of sugar. This is a committee that does not deal with legis-lation and therefore, in some ways is better able to make objective
studies. Perhaps I can encourage her to support me and persuade
the chairman to do this.

I have felt for some time it was very important, whether we did
it with sugar or whether we did it with coffee, copper, lead, zinc,or any raw material that becomes a base of the economy of othernations. This is very true in Latin America. It deserves this kind
of study, and I would think we would make the study before we
reach conclusions, but we haven't begun studying.

When you make these proposals, which I am very interested in, and
I think I share the motivation, I can't help but remark about whatthis Congress did without much comment on the part of people likeyourselves and others. Congress passed the International Coffee
Agreement. We had it in the Ways and Means Committee. I wroteminority views, and I felt very deeply this was going in exactly the
opposite direction from which you point out in your paper we should
be moving.

So, I really worry a great deal about the difference between talk andproposals and the way in which we are actually moving.
A very similar thing happened in the field of textiles with theGeneva agreement moving further to licenses and quotas. These are

the most regressive of all restrictions. I find when it comes to the
specifics of fighting through some of these battles it is almost a lonelyfight. It certainly was in the International Coffee Agreement. This,
in my judgment, will do great damage in the long run in developing
the economies of the nations that are involved in coffee. But that
is a prejudgment, and I would like this committee to do a study ofcoffee, as well as sugar, to see what we can find out about the eco-
nomics of it.

I have followed things in some degree through taxes and tax sys-
tems. There are essentially five basic taxes that could be paid by our
businesses in Latin America and the Latin American businesses.

These are the income tax; the excise tax, whether it is at the manu-
facturer's level or not; the tariff; the property tax, which I think is by
far the most valuable tax, the most economic and basic, and the one
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that is practically nonexistent in Latin America as far as I can figure;

and the payroll tax.
I wonder what the ratios were as far as a business in Latin America

is concerned. This would vary with the countries. How much do

they pay percentagewise in income taxes, excise, tariffs, property, and

payroll? I think probably the bulk is through the income and a

form of tari ff.
Collateral with that, I have noticed that the incomes of the govern-

ments down there are heavily based on export taxes. We, of course,

in our Constitution forbid, in effect, an export tax. A tax on exports

is going to deter those very exports.
Our country, from its inception until the Civil War, relied heavily

on tariffs as our source of income, and we shifted, and I think wisely

so.
But certainly when we talk about the field of trade and how

to encourage it, we ought to be thinking in terms of what sort of

charges we are levying against it to support the Government, or what-

ever charges are being imposed. That is the reason I raise that ques-

tion.
So the question would be, do you have information whether there

are studies made along this line and could you supply what data there

are for the record?
Mr. GRIMES. Sir, I don't know of any particular study that has

been directed toward this thing but I would like to look into it in my

bank to see what we have prepared and see what we may have avail-

able for you. If available, might we supply it for you?
Representative CURTIS. Yes. I would hope at some time to get

around to looking into that.
The other thing that I find we haven't developed very much in

these hearings to date is that this question of mobility of labor within

these areas, and also that very important corollary question of im-

migration.
As I pointed out yesterday, we are dealing with areas that are

underpopulated, not overpopulated. I think the figures you pro-

vided here show a market of 180 million people with twice the land

area of the United States. The United States in relationship to other

nations in the world is certainly not overpopulated.
The other item I have marked down was mobility of capital, and

I would like to get into that aspect. The third thing that I would

like to know a little more about is the antitrust laws, such as they

may be. I mean by that, going into the full aspect of state trading,

cartels, and so on-the relationship of the private sector to Govern-

ment and subsidies. I don't believe there has been any real develop-

ment along this line in the Latin American countries, am I correct?

Mr. GRimEs. I believe that is right, sir.
I don't think the question of mobility of labor is a really perti-

nent problem in Latin America today because there is obviously an

oversupply of available labor, hand labor.
Representative CURTIs. Yes, but not an oversupply of skilled labor.

Mr. GIiimEs. That is correct. This is one of the potential problems.

The development down there has been at a pace where the shortage of

skilled labor has not been a problem, I would submit.
Do you agree with that, Mr. Clayton?
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes.

426
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Mr. GRIMES. However, I can see as these markets develop, under
LAFTA and the Central American Common Market, if this indus-
trialization takes place at the desired rate, the mobility of skilled
labor might become a serious problem.

Representative CURTIS. I think it is a problem and I am just bas-
ing this on one or two specifics. But in Venezuela they had to
import some thousands of skilled laborers from Italy in order to move
forward with some of the plans that wvere necessary to develop their
oil resources.

Mr. GRIMES. That is true.
Representative CURTIS. And certainly in referring to a country that

is undeveloped, both undeveloped and underpopulated, the immigra-
tion policies, if any, of these countries become important. I am a
little bit aware of the fact that through the United Nations, where
we have a problem of locating displaced people, there was practically
no cooperation. I think this is probably true today, from these areas
that we are now talking about.

The United States, of course, was one that had most of the pressure
put on it to accept these displaced people. We took the big load, and
yet we were the ones who needed the skilled labor the least. I think
this all becomes a very important picture in trying to understand how
this might go.

Along with this, and this I haven't verified, I have heard recent
reports that Japanese immigrated into Brazil in rather large, notice-
able numbers. Again it was the skilled person coming in. I don't
know how significant that is, but I think we are talking about the
economies of these countries, and this becomes one of the very, very
important things to know about.

Mr. GRIMES. I believe that the population of the Japanese colony
in Brazil is between 200,000 and 300,000 people, mostly, as I under-
stand it, in the truck farming industry, supplying commodities for the
local market there.

Representative CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. GRnIES. It is certain that from time to time there have been

great immigrations from Europe toward Latin America. I can give
you the example of Chile and Argentina which are populated pri-
marily by people of European backgrounds based on immigrations
there.

Representative CuRTIs. Right.
Mr. GRIMES. I was rather surprised to hear you say there was re-

sistance in Latin America to the location there of displaced persons.
Representative CIRTIS. Maybe apathy would be a better word than

resistance.
Mr. GRIMES. I was wondering, sir, if it might not have been a case

where the immigrants recognized that greater opportunity for im-
mediate advancements or immediate betterment lay in this country
rather than in Latin America and was not a matter of the skills that
they may or may not have had.

Representative CURTIS. In my views to this subcommittee's report
I called attention to what seemed to be a complete lack of homestead-
ing laws which would tend to encourage their own people, as our people
moved west into these areas that are underpopulated.

Senator SPARKMAN. Will the gentleman yield ?
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Representative CuRTis. Yes.
Senator SPARKMAN. I will have to leave now but Senator Pell is

going to take the Chair. There is a bill coming up on the floor of the
Senate with which I am expected to help. I want, however, to express
my personal appreciation, and that of the committee to you gentle-
men for coming here and giving these very able, clear, and interesting
presentations. I apologize to you for having to leave, but I must.

Thank you.
Representative CuRTIs. I just have a few more questions I wanted to

direct attention to.
One, in regard to Canada: What are the ratios or the percentages of

trade that now exist between Canada and the United States, which
are completely free of restrictions? It is a very sizable amount, isn't
it?

Mr. LEA. Of Canadian exports to the United States about 60 per-
cent are duty free, and the largest items, if I recall, are pulp and news-
print and farm machinery. We have published a chart showing this
and I would be glad to furnish it for the record.

Representative CU-RTis. Yes, if you would.
Representative Cu-RTs. I have always been surprised every time I

look at the figure to find how much of our exports and imports in this
country are completely devoid of restrictions. When we direct our
attention to the areas where there are tariffs or controls, we tend to lose
perspective, and that is why I wanted to get this in context. Although
I don't know the exact percentage, I think a very high percentage of
Canadian-United States trade is free.

Mr. LEA. Of course, the fact that there is such a large concentration
of some of these products is precisely because they are duty free.

Representative CuRTIS. Well, it could be, but I don't know that it is.
That is a fair observation that would bear on it. I wonder whether
that is so. This isn't to argue a point, but it is simply to get that in
context because I think my observation is correct. We already have
developed a tremendous trade area, that is between Canada and the
United States, that is quite integrated and could aptly be described as
a common or free market.

In mobility of labor, which is one of your criteria, certainly it is very
gratifying.

Mr. LEA. Well, we have between Canada and the United States at
this moment probably more mobility of labor and mobility of capital
than exists in Europe.

Representative CURIS. Yes.
Mr. LEA. But we do not have a program to provide free trade at

this time.
Representative CuwRIs. I have a feeling that without anybody in

the government watching it, this has happened. I sometimes worry
that when the government starts looking at things, they start going in
the other direction. I think the recent trend is that when govern-
ment has intervened we find more restrictions rather than less. The
areas where we are freeing up is where the private enterprise system
has just been going along and following out its pursuits.

You list the principal steps providing for these various things.
I just wanted to add two other points just for your comment. I

think they are so vital today. One relates to patents or laws on how
you recoup the money you are willing to risk in research and develop-

428
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(The chart referred to follows:)

FIGuRE 3.-U.S. imports from Canada: distribution by tariff levels

( Values in Millions of Dollars )

etc.

$54

Fish Products
$61

U. S. Tariff-Level

DUTY FREE l
Sg,855

5% or less j
l 754 l

DUTIABLE AT 6 /° to 19%
$385 L

20%and over
$89

(61 percent of total)

(24 percent cf total)

(12 percent of total)

(3 percent of total)

Source: 1960 and 1961 figures from H. S. Piquet. "The U.S. Trade Expansion Act of
1962: How Will It Affect Canadian-American Trade?" Washington, D.C., Canadian-
American Committee of the National Planning Association (United States of America)
and the Priavte Planning Association of Canada, March 1963.

ment. I call it patents, but isn't this coming to be greatly significant
in these areas where we are trying to develop free trade and common
markets?

Mr. LEA. Yes, it is; and the Commission of the EEC in Brussels
is working to formulate a common patent law for Europe. In the
case of Canada and the United States this is something where if any
harmonizing needs to be done, it could be done easily because we do
not have a New York State patent system and a New Jersey patent

27-779-64-28
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system, and 48 others. I believe that we have a single national system
here, and Canada has one up there. It should be easy to put these
two national patent systems together into a common system.

Representative CURTIS. I think there is considerable cooperation in
that area now, if I am not mistaken.

Mr. LEA. Well, the Canadian-American Committee was formed to
look into the squeaky wheels and we haven't heard any squeaks from
the patents area so presumably there are no difficulties now and I
don't think that free trade would make any appreciable difference.

Representative CuRTIs. I think it would help. But to me there is
a criterion of whether you have and are establishing a free trade area.
The very fact that we have problems in the European Common Market
in this area demonstrates how vital and how important it is. I have
felt, incidentally, that some of the problems in our chemical industries,
and what they think are tariffs, are really the inadequacies of our
patent laws in international trade. Here we don't have sufficient pro-
tection for the economic process of investing money at risk and inno-
vation, in research and development, because people take the results
of all of this investment and money in various European countries
and then take over the market without permitting those who spent
the money to have some opportunity of recouping this investment.

The second point is the antitrust legislation where Canada and the
United States are pretty much in accord. It indicates that we have
a pretty good common market going. This they really haven't imple-
mented in the Rome Treaty yet as near as I can figure. Is that
correct?

Mr. LEA. Yes, the EEC is having a considerable amount of diffi-
culty in implementing their program of economic integration; there
is a series of articles on this now, five articles in the Journal of Com-
merce.

Representative CURTIS. If we ever start on that in Latin America,
where the cartels seem almost a way of life, I think we are going to
run into similar troubles.

But at least these are our criteria.
You raised a question in your statement I worried about, and that

is the fact that between Canada and the United States we have our
State systems and they have their Provinces. You raise this as a real
problem involved in working out arrangements with Canada, and I
frankly don't see where that is a problem.

Mr. LEA. It would be a problem only if we wanted to embark on a
program that would provide, for instance, identical State and Provin-
cial taxation for industry throughout Canada and the United States.

Representative CURTIS. Why would we want to? We work all
right in the United States-

Mr. LEA. That is precisely the point I am making here.
Representative CURTIS. You don't think it is necessary?
Mr. LEA. Americans and Canadians are quite happy to have their

different States and Provinces do things in different ways, and so it
would be very difficult to imagine how we would want to give up
that diversity.

Representative CURTIS. The point I am making is we certainly
wouldn't have to, though, would we?

Mr. LEA. No.
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Representative CuRTIs. In other words, it isn't a barrier. I thought

you had posed it as being a possible reason that would deter us from

getting together. I think we both agree this is a fine thing to have
this kind of diversity.

Mr. LEA. It would deter us only if we picked up the blueprint
for the EEC and tried to follow it.

Representative CuRIns. I couldn't agree more, and I think that is

one of the places where they are making a mistake.
Senator JAVITS. I have to get to the foor by noon so I would like

to ask two questions.
First, I want to thank Mr. Clayton for mentioning me so favorably.

It is an unexpected pleasure and I am very grateful. I shall pursue

the subject. I am grateful for your implementation of it.
I ask this question of the whole panel.
Congressman Curtis spoke about the International Coffee Agree-

ment and he thought it went the other way from this general idea.

Of course, in the first place we have nothing now. We don't have a
hemispheric free trade area so we have to do something about it.

To me what Mr. Clayton has testified to is the fact that the bell is

tolling on us in Latin America. We are racing against time, and

time is very short. We will have more Cubas tha.n we already have,
in my judgment.

So, I would like to ask you all this question: What do you think
about this commodity stabilization measure like the International
Coffee Agreement? Is it in accord with, contrary to the thesis that
you respectfully espoused here, and what do you think about its de-

sirability If we can start with Mr. Clayton.
Mir. CLAYTON-. Senator Javits, I am not a believer in international

commodity agreements. Usually they are entered into to advance
prices of commodities. I don't think that they achieve that purpose

in the long run, and I think they have many objectionable aspects to

that type of international agreement.
Senator J.vrrs. Mr. Lea?
Mr. LEA. The product which is under scrutiny for a possible com-

modity agreement between Canada and the United States is, of course,
wheat, and it is a little too early to say what the feelings are in Canada

about this. They are doing very fine under their present system now

but we may well have to consider with them some further kind of an
arrangement on wheat.

But as soon as you take a product like that you realize there are

other countries involved. There is Australia involved, there is Europe
involved, and I would say that within the next year or so there will

be some very serious discussions between the Canadians and the
Americans on wheat.

Now, the Canadians and the Americans would not discuss coffee in

the sense that this is a bone of contention between us. It is not the
type of major Latin American commodity which is produced in any

quantity within Canada or the United States.
Senator JAvrrs. Mr. Grimes, will you give us your judgment on

this International Coffee Agreement specifically?
Mr. GRIMES. Well, I certainly echo Mr. Clayton's reaction to com-

modity agreements in general.
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However, in justification for the coffee agreement I believe we haveto bear in mind the importance to Latin America of coffee as a prod-
uct. Throughout Central America, as we know, this is the primesource of income to them, Brazil also, and Colombia.

I believe in the context of what we were trying to do in Latin
America, a way to demonstrate our community of interest with their
problems, there was a place in the scheme of things for the coffee agree-ment as such.

Senator JAvrrs. And in the absence of other things which you have
testified to?

Mr. GRIMES. Yes.
Senator JAvrrs. Just one other question if I may, Mr. Grimes. Inoticed in your statement you made quite a point about U.S. invest-ment, the fact that it is drying up, the reasons for it, and so on. I

would like to ask you what about European investments?
Mr. GRIMEs. European investment in Latin America?
Senator JAvrrs. Right.
Mr. GRiMEs. The trend is up, of course, as you know. And I hopethat your ADELA thing is going to tee off a flow of European in-

vestments and I certainly think there is a place for it in the scheme
of things in Latin America. The European trade to Latin America
as you know-buying and selling-has increased perceptibly sinceWorld War II. I don't think it has gotten back yet to where it wasbefore the beginning of World War II so we are still ahead of thegame. To repeat, I think there is a definite place in the scheme ofthings in Latin America for a very substantial increase in European
investment in the area.

Senator JAVITS. Now, is it a fact that we can hardly expect to ob-tain the cooperation of Latin American countries with regard to mo-bility of labor problems, immigration problems, all the problems which
we lay at their door, including a restrictive trade policy unless we give
them some better economic outlook according to their terms of tradethan they have today ?

Isn't it a fact as it is in any business, and certainly Mr. Clayton
is an outstanding businessman, that lots of things lean on each other?Unless you go in for something like the creation of common markets,
or free trade areas, I feel as does Mr. Cla ton, you are not going toget anything except the danger of more Jastroism and more Cubasbecause we are giving them no way out. The noose is just tightening
about their necks economically. They are all governments which areelected. If we don't give them a way out they are going to find onethat may be more extreme and distasteful to us.

Now, the Chase Manhattan Bank has so many branches down therethat you are really an expert witness on that.
Mr. GRIMEs. I certainly concur with you, Senator Javits. It isdefinitely up to us to make every effort to see that these regionalmarkets prosper and are a success because of the potential impact theywill have on the growth potential of the area.
Senator JAvrrs. Well, I am very grateful to the witnesses and again

to Mr. Clayton, and I think the hearings conducted here by Senator
Sparkman are tremendously important to the whole Nation.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator PELL. Senator Jordan?
Senator JORDAN. Just briefly, gentlemen, I wanted to express my

appreciation to the panel for the very fine papers you have presented,
and the great avenue of questions it opens up. Because of the shortage
of time, I am going to confine my remarks rather specifically to the
effect which a free trade throughout the Western Hemisphere in raw
materials might have on the raw materials producing areas of the
United States.

I raise this question because I come from the West, and when you
get west of the Mississippi River the dominant part of the income of
the Western States comes from the extractive industries, the produc-
tion in my State of Idaho of lead and zinc, of meat and wool products,
of wheat, of sugar, of dairy products, of lumber and down in the
Southwest, of cotton.

Now, these basic and primary commodities are very important to
our economy there. The principal component costs of the production
of any of these commodities are labor, taxes, and interest.

Now, if we are to compete on a Western Hemisphere free-trade basis
without tariffs and without quotas, what dislocations are likely? Have
any studies been made in this regard?

Mr. CLAYTON. Senator Jordan, I don't L-ow that any studies have
been made of that subject, but I do know that in the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962, that provision is made for relieving the most pressing of
problems of that kind that result from import competition, and a
commission is set up to administer that aspect of the Trade Expansion
Act, to retrain labor and to help out capital that might be involved, and
I think that also is the same with the European Common Market
situation.

They have a provision in the treaty of Rome whereby a bank can
help out in situations of that kind where import competition will
upset industries and labor.

Senator JORDAN. Yes, I am well aware of the provisions of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962. I was one of eight Senators who voted
against it, and yet I do know that its objectives are laudable. But
because I come from a State whose economy is wholly dependent on
extractive industry, we are finding it very difficult to live with the
kind of program that would prevail under the Trade Expansion Act.

It is quite well to say that we can take the people who were em-
ployed in industries such as lumber, beef, and livestock, and retrain
them to make television sets or shoes or something like that, but what
of the great resources, the forests in the timbergrowing areas, the
grass on the grazing lands, the lead and zinc and the minerals in the
ground? Perhaps we could take care of the people who are displaced
by this kind of free and open competition, but what of the resources?

Are they to stay there until such time as the standard of living of
the competing countries rises to the level where we can go back in and
take out our lead and zinc and saw our trees into lumber and so on?
That is my basic problem.

Mr. CLATrON. Senator Jordan, it certainly-the proposal that I
make with reference to a hemisphere, Western Hemisphere, free-
trade area, certainly proposes problems such as you have well stated,
and they will have to be dealt with.

Senator JORDAN. I agree that the objectives are laudable, but there
will be dislocations. Either our costs must be reduced so that we are
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competiti ve, or the costs of our competitors, by the raising of their own
standards of living, will have to come up. I don't know where the
balance is going to be struck. But I do see a very real and protracted
period of dislocation if anything like this takes place.

Mr. CLAYTON. I think there is no question but what the standard of
living of the peoples who would be favorably affected by such a pro-
gram as I have outlined would certainly rise.

Senator JORDAN. Yes.
Well now, getting over to Mr. Lea, and his discussion of our deal-

ings with Canada. We have had the Canadian representative with
us for the past 2 days; we have enjoyed a very fine exchange of ideas
with them, but here is a situation that develops with respect to lum-
ber. Canada at one time enjoyed a very fine outlet for their sawed
lumber in England. Because England can buy lumber cheaper in
Russia, the Scandinavian countries, they are buying lumber in Russia
and in the Scandinavian countries. Imports from those areas are
thus replacing in an English market lumber that formerly came from
Canada.

Canada, and the Canadian mills seeking an outlet for their sawed
lumber, turn naturally to the United States, and we do enjoy a very
favorable balance of trade with Canada, $1 billion a year in our favor.
Yet the very fact that this English market was taken away from
them by imports from Russian and Scandinavian countries, directed
their attention to our markets. They can produce lumber and ship it
into our markets much cheaper than we can from our Western mills
by reason of several natural advantages: Cheaper stumpage rates,
lower labor costs, a favorable balance of exchange, the fact they can
ship in tramp steamers and we are required under the Jones Act to ship
in American bottoms, the fact they can move into a market that is
developed by American lumber people, and advertising and promotion.
All of these advantages inure to their benefit so that the end result
is that Canadian lumber can be placed on the Atlantic seaboard of
the United States at $10, $15 a thousand cheaper than our Western
mills.

These conditions are having an almost disastrous effect on Western
sawmills. These are some of the problems I would hope that before
we close these discussions some attention can be paid to, the disloca-
tions that will prevail under a free and open exchange and trade
between the countries.

Mr. LEA. If a free trade arrangement was made between Canada
and the United States, the present U.S. tariffs on sawn lumber would
be gradually eliminated but those tariffs don't amount to much now
anyway. They are about 1 or 2 percent.

Senator JORDAN. Right.
Mr. LEA. So the effect of that would be negligible on increasing

imports from Canada.
On the other hand, you would reduce the present tariffs on plywood

from what they are in both countries-about 20 percent ad valorem-
down to zero. So the thing to watch would be what would happen
in plywood.

Would the United States prove to be the more efficient producer of
the two in plywood, and perhaps Canada, because of the situation
of its forests and so forth, might be the more efficient producer in
lumber.
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The other thing that would have to happen with free trade would
be that we have to do something about the Jones Act. The Jones
Act is an amazing piece of legislation; it is, in effect, an import re-
striction which the United States imposes on its own producers. Pre-
sumably if there was a free-trade arrangement between Canada and
the United States this is one of the kind of laws that would have to
be dealt with. Either you would have to extend the Jones Act to all
of North America or you would have to do away with it.

Now, doing away with it or harmonizing the Jones Act would be
of reat help to those U.S. producers who ship by water.

Senator JORDAN. Yes.
Mr. LEA. It wouldn't help the inland producers, it might actually

hurt them somewhat. This is another kind of effect that would take
place.

Now, when we look at developing free trade between Canada and
the United States, we recognize that the greatest problems of adjust-
ment would not occur in industry, because you can always "buy" a
more efficient industry, or you usually can, if you put up enough
capital anyhere to modernize an inefficient industry. But where we
consider raw materials which are second rate or more expensive to
extract from fiveld or fuoruest or ground, then no am-,-n- of apial Tmay

ever make you competitive. So we foresee the biggest adjustment
problems would come on both sides of the border with these raw
materials and many of them would occur in Canada.

For instance, in the Maritime Provinces they mine coal under the
sea 7 miles out, and as I mentioned before this coal gets a sizable
transportation subsidy to the market. If that were done away with
it probably would mean closing down those mines and they would
have to accept that. They would have to provide something else
for the people in the area to do. In our co-uLtry, meanwhile, on other
raw materials there would undoubtedly be the same kind of adjust-
ment, and that is why we feel if there was free trade between Canada
and the United States there would have to be a prolonged transitional
period for certain raw materials to cover these kinds of problems, so
there would be a lot of time for adjustment assistance programs to
actually work.

Senator JORDAN. Where the costs would be equated more or less by
common agreement, though, or common laws or rules or something that
would give reasonable parity between competitors in different geo-
graphic areas.

Mr. LEA. I think what we would do is to give each producer equal op-
portunity, but on the other hand, we wouldn't want to disturb the fact
that the whole idea of a common market is to let the law of compara-
tive advantage operate. So if our coalfields are much more efficient
than the Canadian coalfields, I don't think we would want the Cana-
dians to do anything to try to subsidize their production or transport
of coal. And by the same token, if what happens in the forest is that
our public saw timber is bid up by the people who want to make
plywood and pulp and lumber to a greater extent than theirs is so
that our stumpage rate is bid up much higher than theirs, I don't
think Canadians would want to see us in some way subsidize stumpage
rate for lumber.
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I think what would be equitable is to have absolutely the same rulesin the forests on both sides of the border and then let the chips fallwhere they may.
Senator JORDAN. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Mr. Curtis?
Representative CURTIs. Mr. Clayton, would a Western Hemispherefree-trade area for only raw materials circulated freely in the wholearea be compatible with the GATT?
Mr. CLAYTON. I didn't quite understand that question, Mr. Curtis.Representative CURTIs. In this Western Hemisphere free-trade areathat you projected, if we were just allowing our raw materials tomove freely, would that be compatible with GATT? I want to directyour attention to the section in GATT, article 24, which requires elimi-nation of duties, et cetera, with respect to substantially all the tradebetween the constituent territories. I think your proposal more orless was limited to raw materials, and I understand the practical rea-sons, but I am just posing the question, would this be compatible withGATT'?
Mr. CLAYTON. I took it when I wrote the statement that it wouldnot be incompatible with GATT, but I might be wrong about that.I can't be positive about it until it is put up to GATT to decide.Representative CuRns. Even if it were, of course, there could bea waiver. They do this on some of these things for the special reasonsthat exist. I did not raise the question as adverse criticism, but reallyfor speculation to see where we would be going.
Mr. CLAYTON. Well, it is a question well raised, and I am not surethat I am right about it, but I think that it could be shown to GATTthat it was the right way and that any objection would be overcome.Representative Cu-Rris. Thank you.
Now, just a little bit on the colloquy Senator Javits had with respectto the International Coffee Agreement. There is no question, of course,of the importance of coffee to a number of these Latin Americancountries, particularly the Central American countries mentioned,where it is almost the base of their economy. That was not the point.The point I was raising was in respect to the very fine statements,I felt, that Mr. Clayton made with regard to what happened withsugar when we started the cartel setup in 1934. I question whetherthis kind of operation now going into coffee is the real way to helpthese countries in the long run. Sure, we have problems here. Butdo you solve them through improvising or do you do it by gettingdown to the base of it?
I wanted us to study sugar because Cuba had become almost a one-crop economy. The little studying I was able to do indicated, andthis is quite interesting, that up until 1890 or thereabouts Cuba hada pretty well diversified economy. This shift to a single crop econ-omy occurred almost within the 20th century. I certainly think thatin the long run it has hurt Cuba. To encourage these countries toremain single crop economies, I think, would be a basic mistake.Furthermore, in these types of agreements, and this is what I triedto spell out in my minority views, you don't allow the advances inproductivity in the growing of a commodity and possibly in the dis-tribution to enter into the picture. You throttle competition. Youfreeze it.
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My suggestion is that because we do need stabilization of prices
we should look into the development of futures markets, if they are
properly regulated. But it seems that futures markets are the favor-
ite whipping boys of some of our economists.

But I don't think we have analyzed what a futures market, if prop-
erly regulated, can be. It is the price for stability. Those who are
in our futures markets in the United States are often very wise and
intelligent men who perform a great economic service. What is the
weather? Who has planted what? What are the demands this year?
They take up the risk from the standpoint of the farmer, the producer,
and those, like the Purina Co. in my own community of St. Louis,
who have to buy in vast quantities but don't want to take the risk.
They want to stabilize their price, and so this mechanism provides
this service for both the producer and the consumer. The people who
are in the futures markets become great experts, men of deep knowl-
edge in the field of production. I don't know why we can't start going
along those lines in some of these areas.

Mr. CLAYTON. Mr. Curtis, I agree with everything you have said
about the futures market, and I think that one of the tragedies of a
Government control of cotton production and cotton market has been
that it has practically destroyed the futures market in this country.

Representative Cuirs. I didn't know you and I were in such ac-
cord on so many things, but it is very obvious that we are.

Mr. CLAYTON. I have had many years' experience in this, in using
futures markets for hedging purposes, and I agree with everything
you say.

Representative CumRIs. Thank you, sir.
Mr. GRIMEs. I presume neither of you refer to the present day thing

in New York with futures in vegetable oil.
Representative CuRTIs. Well, it is very proper to make those re-

marks. Any mechanism can be abused. Sometimes the abuses reveal
that the mechanism itself is fundamentally unsound, but it behooves
us to look to see when there are abuses. Is it something that is
fundamental to the mechanism that makes it bad or is it something
that needs correction?

I know they did the same thing with onion futures, a tragic thing,
before this very committee. They denigrated it, and of course, some
of the people involved in it deserved some of the epithets. But the
mechanism itself in my judgment was sound economically. In our
concentration on the abuse, we threw out the baby with the bath water.
It is right to call attention to such situations, just as we did in the
stock market which produced the SEC, which I think was a very fine
development. But we didn't eliminate the stock market, which is so
basic in the private enterprise system, in the market economy.

Would you comment on that?
Mr. GRimEs. I certainly agree with both of you that basically the

futures market represents a great potential toward the stability of
commodity prices.

However, getting back to your coffee agreement, given the facts as
they existed at the time the agreement was perfected, it seemed to
me that there was an area in which, even sacrificing the long-range
points that we all have for commodity agreements-that there was an
area here where a definitely specific dramatic step could be made to-
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ward helping Latin America cure a real, basic today's problem and I
think for that reason I said while I did not-

Representative CuRTIs. I might be willing to buy that kind of argu-
ment if there had been emphasis on the fact that this was purely
temporary to solve a problem and that it was going against our long-
range objectives. But I regret to say it was not presented that way.
It was presented as if this was going to help the consumer. It was
said that it was not going to hurt the consumer in the United States,
which was nonsense, of course. It was going to raise prices. And
I was willing to take the political heat which some others were not.
If I thought it was necessary, I might have been in favor of the coffee
agreement. If it had been approached on that basis, if I saw that the
guidelines were being put in that were to make this only temporary,
and if it was going to meet the basic problems, I would have sup-
ported it.

But that isn't so. The sugar cartel setup, going back to 1934, gives
us the picture. I mentioned the textile agreement in Geneva to
Secretary Hodges and asked how he was going to determine how
much textiles were going to come in from a particular country and at
which port of the United States. His answer was, "Well, we would
use the pattern of 1960." To that I said, "Boy, that demonstrates
exactly what you are getting into. You are freezing the structure
as of that date. How can you move forward in that kind of ap-
proach?" And yet our country, our administrations-it isn't only
this administration, it existed in the same approach of the previous
one-toward more and more of these techniques.

Sure it is easy. It is dramatic. You are going to do something, but
in the long run I think it is damaging.

One other question of fact. The Canadian paper mentioned the
fine development of the telephonic communication with respect to, or
was it in your paper?

Mr. GRIMES. I think it was in mine, sir.
Representative CuRms. Was it? I wanted to ask how much of

that really did exist between the countries involved. Is there this
kind of communication between Sdo Paulo, Buenos Aires, and Rio?

Mr. GRIMuEs. I think in general you can say that the telephone
communications in Latin America are very, very outdated, very prim-
itive, to say the least.

Representative Cu-Ris. Yes.
Mr. GRIMES. Very frequently I have heard it said it is quicker to

catch a plane in Rio and go down to Sdo Paulo, conduct your conver-
sation and fly back, than it is to have a telephone conversation. The
distance is the same as between here and New York. The question
in reference is made about the Central American common market and
the need for this communication system in those countries.

Representative CuRTIs. You are developing the need. I guess I
got it wrong, I forgot to note which paper it was in.

What you are now saying is what my understanding was. Another
major study nearing completion is a draft project for a Central Amer-
ican telecommunications network. That is a draft for the future and
you point out the importance of it.

Mr. GRIMES. Yes; it is one of the big stumbling blocks to an inte-
grated system there.

Representative CuREs. Yes.
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In Venezuela I remember talking to one business group where they
actually set up their own infrastructure in this respect because they
wanted to have their own communications system. But again I
want to point out that one of the things I wanted to contrast was the
Canadian-United States setup. I think a great deal of the criteria
that I would apply to defining a common market is already in exist-
ence between Canada and the United States. In so many ways this
is a common market now if we use these criteria to relate to our
definition. By saying that, I do not mean that we shouldn't continue
to move. The Canadian-United States situation is way ahead of
what I would judge the European Common Market is at this stage,
and certainly way ahead of the two Latin American common markets.

Did you want to comment on that?
Mr. LEA. Yes; I agree with you. We can just dial an area code

and get Montreal or Quebec or for that matter anywhere in Canada.
Representative CURTIs. Yes; and yet aren't these part of the cri-

teria that need to be developed and related to observations and as
checkpoint to determine how far along we are in developing a common
market?

Mr. LEA. They certainly are a criterion of a de facto common mar-
ket, but for a de jure common market, as it is generally considered,
you have to have a free trade agreement at the core.

Representative Cu-RTis. Well, thank you for using
Mr. LEA. Between Canada and ourselves we don't have the free-

trade core, that is all.
Representative CuRTIs. Thank you for using those two words be-

cause the de facto is what I am primarily concerned about. What
bothers me is that the de jure is interfering with the further develop-
ment of the de facto.

In other words, government seems to be following up that which
is normally coming about. The Government didn't know it was hap-
pening and it just normally developed between Canada and the United
States.

Mr. LEA. Well, I would say as that what prevents the normal de-
velopment which you mention is not actions by our Government but
a very natural reluctance on the part of the Canadians to get any
closer to us. In fact, they feel they have too much de facto integration
now.

Representative CuRTIs. I know.
A lot of the complaints you are making about how New York seems

to be running things in Canada is the same thing I hear from business-
men in St. Louis. We sometimes think we are an economic province
of New York.

Well, thank you all for what I regard as very splendid and stimu-
lating papers.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask unanimous consent to put in at
the conclusion of today's record an article that appeared in the Bank
of London and South American Limited Quarterly Review, volume
III, July 1963, No. 3. The article discusses "Foreign Investments in
Latin America, the Role of Private Capital."

Senator PETL. Without objection the article will be included in the
record at the end of today's proceedings. (Seep. 442.)

I regret that I was not here for the reading of your papers but I have
had the opportunity to read them and congratulate you on them.
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I have just two questions: (1) Have you found that the creation
of LAFTA, the Latin Amnerican Free Trade Association, has slowed
down in any way the flight of private capital out of Latin America?
This leads into another factual question: Is the flow of private capital
out of Latin America for investment in Europe or the United States
larger, about the same, or less than the flow of American private capi-
tal into Latin America?

Mr. GRimms. I think I see what you are driving at.
The flow of capital is a very hard thing to trace to begin with, as

I am sure you know. There are some certain guidelines that we try
to go by in the banking industry in New York. I would say that the
development of LAFTA as of now has not had a significant impact
on the stability or the mobility of capital.

I think that the potential of LAFTA is such as to have a very
significant impact on the possible inflow of capital into the area.

The biggest single factor, I would think, that controls the flow of
capital is this very elusive thing called atmosphere, investment atmos-
phere. There is a very tarnished picture at this moment in this
respect in the LAFTA countries because of political upheavals or
internal economic policies which are not conducive to sound invest-
ments.

At the moment there is a lack of the proper atmosphere for invest-
ment in some of the LAFTA countries. I think that when this at-
mosphere starts improving that you will see an inflow of investment
from the United States and from Europe and the other normal sources
of investment.

I would guess that at the moment the inflow of investment to the
area from the United States is less than the outflow of money out of
the area to the United States and Europe. This is just a guess; I
have no statistics, nothing specific to refer to.

Senator PELL. This is what I suspect, too, without knowing the
facts, but it does make our whole private investment program seem a
little bit like the boy putting his finger in the dike. If, even as we
increase the amount of private capital invested in Latin American
development, more capital is going out than is coming in, what steps
can we take to prevent this situation?

Mr. GRiMES. Well, the same elements that make for a hesitancy for
investments in Latin America are the same elements which cause the
outflow of local money to the United States, again, the lack of political
stability.

It gets back to that, and it opens up the broad definition of this area
of atmosphere. It is practically impossible to define as such. Cer-
tainly, from the negative approach you can name a lot of things which
shouldn't exist in these countries if the atmosphere is going to be
proper. But the investment program, the guarantee program to
which you refer, given a normal type atmosphere, would certainly
add a great deal toward encouraging the inflow of investments into
Latin America.

There is no question, I believe, on that point. Again, it gets back
to the point I think, though, of the existence of proper investments
atmosphere.

Do you agree with that, Mr. Clayton?
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Mr. CLAYTON. Yes, I do. But I would like to make the point, Mr.
Chairman, that in the initial stages of LAFTA, that you can't expect
a great deal from it because the LAFTA countries all produce pretty
much the same materials for export, that is, raw materials.

Later on when you get the duties down to close to zero, if they ever
get them that far, then I think foreign capital will come in to estab-
lish manufacturing industries based on the whole LAFTA popula-
tion and area instead of geared to some little country in which the
factory might be located.

Senator PEuL. One further question. Do you gentlemen feel that
it might be preferable to continue with the most-favored-nation ar-
rangement on an individual basis, rather than encourage the creation
of these various regional groups which could complicate the MFN
concept that we have developed in the past?

Mr. GRitrEs. Personally, I would think that the regional market
concept is the indicated step for Latin America at this time. At the
moment there is no integration at all. It is quite impossible to con-
ceive of some of these markets growing to be large enough to where
they attract investments because the markets themselves are individu-
ally-the country markets-just not big enough to investors to estab-
lish a plant.

These plants do seek areas where there is a wide market possibility.
To do this thing on a most-favored-nation basis, as I visualize the
thing, would not be as effective by way of developing these regional
markets and making these markets big enough to be attractive to
investment.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Mr. Curtis?
Representative CURms. I forgot to mention it. I am not going to

develop it at this point, but it is a big subject. This is the problem
created by the African countries who are producers of profitable
agricultural products which are in competition. Their markets seem
to be tied up in European countries, while we in turn are develop-
ing the markets for South America. It creates some very serious
problems, and possibly will be involved to some degree in our discus-
sions in this Kennedy round going on right now.

It is a big subject, but if any of you would comment on that problem.
Would you, Mr. Grimes? Is it a serious one, as you see it?

Mr. GR~IEs. The tendency toward our concentrating on hemisphere
trade as compared to others ?

Representative CtrwrIS. Here is the picture as I see it. Here we are
trying to help the Latin American countries in their developing these
common markets, and Europe seems to be working out a tendency
quite similar with the African countries which are likewise under-
developed and dependent on some of these same agricultural products.
I worry about where this is all leading us, if we start working it in
too much of a straight line, where we are taking South American trop-
ical agricultural produce instead of encouraging Western Europe to
take some of them or at least to get competition, if we can, between
these two very important undeveloped areas.
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Mr. GnRIEs. Well, I don't really see a conflict there, Mr. Curtis.
After all, you already have the European Common Market. It is an
integrated area. They have had traditional ties with Africa which
we have not had. The same thing we can say about ourselves in Latin
America. The significant thing is, we are destined to share this hemi-
sphere with Latin America for a lot of years yet, and I think it be-
hooves us to see to it that our own traditional trade channels are
kept open and allowed to expand.

Representative CuRTis. Well, I just wanted to have it on the record
here Tecause there is a big area, I think, and one that we should
develop on its own bottom.

Mr. GRIMEs. Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you, gentlemen, very much indeed.
I think this winds up this series of hearings before the subcom-

mittee.
The hearing is adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned subject to

call of the Chair.)
(The following exhibit was ordered placed in the record of the

hearing during testimony:)

FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN LATIN AMERICA: THE ROLE OF PRIVATE CAPITAL'

At a time when so much emphasis is being placed on the expansion of official
aid programmes to meet the capital needs of Latin America and developing
countries elsewhere, it is perhaps worth recalling that until the second world
war almost all the capital that entered Latin America was provided by private
investors. In a period of little more than half a century, from about 1860 to the
outbreak of the first world war, the inflow of foreign capital, which brought
about a revolution in the economies of many of the republics, proceeded almost
without restriction on the part of either the supplying or the receiving countries,
and such measures as host governments took to influence the movement were
generally to encourage the inflow by means of concession contracts. Bonds
issued abroad by Latin American governments and subscribed by private inves-
tors provided many of the funds to finance public works and urban improvement:
direct investments were channelled into export industries, and they also created
much of the economic infrastructure-railways, port works, and utilities-be-
sides contributing largely to the development of trading and financial services.

Although the Latin American republics are now inclined to resent the outward-
looking orientation which such investments gave to their economies, it is diffi-
cult to see how their evolution in that era could have proceeded on other lines.
Among the direct investments that played a decisive part in economic develop-
ment may be mentioned the mining industries in Chile, Peru, and Mexico:
petroleum in Mexico and later in Venezuela, and the railways and the meat-
packing industry in Argentina. In Argentina, indeed, the inflow of foreign
capital-and of immigrants-helped to transform the country in two generations
from a region on the very fringe of the world economy into the most prosperous
and, culturally and politically, one of the most advanced nations of Latin
America.

In the second half of the nineteenth century, when the inflow of private in-
vestment into Latin America first began to assume significance, and until the
first world war, British capital provided by far the most important contribution.
United Kingdom investments in Latin America are estimated to have reached
£757m. by 1914; the inflow of British capital into Argentina and Brazil alone
probably exceeded £200m. between 1907 and 1914. Bv this time investments
in all Latin America, of which nearly half was in railways and about one-third
in government bonds, accounted for about 20 percent of British investments
abroad.

At the turn of the century, after the Spanish-American war, United States in-
vestors became increasingly active in Latin America, especially in the neigh-

' Reprinted from the "Quarterly Review," July 1963, Bank of London and South
America, Limited, whose Chairman is sir George L. F. Bolton, K.C.M.G.
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bouring countries, developing sugar production in Cuba and the banana trade
in the Caribbean, mining in Mexico and also in Chile, petroleum in Mexico and
elsewhere, railways and public utilities in Cuba, Mexico, and Central America.
United States investments in Latin America are estimated to have risen from
U.S.$08Sm. in 1897 to U.S.$1.j49m. in 1914 (nearly half of total U.S. overseas
investment at that time) of which U.S.$1,281m. were in direct investments.
Among the European countries, France began investing in Latin America on a
substantial scale in the 1880s, and investments are estimated to have been
trebled between 1900 and 1914, to reach about 6,000m. francs (U.S.$1,200m.),
when they represented 13 percent of total French investments overseas-chiefly,
like those of Britain, in government bonds and railways. German investments,
small in scale before 1900, increased considerably in the years up to the first
world war when they were estimated at 3,800m. marks (about U.S.$900m.).
Significant amounts of capital were also received by Latin America from Bel-
gium, the Netherlands, and Portugal. The total nominal value of foreign invest-
ments in Latin America on the eve of the first world war has been placed at
U.S.$8,500m.; of this total one-third was invested in Argentina, almost a quarter
in Brazil, a similar amount in Mexico, and the remainder largely in Cuba,
Chile, Uruguay, and Peru.2

THE YEARS BETWEEN THE WARS

After the first world war the U.S.A. became firmly established as the prin-
cipal source of capital for Latin America. Investment conditions remained on
the whole unchanged, both in the capital-exporting countries, where freedom
of capital exports remained the rule, and in Latin America, where governments
generally continued to allow the unrestricted entry of foreign capital, maintained
full convertibility of their currencies, and kept taxes low. But the interna-
tional position of the United Kingdom had changed and the outflow of British
capital to Latin America was very much smaller than before 1914; new Latin
American issues on the London market and new direct investment, including
petroleum development in Venezuela, were offset by amortizations and other
withdrawals of capital. France ceased to be an important source of new funds,
and there was little change in French business investments in Latin America.
German investments, though remaining important in some fields of manufac-
turing, notably chemicals, and in trade and aviation, were affected by war-time
and post-war changes of status through transfers from nonresident to resident
ownership. Substantial investments made by Italians in Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, Peru, and Uruguay may also have acquired resident status. There ap-
pears to have been little net change in the investment holdings of other Euro-
pean countries in Latin America.

United States investments, on the other hand, increased rapidly in this period.
There was a substantial inflow of capital from the U.S.A. during the first world
war, when the value of United States investments in Latin America increased
by about a half to U.S.$2,406m., and in the decade after 1919 when it was more
than doubled to U.S.$5,244m. The Latin American countries were eager to
borrow abroad, and conditions in the U.S.A. were favourable to an increased
outflow of capital which, during the brief period 1925-29, may well have
exceeded that from the United Kingdom during the peak period of 1904 to
1914, even allowing for the rise in prices. Especially noteworthy was the number
of Latin American bond issues floated on the United States market, many of
them under conditions that later gave rise to widespread criticism. The net
nominal value of issues publicly offered in the U.S.A. between 1920 and 1929
amounted to U.S.$2.176m. (of which U.S.$1.504m. were government or government-
guaranteed, and U.S.$672m. were private). Direct investments also expanded
during the war years and the 1920's, and United States investments in Latin
America, hitherto concentrated in the nearer countries, spread throughout South
America. At first, the emphasis was principally on agriculture-especially sugar
production-minerals, and petroleum, where the focus shifted from Mexico to
Venezuela. In the later 1920's there was a significant expansion of investment
in public utilities especially electric power-and in manufacturing industry,
chiefly in Argentina, Brazil, Cuba, and Uruguay. The total value of United
States direct investments in Latin America increased from U.S.$1,281m. in 1914
to U.S.$1,988m. in 1919, U.S.$2,819m. in 1924, and U.S.$3,634m. in 1930, when,

2 These estimates, which vary considerably in definition. may be regarded only as
approximations. They are reproduced from Foreign Capital in Latin America, U.N. 1955.
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with the addition of U.S.$1,610m. of portfolio investments, the total for United
States private long-term investments in Latin America reached US.$5,244m.
(more than one-third of all United States investments abroad, and a total not
to be regained until as late as 1950).

The depression of the 1930's brought foreign investment In Latin America
abruptly to a halt. The cessation of the inflow of capital, together with the
fall in commodity prices and in the volume of exports, made it quite impossible
for the Latin American republics to service their foreign debts. It is estimated
that, for the Latin Americans to have met their external obligations during the
years 1934 to 1938, they would have had to reduce their 1925-1929 volume of
imports by as much as 60 percent. In the specific case of Chile, one of the worst
hit by the depression, the Government was quite unable to raise the local
currency equivalent of debt services due, which in 1932 exceeded the value of
exports. Every Latin American central government except Argentina defaulted,
and even in Argentina payment was suspended on provincial and municipal
bond issues. It was not until twenty years later, in some cases, after lengthy
negotiations on refunding arrangements and the scaling down of both principal
and interest-which involved investors in heavy losses-that the position of
the bonded debt of the Latin American republics was finally regularized.

AFTEa THE SECOND WORLD WAR

Since the second world war there have been further important changes in both
the capital-exporting and the capital-importing countries, which have affected
the flow of private capital to Latin America; though much has been done to
reconstruct a world economic order that was shattered by depression and war,
there has been no possibility of a return to a pre-1914 situation in which private
capital, moving unhindered, could meet the needs of the developing countries.
The European countries, which had suffered economically far more from the
second world war than from the first, had perforce to restrict the export of capi-
tal for some years until the late 1950's, and significant controls still remain,
especially in the United Kingdom for transactions with nonsterling countries.
On the Latin American side, the 1930's brought exchange controls and some in-
crease in other forms of official regulation of private economic activity, though
there were great differences among the republics in the extent to which such
controls were imposed.

These policies were partly a response to the technical problems facing Latin
American governments in their attempts to maintain economic growth in periods
of declining export earnings, and were partly symptomatic of an economic
nationalism in reaction to their experiences in the depression years; the Latin
Americans felt themselves to be the victims of a system over which they had no
control and which, as they saw it, had been devised principally to suit the needs
of the great industrial powers. In the conditions then prevailing they tended to
see foreign capital as a burden rather than as an aid to development. Popular
resentment was especially focused on foreign-owned enterprises engaged in
public services, many of which, because of restrictions on their right to fix their
charges, became unprofitable and ultimately incapable of providing adequate
services. In Mexico the wave of economic nationalism, which was to a large
extent political in its origin, led to the expropriation of foreign-owned petroleum
companies, and foreign as well as domestically owned estates were affected by
land reform.

In the early postwar years the Latin Americans were in general little inter-
ested in encouraging new foreign Investments, and in some cases pursued an
active policy of repatriating existing capital. With substantial accumulations
of exchange through unrequited wartime exports, and with the terms of trade
moving in their favour under the pressure of demand for their commodities in
the reconstruction period, they were able briefly to forget their basic need to
augment local resources with capital from abroad. By the end of the war a large
part of the external bonded debt of Latin American countries had been repatri-
ated through open market purchases and normal amortization, as well as by
the scaling-down of the nominal value of external government bonds, notably
in Brazil and Mexico. Although the terms of many of these war time and
postwar debt settlements involved investors in heavy losses, they have, with
few if any exceptions, been faithfully carried out; the balance of the old funded
debt of the Latin American republics has now been either extinguished or re-
duced to a very small part of total external obligations. In addition to the
redemption of public debt bonds, the postwar years also saw a considerable re-
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patriation of investment in public services, of which the most important were
the British- and French-owned railways and United States telephone and tele-
graph companies in Argentina, the British railways in Brazil, and railways,
tramways, and waterworks, in Uruguay. These repatriations involved pay-
ments of about f227m. to the United Kingdom. between 1946 and 1951 and of
U.S.$361m. to the U.S.A.

LATIN AMERICAN ATIITrUDEM

The change in the world economic climate that became apparent in the mid-
1950's induced many Latin American governments to take a more positive
attitude towards foreign capital. The terms of trade moved sharply against
Latin America as commodity prices fell and the prices of imported manufactures
continued to edge upwards. As this movement in the terms of trade reacted
on domestic incomes, savings, and investment, there was a perceptible slacken-
ing of the rate of economic growth, which for the first 10 years after the war
had, in general, kept ahead of the rise in population. From the mid-1950's,
therefore, there was a fairly general change in Latin American policies towards
providing more favourable conditions for the investment of foreign funds, rang-
ing from the removal of obstacles to the inflow and outflow of capital to the
enactment of legislation specifically designed to attract foreign investment.

Of the general measures, one of the most important was the relaxation, and
eventual abolition, of exchange controls on financial operations; this was espe-
cially important in Brazil (1953) and Argentina (1955), where outward re-
mittances had previously been subject to restriction. The decision to permit
the operation of free exchange markets was also prompted by other considera-
tions besides the attraoti-n of fnrsign espital-notnhly the requirements of the
IMF and the manifest inefficiency of the complex systems of control that had
been tried but it did have a significant influence in improving the investment
climate.

Specific legislation to attract foreign direct Investment was very varied, in-
cluding laws that offered certain guarantees on the remittance of profits and the
repatriation of capital for investments in approved activities; laws relating to
specific activities, such as Chilean legislation designed to induce greater invest-
ment by the major foreign copper mining companies; general industrial develop-
meat laws offering tax concessions and other incentives; and laws governing
the establishment of individual industries as, for example, the motor vehicle
industries in Brazil, Argentina, and elsewhere. There were, of course, countries,
such as those of Central America, which had never imposed significant restric-
tions on foreign exchange and investment. Peru, one of the most consistently
liberal in its policy towards foreign capital, and with only a brief postwar period
of exchange controls, has actively encouraged investment with legislation en-
acted at various times since 1950.

On the whole such legislation in Latin America did not give special privileges
to foreign as distinct from domestic capital, though in Brazil the facilities given
for imports of capital goods as foreign investments were criticized by domestic
industrialists who had to purchase exchange at high auction rates to buy similar
goods as ordinary imports. These arrangements were Introduced in 1955; dur-
ing the succeeding eight years foreign investors were authorized to import capital
goods amounting in value to some U.S.$500m., nearly half of which was destined
for the motor vehicle and allied industries. The distribution of these Invest-
ments in the form of capital goods by class of Industry and country of origin
is shown in the accompanying tables.

Brazil: Imports of capital goods as investment

[Million U.S. dollars or equivalent]

1955_-------------------------- 31.3 1960_____________________ 106.8
1956_-------------------------- 55. 7 1961-::::: _ ____________ 38.4
1957_-------------------------- 108.2 1962_--_____ ------------ 20.3
1958_-------------------------- 82. 5
1959_------------------------- 66.1 Total- - ___________ 509. 3

. Licenses Issued by the Cacer under Decree 42,820 and earlier legislation.

Source: Sumoc, Boletim, December 1962.

27-779 0-64--29
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Brazil: Imports of capital goods as investment-Registration up to Dec. 31, 1961
[Million U.S. dollars or equivalent]

Basic industries
Light Au

Motor ~~~~~Industries, industries,Motor | total total
vehicles Total

and parts

United States of America -122.6 160.9 8. 7 219.6Germany ----------- 69.3 92.3 10.3 102. 6Switzerland --------------------------------- 7.9 20.1 17.4 37.6France - --------------------------------- 13.5 21.9 2.4 24.2Canada - -21.9 0. 5 22. 4United Kingdom- 4.9 9.7 10.6 20. 3Japan - ---------------------------------- l.8 13.7 4.7 18.4Italy -3.7 7. 0 7.1 14.1Netherlands --- ------- 6.9 3. 7 10.6Belgium --------------1-------------------- 0.3 9. 3 0.8 10.1Sweden - 5.7 5.9 2.6 8.1Others 5.4 9.8 13.0 22.8
Total - --------------------- 235.2 379.4 131.7 111.2

I Registration under Decree 42.820 and earlier legislation. These figures differ slightly from the totalsof licenses issued by the Cacex.
Source: Brazilian Bujiness, Rio de Janeiro, March 1962.

The case of Argentina is particularly instructive: the Per6n regime, which
was strongly nationalist in character, expended a considerable part of the coun-
try's exchange reserves in repatriating foreign capital established in Argentina
and declared that it would never accept a foreign loan. By 1953 this same
regime had passed a foreign capital law designed to attract investment, though
it evoked little response abroad. Only after the succession in 1955 of a govern-
ment with liberal economic principles, the establishment of a free exchange
market, and the enactment in 1958 of new legislation encouraging foreign in-
vestment, was there any notable inflow of investment funds into Argentina. The
inflow of new direct investments, which had averaged less than U.S.$4m. a
year from 1951 to 1955, increased to U.S.$66m. a year in 1956-57, and to an
annual average of U.S.$232m. in the years 1958-60. The Banco Central has
shown that authorizations for investments under the legislation of December
1958 amounted to the equivalent of U.S.$195m. in 1959, to U.S.$117m. in 1960
and to U.S.$147m. in 1961; authorizations in 1i962 are estimated at U.S.$84m.

THE VARIOUS FORMS OF CAPITAL

The investment climates in Latin America and the attitudes of Latin Amer-
ican governments towards foreign capital have undergone important changes
since the war; conditions have also changed in the capital-exporting countries.
The memory of earlier defaults on government debts and the effect on potential
investors of political and economic instability in many of the republics made it
virtually impossible for Latin American governments to raise funds abroad from
private investors on the open market, and the narrowness of the capital markets
in most Latin American countries also limited the scope for investment in
locally quoted securities; the decline in foreign portfolio investment in Latin
America probably continued throughout the 1950s. The floating of an Argen-
tine bond issue in Europe in 1961, and the placing of Mexican bonds with foreign
institutions, stand out as exceptions to what is still the general rule.'

In these circumstances, which were foreseen at the end of the war, the role
formerly played in Latin American development finance by bond issues has been
to some extent taken over by the international lending agencies, notably the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and its affiliates
the International Finance Corporation (IFC) and the International Development
Association (IDA), and more recently by the Inter-American Development Bank
(IADB). In addition, the U.S. Government has made substantial amounts

5 Participations by foreign commercial banks in loans to Latin America by the IBRDand the IADB should be mentioned as an example of Indirect investment that appears tobe of growing importance.
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available to importers in Latin America through loans by the Export-Import
Bank of Washington for purchases of U.S. goods, and from other government
funds under the Alliance for Progress.

Latin American countries have also sought extended commercial credits from
European and other suppliers anxious to retain or expand their markets. These
medium-term export credits have grown substantially and have become in-
creasingly important in sustaining Latin American imports from Europe. But
they are, for the Latin American countries, an expensive form of borrowing and,
since they require repayment in a relatively short period, they constitute a
heavy burden on the borrowing countries' balances of payments. The President
of the Inter-American Development Bank, Sr. Felipe Herrera, noted recently
that export credits and debts to commercial banks amounted in 1962 to
U.S.$3,400m. out of a total Latin American external public debt of U.S.$9,000m. in
that year, and that during 1961-62 payments were approximately U.S.$1,200m.
a year, representing about 15 percent of the value of the region's exports.

The effect of this increasing volume of loans and credits to Latin America
has been to diminish the relative importance of direct investments as a source of
development capital. This is a comparatively recent phenomenon, however,
and throughout the 1950's direct investments exceeded the inflow of other long-
term development capital-as distinct from loans and credits granted specifically
to finance balance-of-payments deficits, and other "compensatory" financing. In
1961, however, long-term loans and official donations represented 78 percent of
the inflow of long-term capital (excluding "compensatory" financing) and this
trend seems, on present evidence, likely to continue.

Statistics are not complete enough for a quantitative assessment of the inflow
of direct investment eapital since the war. nor the relative importance of foreign
enterprises in the individual Latin American countries. A few of the republics
publish details of authorized investments broken down by country of origin
and by Industrial sectors, though these are not always complete and there are
inevitable discrepancies, between investments authorized and those actually
carried out. A general picture may be obtained from published balance-of-
payments data, but private capital movements are the point where balance-of-
payments statistics are generally at their weakest. Among the capital-exporting
countries, only the U.S.A. produces an annual estimate, analysed by country
and by industry, of the book value of direct investments overseas, together with
data on the outflow and inflow of capital and earnings. Some European countries
also measure outflows of direct investment capital, though in much less detail.

Despite these deficiencies in the available statistics, they are nevertheless of
interest as giving some indication of the magnitude of the sums involved.
According to one source,' the book value of direct foreign investments in Latin
America increased from about U.S.$6,000m. in 1946 to U.S.$13,000m. in 1958.
Of the latter figure, a litle under 70 percent was United States capital, but if
petroleum were excluded the proportion would fall to below 60 percent, and to
approximately 50 percent if mining and smelting activities were also excluded.
A little over two-thirds of this total, it was estimated, was concentrated in five
countries: Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Mexico, and Venezuela. More recent estimates, 5

based on I.M.F. balance-of-payments statistics, suggest that the total of new
direct investments in the period 1951-61 was also nearly U.S$7,000m. As the
total inflow of long-term capital over these eleven years was estimated at less
than U.S.$10,OOOm. (excluding balance-of-payments loans) direct investment was
by far the most important means of financing development-even if Venezuela
is excluded the proportion is over 50 percent-though the relative importance
of long-term loans began to outweigh that of direct investment after 1960.

These second estimates show very large short-term fluctuations in direct in-
vestment: A steep increase from 1951 to 1952, when the total reached U.S.$509m.,
was followed by a decline to well under U.S.$300m. in 1954-55 and a further rise
to over U.S.$1,100m. in 1956 and nearly U.S.$1,600m. in 1957, declining there-
after to probably less than U.S.$300m. in 1961. The average annual inflow of
direct investment, including reinvested earnings, was U.S.$343m. in the years
1951-55 and U.S.$906m. in 1956-60. Such figures are somewhat misleading as a

'Poreign Private Investment in the Latin American Free Trade Area, Report of the
Consultant Group jointly appointed by the ECLA and the OAS, U.N., 1961

5 El Financiamiento Emterno en el Desarrollo Econ6mico de America Latina, U.N., ECLA
1963.
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presentation of long-term trends, however, because of the distortions caused by
the inclusion of Venezuela, where there was an exceptionally large inflow of
investment capital in 1956-57 when new petroleum concessions were auctioned,
and also an apparent outflow of investment capital, presumably also from the
petroleum industry in 1960-61. If Venezuela and Cuba are excluded, the fluctua-
tions are much less marked, and there is a steady increase in direct investment
(including reinvested earnings) from a low point of U.S.$173m. in 1954 to
U.S.$657m. in 1959 and a fall to U.S.$574m. in 1960 and U.S.$352m. in 1961,
though the latter figure is not completely comparable with those for earlier
periods. Even with the most obvious distortions removed, there remain others,
such as the fluctuations in investment in mining and the change in the position
of Argentina from one of the smallest to one of the largest recipients of capital.
For the period 1951-60 as a whole, four countries, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico,
and Venezuela, received 75.5 percent of new direct investments in Latin America;
Cuba, Chile, and Peru together 16 percent, and the other 13 republics together
8.5 percent.

The reasons for the sharp fluctuations in the inflow of direct investment capital
into Venezuela have already been mentioned. In Brazil, though annual varia-
tions have not been inconsiderable, there was a definite rising tendency over
the decade, the average inflow in 1951-55 being U.S.$70m. and in 1956-60
U.S.$149m.; this high level, though apparently sustained in 1961, can hardly have
been maintained in 1962. The trend was even more marked in Argentina where,
for political as much as for economic reasons, the annual average of new in-
vestments was negligible in 1951-55, rising to U.S.$166m. in 1956-60. The more
regular trend in Argentina and Brazil is largely explained by the fact that most
new investment in these countries went into manufacturing industry, though in
Argentina there was a considerable flow of capital into the petroleum industry
as a result of the contracts signed by YPF. In Mexico, where most foreign in-
vestment was also in manufacturing, there were some surprisingly large fluctua-
tions-notably a decline in 1952-53 and an increase beginning in 1954, perhaps
related to the exchange rate adjustment, and a net outflow in 1960-but the
averages for the two periods 1951-55 and 1956-60 were fairly close at U.S.$88m.
and U.S.$S5m. Variations in foreign direct investments in Chile and Peru seem
principally related to the trend in world commodity markets, since the large
foreign mining companies accounted for over 40 percent of all new foreign
investment in Chile in 1961-60, and in Peru mining and smelting absorbed 75
percent of all new U.S. direct investment in the same period.

POSTWAR UNITED STATES INVESTMENTS

During the war and for some ten years after, the U.S.A. was virtually the only
source of direct investment capital for Latin America; Europe had been crippled
by the war and there was very little European investment in Latin America ex-
cept in petroleum; since the mid-1950's, however, European investment-direct as
well as export credits-has become increasingly important, and German invest-
ment has been especially significant. The President of the Inter-American
Development Bank recently quoted a figure of U.S.$400m. for suppliers' loans and
private investments in Latin America by the European Economic Community
alone in 1960. According to estimates in the ECLA study already quoted, the
inflow of direct investment capital other than from the U.S.A. in the decade
ended 1960 was about U.S.$1,400m., 23 percent of the total, or-since it was con-
centrated in the period 1956-60-nearly a third of the total in those years, a
percentage that rises to 47 if Venezuela is excluded. This non-U.S. capital was
principally European, since Canadian and Japanese investments were relatively
small. These estimates contain a large margin of possible error, since they are
based on a subtraction of the published data on United States investments from
the totals shown in the republics' balances of payments; the differences in defini-
tions and the scope for inaccuracy are wide, but the figures do indicate that there
has been a sizable inflow of European capital since 1955, which, without regain-
ing the position it occupied before the crisis of 1929, let alone before the first
world war, is again making a large contribution to financing Latin American
development.
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Postwar direct investments have been chiefly concentrated in petroleum,
mining and, to an increasing extent-especially European capital-in manu-
facturing. Agriculture has not attracted much foreign capital, nor have trans-
port and public utilities, in contrast to the period up to 1930 when railways and
public utilities absorbed more than one-fifth of U.S. direct investment in Latin
America and probably more than half of British investments. Statistics on
direct investments in Latin America by the three main capital-exporting coun-
tries are shown in the accompanying tables. These differ considerably in scope
and are not strictly comparable.

The value of United States direct investments in Latin America was prac-
tically unchanged from 1936 to 1943, but thereafter grew rapidly to reach
U.S.$4,445m. in 1950 and U.S.$8,387m. in 1960.6 Provisional figures for 1961,
showing a value of U.S.$8,166m., are distorted by the exclusion of investments
in Cuba (valued at U.S.$956m. in 1960) in view of their confiscation by the
Castro government, and by the revaluation of plant and equipment of a major
oil company in Venezuela by U.S.$406m. Although the total of United States
investments in Latin America has increased by a substantial amount and is
about one-quarter of all United States capital overseas, investments in other
regions have shown a more spectacular growth; between 1950 and 1961 United
States investments in Latin America rose by 84 percent, while those in the
other two main targets for United States investment, Canada and Europe, in-
creased by 230 percent and 341 percent, those in the other two main under-
developed areas, Africa and Asia, by 273 percent and 148 percent-though in
these two areas the absolute amounts are much smaller-and investments in
Oceania by 330 percent. The picture of United States investments presented
by general statfistcin is o.ratly distorted by petroleum investrments, n especina-ly
in Venezuela, by mining investments in Chile and Peru and by shipping invest-
ments in Panama. Investments in manufacturing industry in Latin America
showed more general increases: in Argentina from U.S.$161m. in 1950 and
U.S.$158m. in 1959 to U.S.$283m. in 1961; in Brazil from U.S.$248m. in 1950
to U.S.$543m. in 1961; in Mexico from U.S.$133m. to U.S.$414m. over the same
period, and in Venezuela from U.S.$24m. to U.S.$196m.

United States: Distribution of direct investments abroad, 1950-61

[Million U.S. dollars]

1950 1957 1959 1960 19611

Latin America -4445 7,434 8,120 8, 387 ' 8,166
Canada -3,579 8, 769 10,310 11,198 11,804
Europe - --------------------------------------- - 1, 733 4,151 5,323 6,681 7, 655
Africa ------------------------------------------- 287 664 833 925 1,070
Asia ----------------------------------------- -- 1,001 2,019 2,237 2, 291 2,482
Oceania -256 698 879 994 1,101

Total (including others) ---- 11,788 25,394 29,827 32, 778 34, 684

'Provisional.
'Excluding Cuba.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

6 In assessing the significance of these figures the considerable rise In prices over thfs
period must be taken into account; on the other hand, book values of investment (usually
depreciated original cost) do not reflect current replacement values.
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United States: Distribution of direct investments in Latin America, 1950-61

[Million U.S. dollars]

1950 1957 1959 1960 19611

Argentina--3 333 366 472 635
Brazil --------------------------------------- 6 44 835 828 953 1,000
Chile-540 666 729 738 725
Colombia -193 396 401 424 425
Cuba -642 849 95M sM ---------
Dominican Republic--16 88 104 105 105
Guatemala -16 106 132 131 126
Honduras ---------- 62 108 110 100 95
Mexico -- ---------------------------------- - 415 739 758 795 822
Panama-58 201 327 405 466
Peru ----------------------------------------------- 145 383 428 446 437
Uruguay-- 57 45 47 49
Venezuela -993 2,465 2,690 2, 569 3,017
Others -131 207 247 247 262

Total --- 4----,------------------------------- 4,445 7,434 8,120 8,387 ' 8,166

Provisional.
,Excluding Cuba.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

The inflow of direct investment capital from the U.S.A. has declined markedly
in recent years, and reinvested earnings have assumed a greater proportionate
significance.

U.S. investment in Latin America
[Million U.S. dollars]

Net capital outflow
Reinvested earnings

I Provisional.

More recent data are not available but, according to U.S. balance of payments
figures, the net capital outflow to Latin America on account of direct invest-
ments fell from U.S.$141m. in 1961 to a net inflow of U.S.$18m. in 1962. Mr.
Teodoro Moscoso, Coordinator of the Alliance for Progress, has estimated that
this is due primarily to large remittances from Venezuela; if these are excluded
the net flow from the U.S.A. to Latin America of new direct investments in
1962 is estimated at U.S.$150m. to U.S.$200m., of which between U.S.$120m.
and U.S.$150m. were probably in the key area of manufacturing. This estimate,
which does not include reinvested earnings, shows, however, a more optimistic
view than that taken by some other observers.
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United State8: Direct investments in Latin America, 1961'

[Million U.S. dollars]

Mining Mann-
Total and Petro- factur- Public Trade Others

smelt- leum ing utilities
Ing

Argentina 635 (2) (2) 283 (2) 28 324
Brazil -1000 14 92 543 198 127 26
Chile -------------- 725 503 (2) 27 (2) 13 183
Colombia -425 (2) 229 94 28 50 24
Guatemala-126 (2) 28 (2) 66 6 26
Mexico --------------------------------------- 822 130 48 414 29 97 104
Panama ----- 468 17 64 12 21 189 165
Peru -437 242 71 37 20 43 25
Uruguay -49 (2) (2) 22 (2) 5 23
Venezuela -3,017 (2) 2,371 196 33 186 231

Total -8,166 1,105 3,247 1,655 664 763 732

X Provisional.
' Included in "Others."
3 Excluding Cuba, but including other countries.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

POSTWAR BRITISH INVESTMENT

In contrast with the U.S.A., the Tnite Kingdom has made only a modest
contribution to post-war direct investment in Latin America. The large-scale
liquidation of British investments in the years just after the war, the scaling
down of Latin American government debts, and the persistence of certain long-
standing disputes, especially over old investments in Argentina, undoubtedly had
an adverse effect on British investors and contributed to a neglect of Latin
America unparalleled in Britain's relations with any other major region of the
world. The Commonwealth provided a powerful counter-attraction for British
trade and investment, especially as it belonged to the same currency area with
complete freedom of capital movements. In contrast, Latin America had a repu-
tation for much political and economic instability, exchange controls were in
force in several of the republics and, since Latin America is outside the sterling
area, it was not so easily accessible to British investors; on all these counts
Latin America appeared unattractive. The relatively low level of British in-
vestment helps in turn to account for the slower progress made by the United
Kingdom than by most other European countries towards improving its position
in Latin America's import trade.

United Kingdom: Private direct investmnent over8eas'

[Millions of pounds]

1958 1959 1960 1961

Latin America -5.2 11.7 14.6 20.2
Of which-

Argentina-.8 3.1 4.0 8.6
Brazil --------------------------- 4.3 5.3 4.0 4.3
Chile --------------------------- - .6 .6 1.7

United States and Canada .- - -38.1 51.4 42.8 35.5
Western Europe - ----- ------------ - 13.8 19.9 24.8 37.7
Other nonsterling countries -7.8 5.6 5.1 1.8
Rest of sterling area -78.8 100.0 152.0 112.6

Total ----------------------------- 143.7 188.5 239.4 207.6
Adjusted total -144.0 196.0 247.0 226.0

Of which unremitted profits of subsidiaries -74.0 93.0 85.0 74. 0

1 Annual figures, excluding petroleum and insurance.
2 Adjusted for incomplete repottage.

Source: Board of Trade.
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Bank of England figures published annually up to 1957 show that the nominal
value of all Latin American securities (including government bonds) owned by
United Kingdom residents and quoted on the Stock Exchange fell from £774m.
in 1938 to £314m. in 1948 and to £140m. in 1957, at which date the greater part
was in direct investment. Against a repatriation of investments with a nominal
value of £353m. between 1946 and 1951, payments of £227m. were received,
the greater part of the discrepancy being accounted for by the difference between
the purchase price agreed for the Argentine railways (f150m.) and their nominal
capital of about £250m. This statistical series, admittedly incomplete in its
coverage, has been discontinued with the publication by the Board of Trade of
figures showing the annual movement of capital and profits into and out of the
United Kingdom; no new measurement of the total value-of British investments
abroad has been attempted. The figures of new investment, covering the years
1958 to 1961, are summarized in the accompanying table. They show that invest-
ment in Latin America, though only a relatively small part of United Kingdom
overseas investment, increased fourfold between 1958 and 1961 to reach about
10 percent of the total. When it is remembered that these figures exclude
insurance and petroleum-in which the United Kingdom has important invest-
ments in Latin America, especially in Venezuela-the total of £20m. for 1961 is
not so small as is commonly supposed.

OTHER EUROPEAN cOUNTRIEs

In contrastrwith Great Britain, Western Germany has made Latin America the
principal destination of its capital exports to developing countries. The total
flow of funds from West Germany to Latin America (official and private, multi-
lateral and bilateral) between 1950 and mid-1962 is quoted as DM.4,521m.
(approximately U.S.$1,100m.) , of which the bilateral component was DM.3,962m.,
and which is rather more than a quarter of the total outflow from Western
Germany to all developing countries. The effective outlay of private capital-
including the net increase in guaranteed export credits, direct investment and
other bilateral assistance-to development areas was DM.8,179m., of which
DM.3,385m. went to Latin America, DM.1,415m. to developing countries in
Europe, DM.1,623m. to Asia, and DM.777m. to Africa.

Western Germany: Private direct investments abroad'

[Millions of deutsche marksl

End 1961 End 1962

Latin America- 1.098.9 1,356. 9United States and Canada 792. 1 1,007. 7
Europe ----------------------------------------- 1, 747. 7 1, 979.0Africa -221.9 316. 9Asia -150.4 186. 5Australia and Oceania -98.5 108. 7

Total- 4,109. 5 4,955.7

X Cumulative figures. Latin America includes West Indies and dependent territories.
Source: Bundesministerium fur Wirtschaft, Bonn.

West German private direct investments abroad were resumed after the war
in 1952, the annual outflow rising from DM.421.1m. in 1952/53 to DM.947.7m.
in 1961 and DM.846.2m. in 1962. The regional distribution of these investments,
given in the accompanying table, shows that investments in Latin America far
outstripped those in any other developing area. Brazil alone has received more
West German investment than any other country in the world, not even excepting
those of North America and Europe. Brazilian figures indicate that about two-
thirds of this investment have been concentrated in the motor-vehicle industry
and most of the remainder in steel, chemicals, and heavy engineering. Argentina
is the second main focus for German investment in Latin America, investments
in other countries, even Mexico, being relatively small.

7 Deutsch-Stidamerikanische Bank. Deutsche Entwcicklungshilfe und Latetinamerika.
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Western Germanv: Private direct investments in Latin America

[Millions of deutsche marks]

End 1961 End 1962

Argentina - --- - ------------------------------------------- 159.7 231.2
Brazil - ------------------------- - - - -- - - - - - - - 639.7 772.6
Chile -21.2 23.2
Colombia -38.0 63.3
Ecuador ------------------------------------------------------- 4.4 4.7
Peru -- ------------------------------------------------ 10. 1 21.2
Uruguay ------------------------------------------------------ 13.3 13.3
Venezuela -- ---------------------------------------------------- 23.4 27.8
Mexico ---------------------------------------------------- 37.4 52.8
Panama --- - - - - 33.4 32.9
Central America- 6.3 8.3
Cuba - 2 1.2
Netherlands Antilles ---- ---------------------------- 87.0 87.9
Others ---- 19.8 12.8

Total ---------------------------------------- 1,o8. 9 1,356.9

I Cumulative investment from 1982, including West Indies and dependent territories.

Source: Bundesministerium fur Wirtschaft, Bonn.

Among other European countries, net foreign investments (not more specifi-
cally defined) by Italian residents in six main Latin American countries-
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexieo, and Venezuela-rose, according to
the Italian Exchange Control, from the equivalent of U.S.$7.7m. in 1958 to
U.S.$22.8m. in 1959, to U.S.$20.9m. in 1960, to U.S.$23.4m. in 1961, and to a
provisional figure of U.S.$59.1m. in 1962. In the last year investments in Argen-
tina and Brazil accounted for U.S.$30.0m. and U.S.$23.3m.

Swedish direct investments in Latin America averaged about 43.4m. kronor
annually between 1955 and 1962, equivalent to about U.S.$8.4m. In a period
in which total Swedish foreign investments, and those in the developing countries
generally, show a marked increase, the annual flow of investments to Latin
America shows on balance little change.

Latin American access to the Swiss capital market has been chiefly through
export credits and direct investments. Of a total of 3,718m. Swiss francs in
loans floated on the Swiss market from 1947 to mid-1961, Latin American
borrowers accounted for only- 15.3m. francs, and for only 112.3m. francs out of
2,510m. in bank credits. However, Latin American countries received 34 percent
of Swiss exports covered by Swiss export credit insurance outstanding at the
end of 1962; insured exports of capital goods to Latin America in 1962 were
valued at 275m. francs, out of a total of 776m. francs. Swiss private direct in-
vestments in Latin America have also accounted for a high proportion of the
country's total investments in developing countries, amounting to 60 percent
in 1959.

CONCLUSION

The general picture of private investment in Latin America since the war
cannot reasonably be described as disappointing when it is considered ehat direct
investment alone reached an annual average of over U.S.$600m. over the decade
ended in 1960-even though trends in the past two years have been more am-
biguous. The features of the Latin American scene that are often regarded as
discouraging, political and economic instability, have not perhaps been as great
a deterrent as might have been expected. Less satisfactory aspects of the matter
have been the fluctuations in the capital inflow over quite short periods and the
very uneven distribution of foreign investment among the twenty republics;
those that have the greatest need of foreign capital have on the whole received
the least.

The outlook for direct investment in the area is now perhaps rather more
uncertain than in 1960: Brazil and Argentina seem less attractive than two years
ago, one because of the worsening of the economic situation and some re-
crudeseence of nationalism, and the other because of the persistence of political
problems and the consequent delay in remedying certain basic defects in the
economy. In Mexico, the most stable of the larger republics, the inflow of
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foreign funds seems to have recovered from the setback that occurred in 1960,
but in the other main focus for foreign direct investment, Venezuela, there seems
to be little prospect of any large inflow into petroleum and mining as in former
years, and new investment is likely to be directed more to the growing, but still
relatively small, manufacturing industry. It does not seem reasonable to expect
that the total of foreign private investments in Latin America will quickly regain
the peak levels of the late 1950's; yet the capital-exporting countries were never
in a better position to make investments. It has to be recognized that the U.S.A.
faces balance-of-payments problems, but it does not seem likely that Washington
will allow this to obstruct the flow of capital to Latin America at a time when
the Alliance for Progress has still to be firmly established.

Clearly much could be done to improve the investment climate in Latin
America, and the foreign investor might reasonably ask how he can be expected
to have greater confidence in countries where domestic holders of capital some-
times prefer to invest in low-yielding securities abroad.8 There are very wide
differences in investment conditions in the Latin American Republics, ranging
from virtually unrestricted freedom, as in Peru, to the more complex situations
in Mexico and Brazil. There are still free exchange markets for the remittance
of profits and the repatriation of capital in nearly all Latin American Republics,
though now with the important exception of Brazil. The regulation of the
movements and employment of capital is generally confined to specific activities
deemed of special interest to the nation.

Economic nationalism remains a force to be reckoned with in Latin America,
but in most countries it is latent rather than active. The less developed countries
seem on the whole to attract official loans rather than private direct investments,
and multilateral rather than bilateral aid. This does not in general lead respon-
sible governments to restrict the flow of private capital, though in Brazil the Gov-
ernment's relatively mild profits remittance Bill was modified by Congress and
made much more restrictive. Nationalism in Brazil is also apparent in the
Government's plan to acquire the remaining U.S.-owned public service under-
takings.

The move to restrict profit remittances in Brazil was probably influenced by
exaggerated estimates of their incidence on the balance of payments. Yet
figures compiled by Conjuntura Econdmica show that the inflow of risk capital
into Brazil (excluding reinvestments) in the seven years up to 1953, when the
free exchange market was established, amounted to U.S.$105m., whereas in the
following seven years they reached U.S.$608m.; on the other hand, the effective
remittance of profits and dividends averaged U.S.$47m. a year from 1947 to 1953,
but an average of only U.S.$34m. annually in the period 1954 to 1960. This
was a very small proportion of the debit items in the balance of payments, and
it was, moreover, in service of foreign capital that did not expect to be repa-
triated within a definite period. Certainly the effect of the Brazilian profit
remittance legislation can only be to deter new foreign direct investment, which
had in any case shown signs of falling off; even if the permitted level of profit
remittances were higher than the percentage that is in practice normally re-
mitted, the very existence of restrictions is seen as evidence of hostility to foreign
capital and provokes fears of further restriction.

Nevertheless, if economic nationalism still remains a force in Latin America,
it has revealed itself on a fairly well-defined pattern; it has been directed pri-
marily at public services-which no longer attract foreign investors as in the
past-and the extractive industries that have a dominant position in the econ-
omy. Outside these spheres the Latin American republics remain largely private-
enterprise economies; even in Mexico, where State economic activity has de-
veloped more than in most republics, and where the "Mekicanization" of utilities
and mines has been carried out by agreement with the owners, the State has
been careful to delineate the areas of industry that the private sector is being
encouraged to develop. In broad terms, it is estimated that about 30 percent
of economic activity in Latin America is government-controlled, with the private
setor accounting for 70 percent; of the latter, 90 percent is in turn estimated
to be owned domestically and only 10 percent by foreigners. With few excep-

S There have been many references, particularly in the U.S.A., to the flight of domestic
capital from Latin. America to havens abroad, and several estimates of the total volume
of capital so lodged. Adequate data on this subject are hard to obtain. but it is proper to
note a Latin American view that holds the largest estimates to be misleading: since a strict
definition of "flight capital" involves motives and intentions. movements of funds respond-
ing to this concept are virtually unidentifiable and it is possible that some of the estimates
are inflated by the inclusion of capital movements of a different nature that cannot be
legitimately classified as speculative.
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tions, mostly In heavy industry such as steel and petroleum products, manufac-
turing industry is left to the private sector. It is worth noting that there have
been virtually no expropriations of a manufacturing industry for economic rea-
sons; the few known cases have been motivated by political considerations.

Relatively little has been achieved under the Alliance for Progress to encour-
age a greater contribution by foreign private capital to Latin America's develop-
ment, and the impression persists that the Alliance is essentially a government-
to-government aid programme. The Inter-American Development Bank has,
however, made loans amounting to U.S.$59m. (up to April 1963) to private
industrial companies, and has made 24 loans to development banks, financieras,
and groups of domestic banks, for relending to small or medium-sized enter-
prises.

The foreign investor has an important contribution to make-qualitatively even
more than quantitatively, particularly in helping to raise technological stand-
ards. The problem of stimulating the flow of private investment capital to
Latin America was considered in a report submitted to the U.S. Secretary of
Commerce in January 1963 by the Commerce Committee of the Alliance for
Progress (COMAP) under the chairmanship of Mr. Peter J. Grace. The Commit-
tee reached the somewhat discouraging conclusion that there was "little hope for
creating the kind of climate that U.S. investors want in Latin America without
increasing substantially the assistance that is being extended, and even then it
is unlikely that normal conditions attractive to foreign capital can be created
for a number of years." The Committee recommended various changes in U.S.
tax legislation to favour investors in Latin America. Other recommendations
included the establishment of a substantial pool of local currencies, to be fed
from counterpart funds of surplus food shipments and other sources, for lending
to both United States and locally owned enterprises, and the extension of the
U.S. Investment Guarantee Programme.

This programme, which offers investors protection against the specific risks
of inconvertibility, expropriation or confiscation, and war, as well as "extended-
risk" insurance in certain cases, has evoked a very rapid rise in applications for
cover by United States investors. At the end of September last, U.S.$1,000m. of
specific risk guarantees had been issued, with U.S.$771m. currently outstanding,
and applications for approximately U.S.$2,600m. were pending, of which about 42
percent related to Latin America. These investment guarantee agreements do not
cover all Latin American countries; the nonparticipating republics include Brazil
and Mexico. Relatively few countries participate in all three specific risk cover-
ages: they are Colombia, the Dominican Republic, Nicaragua, Panama, and Ven-
ezuela; and Argentina has now been added by an agreement reached in June
1963. One of the difficulties in extending the programme has apparently been the
reluctance of many governments to enter into bilateral agreements with the
U.S.A. which provide for the U.S. Government's succession to the investor's
property rights or foreign currency assets, for most-favoured-nation treatment
for losses due to war, and for arbitration following payment of a claim under
an investment guarantee. The Agency for International Development has,
however, devised a formula "which is expected to eliminate the most serious
objections to acceptance by foreign governments".

Recent months have also seen the formation of several private or semiofficial
groups whose purpose it is to stimulate European interest in Latin America and
a greater flow of private capital to that area. The activities of these groups
should eventually bring a greater awareness of Europe's obligations to Latin
America as an integral part of the Western world and, within the private sector,
of the opportunities for profitable investment in Latin America. Fundamentally,
however, a greater flow of private capital to Latin America must depend on
conditions in the republics themselves. Until there is a general improvement in
the investment climate, the inflow of investment funds will continue to be
selective and liable to sharp fluctuations. The size of the inflow since the war,
despite adverse circumstances, and the enthusiasm of many who have made a
success of investment ventures in Latin America in recent years, give an indi-
cation of what could be expected if greater political and economic stability were
assured.

Assistance In obtaining statistical information is gratefully acknowledged
to the following:
C. G. Trinkaus, D1isseldorf, Germany.
Skandinaviska Banken, G6teborg, Sweden.
Union de Banques Suisses, Zurich, Switzerland.
The Italian Economic Corporation (U.K. Representatives and affiliate of Banca

Nazionale del Lavoro). London.
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(Subsequently the following communication from David E. Bell,
Administrator, Agency for International Development, and a paper by
Harvey S. Perloff and Romulo Almeida were received:);

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT,

Washington, D.C.
Hon. JOHN SPARKMAN,
Subcommittee on Inter-A rmerican Elconomic Relationships,
Joint Economic Committee, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR SPARKMAN: To supplement the information provided the sub-
committee in testimony and supporting documents, I am enclosing a paper on
private enterprise under the Alliance for Progress.

If we can provide any other data for the committee's use, please let me
know.

Sincerely,
DAVID E. BELL, Administrator.

Enclosure.

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE UNDER THE ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS

A number of the major objectives of the Alliance for Progress concern them-
selves directly with raising per capita income, diversifying national economic
structures, accelerating industrialization, and increasing productivity. To ac-
complish these and the other Alliance goals, both public and private resources
must be mobilized effectively. U.S. private investment is playing a significant
role in Latin American development, and is being backed up by further U.S.
Government activity.

The problems which have plagued the Latin American economies are not new,
nor will they be solved quickly. One-commodity countries remain at the mercy
of fluctuations in the world market. Low export prices have plagued the trade
position of many. Inflation has weakened currencies. Capital has fled where
political and economic climates have been unstable. Internal credit is not
easily available. Institutions for development financing-savings and loan
associations, development banks, and so forth-often are just coming into
existence. At the same time, the demands of the Latin Americans are
increasing as population grows at the fastest rate in the world.

Nevertheless, encouraging trends are developing which indicate how private
enterprise-by its own initiative and aided by favorable Government action-
can effectively contribute to the amelioration of some of the region's most
basic economic problems.

The growth of manufacturing-the backbone of a developed economy-is
continuing at an accelerated pace. U.S. firms have contributed to this growth
substantially. Now, Japanese, German, and other European investments also'
are coming in.

Economic integration, through the Central American Common Market and
the Latin American Free Trade Association, is shifting traditional trade
patterns. More than just eliminating barriers and reducing tariffs, integra-
tion stimulates production and reduces dependence on imports. In some cases,
improved terms of trade combined with the growth of manufacturing and
diversification of exports are beginning to show results in improved balance-of-
payments situations. New credit and other private financial institutions are
being created and are flourishing, making available money for the development
of the private sector.

MANUFACTURING GRows

Of all the growth in the private sector, the most notable has been in the
manufacturing sector-both in the more stable countries and in those where
considerable risk is involved. Manufacturing output has increased significantly
in the mechanical industries, such as transportation equipment, appliances, spare
parts, cars, and electrical equipment. The economic integration movements in
the hemisphere can help to provide the large markets needed for these
industries.

New U.S. investments are being made more in the manufacturing industries,
and less in the more traditional mining and utilities investments. Many U.S.
firms have expanded their Latin American operations. U.S. industry has made
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significant new investments in, for example, automobile production (in Brazil
and Argentina), petrochemicals (a group project in Argentina), tractors and
similar equipment production. U.S. enterpreneurs are going into more joint
ventures, allowing greater Latin American participation in the new industries.
Since the inception of the Alliance, U.S. banks have expanded considerably their
Latin American operations. A U.S. tire company's investment in a plant in
Ecuador helped revitalize a depressed area and spurred the expansion of small
local industries. This pattern is repeated again and again.

Considerable publicity has been given to the fact that in 1962 there was a
net outflow of U.S. direct new investment in Latin America. The great weight
of remittances of oil earnings from Venezuela has distorted the entire picture,
however. Excluding Venezuela, the net inflow of new U.S. investment was
$158 million in 1962. U.S. investment activity in Latin America is reflected
even more accurately by adding new investment plus reinvested earnings and
depreciation. The total U.S. private investment in Latin America in 1962 then
comes close to $1 billion.

AID'S EFFORBTS

All of AID's efforts are directed at stabilizing and strengthening Latin
American economies so that they can increase their output. These increases
can be generated only by a vigorous private sector. AID encourages the Latin
American governments to involve the Latin American private sector in develop-
ment efforts, and to support stabilization programs which will insure that both
foreign and domestic private resources are directed into development efforts.
Similarly, AID strives to involve the U.S. private sector even more in the
Alliance, to complement the public U.S. support given through AID's programs,
food for peace, the Peace Corps, and others.

Direct capital participation in Latin America's development by the U.S.
private sector is encouraged by AID's incentive programs. Private contractors
are frequently enlisted to provide essential training for manpower development
and to carry out construction or other services in loan projects.

AID's loans-the U.S. public effort-are used to strengthen these incentives.
They provide direct help to industries. Indirectly, they can provide credit
for the banking system, supply vital imports, or improve the investment climate
by alleviating underlying structural problems.

AID INCENTIVES

AID programs for encouraging U.S. investors to go into Latin America include
investment survey grants and guarantees for both business and housing
investments.

Entrepreneurs surveying investment possibilities in Latin America can be
reimbursed for half the cost of the survey if they do not proceed with their
investments. Surveys approved to date could result in a total private invest-
of over $80 million, without cost to the U.S. Government.

Investors in 18 of the Latin American countries (including Jamaica and
Trinidad) can be insured by AID against losses due to inconvertibility of
currency, expropriation, or war risks, as well as against certain other losses.
Four hundred and thirty-eight million dollars in specific risk guarantees had been
issued for U.S. investments in virtually every phase of private sector activity,
as of December 31, 1963. Eighty-six percent of these guarantees have been
Issued under the Alliance for Progress. Activity in the last quarter of 1963
alone almost doubled the activity of the previous 15 months for Latin America.

Still other investors can receive the so-called all-risk insurance for business
undertakings. To provide the much-needed capital for mortgage lending in
Latin America, and to provide guidance in the methods of large-scale housing
development, the housing investment guaranty program provides U.S. investors
with insurance on the return of their investment. The operation of the housing
guaranty program has speeded up considerably in the past few months. Sixty-
one million dollars in housing guarantees is already authorized, AID is now
utilizing the experience and talent of the Federal Housing Administration
to process other applications expeditiously.
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SPECIFIC LOAN ACTITIE5

AID's funds are used to support private enterprise in many ways. Program
loans have helped bolster the general economic development situation in Colom-
bia and Chile, particularly by providing development imports for the private
sector. They help to provide the basic stability essential for a good investment
climate.

In Colombia, furthermore, a large portion of the local currency proceeds
of such a loan are being used for the private investment fund-a new invest-
ment agency in Colombia which is channeling domestic and foreign investment
into top priority areas of the private sector. Assistance from the fund will
be available for industries which promote diversification and growth of
Colombian exports; eliminate domestic shortage of goods and services considered
essential to promote exports and domestic industry; or make available goods
successfully substituting for imported products and thus strengthening
Colombia's balance of payments. The equivalent of over $18 million has been
lent so far by the private investment fund to Colombian businessmen.

Under the Alliance for Progress, great emphasis has been placed on direct-
ing resources into institutions which will provide the credit usually unavailable
for small businessmen, farmers, and homeowners. AID has made 30 loans
to help establish and support development banks, agricultural banks, and
savings and loan institutions. These banks also are receiving substantial sup-
port from the Latin Americans, who are beginning to realize the importance of
channeling their private resources into the development process.

Extensive work is being done under AID auspices to establish a cooperative
movement in Latin America. Credit unions and housing, labor, agricultural
and rural electric cooperatives are being supported with AID loans and with
training and administrative assistance under contract with the counterpart
U.S. groups.

AID loans have been made directly to private industry in Latin America.
Technical assistance is being provided to help the growing industrial sector
train the manpower it needs.

AID is helping to finance numerous infrastructure projects-essential under-
takings by the Latin American governments, directly affecting the growth of
private enterprise. By the improvement of road, airport, port, and power
facilities, new areas are being opened up for development, entire regions are
being brought into the national economy, expanded industry and agriculture
have access to markets they need. Immediate benefits are felt in the economy
of the Latin American country, where these projects stimulate employment.
U.S. private enterprise benefits also from these loan projects. Private U.S.
contractors-engineers, consultants, and construction firms, for example-are
being used to carry out a major portion of the work required, especially for
planning and implementing projects in transportation in virtually all of the
Latin American countries.

Private enterprise also benefits from AID loans in other areas. Education
loans help provide skilled manpower and increase the capabilities of unskilled
labor. The provision of housing will provide a more stable labor force.

The Alliance for Progress and Latin American development have benefited
indeed from the expanded and energetic activity of U.S. private enterprise.
U.S. firms have gone into Latin America often against considerable odds; and
without seeking assistance, they have fought until success was achieved.
Similarly, U.S. private enterprise has benefited from its participation in the
Alliance as financier, teacher, builder, manufacturer. New mechanisms are
constantly being sought to encourage U.S. private enterprise to assume an
even greater role in Latin American development U.S. business will be tied
in more closely in the future with European, Japanese, and Latin American
ventures, carried out on a joint basis. One encouraging venture of this type-
the Atlantic Community Development Group for Latin America (ADELA)
has already begun its investment programing.

AID will continue to utilize every available resource of the private sector
in its own programs.
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REGIONAL ECONOMIC INTEGRATION IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF LATIN AMERICA

T HE RAPID economic development of the Latin Ameri-
can countries-a substantial industrial expansion, the

growth of highly productive commercial agriculture, and an in-
crease in high-income service activities-appears to be feasible
only through regional economic integration. This is so because
of the limitations in national markets and resources, as well as in
the prospects of traditional international trade.

FROM FREE TRADE AREA TO COMMON MARKET

The effort to encourage intra-regional exports through free
trade area negotiations has made only limited progress to date.

DR. HARVEY S. PERLOFF (UNITED STATES) is presently a member of the Panel of
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Clearly, the full potential value of the Latin American Free Trade
Association (LAFTA) has not been exploited as yet. It is useful to
consider the conditions under which the most serious limitations
could be overcome within the terms of the Treaty of Montevideo.
Thus, under the Treaty there could be a substantial expansion of
negotiations under the general "program of liberalization" as well
as in the special industrial complementarity agreements, if the
following conditions could be created:

(a) The establishment of confidence in the future de-
velopmental opportunities, particularly for the medium
sized and smaller and less developed countries. While
these countries are given privileged status involving uni-
lateral tariff concessions, under existing arrangements
they do not see this as resulting automatically in actual
production and trade opportunities.

(b) Tariff concessions on items not now traded in
Latin America, rather than concentrating mainly on
traded items, as well as the working out of some funda-
mental agreements on industrial complementarity. In
looking ahead, it is essential to accept the necessity for
a quid pro quo in abstaining from certain lines of pro-
duction while increasing output in others, largely
following the dictates of natural advantage where it
genuinely exists.

(c) Effective promotion of industrial and trade oppor-
tunities on the technical, entrepreneurial and financial
levels. In developing countries, trade liberalization must
be accompanied by industrial and trade promotion.

(d) More extensive harmonization of legislation on
trade, foreign exchange and related economic matters,
and the creation of financial mechanisms on a regional
basis.

Through the extension of the various arrangements provided by
the Treaty and, in general, through a more dynamic approach to
achieve the basic objectives set forth in the Treaty, which would

27-779 0-04----30
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follow from stronger political backing,' LAFTA could actually
become, with certain modifications, a common market arrange-
ment, since automatic across-the-board tariff cuts and progressive
implementation of a common-standard tariff are institutionally
possible.2 The necessary modifications could be expected to come
as a consequence of new expectations and firmer political support.

Without the existence of such positive conditions, negotiation
of tariff reductions, product by product, within a free trade area
is inevitably a slow and painful process. Existing industries, no

1 Radl5 Prebisch, in a valuable statement to a LAFTA conference, underlined the
importance of certain "great political decisions" for progress in regional economic
integration. These, he suggests, should cover four principal points: (a) establish-
ment of quantitative goals for reduction and elimination of tariffs; (b) laying the
foundations for industrial complementarity agreements; (c) defining the means for
putting into practice the principle which establishes reciprocal advantage for all
the contracting parties; and (d) creating the technical and financial agencies for
the promotion of the common market. Exposicidn del Dr. Radl Prebisch, Subsecre-
tario de las Naciones Unidas a cargo de la Secretarla Ejecutiva de la Comisidn
Econdmica para America Latina (CEPAL) en la Segunda Sesidn Plenaria del Segundo
Periodo de Sesiones de la Conferencia de las Partes Contratantes de la Asociacidn
Latinoamericana de Libre Comercio, Mexico, DY., 28 de agosto de 1962 (mimeo-
graphed).

2 Basic documents on economic integration and discussion of the free trade area
and a common market are presented in studies by ECLA, IDB, OAS, and others,
including: ECLA, Multilateral Economic Co-operation in Latin America, Vol. I
Text and Documents, E/CN.12/621, 1962 (contains, in addition to the treaties and
other basic documents, studies on payments and credit, on customs policy, and
nomenclature and procedures); ECLA, The Latin American Common Market, E/CN.
12/531, 1939; Inter Latin American Trade: Current Problems, E/CN.12/423, Jan-
uary 1957; Towards a Dynamic Development Policy for Latin America, E/CN.12/
680, 14 April 1963; ECLA and OAS, Foreign Private Investments in the Latin
American Free Trade Area, E/CN.12/550, 1961; OAS/ECLA, Economic and Social
Survey of Latin America, Vol. 1, 1961, Chapters I and 2 (Pan American Union,
Washington, D.C.); IDB, Economic Integration: Financial Aspects, Report on
Roundtable Discussion, Fourth Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors of IDB,
April 1963; IDB, Toward a More Effective LAFTA, John W. Delaplaine, January
1963; ECLA, Realizaciones y Perspectivas en el Proceso del Mercado Regional, E/CN.
12/668, 1963; OAS, Latin American Economic Integration, OAS/Series H/X.1, June,
1961; CEMLA, Problemas de Un Mercado Comdn en America Latina, Sidney Dell,
1959; CEMLA, La Contribucidn de los Sistemas Financieros a la Integracion Eco-
nomica de America Latina, "Relatorias de la VII Reunion Operativa," 1962.

Other useful studies are those of Victor L. Urquidi, Free Trade and Economic
Integration in Latin America (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California
Press, 1962), and Sidney Dell, Trade Blocs and Common Markets (New York: Knopf,
1963).
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matter how small and insignificant they may be, will want to
protect themselves against outside competition and bring pressure
to bear on their governments to this end. Thus, free trade area
negotiations, lacking demonstrative, positive attractions-gains
apparent to the key groups in each country-tend to be carried
out in a cautious and protective atmosphere, rather than in an
atmosphere dominated by expansionism and the possibilities for
the future.

The great need is to achieve a true common market conceived
basically as a customs union, as well as the direct and positive
promotion of large-scale industrial and agricultural expansion on
a regional, continent-wide basis. It may well be that both of
these-i.e., both the common market and the direct promotion-
must be achieved together if they are to be achieved at all. The
individual countries may have to have a view of the positive pro-
ductive gains to be made before they will back enthusiastically
a true common market arrangement which removes internal
tariffs across the board by specific percentages, and sets up a com-
mon external tariff. In this regard, it may be that the lesser de-
veloped regions cannot follow the same path to a common market
as the European countries. The latter did not require any new
regional industrial and agricultural promotion to appreciate the
value to themselves of being able to sell their goods and services
in a vastly expanded market.

Given the apparent limitations of the current approach to
regional integration, consideration should be given to a new and
broader approach. This would involve the promotion of specific
arrangements for regional industrial expansion on an industry
basis (as well as agricultural, mining, and service expansion where
appropriate), with accompanying tariff reductions and the removal
of other restrictions.

This might evolve as follows (using a specific example):
One can imagine a Latin American fomento agency as a dy-

namic organization with broad objectives and a variety of means
at its disposal, which, as part of its promotional activities, brings
together consortia: first, of private firms from Latin America, and,
second, from Europe, the United States and other countries, with
Latin American associates, willing to establish in Latin America
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a series of new industrially-linked highly advanced chemical,
electrical and machinery firms to sell to the whole Latin American
market.8 The removal of tariff and other restrictions for the
products of these linked industries could then be negotiated
through LAFTA and the Central American Common Market.
The location of the specific new plants, it is to be assumed, would
be based essentially on productivity considerations, but without
neglecting the proper balancing of industrial growing points in
the various sections of the region. Even if the location of the first
new plants was not fully satisfactory in terms of present national
aspirations for industrial production and prestige, the certainty
that fast-growing and diversified industries would establish other
new plants in additional countries over time would provide the
atmosphere for an expansionary approach to negotiations.

Once several such specific industrial arrangements were evolved,
the need for a customs union would become overwhelmingly clear
and the basis for true regional economic integration established.

There is, in addition, another side to this proposal. Even if a
true common market were set up in Latin America tomorrow,
there would still be need for an organized powerful effort to pro-
mote transnational industrial, agricultural and service develop-
ment. In an underdeveloped region, the freeing of trade alone
is not likely to be sufficient to spark a great economic expansion,
as was the case in industrially-advanced Europe. The newly
created opportunities and potentialities have to be exploited di-
rectly through a coordinated effort and new mechanisms because
the existing financial and organizational resources within the in-
dividual countries tend to be inadequate to take maximum ad-
vantage of such new opportunities. As a matter of fact, even a
concerted effort in industrial and agricultural promotion, as the
only companion to tariff negotiations, would not be adequate.
Many additional measures of a region-wide nature would be called
for to bring about rapid and broad-based economic development
in Latin America. Such region-wide measures, when related to

3 The industries mentioned are those in which some firms are already operating
in various Latin American countries, but in which promotion falls far short of
present use, not to mention projected demand.
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investment programs or projects, would also have to be the con-
cern of a fomento organization of the type proposed.

THREE PROPOSITIONS

The reasoning that lies behind this conclusion concerning the
need for a full spectrum of regional measures is as follows:

(a) Regional economic integration can contribute
enormously to the successful development of the coun-
tries of Latin America and therefore should be pursued
vigorously;

(b) The present operational and institutional ap-
proaches to regional integration are inadequate and too
timid to be successful; 4

- (c) The economic integration of an underdeveloped
region is an extremely difficult task because of the lack
of intra-regional trading traditions and lack of knowl-
edge concerning specific possibilities.5 Thus, the means
employed must be appropriate in breadth, scale and
boldness. The necessary breadth and scale can be
achieved only if integration is supported by a multi-
faceted regional development program, backed by broad
knowledge of Latin American industry and industrial
potential.

Let us examine these propositions.

THE REASONS FOR REGIONAL ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

In shorthand terms, regional economic integration can be de-
fined as bringing together into a common market a number
of countries, all aspiring toward a proportionately large and easy
movement of goods and services across national boundaries. In
the case of Latin America, economic integration can provide a

4 This is not to depreciate in any way the accomplishments to date. A good
many positive achievements have been scored, including trade classification, sec-
toral conferences, trade analyses, as well as the negotiation of some meaningful
tariff reductions.

5 There are also some great advantages: new patterns can be evolved and trade
effects are less rapid in their impact on vested interests.
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number of important advantages. These can best be seen against
the background of recent developments.

Powerful international forces and trends within individual
Latin American countries necessitate new approaches to economic
development within the region. These forces have been analyzed
in some depth in the studies referred to earlier and need only be
outlined here.

It has become increasingly difficult to accelerate, and in some
cases even to maintain, the previous growth rate of traditional
exports. In the face of expanding import needs, there have been
serious efforts to speed the process of import substitution. How-
ever, in the countries of Latin America where industrialization
is most advanced, the possibilities of development based on im-
port substitution for consumer and simpler producer goods are
rapidly being exhausted. Imports of intermediate and capital
goods from outside the region are substantial. Joined with other
needed imports, and bumping up against a relatively low export-
earnings ceiling, most of the countries have experienced severe
balance of payments difficulties.

The efforts to encourage import substitution have, in most
cases, resulted in the establishment of extremely high protective
tariffs and other trade barriers. The proliferation of industries
of every kind which have thus developed in essentially closed
markets has deprived Latin America of the advantages of speciali-
zation and economies of scale and of a sound form of internal
development.

The industrially more advanced countries face a situation in
which the most hopeful areas of expansion are in the substitution
of intermediate and capital goods. However, these generally re-
quire markets much larger than the domestic markets. Their
establishment is also complex and costly, so that additional savings
and investment, as well as an advanced type of know-how, must
be attracted.

The enlargement of the market for Latin American production
could greatly enhance the opportunities for the expansion of in-
dustry (as well as agriculture and services), bring gradually into
being a healthy type of competition which can encourage a
sturdier kind of internal development, and at the same time
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significantly improve the balance of payments situation. The
specific advantages that can be anticipated include the following:

New industries

Regional economic integration can provide a foundation for
economic growth through the establishment of new industries and
the expansion of existing industries which are characterized, for
technological and economic reasons, by substantial economies of
scale. Such economies may be internal or external to the firm.
The former normally arise from technological production charac-
teristics of the industry. External scale economies arise from
sources external to the firm such as the increasing efficiency of an
industry as a whole when its growth attracts specialized suppliers
or permits the organization of specialized services or better
organized marketing arrangements."

A number of studies by the United Nations Economic Com-
mission for Latin America have highlighted the many possibilities
for the expansion of manufacturing in Latin America through an
enlargement of the market. These include a variety of chemical
industries, iron and steel, automotive products, pulp and paper,
the production of railway equipment, naval equipment, heavy
electric equipment, and a host of other products.7

It is well to note that the size of the market is not a simple
matter of counting heads. Sales are dependent on "effective" de-
mand, people who not only want a product or service but are able
to pay for it. Thus, the market for most consumer products in

6 In the United States, for example, due to the variation of scale economies, a
plant of minimal efficient scale producing typewriters can produce up to 30 percent
of the nation's capacity output, while, by contrast, a cement mill of minimal effi-
cient scale produces less than one percent of the national total. Industries with
characteristics like that of typewriter production-including many machinery in-
dustries-and a whole host of specialized industries, can be established only in
areas with a large market, Cf. Joe S. Bain, "Economies of Scale, Concentration, and
the Condition of Entry in Twenty Manufacturing Industries," American Economic
Review, Vol. 44 (March, 1954), pp. 15-39.

7 For example, ECLA, La Industria Quimica en America Latina, Vol. II, E/CN.
12/628 (Nov. 1962); El Mercado Latinoamericano de Productos Quimicos, E/CN.
12/591 (1961);VThe Manufacture of Industrial Machinery and Equipment in Latin
America; 1. Basic Equipment in Brazil, E/CN.12/619 Rev. 1.
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Brazil, for example, is not a simple proportion of the 75 million
persons who may need or want the product but a small fraction
of that number (and very often a very small fraction indeed) due
to the poverty of the majority, as well as other factors. For in-
dustries that supply producers, rather than consumers directly,
the industrial underdevelopment of the Latin American countries
means that such producer markets can be quite small even in a
relatively large country. A supplier of specialized steel-making
machinery may well need a market as large as all the present steel
producers in Latin America, rather than in only one country, to
produce efficiently and competitively.

But this point need not be elaborated too much since the
stimulus to industry of increased size of market has been so dra-
matically demonstrated in Europe with the development of the
European Common Market.

An effective fomento effort should not only serve to increase
significantly total investment in Latin America, but also to im-
prove the investment "mix." At the present time, because of the
lag in industrial programming in most of the countries and in the
availability of industrial projects, investment in infrastructure
projects and other government programs tends to dominate the
investment picture. The fomento effort can be expected to in-
crease the proportion of investment channeled into directly
productive activities and thereby achieve a more favorable
investment "mix."

The stimulus of competition

Regional economic integration can provide a great stimulus to
economic growth through the strengthening of competition-
competition of goods, entrepreneurs, ideas, methods, style. Pos-
sibly the most important aspect is the potential influence that
integration can be expected to have to reduce the tendency of
producers to sell at a high price in a limited, rather than a mass,
market, with high over-all production costs because of the small
scale.

Professor Howard S. Ellis points out that "for the larger part
of the economically less developed world-but particularly for
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most of Latin America-conservatism of producers is a formida-
ble barrier to progress."8 Possibly much more important than
conservatism per se is the effect of monopolies arising from the
minimum scale of production in the face of the limitations of the
markets, growing out of the efforts with regard to import sub-
stitution.9 The invasion of previously monopolized territory by
foreign (extra-national) wares, Ellis suggests, can serve to reduce
price and profit margins, so that "many consumer goods now
regarded as luxuries or semi-luxuries become articles of mass con-
sumption." The process tends to be self-reinforcing; that is,
markets continue to expand as costs of products drop and as
incomes are boosted.10

In the case of Latin America, a distinction can justifiably be
made between the competition of imported goods from countries
of more or less the same degree of economic development and
committed to the integration of their markets on a mutually ad-
vantageous and reciprocal basis and those from much more highly
industrialized countries having advantages of already established
economies of scale and distribution organizations. The initial
disadvantages of the lesser developed countries need to be recog-
nized. However, it should be accepted, at the same time, that
such a distinction cannot be made over too long a period of time,
since regional monopolies should no more be tolerated for longer
than an incubating period than national monopolies. If regional
monopolies were to keep the prices of key products, such as
machine tools, far above the world price for long periods of time,
the whole process of industrial development in Latin America
would be damaged. The proper method would be to agree that,
first, competition should be fostered inside the common market

sHoward S. Ellis, "National Development Planning and Regional Economic In-
tegration," Organization, Planning, and Programming for Economic Development,
Vol. VIII of U.S. papers prepared for the U.N. Conference on the Application of
Science and Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas (Washington,
D.C., U.S. Printing Office, 1962), p. 44.

9The unfavorable economic effects associated with such monopolies are spelled
out in the recent ECLA study: Towards a Dynamic Policy for Latin America.

10 Tibor Scitovsky has attributed to the factor of increased competition the
greatest advantage of Western European integration. Economic Theory and West-
ern European Integration (London: George Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1958).
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and, second, that the common tariff on protected products should,
after a certain specific initial period, be progressively diminished.

Spirit of progress

A closely associated benefit of integration that can be antici-
pated is its stimulus to a spirit of progress with possibilities for
realizing the full fruits of progress. It can be expected to bring
with it a strong sense of growth and change, of modern manage-
ment, modern technology and modern methods of selling, of re-
search and development (an integral feature of many of the larger
manufacturing firms)-in general, a faster diffusion of technologi-
cal progress. It can also be expected to help foster more advanced
approaches to management-labor relations, the social responsi-
bilities of business, and a more fruitful relationship between
private enterprise and government.

An increase in external trade

An important element in regional economic integration is an
expansion of the possibilities for import substitution. Domestic
production within the region will inevitably displace many items
previously imported from outside the area. Yet, to the extent
that integration achieves its major purpose-a rapid over-all in-
crease in production and income throughout the region-his-
torical experience suggests that the result will be an increase in
external trade. As income rises, the Latin American countries
will increase both their desire and ability to buy more from
outside the region than they do now.

The potential is very great indeed. By 1975 the population of
Latin America is expected to exceed 300 000 000. ECLA has pre-
pared some rough projections to suggest the general order of
magnitude of production and investment under a successful
economic move forward. Assuming the stimulus of a regional
program could enable Latin America to resume the per capita
income growth rate that had been recorded from 1945 to 1955
(2.7 percent per annum, only slightly higher than the minimum
set by the Charter of Punta del Este), in order to achieve the
projected income expansion, gross investment would be in the
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vicinity of $30 billion in 1975, compared to $9 billion in 1955.
One quarter or more of this total would be comprised of ma-
chinery and equipment (some $8-10 billion, compared to $2.2
billion in 1955). Projections of gross expenditures suggest im-
pressive increases all along the line; for example, the purchase
of chemicals might be expected to reach over $8 billion com-
pared to $2.3 billion in 1955. Many of these requirements of an
industrializing economy will have to come from outside. Ob-
viously the composition of imports will change, away from those
goods that can be locally produced (most foodstuffs, many con-
sumer manufactures, and some capital goods) and toward others
that cannot be domestically substituted because of insufficient
natural resources, technological skills, or financial capacity (some
durable consumer goods, many heavy and complex capital goods).

The economic implications of a substantial increase in incomes
and exports are very great indeed. For instance, U.S.-Canadian
trade and investment totals are very close to those involved be-
tween the U.S. and Latin America, even though Canada's popu-
lation is less than 10 percent of Latin America's. This is due
largely to Canada's higher income and export levels. If the Latin
American economy grows by anywhere near the projections re-
corded above, it will offer greatly expanded market opportunities
to foreign traders and investors.'

Economic and political leverage

Regional economic integration can be expected to enhance the
economic and political importance of Latin America in inter-
national affairs, with an accompanying greater capacity for pro-
moting its own interests. An increase in bargaining power can
be expected to make a substantial difference in negotiations
centering on the export of basic commodities and trade relations
in general.

It is to be hoped that Latin America's economic development
can take place in a world increasingly geared to extensive and

"lDavid H. Pollock, "LAFTA: A Description and Evaluation," paper presented
at the Waterloo University College Seminar on International Business Management,

2 April 1962.
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relatively free international trade. While the economic integra-
tion of Latin America can certainly contribute to an increase in
world trade, it can also serve to further Latin America's develop-
ment goals under today's more restrictive trade conditions. In
a longer-run dynamic sense, the ability of a lesser developed
region to obtain a liberalization of tariffs on its exports to the
highly industrialized countries, and therefore to improve its terms
of trade and increase export earnings, is itself a key element in
strengthening its economic structure and in enabling the region
to reduce its barriers to imports from outside the region.

The other side of the coin of using greater trade leverage is,
of course, the possibility of retaliation. Here again the advantages
of an integated regional fomento approach to economic expan-
sion come to the forefront. Relatively favorable trade arrange-
ments would undoubtedly be easier to work out if attractive
investment possibilities and suppliers' and other credit provisions
were under consideration by the trading partners at the same
time.

In general . . .

What is suggested, in the final analysis, is that regional eco-
nomic integration can be expected to change the terms of refer-
ence within which economic development in Latin America will
take place. In essence it would amount to shifting the balance
in favor of more efficient production for mass consumption, in a
spirit of expansionism and progress. Also, as Pierre Uri has
pointed out, integration provides a greater capacity to resist out-
side shocks, helps overcome balance of payments difficulties and
monetary instability,' 2 and avoid cumulative restrictions. "This
decrease in vulnerability and instability, as well as the freer
circulation of skills and the revival of entrepreneurial spirit, is
a decisive contribution to development itself."'3

12Monetary instability is particularly pernicious because it forces producers to
keep boosting the prices of their goods and services so as not to be caught at any
time in a price squeeze. The capacity to expand the consumer market is severely
limited under such circumstances.

is Pierre Uri, Suggestions on the Problem of a Regional Market for Latin America,
ECLA Doc. N0 2083/59 e (mimeographed), p. 5.
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LAFTA: A first practical step

Against this background there are two things that can be said
about the present free trade area approach. First, joined with
the rapid progress being made in the establishment of a common
market for Central America, LAFTA is a clear indication that
the advantages of regional economic integration, at least in the
broadest sense, are generally appreciated by the leaders of Latin
America. And, secondly, it can be said that LAFTA represents
a first practical step in the integration direction. It is not unex-
pected that caution should rule when the gains to be had are still
rather vague and in the distant future, while the threatened losses
through new competition seem both real and immediate.14 The
problem, then, is to make the potential gains understandably
concrete so that the countries can countenance some small im-
mediate losses. And it is here that the fomento approach, as sug-
gested earlier-jointly with other program elements-can serve
to establish an expansionary atmosphere, within which a genuine
common market can emerge.

A FULL PROGRAM FOR INTEGRATION AND DEVELOPMENT

The third of our three propositions is that regional economic
integration, to serve fully as a powerful lever for economic growth
(in an underdeveloped region, as contrasted to Europe), must be
supported by an extensive regional planning and development
program. Such a program would have to include a number of
interrelated activities, in addition to the movement toward a
common market: (a) regional planning, (b) infrastructure projects
on a regional basis and cooperative service arrangements, (c) indus-
trial promotion, (d) the promotion of primary commodities, (e) the
promotion of cooperative regional financing and international
financing, and (f) the provision of detailed knowledge about indus-

14 Actually the assumptions made about the extent of immediate losses that would
be suffered from the competition which would follow upon the lowering of tariffs
often tend to be unrealistic. The advantages of local production in most cases
would be retained for some time, given the relatively high transportation costs in
shipment of goods among Latin American countries (even assuming significant im-
provements in transportation)-certainly enough time to permit an improvement
in local productivity adequate for survival.
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tries, industrial expansion potentialities, credit sources and other
subjects of importance to private and governmental decision-
makers.

Region-wide planning

Region-wide planning is a foundation for all the other regional
activities. 15 Such planning need not be very elaborate to be useful
and effective. In fact, it should be quite practical and geared
closely with the regional integration effort. It should provide a
"framework" for regional activities by revealing the basic prob-
lems and the developmental potentialities for the future. Such
framework planning should include the preparation of analyses
of economic and social trends on a region-wide basis together with
the projection of key series to reveal the regional implications of
the evolving situation. Particularly important would be analyses
and projections of regional markets within and outside Latin
America for major services and products. Such planning would
also focus on the detailing of the developmental potentialities
of the region, seen as a single cooperating unit, in terms of
complementary industries, increased trade, and development of
region-wide infrastructure facilities, such as transportation and
communication.

This type of multinational planning would furnish extremely
useful specific terms of reference for the preparation of country
plans and of expansion plans by private firms. It would, at the
same time, provide a key element in the strengthening of Latin
American economic integration. The major objective of such
integration is the speeding of new economic development, particu-
larly in manufacture, rather than merely the freeing of current
trade. The basic need is to attract investment from within the
region in productive enterprises as well as to encourage investment

15 Cf. Harvey S. Perloff and Rafil Saez, "National Planning and Multi-National

Planning, under the Alliance for Progress," Organization, Planning, and Program-
ming for Economic Development, Vol. VIII, of papers prepared for the U.N. Con-
ference on the Application of Science and Technology for the Benefit of the Less
Developed Areas (Washington, D.C.; U.S. Government Printing Office, 1962), pp.
47-54.
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from outside. Broad practical planning can help reduce certain
kinds of risks and encourage productive expansion.

Multinational planning is also required to arrive at some basic
decisions as to the degree of autonomy and types of external trade
that the region should seek. It would not be wise to develop
product surpluses which were not exportable to other markets;
nor to encourage dependence on external sources of capital goods
and raw materials without seeing to it that the corresponding
means of finance were available.

Finally, such planning should concern itself with the questions
of the appropriate scope for a common market. It is to be assumed
that the fomento operation would extend to all countries of Latin
America so that regional planning, as its counterpart, should also
cover the entire region. The problems of relationships among the
present two groupings and those not now membcrs of either group
should be of high-priority concern. It seems likely that the advan-
tages of an all-inclusive common market will increasingly come to
the forefront. However, whether or not such a market comes into
being, the economic welfare of each country should be the concern
of regional planning as well as of industrial promotion.

Regional infrastructure projects and
cooperative arrangements

There is no mechanism at the present time for the preparation
of multinational development projects, and yet it is evident that
the success of regional integration, will depend in no small part
on such projects. Increased intra-Latin American trade calls for
much better transnational transportation and communication
facilities.

Due to the nature of Latin America's development in the past,
the transportation and communication systems within each coun-
try tend to be turned toward the outside. In many instances
transportation and communication between two Latin American
countries is done through foreign centers. The circle of no-
transportation-without-trade and no-trade-without-transportation
must be broken. A deliberate policy of planning for transport and
communication integration needs to be adopted, even though
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subsidies may be necessary initially until the intra-regional trade
develops.

Other types of multinational projects should also be evolved.
For example, there are important gains to be had through the
joint development of the international rivers for navigation, irriga-
tion, electric power, and other purposes. Such multinational
projects might well encompass the full development of interna-
tional river basins looking toward the most productive uses of
the land, water, forest, wildlife, recreation, and other resources.
In general, the relationship of the directly productive activities-
agriculture; mining, forestry, fishing and manufacturing-to the
expansion of the infrastructure facilities is a logical concern of
regional planning and development efforts.

Alliance for Progress, as well as World Bank, financial support
for infrastructure investments of regional scope could contribute
importantly to encouraging regional economic integration.

Aside from new construction and developmental projects, there
are significant improvements in transportation and communica-
tions that can be achieved through cooperative regional arrange-
ments. These can be employed to get better geographic and time
distribution of services and facilities and also to strengthen the
services administratively and financially. Such arrangements might
well be useful in commercial aviation, coastal and inland-wateT
shipping, transnational trucking and railroads, telecommunica-
tions, postal communications, and related activities.

Industrial promotion

As already suggested, the rapid economic expansion of Latin
America can be greatly advanced by the direct promotion of
industry, services, and commercial agriculture on a regional basis.
Such direct promotion will undoubtedly require the establish-
ment of a dynamic fomento corporation with a broad range of
activities. These might well include the following:

(a) bringing to the attention first of Latin American,
and afterwards to outside capital, opportunities for the
establishment of industries on a regional basis;

(b) providing various types of financial aids to proposed
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region-wide industries when their feasibility, as well as
their need for financial assistance, has been established.
The fomento organization should not only be in a posi-.
tion to make loans, but also to acquire equity holdings in
new firms. Such equity holdings could be sold over time
to Latin American investors, thus not only encouraging
a greater amount of savings and investment in the region,
but also more diffused ownership of business enterprises;

(c) providing technical assistance to regional firms,
ranging from help in organizing firms (including help
in design of plant and product and in management
arrangements) to assistance in marketing and transporta-
tion of products;

(d) promoting uniform, high-level industrial and
agricultural standards for export products;

(e) studying the reconversion and expansion of na-
tional industries and the readaptation of areas and re-
training of working groups in order to facilitate special-
ization in regional markets;

(f) studying infrastructure needs of regional industries
and seeking means of fulfilling these needs;

(g) studying the natural resources of Latin America
with a view to evolving a firmer base for industrial and
agricultural development;

(h) encouraging national industrial programming on
an increasingly uniform basis so that region-wide indus-
trial programming becomes possible;

(i) promoting trade among the Latin American coun-
tries;

(j) promoting Latin American tourism, through such
means as the development of low-cost systems of travel to
and from Latin America and within the region, including
the development of "packaged" multi-nation trips, en-
couragement of hotel and related construction, encour-
agement of high standards in the maintenance of signifi-
cant features of the national heritage which have cultural,
historical, artistic or natural value.

27-779 0-4----31
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The important need is to have a focal point where effective.
action is sparked by bringing together people with ideas, knowl-
edge of opportunities, risk-taking capital, and technical expertise.

Primary commodities

Both region-wide planning and a common market can con-

tribute importantly to finding solutions for the various problems

associated with primary commodity exports. Regional planning
can help evolve a better relationship between supply and demand
in such commodities, as can the common market. The expected
advantages of increasing specialized, and often large-scale produc-
tion, provided by a common market, apply to primary commodi-

ties as to other kinds of goods. Thus, there is mutual gain when
the various countries give up the production of products for which

they are not particularly suited, whether it be wheat or rice or

sugar or wool, and can instead increase the production of their

specialized commodities for sale in nearby markets."6

In addition, as suggested earlier, the establishment of an effective
mechanism for consultation will lead to a stronger capability for

common negotiation with the outside world. The strengthening
of international bargaining power will come about, moreover,

through the ability to negotiate a common external tariff or

margins of preference by a customs union. This can help obtain

more favorable international trade conditions as regards Latin

American commodity exports as well as the newer possibilities

for the export of manufactured goods-a negotiation more or
less among equals rather than the strong and the weak. Also, the

establishment of an integrated regional unit greatly facilitates the

working out of arrangements with other economically integrated
regions for trade and economic cooperation, both developed and
developing. Regional arrangements are, of course, no substitute

for world-wide trade arrangements, but they can provide valuable
complementary tools.

16 Shifts in production must be properly phased so as to avoid too great an

adverse impact on employment.
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International financing and cooperative
regional financing

Finally, there is need for a direct approach to the promotion of
new and improved sources and kinds of international financing
in order to permit the growth of industries and the improvement
of agriculture, given the current limitation of internal capital for
the financing of new enterprises and the expansion of existing
ones. Here, as in other items mentioned, a joint regional approach
can be expected to be more effective than a purely national
approach.

It is important to conceive of international financing in the
broadest possible terms. Every kind of inward financial flow has
an economic impact on the receiving nation-on the total burden
of interest and repayment, on the kinds of projects and activities
that can be undertaken, on the kinds of external controls imposed,
and so on. Therefore, the full financial spectrum is a matter of
concern for the individual countries and Latin America as a
whole-from short-term supplier of commercial bank credit given
to a single firm all the way to long-term credit from a consortium
of international banks and governments given to a government.
Substantial improvements are conceivable through a concerted
effort to improve terms of financing all along the spectrum. A
10-percent lengthening of supplier credits can be economically
significant, as can somewhat better terms for short-range commer-
cial bank credit provided to Latin American governments.

The situation here is basically similar to that characterizing the
other program elements discussed above, i.e., improved interna-
tional financing and regional economic integration are inter-
twined, the one supports the other. Certainly the expansion of
the Latin American market will be a great attraction for inter-
national financing, while the greater supply of external capital
and technology is an important ingredient to make Latin American
economic integration flourish.

Special types of financial arrangements will be required if the
full potentialities of a customs union are to be realized. This
grows out of a series of fears in Latin America. Thus, for example,
the prevalent fear that under a common market arrangement,
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branch plants of firms from highly industrialized countries might
put new and weak Latin American firms under a competition

disadvantage must be squarely faced.,, A similar fear of not being

able to compete without national tariff and other protection is

common among the smaller and lesser developed countries

vis-4-vis the larger and more developed countries within Latin

America itself. Furthermore, complementarity agreements tend

to be hindered by the fear that the different lines of production

may not offer the same expanding market or the same stability

of outlets. To overcome that particular risk, cross-participation
in the capital offers an attractive solution. The same can be said

of the other two cases. Broad scale Latin American investment

17 Two Latin American comments on this key point are worth noting:

"There is general concern that foreign enterprise, because of its very superiority

and knowledge of the different markets, will make better use of the vast opportu-

nities for trade that are emerging in the member countries and assume a leading

role in the complementarity agreements and in the area in general. Unless the

danger is averted, this great undertaking will not be able to advance very far

because of the heavy opposition it is liable to provoke. The fundamental solution

is to support Latin American enterprise so that it can achieve its full vigour in the

formation of the common market, and stand up to foreign enterprise, either by

making common cause with it or by competing on an equal footing, since com-

petition on an unequal basis usually boils down to the alternative of liquidation of

the weaker party or subordination to the stronger." ECLA, Towards a Dynamic

Development Policy for Latin America, op. cit., p. 121.

". . . Another important political difficulty for integration lies in the fear that

because of the smaller capacity of national entrepreneurs in terms of capital,

access to new technology and international connections, the integrated market

will be a more favorable field of operations for large foreign enterprises than for

them. This leads to a sceptical attitude among the leftists and also among business-

men with regard to the favorable effects that integration might have. . . . This

attitude is inspired by what happened in Europe and deserves attention and study.

It would seem that the evolution of the Alliance towards a multilateral operation,

where the development program of Latin America would constitute part of its

economic integration or vice-versa, and would receive the formal support of the

United States and of the industrial countries of Europe, would facilitate the rejec-

tion of this doubt and, even more, would provide new conditions for attracting

and fixing external capital that would come to develop new sectors, introduce new

techniques and complement the effort of national enterprises." Romulo Almeida,

The Latin American Free Trade Area, address delivered at the Second Florida

World Trade Conference, March 7-8, 1963 (mimeographed), pp. 17-18.

A realistic approach to this issue would serve over time to strengthen the role

of foreign capital in Latin America, to the point where it is fully welcomed and

protected.
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in the new industries selling in the regional market can help to
overcome much of the fear of foreign capital. But given the
shortages of capital in Latin America as a whole, a variety of
schemes to permit such Latin American participation in joint
enterprises will have to be worked out. These might include the
gradual sale of equity holdings to Latin American investors by
the fomento corporation (as suggested earlier), expanded develop-
ment bank facilities to aid Latin American investment in new
regional industries, and the creation of mutual funds for small
investors. Valuable experiments along some of these lines have
been carried out in India and Italy, among other countries, and
the techniques evolved deserve careful attention.

The Inter-American Development Bank has taken an important
initial step in providing a special fund, in addition to funds
provided for this purpose in its normal operations, to assist in the
financing of intraregional exports, particularly of capital goods.'8

Other features of regional integration as well will require special
types of financing, such as assistance for reconversion and readap-
tation of industries when imposed by new competitive conditions.
The availability of such financing can facilitate negotiation among
countries, within either a free trade area or common market
arrangement. In the same light, financial assistance might be pro-
vided, through a regional adjustment fund, for the purpose of
assisting industries and workers adversely affected by integration,
as was done under the Schuman Plan.

More broadly conceived, the question of financing involves the
problems of foreign exchange policy, convertibility, monetary and
stabilization policy, and a host of related questions."9 It is evident
that regional economic integration could be advanced through

18 While the emphasis here is on special forms of financing, it is evident that
export financing and other financing associated with regional trade are basically
complementary to general production credit. Since most internationally traded
products are sold within the country as well as outside, the availability of produc-
tion credit is normally the most important part of the picture.

19 A suggestive treatment of these and related issues is provided by Felipe Herrera
in his address, The Financing of Latin American Integration, delivered at the
University of Chile, May 22, 1963 (Inter-American Development Bank, mimeo-
graphed). The financial problems of economic integration are discussed in Inter-
American Development Bank, Economic Integration: Financial Aspects, op. cit.
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the harmonization of exchange and monetary policies and that
Latin American cooperative efforts, by way of a Latin American
clearinghouse or payments union, would enhance multilateral
convertibility. However, perhaps these are matters that cannot
be carried out as first steps; rather, such harmonization is likely
to be a consequence of a successful launching of the other aspects
of the integration program, as covered above.

REGIONAL INTEGRATION AND THE ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS

Taken together, the program items outlined add up to a sub-
stantial series of tasks, and yet they are all necessary and, as a
matter of fact, are very closely interrelated. The central point
is that the economic development of the Latin American countries
can be speeded up by many years, and even decades, by focusing
attention, and resources, on the active promotion of regional
economic integration. This would, as we have suggested, change
the terms of reference within which economic development would
take place.

The Charter of Punta del Este treats regional economic inte-
gration-along with national planning, reform measures, primary
commodity arrangements, and international financial assistance-
as one of the five focal points of the Alliance for Progress. How-
ever, the Charter does not set down any specific criteria or organiza-
tional techniques in order to link integration with the other
features of the Alliance. To date, the Alliance operation, function-
ing as it does essentially in a bilateral framework, has not actively
promoted the integration objective-with the noteworthy excep-
tion of Central American integration. In fact, in spite of an
intellectual attachment to the broad integration objective, there
have been some unintentional consequences flowing from the
actual operation which tend to pose barriers to rapid Latin
American economic integration.

Effort and interest are focused on financial assistance for specific
projects and sector programs geared entirely to within-nation
development, thus putting into the background the more system-
atic effort needed to speed the integration process. The Panel of
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Experts has spelled out in detail, in its first report to the Inter-
American Economic and Social Council, the problem of coordina-
tion among the national plans and has emphasized the importance
of giving priority to the national and regional programs and efforts
leading to integration. The isolated preparation of national plans,
without any regional framework of information and projections,
puts economic integration very much in the background. An
important exception is the stimulus that has been given to regional
programming in the case of Central America through the formal
organization of the Misi6n Conjunta de Programaci6n para Cen-
troamerica. While the Ad Hoc evaluating committees have at-
tempted to evaluate plans in terms of their implications for re-
gional integration, most of the plans do not contain sufficient
elements to make any meaningful judgments possible.

It is well to note also that discussions in meetings of LAFTA
suggest strongly that certain political misgivings as to the position
of the United States with regard to an over-all Latin American
integration program, and, specifically in reference to LAFTA,
have yet to be dispelled through U.S. policy declarations and
action. While the core measures of regional integration must
obviously come from the Latin American countries themselves,
clear-cut United States backing would help to create an environ-
ment within which more rapid progress toward integration might
be made.

Should a new multilateral approach to the Alliance for Progress
be evolved-and that seems to be a critical requirement for the
success of the effort-it should be characterized by a fundamental
concern for regional economic integration. External financing
and other forms of international cooperation should, it seems to
us, take the economic integration of Latin America as a point of
departure and assist in realizing the various integration elements
discussed above. The multilateralization of the Alliance for Prog-
ress, to be truly meaningful, would need a powerful focal objective
which can provide a framework for the diverse programs and
activities and a basis for judgments on priorities. Regional eco-
nomic integration can provide just such a focus.
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ORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

Because of their close interrelationships, the various elements
involved in a full-fledged regional economic integration, as de-
scribed in this paper, might well be made the responsibility of a
single agency, such as the Inter-American Development Bank,
which would of course work in the closest possible coordination
with LAFTA.

If this were done, the Bank would need to set up a regional
fomento corporation as one of its activities, as well as sections to
handle activities related to stimulating and financing trade among
the Latin American countries.

An alternative arrangement might be the establishment of a
purely Latin American organization combining LAFTA activities
with the activities suggested above-including the fomento activi-
ties. Or these functions might be carried out through a coopera-
tive arrangement among IDB, LAFTA, ECLA and the OAS.

Another possibility would be to establish these functions among
the responsibilities of a new multilateral organizational arrange-
ment of the Alliance for Progress (such as the Inter-American
Development Committee proposed by former Presidents Kubit-
schek and Lleras Camargo), if any arrangement of this type were
to come into being. In this case, it would necessarily include
LAFTA and the Central American Integration Secretariat, as well
as the Bank, in its decision framework.

The fomento organization, whatever its form, would need a
strong staff, combining competence in industrial promotion, in
industrial project evaluation, including the design of new plants
and organization of new firms, in economic and industrial analysis,
and in financial matters. At the same time, the LAFTA Secretariat
would need to be strengthened since it would have many addi-
tional tasks beyond those assigned to it now, as a result of greater
political backing for the integration objective.

The main point we would like to stress here is the importance
of putting the question of organization of the integration effort
on the agenda when discussions of possible changes in the Alliance
and inter-American organization take place. It seems to us that
the time has come when a full-fledged strategy for integration needs
to be worked out, including a specific program of action, the
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designation of agency responsibility for every step in the program,
and a realistic arrangement for financing the effort. Under present
circumstances, while substantial funds might ultimately be forth-
coming from the international banks, the European and other
nations, and from contributions of the Latin American countries,
it is likely that the most rapid progress could be made if Alliance
for Progress funds could be channeled for the fomento operation
initially. This would mean, in the case of the whole of Latin
America, following the significant precedent set in the case of
financing of the Central American integration program.

NEEDED STUDIES

Since there are many serious problems that would have to be
overcome in successfully launching a regional fomento effort, and
even more in undertaking a full regional integration program,
both the potentialities and obstacles need to be studied in some
depth. Such studies would be a logical next step in encouraging
the process of integration. They are particularly important since
it seems evident that one of the major obstacles to progress in
economic integration has been a lack of adequate knowledge of
what integration entails for specific industries and what its impli-
cations are for government policy. Businessmen and governments,
while intuitively recognizing the desirability of common market
arrangements, have been wary of accelerating integration for fear
of unknown repercussions.

Four kinds of studies are needed:
One might be of a more general economic, institutional, and

policy nature, probing in an across-the-board fashion the problems,
as well as potentialities, of regional economic integration. Thus,
attention needs to be given to each of the program elements
discussed above: (a) the steps in evolution into a broader and
more effective free trade area and then the steps from free trade
area to common market; (b) the form that region-wide planning
should take so as to help achieve the objectives of integration in a
practical way; (c) the types of regional infrastructure projects and
cooperative arrangements that could advance integration; (d) how
the development and use of natural resources on a regional basis
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might best be promoted; (e) the types of policies that would be
needed to make a success of a regional fomento effort; and (f) the
various possible approaches to attracting Latin American invest-
ment funds and international financing for new and expanding
regional industries.

Under this general heading would also come studies of govern-
mental policies vis-A-vis regional integration, including questions
of monetary, fiscal, foreign exchange,-treatment of foreign capital,
and other key policies. Techniques for achieving the necessary
harmonization among the individual countries would have to be
carefully examined. Such an examination should extend to har-
monization in other areas as well, such as uniformity in port, cus-
toms, and consulate procedures, harmonization of statistics, and
the like.

Alternative institutional forms to meet the various integration
requirements also need to be probed. An examination of the
questions involved in the relationships among trading groups is
also needed, including not only the relationships with the United
States and the European Common Market, but other areas of the
world as well.

A second category is country studies, involving the investiga-
tion of industrial opportunities as they are interrelated and linked
within a given country. These are particularly meaningful for the
medium-sized and smaller countries looking toward active pro-
grams to help reduce the inevitable inequality that, in the short
run, would arise from a reciprocity that tends to favor the larger,
better endowed countries. In this category would also fall studies
concerning the implications for each individual country of exist-
ing trade arrangements and of possible new arrangements, such as
an all-inclusive Latin American Common Market.

A third major category is that of broad-scope industry studies.
Here it would be useful to examine the general types of industries
that might be attracted to the region, covering, where appropriate,
their prospects and requirements for a "planned-complementarity"
expansion within an enlarged regional market, including questions
of vertical and/or horizontal integration. A joint Latin American-
U.S. study group has indicated that the following are among the
issues that need to be explored with relation to various key indus-
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tries (particularly those industries-like steel, automotive prod-
ucts, paper, pulp and other wood products, chemicals and textiles-
concerning which businessmen and government agencies are al-
ready considering possible "complementarity agreements" between
two or more nations): What, over time, and with different scale-
of-market assumptions, are the cost prospects for a given industry
and/or its several component processes in different Latin American
countries? Where does comparative advantage seem to lie? What
are the long-term prospects for such expanded intra-regional pro-
duction to become, without protection, competitive with imports
from outside the region? Is there a chance that the industry, by
achieving economies of scale within the region, might become a
competitive exporter outside the region, thereby earning foreign
exchange for the region as a whole?

The fourth group of investigations that needs to be undertaken
is of so-called "feasibility studies." This is the practical and
detailed follow-up of the general industry studies discussed as the
third category. Industry feasibility studies are specific in nature,
examining concrete investment opportunities, with detailed as-
sumptions on scale, location, financing, techniques to be employed,
and the like. Quite specific examinations of markets, availability
and quality of resources, availability of overhead facilities and of
labor are a feature of such studies. Different types of feasibility
studies are also required. These are detailed examinations of
multi-regional projects-in transportation, communication, etc.-
needed to reduce the costs of transnational movement of goods
and in general to establish the infrastructure necessary for regional
economic integration. In some cases a regional infrastructure
project will be a key requirement in making feasible the establish-
ment of a regionally integrated industry.

Certain of these matters have already been studied to some
extent by ECLA, OAS, the Inter-American Development Bank
and other organizations. In such cases it is mainly a question of
extending and deepening the investigations. Others of the subjects
mentioned, however, have not yet been given serious attention
and here new ground will have to be broken.

The Central American experience has shown the value of this
type of approach. In that case, the beginning toward a common
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market, and perhaps its greatest boost, was made through the
study of 10 broad basic industries that seemed to offer opportuni-
ties for the region, later advancing toward feasibility studies and
finally arriving at the specific projects that are now being carried
out. A similar procedure seems called for in looking forward to
the promotion of regional economic integration for all of Latin
America.

Because of the wide variety of studies required, and because of
the shortage of personnel available for research at the present
time, it would be logical to encourage the organizations already
involved in such research to deepen and extend their work, as well
as to encourage universities and research institutions, particularly
in Latin America, to undertake the necessary new kinds of studies.
It would be extremely helpful if one organization, such as the
Inter-American Development Bank, could accept the responsibility
for coordinating the study effort and for channeling the funds
necessary to carry it out.

CONCLUSION

To bring the previous points to a focus .

A dynamic regional fomento organization (or, more broadly
conceived, a regional integration organization)-having available
detailed information on industry prospects, armed with the ca-
pacity to channel bank funds and to attract capital from both
Latin America and overseas, backed by the possibility of applying
Alliance funds to overcome bottlenecks and to help finance re-
gional infrastructure projects-could set the stage for a rapid
increase in investment in existing and new industries and linked
industrial complexes, together with associated tariff cuts on the
products of such industries. This, in turn, would hopefully
provide the platform for agreements on scheduled across-the-board
tariff cuts and removal of other restrictions on trade, as well as
the harmonization of economic and financial policy. It should
also make evident that a region-wide planning framework was
needed to help the individual countries to program their develop-
ment in keeping with the requirements of an evolving regional
economic integration. Interest in improved payments arrange-
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ments can also be expected to reach a point in this process where
new cooperative arrangements can be worked out.

At every stage new difficulties and problems are certain to arise
but once the reality that genuine regional economic integration
is under way becomes apparent, practical solutions will surely be
forthcoming. The problem now is to demonstrate the reality of
the potential advantages.
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